
REDACTED Community Input on the Transgender Gender Nonconforming Students 

On May 28, APS posted a questionnaire in English and Spanish on the Engage webpage to gather input 
on the draft Policy Implementation Procedures (PIP) for Transgender Students in Schools. The 
questionnaire was posted through June 11.  

During that time, APS received 1,473 responses to eight questions on different elements of the draft PIP. 
The individual responses are provided in the attached PDF as a spreadsheet printed across two pages. 
Answers to questions 1‐4 begin on page 1, and questions 5‐8 begin on page 220. Staff reviewed the 
responses and redacted references to student names, personal information and offensive or 
inappropriate language.  

It is the responsibility of APS staff to define implementation procedures. The open‐ended format 
allowed APS staff to receive a range of ideas for consideration to improve upon or clarify the language 
and how APS will implement procedures to support the School Board’s Policy J‐2, Student Equal 
Educational Opportunities/Nondiscrimination. APS staff took this input, along with the guidance from 
the National School Boards Association and legal counsel, into consideration to finalize the PIP. 



REDACTED Community Input on the Transgender Gender Nonconforming Students
The individual responses are printed across two pages. Answers to questions 1-4 begin on page 1, questions 5-8 begin on page 220.  

Response 
No

Language  1.Introduction Section:
 

 2.Definitions Section:
 

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section: 4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic 
Team Student Participation Section:

Full 
Question

Full 
Question

 1.Introduction Section:

 It is the responsibility of each Arlington Public 
Schools (APS) staff member to ensure all students, 
including transgender students, have safe, supportive, 
and inclusive school environments. School-based 
procedures provide APS staff with guidance to ensure 
compliance with the School Board Policy J-2 Student 
Equal Educational Opportunities-Nondiscrimination. 
These procedures are detailed in this document and 
will be disseminated to staff through administrative 

 processes.
 
All Arlington Public Schools staff shall be continuously 
trained on topics relating to transgender students. 
School staff members are responsible for taking prompt 
and effective steps to prevent and respond to 
harassment of any kind, including that which is based 
on gender identity and, as appropriate, remedy its 

 effects.
 
What comments do you have about this section?

 2.Definitions Section:
 
“Gender identity” is one’s sense of self as male, female, or an 
alternative gender that may or may not correspond to a person’s 
sex assigned at birth (American Psychological Association, 2015). 
Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 

 in any way that violates School Board policies.
 
“Transgender” is an umbrella term used to describe individuals 
whose gender identity, expression, or behavior does not conform 
with that typically associated with the sex to which they were 

 assigned at birth (National School Boards Association, 2017).
 
What comments do you have about this section?

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section:

Access to facilities that correspond to a student’s 
gender identity will be available to all students. 
Students cannot be required to use a particular facility 
inconsistent with their gender identity, including 
single user bathroom facilities. Single user, gender 
neutral facilities will be made available to all users 
who seek privacy. 

What comments do you have about this section?

4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic Team 
Student Participation Section:

Students may participate in any co-curricular or extra-curricular 
activity consistent with their gender identity. Athletic participation 
regulated by the Virginia High School League (VHSL) and the 
Virginia Scholastic Rowing Association (VASRA) must be in 
compliance with rules outlined by that organization. Any uniform 
required for participation in a co-curricular or extra-curricular 
activity, including athletics, shall include options that are gender 
neutral. Awards designated by Arlington Public Schools for 
participation in any such activity will also be gender neutral.

What comments do you have about this section?

1 English Does this mean that a Biological male that identifies 
as a female will be given access to the girls locker 
room?

2 English
3 English I agree I agree I agree I agree
4 English As a parent of a transgender APS student, I applaud 

this effort. Thank you!
Well done. Great. This is so very important. Great.

5 English
6 English I support this policy and would like to see it 

implemented successfully.  "staff shall be continuously 
trained" seems too broad to be enforceable.  
"Continuously" is too ambiguous and also implies 
endless funding; perhaps wording that is more specific 
such as "annually" or even just delete "continuous."  
There are many areas where training is needed; this is 
one.  I wouldn't want to see push back on one aspect in 
fear of losing funding for others.

no comment agree/support Is this section suggesting/stating that there will be no more awards 
for top male/female athletes in certain sports (but not others 
governed by specific associations)?  If so, I would just like to ask if 
that would have detrimental impacts on students looking for 
admission or scholarships to universities or colleges based on their 
high school sports.  I think that is an important consideration.
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Response 
No

Language  1.Introduction Section:
 

 2.Definitions Section:
 

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section: 4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic 
Team Student Participation Section:

7 English Fantastic. Fantastic. Very important and well done. Excellent though still gender binary in the sense that sports are 
generally still "boys" and "girls." This remains importnat for girls 
equity at this point.

8 English None.  I fully support this PIP. None.  I fully support this PIP. None.  I fully support this PIP. None.  I fully support this PIP.

9 English Fantastic! Happy to see APS staff working to provide 
safe, supportive, and inclusive school environments. It 
makes clear that we value all students—their safety and 
their success.

Great news. Forcing students to use bathrooms 
inconsistent with their gender identity would be 
potentially dangerous and unsafe.

10 English I am writing simply to offer my thanks and support for 
this initiative.  My child attends an APS high school and 
is a straight and cisgender ally of LGBTQ+ students.  
We have extended family members who are gay, 
lesbian, and trans, respectively, and I feel that this 
inclusive policy is supportive of our extended family and 
helps us maintain a positive family culture.  THANK 
YOU for your leadership!  It means a lot.

11 English I would add “including athletics, band, and chorus.”  My daughter 
has been required to wear a tux to choral concerts, which makes 
her very uncomfortable.

12 English I agree I agree ok ok

13 English Thank you so much for taking this step to train school 
staff members. It's understandable that many people 
have not had good access to educational materials and 
need support in figuring out how best to create a 
supportive environment for our transgender children.

Thank you for taking the definition of gender identity from an 
accredited professional organization, the APA.

This policy empowers students to make their own 
decisions. I appreciate it.

Thank you!

14 English Unlike the title, The opening section does not appear to 
be about non discrimination in general but seems only 
to focus on transgender students which I believe is a 
small population of APS and may not be focusing on all 
forms of discrimination.

none This one stumps me.  As I read it anyone who may not excel in 
their sport or activity can choose to participate in that sport of the 
gender they identify with at the time.  So if I"m a male track team 
member I could race against the females.  How do you handle this 
when it comes to gender fluidity?  I have already observed with my 
two high schoolers and their friends that teens are experimenting 
with as many options as they are given.

15 English I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school
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Response 
No

Language  1.Introduction Section:
 

 2.Definitions Section:
 

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section: 4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic 
Team Student Participation Section:

16 English There needs to be clear communication re: how cis-
gender students who are not comfortable, for 
whatever reason (and it may include history of 
trauma), sharing bathroom and locker room facilities 
with transgender students will be accommodated. 
This should be clearly communicated at the beginning 
of the school year. How will APS accommodate cis-
gender females who do not feel comfortable changing 
or showering in locker rooms with transgender 
students be accommodated without being made to 
feel uncomfortable? Will APS require medical and/or 
parental confirmation of a student whose gender 
identify does not correspond with their assigned sex to 
request access to bathroom and locker room 
facilities? How will APS keep younger students safe 
(e.g., cis-gender first grade student who has to go to 
the bathroom at the same time as a fifth grade 
transgender student or 8th grade transgender student 
and 12th grade cis-gender student)?

Does this mean uniforms such as those currently used for 
cheerleading or swimming will be changed?

17 English
18 English Makes sense None Agree Agree

19 English I would like more detail about how APS intends to police whether 
gender identity is being asserted for an improper purpose.  That is 
an insanely vague term ("improper purpose")

Is APS saying that if a cis-gender male in the 12th 
grade says he identifies as transgender, he will be 
allowed to use my 9th grade cis-gender daughter's 
locker room? How is APS deciding whether someone 
really is or is not transgender? I thought the issue of 
transgender identification is not fully settled by the 
medical community (see local Dr. Paul McHugh, 
recently written about in the WSJ).    This seems to 
be an issue of safety, not sensitivity.

20 English My issue is with the staff who hinder student's free 
access to bathrooms based on gender appearance. 
What is the actual policy that causes staff to police 
bathrooms from the outside ?

21 English I support all kids this looks good. Thank you.
22 English This is frankly silly and not based in biology. It is ignoring reality in 

order to implement an ideological agenda. We are born male and 
female, and while gender dysphoria is a real issue, it is also a 
mental disorder.

As a parent of three daughters, what guarantees do 
you have that their privacy rights will be protected? 
Have you given any consideration to the fact that this 
will make them feel uncomfortable as they change for 
gym classes?

Again - this is silly and ignores real life biologically based 
differences between males and females. It will actually cause girls 
to suffer as they now have to compete against children who are 
biologically male, but choose to identify as female.

23 English Training needs to encompass how to work eith the 
transgender student’s family as well as with “other” 
families.

Definition seems sufficient I agree
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Response 
No

Language  1.Introduction Section:
 

 2.Definitions Section:
 

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section: 4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic 
Team Student Participation Section:

24 English I question the need for this type of policy generally.  
Why single out "transgender students" and continue to 
balkanize kids.  Discrimination is wrong, period.  
Bullying is wrong, period.  It does not matter the 
reasons underlying hostile behavior.  The schools 
should not be laboratories to cater to the latest fad.  
This is incredibly silly and destructive.  Your job is the 
educate the children with the basics: reading, writing 
(doing a poor job), mathematics, science, history, 
physical education.  You should not be using your 
perch to indoctrinate kids.  Bullying, discrimination, 
harassment is wrong.  That is what you teach kids.  
People have been and always will be different.  The 
reasons for the differences are immaterial.  Treat others 
with respect and courtesy is what the schools should 
be teaching.

These definitions are misleading.  Gender dysphoria is a 
recognized disease.  Kids should be helped; adults should not be 
feeding this.  If a female student wants to wear male clothing or a 
male wants to wear female clothing, so be it.  But this idea that a 
student at any level should have any power to dictate their identity 
beyond immutable characteristics is wrong.

I will have a little girl entering the school system soon.  
 I do not want a boy, who claims to be a girl, using the 
same bathroom as her or locker room.  This creates 
an intolerable situation.  If a boy thinks he is a girl, 
fine, but he should still use a boy's bathroom.  
Bathroom and locker room facilities should correspond 
to the sex of the child, which is immutable.

Boys should not be competing in girls sports because they claim 
they are a girl.  It will destroy the competitive balance of women's 
sports.

25 English So far so good. I feel like maybe gender non-conforming needs to be added; 
nonbinary folks would appreciate the inclusion.

Not bad! Also not bad!

26 English Love it. Maybe add "non-gender conforming" and its definition. Good. Good.
27 English I support this introduction but do hope that detailed 

discussion and training is provided to staff on how to 
implement.

I support this change wholeheartedly and applaud 
Arlington for addressing these needs.

I support this policy whole heartedly and applaud Arlington for 
addressing these needs.

28 English As a parent I agree with this statement. However in 
practice I feel like the county makes economic choices 
that benefit students that are privileged. What worries 
me is that resources will be funneled to the du jour 
issue of the day.

Just wondering what is the criteria to make this 
available?

29 English I agree that having consistent procedures at all APS 
schools and facilities is essential for affirming our 
transgender or gender non-confirming students.

These definitions are very helpful. Yes. This is very important. Implementation to this 
piece will be very important, so teachers and staff feel 
comfortable trusting their students to use the 
appropriate facilities and not have any hesitation about 
affirming a student's bathroom choice, particularly 
when a student is not publicly "out" about their gender 
identity status.

Agreed.

30 English This whole thing is hideous. That tax dollars are spent 
on such nonsense is a scandal. No wonder the USA 
has to import engineers and computer programmers. 
Our public schools don't educate our kids adequately, 
in large part because they are sidetracked by these 
identity politics games. It is rare the kid who doesn't 
feel and act male or female. But this sort of effort 
makes transgenderism trendy so of course some kids 
are going to see an opportunity for attention and 
coolness and take it. Please stick to academics.

Horrendous. I do not want creepy boys pretending to 
be girls in the bathroom with my daughter.

Again, horrendous. Boys - who tend to be faster, taller and stronger 
- should not be allowed to compete against girls by pretending to 
be one.
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Response 
No

Language  1.Introduction Section:
 

 2.Definitions Section:
 

3.Bathrooms and Locker Rooms Section: 4.Co-curricular and Extra-curricular Activities and Athletic 
Team Student Participation Section:

31 English

32 English There are two genders. Everything else is delusionary 
and dangerous.

Transgenderism is mental illness and should not be encouraged, 
especially with regard children. Would you encourage an anorexic 
to starve and buy her diet pills?

You are endangering my daughters. (REDACT) You will destroy girls sports programs as we have seen in other 
states where men dressed as women dominate athletic events.

33 English Looks good. I believe the final “as appropriate” should 
be moved or it should be clarified. Does it mean it is not 
appropriate sometimes  to remedy effects of 
discrimination? That should always be appropriate. 
What may need “as appropriate” is that certain staff 
should not be responsible for providing be remedy (if, 
eg, it is the Principal’s responsibility).

No comments Looks great No comments

34 English Great. Great. Great. I love the "to all users who seek privacy" -- 
meaning that it is not limited to anyone who is or may 
be "transgender" but rather are open to anyone.

35 English The policy should identify all types of training staff shall 
receive.  The "including that which is based on gender 
identity" gives that form of harassment undue 
prominence, especially at a time when other forms of 
harassment unfortunately remain all too common.

I have no idea what the sentence regarding awards means.  Would 
awards no longer reference the gender of a sports teams, e.g., 
Girls Basketball?

36 English I'm not sure I understand this. I am strongly in favor of 
single use stalls for these purposes. I have questions 
about individuals, especially in middle school and high 
school, using bathrooms with others of a different sex 
(but same gender identity).

I completely agree with the parts about uniforms. I think there are 
issues with sports that are not co-ed because the play is different 
based on male/female muscle mass etc. We have seen issues of 
questionable equity with female identified / biologically male kids 
playing on female soccer teams for example.

37 English
38 English How does this work out in real life? Do you have 

examples from other schools? How did they handle 
situations that came up?

Again, real life examples?

40 English Agree that EVERY student should be free of 
harrassment but this policy opens the door to penalize 
ANY NON-TRANSGENDER student to be unfairly 
penalized for ANY real or perceived disagreement with 
a transgender student.

I think the added attention to define GENDER IDENTITY is not 
helpful and may even be harmful to children's sense of self-
identity.

PLEASE KEEP GENETIC BOYS OUT OF GIRLS 
LOCKER ROOMS!!!!

PLEASE KEEP GENETIC BOYS OFF OF GIRLS SPORTS 
TEAMS!!!!

41 English Stigma should not be attached to the use of these 
private bathrooms--how will you ensure that children 
will feel comfortable using them? Where will they be 
located?
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 2.Definitions Section:
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42 English Need more details on the training the APS staff will 
receive.  Will it be political in nature or science based?

no comment Strongly disagree with this because the rights of a tiny 
minority are being given preference over the vast 
majority.  Gender neutral facilities should be available 
for students with gender dysphoria and other gender 
disorders, but allowing students to use restrooms 
inconsistent with their biological gender would mean 
boys would be sharing a restroom with girls and vice 
versa.  This is not appropriate and should not be 
allowed.  While I strongly believe all students 
regardless of their gender identity should operate free 
from harassment and bullying, it doesn't mean they 
should be allowed to use the restroom of their choice.  
Many children and adolescence have questions and 
concerns about their gender and it is parent's and 
society's role to guide them towards their biological 
gender and to hopefully eventually feel comfortable in 
their own skin.  If my son thinks he's a cat I get him 
help, I don't put out kitty litter for him.

This is perhaps more ridiculous than the previous paragraph on 
restrooms.  Regardless of gender identity, biological males have 
distinct athletic advantages over biological females.  Under no 
circumstances should boys be allowed to compete against girls in 
athletics simply because of their gender identity.

43 English I think this sounds good and the training is important. Also good. This sounds good. Is it going to require building new 
single-user facilities for users who seek privacy?  
Curious as to whether this is something costly and a 
roll-out needs to be considered.

I am concerned about the athletic participation aspect of this 
section.  To the extent we have "girls" and "boys" teams, I think 
this is because of physical distinctions and not because of gender 
identity.  I know that "sex" is itself complicated and not everyone is 
XX or XY, and also many boys or girls may not fit a physical 
stereotype.  Nevertheless, I am cautious about (a) male-sex/female 
gender persons dominating a girls sports team, (b) how non-binary 
students fit in to the sports gender binary, and (c) whether this 
might be used to prevent someone participating in a team of their 
biological sex.

44 Spanish
45 English Support this None Agree None

46 English
47 English This is great, thank you so much for explicitly including 

and supporting transgender students.
I don’t understand what the second sentence means.   Is it aimed 
at someone who might falsely claim a gender identity that is not 
genuine?  I’m not sure this belongs in the definitions section.

None

48 English None You are either male or female Just because they want to say they are something 
they clearly aren’t should not be allowed to share a 
bathroom with the opposite sex. Have separate 
bathrooms for them.

Definitely not fair. Whether they like it or not their bodies were born 
one way. You either have estrogen or testosterone.  Compete With 
your born sex.

49 English Agree strongly. Agree strongly Agree strongly Agree strongly
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 2.Definitions Section:
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50 English Inclusive seems like a vaugue  term Was the Academy of Pediatrics consulted in this This seems horribly unsafe, especially to girls who 
may not want to have a penis in their restroom or 
locker rooms..  How will APS monitor the facilities? If 
this is to protect the feelings of the transgendered 
students are the feeling of the non transgender 
students who are uncomfortable with this considered 
at all? Will APS be responsible for unforeseen 
circumstances arising from mixed genitalia being 
together is areas where cloths are often not on?  Does 
a student have to declare themselves as transgender 
or can they go back and forth?

This is absolutely unfair to girls!!! I can only imagine the lawsuits 
that will arise and will APS and therefore the taxpayers left footing 
the bill?

51 English I appreciate the use of "inclusive" and would advocate 
for going farther and stating that our transgender 
students will be valued and affirmed for who they are.

I think the disclaimer at the end of the first definition is 
unnecessary and is not actually a definition. The second definition 
would work better if flipped around - the sex to which they were 
assigned at birth does not conform with the person's gender 
identity, expression or behavior

I support this - every person should have safe access 
to bathrooms that fit with their gender identity and 
makes them feel welcome at school

I support students being able to participate in activities based on 
their gender identity.

52 English It is great. It is great. It is great. It is great!
53 English None None None None
54 English This is great and I'm very proud of Arlington for doing 

this.

55 English School Board Policy J-2 is well-intentioned but misses 
out on the scientific reality behind the physical 
differences between AMAB and AFAB persons as 
regards fair competition in extracurricular activities.  It 
is discriminatory against AFAB athletes to pretend that 
it is fair competition for them again another person that 
has had years of exposure to the higher testosterone 
levels inherent in the physiology of a AMAB person.  
While all persons should of course have full access to 
all appropriate educational opportunities, saying that 
there should be no limit in any program goes too far.

Single user facilities should be made available to all 
students who seek privacy in any locker room or any 
gender identity, not just gender neutral facilities.   This 
policy should not be instituted until all facilities with 
multiple showers in all schools are remodeled to 
ensure at least 50% of showers are able to be private.

This is ignorant of the scientific reality of the muscle-building 
advantages created by testosterone levels of those Assigned Male 
At Birth.  It is discriminatory against those Assigned Female At 
Birth to competition from those whose prior exposure (not 
necessarily current exposure) to testosterone has been at levels 
that would easily trigger disqualifications and bans from 
internationally recognized Anti-Doping regulators of the same levels 
of testosterone were found in AFAB competitors.  This is certainly 
a difficult area, and should be handled with sensitivity by all 
involved, but eliminating any consideration of this scientific reality 
is unfair to those AFAB.

56 English This is positive, and I agree with it. I'm not sure what "improper" means.  Could you give an example 
of an "improper purpose?"

This is positive. This is positive.

57 English I support this effort.  The phrase "continuously trained" 
may be too vague, however.

I do not understand what "shall not be asserted" means here. I 
also do not understand what would qualify as an "improper 
purpose"

I like the intent of this section.  I have concerns about 
the promise that "single user, gender neutral facilities 
will be made available to all users who seek privacy" 
because, if many students felt more comfortable in 
single-user facilities (my gender-conforming child 
would much prefer a single-user facility), it may place 
an unreasonable burden on APS to build a sufficient 
number of single-use facilities in every school.
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58 English Wouldn’t a female who was born male have an advantage based 
on their endocrine system and testosterone levels have a distinct 
advantage to students born female without the extra testosterone?

59 English Consider add "and gender non-conforming" after 
"transgender" or otherwise define that for the PIP the 
term "transgender" includes transgender and gender 
non-conforming/gender diverse, etc. Otherwise this is 
excellent and I commend APS for taking the needs and 
safety of transgender students so seriously. I especially 
appreciate the commitment to continuous training on 
topics related to transgender students which is so 
important as I believe that the vast majority of push 
back against transgender people is due to ignorance 
and fear (ignorance). This is a school system, we 
should be educating, improving and growing not 
leaving in fear of differences. This will save lives.

OK, I see you have the definition of transgender being broader, 
that is good. I also find appropriate the statement that gender 
identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose. I 
appreciate the definition from a respected and reliable source, the 
APA.

Great. Perfect. Great.

60 English How will the student who identifies as transgender be 
assured safety while using the bathroom 
corresponding to their stated gender identity?

61 English Sounds good! Nice Love it Good
62 Spanish He notado que el personal de APS está siendo más 

abierto a los diferentes estudiantes.
Es importante respetar y apoyar a los niños y niñas transgénero. Creo que se debe sensibilizar a los estudiantes sobre 

estos temas también.
Me parece positivo para las personas transgénero.

63 English If my daughters are harmed in any way, including but 
not limited to: rape, all other forms of sexual assault, 
inappropriate touching, inappropriate sexual innuendo 
or discussion or exposure (intentional or inadvertent), as 
a result, directly or indirectly, including but not limited 
to fostering and/or allowing an environment that 
encourages such behaviors, I intend to hold the school 
district, and any all district personnel involved in any 
decisions furthering the foregoing personally liable to 
the fullest extent of the law.

64 English Perfect Perfect Makes sense - do this! Love it!

65 English Love Love this Perfect Yes!!
66 English How does the board intend to define when and how long a 

student identifies themselves?  Will boys be allowed to 
indiscriminately self identify as a girl to gain access to female 
lockers rooms or bathroom facilities?  How often can a student re 
identify thrir binary or non-binary identity?

See above Needs to clarify exactly what non-coed activities will allow.  Unless 
a student has undergon gender reassignment surgery and hormone 
therapy they should not be allowed to participate in binary activities 
different from their birth gender
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67 English It is not appropriate to expose children/students to 
opposite sex genitalia exposure in locker room or 
bathroom facilities regardless of student identity.

It is not appropriate to have students and/or children exposed to 
opposite sex nudity and genitalia in shared  locker rooms in these 
sports. It is not appropriate for  a student to be able to choose to 
join a team of their chosen identity if it is inconsistent with their 
identity at birth because of the various  physical characteristics that 
may create unfair advantages in sports settings

68 English Yes, all staff and yes all students!  Thank you, APS 
(BTW, light blue font is not easy to read.

Thank you for recognizing that life is not  binary. Yes.  Just wash your hands.

69 English Thank you for protecting ALL students! Thank you for protecting ALL children! Yes!!! Thank you! Yes!
70 English This is fine as long as staff do not develop curriculum 

for children regarding this sensitive topic
This should include locker room changing facilities for 
anyone not comfortable changing with others

This is confusing.  I do t know what this means for a girls team or 
boys team.

71 English Fully support Fully support Fully support Fully support
72 English As this is all a work in progress, it is important that 

things should not be punitive to those who may make 
mistakes.

Hopefully education will continue to remain the first goal for the 
schools.

We should make sure all kids feel safe in the 
bathrooms.  Also, hopefully more will be spent on 
educating kids especially those in lower 
socioeconomic groups rather than on new bathrooms.

As long as kids are safe. It may be hard for a transgender person in 
the locker room. If a person claims one gender but plays on a team 
as another gender, how would that work? Also if they play the 
gender that they ascribe to, how safe or fair is that situation?

73 English Equal Educational Opportunities-Nondiscrimination and 
special individual attention are different. I hope that 
APS only carries out non-discrimination initiatives and 
does not promote or give preferential treatment.

Equal Educational Opportunities-Nondiscrimination and special 
individual attention are different. I hope that APS only carries out 
non-discrimination initiatives and does not promote or give 
preferential treatment to transgender individuals.

I hope that naturally born males are not allowed in the 
bathrooms which our daughters use! That would not 
be equal treatment towards our girls!

As long as there is no preferential treatment which promotes 
transgender individuals.

74 English Good Good Great! Love it!
75 English What if a student is harassed or bullied by a 

transgender student?
So if a regular female student is uncomfortable using 
a locker room with a person who says they are female 
but are really not transgender but rather looking for a 
way to get a cheap thrill is the female offered any 
protections? Also has there been any consideration for 
the transgender persons mental wellbeing in a locker 
room setting where it would be clear to them that their 
body is not like the body they want to have?

So any boy that self identifies as a girl can play on a girls team? No 
formal decleration of gender status or transition necessary? Why 
have girls and boys teams at all?

76 English Fully support the policy Fully in support Fully in support
77 English Disagree strongly that those born as males should be allowed to 

compete as a female against those born as females.  It is 
discrimination against cis-gendered females.
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78 English I think this is great. I wish there were similar trainings 
pushed across the board for things like food allergies 
and related bullying (from adults not just from kids). 
Continuous training is key, I believe. Teachers are busy 
and reminders are essential.

I agree, though I worry about kids of one gender 
harassing or hurting a transgender student in shared 
bathroom spaces. There's always someone who isn't 
kind and that can be dangerous. What policies are in 
place to make sure a biological girl, for example, isn't 
taken advantage of in the boys bathroom while 
transitioning? As a parent I would worry so much 
about this and what policies would be in place for 
safety. And education of the kids.

Yep. This sounds good.

79 English I'd have to do some research, but I'm nervous about 
quantifying "Transgender" as a solitary and binary term - 
 where you are or aren't this one term specifcially. The 
LGBTQ+ rainbow may include several possibilities 
beyond "transgender".  What about some who identifies 
as gender queer (neither gender)?. maybe something 
like... "including transgender and all non-binary 
expressions of gender" or something. But I'm a straight 
cis guy and would want to check in with my rainbow 
friends on this. But yes, please rethink a bit?

Helpful to have a description - thank you. The distinction between 
sex and gender could be more clear I think. As well, again as 
stated above, what about non-binary gender people?

Love it. I'm curious if there's a system or process for 
changing a gender identity? This is generally a 
process in a person's life. They might start one school 
year one gender identity and finish the school year as 
another. What processes or understandings are in 
place to support the children through this? And at 
what point is a locker room change made?

Great.

80 English I think this is awesome! I think this is awesome! I think this is awesome! I think this is awesome!
81 English I agree, and hope staff will be provided with regular 

training on all aspects of understanding and supporting 
transgender students

These definitions are helpful, glad to see them here I totally agree with this section. Well-worded, and so 
important.

I agree that this is best practice. Transgender athletes should not 
be outed by being forced to play on a team that doesn't match their 
gender identity...I am very glad to see this section in the PIP.
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82 English School staff should not make any orderly student feel 
unwelcome. Students however have no entitlement to 
make the rest of the world conform to their subjective 
assessment of themselves, especially if that 
assessment is at variance with the physical facts.

If people want to try to live as the opposite sex it their right to try. 
There is however no corresponding obligation of other people to 
accept that, for instance, a boy who claims to be a girl really is a 
girl.

Terrible idea. I have a mentally retarded daughter. 
Letting a 200-pound boy who claims to be 
transgender into a bathroom with her puts her at risk 
of sexual molestation that does not exist when the 
bathroom is limited to girls. Similarly, a girl who 
claims to be a boy is at higher risk of sexual 
molestation in a boys’ bathroom because she is likely 
to be smaller and weaker than the boys, and still 
obviously a girl. Transgender students who have not 
surgically transitioned to their desired sex should use 
the bathroom of their biological sex or a single-user 
bathroom.

If boys can participate in girls' sporting events, it will be the end of 
most girls' sports because boys are on average bigger and 
stronger. In Connecticut, the big winners of the "girls" statewide 
track meet were two boys who claimed to be transgender. In the 
interest of a level playing field, intersex and male-to-female 
transgender students should be limited to participating in boys’ 
sporting events.

83 English Students identifying with a gender other than their 
birth gender should have an appropriate, private 
restroom/locker room. Students who identify with their 
birth gender should NOT be forced to share these 
facilities with students who were born with a different 
gender when using the facility corresponding with 
their birth gender.

84 English Does APS mandate training for other sensitive 
populations?  Children from adoptive foster families , for 
example, immediately comes to mind.   Also,  this is 
fine but APS staff should not take it upon themselves to 
educate young children on this sensitive topic.  It 
should be left to parents.

APS needs many more single user facilities in every 
school to accomplish this objective.

There is an issue of fairness here for biologically female athlete 
competing against biologically male athletes

85 English Well said. Appreciate that training of staff is included. Looks clear. This will require some changes to facilities, I imagine. 
Or are there already neutral facilities in all school?

Yes. Must have this to make the policy work.

86 English It sounds good to me. Interesting that you cite authorities for the definitions, and leave 
"improper purpose" open to definition.

Does it sufficiently address the specific question of 
who can use the shared, single-gender bathrooms 
and changing spaces?  Do transgender students need 
to go find a private place to change for gym?

I don't know what the VHSL and VASRA rules are.  Do they mean 
this applies only to a few sports?

87 English Excellent.  I'm happy with this. Great. Great. Great.
88 English Agree. Agree Thank you Agree
89 English I was a “tomboy” growing up.  I did not exhibit behaviors typical of 

the other girls.  I climbed trees, explored swamps and marshes, 
caught frogs and snakes.   I never once thought I might not be a 
girl.  But children today are being fed these “gender identity” ideas 
at TOO YOUNG of an age and I don’t feel the schools have a 
place in fostering this nonsense.

Ridiculous.  How much funding will be wasted on 
building separate bathroom facilities in our APS 
schools?  What programs will be effected by that cost?

90 English Allowing High School almost-adult boys into the same 
locker room as almost-adult girls  will put the girls and 
women in that locker room at risk. Biological women 
need a safe environment and do not need to be put in 
danger, as your policy is about to do.

It is sad to see Arlington succumb to non-fact based information. 
While a very small percentage of the population may be born with 
both male and female genitalia, Gender is not "assigned" at birth. 
It is Documented.

If this means that men will be allowed into the 
women's locker room, I reiterate that you are putting 
women at unnecessary risks.

I assume that Women's sports will be abandoned in favor of men's 
sports? I saw in Connecticut that two men won a women-only 
race. More of this will continue here.
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91 English A single user, gender neutral facility will 
accommodate and be consistent with a person who 
identifies with a particular sex or who is transgendered 
as the bathroom is neutral. Without a single user 
facility, those students who typically associate with 
the sex to which they were assigned at birth will be 
forced to experience inconsistency (which those 
feelings are associated) with their assigned sex should 
they be forced to share such facilities with a 
transgender or person identifying with a different sex 
than the one assigned that is the opposite sex. This 
inconsistency infringes on the privacy rights of the 
majority of children who associate with the sex they 
were assigned at birth.

Gender identity or transgender definitions disregard the scientific, 
biological and physical differences which distinguish males and 
females especially male and female athletes on a hormonal level. 
Such differences physically place girls at a disadvantage as the 
differences are based not on identification but on physiological 
classification. The scientific physiological classification for a boy is 
a boy.

92 English I approve of the wording in this section. Approve. Approve. The applicable VHSL and VASRA rules should be outlined here. 
Without knowing what those rules are, I will say that I would 
STRONGLY disapprove of athletes who were born physically male 
participating on girls’ or women's sport teams.  Women and girls 
have fought for generations to receive the same athletic 
opportunities and support that men have, and to allow athletes who 
have the strong physical advantages of having been born male to 
complete against athletes who have always been physically female 
would fly in the face of those efforts.

93 English I fully encourage APS to be as supportive and inclusive 
as possible. This MUST include dealing with bullying in 
the school, which my son has been a victim of.

My 13 year old son already casually mentions having  transgender 
and pansexual (a term that was new to me) friends. This doesn’t 
fluster or confuse him; it doesn’t call him to question his own 
sexuality. If our kids are exposed to this in a matter of fact way 
they will be welcoming and nonchalant.

I support giving students the option to use whichever 
bathroom they choose.
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94 English Please include in this "training" for ALL staff all views 
and understandings of gender identity issues including 
those from religious perspectives (NOT just the Judao-
Christain perspective, but Muslim, Hindu perspectives 
etc.) Staff NEED to be aware that they may encounter 
parents/other staff who not necessarily agree that 
gender is "fluid." Please do not just present topics 
related to only one sided points of view. This topic is 
very sensitive and many in our community do not agree 
with the concept of gender identity as being different 
and acceptable from one's assigned biological sex.

What pre-requisites will there be in place before 
allowing students with gender identities different from 
assigned biological sex to access these facilities? This 
is too vague--implies one biological boy can be caught 
in a girls' bathroom and then claim "oh my gender 
identity is female." This  policy can violate the ultimate 
and most sacred PRIVACY of our daughters (and 
sons.) I think these students should have to have 
recieved a diagnosis of Gender Dysphoria, 
subsequent counseling for a period of weeks/months 
before just being allowed access to any facility they 
choose! Please make this and all other sections more 
specific as to what the student will have to do in order 
to justify walking into the opposite biological sex' 
bathroom! This may feel like we are violating these 
student's rights and privacy and NOT AT ALL. This is 
a BIG deal to change one's gender identity and there 
will be implications. Askign these students to go thru 
a waiting period of 3-6 months of counseling etc 
before using other facilities seems only reasonable. All 
of this can be kept strictly confidential obviously.

See above comments. Again, what prerequisites will there be?? 
Any biological boy can just one day say he wants to be female or 
report to his doctor to get the VHSL form signed and then use his 
BIOLOGICALLY given additional strength to surpass other girls in 
their sport??? How is that fair??

95 Spanish De acuerdo, todos los estudiantes deben ser tratados 
con respeto, como individuo sin importar su orientación 
sexual  y los empleados de todos los niveles deben ser 
educados a tales fines.

Los estudiantes de APS están en edad de formación, puede que 
aún no estén listos para identificarse con uno u otro sexo, solo 
siguen patrones para sentirse identificados, creo que deben 
esperar a ser adultos para estar seguros.  Es decir, que no se 
puede empujar o inducir a los estudiantes en este sentido, hay 
que darles su espacio para que sea algo que surja natural. Podría 
tornarse inapropiado pedir a un estudiante que se identifique con 
un sexo porque eso es irrelevante en el proceso de aprendizaje.

Las niñas estarán en  peligro probable, si se permite 
que chicos transgéneros usen el mismo cuarto de 
baño pues algunos podrían usar ésto de excusas para 
otros fines.

De acuerdo, siempre que sea acorde a las buenas costumbres.

96 English This is fabulous. I am a teacher in APS, and when I 
had a transgender student in my classroom, I wanted 
and needed district-approved guidance for how to best 
support them. All of my students need to feel safe and 
included in order to be ready to learn. This is an 
important step towards ensuring such an environment 
for all.

Great. It’s essential for teachers to be familiar with the gender 
spectrum and all gender identities when creating safe spaces for 
all students.

Yes! This is so great. Very much agree! Yes!

97 English Excellent progress here. Fully agree. Thank you. Fully support this as well.

98 English I Support it Students should be asked their preferred pronouns at the start of 
each school year

More non-gendered bathrooms should be included in 
new builds and pre-existing schools

I support it

99 English Great! This is still a difficult subject and I'm not sure where I 
stand on that. I can see both sides of the argument.
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100 English This is confusing to me with "single user" mentioned 
twice but no mention of a "multi-user" situation, like a 
locker room. Are you saying that if a kid with a penis 
wants to change in the girls locker room then 
everyone needs to be okay with that? This kid cannot 
be forced to use a single-user facility to safeguard the 
privacy of girls? Are you saying that if a girl is 
uncomfortable with this situation then SHE is the one 
who needs to find a single-user facility? This harkens 
back to the 1950s. “Oh honey, boys will be boys, why 
don’t you just get over it.” I HIGHLY DISAGREE with 
this scenario. I have no problem with providing gender-
neutral facilities but I have a problem with forcing MY 
girl out of a GIRLS locker room. That is preposterous 
so I hope I am misunderstanding this.

101 English I do not have a transgender student so do not have a 
nuanced understanding of the issues, but I support 
inclusion of transgender students so that they can 
access educational opportunities according to their 
preferred gender identity.  This seems consistent with 
that goal.

I like the fact that the first definition comes from an authoritative 
organization like the APA.  I don't know if the National School 
Boards Association has any particular political bent, but the 
definition of transgender seems appropriate for the purpose of 
inclusion policies.

To the extent that there are any single-user facilities in 
a school, all of them should be gender-neutral; 
otherwise, transgender students will feel singled out 
as the ones who need a "special" gender-neutral 
facility. The best inclusion practices are those that are 
invisible because everyone getst the inclusive feature 
(like push-in resource teachers; students, esp. the 
younger ones, don't realize they are there to assist 
particular students.

It's unclear whether VHSL or VASRA have policies that do not 
allow participation based on gender identify. If so, APS should be 
more transparent about the fact that the policy on athletics is only 
going to go so far (not very?) because VHSL and VASRA's policies 
will trump APS's policy.

102 English

103 English
104 English Para 1: Why does "including transgender students" 

have to be stated. It already includes "to ensure all 
students" that means all students.  One specific type 
does not need to be specified.    Para 2: "continuously 
trained"  why do teachers need to be continuously 
trained on this topic.

105 Spanish Me parece muy bien Es la definiciòn correcta Muy bien Muy bien
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106 English This is offensive to me.  Teachers do not need training 
on this issue.  Teachers across APS prevent all 
harassment of any kind on a daily basis.

Gender is biological. Period.  US students rank 39th in the world 
in math, 24th in science and reading. And APS spending 
precious time and money on teaching kids about gender identity?

As long as single user, gender neutral facilities are 
made available to all users who seek privacy and girls 
will be protected from those who abuse this policy.. 
I'm good.  I'll teach my children to use these single 
user, gender neutral facilities at all times.

Students should NOT be allowed to participate in any co-curricular 
or extra-curricular activity consistent with their gender identity.  
This is unfair to girls and women's well earned rights and an 
invasion or privacy.  This puts girls at risk for injury.  I see a lawsuit 
in your future that you will lose!

107 English I totally agree with this! It's the school's job to provide a 
safe learning environment for all students. This is great!

I have no comments. Love this! This makes complete sense and should be 
implemented in all schools. Students should feel safe 
in school, including when they need to use the 
restroom. This should remain in place because it 
makes all students feel safe.

This is perfect! Yes! This is very positive and inclusive.

108 English Yes, we should teach students to respect  all people. 
Explicit instruction and conversation about transgender 
youth is not appropriate at the elementary level.

These definitions are helpful, but should not be introduced until 
secondary levels

I think single user facilities for transgender students is 
sufficient. We need to keep in mind other students 
comfort. If a boy or girl does not feel comfortable 
using the same bathroom, they should have the option 
of using a single user bathroom as well.

This seems difficult to put into practice and could hurt some female 
teams.

109 English What constitutes "one's sense" when it comes to gender identity? 
Are there repercussions for students who assert a gender identity 
for improper purposes?

Good to make single use, gender neutral facilities 
available.

This reads as if any person can play on and sports team based on 
their 'sense' of their gender identity, including someone who is 
genetically a male on a female team.   .

110 English Why is APS  specifically calling out one type of  
Gender.   When you are specific you leave out others.   
Harassment is harassment. For example the teacher at 
(REDACT) that wanted to plant cotton seeds was 
bullied by other teachers because they did not like what 
she was planning in a kids garden.   APS is Creating 
an environment where anything you do is bad. It’s a 
lose lose for everybody white black or any gender or 
color race

Why is APS  focusing on one specific ginger .  The   Motto of  
APS should be to help kids learn.

This is an  in-possible Statement to make. When you 
have high schools was 600+ students are you 
planning on making 200+ single occupancy 
bathrooms showers. ?

Once again this is an impossible request. So what you were saying 
is a boy can play on and girls  team and APS will allow the.  If APS 
is  gender neutral then how can they saw now to a kid the said they 
do not have a gender.

111 English What are "improper purpose[s]?"

112 English I am glad this is happening. I have heard many kids at 
my school talk about troubles with their gender identity 
at school, and it is great that change is happening.

I agree. This is true. This is so very important in order as a way of 
respecting gender identity and making sure everyone 
can maintain their dignity.

This is a very inclusive idea. It is great!

113 English 1. “to ensure all students, including transgender 
students, have” Why is APS singling out trans kids? If 
the policy applies to all students and all students are of 
equal value then why single out one type of identifier? 
Would APS single a race or religion?  2. “continuously 
trained on topics relating to transgender students” 
Again, is this policy solely for trans kids? If not, why are 
teachers only receiving continuous education on trans 
kids?  3. “respond to harassment of any kind, including 
that which is based on gender identity”? Why is 
singling out gender identity harassment more important 
than other (and more common) forms of harassment?

No comment In an attempt to accommodate, APS is singling out 
and branding trans kids. Instead, APS should move to 
gender neutral bathrooms for all schools. Then no 
choice is required and no one is singled out. Making it 
a right for a cis kid to request a private bathroom only 
singles them out and creates an entirely different set 
of issues.

No comment
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114 English It would be more inclusive to list "transgender and 
gender non-conforming  students" to protect all 
students regardless of formal identification.

"or in any way that violates School Board policies" seems 
unnecessary. How could asserting one's gender identity violate a 
school board policy?

115 English I strongly support this PIP and all efforts to make APS 
safer and more inclusive for transgender students.

I agree with this section. I agree with this section and strongly support 
language that will not force transgender students to 
use single user bathroom facilities.

I agree with this section.

116 English What sort of processes or safeguards will be put in place to 
prevent a kid from taking advantage of these "relaxed" rules. Can 
a kid with a penis decide one day that he is a girl and then 
suddenly be granted access to the girls locker rooms, only to 
change his mind later? Is there a process for a kid to officially 
establish himself/herself as a specific gender? I worry that 
immature kids will use this as a joke to spy on girls.

How is this fair for girls? Their muscle structure is different than 
that of a biological boy! How can a girl compete against a bunch of 
kids with penises who will now be in a "girls" sport?

117 English Well written Comprehensive Excellent Happy with this
118 English What will be done for students that feel uncomfortable 

uses the bathroom or locker room with the individual 
with a changed “gender identity”? Will new or 
separate facilities be provided for them?

119 English This is confusing; so a tomboy would be transgender even if she 
regards herself as a girl?

I will put my child in private school if APS endorses 
mixing biological sexes in locker rooms.  Bathrooms 
are different because stalls are differentiated, but 
changing in full view of someone with opposite sex 
genitalia is not acceptable.

Does this mean biological males will be competing against 
biological females?  Many feminists regard this as an unfair 
encroachment on female sports, which already suffer bias.  What 
about the possible athletic impact of those taking testosterone?

120 English All students should have a safe and inclusive is 
environment.  This policy is clearly favoring transgender 
student above other minority and disadvantaged 
groups.  .

Seems straight forward enough, although i’d prefer a physician’s 
definition of gender.

This is confusing.  Is this saying that kids can use 
whatever facilities they feel like using that day?  Who 
establishes what gender the student really identifies 
with?  What is the process for establishing that fact 
since, apparently, the students biological anatomy is 
not  evidence.   Having a student use the bathroom 
consistent with their birth gender is clearly the only 
fair and objective way to make this determination.  
There is no reason everyone else has to bend over 
backwards for this absurdly minute populationj

Seems silly to me that a boy could play a girls sport, or vice 
versatility, but certainly that’s not what is being contemplated.

121 English Only a medical professional should determine if a student is 
transgender.

Unless they have had corrective surgery, transgender 
students should use bathrooms that aligns with their 
assigned gender at birth.

Transgender students should only compete against other 
transgender students.
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122 English . . . “ to ensure all students “ should been enough, but 
thank you very much for naming specific situations that 
a few may find objectionable.

I do hope that no one tries to use the “ improper uses” wording to 
file complaints. I also councilors wii be specifically trained to 
support ALL students.

Any user seeking privacy will be pleased to find single 
user bathrooms readily available. Once had a friend 
with cancer of the intestines. He was extremely 
embarrassed to use public bathrooms because of the 
odors his situation caused. He would have been 
extremely grateful for a single use bathroom to have 
avoided the stress of the resultant crude remarks and 
hideous name calling he received daily.

Gender neutral can be a challenge in some situations but is doable. 
I applaud these statements. I, also, hope that there will be open 
discussions about respect for and admiration of people who are 
different in any aspect of their lives.

123 English Looks good. It is unclear to me what this section means: “Gender identity shall 
not be asserted for any improper purpose or in any way that 
violates School Board policies.” What would that “improper 
assertion” look like?

Okay. Okay.

124 English The training that staff receive is likely going to be above 
and beyond what parents and students are familiar 
with. For APS staff to “respond” to incidents seems 
likely to include educational efforts, not simply punitive 
measures.

What is an example of an “improper purpose”? This language is 
vague.

Ok. There’s a more general trend towards private 
locker room facilities, apart from gender identity 
issues. Be prepared for fully private locker room 
facilities and the associated costs.

125 English I love it. Thank you! None. Thank you for making this effort to be inclusive. As a 
parent of an APS student, I see no issue with this 
whatsoever.

Great!

126 English If awards will be gender neutral, how will the county award awards 
for sports that are split between girls and boys, e.g., tennis, without 
the word girl or boy? E.g., Finalist in Womens(Girls?) Tennis 
championship.

127 English I think this is really important and I'm very glad 
Arlington is doing this.

I completely agree with this stance and am glad that 
non-conforming students are not being made to use 
single user bathrooms unless they elect, as that in 
itself can be stigmatizing.

Seems reasonable.

128 English I think all students should have access to education.  I 
am concerned the emphasis on teacher training and 
support to transgender students may over emphasize a 
difference in these children rather than promote an 
environment of equality and acceptance.

Applied to an elementary age person I think these definitions 
describe a confused child without an understanding of scientific 
realities.

I am curious if there was any consideration given to 
how other children particularly in a locker room setting 
may feel being exposed to a child who while in their 
mind may think they are one gender will have the 
obvious physical identity of another gender.

This seems patently unfair to insist sports now be gender neutral 
when there are obvious physical differences between boys and 
girls.  As a feminist I am also concerned that this gender neutrality 
will transfer into girls never being recognized for their athletic 
success because they are judged against a pool of boys.  In regard 
to transgender children specifically I’m not sure why steroids are 
illegal but fielding a player who is biologically male on a female 
team is acceptable.
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129 English My overall challenge to APS: be creative to be 
accommodating to both cis and trans gender 
individuals. Prepare a policy that will be a national 
example of how both cis and trans gender students can 
be accommodated. This policy can be an example of 
mutual respect and peace, offering understanding from 
both sides of the debate. Harassment should not be 
interpreted with general disagreement of peers and staff 
with gender identity issues in general. Rights of opinion 
are protected by the constitution. This does not give 
peers or staff license to be unkind to specific 
individuals, but it is not harassment for students and 
staff to personally disagree with gender identity issues 
in a safe and respectful manner. For example, I may in 
principal disagree with some trans gender agenda 
issues, but I still respect people, their decisions and 
convictions, regardless of their background or history. 
This includes disagreement in principal for student-lead 
activity groups such as Young Life or other religious-
based groups. For these latter groups, there might be 
reason for transgender students to not be included in 
programs. This may appear to be harassment for a 
school organization. However, many of these school 
organizations may meet at schools, but are not 
sanctioned by APS per se. It is possible for private 
groups meeting in public spaces that may have 
opinions that differ from this policy.

These terms remain fluid and are constantly influx. Additional 
terms may need to be added. These organizations recognize the 
fluidity of terms.  Such a statement should be in the introduction 
of the definition section. They should also be regularly updated. 
cisgender definition should also be added. When updated, the 
APS community should be notified for feedback. These are 
controversial terms on both sides of the debate and are worthy of 
community discussion. Because of their fluidity, other definitions 
should be used considered including the American Pediatric 
Association and religious perspectives.

The privacy issue should go both ways for trans and 
cisgender individuals. I would like this addition: 
"Single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy, including 
those cisgender students who feel uncomfortable with 
trans students using their gender's bathroom and 
locker room facility."

I have no issues with this.

130 English
131 English This is unsafe and unfair to students who identify  with 

their birth sex.  If is not fair to encroach on their 
comfort for the sake of transgender peers. Ensuring 
that there are single user restrooms for both sexes to 
be used by anyone including transgender persons 
should suffice but group restroom should not be used 
by the few transgender students who do not identify 
with their given sex

132 English The language is unclear to me. Is this saying that a 
teacher cannot require a transgender student to use a 
single user facility at all? Or just that they can’t require 
them to use a single user facility that doesn’t match 
their gender identity?

How has Arlington navigated the idea that a girl tennis player who 
was assigned a male sex at birth has a clear advantage against 
one who was assigned a female sex at birth? Where can I get 
information about how Arlington came up with this guideline.

133 English I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety
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134 English I do not think itis necessary to have training specifically 
on transgender issues.

I do not think APS should have a specific policy on this. I do not think students should be allowed to use an 
opposite sex facility just because they decide to 
change their gender identity, because it may violate 
the rights of other students already using those 
facilities who may feel threatened or triggered by it.  
Students who decide to change their gender identity 
should have th eoption to use a private or gender 
neutral bathroom.

I think this is discriminatory towards female (at birth) atheletes.

135 English Hurrah on non discrimination.  Booooo on ‘continuously 
trained!’’  That’s a very bad , very undefined, very 
expensive idea. No. No . No.  Training once every two 
years should suffice.  Really, I think our teachers will 
get it.

What is an ‘improperly purpose ‘. ?  More poorly worded policy Please be more specific.  If there are 5 transgenders 
in WL, do we need 20 single bathrooms? No.  We 
need ONE.  Please be specific.  Like one bathroom 
per 20 transgenders.  My tax dollars at work folks.  I 
want the accommodation but not the liberal overkill’s

This would appear to violate title x.  No can do gender neutral.

136 English When teaching educators please do not act as of 
transgender people are rare or test subjects ect

Please include that gender is not binary Thank you for doing this it is helpful. Please try to 
provide a gender neutral restroom changing room ect 
as soon as you can

I'ts good , thanks for this

137 English I think it sounds right. No edits are needed from my 
perspective.

I don’t understand this sentence, “Gender identity shall not be 
asserted for any improper purpose or in any way that violates 
School Board policies”.  What does this mean? It’s against aps’s 
Policy to say you have a gender identity issue if it’s not truly a 
gender identity issue? Who is ‘asserting’? What does it mean ‘for 
an improper purpose’? In any way the violates school board 
policies seems really broad. I just don’t understand this sentence.

So is aps saying that one bathroom in a three floor 
school with 2000+ people I meets this standard and 
therefore that’s all these students need? What about 
when students get hassled for using theses facilities? 
When teachers and others deny the use of these 
facilities to students? To me, since aps has provided 
the facility ends their responsibility. There seems to be 
no accountability to holding aps responsible for 
consistent, no hassle access. Other students don’t 
have to beg and negotiate to use the bathroom.

138 English This is the only area I am a little concerned about....there is a 
difference between a male body and a female body.  This does not 
change if a person identifies as the opposite gender.  There is a 
reason we have male events and female events.  What will be 
done when a biological male, identifying as female, participates on 
an all female team?  Will this cause an unfair advantage due to 
simple facts of male vs. female body differences?  The high school 
record for the mile in track for boys is about 3:51, for girls about 
4:30.  This is a hige difference. Will this cause an unsafe playing 
environment?  A 6'4" 200lb male playing a 5'4" 100lb girl?  I don't 
know the solution, but I do think this section needs some careful 
consideration for fairness and safety.
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139 English How much time and money will this "continuous" 
training consume? Given the small minority of students 
that this affects, I certainly hope it will not consume 
disproportionate time and effort from other worthy 
objectives. It seems like the anti-discrimination/anti-
harassment procedures should be in line with any other 
procedures for harassment of any kind.

It seems like a tyranny for the comfort of the few to 
trump the comfort of the many. Will each individual 
student that uses each bathroom be consulted on 
their comfort with a transgender student using the 
bathroom? If not, then why does the transgender 
student's comfort supersede that of the other 
students? Furthermore, I am skeptical that making a 
kid use the bathroom based on their genetic sex is 
discriminatory. Kids have to do many things at school 
that they would prefer not to do, or that they feel 
uncomfortable doing. Rarely does this constitute 
discrimination or harassment.

This is insane. The genders are split in sports because boys and 
girls have different hormones that affect their strength, speed, and 
other characteristics. It's not just an arbitrary distinction. Sports 
where those characteristics have an impact should continue to be 
separated by birth gender, because for the vast, vast majority of 
students, that is what affects the hormones they have and the 
advantages they maintain in playing those sports. For sports where 
neither sex has an apparent advantage, they should be integrated 
accordingly.

140 English This section does not address using businesses that 
discriminate on the basis of sex, gender, etc.

none none none

141 English

142 English I agree! I agree I agree I agree
143 English I support this section as written. It's very important to 

provide APS approved guidance and training for all staff 
members to ensure they are all on the same foundation 
and can in turn support each other based on the 
common information and policy.

I totally agree with these definitions. They are the broadest 
possible definitions which is exactly what is needed to ensure fair 
treatment for transgender students.

I totally agree with this section as written. It's the only 
possibly way to ensure privacy for all and to lessen the 
possibility of gender identity harassment when 
transgender students use bathroom facilities.

I totally agree with this section. I think it provides a fair policy 
baseline for participation in co-curricular or extra-curricular 
activities in a gender neutral basis.

144 English No comment Good explanation, very clear and easy to understand Excellent! No comment
145 English Using both the terms gender identity and transgender 

in the introduction is a confusing, especially as they are 
both defined below. Personally, it would make more 
sense to the reader if only 1 term is initially used.

Love this, the differentiation between "sex" and "gender" is very 
important and I feel that it was more than adequately addressed!

This should include the method to which this can be 
discussed and addressed with both students and their 
families. As of right now, it is great that this has been 
addressed, but information on how to communicate 
with faculty is not clear.

This is fantastic, my only thought is on the use of preferred 
pronouns and how that would work with registering students for 
events.

146 English
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147 English None Gender is assigned at birth. People who decide that they are 
something else either are lying to themselves or have a mental 
illness.

Completely  disagree.  Bathrooms should be assigned 
based on gender at birth not based on what people 
think their gender should be.  This is a lawsuit waiting 
to happen. You may have a pervert or to say that they 
are a girl and go and use the girls bathroom.  If you 
must, assign select bathrooms  for gender neutral and 
those should be singleton bathrooms that have the 
ability to lock the door.

This is silly. Many kids compete for scholarships to universities. 
Until. those universities start to also go gender neutral, your 
disadvantaging students who may otherwise be competing. for 
scholarships to go to school.

148 English Replace "gender identity" with "gender identity and 
expression"

The following is unclear:  "Gender identity shall not be asserted 
for any improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies."  To what does this refer?

Good Good

149 English What does "continuously" mean?  Every day? Every 
month? How often are all staff trained on all issues?  
This seems overly broad.  Is this the main subject 
teachers will be trained on.  What kind of training?  Will 
they be missing class for the training?

How will this definition affect health class and biology class?  Will 
APS be discussing gender "assignment" in these classes?

I strongly disagree with this section.  I think it ignores 
the concerns of children that may feel uncomfortable 
with children they have know as one gender for years, 
who then identify as another gender, using their 
bathroom or locker room.  I think if you implant this 
policy, you need to change all school bathrooms to 
single bathrooms, and stop all changing for gym 
classes.  You will also have to have single changing 
locker areas in order to protect all children from feeling 
uncomfortable.

This is extremely unfair to girls.  A biological female cannot 
compete with male hormones and you are basically destroying 
girls' sports.  There is a reason why there are separate girls and 
boys sports teams.  If gender hormones don't affect the ability of a 
girl or boy to compete in sports, then get rid of the divisions 
completely and have girls and boys compete against each other in 
EVERY sport.

150 English Will there be restrictions on allowing transgender 
students to use any bathroom they desire? Or do they 
get to choose? I am concerned about boys that are 
identifying as girls using the girls locker rooms. This 
comes from a scary situation last week where a man 
was in my 9 year old daughter’s locker room watching 
them shower and change. The cops had to be called. 
Safety of all children is a concern both transgender 
and non-transgender.

Unclear if this is for participation awards or all awards. Does this 
mean there will not be a Men’s MVP and Women’s MVP, just now 
one MVP  for teams with both male and female competitors? For 
example, track. If so, does this put females at a disadvantage?

151 English I support this language and strongly support APS 
providing safe and supportive school environments for 
transgender students.

I support this language. I support this and believe it is important for students to 
be able to use a bathroom that is consistent with their 
gender identity.

I support these measures and think that they will provide students 
of all gender identities a supportive option for any athletic 
participation.
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152 English This PIP is unnecessary. Every student in Arlington is 
already protected in APS's anti-bullying policy.

This is extremely dangerous for girls. If this is allowed 
to occur, there WILL be instances of boys taking 
advantage of girls in an extremely vulnerable 
circumstance. A boy who is deviant, under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs, on a dare by friends, 
sexually aroused, or mentally unstable will take 
advantage of this opening to harass, harm, rape, 
molest, or otherwise embarrass girls by pretending to 
be transgender. This is not just a remote possibility -- 
it WILL happen-- and if this is approved it will take 
away any ability for the school or state to appropriately 
punish and prosecute such an individual. Girls need 
and MUST HAVE safe places and having individual, 
gender-neutral facilities will not be adequate to meet 
this need. Any individual with a penis cannot be 
allowed in a girls' locker room or bathroom.

153 English "Continuously trained" seems vague and 
unmeasureable.  I would appreciate a timeline for 
training and some sort of interval for additional training, 
to ensure that all schools are rolling out the training.

"Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose"  I 
do not understand what that means.

This section is well written and clear.  I appreciate 
that it is inclusive of ALL students.

I have some concerns about what this actually says.  Are we 
"passing the buck" to other organizations?  Are we ensuring fair 
access (per title IX) to women?  A difficult balance to achieve, to 
be sure.

154 English Bullying and teasing are never okay.  We already train 
staff extensively on that.  Why would this merit 
anything more extensive once it is clearly understood to 
fall within the bullying category?

This is a very vague statement, and I am not confident the school 
board can uphold any infringements on gender identity being 
asserted for any improper purpose or in any way that violates 
policy.  Of course it will, since it will be judged on the subjective 
issues of how someone sees themselves and how they feel.

This walks all over the rights of the majority.  My 
daughter should not have to change clothes in front of 
a biological male regardless of how they see 
themselves.

if only this just applied to things like Boy or Girl Scouts or non-
competitive club activities, okay.  But allowing biological males the 
right to compete althletically with biological females will devastate 
the accomplishments in female sports opportunity realized since 
Title IX.   It is inherently unfair, no matter how someone wishes to 
see themselves.

155 English I support this strongly! I support this. Excellent! I also strongly support this.

156 English Agree Ok Disagree - bathrooms & locker rooms should be sex 
assigned and not based on gender identity  unless you 
only make available private bathrooms for gender 
identity.

Agree

157 English I agree. I agree. I agree. There needs to be adequate supervision of 
locker rooms to ensure transgender (and all) students 
are not mistreated in any way due to gender identity, 
sexual orientation or other factors. Students should 
have the option to privacy in locker rooms and not 
have to change in front of others if they don't want to.

I agree.

158 English
159 English Excellent! no comments; appreciate the citations. This is a great section, specifically the piece that 

gender neutral facilities will be made available to ALL 
users (regardless of gender identity) who seek that 
type of privacy.

good!

160 English I agree this is important Fine Yes agree Fine
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161 English Does this mean that everyone will have to wear gender neutral 
uniforms? Or is gender neutral a third option? If everyone is forced 
to wear gender neutral then I do not believe this is right. Advance 
the rights of the majority and protect the rights of the minority. The 
very few should not be able to hold captive the majority. Birth 
gender girls should be able to wear cloths made for them and birth 
gender boys should be able to wear cloths specifically made for 
them as well.

162 English I feel that this is important and particularly so as kids 
need a supportive environment in order to be safe.

I agree with this definition, and it makes sense to me given our 
understanding of child development and gender identity.

This to me is really important.  I affirm this and 
applaud the County for including this.

This is great!  Thank you for thinking of this and for being inclusive.

163 English I don’t know what continuously trained means. I agree 
with the need for training and effective steps, but 
recognize APS have lots of training needs and would 
want the frequency balanced with other topics and 
issues impacting students and their education.

Agreed fully. Is there any recommendation on how 
many  single use, gender neutral facilities are 
available per student?

164 English "continuously" seems vague - provide guidance on 
frequency

Good that it relies on definitions established by professional groups

165 English Harassment is very important to prevent, but we must 
also determine what we are affirmatively TEACHING, 
since that is the main purpose of schooling. Gender 
should be discussed within the larger context of 
personal freedom and empathy for our fellow humans.

This is a very powerful topic, so to treat it with a narrow focus 
might do a disservice to our children. Maybe better to discuss 
Identity, and have this as an aspect.

Obviously there must be further discussion if there are individuals 
who take advantage of this carving out to win.

166 English I am glad to see the section about all staff getting 
continuous training.

Good definitions. Great! I'm a little unclear how this part will affect high school sports. Will 
awards no longer be split by girls vs boys teams (e.g. "most 
improved" on the girls basketball team and "most improved" on the 
boys team will now have one "most improved" award? Might need 
some clarification.

167 English None None While I’d certainly want a transgender student to feel 
comfortable , I don’t think they safety or comfort level 
of other students should be compromised. A male 
birth gender that now identifies female in a female 
locker room could put female birth genders at safety 
risk or otherwise make students uncomfortable. I 
would think female birth gender now identifying as 
male would be at risk in make bathroom as well. 
Gender neutral single facilities should be used by 
those in these situations when privacy or safety is at 
risk.

Athletic activities where a male birth gender now identifying as 
female  seems to present unfair advantage based upon genetics  of 
the male by birth body. I do not agree with this advantage to be 
given.
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168 English

169 English Absolutely,staff and students should get together Think this could be made simpler As it should be for all! As this also should be done.
170 English What a waste of taxpayer money (REDACT) It is unacceptable that my daughters would be forced 

to share facilities with biological males who, for 
whatever reason, claim to belong to a different 
“gender”

Great, now boys will be allowed to be on girls teams. Ine of the 
dumbest ideas in decades.

171 English This is amazing and we fully support this document for 
all APS students.

Agree!! Thank you for including everyone. Yes Fully support

172 Spanish Estoy de Acuerdo Me gusta esa definicion Buena medida De Acuerdo
173 English
174 English these are kids nothing should change unless they have 

fully undergone a transformation, for many this is a 
phase

use gender of birth This is wrong and dangerous especially at the k-5 
levels how are you so blind to it.

yeah a boy playing with girls what an advantage

175 English Yes this is 100% needed in our community These are clear and fair definitions Privacy in many cases means safety for vulnerable 
populations. This is a safe and easy accommodation

176 English Define effective. None None None

177 English Great None Perfect Why do we have single gender sports?
178 English Not sure I understand what “behavior” is tied to sex assigned at 

birth.
179 English You are assuming that all of your teachers believe that 

transgenderism and changing gender identity is healthy 
and wise.  Many do not believe that for religious 
reasons.  You are pushing an agenda on a group f 
people that they may not embrace.  And embracing this 
agenda you propose has nothing to do with loving all 
people, it just means teachers have to believe exactly 
what the LGBTQ community believes.

I believe we are pushing young people who may feel 
uncomfortable in their own skin for whatever reason, that this 
reason is probably because they are the wrong gender.  I think we 
are pushing an agenda on our children that is not the way God 
intended them to live.  This in NO WAY means we don't love and 
support those who struggle with gender issues,  but we certainly 
don't lead them down the path of  "if you aren't happy, you must 
not be the right gender".  I think this is a dangerous moral pitfall of 
our society - if something else feels better, do it.  I disagree with 
the closed door, secret decisions of the APA in 2015.

NO NO NO.  I would rather have single use gender 
neutral facilities available to the small group of 
students who identify with a gender other than the one 
they were given at birth. The gender neutral 
bathrooms provided should be sufficient.  This is way 
different than separate bathrooms for black and white 
students during segregation, this is a matter of 
pushing an agenda of "anything goes" on students 
who are female and male.  This will cause chaos,  
and make students uncomfortable.  If someone is 
struggling with their gender id, they should deal with 
this privately and not subject others to an 
uncomfortable situation.

NO NO NO - there are male and female teams for a reason.  Girls 
soccer should remain girls soccer, and boys soccer should remain 
boys soccer.  I do not agree that students should be able to be on 
any team they feel like being on.  You are opening a huge can of 
worms.  Telling kids if it feels better do it is a slippery slope. There 
should be limits.  I am completely against this.

180 English What does continuously trained look like?  Why are 
only school based staff being trained?

What is an improper purpose and what does that look like? Define privacy and who gets to determine when they 
want to use the single use vs not? Can a parent ask 
for the entire school year at any time to use a single 
use bathroom?

181 English
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182 English I am so very pleased & proud that APS is stepping up 
to ensure a safe environment for ALL students!!

183 English No Comment This is idiotic, You are either Male or Female, how you feel should 
not be part of the equation.

Hell No.  If you are Female gender, use the Female 
bathroom and if you are male gender, use the Male 
bathroom.  Again, your FEELINGS do not make you 
Male or Female.

So if I am a male but I "Feel" I am female, I can join the Female 
sports team and excel there.  Again no

184 English i agree agree agree - but should be some process - ie kids can't just 
use whichever bathroom/locker they want whenever 
they want. There should be a conscious choice and 
decision.

agree

185 English I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this I support this
186 English Perfect.  Thank you. Sounds good. 100% agree.  So important.  Don’t listen to the haters 

and fear-mongerers.
Wow.  Yes yes yes.

188 English Very comprehensive and thoughtful Excellent I support you! I love arlington because of it's progressive values and actions
189 English Equality for all students is a priority Care for these students is just as important as any 

special needs student
I agree. This is no different in ideation than providing female 
students opportunities to participate in wrestling, football or other  
unisex sports

190 English This is excellent language, and demonstrates that APS 
is committed to a discrimination-free school 
environment for all students.

I think it is commendable that APS is citing recent definitions of 
transgender and gender identity to make sure that it is broadly 
and accurately defined. I support this approach.

This is outstanding! Go APS!!! Go APS!!!

191 English Perhaps making it clear how to report harassment and 
how training on transgender issues will be required of 
all APS staff.

Great idea about gender neutral bathrooms, perhaps 
taking it a step further to ensure all schools have 
bathrooms labeled that way?

"Athletic participation regulated by the Virginia High School League 
(VHSL) and the Virginia Scholastic Rowing Association (VASRA) 
must be in compliance with rules outlined by that organization. " 
This sentence comes off a bit confusing.
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192 English There is a significant risk to other students right to privacy here if 
we don't specify how and when someone can declare their gender 
identity to be different from their 'assigned' sex and therein assert 
the associated rights.  For example, a 12th grade male (by birth) 
who identifies as a male (but has not necessarily publicly stated 
so) could simply declare that today they identify as a female.  And 
as such decide to enter the girls locker room as 9th grade girls are 
undressing / dressing for PE.  In this situation, the 9th grade girls 
would not know the person's gender identify and could feel that 
their safety (and rights) are being compromised.   (same situation 
for restrooms)

I think we need to be very clear that students who 
choose to use single user facilities will not be marked 
tardy to class in cases where the supply of single user 
facilities is insufficient.   A student's right to privacy is 
just as important as a trans gender students right to 
use the facilities for the gender to which they 
associate.   If long lines form for the single user 
facilities, students should not be unfairly held 
accountable for the school's inability to fully support 
it's own policies.    Additionally, in section 6., re: field 
trips, it explicitly states, "Any student uncomfortable 
sharing a sleeping area, shower, bathroom, or any sex-
segregated facility, shall, upon request, be provided 
with a designated safe, non-stigmatizing alternative. "  
The challenges associated with section 3 are very 
similar as section 5.  We should make the same 
statement as it relates to locker rooms.

193 English What is "continuously trained"?  Are prompt and 
effective defined elsewhere?

What is an "improper purpose"? I would not allow my daughter to use a locker room 
with a biological male, regardless of gender identity.  
She deserves to go through her day without seeing 
anyone's penis.  Does this section protect her?.

So can a biological female play football and a biological male run in 
girls' track meets?  Are there other requirements under the VHSL 
rules?  What if there are no locker room/private facilities at away 
tournaments?

194 English Looks good. Looks good. Looks good. Looks good.

195 English Agree that harassment and uncivil behavior should be 
stopped by staff and teachers.  At what grade level is 
Gender identity going to be taught? I think that his is 
more of a discussion that parents should have with their 
children, and schools should focus on reading, writing 
and arithmetic

The American Board of Psychiatrics also defines Gender Identify 
as a psychological disorder akin to body dis-morphia.  This is the 
same disorder that extreme body builders, and anorexics suffer.  It 
does not set good policy to pick and choose definitions that are 
not fully endorsed by the medical community.  Please elaborate 
on "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose...."  is this akin to false statements.

I take this to read that boys can use the girls room 
and girls can use the boys room if they so choose, or 
identify with that gender?  Why is a single user 
bathroom not appropriate for someone to use?  This 
policy will create a lot of confusion and unnecessary 
embarrassment for boys and girls.

This policy will discriminate against girls.  A physically male athlete 
that identifies as a girl, will  win a head to head competition with a 
girl athlete of equal conditioning.  Vermont is a great example, girls 
competing for the state track finals were handily beat by two 
transgender (male) athletes.  Please keep sports separate to 
ensure fair and equal competition.

196 English What does continuously mean?   How often will this 
training occur?

Maybe include some language that gender identity can also be on 
a spectrum between male and female?

good good
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197 English On the 1st paragraph, "including transgender students" 
is unnecessary. "All students" means all students. 
Transgender should not have to be listed. It should not 
be listed.

This is absolutely unacceptable. I do not agree, i do 
not accept that a person with a male sexual organ, 
who identifies as female, will have access to the same 
locker room, or bathroom, as my daughter. The same 
goes to the opposite gender. This is totally 
unacceptable for a number of reasons. Obviously, 
there are risks associated with this and my children 
should not be exposed to it. APS must designate 
gender neutral bathroom and lockers, or something to 
that nature, so the children have a choice. Boys at 
birth and forever should have their privacy protected 
as well. Girls at birth and forever, should have their 
privacy protected. Transgender children should have 
their privacy protected. MIXED BATHROOMS ARE 
NOT OK! They are just not fair to the children who do 
not identify as transgender.

This is ok to the extent that a male at birth who identifies as a 
female, but still has the physical power of a male, does not 
overpower a female opponent - how can this be ensured? This is 
not fair to the girls. it is not fair to the boys. it is not fair to the 
transgender child. And they should not use the same locker room.

198 English I support APS protecting transgender kids. This PIP is 
long overdue but APS is still a leader in this in virginia. 
Keep up the good work and don’t let the negative few 
stop you from doing the right thing.

I like that this explains transgender is more than one thing. This is good but If you can add something about 
convenient access? Because in big schools I’d say 
there’s only one facility available it might meet the 
requirements of the PIP but in reality the students 
who need it might not be able to access it if it’s too far 
or in use. I would say one facility per floor or per 
general area.

Thank you for acknowledging this. There is no danger to cis girls or 
Title IX protections by including trans kids.

199 English This sounds good. I appreciate the providing of a safe 
and supportive environment.  The continuing ed is 
great too.

This sounds helpful and useful.  Iappreciate that you're going to 
medical or outside associations definition as it makes it less 
politicized.

I appreciate that APS will not compell or require 
gender non-conforming kids to do something that 
might stigmatize them (using single user).  this seems 
like a pragmatic and useful conclusion.

I'm not sure about this.  I'm fine with the participation.  But I do 
wonder about the exclusion of gender specific award (does this 
mean that there will be a top girls athlete and top boy still, or that is 
eliminated).  As a strong advocate for women's sports, i think 
anything that might disadvantage, or result in potentially less 
celebration of the women athletes would be a concern.

200 English Agreed. In my opinion there should be boys’ locker rooms and 
girls’ locker rooms, each one with individual showers 
with curtains. There should also be an individual 
locker room with bathroom and shower. That would 
give the opportunity to more than one person who 
would need privacy to change comfortably.

This idea is a bit confusing to me. There are usually teams for boys 
and teams for girls. Would they create a gender neutral team for 
non-binary students?

201 English I agree with this. I agree. I agree. I agree.
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202 English I strongly support this policy. Arlington Public Schools 
should be a welcoming place for transgender students.

I support this definition. This is a good policy that will help trans students feel 
validated and included.

This is a great policy!

203 English "Gender Nonconforming" is problematic in that it 
highlights the variance from the norm. Is there a more 
inclusive term?

"Gender Nonconforming" is problematic in that it highlights the 
variance from the norm. Is there a more inclusive term?

204 English I agree with this section and think it is great! Very clear. Good definitions. No comments Great
205 English they should defend everybody, not only the 

transgender. Many students that conform with thir 
assigned gender feel the pressure of feeling different 
from the different. Its also good to encourage them to 
embrace their own natural gender.

Its also good to embrace your own assigned or social accepted 
gender. And that also should be stated.

This is potentially dangerous in the case some 
students use their identification to go and abuse other 
children unaware of their sexual preferences.

agree

206 English Gender identity shall be determined by birth certificate. Only 
when a birth certificate is officially and legally changed should that 
reflect a gender change. We MUST follow the law here.

Again, legal gender certification must be adhered to 
when determining which bathroom and locker room to 
use.

Legal gender certification must be adhered to when determining 
which co-curricular and extra-curricular activities an individual is 
eligible for participation.  One should not be permitted to participate 
as a way to bend rules but only when legal documentation has 
been presented.

207 English Single user bathrooms need to be spread throughout 
the facility and not concentrated in one area. 
Additionally students should not need to go through 
an area prohibited to students (such as a staff lounge 
or office) to ensure easy access.

Are all awards gender neutral or only ones for transgender 
students? If it is the latter it is still discriminatory..

208 English None None Facilities access should correspond to genetically 
assigned gender and single user, or gender neutral 
facilities will be made available to those who seek 
privacy when gender identity does not match 
assigned gender

Student's may participate in co-curricular or extracurricular activity 
consistent with assigned gender (not gender identity)

209 English I strongly support this.  I believe this is critical to 
ensuring all students feel safe and welcome at school.

I support these definitions.  I believe there should perhaps be 
some addiitional clarity about what constitutes an improper 
purpose, and who determines this.

Absolutely strongly support!!! Strongly support.

210 English What does it actually mean to be "continuously" 
trained? Perhaps it means participate in a related 
training once a school year? Also, what about staff? Are 
they not protected themselves?

Shouldn't we just make all single user bathroom 
facilities gender neutral in all APS facilities (and any 
thing else "we" have control of).

211 English I fully support this. I fully support this I fully support this

212 English We should not go out of our way for transgender kids , 
they should be treated like any other kid..Why the 
preferences

This term is just going to cause bulling and  problems at the 
school

No way...they need to have a especial bathroom for 
them if kid a have a male private part they should 
gonto a boys bathroom....girls have a woman private 
part can only go to the ladys bathroom

No ....what will they do about a boy wanting to wear a girls bathing 
suit or a cheerleeding outfit

213 English This seems like an appropriate and necessary policy 
change to ensure ALL students are given the education 
they deserve. I'm actually surprised it's taken this long 
for something like this to have been enacted.

These are confusing times, especially for an older generation that 
didn't grow up with the same social liberties. It's important to 
modernize the school system to adapt to the changing social 
climate.

Students should feel safe and comfortable at school. 
Bathroom breaks could cause an unnecessary 
amount of stress and anxiety for students forced into a 
bathroom they feel they don't belong.

Extra-curricular activities are just as important to students 
development and learning as the classroom, so it makes sense that 
inclusion policies should extend to these areas.
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214 English I think this is great These sound like very good definitions I agree completely Definitely, I completely agree

215 English APS should carefully audit those providing training on 
trans issues to ensure the information contained therein 
is based on credible, rigorous science. Today, a 
number of psychologists who helped pioneer 
techniques like the use of puberty blockers in GNC 
children, or helped to write the DSM-5 entries on 
gender dysphoria have expressed concern at the level 
of misinformation about the psychology of GNC 
individuals and appropriate treatments for gender 
dysphoric persons. These are not deniers or advocates 
of "faith-based" approaches, but leaders in the field of 
supporting GNC individuals. Psychologists like Laura 
Edwards-Leeper, Dianne Berg, and Ray Blanchard 
have all expressed concern at the increasingly 
ideological tone of discourse on trans- and GNC issues, 
which increasingly asserts things which are not rooted 
in scientific studies or sound psychological practice.

"male" and "female" are not genders but sexes. This section 
should be corrected to say "sense of self as a man, woman, or an 
alternative gender". Even the APA continues to confuse this issue 
which prevents effective implementation of policies for GNC 
students. Sex is biological, while gender is a set of socially 
communicated norms, behaviors, and expectations which may or 
may not align with a person's sense of self. APS needs to be 
careful and consistent on this point or else it will get dragged 
down trying to parse issues that it hasn't equipped itself with the 
vocabulary to discuss.

Self-identification is insufficient to allow minors of the 
opposite biological sex unfettered use of locker rooms. 
(Bathrooms, whatever). Students experiencing gender 
dysphoria or questioning gender identity need to be in 
touch with the administration in a formal capacity so 
that they can understand the student's situation, verify 
that the student is receiving theraputic services and/or 
treatment for the issue, and show a professional 
opinion that use of the opposite-sex locker room is 
medically, psychologically, and/or developmentally 
necessary. In the absence of this framework, APS will 
have failed BOTH the GNC student and the gender-
conforming students using the locker room.

The VHSL rules are too vague and, in practice, may end up being 
permissive in ways detrimental to female participation and 
recognition in organized athletics. That said, it would be difficult for 
APS to craft it's own policies when VHSL is right there. APS 
should be vigilant about the implementation of these policies 
however, as biological males have hormonal and musculoskelatal 
advantages in many sports that will remain even in transgender 
inviduals who have undergone the entire suite of sex-reassignment 
surgeries.

216 English Yes! Support! Agree! Appropriate. Thank you. Thank you!

217 English I am glad this is being addressed and teachers are 
being trained on these matters.

Agreed This is a great idea. Great idea
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218 English I find that these issues are taking priority over what 
public schools are meant to do...Which is teaching 
curriculums that include mathematics, science, 
English, writing, foreign language, music, art, physical 
education and I don’t think the teachers and staff 
should be burdened with such unknown and intense 
psychological issues relating to gender identity,etc. I 
think that these are issues that should be between 
doctors, parents, psychologist and other specialist. 
Children are not fully developed until they are  into their 
late teenage years and early 20s. I find that it is an 
ethical issue  especially if we’re discussing affirming 
that then leads to hormones and surgeries,etc.  I do not 
want children to be bullied or discriminated against but 
I think the staff and the teachers should not be taking 
on such large social issues and acting as a laboratory 
for things that are quite unknown at this time. Schools 
have a hard enough job covering the basics and 
educating our children.

I think the jury is still out on the ramifications of full affirmation as 
well as beginning hormone therapy and surgeries which are 
happening to young adolescent children.  I am concerned for 
these children that they are not being protected by the adults in 
their lives. I am happy for folks who identify as being transgender 
pursuing different therapies once they are of age. It is unethical for 
physicians to preform such therapies. How can children 
understand the full and permanent ramifications for such extreme 
measures.  I do not think that kindergartners need to be learning 
about such topics. It does not pertain to their education. Again, 
children should be loved and supported.  Sexuality is not a 
suitable subject for five-year-olds or six-year-olds or seven-year-
olds. Maybe that should be something implemented in middle 
school and high school but elementary school age children should 
not be having to understand such heavy issues.  We don’t teach 
sex education in kindergarten or in first grade or in the lower level 
grades  and it is not appropriate to be teaching such heavy sex 
related issues with elementary age children. Implementing such 
extreme policies and procedures as well as time set aside for 
training our hard-working teachers and staff members seems like 
a waste of money and resources. This is super concerning and 
we are disappointed as parents of children in Arlington public 
schools.

Unacceptable. This will potentially put children at risk. 
Make all facilities then private and gender neutral and 
for single use..like single closed bathroom and or 
changing facility. All children have a right to their 
privacy. It is dishonest and unsafe.

That is ridiculous… That would give people  obvious advantages or 
disadvantages… Just make all teams coed if that's what APS 
needs to do for the folks at the top who have ulterior motives.

219 English Why would you have a career teaching, guiding young 
people if you couldn’t agree with this?!

Agree Agree No disagreement

220 English
221 English I would to separate bathrooms by gender, however, 

we should have single bathrooms for everyone's use.

222 English What will be done if genitals are exposed in public? 
Does this not cause students to be potentially exposed 
to sexual body parts? How will you prevent boys from 
regularly being exposed to vaginas in the locker room 
or for girls to be exposed to penises? This is very 
unwise. It also forces kids to be exposed to things that 
they might not be prepared to handle. There must be 
a way to prevent this. The use of neutral facilities 
must be the default option. This provides a 
compromise.

223 English Agree Agree Agree.  Especially that single user bathrooms must be 
provided for all students who desire them.  Locker 
room facilities should be included in this as well.

Agree.
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224 English I do not feel comfortable with a male who identifies as 
female being let into the girls locker room or bathroom 
to change, and vice versa. I find this inappropriate on 
all levels. Single use areas are what is needed for 
students who are "transgender".

So, a boy who is identifying as female can compete in a female 
league and have their strength advantage? I do not agree with this 
at all. Make leagues co-ed then.

225 English I am firmly against biological males competing in female sports.  It 
is not fair to female athletes, and this is where APS political 
correctness is simply going too far.

226 English I am happy to support equal opportunities for all 
students.

More gender neutral facilities should be made 
available if this is truly going to be a viable option for 
users who seek privacy. The privacy of individuals 
who do not wish to share a bathroom with a child born 
as a female that identifies as a male MUST be 
respected, as well.

227 English Clear, thoughtful, on point. Fair. Clear and logical. Sounds fair all the way around. Well articulated. Great. Yes. Glad this was articulated.

228 English Support Support I support this. Support
229 English Training materials should be made available to parents 

so that they can see what guidance is being given to 
teachers.

The verb “assigned” makes it sound like someone made a choice.  
 A more objective statement would simply be “the gender children 
were born with.” Or “children’s gender at birth”.

What is the decision criteria here to determine who 
gets to use which one? Will there be someone 
monitoring to make sure boys do not go into the girls 
bathrooms? Is it only that those who have it on record 
as not conforming to their gender at birth get to use 
their gender identity bathroom? My concern is that 
you have no way of making sure that people are using 
the correct bathroom as you do currently.

Sounds good as long as girl athletes are still given fair competition 
when those with more masculine builds are competing in the same 
events.

230 English

231 English I agree. I think it's critical that we are proactive about 
educating adults and students on these issues.

I agree with these statements. It might also be worth making 
explicit (if it doesn't cause more confusion) that even for those 
whose gender identity does match their sex assignment, it is 
harmful to reinforce gender stereotypes in any, and even the most 
basic, way. For example, there are no such things as "boys' toy's" 
or "girls' toys" or "boys' haircuts" or "girls' haircuts." Girls are not 
by definition "sweet," nor are boys inherently "energetic." Even the 
most subtle reinforcement of gender stereotypes can make for 
hostile environments for everyone.

Yes! This is an excellent adjustment.
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232 English This policy is absurd. Biological males—particularly 
teenagers who have enough hormonal and impulse 
control issues under the most normal of 
circumstances—should not be in bathrooms or 
showers with biological females.  The amorphous 
nature of the term “gender identity” is ripe for abuse 
and the school district should prepare to be sued into 
bankruptcy if this I’ll conceived policy, which flies in 
the face of science (evolutionary biology, psychology, 
etc.) results in harm to an actual girl.

If biological males are allowed to play women’s sports, you might 
as well disband women’s sports and prepare to get drilled by the 
mother of all Title 9 lawsuits. It is the height of insanity to deny the 
biological advantages males have with respect to physical strength, 
testosterone levels and skeletal structure and subject biological 
females to what is in essence rigged competition.

233 English I agree with this section completely. Agree. Sounds good.

234 English ALL students have rights, which means girls have the 
right to use a bathroom without having to worry about 
her privacy being violated by having a biological boy in 
the room . This policy puts the rights of the (small 
minority of) transgender students above the rights of 
the (vast majority of) gender-conforming students.

Biological males have an obvious advantage in sports. By letting 
them compete in girls’ categories, you are denying the girls a 
chance at a fair competition. You’re telling them that they don’t 
matter and probably shouldn’t even play sports at all-why bother 
when all the victories (and possible college scholarships) will go to 
biological boys? Doesn’t that violate both Title 9 and your policies 
on fairness and inclusivity? Imagine the uproar if you tried to 
implement a policy that would be almost guaranteed to deprive 
biological boys of the possibility of fair competition in favor of 
biological girls—no one would think that was ok. So why is it ok to 
take these opportunities away from biological girls?

235 English I support this section. I support this section. I strongly agree with this section, and am glad to see 
Arlington adopt this policy.

I support this section.  But to the extent that the VHSL and VASRA 
have different standards, I hope that Arlington can impress upon 
them the importance of welcoming all students, and that we do not 
blindly follow any inconsistent standards.
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236 English Are transgender students different from other students? 
If they are not, why are you specifically stating “…to 
ensure all students, including transgender students, 
have safe…”? If you want to be that specific, you’ll 
need to include all other mental disabilities. 
Transgenderism, known as GID (Gender Identity 
Disorder) is a recognized mental disorder by the 
American Psychiatric Association (DSM-V). Please tell 
me, If Im a blonde, white student and feel that I’m 
black, am I allowed to use the “N” word especially 
around other black students (like black kids often do)? 
Who I feel I am doesn’t make me who I am!

Your definition of “transgenderism” is obviously politically driven. 
You’re purposely forgetting important parts of the definition to fit 
the narration of your political agenda. As stated in the most recent 
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American 
Psychiatric Association (DSM-V) “No one is born with a gender. 
Everyone is born with a biological sex. Gender (an awareness and 
sense of oneself as male or female) is a sociological and 
psychological concept; not an objective biological one. A person’s 
belief that he or she is something they are not is, at best, a sign of 
confused thinking. When an otherwise healthy biological boy 
believes he is a girl, or an otherwise healthy biological girl believes 
she is a boy, an objective psychological problem exists that lies in 
the mind, not the body, and it should be treated as such.”

They are only 2 genders in the human species: Male, 
born with a penis and male characteristics, Female, 
born with a vagina and female characteristics. When 
APS is talking about transgenders GID, they are not 
talking about hermaphrodites, an extremely rare cases 
(0.05% of the population) and considered by the 
medical field as a genetic and physiological disorder. 
Instead of building new restrooms and locker facilities 
and spending millions of dollars of our taxes to 
accommodate students with GID, how about investing 
in mental healthcare? According to the DSM-V, as 
many as 98% of gender confused boys and 88% of 
gender confused girls eventually accept their 
biological sex after naturally passing through puberty! 
By building separated facilities for the so called 
“transgenders” GID students you’re encouraging and 
facilitate their mental disorder. Encouraging a child’s 
mental disorder is a form of child abuse. I’m 
STRONGLY OPPOSED for my daughter to share a 
female bathroom, locker room, shower with self 
identified transgender GID students.

Based on data by Professor Eric Villain (UCLA) and other 
countless research, the only sport where female athletes can 
compete against male athletes on equal ground is “shooting”. In all 
other sports, female athletes are physiologically disadvantaged 
compared to male athletes. I’m ABSOLUTELY AGAINST having 
my daughter competing with GID biologically male athletes. My 
daughter could become quickly disinterested and depressed about 
sports in general knowing she’ll have no chance of winning. Fairly 
competing not only against her own gender but as well against GID 
boys would become impossible, no matter how hard she might 
work!

237 English This is clear and I agree with it's intent. Great. Clear definitions. Good. Great! Thank you!

238 English What about staff?  Can a male teacher use the female 
bathroom? My daughter would freak out.

I can't wait until a few boys start playing on a girls team and 
dominate the girls.  Then you'll have to answer for the obvious 
awkward situation you have created.   I am going to encourage 
some boy swimmers to ask to compete in any girls event they 
choose, since the first sentence is vague enough to allow them to 
do that.

239 English Agree whole-heartedly Locker rooms are especially significant areas where 
bullying can occur. This area needs to be carefully 
monitored

It is important to be in compliance with state requirements even 
though we may not agree with them

240 English Looks good Looks good Looks good Looks good
241 English Agreed Agreed Agreed Agreed
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242 English The procedures provided to APS staff with guidance for 
compliance with School Board Policy J-2 Student 
Equal Educational Opportunities-Nondiscrimination 
should be provided to parents when it is provided to 
staff.  These new special transgender policies do not 
seem to be intended to protect the welfare of 
transgender students, who are already protected by 
general anti-bullying policies and other inclusive 
environment policies.

The phrase "sex assigned at birth" is inaccurate and misleading.  
It should be replaced throughout this document with something 
more accurate like "sex" or "biological sex" or "sex at birth".  The 
vast majority of people understand sex to be inherent and 
congenital, not "assigned" like it's just some social construct.  
Also, the words "expression, or behavior" should be omitted from 
the transgender definition.  Any boy who wears a skirt to school 
one day or speaks in a high voice or a girl who cuts her hair short 
would be automatically labeled as transgender under this broader 
definition.

This solution is harmful to all children and impractical.  
 The transgender children will be less safe, the privacy 
of other children will be violated and there isn't enough 
space for single use facilities to be made available to 
all the students who will need them.  The only part of 
this paragraph that makes sense is the sentence 
prohibiting transgender children from being forced to 
go to the bathrooms reserved for their sex.  With this 
policy, there will definitely be some girls who will "hold 
it" all day to avoid the issue of having to go to 
bathrooms that they don't feel are private, and this 
could lead to very harmful conditions like bladder 
infections and constipation.

This policy is likely to get you sued for violating Title IX, and I don't 
see why it is necessary.  Almost all sports have boys and girls 
teams, and some sports like track or swimming often involve kids 
of both sexes competing at the same place and time.  Girls will not 
be able to compete physically against boys who gender identify as 
girls in sports, and it's nonsense to turn a blind eye to that after all 
these years.  I was a woman in NROTC and an officer in the 
military, and I am very familiar with the reality of physical 
limitations of most women compared with most men.  There is no 
doubt that making all awards gender neutral will all but guarantee 
that boys get almost all the awards in athletics, especially after they 
hit puberty.  Probably many girls will get discouraged and drop out 
of athletic competition altogether.  And, for co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities for music or clubs, I just don't see the point of 
this policy, since they are mainly co-ed.  Having gender neutral 
options for uniforms is the only part of this policy paragraph that 
makes sense.

243 English I support this policy ... training is also critical because 
the subject is one many people have limited exposure 
to and don't know the best techniques.

I support this ... I support this ... I support this ....

244 English Basically agree, but "harassment of any kind" is 
extremely broad.  Perhaps narrow it to "harassment 
based on any kind of personal characteristic".   Is the 
word "harassment" defined?

"Shall not" is unclear.  Does this mean "will not" or "must not".  
Seems like it means "must not".  What is an "improper purpose"?  
 Seems like this is meaning to get at gender identity asserted 
falsely or frivolously.  Those are not improper "purposes".  
Whereas a truthful assertion of gender identity that is asserted for 
the purpose of, say, being called on more often in class may be 
an improper purpose but hardly warrants a prohibition in this 
policy.   Consdier "gender identity must be asserted in good faith, 
and must not be asserted to gain unfair advantage or in any way 
that violates School Board policies."

Not sure the first sentence is clearly stated.  I think 
what you mean is "available to all students *of that 
gender identity*"  Otherwise it may seem to imply 
grammatically that any facility will be open to any 
student, including allowing cis boys into the girl's 
locker room.  Noting here that "users" has been 
substituted for "students" whereas the rest of the 
policy seems limited to students only.  Is this 
deliberate?

"Consistent with their gender identity" is not well-defined.    You 
probably don't mean something like boys shouldn't join the crochet 
club or girls should not join the ham radio club.   Nor do you mean 
that any student may participate in the Dance Team even if they 
fail the try-outs.  Conisder an alternate phrasing such as "A student 
may not be excluded from any co-curricular or extra-curricular 
activity on account of their gender identity, except to the extent 
such an activity is already exclusive to a gender not corresponding 
to their gender identity."

245 English Concur Concur Concur Concur
246 English When it says, “including single use bathroom 

facilities” I think it is a bit confusing here as it sounds 
like it only references single use restrooms that do not 
correspond with the person’s gender identity, though I 
think in both of these cases there could be issues: 1) 
student identifies as male and is asked to use single 
use male facility instead of shared male restroom. 2) 
student identifies as male and is asked to use gender 
neutral single use bathroom.

247 English None None If you keep this section there need to be some 
guardrails put in place that prevents someone from 
abusing the system and "identifying" as a female for 
the day to check out the girls locker rooms. This is a 
serious concern. Doctors note or note from 
parent/guardian must be required.

This is a sersious mistake and will ruin atheletics for our girls.
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248 English It looks good to me, and especially I appreciate the 
training element and the responsibilities to respond to 
harassment.

Excellent -- appreciate the use of external/professional definitions 
and the clarity therein.

I appreciate both the commitment to allowing use of 
facilities consistent with identity, as well as options for 
privacy in specific cases.

Good.

249 English OK.  Transgender is a mental illness. OK.  Maybe the parents could teach their kids right from wrong. Absolutely not.  This is a slippery slope to boys 
“deciding” to play on girls sports teams. Putting mixed 
genders in the same locker room could put kids in 
danger.

Are you kidding me?  So no (REDACT) when a 6’6” basketball all 
star male decides to play on the women’s team.

250 English This section is vague and will expose staff (and APS) to 
legal liability if a person claims that a staff member 
failed to prevent or respond to harassment. It could also 
lead to staff being overly agressive in policing the 
speech of students with regard to gender identity and 
violating the student's free speech rights.

This section exposes the foolishness of this entire effort. These 
definitions, and the entire PIP, are founded in recent research 
results which APS is inappropriately interpreting to include 
children of all ages.

This is a shocking policy to apply to a K-12 school 
system. Students do not have authority to decide their 
gender, and thereby decide which bathroom or locker 
room they should use. This policy would only serve to 
add to the confusion of students, especially young 
students, who have doubts about their gender identity. 
Single user, gender neutral facilities are perhaps a 
helpful compromise but they can be expensive.

This section doesn't make sense because it is essentially deferring 
to VHSL and VASRA. Regarding uniforms, would this policy allow 
a girl claiming to be a boy to expose her chest at a swimming 
competition, or a boy claiming to be a girl to wear a women's 
swimsuit?

251 English Sex at birth is a set descriptor, it does not change. However, 
gender identity may change over a lifetime (or even during 
adolescence). How does APS define a student's gender identity 
that may differ from one year to the next? Is there language in the 
definitions section that could speak to this?

What is the accommodation for students whose 
gender identity matches their birth sex, who are 
uncomfortable with a opposing birth sex individual 
using the same facility? Are there steps in place to 
ensure that these individuals do not experience 
discrimination or harassment based on their 
discomfort or, for example, choice to use a single-user 
facility instead of the locker room?

Along with my earlier comment about the changing nature of 
gender identity, I am concerned that the self-identifying nature of 
gender identity lends itself to an individual simply picking whatever 
identity feels right at the time. While there are individuals who 
experience gender dsymorphia, we cannot ignore that fraud and 
abuse must be guarded against. What is to prevent a star boys 
baseball player from, for example, temporarily (and falsely) 
identifying as female and playing on a girls' team for other motives? 
Or, vice versa? Would the playing field for scholarship 
opportunities, team championships, and other awards and honors 
be altered due to this participation policy? This is why the gender 
identification of a student must be a specific, acknowledged 
decision.
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252 English Fine, however keep gender identified born males out of 
female sports, bathrooms or locker rooms.

Fine, however keep gender identified born males out of female 
sports, bathrooms or locker rooms.

As a mother of a little girl, I have no problem with 
Gender Identity except when it comes to sharing 
bathrooms with kids that were born a female.  NO 
FEMALE SCHOOL CHILD SHOULD HAVE TO 
SHARE A BATHROOM WITH SOMEONE THAT 
WAS BORN A MALE AND SAY THEY FEEL THEY 
ARE A GIRL THAT DAY.  You are just asking for 
issues to occor in sharing bathrooms or lockerrooms 
with males and females in an envornment that is not 
supervised.

I again feel that it is wrong to allow a male to play on a female 
team because they gender identify or transgender to a girl.  It is 
physically impossible for a female child to compete with a male.  
Physically in sports a male body has advantages over a female 
body in sports.  I was a Title IV baby and the doors opened to 
females to compete with each other thru funding.  You will 
discriminate against a female at any age when you allow a 
physically born male to compete with a female.  I have competed 
with males on the basketball court, there are far few females that 
can compete with a male and you will definetely discriminate 
against a female if a born male is allowed to compete in a female 
sport.  Many females work hard to be the best of the females in 
thier sport.  So allowing a born male to compete, in a female sport 
is discrimitory towards a female and just wrong.  Physically the 
male body muscle mass is way different than a famale.  IE how 
many females do you know that can dunk a basketball!!!  It is just 
wrong to have a gender identified male to play in a female sport.  
You are going the wrong way on this.  Transgenders and gender 
identity males do not belong competing against females it is totally 
physcally unfair to those female kids that want to play sports!!!

253 English What are the legally enforced prompt and effective 
steps for preventing transgender harrassment? The 
policy must be founded on something or it is worthless.

These definitions are meaningless. What is the legal definition? Is 
there one? Psychologists and school boards aren't charged with 
creating legal definitions.

Without legal definitions and guidelines, this is 
unenforceable. No one not male can go in female 
spaces and vice versa.  Also, what is the threshold of 
of transgender students needed to begin costly 
demolition and construction of separate facilities? In 
what schools? All Elementary,  Middle, High Schools?

This too is unenforceable. Identity sense versus identity reality 
means boys aren't on girls teams.

254 English Hooray for gender neutral options for any student!
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255 English I find these procedures very broad and intentionally 
vague. While APS has cut so many programs for ALL 
kids, the classrooms are geting crowded and teaches 
do not get training in many issues that afect much 
more kids than the LGBTQ kids, I find it arbitrary from 
the side of APS to fund extra training for teachers on 
transgeneder students. We, as parenets have never 
been presented with numbers: how many transgender 
kids are we takling about? Very, very few, I suppose 
compared to students who are falling behind because 
of schools lack of resources; or compared to gifted 
students. Clarement Elementary School has only 1 
teacher for the gifted students in a school that has 
about 800 students.

While APS is rushing to impose this policy on our kids, no 
mention of student age anywhere in the policy when this gender 
identity is formed, or if it is a gender identity issue or gender 
dysphoria . We are kept in the dark about the science behind this 
policy (science in itself is inconclusive in this topic). The question 
of whether to counsel young children to be happy with their 
assigned sex, or to encourage them to continue to exhibit 
behaviors that do not match their assigned sex—or to explore a 
transsexual transition—is controversial. Some clinicians report 
that a significant proportion of young children diagnosed with 
gender dysphoria later do not exhibit any dysphoria. We feel that 
APS is labeling all kids that at any age might have any sense that 
they do not fit in the gender category corresponding to their sex at 
birth as transgender and encouraging them to be transgender. I 
disagree withi this aproach.

I find it very hard to fathom that a student with a penis 
(be this student a boy or a girl as per his/her sense of 
being) to pee standing in girls bathroom. It is 
unhygenic and poses health risks for the girls who 
would go and sit in the very toilet seat where the 
transgender student just peed.

I totally disagree with the fact that a transgender student who was 
born a boy to compete with girls at the same level. we all know that 
this transgeneder student will outperform girls atheletes in most of 
the cases. High testosterone levels enhance athletic performance 
which is totally unfair for any non-transgender hard trying athlete.

256 English I love it! I agree with these definitions Yes, it is so important that all students have safe and 
consistent access to bathrooms.  this is a major 
concern for transgender and gender non- conforming 
students, and can be a source of great stress..  A very 
important policy to have in all schools!

Yes, all students need to have equal access to extra-curriculars.

257 English
258 English Yes Yes Yes Yes
259 English Great. Sounds good. The implementation of this at Yorktown has been 

effective. More single-stall restrooms should be 
included in any future designs for schools being 
renovated or built so there are enough restrooms for 
teachers and gender-neutral student needs.

Teachers will need training on this. If we could also please stop 
calling boys' sports "Patriot [Sportname]" and girls' sports "Lady 
Patriots [Sportname]" it would be much better and not ridiculous. 
Boys sports seem to be the default and girls sports have to be 
differentiated, which is so sexist.

260 English Since teachers and school staff are on the “front-line” in 
the schools, it is critical that they receive the proper 
training in order to make transgender students feel 
comfortable and safe..

Standard language....is fine. Only issue is how long it will take for the schools to 
provide such access.  Suggest that you add after 
"gender neutral facilities" the following: will be made 
“available as conveniently as possible.”

sounds fine.

261 English clear and concise It sounds accurate to me It seems to give students good choices based on their 
own feelings

Reasonable

262 English Looks good Looks good Look good Look good
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263 English I agree.  Please consider how to hold school staff 
accountable.

Agreed. I feel very strongly that this is important, and as a 
heterosexual male this would not bother me in the 
slightest.

Agreed.

264 English Looks good. Not sure that the second sentence under the definition for 
"Gender identity' is necessary.

no comment looks good

265 English Great updates. I approve of this. Good! Good!
266 English Thank you for supporting transgender children. I am supportive of the definition provided here. Thank you for supporting transgender children. Following state guidelines for this issue as outlined seems wise.

267 English This is terrific! Just make sure staff approaches this 
training with an open mind and sets the tone for zero 
tolerance.

My non-binary child does not like being placed under the 
transgender umbrella because, as they state, their position is not 
one of transition,  it of not binding to either gender.

Yes. Good. Options, not obligations. This should work too.  With rowing, however, a gender non binary 
student would have to row with those who shared the same gender 
at birth.  This becomes a challenge of size and strength.  I would 
imagine tennis having the same restriction.  I gets tricky...like with 
the female runner who has high testosterone and was being 
challenged to take a testosterone reducing drug before she could 
compete.  Will we need to use that marker to draw distinctions as 
to whom could compete in one category or the other.  
Hooboy....Glad my kid is graduating!

268 English Strongly agree Agree Agree Agree
269 English It is critical that staff receive training on topics relating 

to transgender students. Staff in schools are "on the 
front line, " and it is their responsibility to make all 
students feel safe and comfortable.

These are standard definitions and both look accurate and good. I would suggest, "Single user, gender neutral facilities 
will be made available as conveniently as possible to 
all users who seek privacy." As written, this draft 
phrasing would allow the situation at WLHS to 
continue, 3 single stall gender neutral bathrooms 
available to all students that are all on the first floor. 
WLHS is so large, vertical and congested that a 
student who has classes on the upper floors has no 
chance of using a gender neutral bathroom between 
classes and still get to class on time. Contrast this to 
YHS, where the 3 gender neutral single stall 
bathrooms are dispersed, one on each of YHS' 3 
floors, such that students can easily take a pit stop 
between classes. My transgender teen (REDACT) 
now takes a water bottle to school. Early last year, 
when there was just one gender neutral bathroom on 
one upper floor and one in the clinic, my child 
literately would not drink a thing all day. This is not 
healthy. I do understand that some of APS' buildings 
are very old. WMS, for example, has just one single 
stall gender neutral bathroom in the entire school. So 
the PIP should have some "wiggle room" for those 
situations. But in the case of brand new buildings 
such as the 3 main high schools (YHS, WLHS, 
WHS), at least one single stall gender neutral 
bathroom per floor should be made available to 
students.

Following VHSL is sensible, and it is good that VHSL has some of 
more transgender-athlete-inclusive policies in the country.
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270 English Yes, training is critical. This is necessary.  Trans kids who are forced to use 
restrooms based on sex assigned at birth face 
harassment from other students, not even  out of 
meanness — a transgirl will, of course, look like a girl 
(because she is a girl, and dresses like a girl etc) so 
boys will hassle and even try to push her out. (This is 
based on our kid’s experiences).

271 English This sounds like it is in the right direction Approve Approve Approve

272 English I very much support this provision. This is incredibly 
important for APS students. Staff and teachers should 
take an active role in understanding and addressing 
issues that could arise surrounding this issue.

I support the definitions in this section. I support this section. As an APS student who was 
friends with a trans student who was unable to use 
the locker room of their choice, this is an important 
provision that can help alleviate an already stressful 
school scenario.

I support this section. As a former APS student who played a sport 
this would have been very wonderful for our gender non-conforming 
teammates.

273 English Good that staff will be trained- what about students??  
And will there be similar polices adopted for the student 
handbook in terms of bullying and harrassment to 
include trans?  This is very teacher-student focused but 
does not address student-student behavior.  What are 
conseqences for a student or teacher who violate this 
policy?  What involvment will parents have in 
identifying their trans child?  Especially imporant for 
elementary students.

Glad it is consistent with national standards. Good to have the single use option.

274 English Remove "as appropriate" in the last sentence. It IS 
appropriate to remedy harassment, so simply state, 
"...including that which is based on gender identity and 
remedy its effects on a timely matter."

Good citations. Please change to "Convenient access to facilities that 
correspond..." A gender non-conforming bathroom 
should be easily accessed for students at all times. 
For example, WL has 4 levels plus several wings and 
trailers outside. One single stall bathroom is access, 
but not convenient. Please change to specifically state 
that bathrooms and locker rooms must be easily 
accessed and convenient.

275 English Seems fine to me I think you’re using these two citations for political and legal  
“cover,”

If a student’s gender identity differs from gender 
assignment at birth, he or she should have access to 
private or gender neutral facilities in each school.  It is 
not appropriate to share facilities  with gender 
conforming students.  I would personally consider 
legal action against APS if my daughters were 
required to share a bathroom or locker room. Gender 
conforming students have a right to privacy and 
dignity too.

I believe APS would need to comply with the requirements of each 
sport’s governing body, as it applies to Virginia.

276 English Blah. How many transgender kids do we have? Teachers don't have time for this nonsense. Wrong. I don't won't "men" in the women's barhroom Men who identify as women have an unfair advantage in sports and 
this is out of control
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277 English Absolutely agree, continually updated training is a 
must. Bullying, harassment and isolation are part of the 
same forces that make a learning and social 
environment unsafe.; We need to make the 
environment safe and conducive to learning.

The definitions seem okay to me. I like that the option is available, but how are we 
ensuring safety to gender non-conforming students in 
group facilities and locker rooms? What provisions are 
there for students who feel less comfortable changing 
clothes in the group setting with gender non 
conforming peers?

seems okay

278 English The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is 
overdue and extremely welcome by parents, teachers 
and students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is overdue 
and extremely welcome by parents, teachers and students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is 
overdue and extremely welcome by parents, teachers 
and students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is overdue and 
extremely welcome by parents, teachers and students.

279 English Absolutely wonderful! Thank you, APS. I am grateful APS is relying on credible science. This is a welcome relief to trans kids and their parents. Terrific job!

280 English Support Support Support Support
281 English I support this section. I don’t have any concerns. I support this section. I support this section.

282 English Thank you for this initiative.  It is so important that all 
our children feel safe, supported and welcome in our 
schools.

Our kids are so much more in tune with the importance of 
fairness around this.  It's great that it can be articulated at the 
whole community level.

Very important.  Thank you. I agree.

283 English agree agree agree agree
284 English
285 English I fully support this whole document in full
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286 English One student's identification with a gender that does 
not correspond to their sex assigned at birth should 
not infringe on other students' use of bathrooms and 
locker rooms for students with the same biological 
gender.  Acknowledging that the policy states that 
"identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies," the policy as proposed provides no 
safeguards for the occasion that a student identifies as 
another gender for the purpose of inappropriately 
accessing bathroom and locker facilities.   
Understanding that bathroom and locker room 
scenarios for transgender students may pose 
difficulties, the solution to that problem is not to 
impose upon the rights of non-transgendered students 
who would feel uncomfortable using bathroom or 
locker room facilities with students of a different 
biological gender.  As a survivor of sexual assault, I 
oppose creating a situation where individuals of 
opposite biological genders are sharing bathrooms 
and locker rooms.

Although a student may choose to identify as another gender, this 
identification does not mitigate the biological differences between 
the sexes that are created by the sex assigned at birth.  For 
example, it is a scientifically proven fact that the primary male 
hormone, testosterone, is an anabolic steroid.  This hormone plays 
a key role in increasing muscle and bone mass in adolescent boys 
and males.  Increased muscle and bone mass would provide unfair 
competitive advantages for male students in certain sports where 
strength and height are predictors of success.  Therefore, 
permitting students of both biological genders, based merely on the 
students' identification and nothing more, would negatively affect 
the nature of high school sports for all students.  Indeed, one 
primary purpose of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 
was to afford increased athletic opportunities for female students.  
Arlington County's proposed policy runs contrary to the intent of 
Title IX because it does not mitigate against the genetic 
advantages (or disadvantages) created by the biological nature of 
students' bodies, regardless of their gender identification.  Once 
again, the proposed policy regarding athletic participation infringes 
on the rights of the majority of students who identify with their 
biological gender to provide extreme accommodations to a handful 
of students.

287 English I don't think we should talk about gender being signed at Birth, I 
think that makes it seem as if gender is a subjective decision that 
a doctor makes, as opposed to recording based on biological 
evidence and reality.

I would like to know what protections will be in place 
to make sure that someone who says they identify as 
a girl, but really doesn't, cant use the girl's bathroom. 
I'm all for making sure that transgender students have 
options they can use, but I'm concerned about how 
we also protect those in group bathroom settings, 
making sure that it's truly girls or those who identify as 
girls in the girls bathroom, and same for the boys

I would like to know how we plan to keep this from creating 
situations where competition becomes unfair, because there is 
someone with the genetics of a male for instance competing 
against females

288 English This is a no-brainer. Every student in APS needs to feel 
safe, supported and valued. Staff must be able to do 
this, and be appropriately trained, to ensure they teach 
children without bias and recognize and stop bullying 
when it occurs.

It seems clear. This is important for students in schools. This makes sense.

289 English I agree I agree I agree I agree
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290 English There is not description on the frequency of the training 
(continuously is vague and non-specific) nor the form of 
training. What do "prompt and effective" steps look 
like? Will there be additional guidance for staff to 
understand how to respond/report harassment?

This is very important to allow transgender students to 
feel safe when they need to use restroom facilities.

291 English agree agree bathrooms should be in safe and convenient locations agree

292 English Good! Good Good

293 English I think this is fantastic I support this This is extremely important Support
294 English There needs to be a level of accountability in case 

teachers, staff, or students do not respect an individual 
who is cis and/or straight, which can be done safely 
through anonymous means, to keep students or even 
staff lodging the complaint about the disrespectful 
behavior either about their students or their coworkers. 
Or from the student's side in regards to their peers or 
their teachers, members of staff, etc. And there also 
needs to be an active counselor who is trained or 
specializes in LGBTQIA issues. Safe Zone is a great 
program at George Mason and other schools use it. If I 
had had support as a child and teenager, especially 
from within a school, I would have been in a much 
better place to come out as not straight and 
transgender. Which did not go over well and resulted in 
the loss of blood relations. It's scary to come out. 
Especially, when you have religiously fanatical parents 
who are not willing to be open minded. If a school steps 
in, it can prevent abuse such as "gender and sexuality 
therapy". It is cruel. I underwent it myself. It only makes 
kids more likely to attempt to kill themselves or 
otherwise cause themselves harm. We are human 
beings and we deserve respect. I can attest that I lost 
every single friend I had upon coming out. It was 
horrible. And conditional parental "love", hurts so much 
and there is nothing we can do as children when our 
parents refuse to accept us. I almost was sent to a 
group home because I was, "Making my own rules." 
Abuse by parents is sadly, a way too common 
occurrence amongst transgender and other queer 
youth. Abuse in the name of religion or pure bigotry 
cannot be accepted. It leads us towards the path of 

In the community we generally state that our gender is what was 
assigned at birth. Sex does not equate to gender. You can have a 
vulva and be a boy or a man, just as you can be a girl or woman 
with a penis. The same applies, in an even wider range to non-
binary folks. Anyone of any gender can have various genitalia, 
body parts, and secondary hormonal characteristics. Not everyone 
has to transition all the way and some never physically transition 
at all, for a multitude of reasons. Gender identity and gender are 
the same. It is who we are. Gender neutral bathrooms, 
washrooms, changing areas, and etc, are an important piece to 
the success and support of LGBTQIA students. School Nurses 
also need to be highly educated about transgender individuals and 
their care, for the safest and most affirming care administered to 
students. Your gender (gender identity), gender expression, and 
mannerisms can all be different. A boy can wear a dress, love 
baseball, gesticulate frequently, sit in a way society deems 
feminine, and still be a boy. It also doesn't automatically mean 
that he's gay. Though there are gay trans men and youth. The 
same applies to trans girls or trans women. They can hate pink, 
love rough housing, but adore painting their nails, while also 
taking up a ton of space (sometimes called "man spreading"). 
Gender is what matters. "Gender performance" is only helpful and 
liberating if the person feels like it is an extension of themselves 
and they enjoy, plus are comfortable in their attire and 
atmosphere. There is a lot of grey space in the world. The girls 
like pink and dolls narrative, while boys like trucks and blue; is 
antiquitated and out of touch with reality. Parents will often be the 
ones horrified and even angry at their child for being, "unnatural", 
"wrong", and other harmful slander. Kids generally do not care 
and are accepting. No one comes into the world bigoted. They 
have to be taught to hate and bully others by adults. Parents need 
LGBTQIA learning too.

I am very glad and happy to hear this news. As 
someone who is transgender, I often had to hold my 
need to use the facilities until I got home or I found a 
gender neutral restroom somewhere, like at a Mall. Of 
course this did cause long term damage to my 
bladder and I now need to take medication for it. If my 
parents had been informed and the school system had 
had my back I probably would have less urology 
related issues. Medical issues that many others who 
are transgender face as well. You can only hold in 
your body's natural release of toxins for so long before 
it starts to harm you. And it does more so with each 
year that goes by. If we felt safe in the bathroom or 
changing areas we identity with, which we know to be 
safe, we will use them. This is not something a child 
should have to worry about every day. Unfortunately, 
many do. As do adults. There needs to be clear policy 
about safety and how bigotry will not be tolerated by 
anyone. Students or staff. I have been verbally 
assaulted for using the bathroom that affirms me. 
Even as an adult actively taking hormones as a part of 
my transition and feeling less dysphoria. But many 
have suffered worse or have even been killed or raped 
for just trying to use the restroom. And that is not 
okay. If all children, regardless of gender, used the 
same restrooms we would not see so much hate in 
the world, society, or in our schools. If you do not 
make something taboo then it won't be. Let kids be 
kids and let them pee wherever they feel most 
comfortable. It's the right thing to do and is highly 
affirming. Knowing you have rights and that people 
actually care about you and your well-being, makes a 

I think it's great. Not everything has to be gendered. But if a child 
wants and needs a gendered uniform, then it should match their 
identity or best fits for them, as some children may be more fluid. 
Ultimately, we need to change the laws and rules about 
transgender children playing on sports teams that match their true 
selves. Trans boys are boys and trans girls are girls. And some 
kids are just kids who either don't feel strongly about their gender, 
they are demi (feel mostly like a girl or feel mostly like a boy), 
they're fluid, or they have no gender at all. Just accept, support, 
and love them. Even cisgender (cis) kids should be allowed to wear 
whatever uniform they like best. If a cis boy wants to wear a skirt, 
let him. If a trans boy wants to wear a skirt, let him. And etc. 
Clothing doesn't automatically connect to gender, but for many 
transgender children it does. So these options are a good place to 
start.
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295 English I am a parent and educator and I completely support all 
efforts towards inclusivity and acceptance of all 
students and staff education to this end.

I agree and believe each individual should be able to make the 
choice about their gender identity and that they should be 
supported.

I totally support this. I support this.

296 English Agreed. Agreed. Agreed. Agreed.
297 English I fully support this section Excellent definitions /appropriate for inclusion Agree fully Agree and support

298 English None- fairly basic content This is the only area I have concerns about. It’s a big “what-if” and 
generally unlikely to happen, but I do not believe girls who were 
born male, and still possess the natural physical advantages over 
those born female, should participate with no distinctions. The 
biological differences “assigned” at birth cannot be overlooked in 
sporting events; why do we even have women-sports only if not to 
allow women to compete on as level as a playing field as possible. 
I encourage APS to consider the impact to all students well-being 
here, and handle the “trans girls in girls sports” category very very 
carefully. As a mother to a daughter, I am comfortable with my 
daughter sharing facilities with trans girls, but I would like to see all 
involved with sports make sure they are being fair to all student 
athletes

299 English Absolutely agree Perfect Absolutely agree Absolutely agree
300 English Hopefully, nobody should disagree with this. Factual and clear Agree fully Don’t know VHSL or VASRA regulations, but otherwise agree and 

am glad a gender neutral uniform is part of this

301 English As a teacher it is our responsibility to service every 
child to the best of our ability and to be educated on 
each child’s background. This is necessary to get to the 
heart and mind of every scholar!

Agree I think that having a single use option is important for 
students who do not yet feel comfortable in either. 
They shouldn’t be forced into any uncomfortable 
situation and should be allowed access to the locker 
room that aligns to their gender indentity

Agree

302 English This is important and I support this I support this
303 English I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this
304 English Could you please be more specific about the training? 

"Continuosly" isn't realistic,  and so it might be an 
excuse for not much to happen.

Is this the best place for the second sentence? Seems like you're 
immediately assuming the worst about gender non conforming 
students.

Single user gender neutral facilities should be 
included everywhere gendered facilities are included 
so no student will have to make a special request.

Does this mean there won no longer be girls champions of sports? 
Please clarify the line about awards. Awards should be given based 
on a student's chosen gender identity.
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305 English I agree that all students should receive equal education 
opportunities no matter what. I also agree we should 
respect all students regardless, but this includes not 
only transgender students but also non-native English 
speakers, African American, etc. I feel, sometimes we 
forget about the other populations of students who are 
still getting discriminated against.

I do not agree that at such a young age, such as elementary or 
middle school, and even beginning of high school, students really 
know about their gender identity. Students are still getting to know 
themselves and others not only based on gender but also other 
aspects of life and it is ridiculous to say that they know whether 
they are transgender or not. They are not mature  enough to 
realize that at this point in their life.

I do not agree that students should be able to use any 
bathroom or locker room based on their gender 
identity instead of their biological gender. If Arlington 
wants to do that it should install single user 
bathrooms in every school for every student and there 
won't be any issues. However, if not this should not be 
allowed. There will be many issues with sexual 
harassment and abuse if this is the case because 
some students might feel that it is alright to use a 
bathroom that doesn't correspond with their biological 
gender to be funny or to get away with harassing other 
students. Also, I don't think students will feel 
comfortable having mixed gender bathrooms or locker 
rooms (not even those who identify transgender). I do 
not see any issues with having single user bathroom 
facilities. However, I can see installing many gender 
neutral single user bathrooms.

I agree that students should be allowed to use any uniform, be it 
male or female clothing, for co-curricular or extra-curricular 
activities. However, I do not feel that it is acceptable to have 
students who identify with the opposite gender participate in the 
activities based on the gender they identify with. This doesn't 
provide fair play in sports for the opposite team because boys and 
girls are built differently and have different abilities and strengths 
and there will be a disadvantage.

306 English How do we protect students who are uncomfortable 
sharing bathrooms and locker rooms with students of 
a different biological gender?

307 English Sounds good Sounds good Sounds good Text needs to be added stating that "Students born male shall not 
be allowed to participate in women's/girls sports under any 
circumstances."

308 English This is perfect Yes.   Plus,  gender expression can be fluid, it isn't always locked 
in.

Perfect Well stated

309 English I support it. I support it. I strongly support it. I support it.

310 English It sounds inclusive and safe for all students. I appreciate the added definitions and information that ensures 
everyone understands this concept.

I like it. Looks good

311 English Good idea Excellent definition I think this will make everyone more comfortable. I think all uniforms should be the same for everyone, for PE or 
sports!

312 English Excellent !
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313 English I support APS's effort to ensure that all students have a 
safe and supportive school environment. However, 
what sort of training will APS staff be required to 
participate in? Will this training be evidence-based, or 
based on political ideology? Will teachers be able to opt 
out of training that they find objectionable or politically 
motivated? All training should be evidence-based, and 
teachers should be able to opt out of training that is 
motivated by political agendas.

I have no comments about this section. What will be done to protect the privacy of students 
who do not want a student of the opposite biological 
sex in their bathrooms or locker rooms? Will they be 
required to use single user facilities? If the goal is to 
protect the privacy of students, then this needs to 
include students who do not want to undress in front 
of somebody of the opposite biological sex.

I absolutely do not support this. Having biological boys participate 
in girls sports destroys Title IV protections for girls and provides the 
transgender students with an unfair competitive advantage.

314 English
315 English Full support Full support Full support Full support
316 English I agree and hope training will be ongoing. All schools should have these bathrooms for use by all 

students.  So many children struggle with shared 
bathrooms . Agree  100%

317 Spanish Es sumamente importante que los adultos de APS 
sean ejemplos de comportamiento abierto y compasivo.  
 Deben no discriminar y ser respetuosos de quienes 
son nuestros hijos, sin importar su genero.

Estoy de acuerdo Sera importante que haya esta opcion para los 
estudiantes que lo necesiten

ninguno.

318 English

319 English Agree Agree Disagree.  I belive they should be required to use the 
bathroom associated with their birth sex or single use 
bathroom for both sexes..  This respects the rights of 
both sides and does not cause some heterosexuals to 
be uncomfortable.

Agree

320 English This sounds good. I appreciate the use of these definitions, as well as the distinction 
made.

The term "required to use..." is just right. Good. I can see that it might be difficult in implementation, but 
good.

321 English I agree wholeheartedly. Trans kids have enough 
challenges without school making life more difficult for 
them.  Please nnote -- all APS community should be 
involved with this (from admin to maintence to 
teachers). Also, make clear that interactions with all 
transgender people -- whether colleagues, would-be 
colleagues, students or parents should be proactively 
respectful and tolerant.

Trans people are fellow humans -- all humans regarless of gender 
at birth or gender identity as self- determined deserve respect and 
love and an equal access to education.

People ahould use the locker room that they feel most 
appropriate. I have no problem with transwomen in 
female locker rooms or transmen in male 
lockerrooms. I appreciate that APS will also provide 
gender-neutral private areas for those who prefer such 
privacy. (I imagine many teen & preteen-agers who, 
given this option,  would choose privacy regardless of 
gender identity.)

I agree.

322 English

323 English Excellent. Excellent Good Excellent
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324 English What is an 'improper purpose?" What standards are used to 
defined that term and how will it be enforced? What about gender 
fluid students, who may vary their identity? If someone claims to 
be an "alternate" gender, how does that fit into the male/female 
locker rooms, bathrooms and overnight situations described 
below?

Are there any open shower bays in APS schools? If 
"yes", how could APS require a student with genitalia 
of the opposite sex to shower? You don't think that 
would be a problem? Also, according to this policy, if 
a middle school cis gender girl is uncomfortable 
having a student who is biologically male changing 
naked in the next  locker, it is the cis gender student 
who mus ask for gender neutral facilities? How does 
that treat cis-gender girls equally? Be prepared to 
have A LOT of cis gender students uncomfortable 
with biological boys seeing them naked and vice versa.

It would have been helpful to post a link to the policies of the sports 
leagues. It looks like all it takes is a doctor's note to verify that the 
gender identity change is legit. You are opening the door for 
biological boys to compete against girls. If biology no longer 
matters for participation and awards, just say so and eliminate girls 
and boys teams and deal with the blow back. This really eliminates 
boys/girls separate sports. Be prepared for lawsuits.

325 English

326 English Good to put our good intentions to accommodate trans 
students into specifics

Good definition Very important! Sensible

327 English sounds good. none. hoping everyone feels comfortable in a locker room.  
feel like students who are born with a gender who no 
longer feel like that gender should use private locker 
rooms and not necessarily the one they might want to 
use.

I'm not entirely certain what this means but again if a student who 
was born as a boy who no longer feels like a boy should not be able 
to compete against girls in sports.

328 English This is the only area that is concerning to many families with whom 
I have spoken.  A trans female should not be competing against a 
cis female due to the biological advantages in bone structure, 
muscle mass and testosterone.  This is an overstep and creates an 
unfair advantage where one would not otherwise exist.  It is not OK 
to disadvantage XX females like this.  No now would argue that a 
cis male should be competing against cis females and, athletically 
speaking, this is the exact same thing.

329 English Your sex is not arbitrarily assigned at birth, your chromosones 
determine your sex.

Shouldn't the avaailable bathrooms be assigned 
according to the number of students who would use 
them? Large single sex bathrooms for the majority of 
students and single user bathrooms for anyone 
uncomfortable in the larger setting. Bathrooms size 
should meet size of need.

Awards are gender neutral? So, is there no boys soccer team and 
no girls soccer team? Women fought hard to have their own teams.

330 English I cannot express my support for the protection of trans 
and non binary identifying students enough. There are 
many people in the world who do not understand this 
kind of gender identity which ultimately puts these 
students in danger. Transgender and nonbinary 
students are at a high risk of assault, murder, and 
suicide. It is vital for them to have organized protection 
to ensure their safety in schools.

331 English
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332 English I fully support the inclusion of protections for 
transgender students.

I fully support the definitions of gender identity and transgender as 
laid out in this section.

I fully support complete access to facilities for 
transgender students.

I fully support the inclusion of considerations for transgender 
students' participation extra-curricular activities.

333 English If you are ensuring ALL students have safe, supportive, 
and inclusive school environments, then why do you 
have to specify transgender or any type of descriptor for 
that matter. ALL in and of itself is All-inclusive. I do not 
agree with highlighting any specific gender, color, 
religion, etc. All is ALL that you need.

We are not assigned a gender at birth. We are BORN with a 
gender. Children born with ambiguous genitalia are already 
handled in a very sensitive matter with the parents and with the 
medical field, which is where it belongs. This is a personal issue 
between families and health care providers and the school should 
not be involved in gender identity issues. What is deemed 
"improper purpose" that violates schoold board policies. What are 
the school board policies?

I have no concerns with this proposal as long as it is 
single use. You run the risk of someone using a 
gender neutral facility to feel safe and another person 
using it to violate that person. So it must be single use 
and NOT a multi use gender facility that creates an 
opportunity for abuse and misuse.

This seems very vague to me. Bottom line is that a biologic male 
should NOT be allowed to participate in an all female sport. 
Biologically, males tend to be physically stronger and have more 
testosterone that creates an advantage that females do not have. I 
think this is very vague and evasive.

334 English Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good.

335 English

336 English
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337 English My biggest concern about the PIP is not all that follows 
below but the fact that not only are staff being trained 
on preventing harassment/discrimination (which I 
support in principle) but also children are being 
presented with a wide variety of gender options from 
which they might choose. (I have heard/seen evidence 
of this.) I am concerned about my sons being confused 
about their identity at such young age - a time when  so 
many other things in their lives are confusing.  My 
husband and I prefer to have such discussions with 
them at home.  We do not feel comfortable/trust APS 
to guide them through their development in this area.  
We would prefer the focus of their schools to be on 
achieving academic excellence, on which APS's 
reputation is built.  Counseling by teachers and 
counselors in the area of gender identity ("Which 
category best describes who you are?!") seems to fall 
outside the boundaries of APS responsibility.

When is one's gender identity established in the eyes 
of the school? Does it have to be officially 
recorded/documented in school record?  What if a 
boy, for kicks, suddenly says he's identifying as girl 
one day and begins to access the female bathroom 
and locker room?  Can he simply state to a teacher or 
staff member questioning his motives, "I'm identifying 
as a girl," and then be allowed access to the girls' 
locker room?

338 English I agree with the importance of providing a safe and 
supportive environment for all students.  I fear that the 
"continuous" training and "steps to prevent and respond 
to harassment" wll lead to an oppressive environment - 
especially for people who might disagree with aspects 
of transgender advocacy.  "Harassment of any kind" 
must be very carefully defined.  For example, I do not 
think that a teacher who believes that a  person of the 
male sex who "identifies" as female should not be 
allowed to participate in female sports should be 
considered guilty of harassment, but I suspect "trans" 
advocates do.

I believe that the phrase "assigned at birth" is nonsense and 
should not be used anywhere.  Except in rare cases, physical 
characteristics of sex are identifiable at birth.  My reading of the 
American Psychiatric Association website is that gender 
dysphoria is a more appropriate term for someone who is 
uncomfortable with his or her physical sex.  This should be 
included in the definitions section.

I think this is a policy that is virtually impossible to 
implement fairly.  I do not want my 16-year-old 
daughter sharing a shower with a physically male 
student who "identifies" as female.  I would not want 
my son to be placed in a similar situation either.  The 
only truly fair way to implement this would be to 
create ALL gender neutral facilites, and I'm not sure 
the school district is prepared for that expense.  This 
will also create a new type of stigma:  students who 
express discomfort with sharing facilities with gender 
dysphoric students will likely be branded transphobic 
by the people who are creating guidelines such as 
these.

I don't quite understand this section because the term "co-
curricular" appears to be a term of art but is undefined.  If it means 
that male (sex) individuals can particpate as females in sports (and 
vice versa) I am opposed.

339 English This is very important-essential=for the safety and well 
being of APS students.

I agree with it. Yes, absolutely.  Another provision needs to be made 
for gender neutral facilities for non-binary students, 
and for students who have safety concerns about 
binary bathrooms. Family restrooms should be 
available in APS facilities that are open to the public, 
such as the W-L pool.

Perfect.

340 English
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341 English does "staff" include SROs, contractors, temporary, etc? "asserted" is doing unclear work in that sentence. add "convenient" access. Students should not have to 
travel to another floor or part of the building. In fact it 
might be easier to define most bathrooms as neutral. I 
say this as a scientist who remembers times when 
science buildings at universities had men's bathrooms 
on every floor, but only one (or no) women's 
bathrooms.  The point here is INCLUSION, and 
providing facilities in a way that does not marginalize 
people.

none. except that the "neutral" uniform options should be available 
to students regardless of gender identity.

342 English What is being done about bullying and harassment? 
This introduction and what follows feels soft on 
harassment.

Seems fine, but I understand and accept these definitions. What 
about people who don't understand or accept?

Are schools being altered for these accommodations? 
What kind of funding is available to remedy this issue?

So will all the awards jut be wreaths or cups with no human 
figurines? Will awards that are given yearly be altered?

343 English Great. I like that it mentions staff being continually 
trained. Education is the answer to resolving these 
issues. But The issues my evolve ( or perhaps change 
very quickly) and this policy is proactive in addressing 
any new issues that may arise.

Very good that you are using definitions from authoritative, 
science/research based organizations.

This seems perfectly reasonable. It applies to 
EVERYONE and it does not restrict anyone from any 
particular facility but also allows ANYONE the option 
of having a private/single bathroom. Very

Very good but I am a little unclear on the intent of the part about 
uniforms. If in band, the traditional skirts for girls and pants, shirt 
and bow tie for boys.  But if a transgender girl (born as a boy but 
identifies as a girl) should not only have a “gender neutral” option 
she should also be able to where the blouse and skirt option as 
well. The way it is written does not seem to convey this. Same in 
the vice-versa situation

344 English What rights to privacy do children have who identify 
with their biological gender?  Biological  girls may not 
want to be in a locker room with a trans girl (same 
with boys).  Don't forget about their rights to privacy.

Biological boys should not be permitted to  compete in true 
competitions with biological girls.  It is not fair to the biological 
girls.  There are true physical differences between the sexes.

345 English I support Suggest an example or two of "improper purpose". Support Support
346 English Agree on all. Student safety is the most crucial. I hope 

that there are many opportunities for training.
Agree Great! I hope that VHSL and VASRA have policies that mirror APS policy

347 English Disagree.  What about the "rights" of other students 
who may not be comfortable with this?  Compromises 
can be made and still be non-discriminatory.

Uncertain.  If a person identifies as female, why not wear the 
female uniform? and vice versa.  Will a girls' team now have to be 
called "non-boys" team?  If all team members identify as female 
why can they not be referred to as she/her, girls' team?

348 English I strongly agree with this section and applaud APS for 
making equality and inclusion for all students a top 
priority.

Helpful definitions so all can be on the same page. I applaud this statement.  I hope you can go further 
and ensure that bathroom facilities are also located in 
places that are not overly burdensome for students to 
use.  I also think we ought to place strong language 
about our approach to locating these bathrooms in 
new construction.

I applaud APS for their position on this topic.

349 English I do not wish this issue to be discussed with my daughter. How much is this going to cost?  I do not wish for my 
daughter to share a bathroom  with a boy who 
"identifies as a female."

350 English So, what happens when a boy just decides to use the 
girls' bathrooms to see girls?

Make a separate room for the boys who thing they are 
girls. This is not right for a girl to be eyed or watched 
by a boy for his own pleasure. This happened to my 
daughter and APS did NOTHING about it.

As above, separate locker rooms for trans people and separate 
participation in activities. Real girls compete against girls, real boys 
against boys, the others can compete with each other in a 
transgroup.
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351 English Why say, " ...assigned at birth"?  Why not say. " their sex at birth" 
or "biological sex"?

Allowing transgender students to use 
bathrooms/locker rooms is discriminating against the 
97+% of students who are cisgender.  You must think 
of them too, they are still the majority.  Many students 
will feel uncomfortable undressing/showering in 
bathrooms/locker rooms with students of the opposite 
sex.  It is not fair to force them to do this.  I am not 
comfortable with this and my children aren't either. ,

This is not fair either.  Everyone knows generally males have a 
physical advantage over females.  Males who identify as females 
competing against females gives them an unfair advantage in most 
sports.

352 English In addition to stating an expectation that staff members 
"take prompt and effective steps" to address 
harassment, shouldn't the PIP lay out the expectation 
for staff to ensure a welcoming and inclusive 
environment in the first place, so that there is less 
chance for bullying and harassment to occur in the first 
place? In other words, rather than simply stating an 
obligation to REact when bad things occur, there 
should also be the expectation that staff be PRO-active 
to model positive behavior and create environments 
where bad behavior doesn't even start?

I'm concerned about the exclusion of Intersex individuals from this 
PIP and would encourage you to address those individuals' 
unique needs.  Trans is about gender, and intersex is about 
biological sex that doesn't fit the binary of male or female.  Here's 
a formal definition: “Intersex” is an umbrella term for people who 
are born with some combination of sex characteristics such as 
chromosomes, genitals, internal reproductive organs, or hormone 
levels that do not fit within the typical binary notion of male or 
female sex."  While it true that intersex people sometimes also 
identify as trans - especially when the gender that is chosen for 
them at birth doesn't match how they identify later in life, that is 
not always the case. More resources are available here: 
http://4intersex.org/  , including a brochure titled "What we wish 
our teachers knew".

Because some students are nonbinary and do not 
have a gender identity that is either male or female, 
suggest rewording the beginning part of the first 
sentence to: "Access to facilities that most closely 
correspond to a student’s gender identity...." Also, 
suggest rephrasing "Students cannot be required ..." 
to "Students shall not be required ...."

Grammatical error. Change: "with rules outlined by that 
organization" to "with rules outlined by the relevant organization."

353 English I agree it is very important to put the responsibility on 
each staff member and empower them through the 
policy to take action when they see discrimination or 
other inappropriate behavior. Otherwise a general policy 
is just words, and this matter is too important for that.

I think it is VERY important to include self definition as this policy 
does, with appropriate allowances to make sure that it is being 
used in a genuine and to further the spirit of the policy. This does 
that well.

I VERY strongly support it. I very strongly support it. Gender identity should not be a barrier to 
participation or awards. It does not require any special allowances 
other than uniforms, which should all be gender neutral anyway.
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354 English None Most kid with gender dysphoria grow out of it by puberty, and 
most of those are gay. Students should not be encouraged to 
adopt a "fixed" gender identity not in keeping with their biological 
sex.

Absolutely not. Biological males should use male 
lockers and bathrooms, OR gender neutral facilities. 
Biological females should use female bathroom and 
locker facilities, OR gender neutral facilities. Students 
with penises should not be in the girls' locker room, 
and students with vaginas and breasts should not be 
in male lockers. Since we are concerned about 
privacy, what about the privacy of girls who don't want 
to change with biological boys, and the privacy of 
boys who don't want to change in front of biological 
girls. What about the high school boy who unwillingly 
gets an erection when the "transgender boy" who 
looks like a girl, changes in front of him? That would 
be extremely embarrassing...

No, biological boys should compete with other biological boys, and 
biological girls with girls. It's unfair, and in some sports dangerous, 
to have kids with boys musculator, size, strength, and speed, 
competing with girls. I would not let my girls compete in wrestling, 
basketball, or other sports with physical contact and potential for 
harm if there were biological boys on the team.

355 English No person should be harrassed or bullied.  Continuos 
training for 1 specific issue is NOT necessary

Fine to define the terminology in this document What affect will this policy have on the school budget 
to have single user bathrooms - which is a good idea 
regardless

Will all students regardless of gender affiliations be subject to 
hormone testing?  How does this affect title IX ? biological women 
cannot compete in most physical endeavers against biological 
males due to body mass, skelatal differences and hormone based 
muscular development.  Will females assigned that way at birth be 
allowed to or encouraged to be given testosterone therapies to 
allow a more level playing field?

356 English I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.
357 English Agrees Agreed Agreed Agreed
358 English I think this is very strong and provides a helpfful 

statement of the responsibilities and commitment of 
APS to provide all students witth a safe, supportive and 
inclusive school environment.  My only suggestion 
wouldd be to change the "continuously trained" to 
something more concrete and acheiveable such as 
"annually trained."

The definitions are helpful and clear. This is very well done.  It prevents discrimination 
against transgender students by consigning them to 
single user bathroom facilities.  At the same time it 
makes single user facilities available to those who 
want privacy.

Very helpful and well done.

359 English maybe change to "regardless of their gender identity" or 
add "and non-binary" vs "including transgender"

I think there is a difference between trans and non-binary people. 
Check with more experts.

Good going. This is what needs doing. Great. This is overdue.

360 English Yes, yes, yes! Just please be sure to also provide 
finding for training for staff to appropriately respond

Looks great It will be vital to provide gender neutral bathrooms at 
every single APS facility

So supportive, thank you

361 English I agree I agree I agree I agree
362 English Harassment based on sex stereotypes is just as severe. 

And problematic. Why is this limited to gender identity 
would this include bullying boys who like girl activities 
but so not wish to embrace a female gender identity.

I have concerns that you are including behavior counseling her 
does not conform.  This appears to be embracing sex stereotypes 
rather than breaking them down.  I want to raise strong girls who 
can be anything, including engage in ‘boy behavior ‘ but that 
doesn’t make them boys and nobody at school should be saying it 
does.   Similarly if my boys want to dress as princesses they can 
do so, but it doesn’t make them girls.  This definition appears to 
have aps telling my children they are transgender when they are 
really just breaking out of stereo types
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363 English Yes, but only minimal training as ithere is online 
training that takes about 20 minutes

While we are over crowded and admin for money all of us need to 
focus on training, but only limited focus and very limited 
resources as we need to focus on everyone not this 1%

No. we have limited resources and this is a violation of 
the privacy of all male and female students

No, it’s unfair to other students

364 English This is clear and well written. I am thankful you are 
addressing these topics for APS.

These definitions should protect folks well. It is reassuring to know APS will provide gender 
neutral facilities. Thank you!

This should help a lot of people feel comfortable and I’m pleased to 
see APS take this step.

365 English There is no such thing as transgender. You are one or 
the other - male or female. In hermaphrodites, there 
may be some confusion. With regard to being 
“continuously trained,” for how long, and who 
determines such a nee?

Stop with the “sense of self” (REDACT). You just have to know 
who you are and accept that it’s not all about you. You have to 
look outside of yourself, and realize that you can not create 
yourself. You would have to have existed before yourself. An 
impossibility. Point is that each person was given certain gifts, 
long before birth, in fact at conception.

Put only male and female bathrooms in schools, and 
only allow males in male bathrooms and females in 
female bathrooms. Stop controlling people’s lives, and 
quit contributing to, as well as encouraging, some 
unfortunate individuals’ confusion.

Only biological guys in guys’ sports. Only biological girls in girls’ 
sports. As I previously said, stop the gender neutral (REDACT).

366 English I support nondiscrimination policies with regard to APS 
trans students.

Affirmative. Expensive and necessary.

367 English Bullying/harassment -- of any kind -- should not be 
tolerated. However, I am very concerned that 
mandatory "training" regarding transgenderism will be 
highly ideological in nature. Moreover, I am concerned 
that APS will become even more hostile to students, 
parents and employees with traditional, non-leftist 
values.

There is no reason for the county schools to endorse these 
controversial terms.

I believe this would cause more problems than it 
solves.

This would be very unfair to girls.

368 English I have heard there are sometimes concerns with 
proximity to the gender neautral bathroom.

369 English That sounds great.  V important to provide nuanced 
training to staff on their anxieties, biases etc

None Great.  Let's focus on educating staff and students to 
minimize negative responses that may come from fear.

370 English I hope APS has a clear plan for these trainings... Are you considering adding the term gender non-conforming? YES!!!
371 English This is a strong start to the policy. I like the 

combination of training and prompt and effective action 
to prevent harassment.

If "alternative gender" the preferred term in the National School 
Board Association guide, I'm fine with that - but it might be 
inclusive to add  "gender noncomforming"?

Excellent - bravo Excellent - I think gender neutral uniforms and awards are good for 
all students, whatever their gender identity

372 English I agree with this section. What does “gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose....” mean? What is an improper purpose? I worry that 
this sentence could be used in a manner that is harmful for 
transgender children. For example, trans girls (assigned male at 
birth) should be permitted to play on girls sports teams.

This is good. Students should be able to choose the 
facilities in which they feel most safe, comfortable, 
and welcome. This should be the student’s choice, 
not a requirement. If this policy were abused (for 
example, if a student harasses other students in the 
bathroom or locker room ), the  offending behavior can 
be addressed under appropriate harassment or 
bullying policies. It is very important to allow children 
to CHOOSE the facilities that they want to use.

This is good. In particular, I believe it is fair and appropriate for 
trans girls to play on girls’ teams if they wish. I do not believe this 
gives trans girls an unfair advantage.
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373 English This is too vague. Intentionally vague. We have seen 
prior drafts. It seems the partisan unit that drafted this 
policy carefully purged it of all items that could cause 
an uproad. As is, the policy allows the Superintendent 
or his designee to do whataver they please outside the 
scrutiny or watch of citizens. This is outrageous. 
Further, what resources will this policy take away from 
kids with disability? Other special groups? This is the 
worst kind of policy: vague and imprecise. It allows for 
unfettered administrative discretion. It makes room for 
prejudice, partisan agendas, and it guts our rights. 
STOP it! You may think you're appeasing a small 
advocay group, but you are undermining trust in our 
institutions. Trust is a sine qua non of good 
governance. Do not mess with it.

The APA has been wrong before. Very wrong. Citing it does not 
justify the policy.

Sorry, but this is pathetic. Why should my little girl be 
exposed to the genitalia of a boy? This is pure partisan 
nonsense. Stop this. This is undemocratic.

This is ridiculous. It reminds me of Soviet-type, all genders look the 
same propaganda. Are you using Maos's China as a model?

374 English What type of training will be used? Will the training 
present a balanced approach? Are staff required to 
receive training for other special classes of students?

Isn't it more appropriate for students who do not 
identify with their natal gender to use a single user 
facility? What steps will be taken to ensure all 
students safety is protected (particularly at the high 
school level).

375 English This is great. So glad you included this!

376 English
377 English I especially appreciate the commitment to ongoing 

training. This is so important. Please also include 
information about how this training/expectations for 
harassment management will be conveyed to parents 
as well. My kid has been harassed whenever teachers' 
backs are turned, and I don't know the expected way 
the school handles this type of situation. What kind of 
ongoing education will be provided to students? That is 
also important for schools to be able to provide a safe 
and welcoming environment.

Can you clarify what "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any 
improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies" means? What is "improper purpose," and does it consist 
of anything other than the cliche of "boys sneaking into the girls' 
locker rooms to ogle"? That’s not gender ID, that’s sexual 
harassment, and should be treated as such regardless of the 
gender identity of the offender.

It is critical that sufficient numbers and placement of 
accessible bathrooms are provided. For example, a 
student should not be forced to be late for class 
because the available facilities are inconveniently 
located. On the other hand, if this text, strictly 
interpreted, means that all boys (cis or trans) will be 
allowed to use the boys' bathroom, and ditto for girls, 
that's great! Please also pay attention to making those 
bathrooms safe for trans kids.

All of this is great! Except... I'm not sure what is exempted based 
on the VHSL and VASRA compliance requirement? Does this 
mean that a small percentage of trans athletes are unprotected? Or 
a large percentage? I would love to see a forward-looking plan to 
help bring VHSL and VASRA into alignment with the APS 
guidelines, and some consequences if they do not make progress 
in that direction. (APS boycotts? Sanctions? How can these 
organizations be encouraged to create a safe and welcoming 
environment for all students?)

378 English I AGREE 100% I agree This is great I agree
379 English How is it safe and supportive for teenaged girls to have 

biological boys who identify as girls in their bathrooms, 
locker rooms, and sports teams? Who will be 
responsible when a girl gets knocked to the ground by a 
bigger, stronger teammate or opponent?

This sounds like everyone being required to say that a naked 
emperor is wearing fine clothes.

There will be a stigma put on girls who ask for privacy 
rather than undressing with biological males.

Newspapers are already reporting the unfairness of this policy in 
girls' sports (track).
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380 English There is an anatomical and physiological difference 
between male and females which requires a fair 
representation of both genders; therefore, the 
anatomically and physiologically accurate gender 
should be required to use the appropriate restrooms, 
locker rooms, and sports teams.

There is an anatomical and physiological difference between male 
and females which requires a fair representation of both genders; 
therefore, the anatomically and physiologically accurate gender 
should be required to use the appropriate restrooms, locker 
rooms, and sports teams.

There is an anatomical and physiological difference 
between male and females which requires a fair 
representation of both genders; therefore, the 
anatomically and physiologically accurate gender 
should be required to use the appropriate restrooms, 
locker rooms, and sports teams.

There is an anatomical and physiological difference between male 
and females which requires a fair representation of both genders; 
therefore, the anatomically and physiologically accurate gender 
should be required to use the appropriate restrooms, locker rooms, 
and sports teams.

381 English this is a must. glad to see Arlington doing this kind of 
training.

YES! Privacy is important and glad to see Arlington making 
this step.

YES!

382 English Gender identity is not male vs. female, but masculine vs. 
feminine. "Male" and "Female" are biological sexes, whereas 
boy/girl, man/woman, masculine/feminine are gender. Language 
to include non-binary folks could also be put here, describing 
individuals who do not feel as though either specific gender (man 
or woman) accurately describes how they wish to identify. Lastly, 
use of pronouns could be discussed, linking them to each gender 
expression (i.e. man - he/him, woman - she/her, nonbinary - 
they/them).

384 English

385 English There should be reasonable access to facilities that do 
not put a burden on the student regarding access.
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386 English Have a more specific, measurable goal for training, 
rather than "continuously trained." For example, staff 
will take a transgender rights class of at least 8 
continuing education credits at least once every two 
years.

Is sex actually "assigned at birth"?  When?  By whom?  The 
moment it is written on the birth certificate? But what if a 
pediatrician presents contradictory evidence later?  What if testes 
and ovaries are discovered, and parents do nothing, or make a 
choice...is that truly "assigned"?   A declared designation of sex 
(or race, etc) by any person is only a declaration of a temporal 
understaning ---At this time, I/we claim to be "xyz"---but the 
science shows that our language falsely creates distinctions that 
do not exist in nature, and are more of a continuum along a 
spectrum, rather than distinct categories.   Certainly all concepts 
of race are scientific fallacies, as our genes show, and clinging to 
categories related to political historical cirucumstances is the only 
thing keeping the myth of "race" alive.  So, too, is "gender" a myth 
when you understand how non-clear cut it is in nature.  So I 
would eliminate the idea that "sex is assigned"-- Sex is designated 
by parents, schools, and people for political purposes.  No one 
assigns it.

This seems very good solution to potential for 
harrassment or even assault.

This seems fair, though I do not have information on the VHSL and 
VASRA rules.

387 English This should also cover students who are nonconforming 
with the mainstream for reasons that they choose to 
accentuate their differences and uniqueness. My child 
is sometimes mistaken as transgender but is not. My 
son has long hair and has been called Repunzel By 
certain bullying boy but the taunts were never classified 
as bullying. Though I repeatedly raised this issue, it 
was never resolved and my child heard this again last 
summer when he ran into that student at the county 
fair. The bully got away with it and school and 
continues to taunt my child. By APS could have 
stopped it a long time ago. Pathetic!

Ok. There should more single-user, gender neutral 
restrooms in all schools. These can be used by any 
student or staff person at any time.

This is awesome!

388 English What about training for students and accountability? Can we make all restrooms gender-neutral?

389 English
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390 English I strongly think that parents should educate their 
children not the schools.  Just like it may be against my 
religion to wear regular clothes, it may be against my 
religion to learn and think it is okay to switch what God 
made.

I have seem many young people choose to be one 
way then later change their minds and revert back.  
My concern is what if someone is hurt sexually in the 
bathroom.  I have 2 girls in APS and it has been my 
experience that instead of being born a certain way, it 
is now a choice or fad.  I think facilities should be 
available for all students who want privacy so it wont 
be a bias thing.

391 English Good Good Good. Thanks for making stalls Fine

392 English "All students have safe, supportive and inclusive" is 
enough verbiage - to say including is to say 
"ESPECIALLY" - we wouldn't single out any other 
minority so why this one?

This seemed to get popular/trendy after Bruce Jenner's transition.  
I don't think we need to pay so much attention to it in school 
hours.  At  least one PE class at Yorktown had other students 
come in and "teach" the health class about LGBTQ issues.  This 
is not academic.  This is unprofessional.  This is also unfair to 
parents who may want to opt out, not giving sufficient notice.  
These things are happening a lot in our schools and it bothers me 
that so much energy and attention is focused on them when other 
issues need time/attention.  I know of several 
attempted/successful suicides that are unrelated to LGBTQ: one 
in fact b/c the girl was physically violated by a lesbian in the 
bathroom.  Likely the lesbian child would have been coddled for 
"being rejected."  The heterosexual girl just came out of out-of-
state residential treatment.

NO.  See above example. We the people in order to 
form a more perfect union .... promote the GENERAL 
WELFARE ..." not the special interests of a 
loud/demanding group.  Sexuality issues don't need to 
come up academically until at least middle school.  
And those who need special attention should be the 
ones who use the private, neutral facilities.  These 
kids are uncomfortable but will not speak up publicly 
b/c they don't want to (1) hurt others feelings or (2) be 
labeled something ugly and untrue - just bc they don't 
want the opposite sex body parts - including eyes - in 
the locker room with them.

NO.  Identity is what someone feels, not what someone is.  A male 
who IDs as a female still has a penis.  A girl still has breasts, even 
if she wants to/ID's as a male.  THIS WILL WREAK HAVOC and I 
believe compromise the spirit of girls' sports.  I know of several 
softball players who also feel this way but again, will never speak 
up to school employees about it.  They rely on us their parents to 
do that.

393 English Harassment is harassment - if you go down the road of 
creating special categories, you dilute strength of your 
overall policy. There's presumably no hole there now. 
You are just trying to be "in vogue"

Probably entirely unnecessary if you have a general no 
harassment policy.  Where will this end? Will I feel harassed bc 
I'm wearing a blue shirt, and you'll need to define people who love 
to wear blue shirts in some way to protect me? Please, have 
more common sense than this. Poor drafting, poor quality of 
thought in the legal policy.

I don't care if you want to add single user facilities, but 
if you force my daughter to share a changing room or 
bathroom with males, you will be sued because 
something horrible is going to happen to a girl - 
guaranteed. You have a duty to protect ALL, including 
girls who know they are girls.

There goes Title 9. You must not feel it is important to promote 
equity for girls in sports.
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394 English I believe that staff training is needed BUT I don't agree 
with discussions on this topic (with students) at the 
Elementary School level.  In the classroom or otherwise.

none These single user facilities should also be available to 
EVERY student that seeks privacy, not only gender 
neutral students.

I find this ridiculous.

395 English These are broad sweeping changes proposed at the 
last hour of school board time and whether you agree or 
not, they deserve a more lengthy dialogue.

I would be interested in the fiscal burden this policy 
will have on the schools.

This is outrageous.  It discriminates against women who are 
biologically and physically different from men.  Reconsider this 
immediately.  My daughter should not compete with boys.

396 English Good Single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy and located 
throughout the building, so students do not have to 
walk ten minutes to use the restroom.

This should apply to, e.g. the scoring of the Pacer

397 English good good Is this practical? Are there structural adjustments that 
need to be made that will allow all students to be 
comfortable when using the facilities?

I am very supportive of transgender and gender non-conforming 
students, but I am unsure of the equity to all children if transgender 
youth who have not yet sought medical assistance with 
transitioning are competing on a level playing field with non-
transgender kids. Is there a title IX issue here? Testerone and 
muscle development and capacity are starkly different between 
biological males and females, so how would this work for 
transgender students who have not made any medical changes at 
this point in their lives?

398 English The term Gender Identity is too vague, i.e., "one's sense of self as 
male . . ." and "Gender identify shall not be asserted for any 
improper purpose . . . ."  So, anyone at anytime can claim that 
their "sense of self" makes them feel like this gender?  And may 
feel this way on this day, but maybe feel differently a different 
day?  And what is the definition of "improper purpose?" Yes, a 16 
year old XY who suddenly claims to identify XX right before a 
sleep away field trip  and who wants to sleep in the girls' rooms 
may be (legitimately) accused of having an "improper purpose" 
but based on the definition of Gender Identity just has to say, it's 
my sense of self that I'm female and anyone who challenges me 
or my motives is discriminating against me.  So  "Gender Identity" 
should have some type of recognition that the person has 
established/identified that they have/are living as this "sense of 
self" on a fulltime basis.  Otherwise, there could be some  gray 
area of what "improper purpose" means.

This has seems to protect only those who identifies as 
a different gender and singles out/could possibly 
shame any student who is uncomfortable sharing 
changing space/showering with a student born with 
opposite genitalia.  If a born male identifies as female 
and chooses to use the girls' locker room, that student 
has the absolute right to be in that locker room.  If one 
born female is uncomfortable seeing male genitalia, 
she can go to a neutral facility -- which may not be as 
convenient or may subject her to harrassment for "not 
being supportive."  And what if all the born females 
are uncomfortable?  That would mean that one 
student (i.e., the gender identified girl) would have the 
absolute right to be in the girls' locker room/could not 
be forced to use a single user facility but every other 
girl would then have to share/use single neutral 
facilities (which may not be practicial, i.e., there will 
probably be limited single user facilities).   To fairly 
implement this policy so that no one feels single out, 
APS should have nothing but single user, gender 
neutral facilities.

Great in theory, and devestating for all XX athletes.  It's 
science/biololgy that XY persons naturally have more 
muscle/strength than those born XX.   Anyone XX person 
competing with an XY person for a spot on a girls' team or a 
scholarship for placement on a womens' college team will be 
disadvantaged.    To fairly implement this type of policy, APS 
would need to eliminate male/female sports team and just co-
mingle everyone regardless of ability or just have teams based on 
ability (which would most likely result in XX being grouped together 
and XY being grouped together just like it is now).

399 English
400 English Thank you to committing to training teachers and staff 

on issues related to transgender students.
Thank you for using commonly used and nationally accepted 
definitions.

I am supportive of these efforts to be inclusive of 
transgender students and those with other needs.

I am pleased to see the school use the standards set by state 
sports regulators.
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401 English What kind of response would be given for younger 
students who may not understand what transgender 
really is?

402 English the first sentence sets trans students apart from regular 
students.  "ensure all students, including trans 
students".....please.  My grands are bullied all the time 
unfortunately...especially the two at 
Kenmore....because they are Not hispanic....and no 
one seems to care.

What if a student identifies with male for a few weeks 
and female for another period of time.  This puts a 
burden on straight children.  Why not ask trans 
students to use only a private bathroom until they are 
fully transitioned.

Having males on female teams no longer keeps things equal as 
males are genetically stronger, more athletic, etc....

403 English Great! Fine The word "convenient" is missing. If a student has to 
walk the entire length of the school or go down two 
floors to reach a bathroom, that student is likely to 
avoid using the bathroom, which means avoid 
drinking water. That is unhealthy. Gender-neutral 
facilities need to be available on every level of a tall 
building and/or in both ends of a long building and 
also in trailers. There needs to be no undue burden for 
a student including location and also being challenged 
by staff (as still happens).

Fine. Uniforms should not only have a gender-neutral option but 
really should be striving toward presenting as gender-neutral. 
Having boys in pants and bow ties in the middle of chorus flanked 
by girls in black tops and black bottoms is a very binary 
presentation, even if "options" are made available. I hope that going 
forward APS will endeavor to have all performance attire not set up 
these boundaries, requiring students to choose one option or 
another. Even if skirts are required for religious reasons, making a 
uniform "white tops, black bottoms" policy without the bow ties (or 
making everyone wear bow ties) would be preferable to making 
kids pick a side, even if the language is now neutral.

404 English I agree with this section I agree with this section What do you mean by access? I think there needs to 
be an adequate number of gender neutral facilities 
based on the number of students who attend that 
particular school. There shouldn't be just one 
bathroom designated to be used this way, especially 
in our high schools. The number of bathrooms needs 
to be adequate and close to instructional areas. A 
student should not have to walk to a completely 
different part of the building or floor to use the 
restroom. This could make them late to class  or they 
could "hold" their needs, which is unhealthy.

This should include options for music performances by vocal or 
instrumental music students. For example, all females are required 
to wear a skirt or dress, and that needs to be done away with.

405 English Mandatory Training on topics related to transgender 
students is vague and could compete with other 
trainings focused on improving education for all 
students.. Training should be focused on educational 
topics not the mental health concerns facing 
transgendered students that most teachers are not 
prepared to take on nor should they.

How do you know whether gender identity is being asserted for an 
improper purpose. Do we need an independen third party to attest 
that a child is in fact transgender or can a person self-certify?

The last sentence is fine. Allowing a transgender 
student to use whatever bathroom they chose is 
problematic. It can be abused and cause other 
students to be uncomfortatable using bathrooms or 
locker rooms. Private facilities for transgender 
students is the only balance solution.

This does not work and violated Title IX for girls.  Boys are 
genetically stronger and faster than girls.  To keep the playing field 
even sports teams need to align with biology. Lesbians and gays 
have to compete based on biology and so should transgendered 
students.
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406 English I agree. This is an important step to providing a safe, 
supportive environment to these students.

Agree Agree. This is a basic human right. Agree.

407 English How much is it going to cost to convert all of the 
bathrooms in the schools to meet this policy? I am 
concerned about elementary and high school 
environments with younger girls and older boys who 
may choose to switch bathrooms and victimize them.

Does the student need to be seeking to change their sex to 
correspond with their gender identity? This seems like it would 
create an unfair situation on girls' sports teams.

408 English I am all for safe and inclusive school environments. These are accurate definitions. Good that there will be gender neutral facilities but not 
great to have boys in a girl locker room and vice versa.

This will make sports unfair. Boys are better than girls at sports...it 
will not be fair to have boys on girls teams or running in girls track 
events.

410 English HRC defines gender identity as "male, female, a blend of both or 
neither."  Should this be edited to incorporate that type of 
language so as to cover those who identify as gender neutral as 
opposed to "an alternative gender"?

Practically speaking can the schools support this?  
Also, how will children be notified of this option? In 
my experience most single user facilities are reserved 
for teachers so just want to be sure thought has been 
put into how every school will ensure single user 
facilities are avilable to any student who wants it.

Is it possible to include a link to the rules of VHSL and VASRA on 
this issue so people are aware of what they are?

411 English I support this. Trans students deserve to feel safe and 
supported by their educators.

I agree with these definitions. I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy.

412 English These definitions are correct and accurate. Students should have gender neutral facilities 
available.

I agree

413 English I concur with this section but would like to note that OF 
COURSE the public is supportive of responding to 
harassment of any kind on any student.

n/c For all the students' sake, I think it's appropriate that 
transgender students use the gender neutral single 
user facility instead of the one opposite their birth 
gender.

n/c

415 English This is excellent. This is good education. Fully agree with it. Gender neutrality should not be a hard standard for APS to uphold. 
It's just about leveling the playing field for everyone.
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416 English Given APS views on what is best for students 
identifying as transgender and how these views impact 
all students and teachers, I strongly oppose 
"continuous training" on this issue.  The materials APS 
references as supporting its proposed procedures is 
limited and ideologically founded and lacks the depth 
and breadth of research often at odds with what APS 
promotes.

Definitions should be helpful.  How could the claim "Gender 
identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose..." be 
helpful?  The transgender definition provided by the NSBA lacks  
weight outside certain trans activists.  Surprised APS is so easily 
duped.  These definitions simply provide the weak rationale for the 
accommodations demanded by a few which and are not at all 
measures to prevent discrimination .

I object to this provision because APS can and should 
allocate bathrooms and locker rooms to ensure sex 
segregated facilities remain available (which of course 
applies to every student equally, regardless of one's 
gender identity since everyone is male or female)  and 
then allocate some of these very same facilities as 
available to anyone  - including those who identify as 
transgender.  There is simply no reason to eliminate 
the privacy preferred by students who wish to change 
in the presence of students who are biologically the 
same sex.

This provision foolishly deprives girls the benefit of Title 9 - which 
specifically permits discrimination according to sex - in order that 
girls are provided fair and equal athletic opportunities.  That APS 
would hide behind  VHSL or any organization to deliberately 
undermine the goals of girls only and boys only teams is deplorable 
and backward.

417 English I support the rights of transgender students to feel safe 
and included. Of course this requires staff training.

This makes sense Bathrooms should be convenient and safe for 
transgender students. I support this section.

YES!!!

418 English Why limit to transgender? Seems like it should be 
broader, full spectrum of gender identity including 
LGBTQ.

Consider looking more closely at NCAA policies that include if 
hormones have been taken by the person.

419 English

420 English I support the language included in this section. I have no comment for changes. I support the inclusion of these 
definitions in this document.

While I support this section overall, I would like to 
encourage APS to consider how to write a policy that 
requires that these facilities are available throughout 
the school. Our schools can be quite large, and if the 
facilities are limited, the students who need to use 
them will be disadvantaged in missing class time. I 
would try to remove opportunities to interpret this 
requirement in the least manner possible, and write it 
so that it ensures accessibility to the degree APS 
expects (not just bare minimum).

I support the language included in this section.
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421 English Thank you for including a definition and allowing trans to cover 
the spectrum.

Single user bathrooms will be important.

422 English This is hnot a legal requirement Seems accurate. No, no, and no.  Get ready to have to appropriate 
huge amounts of money and time for single 
occupancy bathrooms everywhere, if you go down this 
road.

This part seems intentionally unclear as to whether or not persons 
can play on official school teams (e.g, baseball, softball, basketball, 
swimming) based solely on gender identity preference.  Our 
athletic programs will become the laughing stock of Virginia if you 
do that.

423 English good good We encourage the PIP be revised to state that 
bathrooms should be conveniently located in each 
facility.  Students should not have to scurry around 
multiple floors to bathrooms, risking being  late to 
class.

good

424 English It's good that you are acknowledging that bullying is a 
real problem, and that you are taking steps to address 
it.  Just make sure the steps are real and not just 
paying lip service or going through the motions.  There 
must be serious consequences for bullying actions, not 
just talk.

Sounds good. Convenient locations for gender neutral bathroom 
facilities would be helpful, but we understand the 
realities of building construction and that it isn't 
always feasible to provide.

425 English sounds great! good sounds great! good
426 English none none Children with penises and vaginas should use the 

boys and girls lockers, respecitvely, regardless of 
"gender identity", or a single user facility

It's unfair for biological boys to compete on girls' teams.

427 English What does "continuously" mean?  What does "remedy 
its effects" mean?  Who interprets and enforces this 
and how?  How many transgender students are in the 
county?  How many incidents of "harrassment" has the 
county documented?

How does the county propose to have students express their 
"gender identity"?  Do they need to disclose this identity on a form 
filed with the county before the beginning of the school year?  Will 
the form shared with teachers and staff?  What if they change 
their mind during the year?  If there is no formal documentation, 
how will teachers and staf know a student's professed "identity"?

This is offensive and wrong.  I do not want my son 
using a biologically appropriate bathroom and having 
a woman walk in on him because of a "gender 
identity" perception.

No comment
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428 English Wording seems clunky but material is good. This definition of transgender can be problematic as it is 
incorporating conforming behavioral roles into the definition, 
instead of focusing on how the felt gender is different from the 
assigned gender. Consider alternative definitions that do not 
include the behavior nonconformity section. The transgender 
definition in this APA publication may be an acceptable 
alternative (use the first sentence, not the entirety of the definition) 
https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/programs/safe-supportive/lgbt/key-
terms.pdf

I want to make sure I am understanding this section. 
A student that identifies as female will not be forced to 
use a male single user bathroom, but instead will 
have the option to use a gender neutral labeled 
bathroom? Fabulous.

Excellent.

429 English Yes please, plus staff need to be aware exploration of 
trans issues is a process - so students at different 
stages of 'transitioning' or exploring gender/non-
binary/gender fluidity

Well, I get this thank you for being clear that you/NSBA define 
Trans as being much wider defined than many trans people do....

Yes please - this is important. I also had issue with 
my non-trans daughter sharing hotel bedrooms with 
trans/LBGT non-conforming students biological girls 
ie lesbians...I thought that was potential rape situation

Yes please - no doubt this will be evolving solution as being 
discussed in Olympics

430 English This is fantastic! All students and staff need a safe and 
comfortable environment.  This is exactly why we live in 
Arlington!

I agree! This is great! Absolutely! This is wonderful! Thank you! Yes! Great news!

431 English Recommend deleting  "and, as appropriate, remedy its 
effect'.  This phrase has dangerous connotations.  If a 
student, in a non-threatening way, that he/she did not 
believe gender identity was a fluid concept, under this 
policy, the student could be reprimanded for using 
harmful or hate speech, when they are merely 
expressing their opinion.

Gender dysphoria is still technically classified as a mental 
disorder under the DSM.

This policy codifies anthropologically aberrant 
behavior, however benign the intent, and effectively 
gives greater weight to the rights of the person who 
claims a gender not consistent with their birth gender.

Despite what VHSL and VASRA policies are, basic science 
indicates that males identifying as females will have an inherent 
biological advantage in competitive athletic contests that prioritize 
strength and stamina.

432 English I strongly support the rights of transgender students 
and am grateful that APS is taking steps to ensure their 
safety.

I agree! I agree--this is totally appropriate.

433 English So countless Arlington County taxpayer dollars will 
now be spent to modify or rebuild or build for the first 
time who knows how many school bathrooms.  
Great...

What is a "gender neutral" uniform???

434 Spanish Creo que es muy importante que el personal educativo 
esté sensibilizado en el tema de identidad de género 
así como que tenga una profunda formación en educar 
para la igualdad.

Creo que es muy importante que se eduque y forme a toda la 
comunidad educativa sobre que nacer con unos genitales no 
implica un comportamiento determinado en ninguna persona.

Creo que es necesario que ecistan espacios neutrales 
y que respeten la intimidad de todo el alumnado.

Estoy completamente de acuerdo. Todo debe ser neutral al género.

435 English Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good.

436 English Wholeheartedly support this introductory language Agreed that these definitions represent consensus positions Bravo. Thank you for including this policy. This makes sense.

437 English Support policy but continuously trained should be 
operstionalized.  Continiuously probably isn’t possible 
but rather will be routinely trained, for example , every x 
days etc via y modes of training

Support Support but believe clarification needed for gender 
neutral facilities.  As written, it appears to bestow 
privileges to transgender students that would be 
unavailable to non-transgender students.

Support

438 English I absolutely support all such efforts to provide safe, 
inclusive education and school spaces.

This is important recognition. I absolutely support all such efforts to provide safe, 
inclusive school spaces.

I absolutely support all such efforts to provide inclusive 
extracurricular and athletic activities.

439 English I agree it’s important to have training in order to prevent 
gender-based bullying and help trans kids feel more 
safe and welcomed in the classroom.

Solid definition. This is a much needed measure.
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440 English what are the consequences of staff member non-
compliance?  We have a policy on racial equity but still 
have a race problem for example.

none seems like an excellent solution--hopefully we have 
the physical space for this

none

441 English None Generally, I disagree with this policy. It should not be solely a 
student, whom is a legal, with the authority to direct such action 
by APS staff. At a minimum, parental consent should be required.

Again, I disagree that my daughter should be 
subjected to this at any point during her primary or 
secondary years. If the school plans to teach human 
anatomy during elementary school or middle school, I 
don’t believe the first time she sees the male anatomy 
in the locker room or bathroom. Long ago, schools 
decided to have two sets of locker rooms and three 
sets of bathrooms (male, female, and faculty). The 
school boars should invest in a third set of locker 
rooms and a fourth bathroom to support. Investing in 
proper facilities makes this tolerable.

This can’t be real. Boys clearly have a marked physical advantage 
in all athletic events. This is absolutely not consistent with “fair 
play.” Implementing this  policy guarantees that girls will never 
again be the best at a sport.

442 English Staff support and training is essential Good plan to have single use available for anyone 
seeking privacy. That way no one ca say they don’t 
have privacy.  It gives everyone a choice for what 
works for them.

Makes sense

443 English People taking this survey are not exposed to the 
training specified in this section, so how can we provide 
input on if we support it or not?  More details should be 
shared and more input collected.  Also this policy and 
curriculum changes should not apply to elementary 
school level, it's completely unnecessary at that age.  
Parents should be updated and informed when these 
lessons will be taught to their kids.

A Agreed with the uniforms piece. Disagree with allowing someone 
with the opposite birth gender being allowed to compete on 
opposite sex teams.  There is enough research and testimonials 
out there that do not support this.  It clearly gives an unfair 
advantage to one and an unfair loss to others.  There are countless 
stories of students missing out on school scholarships due to this.

444 English It is so important for those in a position to protect the 
children to have the appropriate training to identify and 
stop harrassment, I completely agree with this.

I agree with this. This is a good section.  It allows anyone who wants a 
private facilities to do so.  This is a very good policy.

I agree.

445 English Thank you for writing this policy. I am so glad the 
school district is doing this -- this will save lives of trans 
and non-binary kids! I am a long-time Arlington 
resident. I wonder if non-binary kids should be noted 
here in addition to transgender kids.

Thank you for writing this policy. Does your definition of 
transgender include non-binary students? I wonder if that needs 
to be stated.

Thank you for writing this policy. I assume single user 
bathrooms will be available to all (for whatever reason - 
 not just those who seek privacy). Does "made 
available" mean the students have to ask and get 
permission? I wouldn't want students to feel singled 
out by having to ask. That seems like too high of a 
barrier.

Thank you for writing this policy. This is great. I would love to get 
to a point where all or most uniforms are gender neutral, not just 
"options" for trans and NB kids.
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446 English In order for this to happen we must have more 
counselors for the students.   The ratio of staff to 
students is unrealistic if you want to actually achieve 
this goal.   We need more counselors to develop 
programs, deliver programs and counsel our students.

How do ensure all staff is made aware of the students identity?   
How do we ensue staff respect these students.  We need training 
for staff, admin and students led by counselors.

Facilities need more restrooms.

447 English Why are we not having the same initiatives for 
conservatives in Arlington who continually get 
discriminated against? Why are we not having the 
same conversation for Jewish or Catholic’s or 
Christians who are continually getting discriminated 
against I wish APS would also write language for these 
groups also. Hypocrisy

If a student was Female and now identifies as a mail 
will they be allowed to use the Mail locker room? How 
will it make the males feel then?

It is proven physiologically that males are better at some athletics 
and females. If a male now identifies as a female and enters the 
female 50 m sprint can they win? Not sure this is fair physiologically

448 English How do kids “assert” gender identity? Do they have to  be trans? 
Or is it just a verbal assertion to friends? How is the school 
supposed to know this? Kids don’t just “announce” any of this and 
it may be a gradual expression. At what point does the policy kick 
in? What if that gender expression changes? What about gender 
fluid kids?

This requires the cis gender students to ask for 
privacy.. How is that non discriminatory? Kids will be 
terribly embarrassed to have another student who  has 
genitalia that is different. Especially girls. If this is the 
policy, I see no point to having sex segregated locker 
rooms because this policy essentially says there no 
difference between boys and girls. I know that my 3 
girls would refuse to change in front of a student that 
has “boy parts” . Lots of kids, especially girls, will ask 
for a private locker room. Are there enough locker 
rooms?

This is really unfair to  cis girls. It ignores all the science behind 
athletic differences between boys and girls. Aps should not be 
adopting policies that conflict with current science regardless of the 
desires of some parents and the lgbtq community. Rules must be 
science based.

449 English

450 English Continuously training anyone seems impossible to me. 
Suggest a different word

The language about gender identity not being asserted for any 
improper purpose needs to be clarified and strengthened. 
Consider having students sign an affidavit or affirm in good faith 
what their identified gender is. I think keeping it loose like this 
opens this policy up to potential abuse. Also how does a student 
go about asserting gender identity? Via each school's 
administration? There should be a policy for that. Let's not put 
teachers in the position of having to decide whether a student is 
asserting gender for a correct purpose.

If you adopt this policy, I think all gendered bathrooms 
and locker rooms need to have private changing areas 
and shower stalls. APS should undertake an 
evaluation of all facilities to ensure there are adequate 
private spaces available for all students who want one.

What is a gender neutral swim suit? I'm not sure this is practical 
for all teams.

451 English A must Good Yes Yes
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452 English By not including any objective criteria in addition to 
declared gender identity, this policy makes it too easy 
for potential perpetrators of sexual assault to misuse 
the policy to facilitate assault or hide behind the policy 
in the wake of an assault. For example, the 
Washington Post reported in October 2018 on an 
investigation by the US Department of Education’s 
office of civil rights into allegations that an older boy in 
Decatur, Georgia who is not transgender assaulted a 
younger girl in the girls’ bathroom at school, in the 
context of a bathroom gender policy similar to this 
proposed policy: 
https://www.google.com/amp/s/beta.washingtonpost.c
om/local/education/after-alleged-sexual-assault-
officials-open-investigation-of-transgender-bathroom-
policy/2018/10/09/431e7024-c7fd-11e8-9b1c-
a90f1daae309_story.html%3foutputType=amp

Title IX has made a huge positive difference in creating sports 
opportunities for girls and women over the last several decades, not 
by ignoring biological differences between the sexes but instead by 
promoting the expansion of women’s sports competitions. This 
policy would ignore the fact that dramatically higher levels of 
testosterone in the bodies of biologically male athletes and the 
corresponding higher muscle mass, bone density, and other 
physiological advantages will allow transgender female athletes to 
have a significant advantage over most if not all competitors in 
women’s sports. For example, in Connecticut the top two finishers 
in the 100 m dash at the state girls track and field championships 
were transgender girls: 
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/feb/24/terry-miller-
andraya-yearwood-transgender-sprinter/  At a minimum the policy 
should require a year of testosterone suppression therapy before a 
transgender girl can participate in girls’ sports, as is the case with 
the current Olympic and NCAA transgender policies: 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3412969/Olympics-
change-policies-allow-transgender-athletes-compete-without-
having-gender-reassignment-surgery.html

453 English Excellent Very good When facilities are remodeled or constructed gender 
neutral facilities should be conveniently located for use 
by students.

454 English While I think this is important, I do not thing you all 
have thought through what conversations are 
developmentally appropriate.  In my opinion, 
elementary school is far from the time to discuss such 
things.  In fact, I think it's so inappropriate that I as well 
as many people I know would want to pull our kids out 
of school for something so drastic.

Again, I have no problem with that but introducing that in 
elementary school is completely inappropriate.

In high school, I can see this being a relevant 
conversation.  But again, it is completely inappropriate 
in elementary school.

I have no problem with gender neutral uniforms.

455 English Absolutely agree! Makes sense. Absolutely! Agree.
456 English I support this policy to protect trans children, as they 

are particularly at risk. It's important to have a policy 
that specifically names and protects them and makes 
accommodations for them.

Here again, I support having a policy that's specifically designed 
to protect these children.  Gender identity exists on a spectrum 
and it's important that trans children be welcomed in school and 
accepted for who they are.

I agree with this and support having gender-neutral 
facilities, so that trans children can feel safe and 
welcome.

I agree with this section and support making extra curricular 
activities gender neutral. No child should be excluded.

457 English I like this framing and value APS's work to keep all 
students safe.  Thank you for focusing on the needs of 
our transgender students.

I agree with this definition. I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy.
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458 English Why are we so specifically singling our harassment 
based on gender identity as if it is worse than 
harassment based on race, national origin, creed, color, 
etc. as listed in the J-2 policy? While protecting 
students with gender identity issues is incredibly 
important, so is protecting all students from harassment 
of all kinds, and gender identity issues affect a relatively 
small percentage of the population compared to other 
forms of discrimination.

The phrase “assigned at birth” seems a bit silly, as if the doctor or 
mother simply got to choose the child’s gender at birth. I think a 
definition based on anatomy would be more accurate and 
appropriate.

I agree with the policy of making single user, gender 
neutral bathrooms available to all students, but I have 
a problem with transgender students having free 
access to locker rooms where students would be 
changing clothes.

If a student born as a male chooses to identify as a female and join 
a girls sports team, why must a gender neutral uniform be 
supplied? It is the students choice to identify as a female, and 
access to female locker rooms, etc. is being provided, so what is 
the problem with a female uniform?

459 English Sounds good to me. Sounds good to me. Good plan. Sounds good to me.
460 English This is not an efficient way to do a survey. How are you 

collecting data in a quantitative way with these open 
comments sections?  Many of the requirements of this 
PIP do not ensure safety for all students, namely for 
girls. Are you concerned about the security of our girls? 
“Continuous training” for staff is not only vague, but also 
does not show any tolerance for employees’ conscience 
or cultural diversity. While no one of conscience would 
deny that transgender students deserve to live free of 
discrimination because of their chosen identity, the J-2 
Transgender Student Policy Implementation Procedure 
(PIP) goes far beyond anti-discrimination.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data. You are talking about less than 1% of 
the entire population.  This PIP prevents parents from teaching 
their own children their family’s viewpoints on human sexuality 
and identity; it revokes from parents authority over children’s 
safety and well-being and awards that authority to the public 
school and to the state; and it installs the public school as a self-
sanctioned wall between parents and their children, making the 
school the arbiter of ideological indoctrination toward whatever 
political and cultural trends the school prefers, regardless of 
biological facts, practical implementation, and obvious reality.  
Because the term gender identity has been defined as, “gender-
related identity, appearance, mannerisms, or characteristics, 
regardless of the individual's designated sex at birth,” it redefines 
the protected characteristic of sex as everything except sex. 
“Gender-related identity” has no definition. It likely refers to a 
claim of feeling that one is of a different sex, or no sex, regardless 
of one’s biological makeup. Physical sex is clear for 99.98 percent 
of people, and all intersex people also have a sex. Rules and 
policies based on this poor wording and muddled thinking will 
create judicial chaos and will not protect the rights of women and 
children, or anyone else the non-discrimination effort seeks to 
protect. Discrimination against people on the basis of appearance, 
mannerisms, and the oddly undefined “characteristics,” as related 
or unrelated to sex, should already be prohibited under existing 
laws that prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex stereotypes. 
This definition seems to define sex stereotypes as a protected 
characteristic, thereby erasing legal protections women may have 
against discriminatory sex stereotyping. The School Board &  
APS can’t define either gender or gender identity w/o sex.

This is not an efficient way to do a survey. How are 
you collecting data in a quantitative way with these 
open comments sections?  Single-user bathrooms are 
stigmatizing to everyone. If transgender students feel 
stigmatized when asked to use them, any student will 
feel stigmatized. This PIP also violates the law, as it 
denies Title IX protections to girls regarding private 
spaces, participation in sports, and freedom from 
unfair or unsafe experiences in school and public 
settings. The PIP also counters FERPA guidelines, 
despite its assertion that it is FERPA-compliant.  
Children will be conditioned to not only accept, but to 
embrace and participate in the transgender 
experience and lifestyle. Promotion of an ideology is 
not evidence of an anti-discrimination procedure, but 
of indoctrination.  The School Board and APS can’t 
define either gender or gender identity outside of sex 
stereotypes, yet they suggest that any person can 
claim a gender identity. This gender identity, still 
undefined, will override their legal sex in all those 
cases that the law previously allowed sex to be 
recognized as a bona fide consideration. 
APS/Arlington School Board are tragically attempting 
to prohibit sex discrimination by forbidding us to see 
sex. A law, and courts, that cannot see sex 
objectively, also cannot address sex discrimination or 
protect the bodily privacy rights and dignity of 
Americans in those circumstances where sex matters 
immensely.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls. Anyone who counters or 
questions the transgender agenda is labeled a homophobe, 
transphobe, and hater, and is accused of fearmongering. This has 
been the experience of APC parents as we have sought to address 
our concerns about this PIP. However, the above descriptions of 
what this PIP will do are not predictive or groundless. They are 
based on transgender activists’ own stated goals, and the lived 
experience of students and parents in APS schools. This is not an 
efficient way to do a survey. How are you collecting data in a 
quantitative way with these open comments sections?
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461 English If the concern is bullying of transgender, what are the 
statistics of actual instances?  This seems to 
discriminate special attention to transgender kids and I 
know of several regular "bullying" instances where 
sexuality/gender have nothing to do with it.  One lady in 
particular (her first name was (REDACT) has 
repeatedly asked for intervention.  She is missing work, 
her son is missing school b/c of bullying and last I 
heard they rec'd no attention or help/intervention.  Talk 
about anti-discrimination.  Are you not helping her b/c 
she is black?  Or b/c you're so busy on this LGBTQ 
clutter?

Sex IS at birth, it's not assigned like "Count off by threes to break 
into a team." This is NOT a school or academic issue.  This is a 
family issue, like a family with a child who's  autistic, musically 
talented, anorexic, gifted (academics) or OCD.  Some children are 
best cared for when they have individualized help (like an IEP) but 
that doesn't mean the other 99% accommodate.  Do we shrink all 
the doorways for a midget student?  Do we triple the volume for 
the entire class if someone wears cochlear implants?  "Gender 
identity" shouldn't matter this much in a school/academic setting.  
It's taking time AND TAX PAYER MONEY away from the general 
student body.

Every human has value and should be 
safe/comfortable in school.  But if they don't have a 
penis they should go to the girls (assigned sex) 
bathroom and locker room.  Only humans with a 
penis should use the boys/mens rooms.  It is a 
physical, specific distinction.  The first girl to be 
assaulted b/c someone takes advantage of this policy 
would get my righteous supportive wrath AND LEGAL 
ADVISE.  Look out school board, if MY CHILD is 
assaulted.  Unwanted sexual encounters cannot be 
undone and I would make someone pay.  I track my 
dissent and will be loud.

Martina Navratilova spoke up and was verbally shredded.  As a 
lesbian athlete, she sees the value of separation.  DIscrimination 
can be a good word: discriminating tastes in food and literature.  
Title IX provided safe space for girls.  You want to take it away.  
Girls  will not feel safe.  They already feel afraid.  And fear being 
ostracized if they say anything b/c it's the "in thing" right now, the 
trendy thing to find it acceptable.

462 English
463 English It might be clearer to reverse the second & third 

sentences.

464 English "All Arlington Public Schools staff shall be continuously 
trained on topics relating to transgender students."  Is 
this about the one time the school counselor shares 
information at a staff meeting or will there be more 
indepth training?

Reading this, it is unclear to me what "alternative gender" means 
in this first paragraph of definitions.  As a staff member, I think it 
important for me to understand the definition of alternative gender 
to guide me in any interaction I might have.  It would be awful to 
say something offensive not realizing it is offensive because I do 
not understand the terminology.

Looks good. Regarding this comment....."Athletic participation regulated by the 
Virginia High School League (VHSL) and the Virginia Scholastic 
Rowing Association (VASRA) must be in compliance with rules 
outlined by that organization.", does that mean that if they 
discriminate, their rules supercede what is attempting to be done in 
this document?

465 English Good
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466 English Make sure that any training that is provided comes from 
transgender and non-binary sources. They have the 
best experience in knowing what it looks like from the 
side of the person being harassed and oppressed.

I am concerned by "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any 
improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
polices.Would you say that gender identity for cis people should 
not be 'asserted'. This wording sounds like another way of policing 
and harassing transgender, non-binary, and other questioning 
student who are trying to figure out who they are. Schools need to 
get out of the business of policing students bodies and 
appearance. Female students and students of color already fight 
this battle every day due to dress codes that imply their very is 
wrong somehow. Would you in this day and age write a policy 
that said that 'natural hair' shall not be asserted, or that female 
students shall not wear 'male' clothes for any improper purpose'? 
Think about how a policy would apply to cis, or white, or male 
students and if you can't imagine ever needing to enforce it 
against one of those groups then maybe its effect is to 
discriminate against a group that is 'other' in your eyes.

Other students who try to enforce and police 
bathroom use need to be instructed and trained to 
mind their own business.

Even students who are cis (identify with the gender they were 
assigned at birth) should be able to use the uniform of their choice 
(gender neutral, or gender expressive). Basically a student should 
have to 'prove' or out themselves as trans to be able to access the 
uniform of their choice. If a male presenting person wants to wear a 
feminine version of the uniform they should be able to do so and 
vice versa without comment from coaches or other students. Also, 
remember that 'gender neutral' frequently means in actuality 'male 
presenting'. For example, pants are considered more 'gender 
neutral' than skirts, but women had to fight to be able to wear pants 
and men are frequently shamed if they wear skirts (even though 
there are cultures like Fiji where men wearing skirts is culturally 
normal). Be careful not to treat female clothes as off limits or non 
'neutral'.

467 English Add non-binary students when mentioning transgender 
students

468 English None None Agree Agree
469 English I support I support I support I support and support efforts to revise relevant league rules to 

conform with this policy.
470 English As a student of a high school student at Washington-

Lee, I am totally in support of this statement
This is accurate This is the correct policy and should be implemented I agree with it

471 English I agree that harassment of students at school should 
never be tolerated.

I believe this policy will have negative unintended consequences.

472 English I agree with the section agree agree agree
473 English A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the 

nation
A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the nation A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the 

nation
A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the nation

474 English Love it!!!!  Trans students have just as much right to a 
safe, supportive environment as any other kid.

Sounds good to me!  Go APS!! A-to-the-men YES - no more ridiculous cheerleader skirts!!!!  Love it.  Gender 
neutrality rocks.

475 English Yes! Please and thank and you! Yes! Please and thank and you! Yes, yes, yes! Please and thank and you!
476 English I fully support I fully support I fully support I fully support
477 English Wonderful! Great! Glad to see this!
478 English Thank you! Thank you! Way to go! Awesome!

479 English I agree Understood Absolutely Agreed
480 English This makes me proud to live in Arlington! This sounds right to me. I would hope that transgender individuals 

are consulted to make sure that this language gets it right.
So excited to see Arlington taking these steps! This section doesn’t come across as strong in terms of writing as 

the previous ones.. The word “may” is what makes it sound 
weaker. Overall, it seems on the right track.

481 English I support this draft language. I support this draft language. I support this draft language. I support this draft language.
482 English Like Like Like Like
483 English Looks good! Makes sense. I support it. Good but wondering  whether VHSL and VASRA are discriminatory

484 English Excellent Great Excellent Fully supportive
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485 English How will any of this be regulated and monitored to 
ensure there aren't individuals taking advantage of 
new policies for illicit, unfair, or compromising use? 
Do transgender students needs to make it known to 
staff that they self-identify in such a way to use the 
opposite gender's bathroom, or can anyone at any 
time say they are transgender in order to gain access 
to the opposite gender's bathroom, locker room or 
overnight accommodations? What safeguards will be 
put in place to ensure that non-transgender students 
do not take advantage of this policy to enter opposite 
gender bathrooms/locker rooms for illicit reasons 
(such as videotaping, photos, etc.)? As someone who 
has witnessed the emotional carnage following 
perverted straight boys taking advantage of easy entry 
into girl locker rooms (videotaping and then sharing 
the footage to HUNDREDS of people), I can tell you 
that it is imperative that ALL students feel safe and 
protected in such spaces.

Athleticism should be based on biology since this directly 
correlates to muscle development and speed. Changes to this 
policy will likely increase the chances that cis-gender females 
would get seriously injured while playing against transgender 
teammates or opponents.  Regardless of how a teenager self-
identifies, those born with male genetics will be faster and stronger 
than girls. And vice versa – those born as girls but self-identifying 
as boys will increase their changes of injury in playing on a male 
sports team that involves physical contact. Not only will injury rates 
skyrocket, but the entire institution and fairness of competition 
currently existing in girls sports will crumble. If you want to offer 
options for transgender students, then start a third category of 
sports teams that is entirely coed and open to all.

486 English I am fully supportive of this and commend APS for  
addressing this !

Great ! Great!

487 English Love it Concerned about language regarding gender identity being 
asserted for an improper purpose. I don't think it's necessary and 
potentially can be used against students. I highly doubt anyone is 
going to claim an alternate gender just to engage in something 
"improper."

Love it What does the language about VHSL and VASRA? Do they have 
policies that could be used to exclude children? Concerned 
potential loophole embedded that allows exclusion.

488 English 100% agree 100% agree 100% agree 100% agree
489 English Will this take up more than 1%of training? Just curious 

if the time spent is in correlation to the population 
percentage.

Couldn't care less how one identifies oneself.  Feel free, just don't 
mix restrooms or locker rooms.

Single user, absolutely. All locker rooms? No thank 
you.

That is the opposite of a uniform. No thank you.

490 English Agree Agree Totally agree! Totally agree!
491 English agree, but feel parents should be consulted prior to 

moving forward with name, pronoun or other identity  
corrections

492 English What kind of training will teachers, staff, administrators 
receive?

Add that the World Health Organization no longer classifies 
transgender as a “disorder,” and it should not be treated as such.

493 English Bravo! Glad to hear APS taking action to protect these 
kids and help educate our community on the reality of 
gender diversity and identity.

Good! Bravo! This is great change. I agree with everything here. But I do want to make a note on the 
competitive aspect of this in the case of trans kids who 
physiologically were or are male competing against females girls.  I 
am all for giving the freedom to belong where ver your identity 
leans. But I can help to see a disadvantage physically in certain 
sports where the competition would just not be fair.  Not sure how 
to address that.

494 English I agree that school staff should be trained to take action 
against harassment of any kind.

I'm fine with this. I'm fine with this. I'm fine with this.
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495 English Agree! Agree! Looks good. Sounds good!
496 English Transgender students need treatment to help them stay 

in the gender they were born. APS should not be 
promoting lies about TS. How much does it cost to be 
a TS???? Hormon therapy for the rest of their lives? 
You are imbeciles!

Stop ruining lives of student with identity confusion. It will be 
extremely costly for them. You are responsible for all those TS ppl 
that become homeless and abused.

The moment TS people stop needing hormon therapy 
and continuing drug support, I will start supporing this 
section.

It is utterly unfair to non-TS students. Obviously, a male claiming 
to be a female, will perform better in many sports that require male 
stamina and physical strength.

497 English I agree with this and am happy that it is being 
implemented in Arlington schools.

I agreemeith this and am happy it is being implemented in 
Arlington schools.

I believe access to the facility that corresponds to a 
student gener identity is a basic right. Given that 
scenaro, I hope there have been discussions and 
policies put into place which will protect these 
children from emotiona and physical harm while using 
the facility of their choice.

Absolutey. If they have the athletic ability to make the team, they 
belong on the team.  All extra curricular activities should be open to 
all students, period.

498 English I like this. Good. Good. Good.
499 English Sounds good Agreed Sounds good to me No objection
500 English
501 English thank you, thank you for creating a more inclusive 

community.
i assent to all the sections, really. i'm not sure what to offer. i'm 
proud to be an APS parent.

502 English This should not be allowed at high school level. College 
level

Open up the staff bathroom as unisex and leave everything else 
the same

I have already had my daughter pushed down hard by 
a large boy that chose to be on the girls side of 
sportswring

Wrong

503 English Yes, humans are humans however you may encounter 
them.

I do not have a transgender kid but I know some strong and 
courageous ones. I went to school with a transgendered kid  in 
the ‘80s. His father beat him black and blue on a regular basis 
and a teacher at HBW went to his home and worked out an 
agreement so that child could be who they were for 3 days a 
week and had to pretend the other 4 days. And at the time that 
was an unheard of triumph. That kid lived through hell and 
certainly his access to an education suffered.So happy APS is 
supporting these kids so they can just live their lives.

I fully agree with the caveat that all must be 
comfortable in these situations. Single user facilities 
are an excellent solution .

Less important to me but if accommodations can be made for 
individuals they should be. Less cost to accommodate rather than 
change all uniforms?

504 English I fully support this. I support this - it sounds very inclusive. I support this. It would be helpful to have gender 
neutral/single user facilities on all floors of school 
buildings for easy access for students (and staff).

I support this although since we are in VA it may be hard to 
comply.

505 English Hooray!! I affirm the valuing of all our children's 
Identities.

506 English Wonderful!!! Great statement! Thank you- this will help so many kids who would 
otherwise be  forced to suffer  for no reason and allow 
more kids to participate in sports.

I agree

507 English Please get back to teaching the students and avoid this 
political correctness in school.

Test scores are falling.  Avoid political correctness. The changing of Washington-Lee's name and doing 
things like this are wasting taxpayer money.

Get back to basics and avoid this political correctness.
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508 English

509 English None, it’s wonderful. None, love it! This is wonderful. If a child (or rather, their parent) 
feels uncomfortable using facilities with a person who 
is transgender, they have the option to use the single 
use facilities, correct?

Wonderful to have gender neutral options!

510 English Perfect! Perfect! Thank You! Great!
511 English This is important.  Proper training and education 

creates protective advocates when a child may not 
have one or know where to see one.

None. None.  I support this. None.  I support this.

512 English Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
513 English Agree with above Agree Agree Agree

514 English Compliance is too strong of a requirement.  Ensuring 
that transgender individuals are comfortable and able to 
thrive in any environment should be handled at a local 
level rather than from regulations imposed from on 
high.  Every situation is different, every person's 
mentality is different, and for appropriate restroom 
facility use every school has a different bathroom 
schematic, each of which needs to be taken into 
account in crafting solutions.  Imposing regulations 
upon schools is the wrong way to go about this issue.

An age element needs to be added to this.  Is it as appropriate for 
elementary school age children to be included as high school age 
children who have already undergone more significant hormonally 
driven changes?  How about pre-school age children?  Age is a 
key aspect to this and more studies need to be conducted to 
ensure that more confusion is not being caused by imposing 
transgender definitions earlier than is healthy.

This section needs significant reworking as it poses 
violations to the rights of individuals.  Instead of 
"Students cannot be required to use a particular 
facility inconsistent with their gender identity, 
including single user bathroom facilities" instead state 
"Single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy."  I do not want 
my seven year old daughter to be forced to use 
facilities with a person who was born a male and to 
require otherwise is a violation of her rights.  This is 
exactly where local solutions are so much more 
valuable than regulation based solutions.

Transgender students should not be forced to conduct themselves 
in a manner that means they will be uncomfortable.  In addition, 
high school girls should not be forced to compete with individuals 
who were born as male because it gives those individuals an 
undue advantage and erodes the value of female sports to give 
confidence that they can thrive in a team where there is a fair and 
level playing field.  It is a violation of the rights of female high 
school athletes to be forced to compete against people who were 
born male in the same way that it would be unfair to force male 
students to compete against people using performance enhancing 
drugs.

515 English Looks good.  The support of staff at schools is an 
essential part of helping students feel safe at school.

My concern with this section is the second sentence in the first 
paragraph.  Could it be used/twisted to discriminate against 
transgender students?

Wonderful! Okay?  I don't know anything about the rules set forth by the VHSL 
or the VASRA.  I am assuming that they are gender friendly.

516 English looks good to me looks good to me looks good to me looks good to me

517 English I support APS’s efforts to provide for equal treatment for 
transgender students.
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518 English Thank you for emphasizing the responsibility of each 
staff member to address harassment. Staff training is 
necessary to give staff members the tools they need to 
do so effectively.

Sounds good. Thank you for respecting trans students’ rights to use 
the bathroom and locker room facilities they are most 
comfortable with, including providing the option for 
single user facilities. The lack of appropriate facilities 
presents a significant barrier to accessing education 
for trans students.

Looks good

519 English What if it is against a teacher's religious beliefs (ie. 
Muslim, Jewish, and Christan teaching ) to encourage 
transgenderism or encourage a child to be what he/she 
wants to be gender wise, when they were assigned a 
gender at birth. This is a violation of a teacher's rights.  
Of course a teacher will be loving and kid and 
respectful, but a teacher should not have to agree with 
an idea that children can choose their gender.

This research is flawed, and this opens a can of worms. What if a 
confused child changes her/his gender identity several times 
during their schooling - are teachers supposed to keep up with 
and support this confusion? No they shouldn't . How sad.

No - This is not okay - to make other students 
uncomfortable because a child is exploring their 
gender identity is inappropriate and has not room in a 
school setting. That child should use a private room or 
the one he/ she has been assigned.  Not okay to make 
other's suffer for one person's confusion.  This is so 
different from racism and ageism.  This is common 
sense.

No NO NO! This is against Title IX and I hope APS gets sued 
when they find that girl's are being short changed because male 
athletes decide they identify as female athletes.  There is no room 
in school for this kind of craziness.  It is a Title IX issue! How dare 
anyone say that because   a child is confused, they should be 
allowed to change teams.  Not fair to all the girls, and boys on 
these teams.  I also disagree about uniforms.  That is a ridiculous 
request to conform to a child's confusion and make  special 
uniforms available.  This is much different than accommodating for 
special needs students, where they might need uniforms for  
accessibility.

520 English Ok to no harassment.  However if u force kids and staff 
to takes class or inservice on this then be SURE to 
state all facts including that  the suicide rate does NOT 
improve w sex change. That a good number of people 
revert BACK to the sex they were born with.  And that 
MY KIDS. Do not need to call ANYONE in the gender 
of preference. The ACTAL. Gender is what my kids will 
refer to. Boys w penises should use teacher bathroom 
and not the girls.  And really teachers should not have 
own bathroom but forced to use kids bathroom. Way 
less harassment would occur. Less vaping drinking and 
drugs too

Do NOT ask ANYONE to use pronouns based on anything other 
than science. Xx  XY.   SEE ANOVE.  THIS IS GETTING SILLY.

Force teachers to use kid bathrooms. Teachers w 
penis use boys. NO

No!!!!  Boys w restocked have more muscle mass   Nope. Not fair.  
Even w chemical castration.  NOT FAIR

521 English I fully support this policy. As a parent of a transgender (REDACT) APS alum, the support of 
his principal and teachers was critical, but a codified policy would 
have been even better. This is a big improvement

This is essential, and schools must also consider the 
location of the facilities. They need to be convenient, 
so that using them does not make students late to 
class.

Absolutely agree.

522 English Good Ok I hope there are many single user gender neutral 
facilities. This will come at great cost, but a child born 
male who identifies as female should not be using the 
same shower as a child born female who identifies as 
female.

No. There are gender differences that do not make it fair for 
competition. Period.

523 English Why are transgender students singled out for an 
implementation plan for policy J-2? Is there a 
corresponding implementation plan for accommodating 
students of different races or religions who should also 
be protected by J-2?

How will APS determine and evaluate what constitutes an 
improper purpose? It seems like even questioning a student's 
sincerity would be a violation of policy which would make it 
impossible to prevent abuse of the policy.  Specifically, I don't see 
what would stop a straight boy from gaining access to the girls 
locker room or bathroom.

Again, what's stopping a straight boy from claiming to 
identify as a girl to gain access to the girls locker 
room???

524 English Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you
525 English I agree I agree I agree I agree
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526 English This introduction states that APS's goal is to provide a 
safe ...inclusive school environment for all students.  
But what if parents and students disagree with the 
transgender ideology?  Will there be protection given 
for students who do not to be taught that gender 
identity is "assigned" at birth, in direct opposition to 
basic biology?  OR is APS planning to affirm one group 
of students at the expense of other students.  I do not 
believe APS is capable of implementing the stated 
goals in this opening paragraph.

I do not agree with the "gender Identity" ideology because it flies 
in the face of basic biology and medical knowledge.  Our mental 
state may or may not be based in actual reality, and I do not 
approve of APS pushing the indoctrination of those who wish to 
embrace an alternative reality.  Will APS choose to embrace the 
anorexia ideology--those who choose to starve themselves to 
death, because they identify as fat and wish to change their 
mental image of who they think they are--even though their 
mental state does not match reality?  Why not affirm students in 
this regard?  How can APS credibly teach a biology class as 
FACT and then turn around and teach that children can "choose" 
their gender, based on what they feel?

Exactly what does APS plan to do here?  SO any 
person, child or adult, will able to access any 
bathroom, locker room or shower room that they 
choose, for any reason, that they choose?   How can 
APS  guarantee that all girls will be safe from sexual 
predators, or boys who decide to take a cell phone 
into a girl's changing room to take pictures.?  A sexual 
assault can never be undone.  IS APS ready to 
assume responsiblity for the liability of opening up all 
bathrooms & lockers rooms to anyone, for any 
reason?  If all bathrooms & locker rooms need to be 
altered to accomodate the intentions of this PIP, what 
are the costs involved to make these changes?  The 
school board budget is already over-taxed.

This is a clear violation of Title IX.   Girls will be adversely effected, 
as they will be forced to compete with boys who claim to be girls.  
Certain sports will be more adversely affected than others..but 
regardless, basic biology dictates that boys are born with more 
muscle mass than girls; their muscle structure is such that boys 
can build more muscle quickly and more effectively than girls.  
There are already cases across the country, where transgender 
boys are competing with girls in track and winning--breaking all 
previously held records for young women.  So how is this fair?  
How does this meet the standards set forth by APS in your opening 
statement, about a safe, supportive, and inclusive environment  for 
ALL students.  Not in this case.  Biological female students will be 
at a major disadvantage.  What happens to these girls if they 
complain to their coaches?  Will they be kicked off the team, 
accused of discrimination, for standing up for their rights, as 
females?   IS APS prepared for the law suits that parents will bring 
against the school for APS's unfair treatment of their biological  
daughters?

527 English Awesome! Love it! Awesome! Love it! I especially like that ANY user can 
request a private bathroom.

Awesome! Love it!

528 English My son is not comfortable sharing a locker room with 
a girl who identifies as a boy.

My son was extremely uncomfortable wrestling against a girl who 
identifies as a boy.

529 English None None The appropriate remedy is a single user facility, not 
allowing someone who is by outward appearances 
male, to change in my daughter’s locker room

What about Title IX?

530 English I agree and I am glad that the teachers are trained to 
deal and identify harrasment and abuse and not allow 
this to happen. It is important to make sure every 
student is safe and respected.

Children from elementary through high school are too young to 
know who they fully are. These are years of development and 
getting to know themselves.

I completly disagree. This will cause children to feel 
uncomfortable. Also, it can bring bigger problems of 
harrasment and abuse.

I have no problem with the gender nutral uniforms. I disagree, 
however, on the participation in teams that are opposite to a child's 
biological gender.

531 English I agree. I agree. This will make a huge difference for all students who 
prefer privacy. Absolutely agree!

Absolutely agree.

532 English Yes, keep as stated. No comments, keep as is. Please keep language as is. Please keep as is.
533 English Good Good Only 2 concerns - enough bathrooms per building for 

gender neutral bathrooms and what happens when off 
campus (field trips etc)

534 English Good Good Good
535 English Maybe include “non gender conforming” students I agree All schools should have 1 gender neutral bathroom I agree
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536 English This is a critical and positive step for APS to take to 
ensure all students are treated fairly and equitably.

I agree with these definitions Agree with this policy I support these policies

537 English I approve Okay Good.  It’s better if kids are not singled out by gender-
neutral bathrooms, but allowed to use the room 
matching their expressed gender, if they choose.

Okay

538 English No comment.  Every student deserves an environment 
which maximizes their ability to learn.

No comment 0.6 percent of the US population identify as 
transgender.  This policy and this section will end up 
disrupting potentially 99.4% of the population that do 
not identify that way.  There are many changes and 
policies that do need to be more inclusive, but in 
regards to facilities where body parts are being 
exposed, then this policy invades the privacy of the 
other 99.4%.

My only concern with this is the inequalities that may develop.  A 
person who is male at birth who identifies as a female has an 
advantage over most females who are born female.  This is unfair 
and unequal to them.

539 English I like this, but you may want to clarify to those who 
argue that boys will just use it as way to look at naked 
girls, the criteria that goes into the student declaring a 
gender identity that wasn't assigned at birth.

What are the VSHL and VASRA rules? What will be done to 
protect kids from areas that are not LGBTQ accepting - ie the red 
parts of the state? I realize there won't be a lot of interaction, but 
does VHSL have a procedure in place to handle the potential 
issues?

540 English This is a wonderful statement and goal for APS. As a 
parent of a rising kindergartener I am thrilled to know 
my daughter will be able to evolve and mature in a  
safe environment.

I think it is about time that we recognize that there is a spectrum 
for how people identify and not a binary and rigid male/female 
system that leaves many feeling disconnected.

I agree that those who feel safer with a more private 
environment for whatever reason should be given that 
opportunity. No one should be forced to expose 
themselves entirely in front of classmates and/or 
strangers if they don’t feel comfortable for ANY reason!

This is great! Everyone should have an equal opportunity, within 
the limits of the state rules which may pre-empt any county 
directives.

541 English ❤perfect Perfect Perfect Perfect
542 English I think APS staff must be careful about assuming gender 

identities are set or known during the school years of a child. 
While there are certainly transgender individuals who experience 
gender dysphoria, there are also just confused kids who are trying 
on different identities. Any discussion of transgenderism and 
children must cover this complexity.

543 English It is totally innapropriate to subject students to the 
possibility of having to use bathroom facilities with 
students who identify differently than than their natural 
born gender.  If APS would like to provide a single use 
gender neutral bathroom at every school, then I would 
be supportive of that option.

544 English Glad to hear this. Good Good
545 English I support ongoing staff training on topics relating to 

transgender students, and that this section highlights 
the responsibility of school staff to respond to 
harassment based on gender identity.

This is appropriate language. I agree with this policy.
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546 English Yes. Please train all staff to create a safe and 
supportive environment for trans students. Please 
prevent bullying and teach respect.

What does this mean: Gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies.

Please create safe and clean and accessible 
bathrooms available to all students.

Yes, please provide opportunities for trans or gender-
nonconforming students to participate in sports based on their 
chosen gender identity.

547 English How will "impromper purpose or in any way that violates School 
Board policies" be enforced? How will be we be able to 
differentiate when an identity asserted improperly?

What about students who have not been exposed to 
transgender children and feel uncomfortable or even 
unsafe with kids who may not fit their physical/outer 
identity? While there be any type of forewarning, 
information, or guidance?

Will we allow a male-born transgender to change in the girls locker 
room despite other female-born's religions that don't allow male-
female exposure or nudity?

548 English Bathrooms should be in convenient locations. If they 
are far from students' classrooms, they will be unable 
to use them & stay on schedule.

549 English I agree that all APS staff should be trained on topics 
regarding transgender students.

I like that this is included. Many people don’t know these 
definitions, so to have them outlined is a good idea.

I think that this is very important.

550 English

551 English it's important the these issues and staff training be 
discussed at all levels, even lower elementary

staff & students must have some sort of sensitivity 
training

552 English I like the constant updates to education that will keep 
these protections in the minds of adults involved.

Nice open definitions citing references. Great way not to single out those who wish to blend 
while allowing privacy for those who choose it.

553 English I agree. I feel this is clear, concise, and well cited. I like the phrasing "available to all who seek privacy" 
since it doesn't single out one group.

Agree.

554 English Agree Agree Agree Agree. I hope that VHSL and VASRA can be gender neutral.
555 English Completely agree Completely agree Completely agree
556 English It is hard to understand how this translats into 

policy.....all students are already supported in APS 
against bullying of any sort.   What does “continually 
trained “ entail and how much will this cost?  This 
comment section is not sufficient.   Parents and 
taxpayers should be able to  know what resources were 
used by the staff team to create the PIP.

What does “improper purpose”  mean?   This use of gender 
identity  is very new and many  ordinary people  have reservations 
about this issue especially when it comes to teaching it in the 
public schools where there are many people from different 
cultures and traditions.  There are many questions that need 
answers about how this PIP would work.

This does not reflect common sense about privacy 
issues concerning children.   Does this mean that girls 
have to use a single user BR to avoid boys who might 
be in the girls bathroom?   What is the cost to change 
the bathrooms and do taxpayer think it would be worth 
the cost?   The policy for bathrooms should be based 
on what is best the the common good.

This creates a lot of confusion...does this mean that some sports 
are regulated by female / male definitions and others aren’t?  What 
does this mean?

557 English protecting students from harassment is and should be 
the responsibility of APS, but not discussing such 
sensitive issues with very young children. this should  
be the responsibility of the parents.

This is entirely unacceptable. Genetics has not seized 
to exist with the advent of your policy and having boys 
who claim to be girls share bathrooms and locker 
rooms is unacceptable and opens up doors for many 
unintended consequences.

This is unacceptable. I do not want my girls competing against 
boys who produce much more testosterone and who say they are 
girls. This is simply unfair.
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558 English Continuously trained? What does that  mean? What 
sort of resources would that take? What about staff 
members that don't agree with the ideology? This 
sounds like problem.

This statement is unscientific. What about X and Y 
chromosomes? That is what determines gender, not someone 
assigning it at birth.

This does not take into consideration the safety and 
comfort of the vast majority of students.

This policy opens the door for unfair advantage of boys being on 
girls teams. Boys have a physiological advantage over girls.

559 English I love it!  Yes, inclusivity for all is both a school and 
staff responsibility

I agree 100% I agree 100% I agree 100%

560 English There is no reason to specify "including transgender 
students" if you are claiming that it will ensure that "all 
students...have safe, supportive, and inclusive...". 
Again, is this for all students or is it just for transgender 
students? How many are there in APS?

Gender identity is male or female. What protections does this grant sexual assault 
survivors who may view bathrooms as a safe space? 
This language could trigger survivors and erodes 
protections for students. Using the restroom is a 
biological activity,.

The implications of this are huge. What will stop a group of male 
students from deciding to join a female sports team? This erodes 
Title IX protections and may actually give female athletes FEWER 
opportunities to participate. What incentive would a track coach 
have to accept female runners when transgender but biologically 
male runners are faster?

561 English Thank you for including this language! This is great! At my current school, a transgender girl 
used the Women's restroom without incident. This is 
a non-issue for kids and faculty as long as we treat 
each other with respect!

This is great! Why do uniforms need to be gendered, anyway?

562 English Yes!  Training must begin. Yes yes yes
563 English As a mental health professional and special educator 

as well as an APS parent, I am deeply troubled by 
this policy.  In my professional experience, the vast 
majority of adolescents who adamantly believe they 
identify as another gender, bisexual, pansexual, etc, 
find themselves reversing this decision.  I wish APS 
would take a more mental health approach to these 
students, to provide help with the necessary need for 
belonging, the work of developing a strong sense of 
personal identity, and the crucial understanding of 
what should be private and what should be the 
business of all who know us.   So many of these 
students will come to regret their outspoken, public 
claims (I've seen it and its crushing aftermath too 
many times).  In allowing locker room/bathroom 
choice, APS is ignoring the very real discomfort of 
those students who are quietly and privately going 
about the business of adolescence.  Please stop 
disregarding the very real needs of these kids, who 
don't make noise, who don't complain, but who ought 
to have the same respect accorded these students 
whose identity/sexuality is most often a symptom of a 
greater issue, not a source.  A gender neutral private 
bathroom for these conflicted students is more than 
enough.   The same applies for overnight trips.

564 English Perfect Perfect Perfect, this is the only way equality can be met! Perfect
565 English Completely agree that this is important for the safety of 

all students.
This is an appropriate definition for today. Fantastic!  Critically important to the health and well-

being of our students.
No concerns with this at all.
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566 English I feel that as a 7th grade straight male at (REDACT) 
this would make me incredibly  uncomfortable and 
wouldn’t fix a lot. I feel that installing single person 
bathrooms for people who struggle with this. Would 
fix a lot more than letting a biological male or female 
into the other bathroom.

567 English I think transgender people should not use the same 
bathroom and locker rooms as they want because you 
are basically saying that trying to make them 
comfortable you have to know that you are making 
more people uncomfortable. If you want them to be 
comfortable than make their own bathrooms and stuff 
this does not have to do with  supporting it or not .

568 English Gender Dysphoria wont be solved by allowing them 
access into the bathroom of their prefermce. There 
should be an elective or a class that adresses the 
issue of dysphoria. There should also be non gender 
assigned bathrooms in schools so that way nobody 
will feelunwelcome or uncomfortable. In fact, the 
gender assigned bathrooms should be abolsihed so 
that way everybody can feel comfortable. It makes 
more sense to include all instead of letting them in the 
bathroom of their choice. It would eliminate dysphoria 
and the idea that “the bathroom I use is the one I am 
most comfortable with.” Right? Because there would 
be no assigned bathrooms. Makes sense right?

569 English There are already laws in place to protect every 
student. School staff and teacher training should be 
centered on academic endeavors not this.

This has no place in our schools. If a student has male or female parts they should use 
the restroom that corresponds to that, regardless of 
what gender they choose to associate themselves 
with.

This is discriminating against women. Men have a different athletic 
ability and it is not fair to qualify them alongside women for sports.

570 English "Transgenderism" should be treated as a rare medical 
and psychological disorder and handled between the 
parents of a child suffering from it and the school's 
administration and child's teachers. No general policy is 
needed, unless you actually want to explicitly kids to 
believe or merely assert atheism they are "transgender" 
in order to get attention. If you develop Policy 
Implementation Procedures for this rare condition, 
where will it end? Will Arlington Schools spend time 
developing a discrete PIP for albinism? For 
polydactyly? For Auto-Brewery Syndrome? For 
Capgras Delusion? APS needs to drop the agenda 
being promoted by the fringe Left and do its job: Create 
a school system that offers first-class academics.
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571 English Why not have a locker room for people who have no 
gender?

572 English Yes, it is our job as educators to ensure all of our 
students feel safe and included. We should be regularly 
trained on topics relating to transgender students, and 
we need to respond to harassment promptly.

Agreed. Students can not be required to use a 
particular facility inconsistent with their gender identity.

Absolutely. Transgender students have the right to participate in 
activities that are consistent with their gender identity.

573 English I do have concerns about males using a female 
bathroom under the auspices of gender identity in 
order to sexually assault female students. Statistically, 
male-on-female sexual assault is the most prevalent. 
Maybe make a rule that student will go to the 
bathroom in at least groups of three or four, never 
alone or in twos.

emphasize that safety remains top priority and adult supervision is 
provided to ensure everyone's safety

574 English Fully support. Fully support. Fully support. Fully support.

575 English Thank you SO much APS for all your very hard work on 
this PIP!  Supporting transgender and gender 
nonconforming kids is so important. Me and my APS 
elementary school student thank you!

Nope, just want to say thank you APS- you rock! Thank you so much APS- this is so important!  Please 
be sure to educate teachers- they should not block 
any student from using any bathroom. Please also 
ensure that the gender neutral facilities are 
conveniently located- right now some students have to 
do a tremendous amount of walking to get to the 
bathrooms.  Try the walk yourself from various points 
around schools to see for yourself- could you do that 
walk in the 3 minutes between classes? Especially 
thinking of high schools here.

Thank you!!!

576 English It is important that APS staff receive training to prevent 
harassment of any kind.

I do not think that minors should be encouraged or allowed to 
choose a new gender identity.  Childhood and teen brains are not 
fully formed, and it is normal for many to feel confused about their 
identity.

Would it be possible to have bathroom stalls that are 
more private to prevent this problem(ie walls and 
doors go all the way from floor to ceiling)? We noticed 
many bathrooms in Europe are gender-neutral 
because individual stalls are completely private.

This will be of great concern to girls sports, to have bigger, stronger 
boys eligible to play on the team.  How is this handled at the 
Olympics and other sporting events?

577 English What percentage of APS students are transgender or 
struggle with gender dysphoria? How many cases of 
harassment have been reported in APS during the 
2018-2019 school year?

I'm wondering about the last statement regarding athletic awards 
being "gender neutral." What does this mean? Why do awards 
need to be included as an issue of gender identity?
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578 English I do not agree with the staff needing continuous training 
on topics related to transgender students. And propose 
that “topics related to transgender students” be 
replaced with “anti-bullying and anti-discrimination.” 
This PIP is to support anti-discrimination. Therefore, 
training should encompass showing kindness, anti-
bullying, but does not need to be specifically on 
transgender needs. Leaving the policy as is here may 
lead to mandatory training on transgender issues for all 
teachers. I do not agree that this is necessary for staff 
to be able to create a supportive safe environment for 
all students. Training should be directed at keeping all 
students safe including transgender students and not 
microscoping only on one student population.

I propose this section to state that “Students cannot 
be required to use a particular facility inconsistent with 
their gender identity. Single user facilities will be 
made available on a case by case basis.” I am 
concerned about the rights, safety, and privacy of non-
transgender students. For example a female student 
that does not feel comfortable with a male appearing 
person in her bathroom or locker room. Additionally, 
how we can protect our students against those that 
may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how does this policy 
helps the transgender student feel safer? How would 
allowing a transgender student seeking to use the 
bathroom or locker room with others boys help them 
feel safer? This seems like a potentially more 
dangerous position for the transgender student. Single 
user bathrooms and changing rooms as determined 
on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender and non-transgender students. The 
concern that asking a student to use a single user 
bathroom would reveal their transgender status before 
the student was read to do this is ill-founded since this 
student would be most discreet in the bathroom of 
their sex assigned at birth. They themselves would not 
desire to draw attention to themselves by using a 
bathroom of a different sex. Similar to children with 
specials needs, transgender students should be taken 
care of with Individualized Education Plans, instead of 
broad full student population accommodations that 
compromise the privacy and protection of other 
students.

I propose removing this section altogether. Those that are male 
assigned at birth undoubtedly have distinct advantages over 
females in athletics due to higher testosterone, bone density, and 
muscle mass. The loss of transgender students' ability to 
participate in gender specific school sports is part of the choice 
they make and should be carefully considered by the student when 
deciding to make the transgender transition. It is not because we 
don't want them to enjoy competitive sports, but it is because there 
is not a clear way to make it biologically physiologically fair for a 
male assigned at birth to compete against females. This is not 
being prejudice against a certain group. It's just how the world of 
sports works. It is not a punishment, it is just a cost. Gender 
identity aside, if I choose to take steroids so that I can build my 
muscle mass, then I need to accept that part of the cost of that 
decision is that I cannot participate in competitive sports in the 
grade school level. No one is saying I cannot take steroids, just 
saying I can't compete with others because it would give me an 
unfair advantage.

579 English

580 English sounds good so far "gender identity shall not be asserted.....- what does that mean? sounds good

581 English This introduction is positive. I think thsee definitions help protect transgender and gender-
nonconforming students from discrimination.

I think this could be strengthened by stipulating that 
bathroom access must be convenient. Some 
transgender students in Arlington have been late for 
their classes many times because the gender-neutral 
bathroom is located far from their locker and 
classrooms, sometimes two floors below.

This section is balanced.
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582 English Agree that all students, including transgender students, 
have safe, supportive, and inclusive school 
environments. My primary issue with this current draft 
PIP is that in several sections it would appear that the 
students are given the authority to make decisions 
which should involve the parents. In doing so, this 
would seem to usurp the authority of parents, who are 
ultimately responsible for their children. I intend to 
recommend specific changes in language where this 
occurs in the responses below.

For a minor, "gender identity" needs to also involve the minor's 
parent or guardian. There should be a difference between a child 
who wakes up one day and chooses to "express" a new gender 
identity in opposition to the parent or guardian versus one where 
the parent or guardian and child are unified in the child's gender 
identity.

The statement, "Students cannot be required to use a 
particular facility inconsistent with their gender 
identity, including single user bathroom facilities." 
would seem to be unreasonable. If a biological boy 
expresses as a girl, why is it incumbent on the other 
girls to use single user bathroom facilities to protect 
their privacy? That biological boy may still have all of 
the physical characteristics of a male (if they have not 
undergone any physical changes), and thus the 
school should be concerned for the privacy of the 
other students who are biologically female. In the case 
of a biological boy expressing as a girl (but still 
physically male), or a biological girl expressing as a 
boy (but still physically female), if they are not 
comfortable going to the bathroom aligned with their 
biology, it would be reasonable to offer them a single 
user, gender neutral facility. (Particularly since there 
are likely fewer of these types of facilities.) Given the 
potential for abuse, and for the privacy and protection 
of all, students should NOT be permitted to use multi-
person restroom facilities which are misaligned to 
their physical biology. E.g. The multi-person boys 
bathroom should be for individuals with penises, and 
the multi-person girls bathroom should be for 
individuals with vaginas.

Why not do away with male and female separated co-curricular 
and extra-curricular activities altogether? It could be because there 
is a long history of male-domination in sports which gave rise to 
laws such as the Title IX protection for female activities. Allowing a 
biological male who expresses as female to compete against 
biological females should be allowed only in circumstances where 
the rights of the biological females can be protected and the 
biological male is not given an unfair and undue competitive 
advantage.

583 English As the cousin of a current APS student I think this is a 
wonderful and need addition to ensure the best working 
environment for all students.

Thank you for being aware and providing safety and a proper 
learning environment for children and staff who identify as 
transgender.

This is wonderful- privacy also promotes safety. This is great.

584 English proactive is always good short and powerful I agree with all. My only comment deals with a 
student who is bi - and according to this terminology, 
can use either bathroom.  Which, entitles them to use 
and be attracted to students in the same 
bathroom/locker room. Is there something in the 
policy regarding legalities to protect individuals who 
identify as born in case something like this comes up?

Bravo VHSL and APS!!

585 English Use active voice and state who is doing the action Use active voice and state who is doing the action
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586 English . . As long as they get their own facilities!  The should 
NOT get to pick which facilities they wish to use 
based on their gender identity if it is not the gender 
assigned at birth.  Under no circumstances do I want 
it allowed to have a girl in the boys locker room or a 
boy in the girls locker room.

.

587 English ok What do you mean by gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose?

ok ok

588 English How is APS admin going to deal with staff that might 
not want to or feel comfortable complying with these 
new procedures?

For "transgender" why use a NSBA description instead of one 
from one of the more reknowned psychological or psychatric 
associations?

Are you also training children? We are hoping most 
people in this area are more open-minded, but there 
will be parents that due to religious beliefs or culture 
find this unacceptable. Hopefully these families will be 
given more info.

589 English Good. Educating the teachers is critical. Who will 
develop and provide the education?

Support this’ll Is this obfuscating an inconsistency? Do these VA rules allow for 
the first line?

590 English I really like it. So happy to see this. I really like it. I would like my children and all APS students to be 
taught this definition in addition to comprehensive sex education 
and LGBTQIA+ history.

Bathroom facilities should be accessible and 
convenient.

I love the gender neutral options.

591 English As someone whose son is friends with several 
transgender students, I strongly support it.

I strongly support it.  It is based in science and is just the right 
thing to do.

I strongly support it. I strongly support it.

592 English none agree agree agree agree

593 English Seems like that should all go without saying, but I 
guess you need an intro section.

This sounds right. Hooray!! Hooray!

594 English strongly support strongly support strongly support strongly support
595 English
596 English Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support
597 English I am pleased the APS is taking this responsibility 

seriously
These definitions address the full reange of a child's perswonal 
choice

This puts children in the position to make thier 
choices and accomadations

It is important that all activities asocited with education in APS be 
covered by the policy
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598 English

599 English Strongly support Accurate and helpful Strongly support Strongly support
600 English I hope that this can be accomplished, in practice, 

without sacrificing single-use private restrooms for 
school faculty and staff.

601 English I support this provision. I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision
602 English I have been advocating for many of these specific 

policies for several years now as an APS teacher and I 
fully support the items included in this draft as both an 
educator and a parent.

603 English "Single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy."  I'd love for 
this to be true, but aren't these considerably more 
expensive to provide than multi-user bathrooms?  Can 
you guarantee that they will be available in all APS 
facilities and available to all students (and not just 
teachers, for instance)?

604 English Gender identity is the gender one is born with. I do not at all want my kindergartener, my middle 
schooler or my high schooler sharing locker rooms 
and bathrooms with the opposite sex no matter what 
they think they are. If they have male genitallia - they 
are male and I don’t want them in the bathroom with 
my girls.

Gender is assigned before birth. If some sports are gender neutral, 
then anyone should participate. Boys are naturally better at some 
things and girls are naturally better at some things. There is no 
reason that they shouldn’t be commended according to their 
achievements in regard to other boys or girls.
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605 English This makes sense to me for transgender issues.  I do have 
questions about the larger policy and not lacking access to extra 
curricular activities based on all of those statuses including 
economic.  What does that say about enrichment activities offered 
at wealther schools versus title 1 schools and costs/outside traning 
expecting for things like band/orchestra or other extra-curriculars?

606 English It is imperative that APS create a completely inclusive 
environment.

That is correct. That is correct. Correct. Support.

607 English Yes!  I love the ongoing training focus. Yes! Absolutely correct.  Thank you for making sure all 
students feel comfortable conducting intimate tasks.

Yes!

608 English I approve and support this section This is a useful and appropriate definition. This is a valuable and humane objective Inclusion in activities should be the goal.

609 English Excellent start. It's a good thing to clearly define these terms.  Its quite often easy 
to mis-use them.

Good.  As an uncle of a transgender student in your 
district this is important to me.  At that age, locker 
rooms are never fun, but to be able to use the one that 
is most confortable to the student is critical.

In general I agree with this.  My guess is the big issue will be 
fairness of competition and physical ability.

610 English Who makes the determination? What is to stop some  
(REDACT) teenager lying and saying he is a 
transgender girl one day to get into the girls locker 
room (not that it would go well for him)? If the kid is 
(correctly) the final arbiter of their gender, how do 
school staff deal with naturally transgressive teens 
pushing the rules to see what they can get away with?

What is the plan for sports that have genuine gender specific 
dress? For example, cheer leading or swimming? I think there 
might be a gender neutral uniform for both, but maybe not given 
current rules,  Has or will APS completely thought through before 
the policy is implemented? I would hate to nix a sport for everyone 
because of this rule and no work-around was thought through 
before hand.

611 English None This section fails to mention who validates a student's gender 
identity. Should be a parent or guardian, or medical professional, 
or both. Children don't have the authority or maturrity to self-
administer medication - why would they be permitted to 
determine gender identity on their own?

Regardless of gender expression, there is a privacy 
issue associated with mixing different biological sexes. 
The logic stating the transgender person cannot be 
required to use a gender neutral single-user facility, 
but that anyone concerned about privacy should, is 
flawed. The school should be fundamentally 
concerned with students' privacy, and that means not 
setting up an environment where individuals with 
penises can share restroom space with individuals 
with vaginas.

How will girls sports be protected from the potentially unfair 
competitive advantage that biologically male transgender girls 
would have? This is already creating problems in other school 
districts.

612 English Just as long as the boys are not using the bathrooms 
with my daughters, I don't care if you want to 
designate a "gender neutral" bathroom or locker room.

In other words, boys can identify as girls and win at any of the girl's 
sports that they choose?  How in the world is this fair to all the girls 
out there that work so hard to be the best at their sport?  THEIR 
sport?

613 English
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614 English Why are we focusing on transgender students and 
arranging the curriculum to meet their needs.  There 
are many students that the Arlington School District 
whose needs are NOT being met., in the cases of 
mental health, behavioral issues, special needs.  I feel 
this article only addresses needs of transgender.  If 
parents are having issues dealing with their or their 
children's transgender, a private counselor would be of 
greater benefit than forcing happy gendered students to 
change their behaviors or facilities to fit the needs of a 
few.

So be it.  If you fit this category or your children do, it would be 
fitting to seek private counseling to help the person adapt.  I feel 
that all children have issues with some sort of self-concept, but to 
base a curriculum or facility to meet only gender identity students 
is not appropriate.

I would advise my student who has no identity 
problems to use only single-use bathrooms and locker 
room.  If gender identity students choose to use 
facilities other than the gender they were assigned at 
birth, how can I be sure their hormone make-up is 
assigned to their chosen gender.  Why make birth 
gender students feel uneasy for the sake of a 
transgender?  If this becomes policy, assign equal but 
separate facilities for ALL students regardless of 
gender.

Absolutely not should transgender students be allowed to compete 
with persons of birth-gender identity.  It is a fact that male and 
female are different in body type, hormone make-up, strength, 
emotions to name a few.  Allowing transgendered males to 
compete against birth-gendered girls is unfair, unequal, and will 
result in female students unable to qualify.  Under title IX, separate 
but equal is afforded to females.  If transgendered students wish to 
compete, provide a third or fourth category for athletic competition.  
Since transgendered is becoming acceptable by the public, then it 
is an acceptable category for those who see themselves as 
transgendered.  They then cannot be offended or denied equal but 
separate access to their chosen activity.  There is no such term as 
gender neutral!

615 English Phrases like "continuously trained" are always off-
putting to me. I think these are conversations that need 
to happen very regularly, but "continuously trained" 
tends to become "optional attendance at a half hour 
powerpoint twice a year" when these plans are put into 
action. I would appreciate clarification (perhaps in its 
own section) regarding what this training will be, who 
will teach it, how frequent it will be, and whether staff 
will be required to attend.

If the child is young enough that most bathroom 
breaks are taken as a class, are there plans in place 
for how a student who requires a gender neutral 
bathroom will be accommodated?

616 English I completely approve of the section and its goals. The single user facilities are a nice compromise to 
people uncomfortable with this new support for gender 
identity.

Excellent, except I wonder whether the VHSL or VASRA have 
rules conflicting with APS's policies here.

617 English I'm concerned that single-user facilities in schools 
would provide a private space for teens to do drugs or 
have sex. What steps would be taken to mitigate that 
possibility?

618 English Thank you APS for supporting ALL our students, 
including our gender expansive students!   It is super-
important that faculty and staff are trained on how to be 
supportive and defend students against harassment.

This is such an important issue.  All students need to 
feel safe using the facilities, not least because not 
being able to relieve oneself can lead to health 
problems such as headaches and UTIs.

619 English I am in complete support of training our teachers how 
they can best support ALL of our kids.

Agreed Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students

Agreed
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620 English I do not agree with how the introduction is phrased. 
Why are you not worrying about children with dyslexia, 
for example? Or children who need more help learning 
English? Why are those students not taken care of and 
not provided the services they need?

I am appalled with your need to dwell on "gender identity". 
Children at this age need guidance, not more confusion.  Let's 
help our children, not hurt them.

NO! This is UNCOMFORTABLE for many students. 
Eliminate this section.

Again, NO! There is no need for this section.

621 English Definition of gender Identity is ok, however "alternative gender" 
maybe isn't the best terminology. This is a good definition by 
HRC: "One's innermost concept of self as male, female, a blend 
of both or neither – how individuals perceive themselves and what 
they call themselves. One's gender identity can be the same or 
different from their sex assigned at birth."

I think it is important to include that the gender neutral 
facilities must be conveniently located and not 
isolated. Also, these options should be advertised to 
students so they know the options exist. That way, 
students who use these facilities won't feel isolated or 
separated from peers or be late to class because the 
only gender neutral bathroom is on the opposite side if 
of the building from their class.

622 English I agree. I agree. I agree.  And thank you!
623 English Admirable goal. Agree I see no problem with this. Does APS have estimates of how many children this would affect? 

My personal sense is that it is a  small number. .

624 English I think it is well done Sounds good Approve Approve
625 English I agree with this section and like the emphasis on 

continuous training.
Nothing. Seems fine. Please ensure that transgender students are able to 

use the same facilities that their peers are using, 
consistent with their gender identity. They should not 
be separated or isolated in any way unless they wish it.

Does this mean that VHSL or VASRA has to approve it if a 
transgender student wants to play sports? That seems 
burdensome.

626 English Yes Male is male female is female Based on sex Seriously- what is wrong with people to think this?
627 English Bravo Bravo Bravo Bravo
628 English Yes and thank you for tackling this head-on Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support 

ALL Arlington students!
Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students!

629 English Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support 
ALL Arlington students

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students

630 English I support APS protecting vulnerable students with 
these policies.

631 English I support this provision. I support these definitions. I support this provision. I support this provision.
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632 English How does APS plan to continuously train staff on topics 
relating to transgender students.  What is the 
percentage of time that is being spent on this topic 
versus academic challenges and improvements?  As a 
parent, I send my children to APS to learn and, of 
course, learn to interact with other children.  I would 
prefer my taxes go toward equipping teacher to teach 
my children academically rather than spending a 
disproportionate amount of time on transgender issues.  
The larger issues is bullying as a whole - on all 
students; anyone can be a victim of discrimination.  
Also what does it mean by staff memer remedying 
effects - who determines what remedies and what is 
appropriate?

Male and female is a biological determination; not a social 
identification.  Where is the science behind all this?  Sex is not 
something that is "assigned" - why is the school quoting from 
APA and not a medical association? Sex is only assigned at birth 
in instances where the baby has intersex traits - this is a very 
small percentage of the population.  The way this PIP is written 
and what it proposes to do is very politicized and favoring 
transgender people, ignoring scientific facts and data.

I believe the school holds the right to request anyone 
to use a single bathroom facility if the user poses or 
presents behavior that makes other students 
uncomfortable or would expose the other students to 
inappropriate concepts that they may not understand.  
Transgender students are a very small percentage of 
the overall student populatin.  And restrooms are 
private spaces.  This should be honored for all 
students and not just for transgender students.  Why 
should a small transgender population impose great 
questions on safety and privacy on the majority of 
students?  This is reverse discrimination on the rest of 
the student population.  Not only that, it poposes a 
safety concern.  I do not want my children to be 
exposed to other sex's body parts in a school restroom 
or locker room.  This is unacceptable. Schools should 
be place of structure and order to protect children.  
Certain freedom should be limited for the benefit of all 
children attending the school.

This poses unfairness to boys who become or want to be girls and 
joins the girl athletics.  Explain what does it mean by awards will 
be gender neutral.  Awards have no gender.  Who wrote this 
policy; it is so heavily biased.

633 English the description is vague.  I would define the options 
available in clear, plain language as presecribed by 
law..  Also, is there language  being developed for this 
issue to  reduce discomfort of students who do 
identify with their birth gender?

this should be defined further.  For example, does this mean 
athletics will no longer be considered men's team or women's 
team, but described as co-ed - incorporating male, female and 
other identities? If yes, state it clearly.

634 English Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support 
ALL Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students!"

635 English Thank you, APS, for considering the needs of all 
students and ensuring that everyone feels safe in 
school.

Thank you, APS! Thank you for addressing the needs of all students! Thank you, APS!

636 English Thank you APS for this thoughtful policy and for 
supporting transgender and gender expansive students!

Our family includes a transgender member.  Given the high 
percentage of gender expansive people who have experienced 
harassment and suicide attempts, I am grateful for this policy!

Thank you for supporting transgender and gender 
expansive students in Arlington!

Thank you APS!

637 English I agree with this idea and approach I agree with the  proposed definitions I agree I support this approach

638 English This is such an emerging field of study. Need to also 
train staff on how to get students and parents 
comfortable with transgender since this is new and 
possibly confusing to many children.

Vague - how does someone assert their gender? What are 
improper purposes? Ie - can I change my gender over and over? 
Am I confused or is that improper?

APS needs to make more private changing areas 
available for all students. Just because a trans student 
is comfortable in a certain locker room doesn’t mean 
that all cis kids are. Some kids who are figuring oit 
their gender and their emotions regardless of gender 
may want more privacy. I remember wanting more 
privacy as my body was changing in middle and high 
school - regardless of trans or cis!

No issue with uniforms. I have serious concerns about trans girls 
participating on girls  team sports especially where there may be 
contact. People born male are typically biologically larger. This 
could result in a greater risk of injury. Perhaps some team sports 
(eg soccer, football, hockey) need to be divided based on size 
(similar to wrestling) and not gender. Also- the Olympics is 
requiring hormone suppression. How is it fair to cis girls to 
compete against trans girls in track?

639 English Very important I understand This is very important Inclusion
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640 English Yes!! This training is essential. Humans and humans. 
Children are children.  Thank you.

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support 
ALL Arlington students!

Thanks you. All students should feel safe using the 
bathroom in school.

Sounds good. We so appreciate that APS is taking this protective 
measure.

641 English General comment - I want to thank APS for developing 
and putting this policy forward,  to protect and support 
ALL Arlington students!

642 English Excellent, Thank you APS for doing the right thing to 
protect and support ALL Arlington students!

643 English I agree I agree I agree
644 English It does not make sense to just single out transgender.   

What is the rationale to do so amongst all groups of 
people.?  The schools have more pressing challenges 
that administrators and teachers are unable to manage, 
such as drugs, bullying, and distractions in classrooms.  
 These problems negatively impactALL children, so 
focus on getting the basics right first.

Why is this needed?  How many children fit in this category?  Are 
counselors involved?  Have there been documented problems for 
these self identified children?   How about presenting some facts 
and evidence before presenting policy changes?

As long as the costs associated with special 
accommodations do. Not significantly eat into core 
school funding, then no problem.  But the school 
system posted a large deficit and there is massive 
overcrowding, so again priorities should be on the 
core needs of the school system.

This makes no sense and can create unfair competition and 
challenges to the vast majority of kids playing sports.

645 English I strongly support this action. I strongly agree with this. I strongly agree with this action. I strongly agree.  All kids should be able to participate in extra-
curricular activities.

646 English Thank you for putting effort into training that will make 
school feel safe for all children

Children have many things to understand as it relates to school 
and its social construct. Thank you for allowing space and 
structure and time for them to feel comfortable in their bodies.

Thank you for considering the impact this had on all 
students including those with gender expansive 
identities.

Thank you for the consideration of gender neutral uniforms

647 English I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
648 Spanish me parece buenismo el compromiso de educar a los 

maestros del tema y el compromiso el sistema escolar 
hace en crear un ambiente bienvenido a estudiantes 
transgenero

la definicion es claro y ayuda un entender la differencia entre 
como uno se identifica y por seperado como se expresa

buenisimo, me gusta mucho que no se puede exigir 
espacios especificos

me parece bien

649 English I am curious as to the content/curricula being used to 
train APS staff. For example, is this point of view being 
considered? https://www.acpeds.org/the-college-
speaks/position-statements/gender-dysphoria-in-children

I think you need to define improper purpose. It might be 
considered improper that a boy enters a girl's bathroom because 
he identifies as female.

Single user facilities should be made available in 
every school so that children of a particular gender do 
not enter facilities used by children of another gender.

Students whose gender aligns with their gender identity should be 
coached as to how to engage with students whose gender does not 
align with their gender identity, so that bullying / undue aggression 
in sports does not occur.

650 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

651 English I totally agree, staff need to be trained how to deal with 
all type of students, support them, empower them, and 
create a positive learning enviroment

Totally agree, we entrust our children to the teachers 
and staff who we assume will protect them.

Agree
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652 English Thank you for implementing this common-sense policy 
to protect the rights of all APS students and keep them 
safe from harassment!

Makes sense to define these terms so everyone can understand 
them in the same way.

I strongly support the sentiments and provisions set 
forth in this section. All students should feel 
comfortable using the restroom at school, regardless 
of whether their birth gender corresponds with their 
gender identity.

Again, I strongly support the he sentiments expressed in this 
section.  All students should feel comfortable participating in school 
athletics, regardless of whether their birth gender corresponds with 
their gender identity.

653 English ALL children should be in a safe and supportive school 
environment.  No child deserves to be bulied for any 
reason.

I believe that during the middle school years, many kids are trying 
to find their identity and their place in life.  I dobelieve that we 
were created make or female and that is not fluid nor should APS 
encourage fluidity,  esp in elementary and middle school.  .

My heart goes out those kids who are struggling with 
their identity or gender:: however, i wholeheartedly do 
not believe that APS should accommodate the 1% of 
students that may identify as transgender at the 
expense of the other 99% of kids.  My daughter was 
very uncomfortable when she was in middle school 
and the APS transgender bathroom/locker room 
policy came out.

Unexceptable!  Boys and girls abilities,  muscle make up etc are 
very different.  This policy creates un uneven and unfai playing field 
in addition to possoble danger to the kids, esp hirls.

654 English I support this statement I support this statement I support this statement I support this statement
655 English Support Support Support Support
656 English Thank you APS for doing this. I agree with these efforts 

100%. Capacity building for teachers, students, staff, 
and parents is crucial.

clear and well cited.  good this will be a great concern to parents of non-
transgendered parents. Lots of education and 
reassurance will be important

I am sure there are national sports standards already in place, APS 
can follow.

657 English Support Support Support Support
658 English I support it. I support this. I support the proposed policy. I support it.
659 English I support this Support Strongly support Strongly support
660 English Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or 

not, should not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or 
gender dysphoria or trans sexual is a mental illness and 
should be treated as such.  No additional privileges 
should be provided.  This includes access to additional 
bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have 
an XY chromosome then you are a man and XX a 
woman, and there should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/na
mes/pronouns.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or not, should 
not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or gender dysphoria or 
trans sexual is a mental illness and should be treated as such.  
No additional privileges should be provided.  This includes access 
to additional bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have an XY 
chromosome then you are a man and XX a woman, and there 
should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/names/prono
uns.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or 
not, should not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or 
gender dysphoria or trans sexual is a mental illness 
and should be treated as such.  No additional 
privileges should be provided.  This includes access 
to additional bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping 
facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have 
an XY chromosome then you are a man and XX a 
woman, and there should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/n
ames/pronouns.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or not, should 
not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or gender dysphoria or 
trans sexual is a mental illness and should be treated as such.  No 
additional privileges should be provided.  This includes access to 
additional bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have an XY 
chromosome then you are a man and XX a woman, and there 
should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/names/pronou
ns.

661 English Great idea Well done I'm so glad Fantastic
662 English i support this we need to support all students thank you for being progressive and on the right side 

of history!
We love APS and we want you to support students and 
understand you aren't in the business of telling parents how to 
parent.

663 English Support. I hope there are dierctions somewhere to 
ensure that these policies are in fact enforced.

Support Generally support. Not clear what happens if/when the Virginia 
rules are in conflict with this policy.
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664 English I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
665 English I agree Sounds good Perfect.  Students should have the option to be as 

comfortable and safe as possible
I agree completely

666 English I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
667 English I support this provision I support I absolutely support this policy I support
668 English I think education of educational staff is a good thing and 

should be constantly reinforced through training and re-
training.

definition of "improper purpose" needs to be defined and not be so 
be so broad. Loose regulations of this can cause incidents. At my 
daughter's previous school it became so bad because of abused 
broad rules that the school system was sued by 300+ students 
because of locker room picks of students in their underwear taken 
by male students impersonating female students and posted to 
SnapChat.

I think that transgender students should be given 
access to single user bathrooms. My son and 
daughter both do not feel comfortable having 
someone of the opposite biological sex viewing them 
in various states of undress. At my daughter's 
previous school in Colorado males would use the 
gender identity excuse to go in the girls locker room 
and some even took pictures because of the loosely 
defined policy at that high school.

Again, this needs to be better defined.

669 English It is a positive step in the right direction. Arlington 
County is woefully behind the times on this and 
hopefully will ensure that these procedures are put into 
place consistently throughout all of the schools (and 
other places where students meet) across the county.

It is a positive step in the right direction. It is a positive step in the right direction. We are 
looking forward to Arlington putting these words into 
action.

Finally Arlington!

670 English Every child that attends any school deserves to be 
treated with respect regardless of their sex, race, or 
religious background.

The second sentence in the first paragraph is an ambiguous 
statement, specific examples need to be given.

If ten year old Billy who now believes he is Sally asks 
his substitute teacher to use the girls bathroom, how 
comfortable do you think she would be about this 
request?  Do you not think she would find this to be a 
very problematic situation that is being created?

Ten year old Billy who now believes he is Sally wants to play 
soccer.  He is a tall, strong and very fast athlete. Is it a responsible 
adult decision to let him on to the soccer field to play soccer with 
other ten year old girls?  What happens when he runs into a girl 
half his weight, knocks her down and causes her to have a 
concussion?  Why are not the rights of the girls to a fair and safe 
athletic environment being considered?  Where is the reason and 
common sense of the adult APS administrators?

671 English I strongly support this. I concur. I strongly support this. I strongly support this.
672 English I support this language. I support this language. I support this language. I support this language.
673 English Do we have many transgender students?  Have there 

been many cases of teachers, staff members  
persecuting or intentionally embarrassing or denying 
"equal educational opportunities" to children with sexual 
identity issues?  I assume as much care (if not more)  
is being given to the huge majority of children who not 
only do not have transgender issues, but who are not 
emotionally or mentally equipped for being presented 
with the idea that "you can choose your own" sexual 
identity, given to them by those in authority and 
respected positions (i.e. teachers & counselors)?

Under "gender identity" definition, I am puzzled why the phrase 
"person's sex assigned at birth" is used instead of "person's 
biological gender at birth".?  Also, I am guessing "improper 
purpose" refers to bullying, or specifically saying things, taking 
actions that are intentionally aimed at hurting someone with 
gender identity issues?

So in the 6th grade if a biological girl (but who wants 
to be a boy), who has begun to develop breast take 
showers along side biological boys?  Dress alongside 
biological boys (who might be very interested in the 
breasts, even if the "girl" identifies as a "boy"?)  Will 
they share beds on field trips?    Does the idea of 
"modesty" have any credence at all in the maturing of 
these children?  Will all the bathrooms have urinals 
(yuck)?  e

So if a biological boy who is much taller, heavier and stronger 
wants to be on the girls swim team, compete individually, that's 
fair?  No.  I side with Martina Navratalova in this area.  It is not fair--
the mind doesn't make the biological advantages go away. to

674 English Agree with everything! Yes agree 100% I agree I can appreciate their inclusion and agree.
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675 English Necessary, clear, and appropriate. Thank you! Second sentence of first paragraph is unclear.  Asserted by whom-
-the individual in question or APS?

Clear and appropriate--thank you!  I read the second 
sentence to mean that APS will not require a trans 
student to use a single-user bathroom or changing 
area. Is that right? If so--bravo!

What will APS do/offer for students that identify as non-binary? 
Will that student be allowed or encouraged to participate in "girls 
softball" for example even if they don't identify as "girl"? Would 
APS strike the word "girl" ? Etc etc. Just curious.

676 English I strongly agree with this section.  I also believe it is 
very important to provide the training to staff so they 
know how to best respond to topics related to 
transgender students.

I feel like these are appropriate definitions of Gender identity and 
Transgender

I feel like this will ensure students feel most 
comfortable with needing to use these facilities.

I agree with this section and feel all students have the right to 
participate in extracurricular activities consistent with their gender 
Identity.

677 English Students should use bathrooms and locker rooms 
based on biological sex, or elect to use single-user 
facilities. This is an issue that affects all students 
regardless of gender identity.

679 English This may not be the place for it, but "train[ing] on 
topics" could cover a lot of ground including anti-trans 
materials. Perhaps add "supporting" before transgender 
students in the first sentence of the second paragraph?

What does "gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose" mean? Is this meant to capture false claims that cis 
students might fake being trans to get access to facilities that 
don't match their gender expression? I think this should be much 
clearer. As it is, it leaves "improper purpose" to the imagination of 
the beholder and could be used by staff or parents to deny their 
child's or another child's identification because they personally 
disagree with it.

Thank you for assuring that trans and non-binary 
students will have options which reflect their identity 
and their needs.

I don't honestly understand how this works, probably because my 
kids have never been athletes.

680 English I support this. I assume the key terms (prompt, 
appropriate, etc) are defined somewhere.

None. Appropriate definition. None. I hope there is a commitment to enough private 
restrooms. There are so few restrooms in my kids’ 
middle school as it is.

None.

681 English I agree with the above.  However, the policy specifically 
mentions training of APS staff.  General public 
awareness is important.  It should be APS policy to 
communicate transgender issues to all parents to build 
awareness and help educate the overall student body.

I agree with the above I agree with the above How will the policy address male athletes who identify as female?  
that is, boys competing against girls?

682 English I think this is fair and appropriate. I agree with it. It's fair and appropriate. This is fair and appropriate.
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683 English

684 English Very good intro. Looks good. I agree, and single user facilities are critical. Looks good.

685 English I support this provision I support this section This is crucial to our students.  I support this provision I support this provision

686 English I support this section I support this section I support this section I support this section
687 English Support Support Support Support
688 English Support! Support! Support! Support!
689 English Gender identity as something separate from gender is not 

universally accepted scientific or evidence based principle.   It is a 
trendy psychological theory only.  There is a wide range of 
expressing one's femininity or masculinity, but there is no way to 
actually change it.   The physical body is connected to the mind.

This is unfair and discriminatory to straight gender (for 
lack of a better description) students.  Boy students or 
girl students cannot be required to use a facility with 
members of the opposite sex - regardless of what sex 
that individual thinks or feels they are.  That's a 
violation of privacy.

What is the point of separating boys teams and girls teams in the 
first place?  Because they vary in skill level,  motivation, logistics 
and comfort.  If APS is allowing transgender students to choose 
whatever team they wish, APS might as well make all teams 
completely co-ed and therefore destroy athletic opportunities for 
girls.

690 English I strongly support this Excellent!  I strongly support it. Excellent!  I strongly support it. I strongly support this.
691 English I strongly agree and recommend staff continue to 

explore ways to create an inclusive environment.
Strongly agree Strongly agree Agree
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692 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students!

693 English Strongly agree Seems like a good definition Singer user bathrooms are a must for all types of kids. This is a great idea.

694 English I thought well written None.  Love it Makes sense Great.
695 English on-going training is crucial good good! yes - we want all students to feel welcome to join any and all 

activities
696 English APS needs one blanket statement stating that all 

students (no need to mention specific groups) have a 
safe supportive and inclusive school environment. We 
are spending too much time, energy and money on 
specific groups and ignoring basic shortcomings of the 
APS system, including overcrowding, bullying by 
teachers and students and coaches, pressure, too 
much standardized testing. We are focusing too much 
energy on groups less than 5% or 10% to the detriment 
of the 90% of students. APS should stop taking credit 
for the accomplishments of its highest achieving 
students, many of whom spend thousands of dollars 
per year on tutoring and individualized coaching. Each 
school should have a parent and student survey 
EVERY year specific to THEIR school about what went 
right, what went wrong and ideas for improvement. You 
don't need to spend thousands on it either....it is not 
rocket science.

This issue needs to be addressed on a case-by-case basis 
involving the parents. APS has no role in parenting. If a boy wants 
to dress like a girl, so be it and vice versa...but no need to go 
overboard on policies pertaining to an extreme minority of 
students. If acceptance is our policy, the rest follows.

For students transitioning, they should use a gender 
neutral bathroom. As we know, children are not fully 
developed (from a brain study perspective) until their 
mid-twenties...so decisions made at 8, 14 or 17 by a 
child should not be considered permanent or final.  
There needs to be sensitivity to the transitioning 
student as well as the other students who may be 
uncomfortable having a person biologically of the 
opposite sex sharing a bathroom facility.  That doesn't 
make them racist or intolerant.

Agree except for athletics. Biology rules in competitive sports. No 
exceptions.

697 English Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support
698 English This looks right; starting with basic training, and 

including unconscious bias training, would be a 
necessary starting point for all staff

I'm OK with this definition Agree OK

699 English Support trans kids! Support this provision Support this provision Support this provision
700 English Completely agree Agree, seems straightforward Absolutely agree, why create issues for kids that don't 

need to exist?  A child (or adult for that matter) should 
be able to go to the bathroom where he/she feels 
most comfortable.  Allowing a private facility should 
make everyone happy.

Yes, agree

701 English Single user gender neutral facilities are sufficient for 
transgender students.  Other students rights of using 
a gender specific bathroom should not be imposed 
upon.
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702 English I agree that childhood is a time for growth, safe 
exploration of their world, and an expanding knowledge 
of themselves and it.  The safety and support of family 
has always been critical and central to that 
development that will be expressed in a healthy, 
independent live as an adult.  Children have questions.  
But do not bombard them!  Refer them to family for 
further support.  No child should be molded and locked 
into a life long decision at 5 or 15!

What about the majority of girls in the traditional girl's 
bathroom who feel unsafe/uncomfortable with a boy 
(who at the moment is exploring being a girl, for 
whatever current purposes he has)?  I think far more 
student's privacy rights and needs are violated unless 
a child chooses single user facility, which the majority 
do not have a right to choose now.

So, the rules for single gender based sports to allow fairness in 
competition are no longer to be applicable?er applicable?

703 English How will APS guarantee that cis children (think 
middle-school boy level humor) wanting to use 
opposite-gender bathrooms for a lark? I support 
LGBTQ rights fully, but have a young daughter whose 
safety is my concern and I need to hear how this PIP 
protects her rights as well.

704 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students!

705 English This section needs to clearly define what new 
bathroom procedures will be put in place and/or 
deemed acceptible use. I fully endorse the use of 
single-user, gender neutral facilities, but I am not 
comfortable allowing anyone to use whichever 
bathroom they choose. This puts young girls at risk as 
well as sets the stage for bullying in both boys and 
girls bathrooms.

706 English Continuing education on transgender issues is 
extremely important to ensure that teachers and 
administration protect the humanity of transgender 
students. I hope that training is extended to the school 
board as well.

Accommodations need to be within a reasonable 
distance for all students. Often bathrooms are 
windowless and are used as shelters in emergency 
situations. Transgender students should be allowed to 
seek safety and practice safety drill using the 
bathroom of their gender preference.
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707 English As educators, it is our responsibility to ensure that all 
students attend a school where, first and foremost, they 
feel safe. Without that, learning is far more difficult. 
Over the past few years, it's become clear that this is 
critical for students that have had Adverse Childhood 
Experiences, and we are working to develop more 
Trauma-informed Practices to provide this safe 
environment. Prior to that, we learned how to better 
serve children with special needs. And it's now clear 
that having a Black teacher can be transformative for 
Black students. All of these are areas where we have 
progressed in our knowledge and ability to provide safe 
learning environments.  I am confident that there is 
consensus around Arlington County that our 
Transgender children deserve to feel safe, as well. It is 
also clear that (a) many children and their parents do 
not currently feel safe and (b) the topic is complex and 
many teachers and administrators do not know how to 
create the conditions to make Transgender children feel 
safe.  Given this, it is critical that APS staff receive 
training to improve their ability to support Transgender 
students and that policies are created or modified to 
create safe, supportive environments for ALL of our 
children.

I hope this isn't controversial. These are clear definitions. I would 
only question using an APA definition, which, while appropriate, 
implies that a Transgender or Non-Binary children is related to a 
psychological condition. I fully support the NSBA definition. My 
only question would be if additional definitions (e.g., Non-Binary, 
Cisgender) should be added.

Yes! However, I would urge APS to also ensure that 
all bathrooms and Locker Rooms in renovated/newly 
constructed buildings are built/modified so that they 
are all non-binary. There is no inherent benefit to 
children sitting on a toilet next to a child of their same 
gender identity.

It's wonderful that they County is (a) thinking about how to support 
the whole-child needs of all students and (b) working to push the 
Commonwealth to make similar changes.

708 English Thank you for addressing this in a way that makes our students 
feel safe at school

Students should absoluetly be able to access the 
bathroom/locker room of their choice

709 English I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100%
710 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 

students!
711 English Good. This is a critical and fundamental part of creating 

a positive learning environment for all children.
I applaud Arlington for acknowledging that gender is more than 
just male and female.

This is a fair and appropriate approach to ensure all 
students feel safe and included. The addition of single 
user facilities is a good way to promote compromise 
for those who are unsure.

Looks good. Set the parameters clearly so all students and 
coaches know the expectation and then allow all children who want 
to participate the option to do so.

712 English I agree with this. This is very important! I agree with this. this is right, and very important. Yes, I agree with this.

713 English how fluid can gender identity be? Can it change back and forth? At what point is gender identity recognized? When it 
is recorded in permanent records or based solely on 
what the student chooses?

714 English I fully support this clarification to existing policy. Yes, I fully support this. Yes, I fully support this section in the name of equity 
for all.

Yes, I fully support this equitable language.

715 English I fully support this effort. I support this and believe that there need to be a 
sufficient number of gender neutral bathrooms that 
students will be able to access while maintaining their 
schedules during the school day.

I support this proposal.

716 English I support this section. None. These bathroom facilities should be reasonably 
accessible, i.e., not in an out-of-the way location, not 
in an unsafe or poorly lit location.

Do our policies conflict with rules set by VHSL or VASRA?
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717 English About time!  Transgender individuals already face such 
hardship everywhere else - they should NOT have to 
face it at school.  Schools should be positive places of 
education which are supportive of every child's growth.  
Period.

agree I worry that this needs to be further fleshed out.  How 
does a child express this to administrators and 
teachers?  How do you enforce it against 
administrators/teachers who may not agree with this 
policy?

Same concerns about enforcing this, and any responses to 
administrators/teachers who do not comply.

718 English I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision

719 English What does continuous training mean?  Is there 
continuous training for other groups?  Adopted 
children?  Muslim children?  Immigrants?   APS staff 
certainly lack training in these areas, yet one ideological 
groups gets more training?

Was any outreach done to the Muslim community or 
other religious and cultural minorities regarding this 
policy?   My daughters’ Muslim friends already 
struggle with mandatory swimming and other 
sensitive areas affecting changing clothes.  How will 
they feel with biologically male children in their locker 
room?  Or what shame will they receive when they 
ask for another space?   This policy seems like an 
awesome way for children that are not from white 
progressive families to be shamed or uncomfortable.   
It is one more way that APS seems to Jill any true 
sense of multiculturalism.   Only white progressives 
get to dictate gender, sexuality, and whom can 
change where.  Furthermore, as the mother of three 
daughters, This policy makes me very fearful of my 
daughters’ real and perceived safety

This is a violation of Title I X

720 English This doesn't specify where this training is coming from, 
who is doing it, what is continuous?  The Staff already 
has alot of training requirements.  As a parent, I want to 
ensure that the Staff is continuously trained in the best 
teaching methods, current research into reading etc.  
APS should ensure that all training is evidence based, 
and not ideology based.  t

The American Psychiatric Association is careful to distinguish 
between gender dysphoria, which is a conflict between a person's 
physical gender and the gender which they identify, and 
specifically not that gender non-conformity is not gender 
dysphoria, and is not a mental disorder, but rather behaving in 
ways that are not typically of their gender.  The Transgender 
definition above  includes expression and behavior which appears 
to be non-conformity not dysphoria.  The rest of the policy 
appears oriented at dysphoria.  This definition should be amended 
to follow the American Psychiatric Assocation.  
https://www.psychiatry.org/patients-families/gender-
dysphoria/what-is-gender-dysphoria

Are you planning to undertake whole sale renovations 
of the facilities currently available at the high schools?  
 For example, Yorktown currently does not have 
'single user, gender neutral facilities' at the pool.  They 
have a family changing room with some bathroom 
stalls.  This appears to be creating a lot of additional 
expense- its unclear how the Staff in a PIP can 
commit to this type of capital project.

721 English I agree. I agree. I think that only a student's biological gender should 
be the determinant to which locker room/bathroom 
they use. There is too much grey area that would put 
the greater # of students in an uncomfortable 
situation. I think that curtained changing area shovel 
be provided in both female and male locker rooms so 
that anyone who is uncomfortable changing in front of 
others can change in privacy.

I agree.

722 English Good no questions Good no additional input Good no additional input Good
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723 English Given the protests I've heard about, I think it is worth 
noting that my children, both of whom are enrolled in 
APS, are cisgender and we feel completely safe 
knowing that transgender kids' rights and privacy will 
be protected. In fact, as an educator myself, I think ALL 
children are safer when the mental and physical well 
being of ALL children is the priority.

Once again, I think ALL children are safe when ALL 
children are honored for who they are.

I think it's great for cisgender kids to have gender neutral uniform 
options, too.

724 English Thank you for making the protection and support of our 
children a priority.

Please clarify this statement: Gender identity shall not be asserted 
for any improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies.

Great. Great.

725 English Yes, support gender diversity and more importantly 
provide training on these issues

I don't understand "improper purpose." Could a student who 
identifies as male but was born a girl be denied access to the 
boy's bathroom?  Is that improper?  Maybe make it subject to and 
in accordance with the anti discrimination policy.

Yes, but implementation: are we going to construct 
new bathrooms in schools?

726 English Is it possible to alter 'continuously' to either 'regularly' or 
'annually'? I know teachers have a ton of training to 
attend and this is an important topic for training 
purposes but seems excessive for both the teachers 
and school budgets to say 'continuously trained'.

I leave it to experts to provide definitions! These seem accurate. Such facilities are important to assure that 
transgender or gender non-confirming  students are 
comfortable along with their non-transgender peers, 
faculty, and staff.

Again, important that students are able to participate in activities 
accordingly. Most students, in my experience, would fully embrace 
this approach.

727 English I think this is terrific!  Please make sure the training is 
appropriate, relevant and presented by someone with 
expertise in the field.

I don't understand the 2d sentence of the first para AND think that 
it is out of place and not consistent with the intent or purpose of 
the PIP.  "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose?"  that sounds like an underhanded way of saying that a 
student's gender identity is something they just try on for good or 
bad.  That is not true and this insuates gender identity is a choice 
and not something people are born with.  This continues to hur 
trans and gender non conforming kids.  the clause should be 
deleted.

this is mostly good -- i would tighten it a bit so there is 
no wiggle room for bigots to cry fowl as it relates to 
bathrooms.

this is great. the only problem is that the standard for inclusion is 
based upon the regulations of outside organizations and not APS.  
I would put in caveat language that says participation must be in 
compliance with VHSL and VASRA rules UNLESS they are 
significantly different from protections outlined in the APS non-
discrimination PIP.  In that case, APS rules trump inconsistent 
VHSL or VASRA rules.

728 English I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision
729 English Mental illnesses shouldn’t be catered too! Stop making this normal! Not acceptable! Not acceptable!
730 English I agree I agree I agree and support this approach I don't have any knowledge about this area

731 English Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!  These policy 
implementation procedures will help ensure that all 
students are supported and treated with common 
courtesy, respect, and dignity.

732 English I agree with these principles in general but have a few 
concerns in implementation

This is fine I have some concern about implementation of this. 
Specifically, when student's physical appearance does 
not match their gender identity and other children 
being able to observe these physical differences in 
this setting.

This is fine
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733 English Transgender students should not be given special 
treatment and never should our teachers be forced to 
adapt the way they respectfully address our young 
students based upon their "choice" of gender.  We 
don't need to train our teachers the difference between 
a boy and a girl.

I believe everyone has a right to decide who and what they want 
to be.  I don't believe people are born ambiguously without gender 
and those who choose to change their gender should not be 
provided additional rights or privileges that those who are not 
"transgender" do not have.

It's a sad day when in Arlington we are discussing 
genders and bathrooms and not how we can best 
educate and teach our children.

This is ridiculous and I don't support it in any way, shape or form.  
The day you start letting boys compete as girls in Arlington is the 
day that we will all start pulling our children from public schools.  
Our children are 4th generation students in Arlington public 
schools and if you pass this ridiculous legislation none of our 
children will finish in Arlington schools.

734 English I agree with this section and support these goals. I think this section is completely appropriate. I think this section is completely appropriate. I think this section is completely appropriate.

735 English I am very supportive of this introductory provision. I agree with the definitions. I agree. I support this provision.
736 English What will be removed from staffs workloads for training? At what age does this begin? Absolutely no reason for my daughter to see a penis 

before she is sexually active.
We need to protect Title IX  and it’s efforst to protect and propel 
women in sports. VIrginia High schools need to be all on the same 
page before moving forward.

737 English This is important, particularly the training to ensure staff 
are well equipped to support all students.

All students should be supported and not singled out as different 
regardless of gender identity.

I appreciate how this allows students to make a 
choice appropriate to that individual.

I appreciate any steps Arlington can take to support all students 
and allow full participation as chosen by the student.

738 English In the first sentence it states that APS staff members 
are to ensure that ALL students are welcomed to an 
inclusive environment. This PIP seems to focus only on 
transgender children without consideration to the 
feelings of the non-transgender children. I don't think 
the APS staff has spent enough time researching the 
impact this new policy will have on non-transgender 
students.

The PIP denies Title IX protections to girls regarding 
private spaces and from unfair or unsafe experiences 
in school and public settings. Children will be 
conditioned to not only accept, but to embrace and 
participate in the transgender experience and lifestyle. 
Promotion of an ideology is not the role of a public 
school system.

It is not fair to have a transgender boy competing in girls' sports. 
Boys are genetically stronger - period. This isn't fair to female 
athletes. In some cases, female athletes (biologically female) will 
lose out on college scholarships if they are physically competing 
with biological males.
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739 English

740 English These policy implementation procedures will help 
ensure that all students are supported and treated with 
common courtesy, respeThank you APS for doing the 
right thing to protect and support ALL Arlington 
students!ct, and dignity.

741 English I support this language. I am comfortable with these definitions and support their use and 
inclusion.

I support this language. This seems fine.

742 English Fully agreed. Agreed. Fully agreed. Agreed.
743 English Please hire official external trainers to provide and lead 

the APS trainings for teachers on these topics. Our 
school admins do not provide specific guidance or 
consequences for misbehavior and it’s very hard as a 
teacher to navigate some gray areas of free 
speech/sexual expression/etc. We need ongoing 
research based training and support specifically on how 
to do this every day.

None None Agreed

744 English I wholeheartedly approve of nondiscrimination policies 
on transgender and nonbinary issues and of ongoing 
training to support this.

I approve of these definitions and would urge even more specific 
provisions clarifying what might be considered "improper purpose" 
or "assertion of gender identity"

I wholeheartedly support this policy. Thank you! This is a wonderful approach to extracurricular activities for our 
trans, questioning, and nonbinary children, as well as their cis 
peers.
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745 English Glad to hear kids will be protected in Arlington! What School Board policies? I would like to know that children 
can be identified as the gender they identify with. This makes me 
worried School Board policies might prevent that.

Could you include the positive as well? Yes, these 
facilities are AVAILABLE, but could "Students cannot 
be prevented from using a facility that corresponds to 
their gender identity." be added?

746 English I'm extremely grateful that Arlington Public Schools are 
looking to protect and support our trans students. I'm in 
full support of all of the proposed policies to do so.

747 English As an Arlington resident who lives in 22203, I support 
this draft PIP.

Anyone who has discussed this with a trans person, as I have 
with my nephew, knows the above to be true.

All folks just want to be able to comfortably use the 
bathroom.  At no point ever has a trans man ever 
entered the ladies room in an effort to assault, sexually 
or otherwise, any woman in the bathroom.  This is a 
scare tactic used by the ignorant in a way to deal with 
an issue with which they have ignorance or 
discomfort.  It would be far better for these restroom 
scaremongers to simply allow themselves to be 
educated on the subject.  Hooray to APS for finally 
creating this plan.

As an Arlington resident who lives in 22203, I support this draft 
PIP.

748 English Opposed Opposed Opposed Opposed
749 English Every student deserves a safe welcoming environment. 

This intro is good.
I agree with these definitions. Good compromise Good

750 English remove "to all students who seek privacy" and end 
statement there to end with "to all students". set the 
tone that this references all students.

751 English I strongly agree agree I believe all bathrooms should be gender neutral and 
private.

I agree

752 English I'm very happy to see Arlington protecting and 
supporting our trans kids. These policies are wonderful 
and I hope to see them put into place.

753 English I absolutely support ensuring the safety, support, and 
inclusivity of ALL students, including and especially 
transgender students, as their experiences tend to be 
far more difficult given an environment that does not 
promote this attitude.

Biologically, sex has never been a binary, and I believe gender 
should not be a binary or fixed state of being either.  People who 
identify as a gender other than what they were assigned at birth 
should be referred to as that gender.

I absolutely agree I agree absolutely

754 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students
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755 English I appreciate and agree with these aspirations. I would 
encourage folks to receive training from trans/LGBT 
grassroots organizations, if possible. The community 
should ideally be at the forefront of teachings.

I would suggest using 'another' instead of 'alternative' gender, as 
the word alternative has negative connotations of purposeful 
subversion/as an 'alternate choice'. In a way it frames the binary 
genders of male and female as the standard and frames anything 
else as deviant or alternative, reinforcing cisnormative norms. 
Other than that, this sounds lovely.

Sounds great Sounds great!

756 English Why are you sexuallizing children? Biological sex is not a social construct. Pandering to an infinitesimal group again., I see.. Those poor biological girls are going to get crushed by biological 
males. It really isn’t fair..

757 English Thank you Arlington Schools for providing a safe 
learning environment for ALL students. I hope this PIP 
is adopted nationwide. All sections of this PIP are 
admirable and demonstrate a movement in the right 
direction for schools everywhere. Please keep up the 
good work!

758 English Agree and support Agree and support Agree and support Agree and support
759 English How about ELs and students from low-economic 

backgrounds?????
760 English Support None Agree, perhaps clarify “made available” - don’t leave 

loophole for teenage pranks - eg non-TG boy says 
he’s a girl for a week so he can go into girls’ locker 
room

Good

761 English This training is critical and too often not provided. 
Kudos for creating an educated workforce.

Thank you for working to create a safe and affirming environment 
for non-binary kids!!!

This is perfect! Let students go to the bathroom where 
they feel most comfortable.

Yes!! Appreciate the inclusivity!

762 English Training should be built into existing training modules, 
rather than creating new ones that will be a drain on 
scarce resources (e.g., staff time).

The premise that sex is "assigned" at birth is faulty. Sex is 
identified at birth; it is not an arbitrary assignment.

I object to this proposed policy. Bathrooms should be 
male or female (girls or boys). Each student should 
use the bathroom that corresponds to his or her 
biological sex. Individual bathrooms can be made 
available to those students who desire additional 
privacy. This proposed policy seeks to protect the 
sensitivites of a handful of students (at most), while 
increasing risks for a great many students (mainly 
girls).

I object to this proposed policy. There are boys divisions / teams 
and girls divisions / teams for a reason. It recognizes the biological 
difference between males and femaies. The proposed policy can 
make it unfair for femaile students when a student who is 
biologically male seeks to compete against femaile students.
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763 English Generally, inclusion is better than exclusion.  No issues 
with proper training of staff to achieve this goal.

Simply stating that "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any 
improper purpose", does not provide any safe guards prevent the 
improper use and/or provide any avenues for enforcement.  There 
needs to be a criteria where the standard can be applied against.  
Otherwise school officials will have no way to know a student's 
intent.

This is a huge problem.  Again, we are asking 
CHILDREN, which are not fully developed (mentally) 
make mature decisions.  This is ripe for abuse.  For 
the protection of all kids involved, single use 
bathrooms should be promoted and enforced.  I 
wholeheartedly oppose the use of bathrooms and 
locker rooms.  Sexual assult and bullying is a real 
thing.  APS needs to be strategic and proactive in 
their thinking.  APS should not wait until until 
something happens and react.  It needs to find fair 
and safe solutions for all children prior to 
implementing the policy.

Isn't this already the case?  Notwithstanding the competitive 
advantage that Male-born individuals will have, this isn't as big as 
an issue as the bathroom and locker room situation.

764 English Thank you for protecting non-binary students! This is very inclusive for all. Thank you! Thank you for allowing all children to be themselves. Good job!

765 English This is essential to providing equity for all students, and 
staff should be trained as soon as possible and 
retraining and clarification should be offered frequently.

This is essential for our students mental health and their ability to 
focus on school and learning in an accepting community.

Yes. I hope that this policy is rigorously enforced and 
reinforced.

BRAVO!

766 English I have no problem with this as long as there are plenty 
of private stalls within the girls (and boys) locker 
rooms.  Just as a transgender student does not want 
to feel singled out by having to use a separate gender 
neutral locker room, neither should a cis-gender 
student who is uncomfortable seeing a penis in the 
girls locker room or breasts in the boys locker room 
have to be singled out.  PLEASE ACCOUNT FOR 
EVERYONE's level of discomfort, not just the trans-
students., as high school and middle school ages are 
awkward for almost EVERYONE.

While it appears that this issue is out of APS' control,  I strongly 
believe that boys who are transitioning or have transitioned to girls 
should NOT be allowed to participate in girls' athletic competitions. 
for a variety of reasons.

767 English I agree and support this section I support I agree and support this I agree

768 English Yes! This is a no brainer. Anything less is unacceptable. Exactly. This is a non-issue. And any non-
Arlingtonians excreting their personal/religious views 
otherwise are irrelevant. Separation of church and 
state please. I grew up in Europe and many 
bathrooms were unisex. Let’s focus on kids washing 
their hands!

Again, yes. This is much ado about nothing. Kids see kids as kids. 
It’s adults that try to twist this into an issue.

769 English Shorten this to : Be Kind.  However don’t ask my kid to 
refer to a genetic boy as a she. Ie. no pronoun nazism!  
Arlington u are getting a bit silly.

Gender is fact. Not an opinion.  Kids with Y chromosomes should 
NOT play on girls teams.  The genetic advantage is unfair

Kids with penis should not use girls bathroom.  I 
heard a parent suggest teachers use kids bathrooms. 
YES to that suggestion

See above.  Unfair to allow xy kids on xx teams
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770 English I agree I agree I agree I agree

771 English This is much needed and I agree with this statement I agree with this statement Agreed.  Gender neutral bathrooms should be 
implemented as much as possible.

Agreed.

772 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students.

Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive students. Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive 
students.

Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive students

773 English I appreciate the addition - this is great! I agree with the definitions. Excellent step for meaningful progress and inclusion. I agree with this addition.

774 English THis is great, in theory, but the training for staff needs 
to be robust. You cannot just hand them a power point 
or google slide and say 'read this'

What does 'gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose...." mean, that needs to be in the training for staff.

Are you planning to build more facilities to 
accomodate those students that need it?

775 English I am in favor of it conceptually but question whether 
"including transgender" should be expanded to include 
all non-binary gender children.  I have learned through 
my son of a variety of children with "non-traditional" 
gender indentities who are discriminated against, not 
only by other students but by teachers and indirectly by 
APS policies and which discrimination not only impacts 
their mental well being, but their grades and classwork 
as well.

Per comment above, does the defintion apply to gender nuetral 
individuals?  I understand this is the umbrella definition, just want 
to make sure we are clear on how it is applied

OK OK

776 English Delete 1st sentence in second paragraph.  In the 
second sentence of second paragraph delete: (1) "and 
effective" (2) "prevent and" (3) ", and as appropriate, 
remedy its effects"

Delete second sentence in first paragraph. Delete second and third sentences. Delete.

777 English no no
778 English All Arlington Public Schools staff shall be continuously 

trained on topics relating to transgender students.  
Training should not conflict with the religious beliefs of 
staff members and students.

"include options that are gender neutral" What does this phrase 
mean? While it appears that this is the direction that the country is 
going with regards to sporting events for students, biological 
differences that are based on a student's actual sex will give them 
either an advantage or disadvantage when compared to students 
that are not transgender. This seems to disregard the biological 
need to distinguish between male and female competition in the 
first place. Of course, have one student participate can be 
overlooked, but this may have far-reaching implications that unfairly 
impact non-transgender students in competition.

779 English It is paramount that everyone feel safe in school. Agree Sensible policy Sensible policy if longstanding and consistent gender identity is 
demonstrated.
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780 English Thank you APS for providing a respectful experience for 
ALL students including gender nonconforming 
students. I have read and endorse each of the other 
sections of this proposal as well.Again, much gratitude!

782 English Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 
safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity. A student is a student.  No special 
training is necessary.  Bottom line is that teachers 
should not allow any harassment or bullying in their 
classrooms, nor be prejudice toward any student.

APS is not using evidence-based curriculum and should NOT be 
teaching "definitions" of this nature to students. These matters are 
for parents, NOT the government to be teaching their children. 
The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data.  Just HOW is APS going to police and 
adjudicate "improper purposes" of someone "asserting" their 
identity?

Gender neutral bathrooms put ALL students at risk - 
bullying, harassment and assault. How is APS going 
to police gender neutral bathrooms to ensure ALL 
students' safety?Single-user bathrooms are 
stigmatizing to everyone. If transgender students feel 
stigmatized when asked to use them, any student will 
feel stigmatized.

The appalling practice of offering "extra credit" to students to 
support LGBT activities is SO discriminatory! APS should be sued! 
This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

783 English I completely agree. I'm proud of APS for coming up 
with a PIP and for supporting every child, in 
accordance with its commitment to the "whole child."

Agree Bathrooms also need to be CONVENIENTLY located. 
Otherwise, a 4 story facility with trailers (like WLHS) 
that only has gender neutral on the first floor won't 
have to make changes. Without convenient access, 
students will continue to avoid using the bathroom or 
drinking sufficient fluids all day, which puts them at 
risk of health problems. So, please revise to state that 
facilities will be conveniently located. Thank you!

Agree - no comments

784 English fully support Fully support As long as single gender facilities are available, I 
support.

support this paragraph.

785 English I strongly support this framework and the intention of 
this policy.

I strongly agree with this policy.

786 English I am supportive of this. I am supportive of this. Bathrooms should be easily accessible so that 
students can use them easily during the school day.

I support this.

787 English Completely support Completely support Completely support Completely support
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788 English Seems very reasonable and fair Defer to APA.  No other comments. I don't think bathrooms are an issue because of stalls.  
But locker rooms are a different matter.   I think a 
group of male kids would be uncomfortable with a 
female in their locker room.  I think a group of females 
would be extremely uncomfortable with a male in the 
locker room with them.  I asked my high school 
daughter what she would think about the situation.  To 
her credit, she had no issues with other students 
figuring out their gender identity but would feel 
extremely uncomfortable with being mandated to 
dress and change in the same room as a biological 
male.          I am  having trouble with the principle 
here.  One individual who identifies as a different 
gender is asking for accommodation.  Fair enough.   
But there ought to be a point where that one student's 
requests do not trump dozens of other individuals.   I 
don't understand why the one student's issues of 
being comfortable are elevated over everybody's elses' 
comfort and I don't understand how the National 
School Boards Association Transgender Students can 
possibly justify that.   A biological male who wants to 
change in a girl's locker room is asserting that his 
needs are more important than dozens of other 
females.   If he doesn't want to use the male locker 
room, fine, then the school should offer him his own 
facility, not tell all the females, "hey, he wants to 
change in your locker room, so you all are just going 
to have to accept it and if you are uncomfortable, too 
bad for you, go use a single user room".   Not a good 
lesson for how society should work.

Pardon my surprise, but this sounds nuts.  I don't think too many 
males will complain about a female wanting to play their sports.    
But a biological male wants to run track or swim or whatever 
against girl athletes and that is okay?  Am I missing something??   
How is that possibly fair to the girl who comes in second to the 
biological male? Who misses out on a district title or even college 
opportunities because a male beat her?   Am I misreading this?  I 
was not a great cross country runner in high school but I could 
beat all the girls without too much trouble.  If I identified as female, 
I could then race against females instead of males?  Again, I can't 
understand how this could possibly be okay.

789 English Agree and strongly support. No changes Agree and strongly support Agree
790 English Good section. Good section. Needs to be expanded and more thought out.  I don't 

have a solution to make everyone comfortable, but we 
can't have students going into public facilities that 
don't correspond to their biological gender (specifically 
locker rooms- bathrooms with stall doors are a little 
different)..  But we also need to make transgender 
students comfortable.  However, we can't build new 
bathrooms in every school for everyone.  Please think 
this through for what it means for everyone.

Disagree with the statement that students may participate in any 
activity.  Biological males should not be on female teams. and vice 
versa.

791 English unnecessary poppycock a financial burden tht is unnecessary unmitigated liberalism at its worst
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792 English All students should have safe, supportive and inclusive 
school environments.  By sectioning out certain people, 
you are identifying them as different and making the 
situation more divisive.

It's a definition. Disagree.   If you are female and have the sex organs 
that match, you should use the female bathroom.  
Likewise if you have male sex parts.   I do not want 
my child to have someone of the opposite sex 
(biological) using the locker room of my child.  They 
can change in a bathroom that is a single use 
bathroom.

This is discriminatory against women if you allow those that say 
they are men participate in women's sports.

793 English no neee for this/ kids are immature and can imagine many things to be different No I think it is a very bad idea. boys can fake a false 
identity to be able to get into the girls room and even 
sexually assault them

It is unfair to the girls because boys are stronger and more athletic

794 English I agree that there should never be harassment of any 
students for any reason. I do not agree that special 
training is needed for staff to recognize harassment.

I do not believe that these concepts are based on real science, 
and I certainly do not agree that they should be taught in K-12. 
Such teachings only serve to confuse and bewilder young minds.

That's fine PROVIDED THAT multi-user facilities are 
designated for scientific (i.e., birth) gender only.

Then all such activities will include boys, girls, and everything else -
- ALWAYS. There will not be a "girls" team that includes someone 
born male -- no matter what the gender identity of that person is.

795 English Gender dysphoria students should not be singled out 
for special treatment. They are already covered by 
existing anti-discrimination laws.

Remove. Irrelevant. Totally opposed to use based on anything other than 
biological sex. Single user unisex facilities are OK.

Totally opposed to this section for reasons already state.

796 English How big a problem is the harassment of transgender 
students that merits "continuous" training at the 
expense of possibly higher-based needs?  What is the 
cost of this training?  What resources are being utilized 
and what sources are being drawn upon for this 
training?

This is ludicrous - the mere expression of an alternate 
"gender identity" should not grant a child access to a 
bathroom of the opposite birth gender.  There are also 
privacy rights of others that should be taken into 
consideration here.  There should not be a burden 
placed on those who seek privacy to seek out 
alternative facilities.facilities when

What does this have to do with discrimination and harassment?  
As the parent of a daughter, why can't we have awards for girls and 
awards for boys?  In what way is this discriminatory?  And why 
should my daughter have to wear a gender-neutral uniform when 
one designated for a girl may be more appropriate?  For example, 
I've heard that band members may not wear dresses or skirts, but 
instead must wear khakis and a polo shirt.
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797 English In general, I do not have a problem with this portion of 
the policy; however, I am deeply concerned that a 
student or parent's expressed concerns and differing 
views with regard to transgenderism will result in 
punishment, harassment, or other negative 
consequences for those with differing viewpoints.  
What exactly constitutes "harassment" and what will be 
done to "remedy its effects?"  Of course all students -- 
even students with gender dysphoria -- deserve to be 
treated with the utmost respect and dignity, but if my 
daughter expresses her opinion in class that gender is a 
scientific reality, and that boys are boys and girls are 
girls, will she herself be punished?  Other students, and 
transgender students, are free to disagree and 
challenge her, but an opposing viewpoint should not be 
shut down in order to promote a pro-transgender 
agenda in the classroom.

This is an example of scientific ignorance, and a rejection of long-
standing, basic facts of biology.  It is clear this "non-
discrimination" policy is nothing more than an effort to inject 
conformist, political ideology into the classroom.

I do not mind making a single user bathroom available 
to any individual who chooses to use it, whether male 
or female.  I am deeply concerned, however, that a 
biological male would be permitted into a girls' 
bathroom or locker room, as well as the other way 
around.

This is outrageous, and utterly rejects many of the achievements of 
feminism.  Biologically male students who claim to be female are 
nevertheless biologically male.  As athletes, allowing them to 
compete against females will provide an advantage in certain 
physical sports.  That a biologically male student could take home 
trophies while competing against women is an incredible insult to 
girls trying to achieve their best through athletic participation.

798 English I hope these policy changes are put in place for the 
2019-20 school year. Glad to hear APS will 
continuously train teachers and staff on topics relating 
to transgender students. As new teachers and staff 
enter the system on a regular basis, continuous training 
will be important, and regualr trainig will remind all of 
the importance of making sure all students are safe and 
are treated resepctfully.

It's good for a defintition to be clarified. This should be revised to state that single user, 
gender neutral facilities will be CONVENIENTLY 
located. Some transgender students in Arlington have 
been late for their classes or have avoided using the 
bathroom during the school day, or have 
compromised their health by not drinking water during 
the school day because the gender neutral bathroom 
is not conveniently located near their lockers and 
classrooms. Additionally, cisgender students may find 
single user, gender neutral facilites preferable.

799 English It is good that we’re finally institutionalizing knowledge 
on trans issues. It’s a new topic for a lot of teachers, 
and knowledge is power

Perfect. Clear. And concise. Good job It’s about time! Transgender in sports is a challenging topic. I want the trans 
community to have freedom to pursue their passions. But I also 
believe that genetic females shouldn’t compete physically against 
genetic males. Part of growing up is learning to prioritize. Gender 
Identity is abstract, while biology is concrete.  They may need to 
choose which action is more important to them.

800 English I support this statement. I support this statement. I support this statement. I support this statement.
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801 English While I think this is a step in the right direction I hope 
that this isn't more of Arlington county just giving lip 
service to something and not following through on it. 
Arlington has a very real problem with classism and 
bigotry. I am hopeful that the county won't be cowed by 
a select few into not actually following through with this 
much-needed step in becoming a conscientious and 
21st century community. you seek to have people 
move into this community yet you do not make it 
accommodating for everyone. I do not have children 
who are gender non-conforming, but I would certainly 
want them to be treated fairly and equitably if they 
were. As I said this is a good first step.

I have no issues with these definitions. This seems fair and reasonable. This is fair and reasonable and is equitable.

802 English This section is inclusive and I agree with the 
statements in the introduction

I agree with this section This section is important for creating a safe 
environment for students

I agree

803 English None.  Transgender students deserve the utmost 
respect from teachers and other students and should 
not ever be subject to harassment or discrimination.

Agree Agreeagree Agree

804 English I agree Makes sense and I agree Bathrooms should be determined by sex (male/ 
female) rather than gender identity. Where 
reasonable, every effort should be made to make 
gender neutral bathrooms available, but it strikes me 
as a lot of work and money to construct separate 
bathrooms when bathrooms really come down to 
“people with vaginas go here and people with penises 
go here.” All single user facilities however should be 
made gender neutral (all it takes is changing the sign).

Makes sense and I agree

805 English Like it! The term “behavior” bothers me- what “behavior” is male or 
female?? The rest is fine

Ok Good

806 English I strongly support this.  All students deserve a safe 
place to learn and respect.

No particular comments on these definitions,  but I support the 
policy as a whole.

I strongly support this. I support it.

807 English Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth
808 English I approve. Recognition and acceptance from authority 

figures is a very strong tool to fight the catastrophic 
suicide rate in transgender youth. Respect is easy, and 
means the world to our children.

I approve. This is well written. I approve. Furthermore, anyone who violates a child’s 
privacy while they use bathroom facilities should be 
put on the sexual offenders list.

I agree. These competitions are games meant to serve the 
physical, moral, and mental education of our children. Every child 
should have the opportunity to play in a way that will make them 
comfortable to do so.

809 English I am a member of the Arlington community since I was 
a child and fully support improving teachers and staff 
training on these sensitive issues.

I very much agree with this and am glad that Arlington does not 
use physical sex assigned at birth.

I 100% agree with this, as it gives students the dignity 
and respect to be able to act in all ways with their 
current chosen gender, instead of forcing them to 
have to go in to the bathroom of people who are not 
their gender.

I agree with this, as it respects the rules set out by the VHSL and 
VASRA, but outside of that, allows participation in any sport in 
such a way that is respectful to their gender.

810 English good good great great
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811 English I completely agree. All of our students should feel 
welcome and training of staff is incredibly important.

No concerns. Seems like a broad and inclusive definition. Completely in support

812 English I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it
813 English It is a parents job to talk about and educate their 

children about these matters.
Single user bathrooms are a good idea but ALL 
students should not be forced to use facilities with 
someone of another sex.  I completely understand that 
some people may identify with a d

ALL students should be taken into consideration and not forced to 
use a facility with those of a different sex. Gender identity is 
sensitive and I understand some children identify with a gender 
other than their given sex and we should love those children and 
make sure they feel included and not excluded but I don't believe 
loving and.considering what is best for them should ALSO consider 
other children as well.

814 English This is exactly the kind of policy that saves lives. 
Affording transgender and non gender-conforming 
students access to restrooms is critical.

This will save lives. I wish my school had protections like this when 
I was a child.

815 English I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy
816 English There have been incidents where students have 

claimed to be transgender only to access a bathroom 
to assault other students.    
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-
education/child-sex-assault-case-decatur-schools-
touches-national-debate-over-gender-
identity/SKG4vOR4BCFpdrkynKSRyH  What steps 
are being taken to avoid such incidents in APS?

817 English Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students Agree - thank you for protecting all APS 
studentsAgree - thank you for protecting all APS 
students

Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students

818 English This is the most advanced written school policy, 
Arlington County has EVER MADE.  Being an 
Arlington resident since 1968; I count myself as being 
fortunate!❤

This is MOST CRITICAL as sooo many student trying to deal with 
their gender identity meet vast opposition; and thus COMMIT 
SUICIDE!😢😢.  It is VITAL that these students feel free to 
come out in public to their counselirs, teacher & hopefully peers; 
without fear of recrimination or BULLYING; there is a stringer 
chance that they may feel refuge in SAFE SCHOOLS

This section is so important. The school MUST be 
vigilant in enforcing  a NON-THREATENING 
ENVIRONMENT for these students!

I think this policy will be considered by the nation as a MODEL 
EXAMPLE of how an extracurricular program, including spirts, 
SHOULD BE MADE

819 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Yes!!!!

820 English I support this I agree I agree. In addition bathrooms should be convenient 
so that students aren’t late to class

I agree
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821 English Please ensure that while trying to protect our small 
(less than 1%) population of transgender students, you 
don't loses sight of protecting the rights of non-
transgender students (eg the other 99% of students).  
Also, ensure the training APS staff are provided or 
directed to take doesn't violate their rights, and is 
informed by accepted medical and scientific research 
(and not ideological material).  Please slow down this 
PIP process and ensure it is transparent and based on 
facts.  From what I've seen so far, that has not been the 
case.  Additionally, even this opportunity to comment 
doesn't provide an measurable data, and doesn't 
appear to have controls that guarantee the same person 
can submit multiple times, or are even Arlington 
residents.

I disagree with the term "sex assigned at birth" because it implies 
that a baby has a choice in the matter.  That term was originally 
meant for the .018% of intersex people whose bodies differ from 
standard male or female.  Perhaps a definition of "sex" is also 
needed in this section, with two choices of "male" or "female" 
based on biology.  In other words, distinguish between biological 
sex and the arbitrary social construct of gender.  Using the 
"gingerbread" man to describe sex and gender is not based on 
scientific or medical research and should not be used (for training 
or to lean on for definitions).

My wife and I dread the thought of our two teen-aged 
daughters walking into a locker room after P.E. or 
after-school sports to find a nude male changing or 
taking a shower.  And this is exactly what the J-2 PIP 
would allow, without any warning.  Sure, my 
daughters can ask to use a single-user facility, but 
1—sexual encounters cannot be undone (is the school 
board prepared to accept this liability?), and 2—how 
does being referred to single-user facilities foster an 
inclusive environment for my daughters?

It’s a fact that males have higher testosterone levels, higher bone 
density, and more muscle mass than females.  In track, boys are 
simply faster than girls.  So where is the equality for our daughter 
when athletes born male take the top places and she loses the 
opportunity to compete at the state finals, or receive scholarship 
attention?  If APS is going to refer to VHSL guidelines as 
mandatory in this regard, then there's no reason to repeat it here.  
What happens when VHSL changes their rules?  Is APS bound to 
VHSL rules, and what happens if we choose not to conform to 
allow biological males participate in female sports?

822 English Please create gender neutral bathrooms and changing 
rooms for transgenders and leave cis gender 
bathrooms alone.You cannot give one group rights by 
taking away rights from others this only creates 
hostility. Diversity is about affirming people's truths so 
we should aim to create safe, supportive and inclusive 
school environments via mutual respect instead of 
"my way or the highway"!

823 English I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with it. I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with this policy.
824 English I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with it. I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with this policy.
825 English I fully support this section. I support this section. I support this section mostly, however establishing 

access should be convenient is desirable.
I support this section.

826 English I completely agree with this. No comment, this seems correct I agree this is important and support it fully as a 
parent with a cisgender child in APS.

Absolutely agree!

827 English I fully support this section. Continuous training is 
critical to ensure that staff members will treat 
transgender and gender-nonconforming students 
appropriately.

I support this section. The language relating to asserting gender 
identity for improper purposes should ease any concerns of 
individuals who fear male students using female-gendered 
restrooms. It would be better if this section included a 
definitionthat applied more clearly to  nonbinary students.

Access to restroom facilities should be convenient to 
students, so that they do not have to use a restrrom or 
locker room located at a significant distance from their 
classroom or on another floor. Any alternative locker 
(or changing) room should have a locking storage 
cabinet or locker for the student(s)' use.

I support this section, especially the part citing the rules of the 
Virginia High School League.

828 English TRANS RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS TRANS RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS TRANS RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS Why do we even segregate by gender. What is this the 40s?

829 English I'm an Arlington resident and I support this policy in its 
entirety. I wish I had the expertise to help you refine 
further!

This seems accurate to the best of my knowledge. Language 
about gender fluidity could perhaps be included, but that's even 
further outside my expertise.

I'm especially happy about single use, gender neutral 
facilities!

830 English It would be helpful to elaborate on the first paragraph in this 
section. Re: improper assertion of gender identity.  I am interested 
to know to what extent male and female gender identity that 
corresponds to one’s anatomy will be protected.
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831 English Sounds good to me. Sounds good. Perfect. Will this apply to cheerleaders? Because it should. One gender 
neutral outfit per sport.

832 English I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it.
833 English
834 English The training is highly important and I support this 

measure.
This is an accurate definition. This is an appropriate action. These are good and appropriate actions.

835 English I agree with this measure I agree with this measure I agree with this measure I agree with this measure
836 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students!
837 English I strongly agree that all students, including transgender 

students have a safe and supportive learning 
environment.

I agree that gender identity is one’s senses of self regardless of 
what gender you are born with.

I agree that gender neutral facilities should be made 
available for all students.

I strongly agree that students should be able to participate with 
curricular activities consistent with their gender identity.

838 English Agree that staff needs to be trained and held 
responsible for upholding the safety and well-being of 
all children, including transgender kids who are 
currently being subjected to a number of issues and 
inconsistent support (and, unfortunately, lack of 
support) from school administrations.

Accurate definitions. Would like to see wording that ensures gender neutral 
facilities will be made available in easily accessible 
locations, instead of requiring students to travel long 
distances between or during classes to access gender 
neutral bathrooms, which are currently often only 
located in the nurse's office or staff bathrooms.

Appropriate policy + wording.

839 English I approve and greatly appreciate. I highly suggest that 
those people continuously training staff on trans topics 
includes some actual transgender people to provide 
first-hand insight.

"Transgender" describes only individuals whose gender 
IDENTITY differs from their assigned gender at birth. For 
example, if someone expresses themselves and asks "masculine", 
but still identifies as female, that does not mean they are 
transgender.

Sounds good (REDACT) yeah

840 English Yes Yes Girls should not be required to shower with peers with 
penises.Like it or not, there is room for abuse of this 
permission.  I am not concerned about the trans child, 
but the cis-boy who abuses this access to shower 
with girls.  We need to allow teen girls privacy and 
safety both.

841 English Gender identity is a fairly recent term or idea. Naturally at birth the 
vast majority of people are born either male or female. For the 
very small percent of those born with special circumstances I 
support protection from harassment on which identity they 
choose. For others to go against naturally occurring sexual gender 
causes more problems for the individual and those around them 
psychologically especially at an early age. If they decision on 
identity is going to based on what a small percentage feel it 
should be, why is this small percent being the one to choose?

I would feel my student is being harassed by a 
student who "claims" a different identity and uses the 
incorrect bathroom. If you seek to protect children 
from harassment who is protecting my child in your 
school? Boys should not be allowed in girls bathrooms 
regardless of what they say their gender identity is 
currently. If you a trying to protect their identity, who 
is protecting my daughters identity as a woman?

If the VHSL has rules that limit participation based on gender, why 
does Arlington think they are different?

842 English APS - thank you for supporting ALL kids! Sounds about right! Agree! Agree!
843 English Thanks for supporting all kids aps!
844 English Please implement as described Please implement Please implement Awesome
845 English I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
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846 English It's vitally important for all students to feel protected so 
they can learn. Thank you for supporting transgender 
students.

It is consistent with the feelings of my friends and family 
members.

Students are safest when they are using the restroom 
consistent with their gender identity. Thank you for 
protecting all students.

847 English Thank you. Training is so important! Well written. Please make sure all Arlington buildings follow this!

848 English  1.The proposed PIP by no means reflects the opinion 
of most of the community whose taxes support our 
schools. It is essential that the staff also receive 
instruction in alternative points of view, namely those 
the are opposed to the redefinition of biological sex. We 
urge that other opinions be equally respected; that 
parents, educators and physicians opposed to this 
social engineering be given a voice and not subjected 
to accusations of bigotry; and that parents’ rights to 
raise their children according to their conscience be 
safeguarded, especially when their views differ from 
those of the school system.

The definitions section is deeply troubling. The community by no 
means accepts these notions, as they are utterly ideological and 
devoid of basis in science. There are only two genders. We 
request that APSVA disclose any scientific or medical basis, 
including peer reviewed medical studies, for these “umbrella 
terms”.

 3What accommodations will APS make for those 
students who decline to share bathrooms and lockers 
with peers who identify as other than their biological 
sex? It is untenable to deny the former the respect 
and protection of their privacy and modesty, as 
several other jurisdictions have recognized (e.g., the 
9th circuit in Michenfelder v. Sumner (1988) or the 
3rd circuit in Doe v. Boyertown Area School District 
(2018). How will APS protect the privacy and dignity 
of the great majority of our students?

Again, it is deeply troubling that this is proposed as policy, as it in 
no way reflects the view of the community, let alone reality. There 
are only two genders. Pretending otherwise will defeat the purpose 
of school athletics.

849 English What constitutes "inclusive"...what constitutes 
"harassment" ?  This needs to be defined for teachers 
and staff.  This is too broad...and leaves teachers and 
staff vulnerable to complaints or even lawsuits.

You are going to need a LOT of single-user bathroom 
facilities to accommodate everyone who is 
uncomfortable with open bathrooms/locker rooms.  
How do you go about making sure a student's 
changing gender identity is authentic.  What kind of 
documentation will you need?  Lots of room for abuse 
of this policy.  Needs clarification.

NO NO NO!  Women have found so hard to have their chance to 
succeed in sports.  It isn't fair to have them competing against 
biological men in sports.  The strength, speed,  and agility 
differences are too great.  We have to have a carve out for sports.  
Don't put cis-women back on the bench or oust them from sports.

850 English This is excellent. Staff training should be ongoing. This is excellent. This is excellent. Gender neutral facilities should be 
conveniently located.

This is excellent. Trans kids should be able to participate in extra 
curricular activities without being “outed. “

851 English Great stuff! Yes! Good idea! Sounds great Yes!
852 English How will substitue teachers and interns be trained on 

these topics? Will custodial and Extended Day staff be 
trained on these topics as well?

If a substitute teacher sees a student who appears to 
be a boy entering the girl's bathroom, will the teacher 
know what to do/say if they are unaware of the gender 
identity of the child?

How will equity in competition be maintained under this policy? If a 
student born male participates in female sports, she may be 
physically superior to the female-born athletes. This seems like an 
unfair advantage.

853 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

854 English Sounds good. True I think Our children deserve no less Why not
855 English Thrilled that you are protecting our questioning and 

gender non-conforming youth here in Arlington. Please 
continue to do so. The training on this topic is 
absolutely necessary.

As an LGBTQ attorney, the definitions appear to be "spot on" Bravo! Clearly stated. I am not familiar with the VHSL and VASRA rules so I won't 
comment other than saying that keeping the "gender neutral" 
language is useful.

856 English I think boys and biological boys should not be allowed to participate 
in girl’s sports. Especially when it comes to scholarships.
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857 English What does continuously trained mean?  Are we putting 
more resources into this than we are into other issues 
that students face, like ADHD, depression, anxiety, and 
so forth?  Even though this is a much smaller 
population?   I support preventing bullying or 
harassment of any kind, but will the school system 
overweight this type of bullying over other kinds?

How will you make sure "Gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies."?  How will you know if teenage biological boy just wants 
to go get naked in the girls' bathroom or truly has transgender 
feelings?  Why not take the approach that transgender individuals 
who have completed physical transition are allowed in the 
restroom of their new gender?

I don't have a lot of concern about individuals who 
legitimately and sincerely identify as transgender 
using the bathroom of their choice.  I have significant 
concerns with curious boys who are just horny 
deciding to go into girls' bathrooms locker rooms and 
get naked and watch girls who are trying to change.  
How will you stop that from happening?  Do you care 
if it does?  Do you have a plan? What will you do 
when the first girl is molested?  Are you prepared for 
the lawsuits that will be filed against the school 
district? Where are you getting the money to build all 
of the new single user bathrooms that all of the girls 
are going to want to use once boys start coming in 
their bathroom and vice-versa.  My middle school boy 
says if girls start using his bathroom, he'll just "hold it" 
all day so he doesn't have to go to the bathroom.  Is it 
fair to place such burdens on the 99% because the 
1% won't use single use bathrooms?

This will gut the advances made by Title IX.  It's already happening 
other places in the country where athletes are allowed to choose 
whichever gender sport they wish to compete in.  Are you prepared 
to explain to girl athletes why they can no longer be competitive 
because boys want to win and so they join girls' sports?

858 English Making this everyone's responsibility is a strong 
statement that is very clear.  Ongoing continually 
updated training makes a big difference because 
teacher degree programs don't cover adequately.

NSBA is an excellent resource. A very big issue--I agree with this approach. Thank 
you.

Good for all.

859 English I am concerned about spending money on this when 
there are so many other priorities and larger student 
populations that are not being addressed.

The definition it is over brand, in part because it relies on the 
goodwill of individuals from asserting a different gender identity 
with an improper purpose. It will be impossible to for the schools 
to decide if any particular individual is asserting gender identity for 
an improper purpose.

Because of the ease with which a student could 
assert gender identity, this rule will result in girls in 
boys restrooms  and boys in girls restrooms that have 
nothing to do with transgender preferences.

This will destroy girls sports.
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860 English It is of course important that all students, including 
transgender students, have safe school environments. 
Supportive and inclusive, however, needs further 
exploration about what APS means specifically. For 
example, parents of students who are experiencing 
gender dysphoria or expression of transgenderism 
should be included in the support of the student. 
Additionally, APS should be willing to be supportive of 
not affirming a student's dysphoria in many of the ways 
suggested in this PIP, as they may actually be more 
harmful than beneficial. As for staff training, staff should 
be continuously trained on topics of a very broad range 
of topics relating to many different APS students: 
transgender, autism spectrum, sensory disorders 
(blindness, hard of hearing/deafness). School staff 
members should be responsible for taking prompt and 
effective steps to prevent and respond to harassment of 
any kind, including gender identity, overweight/obese, 
quirky, wearing glasses, acne, voice changes 
accompanying natural puberty. In other words, bullying 
should not be tolerated for any student for any reason. 
Transgender students should not get the highest level 
protection unless for some reason there was statistical 
information which demonstrated that this is absolutely 
necessary (very doubtful).

Yes, there are students who do not identify their gender with the 
biological sex of their body, which was actually not assigned at 
birth but occurred at conception (except in very rare cases 
whereby for example, a developing fetus with xy chromosomes 
lacks testosterone receptors and therefore the body defaults to 
female genitalia). Also, although transgenderism is a real thing 
among adults, in children, many gender identity issues will in fact 
sort out. In fact, it is MORE prudent and MORE responsible to 
pursue and encourage less aggressive routes in children and 
adolescents while their brains are still forming. There are very 
very few cases where the gender dysphoria is severe and causing 
significant distress. Those students should of course receive 
much additional support and extra access to school counseling 
and mental health services alongside and including their families. 
But do remember, children do not drive until 16 years of age, vote 
until 18 years of age, and insurance costs go down at 25 years of 
age after the brain has more fully developed. Young children and 
developing adolescents should NOT be pushed into believing 
whole-heartedly their gender dysphoria. So much can be done in 
a caring and HELPFUL manner.

Many many concerns here. 1) Non-gender dysphoric 
students are put in awkward situations, but no one 
seems to really believe this or care about the concern. 
2. Gender affirmation should NOT be the gold 
standard. It should NOT be the default plan. If APS 
truly wants the best for kids, allowing children to 
affirm so easily a deep struggle by permitting these 
students to participate in such bold declarations of 
their gender identity expression is reckless. 3. When 
these students graduate APS, or even well before 
they graduate, what are they going to do in public 
places that do not have gender neutral facilities? Are 
these students going to be coached about what to do 
in the world should they enter and use a bathroom 
inconsistent with their biological sex and a significant 
problem arises? I hope so, because the world is not 
set up to function this way. I realize that APS is racing 
to be a pioneer in this area, but are you prepared for 
all that that means?

Concern for girls' sports. But all sports really. You are putting a lot 
of kids in situations that require a lot of maturity, maturity that they 
do not have and should not be pushed to have at rates unnatural to 
typical human growth and development.

861 English I take issue with "trained on topics relating to 
transgender students." 1) What are those topics? 2) I 
believe this is a philosophy that should not be pushed 
on people who believe LGBTQ+ is morally wrong.

A person should not be discriminated for referring to someone as 
the gender they are assigned at birth, since this is biologically true 
and accurate.

I take great issue with the first sentence of this 
section. This violates the privacy and protection of the 
majority of students attending the school. Students 
should be given two options 1) A bathroom consistent 
with their biological gender or 2) a single user 
bathroom facility. It is not against someone's rights as 
a LGBTQ to give them access to a private facility. The 
LGBTQ person does not need to have access to an 
opposite gender bathroom, since this is not a 
necessity for basic bodily functions. Allowing this 
poses a risk to all students in terms of sexual 
harassment to both the students and those who 
identify as LGBTQ.

This is morally wrong. Students have been divided into different 
gender activities for the sole purpose of keeping things equitable. 
Allowing someone with hormones and a different biological make-
up to compete against opposite sex peers is wrong.

862 English Only parents and those whom are professional 
counselors should address this subject with a student.

It’s a definition that should only be explained to high school 
students.

Wrong! Wrong! Wrong! Wrong! You are destroying women’s competition.

863 English School staff members are responsible for taking prompt 
and effective steps to prevent and respond to 
harassment of any kind, including that which is based 
on gender identity and, as appropriate, remedy its 
effects.  This is so important. An initial response should 
be same day or within 24 hours.

Makes sense. Makes sense. Makes sense. I think the most challenging issue will be M2F 
participating in traditional female sporting activities.
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864 English I agree Sounds good looks good ok
865 English Fantastic. We need to support our trans youth in 

Arlington Public Schools!
Fantastic Amazing! Wonderful!

866 English 1- It is interesting that staff need be continuously 
trained on these topics. Is that because we are still 
defining and experimenting with the language, culture 
around ideas in this arena?Because there are still so 
many things to roll out beyond bathrooms, pronouns, 
uniforms, field trips and forms? I imagine new staff 
would need to be made aware of the all the new 
transgender language and definitions as does most of 
society at this point. Most people still have never heard 
the term Cisgender, but I am certain with continuous 
training you will be sure to bring all the new language 
and pronouns into use. Who is choosing the pronouns 
by the way-it looks like right now your pip states that 
each child is able to choose what they feel best 
describes them? Or will you lean on the transgender 
parents, school officials creating forms, the Trans 
lobbies to dictate?  Yes, it seems a lot of mandatory 
repeated training will be necessary to keep up with all 
the new ideas arising around gender. I know GLSEN is 
quickly trying to nationalize all of this to minimize the 
messiness of the social program's roll-out for you and 
the rest of the country. Also I understand they keep the 
expense of your continual training at a minimum. In 
terms of harassment, I would hope that staff would step 
in wherever harassment of any kind takes place on any 
issue where bullying is involved. What do you mean by 
remedy its effects in this context? Wouldn’t the same 
procedures apply in any context…

You have defined gender dysphoria in the new (2015) clinical 
sense. By codifying it in the PIP you are embracing the idea for all 
children. Ironically the definition itself shows that it is a sense of 
one's self, not a biological fact. Are you suggesting that sex 
assigned at birth is arbitrary and gender identity is made up by 
culture? It seems to me that more often than not gender 
stereotypes of male/female present the problem for 
transgender/non-binary children. If we add 10 new gender 
identities wouldn't we still then be making up gender identity as a 
culture? Is there a DNA structure that creates something other 
than one body that carries and births the next generation and one 
that donates the sperm. Call it anything you would like, it is still in 
the DNA of every animal to either be the one or the other for the 
next generation. We just happen to be the one species who can 
think about it and therefore decide, by a sense of ourselves, that 
we can choose to be something different. Changing society so we 
have males having babies and women taking off their breasts, 
doesn’t alter the DNA that dictates one form or the other. We just 
now have an entire culture that reflects 1% of the populations 
need to feel like society reflects their sense of themselves. Most 
people I know that are transgender, have based the dysphoria 
around identifying or not identifying with a perceived gender norm. 
I understand that sometimes their hatred for these body parts is 
present, real and can be extremely painful, but I also understand 
that can be inflicted by trauma as well. One transgender person 
discussed it this way, I wanted to wear makeup, I hated sports, 
another this way I don't like to be put in a dress and I liked to play 
with trucks and bugs when I was little. Each of my boys have 
chosen pink as their favorite color for a many years, worn dresses, 
and been interested in make up all generally before age of seven. 
I have a really tough time with someone educating them that 
because

I think it would be a great idea to take one bathroom 
on every floor and create completely private stalls for 
every stall, so that all kids feel safe. At the same time, 
I don't see why you can't have another bathroom for 
sex-segregated children.  I don't see anyway to 
protect the privacy and regulate who is truly in a state 
of gender dysphoria without the costs of reworking 
every bathroom in the school. My son is too shy to 
have a bowel movement in his bathroom with his 
same biological gender and therefore holds it all day. 
He said, Mom, if I have to share with girls, I will just 
hold it my urine all day too. So whose need to not go 
all day supersedes the other? One of my daughters is 
timid, very little, not very strong and unassertive, I 
worry about safe in shared use bathrooms, particularly 
ones with older boys. Single user bathrooms would 
stigmatize her as well. My high school student's first 
reaction to a singe use option was, "wow, I can only 
imagine the things that will go down in there." You 
have the responsibility to protect the safety, and 
emotional welfare of all children. As of yet, your 
policies or at least the current transparency in them 
do not do that. I learned of one young boy who said 
about the neutral bathrooms, "Awesome, I’d love to 
see a more booby." Disrespectful attitude toward a lot 
of people there.

I am amazed that women in particular on this school board are 
willing to toss away Title IX based upon the yet unproven idea that 
hormone blockers if taken early enough will reduce the competitive 
advantage of boys that transition to women. Is the assumption here 
that all transpeople will eventually be on hormone blockers by a 
certain age so competition will eventually be more fair? Another 
assumption is that children who are trans are merely that way 
because of their DNA. Among the Kuna in Panama it was more 
advantageous to be a girl as they owned the property and had 
political power. As a result boys were often transitioned to girls in 
order to have significance in society. Is it not possible then that 
boys may find it more advantageous in our new society to make 
the transition when they are just not as competitive in their sports 
or even in college applications. It is ignorant to imagine that 
teaching kids these ideas will only impact kids whose “biology” 
predetermines this and thus astounding that you would take us 
back 70 years in women’s rights. You have absolutely no 
protections built into this policy to protect girls’ ability to compete 
and it seems you don’t care, from what I have read the transgender 
parents in CT don’t care about the other girls either, just their 
transgender daughters. Additionally, please tell me what a gender 
neutral uniform looks like? Are we making up new outfits to be 
gender neutral? Do teams vote on what that looks like? Do all kids 
have a dress IEP that allows them to have their individually 
preferred uniform and extra-curriculur attire? Do we vote as a group 
what our gender neutral uniform looks like? If I am a non-binary 
boy who plays girls sports, but doesn’t like wearing pants/shorts, is 
my gender neutral uniform for soccer or marching band a skirt or 
dress? Would gender neutral be particularly challenging for 
women’s gymnastics, cheerleading, dance teams, and the like. 
Again, the 99% must change  to accommodate the  one.

867 Spanish No Se debe enfocar en solo un grupo, debe enfocarse 
en todos los estudiantes en general.

La identidad de generic Es de acuerdo al sexo en el momento de 
navimiiento.

Definitivamente no Estoy de acuerdo en este punto.  
Entonces construyan un tercer baño para este grupo y 
Asi podran tener su privacidad.  Entiendo q lo q 
tenemos q enfocar Es en el respeto hacia los demas.

Totalmente en desacuerdo.

868 English Please do not approve this PIP.  We only need one, 
clear, centralized anti-bullying and non-discrimination 
policy without the need to qualify special rights for 
every advocacy group that comes along.

Reject Reject
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869 English .  I don’t wish to see the county undermine the rights of 
parents to direct this sensitive conversation with their 
children.

.  I don’t wish to see the county undermine the rights of parents to 
direct this sensitive conversation with their children.

As an Arlington County citizen, I am opposed to the 
County School systems’ proposed guidelines, which 
would allow APS students to use bathrooms, locker 
rooms, etc., based on gender identity, not birth sex.  I 
don’t wish to see the county undermine the rights of 
parents to direct this sensitive conversation with their 
children.

.  I don’t wish to see the county undermine the rights of parents to 
direct this sensitive conversation with their children.

870 English Thank you for offering safe and supportive 
environments for kids, our future, to live and learn.

871 English I worry that acciental misuse of a preferred pronoun 
could be considered harassment and could be cause 
for legal recourse. I don'd think anyone can disagree 
that all students should not be harassed or 
discriminated against.  However the plans that would 
be implemented under this provision are overreaching.

What will be done if students are uncomfortable with 
the opposite biological sex using their bathrooms?  
How will their comfort be addressed?

There are known differences in the physical abilites of 
males/females.  This destroys the equal playing field that has been 
created for males and females alike. This undoes all the triumphs 
that have been made in creating a competitive and fair athletic 
arena for females. What happens with males take advantage of this 
provision?  It makes it impossible to deny their participation even in 
cases of abuse/fraud.

872 English This has been done for decades and should continue to 
be done for ALL students.  A policy should not single 
out a particular group of students (ie: transgender).

Has the NSBA lost their mind?  If a child wants to identify as an 
animal, is that going to be permitted next?  Teacher: "Why are 
you urinating on the fire hydrant?" Student: "I believe I am a dog."  
 Would we permit that?  Did that make you laugh?  Well it 
should, becasue its stupid!  Yet that's the very logic that is being 
applied.

So let me get this straght. A boy can say he identifies 
as a girl and therefore is permitted to use the girls' 
restrooms and locker rooms?  Are you insane?  I hope 
you have plenty of money set aside for the lawsuits 
that WILL follow when these boys do dumb things in 
what should be private areas for girls.

Again, insane.  Have we not seen the problems other states are 
having who have already implemented such policies?  Just wait 
and see how many female records are going to be broken by boys 
identifying as a girl.  This will set the women's movement back 20 
years!
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873 English

874 English Agreed Understood Will say a s boy identifies as female be allowed to 
change in public  on front of girls who identify as girls 
? Or will a boy who identifies as female be allowed to 
enter the girls  public locker room and be offered 
private accommodations ? Or willl boy ( she/her) be 
allowed to change in public of. Boy(she/her) wishes 
to?

875 English Is this training to be included with other trainings or is 
there another training required.  At what point does 
training time supersede teaching time?

Students that are transgender should have separate 
bathroom spaces.  Girls that identify as boys should 
not use boys bathrooms.

This is totally unfair and biologically inappropriate.  There are 
physical advantages people born male have over females in many, 
if not all sports  Boys identifying as girls should not compete in 
female athletics.  It’s physically not fair.

876 English "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose...." reads as if a student's gender identity needs to 
conform to School Board policies.  Should read: "A student's 
gender identity or gender expression shall not be infringed upon 
by school employees in any way that violates School Board 
policies."
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877 English This looks great! Transgender kids need support from 
adults, particularly educators. And educators need 
continous training on a topic that is constantly evolving.

This is an excellent start. Might it also be possible to include the 
terms "genderqueer," "gender nonconforming," and "non-binary" 
so people can become accustomed to that terminology?

Perfect! Love it. Uniforms should be gender neutral anyway, in this day & 
age.

878 English I want my kids to learn to read, write and do math. I 
can instruct them in being decent and respectful 
citizens without APS getting involved in raising my 
child. Get out of the business of social engineering and 
do your jobs as educators.

Same as  above. Teach my kids how to learn. Get out of social 
engineering and moral teaching.

This policy  puts you g women at risk from those who 
will abuse this policy. We all know there are kids who 
can get around drug policy. Why not this one, too. If I 
had a daughter at APS, I would be furious at the risk 
associated with this.

So you’re going to make girls compete against boys who are 
naturally stronger than they are as they are transitioning?  Where’s 
the fairness in that?

879 English "Students cannot be required to use a particular 
facility inconsistent with their gender identity,"  Such 
students should be accomidated with single user 
facilities...and not allowed into facities designated by 
sex assigned at birth, ie boys only in boys locker 
rooms or bathrooms.

Gender specific sports such as girls volleyball and girls track 
should be reserved for girls designated by their sex at birth.  Or 
drop the gender designation all together and make it co-ed.  
Otherwise, it's not fair.

880 English I agree with this policy and think that the training of 
staff is especially crucial.

These definitions are clear and make sense. I agree with this but it should be added that any 
student should have access that is convenient enough 
that they do not risk being late to class or having to 
walk a great deal out of their way to find an 
appropriate facility.

I agree with the first  statement in the paragraph. I am not familiar 
with the regulations of VHSL or VASRA so I don't know if they 
have rules that discriminate based on gender identity or a trans 
person's participation. I also do not understand the last sentence 
entirely. In sports where divisions are based on male/ female 
divisions, would a trans student who identifies as female be eligible 
for winning 1st female in a track or swimming meet. If yes, then I 
agree. If I have misunderstood the meaning, it may need to be 
clarified.

881 English I am actively supportive of the rights of all groups!! 
APS, however,  seems to be driven by trendy political 
pressures rotating support to various minorities based 
upon the buzzword of the day.  A more consistent 
policy that respected all people might be more strategic 
and impactful

See above, Idealistically great but divisive on implementation.  I 
would not be supportive as it feels very obvious the 
County has not thought through this approach from a 
360 perspective.  Any implementation must be 
holistic and inclusive of all, even those that may 
disagree with our position.  See above.

Idealistically great but divisive on implementation. I would not be 
supportive as it feels very obvious the County has not thought 
through this approach from a 360 perspective.  Any 
implementation must be holistic and inclusive of all, even those 
that may disagree with our position.  See above..  I would not 
support without more details

882 English I like it This makes sense I agree with the uniform policy, but does this mean that someone 
who was born male could participate in girls' sports? Would that 
give the person an advantage? How is this handled?

883 English As an APS Staff member I think training is 
ESSENTIAL for all staff -- to know how to best meet 
the needs of our students and to ensure that we are 
stewards for their emotional safety while in our care.

884 English I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new 
policy and please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new policy and 
please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new 
policy and please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new policy and 
please implement it.
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885 English I affirm that we want to make schools a safe place for 
all students and to prevent and respond to harassment 
of any kind.

Definitions are always helpful to further the conversation! Thank 
you for including this section.

We need to take ALL of the students into 
consideration and it seems like this is solely focused 
on what works for transgender students. I feel for the 
students who experience gender dysphoria, however, 
I also feel for the boys and girls in the locker rooms 
and bathrooms who are reasonably uncomfortable 
with others in their midst who are biologically of the 
opposite gender. We need opportunities for discussion 
among parents and community members to solve 
these problems. This is incredibly complicated and 
there’s not an easy fix. Please don’t rush to implement 
these policies without time for the community to 
weigh in and discuss this publicly.

We segregate sports in the first place because of the proven 
biological differences between men and women. We do so to level 
the playing field, to ensure that girls and women are given 
opportunities to excel at their sport. To allow students to play 
according to their gender identity, rather than their biological 
gender, has the opposite effect on girls’ sports. This policy would 
elevate the needs of certain students at the expense of many others.

886 English It is important to enforce non-discrimination regulation 
for ALL students.  This PIP is written to enforce non-
discrimination only towards transgender and non-
gender conforming students.  It does not enforce the 
non-discrimination towards students that are out of the 
transgender and non-conforming gender population.  
This PIP does not consider the rights of kids who are 
not transgender or non-conforming students but instead 
enforces the rights of one specific group at the 
expenses of any other group.  This PIP is not about 
being equal but instead creating more discrimination in 
the Arlington schools.

APS must consider other medical and physiological research to 
address the gender dysphoria in kids.  Basing the PIP only in the 
GLSEN is not enough.  There are other options than the 
Affirmation on kids who are experiencing gender dysphoria.  
There are researches that show that with the proper care and 
support the kids can grow out of the gender dysphoria and be the 
person that were intended to be.  No need to affirmation if there is 
others venues to treat these kids.

I TOTALLY disagree.  APS should provide individual 
bathrooms for students who do not feel comfortable 
using their sex-based bathroom.  The fear and anxiety 
that the transgender and non-gender conforming 
students (less than 1% of student’s population) CAN 
NOT be transferred to the 99% of the student’s 
population.  This is an open door for predators and 
pedophiles to get access to student’s bathrooms 
without any restriction.  How is APS going to 
guarantee safety for ALL students in the bathrooms 
and lockers, since anyone who identifies itself as the 
opposite/differnet gender can enter without 
restrictions?

I TOTALLY disagree.  This PIP violates the rights of the girls to 
practice sports in an equal and competitive environment.  The girls 
would be forced to compete against boys who identify themselves 
as girls BUT whose bodies are TOTALLY males.

887 English paragraph 1:  What do you mean support?  In which 
way can teachers support this decision that clearly 
comes from the parents approval and decision to allow 
the child to transform.  Support is implying that the 
teachers will take a stance and encourage this decision 
when it should be and is the parents support .

the fact is: the definition of gender is biologically Male and female!   
    male or female identity, that is the definition of gender 
identity.anything else is not of this planet.  the word assigned is 
new for our children to apply to our DNA that makes us male and 
female.  "Assigned"  is somenthing given to you!  your gender is 
already decided before you are born.  what confusion is this?  
Assignment  or assigned , doesnt not fit the facts presented to 
determine gender.

So you mena to tell me, the confused gender child; 
can choose which bathroom they want to use?  
Please stop!

so can girls join the football teams at high school and middle 
school?  Normal thinking children, that are not under influence of 
this child sexual agenda will be tainted with somewhat of a 
confusing basis and foundation of the very excistence of life itself.

888 English I fully support Arlington County Public Schools' 
commitment to educating their staff on trans issues and 
making school a safe place for trans youth.

I appreciate ACPS outlining the definition of these terms This policy will allow trans students to live their best 
lives without discrimination, and I full support it.

I fully support this section--trans students should be allowed to 
participate in the sports teams that align with their gender identity.

889 English This is absolutely essential to ensuring our County 
serves ALL students. I support this.

I support this. It is important for APS to be current with the 
thinking of the medical community, which supports trans 
identities.

This is a common sense provision. I support it. This is a common sense provision. I support it.
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890 English Your respondents would be far better served by black 
type which is easier to read, and by boxes that reflect 
the number of words allowed, rather than thin 
rectangles that make it very hard to see one's 
comments as a whole and make corrections without 
having to scroll ad infinitum. It's hard to believe you 
care that much about comments, given what a  
cumbersome design choice APS has made.

—1) There are 2 genders: male and female. If “alternative gender” 
refers in this text to a combination of both in one person, whether 
physically or “gender-identity”-wise, this should be stated; without 
clarification, “alternative” is a meaningless term.  2) How & by 
whom is “improper purpose” to be defined? What role & decision-
making authority would be granted to parents? This should be 
stated.

—Transgender students deserve equal respect. 
Deferral to them at the expense of their classmates’ 
privacy is ill-advised. It risks increased self-
consciousness and/or an unhealthy sense of self-
importance in them, resentment in their classmates, 
conflict with parents; it unnecessarily burdens all with 
an emotionally-weighted issue to consume time, 
energy & financial resources better spent on 
education. The American Psych. Assoc. can’t change 
the fact that transgenders are extreme outliers who 
present a novel & radical challenge to science, social 
norms & religious beliefs. Peaceful co-existence 
demands they do their own part, by recognizing this & 
adapting as best they can, even if it means sacrificing 
some personal comfort for the greater good of their 
school. Enabling them to call undue attention to their 
sexual selves and personal needs is not good 
education.

My previous comment are equally appropriate to school sports. 
APS is virtue-signaling, prioritizing the public blessing of activists 
of a cause du jour at the expense of the big picture, risking even 
more, and lifelong, harm to transgenders than to their classmates.

891 English I agree. I agree. I agree. I agree.
892 English I am a trans man who first came out when I was in 

high school. Along with many of my friends, I often 
heard ignorant and bigoted comments from students 
and staff. Training like this is important to protect the 
safety of all students.

These definitions are correct! Thanks for doing your research. This is a great policy, thank you. This is so important! Participation in extra-curricular activities is so 
important to students' development, and no one should be 
excluded.

893 English Just as staff should be trained to support students with 
disabilities or other differences, they should also be 
educated about supporting trans students.  They may 
have personal beliefs that go against that lifestyle, but 
by virtue of being a public school employee, it is their 
job/responsibility to protect all students.

Who am I to question how another person identifies?  That is up 
to that person.

I think availability of single user facilities is most 
important.  Even if they have the right to use the 
restroom of the identified gender, the students may be 
subject to harassment in the larger bathroom facilities.

894 English And trained on how to talk to parents about this policy 
and goal.

Should be voluntarily self-selected in by children and their parents 
not assigned. Kids can experiment with clothing and style choices 
without needing be be labeled as different.

895 English APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids!
896 English I am in complete support of this! Single use-gender neutral bathrooms should be a 

guarantee in all public institutions!!!
Agreed!
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897 English PIP should not proceed. Terms need to be expounded. 
Who chooses the people who will provide training? 
What will teachers do with that training? Will children 
receive instruction as a result of the training? Why not 
just create a transgender curriculum within family/life 
curriculum and allow people with different views to opt 
out? Finally, I believe we can create a community that 
shows compassion and instill values of respect without 
delving into particular ideologies.t

Studies yield contradictory results in this field and this subject is 
not something we should teach as fact. In some instances, it may 
be unwise. What do we do with studies like the one published by 
a Brown University professor that suggest there is an element of 
social contagion that is linked to Rapid Onset Gender Dysphoria 
within the female population? My point is not to prove the veracity 
of the claim, but to illustrate that this subject is very unclear. Let 
parents determine treatment and keep terminology to a minimum 
within a family life curriculum that gives parents choice.

As a survivor of sexual assault, I think it's unwise to 
mix things, both to protect the trans students and the 
others. We have been separating men and women for 
ages to create safety/privacy in this regard.

Gender neutral uniforms sound fine, the issue us the teams. Girls 
are going to lose to testosterone. (Take the article on the girls in 
CT). How can we be fair? How can we let trans kids participate, 
but not jeopardize the scholarships that these girls are aiming for? 
There must be a way to structure leagues etc, to create inclusion, 
but give biological girls a shot at their dreams.

898 English Thank you for your overall support of the PIP and 
leadership in supporting the rights of all your students. 
However, APS should not delay in instituting the PIP. It 
needs to be finalized now so it can put in place in time 
for the start of school in September

Accurate definitions This section should say that single-stall, gender-
neutral bathroom facilities need to be 
CONVENIENTLY located not just accessible. 
Otherwise, schools like WL that have all the facilities 
on the first floor, despite its size, won’t be required to 
change anything.

Very important and ensures that all students are safe and can 
participate in what they want

899 English I am the parent of two cis-gender APS students.  I 
agree completely with the statement of responsibility. 
This is critical to providing every child the safe learning 
environment they are entitled to as humans.

I have no comments on the definitions. These appear to be well 
sourced from reputable organizations.

Single user, gender neutral facilities are critical. 
Please make sure they are actually accessible to the 
students who need them. I.e. they should not have to 
change buildings or walk longer distances than other 
students to get to a suitable facility.

Providing appropriate uniforms and awards ensures equal 
participation in activities.

900 English Continuous training on effective steps to identify, 
prevent and respond to harassment of any kind, 
including harassment based on gender identify, is 
wholly appropriate and necessary.  I am proud that 
APS is focusing on this issue.

Using peer-reviewed and widely accepted definitions developed 
by the APA and the NSBA is appropriate.

I approve of this proposal and am confident APS will 
develop effective staff/student/ education, signage and 
other resources to ensure bathrooms and locker 
rooms are available and used appropriately by all 
students.

I fully support this section proposal.  Moreover, I believe that APS 
should advocate for gender neutral participation rules in the VHSL 
and VASRA, if these organizations have not yet adopted gender 
neutral policies.

901 English Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!

Thank you for your support for all students. Thank you for doing the right thing to protect ALL 
Arlington students!

This is great!

902 English This is great! Fully support; Hard to argue with outside professional 
citations/definitions.

Fully support; This is as it should be for transgender 
students.

Fully support; All good.
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903 English I am confused about what an alternative gender is if not male or 
female.

I disagree with this.  It is unsafe to mix genders in the 
same bathroom even if they identify with that gender.   
 Doing so would be tantamount to denying the other 
gender their right to not be subjected to violation of 
privacy from the opposite gender even that individual 
"identifies" themselves with that gender.  The facts 
are that the genders are NOT the same.  The only fair 
way to treat this issue is to make ALL bathrooms and 
locker rooms SINGLE USER GENDER Neutral 
facilities to prevent either the "majority" or the 
"minority" gender in each situation from being 
discriminated against.  IF all facilities are gender  
neutral and safe spaces than NO individual can be 
stigmatize, discriminated against, OR have their own 
personal privacy violated.

This would end all women's sports.  The sad reality is biological 
females can't compete with biological males in many many upper 
body strength sports like rowing, football...Biological males have 
the advantage of the testosterone hormone which is greatly 
responsible for this added strength.  This could drastically harm 
women with regard to the athletic scholarship opportunities they 
have access to.What happened to title 9.

904 English I am glad to see APS finally doing what should have 
been done some time ago and something that has 
already been done in surrounding jurisdictions and in 
the nation. I am concerned that a small group of people 
opposed will derail this progress and it will be the 
children who pay the price. I am a parent of cis-
gendered children, so this does not impact me 
directly...however I feel it is important to complete this 
survey.  Had I not already been a member of an online 
Arlington parents group, I would likely have not been 
aware of these proposed procedures and I feel there are 
many like me who would support this move if they 
knew about it. Isn't that how it works though, if there is 
an impact to "you" then you are vocal, but if it doesn't 
impact you or go against your views, then you may not 
spend this time. I hope that the APS board will not be 
bullied by the dissenting parent group and continue 
with this forward movement. I have read many an 
article and post about how this move is going to lead to 
children getting assaulted in bathrooms and children 
become non-binary enmasse. It reminiscent of the 
things people who were opposed to desegregation and 
gay rights said. Please implement these procedures.

agree with this agree with this, but there is a need to ensure those 
single use and gender neutral bathrooms are 
convenient for students. a child should not have to go 
across the school or to a different floor to be able to 
use a bathroom they are comfortable with.

agree with this
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905 English I'm glad to see this. Being transgender really sucks in 
so many ways and the very least we can do is make 
school a relatively safe place for those kids.

This sentence makes no sense grammatically: 
"Students cannot be required to use a particular 
facility inconsistent with their gender identity, 
including single user bathroom facilities."  It seems to 
say that students cannot be required to use single 
user bathroom facilities.  There may be situations 
where you want the ability to assign a student to use a 
single user bathroom.

906 English Fully support Fully support Fully support Fully support
907 English I support this section as written. This section is well written, clear, and concise. I appreciate the 

use of APA and NSBA definitions
I support this section as written. It provides 
appropriate accomdations for all students in an 
equitable and sensitve manner.

Support as written

908 English It will increase sexual harassment, sexual violence 
and sexual assault. It’s really unbearable situations. If 
one persons call him self as M and going to F rest 
room and use with out .... its nonsense to me.

909 English Fine Fine Single user bathrooms are a fairer, better decision Fine

910 English It would be equally considerate to train APS staff on 
issues regarding religion tolerance.

If one is not male or female, what is the alternative? My child who understands their gender/sex at birth, 
could be uncomfortable using bathroom facilities that 
are of the opposite sex.  This happened with my child 
at (REDACT) when my child was made to use the 
bathroom facility with a student whose 'gender 
identity' was not of the gender/sex assigned at birth.  
My child complained of the person with 'gender 
identity' issues - making inappropriate comments 
about my child's sexual gender created at birth.  This 
was a VERY uncomfortable situation for my child as 
well as others on the sports team - especially when 
the sports team went out of state for competition and 
my child had to be made uncomfortable because of 
someone 'gender identity'.  There was so much 
accommodation made for the student with 'gender 
identity' and less sensitivity to the students who 
understood and were more than fine with there 
gender/sex they were created with at birth.  My 
terminology (gender/sex) might not be correct - please 
excuse me.

Interesting accommodations for gender identity issues.
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911 English I think it is good (and important for APS to be 
addressing this)

I think these definitions are good, but I question how one 
determines when gender identity is "asserted for any improper 
purpose" (Note, I think that for the people who this policy is 
designed to protect, there are minimal if any concerns about 
"improper purpose" in asserting a certain gender identity. I'm 
more thinking of what if some students as a joke decide to test 
the limits of this policy - how does APS determine what is a 
proper vs improper purpose?

Will single user, gender neutral facilities be made 
available to students who seek privacy not for their 
own gender identity reasons? What if a student who is 
biologically female and identifies as female feels 
uncomfortable with undressing in a locker room that is 
used by a person who is biologically male but 
identifies as a female for her gender identity? 
Adolescents can be embarrassed about their bodies 
as it is

This is the part that I have real concerns about. I think if you look at 
the sporting world as a whole, there are recognized, 
physical/hormonal advantages of being biologically male vs female. 
I think it could potentially decimate female sports and female 
athletics of individuals who are biologically male but identify as 
female are allowed to compete in women's athletics.

912 English Please make sure the time spent on this training is 
proportionate to the number of identified transgender 
students in the schools.

None. Students should use the bathroom that corresponds to 
their sex, not their gender identity.

Students should participate in curricular and extra-curricular 
activities based on their sex.

913 English Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 
in any way that violates School Board policies. - I don't know what 
this means

914 English Steps taken to prevent and respond to harassment 
should be directed to the person doing the harassing.  
Victims of harassment shouldn't have to be the ones to 
bear the consequences.  For example, if someone 
needs to change classes, it should be the bully, not the 
victim, etc.

I fear that the term "improper purpose" is too subjective.  For 
example, the dress code for graduation.  Some people may think 
that asking students to adhere to a dress code that relates to their 
gender is not improper purpose.  However, a student who 
identifies as non-binary may find this a humiliating and isolating 
distinction.  Rather, we should be looking to the extent possible to 
remove gender based guidelines from most school based 
activities.

I feel strongly that students should be permitted to use 
the bathroom that corresponds to their stated identity, 
regardless of the gender assigned at birth.

No additional comments

915 English A sensible, useful policy Such a loose definition that you will soon have problems ARE YOU FREAKIN NUTS?  What about the 
identities of everyone else?

Again, you go out of your way to create future legal problems

916 English It is my belief that students should have access to any 
bathroom and locker room that is consistent with their 
self-identified gender identity. It is problematic that the 
statement in this section seems to be only allowing 
transgender students access to single-user, gender 
neutral facilities. Multi-user, gender-specific facilities 
should also be available to transgender students.

917 English I think it is important that all staff play role in providing 
a safe and supportive environment for all students.

I think it is important that all students feel comfortable 
in a shared bathroom, both transgener students and 
student's whose gender corresponds with their sex 
assigned at birth. Can APS be more clear about how 
this might look?
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918 English Why should our Superintendent's liberal agenda be 
crammed through without fair and full discussion and 
debate?  What about due process?  What next?  How 
will my daughter be/feel safe in the girls restroom if this 
progressive agenda is advanced in its current state?

What about the medical definition - or the scientific definition?  
Can one identify as the other gender just to take advantage of 
certain benefits - peep on other gender, have competitive 
advantage in sports, etc.?

Why should my daughter have to use the special 
restroom?  Why shouldn't those be available for those 
who claim special status (i.e., claiming a gender that 
is different from their body) rather than allowing them 
to displace those who don't claim some special 
identity?  If all biological females want to use the  
single user facility because one transgender girl uses 
the regular girls room, how will that be managed 
logistically?

After years of fighting for girls teams, we now are undoing that by 
allowing transgender girls to play on girls teams with an unfair 
competitive advantage.  Will there requirements that they take 
hormones to level the playing field?

919 English It's not clear why this PIP is needed since there is 
already a nondiscrimination policy in place.

There is not a scientific basis for this definition of "gender 
identity." Rather, this is just one group's philosophy and should be 
treated as such. They have a right to hold that viewpoint, but don't 
force that on the rest of us that choose science over philosophy.

Areas where a person's privacy can be exposed 
should be limited to individuals of the same biological 
sex - i.e. penises and vaginas should not mix for the 
sake of privacy and safety.

"Gender identity" is a philosophy, not based in science or 
medicine. Sports that separate male and female athletes do so 
because there is a scientifically established difference between 
male and female physique.  Allowing physical males to compete 
against physical females in sports that are purposefully segregated 
would put the females at an unfair disadvantage.

920 English I support this section, particularly the continuous 
training and the responsibility to take action applying to 
all school staff members.

I support it. I support this section. I support this.

921 English Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements
922 English Will APS staff be trained on ALL topic relating to 

transgender students?  How about issues such as 
science that is in dispute with gender fluidity?  I

Sex is not assigned at birth.  It is assigned by DNA well before 
birth.  Please review how this works.  The definition provided by 
APA is referring to a psychological condition not a physical 
condition although it does its best to mix the two..

How often can a student declare their gender identity?  
 Can it change from day to day or hour to hour?  
These are ridiculous questions for a ridiculous policy.

How often can a student declare their identity and switch from one 
gender team to the next?

923 English
924 English I am so glad we're protecting gender identity. Hooray! Well done! Totally agree. Totally agree.

925 English Training should definitely be annual and mandatory for 
all APS staff, from admin to custodians.

None None

926 English Non discrimination includes biological girls right to 
privacy in restrooms and locker rooms and sleeping 
quarters from biological boys and vice versa

Leaves everyone open to feelings are facts when they are not. 
And leaves children bunwrable to being taken advantage of in 
many way including by other student who

Transgender are a very small minority. 
Accommodations that effect the privacy of the 
majority should not occur. Non transgender  use their 
respective facilities unaffected by the very few that 
seek accommodation.

Absolutely not. Biological male/female have difference that affect  
advantages in strength for example.

927 English I think that this is a dangerous proposition. I disagree. No, I disagree.

928 English Good Good Locker rooms and bathrooms should be used only by 
those of the same biological gender.

Sports and extra-curricular activities should be assigned based on 
gender assigned at birth.  It is a huge disservice and disadvantage 
to those who are not transgender to compete with those who are.

929 English Ongoing training is essential. Please define what you 
mean by “continuously”- is that annually? Some other 
frequency. Also, when you say all APS staff does that 
mean teachers and administrators, or support staff as 
well? (I hope by all you mean ALL but please clarify)

I support this policy entirely. I work in sexual violence 
prevention and response in higher ed- LGBTQ  
students experience more violence than students who 
identify as female; please disregard false arguments 
that allowing trans kids to use the bathroom that 
aligns with their identity will put girls at risk of 
violence. It is the trans kids who are more at risk and 
we need to protect them.

I support this policy
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930 English What percentage of students in Arlington schools are 
"transgender"?  Why do we need a comprehensive 
policy, when it's already stated that "all students" are 
required to have safe, supportive, and inclusive school 
environments.

I am not against a single user bathroom, but am 
definitely against granting access to multiple user 
bathrooms based on "gender identity."

I strongly disagree that we should be allowing for participation 
based on "gender identity."  This is highly controversial and needs 
to be carefully considered.

931 English Members of the transgender population are at higher 
risk of a variety of mental health problems compared to 
members of the non-transgender population.  
Especially alarming, the rate of lifetime suicide 
attempts across all ages of transgender individuals is 
estimated at 41%, compared to under 5% in the overall 
U.S. population.  They reported that one study found 
that, compared to controls, sex-reassigned individuals 
were about five times more likely to attempt suicide and 

 about 19 times more likely to die by suicide.[4]  •There 
is limited evidence that social stressors such as 
discrimination and stigma contribute to the elevated 
risk of poor mental health outcomes for transgender 
populations.  More high-quality longitudinal studies are 
necessary for the “social stress model” to be a useful 
tool for understanding public health concerns.[5] These 
latter two conclusions are reinforced by data collected 
by the California Health Interview Study that showed 
that “[t]ransgender adults are much more likely to have 
suicide ideation” (2% heterosexual; 5% gay; 50% 
transgender).[6]  If social stressors were the sole factor, 
one would expect that the suicide ideation rates for 
homosexuals and transgenders would be closely 
related, not 10 times greater for transgenders than 
homosexuals.

Dr. Paul R. McHugh worked actively with gender dysphoria for 
decades and was formerly Chief of Psychiatry at Johns Hopkins 
Hospital.  He and Dr. Lawrence C. Mayer, an epidemiologist 
trained in psychiatry who has held professional appointments at 
Princeton, Penn, Stanford, and Johns Hopkins (among other 
universities) did an exhaustive survey of social science studies 
published through 2015 concerning sexuality, mental health 
outcomes, and social stress.[1]           Mayer and McHugh in their 

 report concluded the following: •The hypothesis that gender 
identity is an innate, fixed property of human beings that is 
independent of biological sex—that a person might be a “man 
trapped in a woman’s body” or a “woman trapped in a man’s 

 body”—is not supported by scientific evidence.  •Studies 
comparing the brain structures of transgender and non-
transgender individuals have demonstrated weak correlations 
between brain structure and cross-gender identification.  These 
correlations do not provide any evidence for a neurobiological 
basis for cross-gender identification.

Recent reports of sexual harassment and assault rates 
in unisex changing rooms in the UK, bathroom 
spycam porn in South Korea, sexual assaults in 
communal toilet blocks in refugee camps, and girls’ 
school completion rates in primary schools across the 
developing world all point to one, inescapable 
conclusion: women and girls are safer and better able 
to participate in public life when we have access to 
single-sex public accommodations for toileting and 
changing. Women and girls dealing with 
menstruation, breastfeeding, or miscarriages, don’t 
‘just need to pee,’ either. Women need privacy from 
men and boys who routinely shame us over these 
common bodily functions. They need privacy to wash 
our hands or clothes. The advice given by 
development agencies to poorer nations looking to 
increase girls’ literacy rates and school completion, or 
reduce sexual assault rates in areas lacking toilet 
facilities, is to provide safe sex-segregated toilet 
facilities. But this advice is turned on its head by 
gender activists who seem to think that men in 
majority-white countries like the US, UK, and Canada, 
do not pose any kind of harassment risk to women, 
and so don’t need to be kept away from areas where 
we might be undressing. This seems racist, and is 
demonstrably false. Women had to fight long and 
hard to win any provision for public accommodations, 
and the reasons why we needed them in the first 
place have not changed in the slightest. Movement 
leadership seeks to end these necessary protections 
and accommodations on behalf of anyone who claims 
a right of entry — not people with the specific medical 

932 English I feel as through it’s an exposure to kids who do not 
believe in the things other family’s believe in meaning 
they have the opinion to go in any restrooms what’s 
the point in limitations and privacy with other genders

934 English Love it Transgender isn't really an umbrella term.  Transgenderbis truly 
identifying as the opposite gender.  You should also include non-
binary and gender neutral students in this definition.

Gender neutral bathrooms should also be available for 
students uncomfortable using a shared bathroom
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935 English The statement already says "all students"  which 
already includes transgender, african-american, 
muslim, christian, christian, female and all getting 
equal protection under the law. Why is it necessary to 
add transgender to the exclusion of all others?

The logical conclusion of "sex assigned at birth" is questionable. If 
I disagree with my assigned gender, what about my race? legally 
this is a slippery slope.

How much will it cost to provide extra bathrooms 
because of this policy?

What happens when boys who decide to change their gender enter 
girls competition?

936 English Fully support this! Thank you! Fully support this! Thank you!

937 English I do not agree with the policy of j-2 I do not agree about this I do not agree about this I do not agree about this
939 English Why does this policy specifically point out 

discrimination on gender identity and training on how to 
deal with trans students? Of all the individual 
categories that could be discriminated on or need 
training for, why pick transgender policies and 
procedures?  As a percentage of school children, trans 
students make up a VERY small number of students.  
Wouldn't the funds be more meaningfully spent on 
populations that are just as likely to be the target of 
discrimination but who make up a significantly higher 
proportion of overall students?  Is this politically 
motivated, or simply misguided use of funds and 
training for a very small population?  There are far more 
students of divorce, students from diverse cultures, 
SES, or other variables that are just as likely to be 
bullied and for whom training of teachers and staff 
would be warranted.  Why target this extremely small 
portion of the APS student population?  This feels very 
politically motivated, not need based.

what does "gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper 
purpose" mean?  who defines improper purpose?  this sentence 
is vague and poorly written.  Who may or may not assert identity 
improperly?  The gender sys male student who decides he wants 
to be a female that day in order to go into the girl's locker room?  
Is that improper?  Who determines what is or is not improper?  
Are we talking about the school, staff, or teachers?  For a 
"definitions" section there is very little defined here.

Again, how do you protect the privacy of students to 
dress and undress and use bathroom facilities from 
individuals, for their own purposes, may decide for 
that day they would like to identify as the opposite 
gender?  How will this get policed or managed?  
What is the process by which a student must declare 
and be approved to use a non sys gendered bathroom 
or locker room?  Does APS want principals to start 
making determinations on these matters?  Seems 
pretty dicey.

So this opens pandora's box.  There will be 100's of lawsuits filed 
on this issue alone to protect women and girls sports under Title 
IX.  Any male born student can declare a female gender identity 
and compete with and against female born students?  The 
olympics, world cup, and virtually every major professional sports 
organization has made a different ruling on this.  Why would APS 
open itself up to this legal jeopardy at the cost of millions of dollars 
to defend this misguided policy that is out of step with every other 
major sports governing body?  Who will protect title IX?

940 English good! good! good! good!

941 English That’s good How do we ensure that this is fair for all?

942 English I am glad to see APS taking this important step. Gender neutral facilities need to be convenient as well.
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943 English Recommend more explicit timelines for "continuously 
trained" (annually? quarterly? monthly?) as current 
wording leaves interpretation to school administration 
which could result in inadequate training.  Also 
recommend expanding the second sentence of 
paragraph 2 to include "whether witnessed first person 
or reported by second or third person."  I don't 
understand what "remedy its effects" intends.  It may 
be more clear if an explicit option stated like reporting to 
administration or counselor?  Reporting of harassment 
should be required regardless of action taken.

Concur without comment "Access to" and "will be available" are redundant -- 
recommend removing "Access to" from beginning of 
section.  Alternatively, reword the sentence to be 
active voice, e.g. "Local school administration will 
ensure all students have access to facilities that 
correspond to their gender identity."  Next sentence is 
awkwardly worded ("single user bathroom facilities" 
are not a type of facility "inconsistent" with gender 
identity). Recommend, "Students cannot be required 
to use single user bathroom facilities or a facility 
inconsistent with their gender identity."

Concur without comment

944 English "Improper purpose" must be defined. Recommend deleting "who seek privacy" from the last 
sentence.  Single user gender neutral facilities are 
available to the militaries of other nations (even at 
sea), and should be the standard.

Is allowing boys to participate in girls' sports legal under Title IX?  
The average male physically has a 10% weight and height 
advantage over average females.

945 English This section is appropriate and well written. “Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 
in any way that violates School Board policies.” I don’t know what 
this is trying to say. For instance, is this about a student falsely 
claiming to be female in order to compete on a girls sports team?

Hopefully schools will have reasonable access to 
facilities in place

This is great news.

946 English Agreed. Include "gender diverse" Agreed Agreed
947 English Sounds good Sounds good Sounds good This can be tricky
948 English What does continuously mean?  On an annual basis?  

By whom?  (Please don't say TRAINED 
PROFESSIONALS, and NOT school counselors--some 
of whom are the worst...)

The second sentence, "Gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose..." is very vague.  I really don't know what 
this means or refers to.  Give examples, or explain more.

Are you sure about this?  I see a LOT of backlash 
from conservative parents, and I see a LOT of 
administrators bending over to make *those* parents 
happy and "forcing" students to use the single user 
facilities.

This sounds great, except I have no idea how you plan to enforce 
rules that are more protective than current state guidance permits.  
If there is a conflict where the county protects something that the 
state will not support, then any court will rule in favor of the state.

949 English No comment. No comment. Fair and equitable. I assume this includes non-trans 
kids too.

So basically even though they can play in Arlington, they might not 
be able to play bc Virginia doesn’t allow it?
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950 English Totally agree.  School staff should prevent and respond 
to harrassment of any kind.  Even if they do not agree 
with matter of gender identity.  Harrassment of any kind 
should not be allowed in the schools.  And especially in 
these sensitive areas, like gender identity.

Single use, gender neutral facilities should be made 
available alongside the gender specific ones (so not 
hidden away, as easily available as the others).  
Gender non-neutral individuals should be allowed to 
use them as well.

I think students should be allowed to wear whichever uniform they 
are comfortable with.

951 English How about "annually" instead of "continuously"? Like 
other misunderstood & bullied groups ( disabled, 
autistic, lgbtq, racial minority) it is good to provide 
ongoing training but it can't be continuous for any 
single group.

none Hooray wherever possible...how would it work for wrestling, gymnastics 
and swimming? You have to differentiate to cover different 
genitalia, right?

952 English Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students

953 English It is good that APS is working to prevent discrimination.  
 The way this PIP is written addresses discrimination 
only towards transgender and non-gender conforming 
students at the expense of the majority of the student 
community.  This PIP ignores the rights of kids who are 
not transgender or not non-conforming students it 
seems that this PIP is not about being equal but 
instead creating more discrimination in the Arlington 
schools.  This contradictory to the MISSION statement 
of APS.

APS must consider other medical and physiological research to 
address the gender dysphoria in kids.  Basing the PIP only in the 
GLSEN is not enough.  There are other options than the 
Affirmation on kids who are experiencing gender dysphoria.  
There are researches that show that with the proper care and 
support the kids can grow out of the gender dysphoria and be the 
person that were intended to be.  No need to affirmation if there 
are other venues to treat these kids. APS must not promote 
gender dysphoria nor cause unnecessary confusion to the vast 
majority of students.  This is against APS’ own CORE VALUES.

I disagree with this section.  APS must provide 
individual bathrooms for students who do not feel 
comfortable using their sex-based bathroom.  The fear 
and anxiety that transgender and non-gender 
conforming students might experience cannot be 
transferred to the >99% of the student’s population.  
This is against APS’s Mission Statement of proving a 
safe environment since APS would be creating an 
opportunity for predators and pedophiles to get access 
to student’s bathrooms without any restriction.  How is 
APS going to guarantee safety for ALL students in the 
bathrooms and lockers, since anyone who identify 
itself as the opposite sex can enter without 
restrictions?

I disagree with this section since it violates the rights of the girls to 
practice sports in an equal and competitive environment.  APS 
Vision Statement looks forward to fostering the student’s dreams, 
but this section is doing just the opposite, hindering the girls’ 
dreams if they would be forced to compete against boys who 
identify themselves as girls but whose bodies are fully males.

954 English I am not comfortable with a boy using girls bathroom/ 
facility

955 English This will be struck down because it allows gender identity to be 
determined by a non-objective standard (ie self-analysis). Does 
not conform to other state's laws where this is being fought and 
won.  Need some reliable professional evaluation.

This is too broad because it allows anything up to self-
analysis of gender identity.  A professional evaluation 
by someone must be made. This open-ended 
bathroom access endangers female students.

This is extremely harmful to women's sports. They simply cannot 
win. It undercuts the entire female-genitalia sex group of people.

956 English Agree however, the APS parent & student community 
must also be educated on these same topics.

no comments Students who are not gender neutral should not be 
forced to share bathroom & locker rooms with gender 
neutral students.

100% disagree with this particularly when it comes to gender 
neutral students born with biological male parts and/or taking 
testosterone hormones.

957 English I like this. It is important to be sensitive to transgender 
issues.

This is great!

958 English none none need to ensure each school has single user, private 
bathroom choices

none
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959 English The definition is fine, so long as "harassment" is not 
expanded to include normal questions about 
transgender and gender identity issues, or free speech 
about relevant issues. The concepts of "harassment" 
and "hate speech" too often have been used to shut 
down legitimate debate, and this should not be allowed 
to happen in Arlington.

This definition should cause no problems. "Students cannot be required" is too strong a term. 
Situations have been observed, and more situations 
easily can be imagined, in which (for example) a male 
student professes to want to be treated as female but 
in fact presents and acts as male and makes 
biologically female students legitimately 
uncomfortable. The decision of which facilities to use 
should be ultimately a decision that the faculty makes 
after sober reflection. It cannot be left merely to the 
sole discretion of a male student as to when to use a 
females-only facility. Further, we need to "listen to the 
women" -- here, biological women -- and permit them 
to tell us when they believe that a biological male has 
no place in their facilities. If the girls have no 
objection, then no problem. If more than a tiny 
minority of girls (perhaps set the bar at 10% or 20%) 
of girls report, anonymously, that they have significant 
discomfort, then the presumption should be that 
students must use the facilities of their biological sex. 
Making 20 girls fearful is not more fair than asking a 
biological male to use male facilities. If there is 
concern about the biological male's safety or psyche, 
then address that. But also recognize that there is no 
pretending -- children will know who is biologically 
male and female. Asking that child to use the facilities 
of her (or his) biological sex will not be "outing" the 
child.

Sports are VERY different than school, work, or even 
extracurriculars such as band. Boys are biologically on average far 
stronger and faster than girls. Allowing biological males on girls' 
competitive teams will mean that biological girls will be injured, will 
make fewer teams, will see their records eclipsed, will quit the 
sport in greater numbers, and other negative effects. This is 
already happening nationwide. As an example, the track and field 
records of 15 and 16 year old boys regularly eclipse the National 
and even Olympic and World records of biological women. Asking 
biological males to participate only in competitive sports with other 
biological males is not hatred or unfairness, it is scientifically sound 
practice. If biological males can participate in girls' sports, GIRLS 
PAY THE PRICE. This is, unfortunately, a zero-sum game -- for 
biologically male transgender children to get a "win" by joining a 
girls team, girls lose. And, again, there is a real and proven 
increase of injury risk to biological girls, for which Arlington County 
schools would be (and should be) liable if they force girls to 
compete with biological males. While we all support dignity, that 
does not require us to make girls sports into something other than 
girls sports. In closing, again, IF BOYS PLAY GIRLS SPORTS, 
GIRLS WILL LOSE, AND BE INJURED. This would be highly 
unwise, and not compelled by any sense of fairness.
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960 English The term "alternative gender" is not defined, and has no widely-
accepted scientific basis or social norm as a point of common 
reference.  Will there be any attempt made to define this term 
further? If so, what criteria will be used? What is an "improper 
purpose" for which one might assert gender identity? While it may 
be optimal to leave this undefined, perhaps elucidating examples 
could be given.

The original purpose of segregation by biological sex in sports was 
to create two roughly equally-matched divisions within which 
students could compete against each other. Given the genetic 
advantages that biological males have over females in nearly all 
athletic activities that are part of the school district's sports 
program, this proposed policy change will likely result in 
transgender girls dominating girl’s sports.  This change will have 
profound consequences for the nature of girl's sports, effectively 
eliminating biological girls from competing at elite levels given 
sufficient interest in competing by transgender girls. To ignore this 
biological reality is to misunderstand that sports are not segregated 
by gender, but by biological sex. It would be analogous to allowing 
200 pound wrestlers to wrestle in the 150 pound weight limit 
because they identify as weighing 150 pounds. A superior 
alternative would be to designate, for sports where biological males 
have an innate advantage, the boy's league as the "open" league, 
allowing participation by any student. The girls league would then 
be reserved for biological females. In sports where biological 
females are innately advantaged, this classification could be 
reversed. This would allow all students to participate in sports 
without any discrimination by gender.
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961 English This assumes that transgender students communicate 
clearly and do not engage in any bad or inappropriate 
behavior, which is not the case.  This creates a 
separate, highly protected category that allows trans 
students to act without impunity.  I know of an incident 
already in which a trans student changed their identify 
back and forth on a monthly basis and when a 
genuinely confused and well-intentioned student used 
the gender identity of the previous month accidentally, 
this studen was disciplined with a call to their parents 
rather than recognizing the confusing behavior of the 
trans student.  This is not a balanced, equitable 
statement - it creates an unfair and biased protective 
policy without balance in favor of trans students and 
against all other students.  It is not an anti-
discrimination statement - it puts a burden on staff to 
advocate for those saying they are transgender under 
the guise of preventing harassment.  As such, this is 
very likely to be at risk of being struck down in 
application in court because their is no process to 
specified to maintain balance or fairness between those 
who say they are transgender and those who are not.  
The pendulum is not swung, it is tipped on its side with 
the improper burden placed on staff with this portion of 
the policy.  They will have their careers at risk if they 
challenge or question any improper or confusing 
behavior by a trans student.  This does not result in 
equality or true concern for children in a balanced way.  
Rather, this reflects the district doing the biddening of 
an activist group that is using this policy to weaponize 
their activism against any who would question their 
behavior of conduct.  If reviewed by a fair-minded and 

Citing one third party, while ignoring all of the other medical and 
psychological evidence against supporting transgender shows a 
terrible lack of true concern for these kids.  Further, how do you 
implement it with an administrator or teaching or student coming 
under attack?

This tramples on fundamental rights of privacy and is 
utterly lacking in the most basic protections against 
abuse of this provision.  If you actually look at the 
locker room and other facilities across the district, 
there is not wait to implement this without utterly 
disregarding fundamental privacy rights.  This would 
cause numerous lawsuits if implemented at a hotel 
pool, fitness facility or other location where people 
change and use the bathroom.  This is not capable

This violates Title IX and destroys all of the progress made with 
girls and womens sports for a few struggling with a well-defined 
medical condition that resolves the majority of the time.  This 
shows a gross lack of objective leadership by the district that will 
destroy a key aspect of the educational process involving athletic 
events.  Even though someone "feels like a different gender" they 
are not when it comes to athletic competitiion.  This ignores all 
scientific facts - ignoring biology and one's dna construct, 
especially at the expense of others who want to compete against 
those with the same DNA is grossly unfair and will destroy the 
competitive fabric of school sports.  This is not a step for equality or 
against harassment.  You are letting a less than 1 percent element 
of Arlington that self resolves in a majority of the cases trample on 
the activities of others who just want to compete fairly.  It is a 
grossly negligent application of the school board's duty of fairness 
to take this step..
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962 English The school does not need a separate policy specifically 
laying out how to ensure that students be taught to be 
kind to ALL people regardless of who they are.  The 
school should always ensure a safe and supportive 
environments.  That is all that needs to be said.

Single use non-gender specific bathrooms are 
acceptable.   Locker rooms and non-single user 
bathrooms should be based on your "gender" 
(anatomy) not your "gender identity"

Boys competing in girls sports does a disservice to all the gains 
women have gained in sports through Title IX.  Now boys who 
aren't good enough to compete with boys will compete on the girls 
team and possibly outperform them because of their genetic make-
up.  Teams should be based on "gender" not "gender identity"

963 English We do this already, protecting all students from harm, 
harassment, bullying etc...???

Already know this. We have enough money in the county, so start 
building all the new showers & restrooms.

Have you thought about all the lawsuits coming your way involving 
title XI issues?  How many females will drop out of sports team?  
No more Yorktown HS GIRL'S soccer championships.

964 English I agree with this section. I agree with this section I agree with this section. While I fully support inclusivity of transgender  students, it seems 
that  allowing male transgender athletes to compete against  
female athletes would  result in an unfair advantage to those male 
transgender athletes . Men are, on average are bigger, stronger and 
faster than women .  Allowing a transgender  person to participate  
in  sports  as a women on  the basis  of nothing more  than self  
identification  as a female  will eventually  have a negative  and 
discriminatory  impact  on young  female  athletes  in terms of their  
 ability  to compete and  their ability to obtain athletic  scholarships 
etc.  It is unclear  whether this section applies competitive sports. If 
it does, than I don’t agree with this section.

965 English Awesome Excellent I think this puts burden on student to express himself 
and ask for help. Can we not have non gender specific 
bathrooms in our schools. Harder locker rooms.

This is the only part that I have concerns with. I think gender 
identity must play a role,  but this part I disagree with.   A child 
who has identified as male since a young age but is genetically 
female is different than a kid who in 8th grade identifies as female 
and goes out for the girls 9th grade team. I’m not sure how to think 
of this in any “fair way”. I feel like being non gender binary has lots 
of unfairness fraught with it. But I do think it would be hard to say 
that all sports all athletics should be welcoming based on gender 
identity v gender and physical characteristics.
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966 English Our family believes that a person's sex is assigned at birth 
(clinically before they are born)

Does this mean that any student can use either 
restroom depending on how they identify? Will there 
be children who have a penis changing in the same 
room as my daughter?  And if she isn't okay with that, 
she needs to use a gender neutral restroom? If that's 
the case, it doesn't seem right to me. My daughter 
should be able to change with other girls. Can you 
please better explain the policy and how it works, in 
real time, not  in lawyerly language?

My daughter would be in many cases at a physical disadvantage 
because of this policy, unless I am reading it wrong.  If I am 
reading this corectly, it is not fair to her.

967 English I agree that transgender students  have the right to a 
supportive, inclusive environment while at school.

I think I’m the short term gender neutral facilities are 
the way to go.  While I understand and agree with 
everyone’s right to identify as they feel, kids are not 
always sensitive or mature enough to deal with these 
topics.  For instance, someone who was born a 
female but identifies as male might find himself 
unwelcome in a boys locker room.

968 English It sounds perfect. Sounds perfect! Make sure that people are not forced to only go to 
gender neutral facilities if they don't want to. Also, 
include in this section that all bathrooms and locker 
rooms in the County must have pads and tampons for 
people to use.

Sounds okay, but Arlington should boycott VHSL and VASRA if 
those organizations oppose Arlington's gender identity policy.

969 English This section is confusing are u saying that they can 
use the bathroom of choice?i disagree with that.. I 
think the schools should have a bathroom that is non 
gender that can be used  but a teansgender in a 
locker room would make me u comfortable

I don’t think transgender should be allowed to play sports of 
opposite sex what’s happening to women’s sports is a good 
example

970 English Strongly agree. Ok Good This should be available for everyone. Why would we need 
gendered clothes for sports?

971 English Agree Agree Agree
972 English This is a logical approach. These are clear and logical definitions. This is an equitable policy. This is an equitable policy.
973 English
974 English No student should be discriminated against. People 

who are transgender or LGBTQ+ should be comfortable 
anywhere.

It's that persons choice if they disclose their gender It is that persons choice on what bathroom to use People should have the option to join either section of team

975 English
976 English What type of training, and by or from whom? Inappropriate Inappropriate
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977 English Overall, the language across topics appears 
appropriate. As a staff member, I hope our forms we 
use will also not be antiquated as only saying 
mother/father, male/female

Overall, all sounds appropriate and needed. As APS staff, I look 
forward to seeing the changes on form and documents reflect 
these changes to student gender identity but also parent areas 
(e.g. some forms still note father/mother). Thank you

978 English Good Good Good
979 Spanish Una cosa es el respeto como tal de la persona pero eso 

no quiere decir que se le tenga que hablar a todos en 
general como parte educativa que ser transgénero es 
algo normal y que puede ser experimentado porque en 
el colegio así lo manifiestan. Los niños ven en su 
proceso escolar modelos y patrones a adoptar y en mi 
caso le enseño a mi hija el respeto a la persona como 
tal pero no a los actos en Sí. Una cosa es impedir 
acoso pero tampoco permitir ciertas manifestaciones 
ante los demás.

Respeto la decisión de cada persona y que se instruya a nuestros 
hijos en el respeto no en la Accion y Decision  como algo normal 
y que puede ser adoptado como patrón de comportamiento 
porque es que en mi colegio dicen q “no pasa nada” 
Desafortunadamente la enseñanza de las cosas de Dios se 
retiraron de las escuelas y ya los niños no tienen la opción de 
escuchar, discernir y decidir en su gran inteligencia si está bien a 
seguir o no lo es. Y definitivamente hablar mucho en casa y dar 
claridad que no todo lo que ven en el colegio es modelo a seguír.

Debe haber mucha comunicación y escuchar los 
niños cuando manifiesten que se están presentando 
situaciones o comportamientos que generan 
interrogantes pues insisto que estas medidas dan pie 
para que quien no se identifica aún de un género 
definido puedan terminar desafortunadamente en 
abusos y malos comportamientos.

980 English Access to facilities should correspond to biological 
sex. Single user, gender neutral facilities should be 
available to transgender students and students who 
seek privacy.

Participation in athletic activities should correspond to biological 
sex.

981 English ALL students should feel safe and free of harassment!  I 
think if you focus on transgender you risk overlooking 
the vast majority of others. For example, any 
disagreement with non trans students could trigger 
harassment complaints . Anyone who is different than 
the norm will be the victim and offender non-trans will 
be the bully.

I think APS should not buy into this whole gender movement. 
Many of these students need serious psychological help not 
separate bathroom!

You should not institute this policy only for trans 
students because there are many others who have 
privacy or medical needs, more important than trans

BS!!!! Keep dudes with (REDACT) off girls sports teams!!!! You 
are taking women’s sports and equal rights back to the dark ages.

982 English Wonderful. I hope transgender persons will be 
providing some of the training to be sure their 
perspective is at the center.

The statement that gender identity shall not be used improperly or 
against policies seems to leave it open to too easily deny treating 
someone as the gender to which they identity. Too vague.

This is great! Wonderful. Will female presenting athletes with bigger levels of 
testosterone be protected from discrimination because of that? 
They should be able to compete as females.

983 English I believe that everyone is entitled to fair treatment under the 
constitution of the United States of America. Regardless of what 
someone’s birth certificate may identify them as it is the right of 
that individual to identify with the gender they feel comfortable 
with. It is the responsibility of each law abiding citizen to respect  
that individual’s choice.

Facilities should be made available to transgender 
individuals for the gender for which they identify 
themselves with.

Yes.

984 English I support the measure - protect vulnerable kids! Support! Support! Support!
985 English I agree. I agree I agree. I agree.
986 English support and approve support and approve support and approve support and approve
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987 English I support the approach outlined in this section. I support the approach outlined in this section. I support the approach outlined in this section. I support the approach outlined in this section.

988 English This is a great step forward. Thank you. I would also consider non-gender-binary nomenclature. This is good. Good. Thank you.

989 English
990 English APS staff should prevent harassment. But parents who 

allow their children to identify as “transgender” should 
be reported to Child Protective Services.

Children should use the facilities that correspond to 
their biological sex.  Those who identify as 
transgender should be permitted to use a gender 
neutral facility.

This makes no sense. Children should compete with members of 
their biological sexual.

991 English Agree None Agree agree

992 English 1) **Very difficult to see the comment section writings, 
secondary to whomever chose the font color for the 
response section.***  This was probably purposely done 
to confuse, mislead, or frustrate the concerned 
respondent's feedback.  2) APS needs to slow this 
process down immediately.  3) Training topics on 
gender identity have already been  promoted by the 
APS Continuing Education and Professional 
Development office.  How many more of these in-
services must a teacher continue to attend on this 
topic?  All teachers are well aware of transgender and 
gender identity issues in the APS school system.  APS 
should be training its families on developing character 
and respect by their own children while attending 
school.  Another topic would be cell phone etiquette 
and its responsible use.  Everyone knows that Dr. 
Murphy is looking for a promotion to become the 
Director of Education in Richmond, VA and is looking 
for a feather in his cap to be the most progressive and 
'cutting edge' school system .  This topic is too 
progressive and  the brakes need to be put 'on.

The word 'sense' needs to be better defined in this language.  
One's identity is assigned at birth, biologically.  Those that want 
to identify as another gender have a metal disability/dysfunction 
and need counseling or cognitive intervention...

APS will be spending a boat load of money to 
reconstruct gender neutral bathrooms/facilities in 
many of their aging school buildings.  This is wasteful 
where money would be better spent on the education 
of its students

There will be multiple legal actions with this issue.  Women's 
sports will completely vanish if this happens.  Already there are 
biological boys identifying as girls that compete on girls sports 
teams.  These boys (that identify as girls)  dominate the 
competition and are already at an advantage given higher 
testosterone levels (strength and quickness) whereby they will 
exceed above another female at the same age.   Given this fact, 
there will most likely be no younger women playing sports at the 
high school level.  It will be dominated by males that identify at 
female.  I feel sorry for those girls that will not make the JV or 
Freshman teams because their position was taken by a boy that 
identifies as female!
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993 English I support this 100%. Our students who identify across 
the gender spectrum should feel safe in their school 
environment.

This is great, as there is a lot of confusion and misuse and 
misunderstanding of the terms referring to those who are 
expanding our definitions beyond the gender binary.

I agree with this. Especially for those who seek 
privacy, in general.i am sensitive to the safety issue 
that privacy can present but I trust APS and its 
employees to figure out procedures and checks that 
can help ensure the safety of students in private 
restroom facilities.

Excellent

994 English

995 English Strongly support this section as worded Strongly support this section as worded Strongly support this section as worded Strongly support this section as worded
996 English Please stop the transgender obsession.   This issue is 

private and the responsibility of parents and families ts 
and family's.

This type of nonsense is harming our children. Absolutely do not agree with this.  Girls should use 
girls facilities boys should use boys facilities

Nonsense

997 English I support this section I support this section I support this section As long as students have access 
to convenient bathrooms

I support this section

998 English I agree!! This is so important. All are welcome in APS!! Absolutely! Everyone should feel comfortable and safe 
while attending APS.

Again, absolutely agree with this!

999 English ...staff member to ensure all students, including 
transgender students, have safe, supportive, ......my 
comment: why are we singling out specifically 
“transgendered students”.....isnt it implied “all 
students”includes ALL?  If not, why not list again every 
group in this section, especially kids with a disability?

None I think bathroom sharing with cis students  can be 
abused by both groups of kids; having transgendered 
kids share bathrooms with cis kids  over simplifies the 
issues that may arise. having neutral  and safe 
facilities would be best.

Participation in any activity should be determined by capability and 
not by gender.

1000 English I fully support this section. I fully support this section. I fully support this section.  Thank you for providing a 
safe space for trans and non cisgender kids.  It makes 
our schools better when ever student feels safe 
enough to strive for excellence and be the best 
student they can be.

I fully support this section.  Thank you for providing a safe space 
for trans and non cisgender kids.  It makes our schools better when 
ever student feels safe enough to strive for excellence and be the 
best student they can be.

1001 English
1002 English I agree with the proposed PIP and am glad to see APS 

taking proactive steps to preserve a safe learning 
environment for tans students
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1003 English Every other teacher professional development training 
is required to be taken once.  Why does this topic need 
to be "continuous?"  I think once is enough.  If there is 
an update, email the staff with the applicable date of 
implementation, the guidelines, and contact information 
for questions.  I believe students in a transgender 
category should not be any more or less protected than 
other categories needing safe, supportive, and inclusive 
environments.  Staff can report harassment if they 
observe it, and staff cannot possibly be responsible for 
all the things students say or think or write or do which 
may not be kind to other students.  Students need to be 
taught ways to be kind and what the definition of 
bullying is (including exclusion or ostracization or 
making fun of others) and then taught to be kind to *all* 
persons regardless of category, including race, religion, 
gender, cognitive abilities, and so on.  No one group is 
excluded from protections or entitled to extra 
protections.  Religious groups who teach gender 
conformity also have rights to protection and all groups 
must be protected fairly.

What are the "improper purposes" and "School Board policies" 
referred to here?   Are students free to identify themselves as 
transgender without their parents' permission or input?  I believe 
schools should obtain parental permission for each student who 
identifies as transgender before anything is put into effect.

I believe that if a child who is assigned to the male 
sex at birth begins to identify as either transgender or 
female, that student may be permitted to use a 
transgender restroom and should *not* be permitted 
to use a girls' restroom.  Girls should not be at risk of 
a boy or a transgender student or a student who now 
identifies as female coming into a restroom with such 
inadequate privacy.  The stalls do not offer adequate 
protection from peeping under the walls or between 
the frame of the stall and the door.  Some doors of 
stalls no longer latch securely in some schools.  APS' 
school buildings are not kept up well enough to offer 
secure restroom facilities for all who need it in the 
time allotted between classes.  Single user gender 
neutral facilities may be appropriate for a single user 
and is not adequate to allow an entire line of students 
to use the restroom between classes.  Girls on their 
cycles have to take care of highly personal business 
and should never be at risk of being ogled or recorded.  
 Every cell phone is capable of recording people, and 
objects can be made to hide cameras which are 
disguised.  Protect *all* students, including the gender 
conforming students, do not only provide for what 
transgender students want.  If there is a violation on 
the part of any student being disrespectful of others, 
they can face consequences and use a single user 
restroom away from their peers.

I believe all students should be able to participate in athletic 
events.  I also believe it is inappropriate to require students of any 
particular gender to compete either with or against students who 
are of *any* different gender.  For example, girls should not have to 
wrestle with a boy or a transgender student, and so on.  Parents 
have the right to opt their children in and out of sports which may 
require close physical contact with other genders, without the 
student "forfeiting" or losing the match or otherwise being 
disqualified.

1004 English While it important to respect the needs of transgender 
and non binary students, it is also important to respect 
the needs and sensitivities of students who identify 
with their biological sex assigned at birth. Those 
biologically-gender-identifying students should not be 
required to share bathrooms or locker rooms with 
students of a different biological sex who identify with 
an alternate gender.
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1005 English This policy needs a section regarding the documentation required 
to assert a gender identity different from one's biological sex. The 
policy should require a valid, documented, diagnosis of gender 
dysphoria prior to school recognition, rather than simply 
permitting a student to declare their gender identity as the mood 
strikes them.

1006 English No, training to prevent and remedy harrassment of any 
kind is important.  However, I am not convinced the 
topic of transgender students requires continuous 
training, especially compared to many other topics that 
impact the wider community.

Biology defines gender; I do not agree with supposition that an 
alternative gender is a viable category.  This definition merely 
represents the latest trend in the culture and does not reflect the 
imperical data.

I agree that single user, gender neutral facilities 
(bathrooms only) should be made available.  However, 
multi-user facilities should correspond to a student's 
biological gender.

All activities should be based on the student's biological gender not 
their gender identity as defined above.

1007 English Good Good Good Good

1008 English if you are selecting a special group as "transgenders"-it 
is very prompt and risky for the whole community to 
leave it alone, when there are other groups been harass 
for centuries. As we can see in history, minorities as 
women, small stature boys and girls, fat or obese 
children, and the list goes on and on. Why to bring 
about one particular group ahead of the others that 
have been in the list for centuries? Why this special 
group is more special than others? why now?

What is very confusing at this time, is that there is not enough 
scientific proof or evidence to demonstrate the change in this 
issue of having to chose anyone else sex after years of being born. 
For years human nature has live and grow with no problem in this 
situation.

It is to the cost of intelligence. No human being is ever 
been born neutral, there is at least, no scientific proof. 
Why to expose little girls to boys feeling somehow 
confused, just lusting to see girls naked? How this will 
prevent what has already happening in many places 
in the US, when grown males in the bathroom with 
little girls have abused them, rape them and taken 
them away from their parents? Many people like me 
feel violated by having to share the bathroom with 
someone of different sex. do I have rights to my own 
privacy?If wanting to do something for transgender 
person, build  bathrooms specifically for their needs..

There is a violation against girls, they are physically in 
disadvantage to transgenders for the majority of cases.

1009 English Strongly agree! Strongly agree! Strongly agree! Strongly agree!
1010 English Students can use single user bathrooms. I do agree 

that they can use any bathroom.

1011 English Children with a gender identity not aligning to their 
physical sex should be required to use single 
user/private facilities if they are uncomfortable using 
the facilities for their physical gender.

Children should compete in the sports teams for their physical 
gender.  This is consistent with national and international sports 
policy.
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1012 English This is long over-due. Schools should be safe and 
welcoming places for all students but in Arlington they 
currently are not. At (REDACT) where my white son 
attends there are frequent instances of racist, 
homophobic, and other egregious behavior by some 
students and these things are not adequately 
addressed by APS staff or administrators. Training is a 
first step towards addressing these things but it will 
take moral courage to change what is happening.

I am not sure what it means that gender identity shall not be 
asserted for any improper purpose or in any ways that violate 
school board polices. Children who “assert” a gender other than 
what they were assigned at birth are taking a step that they 
certainly know will be difficult and the school board should not 
have any policies that make such a decision more difficult.

Children should be able to use bathroom facilities that 
are consistent with their gender identity.  They should 
not be made to feel that they have to use a private 
facility to avoid ostracism or worse.

In favor.

1013 English I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is 
adopted for all protected groups.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is adopted for all 
protected groups.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is adopted for all 
protected groups.

1014 English Great! Agree Great
1015 English I agree I agree I agree I agree

1016 English Thank you for addressing this important issue. My 
comment is the same for all sections.  I approve of 
each section of this policy. As the parent of cis children, 
I am glad to have the opportunity to be an ally to those 
children who are already suffering great pain. I hope 
this policy allows all children to feel more comfortable in 
their school.

1017 English I think the focus should be on treating all students with 
respect and dignity.  Why are new policies necessary 
for this? I see that APS has a hidden agenda which is 
dangerous to the family, which is core unit of society.

This is not based on science.  Humans are either male or female.  
This has been true since the beginning of time.

How is this safe for women and children.  Where are 
thier rights? This gives predators an open door to 
abuse.

There is no such thing as gender neutral, one is either male or 
female.  It is not fair for boys to play on girls teams.  There is 
nothing equal about that.

1018 English This is good, thank you for drafting this policy. This is good, thank you for drafting this policy. This is good, thank you for drafting this policy. This is good, thank you for drafting this policy.

1019 English I agree i agee I agree agree
1020 English I do not agree with this policy.  My son is entering 6th 

grade this fall.  He will not be comfortable changing 
his clothes in front of a “transgender” or rather girl that 
has decided she identifies more with males.  This is 
not appropriate.  Single user bathrooms or specific 
locker rooms for transgender students need to 
mandatory if Arlington is going to go forward with this 
policy.

1021 English It’s great except staff should be trained on “gender 
identity” broadly, not just “transgender students”

Good Good Good
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1022 English Transgender students represent a tiny portion of the 
student population just as they represent a tiny portion 
of the population at large. No one should be subject to 
discrimination and no minority should push forth its 
agenda at the expense of the majority of students.

Gender is assigned at birth. I don't care what the pyschologists 
say.

This is sheer lunacy and discriminates against the 
students who are using the correct facilities based on 
their gender at birth.

This is ridiculous. When you allow students to compete in sports 
based on gender identity not based on gender assigned at birth 
APS is facilitating the end of women's competitive sports. This 
issue has already surfaced on the international stage in biking and 
track and field.  It's only a matter of time when any male who isn't 
competitive in his natural birth gender decides to transition and 
compete very successfully as a female athlete.

1023 English Children should never be made fun of. I am curious to 
how you will handle a child who may be innocently 
confused about another child's gender expression, with 
no intent to hurt that child or make fun of them. Would 
the innocent child who may be confused be punished 
or shamed? How will you give room for freedom of 
thought, allowing for children who believe that there are 
only two genders?

I think the phrase 'improper purpose' is really vague. What do you 
mean by one's identity being asserted?

How will you protect girls from having boys in their 
bathrooms? How will you protect privacy? It is 
common experience for girls to have boys pull at their 
skirts, look up their clothes etc. Will girls using the 
bathroom be forced to share bathrooms with boys, 
even if the boy identifies as a girl?

How will you regulate the biological facts that sometimes/often 
males are physically stronger/quicker than females? I am all for 
girls being empowered in sports, and I do not want them to be 
discouraged if biological males are competing in their divisions, 
having an unfair advantage. Also, how will you handle girls 
changing in locker rooms etc? When I was a girl in school I would 
have felt very violated to have a biological male in my locker room, 
no matter what gender identity they associated with.

1024 English I support inclusion and training for APS staff to ensure 
they know how to support transgender and gender non-
conforming students.

I support this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section

1025 English I strongly support this provision.
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1026 English I support this statement and I agree with it I agree with and support this section

1027 English I agree.  Transgender students should be 
unconditionally supported.

I agree.  Transgender students should be unconditionally 
supported.

I agree.  Transgender students should be 
unconditionally supported.

I agree.  Transgender students should be unconditionally supported.

1028 English This is good in principle. How it's applied will make all 
the difference. Please don't allow anti-harassment laws 
to be used to stifle free speech and discussion on 
controversial topics. Even by kids. This has happened 
way too often.

Good. "Cannot be required" is too strong. Teachers and 
administrators need to be able to make judgment 
calls. Any policy that gives sole discretion to the 
students will be abused by students, you can guaranty 
that.

"May" is a fine term for non-sports activities, as in, they "may" do 
so if teachers and administrators determine that it is appropriate. 
But biological males must not be permitted to play girls' 
competitive sports. Their biological advantages are simply too 
great. Worst case, and commonly, they will injure the biological 
girls because males have stronger muscles and thicker bones; this 
is a fact of science that cannot be denied. Also, biological girls will 
see a rigged game for what it is, and will participate less in sports, 
knowing that they cannot win as often and cannot even make the 
team as often. This is unnecessary. Biological males have the 
option to participate in male sports. They are not be prevented from 
doing sports; they are only being prevented from playing girls' 
sports for which girls, through no fault of their own, are at a serious 
disadvantage. There is no "win win" solution that involves males 
playing females' sports; if the males play, the girls suffer. That is 
not bias or hate. To the contrary: real feminists must protect the 
ability of biological females to have their own level playing field.

1029 English please provide a safe accepting environment  for all this is a great idea yes please provide gender neutral  uniforms for those who require  
them
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1030 English Sounds good. Okay Students who have transitioned genders can use the 
bathroom that matches their physical gender. If 
students feel they are transgender but still have the 
other gender genitalia, they can use the single use 
gender neutral facilities. There is no need to allow 
cross gender restroom use when there are single use 
facilities.

Completely opposed. This will be a detriment to female born 
athletes. Disagree strongly. Physical safety is also an issue, as 
boys are generally larger than girls at this age.

1031 English I don't think APS staff have time for continuous training 
on such a focused issue.  More reasonable would be 
annual training on bullying, with gender nonconformity 
being included as a possible vulnerability. APS should 
have a zero tolerance policy for any student being 
bullied for any reason.

I think the vagueness of this section creates more problems than 
it solves. How are APS staff  going to divine "improper" versus 
proper purposes? And these definitions allow for fluid states of 
gender that will be unmanageable and unenforceable (with 
respect to improper purposes).

Under this policy, I would ask that my children be 
provided access to single-user facilities. I am 
concerned about convenience of these facilities, if 
there will be lines to get in, if my children will be late 
for classes, etc.

I will not allow my children to participate in contact sports with the 
opposite sex. If that occurs in P.E., I expect opting out to be 
actively offered.

1032 English Ideally, all schools should ensure that all 
bathroom/locker room facilities have private bathroom 
stalls and private shower areas, regardless of whether 
they are male, female or gender neutral facilities. I 
don't have any issue with this policy if I know that all 
students have access to private spaces regardless of 
how they identify.

While we still have separate men and women's sports teams, we 
do have to be concerned about unfair advantages. For example, if 
someone identifies as female but is still biologically male and hasn't 
fully transitioned, there is an unfair performance advantage. These 
legitimate concerns should be taken into consideration in any 
policy.

1033 English Thank you for addressing the very important needs of 
all students regardless of gender identity.

1034 English How about the harassment on kids that are not 
transgender? How about a greater focus on them? All 
children should be treated fairly why the focus on 
transgender? The focus should be on school and 
teaching, we don't need education classes on 
transgender.  Train the teachers on bullying across the 
board.  NOT a focus on one sector of the public.

Define it as you would like, I do not want a male in my daughter's 
bathrooms/locker rooms period.  how do you determine that this 
is a safe situation and that the non-transgender child is in a safe 
place.  We are talking about bathrooms and locker rooms and the 
safety of the children.The children should feel safe at school and 
not have to worry about who is in the bathroom or locker room.

I strongly do NOT agree that a male can enter in to a 
females bathroom under any circumstance.  I do not 
want my daughters put in a situation where a child is 
deciding between genders.  They should use the 
"gender neutral" facilities.

I do not feel that males on females sports team is fair or safe.  
Females should be on females teams and males should be on the 
males teams.

1035 English Fine.  Seems fair. Fine. This does not seem fair to all students-- it seems to 
favor transgender students over all others.

This seems very unfair to non-transgender students who are 
participating in these sports, especially at higher levels of 
competition/ for sports scholarships, etc.

1036 English This seems concerning, more of an explanation and 
more time to consider all the options seems like a 
reasonable request.

It seems that a male participating in a female sport holds an 
advantage due to the hormones males are born with- regardless of 
how they identify.
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1037 English "Continuously" seems over indulgent and expensive. 
How about once during their initial teaching 
accreditation?

Where is the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-5) mental disorder / "gender dysphoria" definition, 
if you really want to be honest and inclusive here...

So instead of buying more text books you're going to 
buy a bunch of new half skirt / half pant signs and put 
them on single user bathrooms? Is that good 
stewardship of our tax dollars? I'm sure you've thought 
through the 16 year old boy who "identifies" as a girl 
for the day just to be a legal  voyeur in the girls locker 
room for the day. Right? Right???

I'm going to volunteer to coach high school track & field, load the 
girls team with strong and fast real boys, and crush every girls 
team in the county. Explain that to  your daughters - why men once 
again beat them out at a chance for victory. Bye bye Title IX.

1038 English I have every respect for the hard and true path a 
transgirl travels early in her life, but this section 
prioritizes her needs over the needs of other students 
as an absolute matter.  If one pledges to never require 
a transgirl to use a single user facility, one then does 
require a girl who feels she must dress elsewhere for 
religious reasons to use a single user facility.  If the 
policy is an intentional choice to always prioritize the 
transgirl's full access over the full access of certain 
Muslim and Christian students, so be it. But let us not 
pretend that those cisgirls will not be moved to single 
user spaces or that they will never be subject to 
ridicule from their classmates for makingn that choice.  
 In certain schools and years, the result will be that 
because one transgirl can't be required to use a single 
user facility, multiple other girls will need to in order to 
honor their religious beliefs.

If the first and second sentences conflict, which overrides the 
other? If the rules of the VHSL and VASRA are to overrule the 
requirement of the first sentence, should they do so, please make 
that clear.  In addition, it might be wise if this section specifically 
stated that this provision is to be reviewed every three years (or 
another period of time) in light of changes in how professional and 
other sports are addressing these issues.  The bathroom/locker 
room issues may turn out to be fine with most students most of the 
time, but the sports issue is going to remain highly controversial.  I 
don't have a solution to balacing the trans-athelete's rightful place 
against a cisgirl's natural frustration at losing to a pre-physical-
transitioned transgirl, but I do think caution in purporting to have it 
all worked out is warranted.

1039 English Fully support! Fully support Fully support Fully support
1040 English agreed. Young minds are easily moldable and when one doesn't find their 

'fit' in society, it takes on a new persona or sex identity. Let's not 
feed this but support the young, influential minds to be 
comfortable in the skin they were born with.  Let them make their 
ulitmate decision about their chosen gender when their frontal 
globes are fully developed.  Middle and high school years are 
tough on everyone.   We shouldn't be quick to assist a young 
person in altering their assigned sex at birth.

This can be a slippery slope.  Can you imagine a 
young, sick male mind entering a female bathroom 
and committig a crime? Where do we draw the line?  
Shall we just remove all boundaries and resort back to 
cavemen?  How about this...Let's have open holes in 
the ground where everyone can feel equal.

Do you think that it creates a 'fair' competitive environment to have 
a natural born male gender competing with a natural born female in 
sports? Not acceptible because it is not balanced.   This creates 
unfair competition.

1041 English Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 
safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

1042 English APS, thank you for supporting trans kids! In agreement, please continue suppot Strongly agree Strongly agree
1043 English Add language protecting non binary students as well None Approve of this policy and language County should protest if VHSL policies are discriminatory.
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1044 English looks good looks good no problems fine

1045 English I approve. I approve. I approve. I approve.
1046 English What is the policy to prevent abuse of this policy by 

children claiming a new gender identity on a 
temporary basis.?

1047 English My biggest question would be: Why did we ever 
separate sexes in the first place? What led to that 
division? My answer would be protection and privacy 
for both sexes, but mainly girls. That has to be our 
goal for EVERYONE- protection and privacy. If a kid 
with a penis wants to change in my girl's locker room, 
doesn't that violate the original intention? She would 
have neither privacy nor protection. She needs to 
keep her girl parts private and she needs to be sure 
that immature boys aren't taking advantage of the 
"loophole" to come and invade her privacy and dignity. 
It all comes down to that. If someone asks for special 
treatment to make them feel more comfortable, I don't 
have a problem with that- single use facilities are 
there for that purpose. But I do have a problem with 
catering to one person’s desires while disregarding the 
protection and privacy of fifty other kids. That is unfair 
and discriminatory. So when this says “Students 
cannot be required to use a particular facility… 
including single user bathroom facilities” I highly 
disagree. We can offer special treatment for special 
kids but there needs to be limits in order to protect the 
protection and privacy FOR ALL KIDS.

Again I return to my first question- why do we have different sports 
in the first place? Why do girls and boys not compete together? 
We need to think about the origins here. My answer would be that 
boys and girls are different in personality but also different in 
muscle structure and physical capability. It was the most fair to 
have them on separate teams in separate leagues. Allowing boys 
to compete as girls is simply unfair to girls and discriminatory! As 
much as I love my daughters, most boys are stronger than them 
and they wouldn’t have a chance. This is a step backwards for 
women.

1048 English I am supportive of this statement. Would like to know 
the details of training.

I am supportive Thank you No additional comments

1049 English I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy.

1050 English None I do not think it is the responsibility of the public school system to 
teach this material. I think it is the responsibility of family to talk to 
their kids about this material.

I think this is an unreasonable requirement which 
overly prioritizes the needs of a limited number of 
students

I think this would ruin female sports since those individuals born 
male have an unfair biological advantage
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1051 English I agree that all students should be protected from 
harassment of any kind however , why will "All 
Arlington Public Schools staff be continuously trained 
on topics relating to transgender students."  Continuous 
staff training to support a small minority  (0.7% of the 
US population) of students seems unbalanced and 
unfair.  What about continuous training to support the  
population of students with dyslexia (20% of the US 
population).  If dyslexic children go unsupported they 
end up with depression, poor self esteem, limited 
education and job potential.  A fair number of them end 
up in prison.  I know you have programs for dyslexia 
children in the schools but from personal experience, 
most dyslexic children are told they are not eligible for 
additional support.  So why are we spending so much 
disproportionate energy, effort and money on this small 
group when there are so many student suffering?

Sorry but a person is either Male of Female.  That is a biological 
scientific fact.    Science Focus School taught children to base 
reality on research and facts.  Now the school administration is 
saying the facts don't count if a person does not like the facts.

I disagree with this completely.  Open changing areas 
and bathrooms should only be for those individuals of 
the same sex.  May students are afraid to say 
anything because of the back lash from groups calling 
them "haters" when all they want is their privacy.  I 
think there should be a large number of private 
bathroom/ changing rooms for anyone wishing to 
change in a private setting while maintaining the 
current sex separated changing rooms.

It amazes me that this is even a possibility.  The reality is that men 
are stronger then women., especially at the high school and middle 
school ages.  This is fact.    Even with puberty suppressing 
hormones, men have a clear advantage over women in most 
sports.  So why have men or women's sports at all and make 
everything co-ed? The schools actions in the area will eliminate  
Title IX  protections for women. A devastating blow to young and 
older women alike

1052 English I think it is great that APS is enacting policies that will 
make the school safer for all students, including 
transgender students.

Sounds good to me. Sounds good. Sounds fair.

1053 English I agree What is "typically associated"? This is nonsense. All people are 
different

I agree about single user, neutral. I disagree about 
using the multi-user bathroom of people's choice 
because it will make more people, especially 
bilological  females uncomfortable

I disagree. This will likely lead to biological females being deprived 
of prizes, this will likely increase the level of stress and depression 
among biological female athletes and may lead to gravely 
consequences.

1054 English Thank you for being proactive in securing equal access 
to educational opportunities for all students, especially 
including transgender students. We whole-heartedly 
support this initiative and hope that the PIP can be 
implemented as soon as possible, so all students can 
be assured of a safe, supportive, and inclusive 
environment in all Arlington schools by the start of the 
2019-2020 school year in September.

Thank you for referencing the APA definitions of gender identity 
and transgender. It is important that the PIP be based on 
research and evidence by experienced professionals with 
expertise in these matters.

This is a good start, but access may not be adequate. 
If the single stall, gender-neutral bathrooms are not 
conveniently located, then the mere fact of their 
existence somewhere in the building may not provide 
meaningful access. The PIP should ensure that such 
facilities are provided in all parts of a building and on 
all floors of a building in the same manner and degree 
that other bathroom facilities are made available.

No additional comments on this section -- seems to provide for a 
inclusive and supportive environment for all students to participate 
in athletic activities.

1055 English I do not agree, This is absurd! There is only two gender identity . Which is 
female or male  , that is giving by birth

There is only  Genter identity which we’re giving at 
birth. Nothing else should be aloud

Yes
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1056 English I don't care about biological males in girls' clubs, other than sports. 
But they should not be in girls' sports. Biological males have unfair 
physical advantages in sports that no amount of good intentions 
will overcome. Girls already face such hurdles, and the increased 
risk of injury. And now you want to force them -- and it is, indeed, 
forcing them -- to compete against males, too? Biologically male 
transgender children aren't without a sport. They can, and should, 
play boys' sports. If they face harassment in boys' sports, the 
fairness solution is to stop the harassment, not to force girls to 
compete against a male. Don't pretend that males in girls' sports is 
a "win win." The girls lose. When the girls are injured, or don't get 
into college because their spots were taken by males on the team, 
the County is going to be sued. And the County will lose.

1057 English I agree that every APS staff member must work to 
ensure safety for all students, particularly transgender 
students, who face unique and difficult challenges. 
Training should be implemented immediately and 
continuously.

Good. This is good. In addition, students should have easy 
and quick access to facilities they choose to use. 
Having to go significantly out of their way to access 
facilities of their choice is not ok.

Absolutely yes.

1058 English I think making all of the bathrooms single user and 
gender neutral going forward is a win for everyone.  
Although my family does not have a child with gender 
identity differences, I do have a son with significant 
needs and multiple disabilities.  As he continues to 
age it becomes more difficult for me to bring him into 
the women's bathroom with me and I am very 
concerned about this in the coming years as he still 
requires assistance in some aspects of toileting.

1059 English There should be an opening affirmation, that affirms 
that APS wants to value and respect the whole child, 
not that APS has a responsibility to include others.

1060 English If APS is equal to all why identify Transgender and no 
one else?

This will open a can of worms when it comes to overnight trips, 
sports and other  activities.

Transgender should not be allowed in the opposite sex 
bathroom or locker room.

All the work of title 9 will go down the tubes if transgenders are 
allowed to be in sports  they feel their gender is.

1061 English Inclusion is important to prevent bullying and even 
severe harrassment.

No comments A single user facility may be very useful to avoid 
inappropriate or harsh interactions among students

Development of neutral activities might create a more equitable 
environment
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1062 English Extracurriculars are fine. But sports? The science on this is clear: 
boys (males) have a huge advantage that even hormone 
treatments do not erase. They are faster, stronger, and easily 
capable of injuring girls. Not only that, but male transgender girls 
already HAVE a sports outlet: boys' sports. It is not cruelty to ask 
them to do the sport that matches their biology; it's fairness. If your 
concern is that they'll be mistreated, stop the mistreatment -- that 
you CAN do. As opposed to trying to correct the unfairness of 
having girls compete against males; that unfairness you CAN'T fix. 
The price of treating male-to-female transgender kids with 
compassion CANNOT be that girls are forced to lose out, and even 
face more injury. Girls should not be made to suffer for this. You 
can't stick your head in the sand ostrich-like and pretend that 
males belong in girls' sports, or that you don't have to make a 
choice. If XY children (biologically, boys) "win" by participating in 
girls' sports, XX children (biological girls) lose. And girls have done 
far too much losing in history already, thank you very much.

1063 English look fine looks fine Looks fine looks fine
1064 English None How would you manage violations of "asserting it for an improper 

purpose" particularly related to female restrooms and locker 
rooms?  How is this defined and implemented to protect all 
students, but particularly females?

Transgender students should use single user 
bathroom facilities or the bathroom that matches their 
gender at birth.  Why would you have both male and 
female body parts side by side in a locker room 
changing area?  How will girls in particular be 
protected?

APS is inviting lawsuits here. This is a flagrant contradiction with 
the rights guaranteed girls in Title IX. You are choosing to 
advantage biologically male athletes at the expense of female 
athletes. To be fair to females, if this is the case, APS should adopt 
testosterone testing like athletic associations are doing:  
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-
way/2018/04/26/606039409/iaaf-sets-new-limits-on-testosterone-
levels-in-women

1065 English How will all staff be trained?  Will this include aides, 
lunchroom attendents, etc?  Hope so.

1066 English Naked people with female genitalia should not be in 
the same unobstructed open space as a naked male 
genitalia person. Regardless of identity.

This is disgraceful,, especially to genetic girls. There is no possible 
human biological way a genetic girl can physically compete with a 
genetic  boy. This will be the end to female sports.

1067 Spanish Esta bien. No se trata de como se siente.lo que es ,es. no hay de otra. No estoy de acuerdo .cualquier persona puede tomar 
de excusa de que se siente mujer y entre donde estan 
las ninas y puede pasar lo pero.

1068 English Thank you for providing training and specifically 
protecting transgender youth.

I approve using both of these definitions. I approve of making facilities available for anyone who 
seeks privacy.

I approve of making teams and uniforms gender neutral.

1069 English I completely endorse this section. I think this handles a tricky topic well. I completely endorse this section, and am tired 
parents who want to hijack a thoughtful policy for their 
own bigoted reasons.

I approve, and hope that the related orgs will put as much thought 
into their policies as we do here.

1070 English Fully support the section. Supportive of the section. I'm not transgender and would defer to 
someone who is on how they'd like to be identified.

Supportive Supportive and makes sense.
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1071 English Why do we single out transgender students ? Haven’t 
we always  fought against harassment of any kind?

At the elementary and middle school level, why is this  something 
that  we must decide in school. How is this a school 
responsibility?

I do not want my daughter sharing a locker room with 
a boy - at any age. Single user  gender neutral portion 
of paragragh should stay in. You shouldn’t force other 
kids that are uncomfortable changing with someone of 
the opposite sex. Where are their rights?

This getting out of hand. So no more girls softball? No more girls 
volleyball?

1072 English I agree with the above None I support this but recognize that many others  will not

1073 English Why is transgender simgled out? Students have a 
gender.  And any harassment is bad.  Not sure why 
transgender is singled out.

I am ok with thise definitions.  But disagree with their application. Completely disagree.  Their is also an acceoted 
medical definition of "gender". I believe that definition 
should be used.  A gender can be medically changed.  
 Gender identity is too nebulus.  Hiw iften can one 
declare a new gender identity? Once; once an 
academic year; once a wuarter; once a week? A 
better alternative would be to have mixed gender 
facities.

I read this and thought it was a miss print.  Are you implying a 
male (at birth) can compete on the girls team if "he" identifies as a 
girl?? Does that makes sense??

1074 English All students should be treated with respect. Creating a 
protected class in unnecessary.

How will authorities determine what is an "improper purpose"? 
What is is the standard being used? And how can one prove the 
motives of another?

Question: Why have male/female bathrooms at all if 
gender identity is based upon how one thinks/feels 
and not what can be physically demonstrated.

Won't male born athletes have an unfair physical over female born 
athletes? Keep sport teams separate based upon born gender 
unless the sport is co-gender.

1075 English This survey method is not user friendly.  Each section 
can record 2000 characters, yet the window that shows 
the response only shows approx. 1- words at a time.  
This seems to be very rushed without opportunity for 
public comment (in person).  Books and presentations 
on this topic must be brought to parents in much 
advance, via multiple methods, with opt-in (versus only 
opt-out).  Additionally, what is the methods to 
announce to parents in families that are ESOL?  It is 
one thing to teach on this subject and be neutral, it is 
another thing to tell kids that they could/may be 
transgender too.  Kids are too impressionable and do 
not need adults to be giving them ideas that they are 
not the gender they thought they are or that so many 
kids are transgender.

Is the sex assigned or observed by trained professionals (with 
much study of science)? Will there not be groupings by girl/boy 
because less than 1% are transgender?

Students (and parents) that are not transgender 
should be able to request privacy.

Students (specifically girls born that way with that muscle 
structure) are at a disadvantage to a transgender (born male) in 
terms of strength and speed type athletics.  These girls can lose 
out on scholarships when they lose to a transgendered student.  
Will a girls sport that uses a skirt (traditionally) now have to offer 
shorts for a transgender person to play?  If they are now a girl, 
seems they would want to wear the skirt.

1076 English I think there should be an acknowledgement that there are several 
interpretations of “Gender Identity”, including a biological focus 
that recognizes that every person has either two X chromosomes 
(Males) or a X and Y chromosomes (Female).  The favoritism 
APS shows toward the APA definition is exclusive and 
marginalizing toward those who have differing opinions. It does 
not reflect the intellectual inclusivity that would be expected of an 
enlightened 21st century mindset.

Will taxpayer dollars be used to fund this? I question 
the APS’s  consideration of this as it would be 
applying tax dollars toward funding the 
accommodation of these expanding facilities. For 
those who disagree with the allowing facility usage 
determined by gender identity self selection, their hard 
earned dollars are being applied toward funding this 
accommodation which may conflict with religious 
values or personal beliefs.

Gender neutral awards is in line with the coddling of American 
youth so typical in our society. This over accommodation 
contributes to a generation-wide sense of entitlement. This is 
teaching them that everyone is the same - that no one is diffeeent 
which is anti-diverse and robs the dignity and uniqueness of male 
and female achievement.

1077 English I approve - this seems reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable.
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1078 English Thank you for supporting ALL STUDENTS and creating 
an environment of safety, compassion, and 
understanding.

Yes! Each student should feel comfortable and be 
afforded the opportunity for privacy regardless of 
gender identity.

1079 English agree

1080 English Totally agree The description/definition is accurate and I agree with the 
proposed assertion

The part about single user facilities is slightly unclear 
to me, but I agree that students should be allowed to 
use the bathroom of their gender identity

What does it mean by gender neutral uniform?

1081 English 1.  What does the training include?  Who determines 
the training?  Parents must have a role in determining 
training policy and be fully aware of what the training 
includes so that we can be consistent at home.    2.  
What is considered prompt and effective steps?  Why 
do we need to have a specific policy for gender identity 
harassment when we have existing policy for all other 
types of harassment?  Is the Board proposing new or 
different disciplinary actions and/ or enforcement than 
other types of harassment?  3.  The introduction 
section opens a lot of questions that need better 
clarification. This is overly vague and not well 
developed.

1.  Also include “Gender Dysphoria”. A serious medical condition 
characterized by the difference between a person’s gender 
identity and his/her biological sex. Associated with clinically 
significant distress and impairment of functioning.”  Also include 
“Biological Sex” a person’s biological status as male or female 
based on chromosomes, gonads, hormones, and genitals.”

I agree that a single user bathroom and a single user 
locker room are the ideal accommodations, but 
allowing children to use whatever bathroom fits their 
gender identity is not suitable. Particularly for children 
who have privacy issues with the same gender, this 
compounds the confusion. Additionally, enforcement 
and monitoring of allowed use is not clear especially 
when gender identity is respected as personal 
information rather than public. Single use facilities are 
great, but use of gender-assigned facilities requires 
additional analysis and consideration. I do not support 
it.

I absolutely oppose this. Studies show that even with hormone 
treatment, boys are 20-40% (depending upon the study) stronger, 
faster, more powerful than females in the same age group (again, 
depend on the sport and skill being measured).  Athletics is 
naturally discriminating. Biological males should not compete 
against females for the same reason 40 year olds do not compete 
with 5 year olds - they are physically dissimilar and not at all in the 
same competitive group. Enacting this policy would destroy girls 
athletics and any hope for our daughters to get college scholarships 
for sports. Any girl on the JV or reserve team would be off the 
roster entirely and not afforded any access. Biological males should 
continue to have access via boys teams. Denying them access to 
girls teams does not hinder their access to competitive sport, but 
allowing them on a girls team most certainly denies girls access - 
which is entirely in conflict with your stated policy goals.
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1082 English I believe that a person’s gender is determined by their 
chromosomes. Either xx or xy. I am tolerant of other opinions, 
however I do not believe that the public school system should 
have the right to teach my child about what gender is. This is the 
parent’s responsibility in a free society.

I do not feel comfortable sending my child to a school 
where he or she will be in vulnerable situations with 
the opposite sex by being in places inappropriate 
settings together. Ie: where they may be changing 
clothes or showering. There must be a line. If 
someone doesn’t want to shower/change in the same 
room as their biological gender then they can choose 
to use a private room. Other children should not be 
put at risk and placed in vulnerable situations simply 
because one child has a prefers to use a different 
locker room. This is putting the needs and potentially 
the safety of this one  transgender child above all the 
other children’s needs.

Gender neutral awards in athletics takes away the amazing 
diversity that we see in ALL athletes and forces sports to forget the 
rich differences that make each person so unique. This seeking of 
sameness takes away from each person’s unique ability to shine 
and perform to the best of their ability.

1083 English I support it, but I do think we need better education for 
parents so they understand both transgender rights and 
APS policy. Based on message board posts and Maria 
Keffler's Washington Post article, we need to cultivate 
empathy among parents, not just kids.

I support it I support it, particularly the availability of single-user 
facilities and non-gendered facilities

I support it

1084 English
1085 English I Support this policy I support these definitions I support this policy I support this policy
1086 English I do not feel that the school system should be engaging 

in transgender or any LGBTQ subjects as adolescence 
is confusing and may just cause more confusion than 
letting nature take its course when the child reaches 
their own age of consent for any behavior they choose 
to do in their own privacy.  Forcing these policies 
school wide ignore others religious beliefs as assuredly 
as they embrace LGBTQ for the sake of diversity at a 
disproportionate level to the student makeup.

I do not think this topic should be addressed by the school system 
at all, let alone endorse, define, or advocate topics that should be 
addressed by families in private.  The school system should 
educate, not try to impose their own moral codes that go infringe 
on many Christian beliefs.

If you have a penis, use the boys room, there are 
stalls there if you are that uncomfortable.  If you don't 
have a penis use the girls.  Its that simple.

If you have a penis you are a boy, physiology would create a 
physical unfair condition in sport related activities.  It was not 
allowed in the Olympics when China tried it, Arlington County 
should not try to endorse this mismatch for the sake of diversity.

1087 English The details need explaining. What constitutes 
harassment? If a parent is concerned about their child's 
well-being, could their concerned actions be 
misconstrued as harassment? Or if a child disagrees 
with the fundamental premises put forth in these 
policies, then does this disagreement then constitute 
harassment? More details are needed - and perhaps 
some examples would be helpful too.

I disagree with the premise and the science behind these 
statements. Further, apart from very rare circumstances, sex is 
not assigned at birth, it is identified. Unless a newborn is truly (i.e. 
biologically) intersex, then sex is not assigned, it is identified 
according to biology.

As a dad of daughters, I am concerned regarding the 
lack of choice that they would have in this scenario. I 
would not want my daughters to be stigmatized if they 
did not want to share a bathroom with a male-born 
student; and culturally, I feel that this is what would 
happen.

As a dad of daughters, I would not want my daughters competing 
against male-born students if they did not choose to do so. This 
policy would force them to choose between competing at a distinct, 
physical disadvantage, or forfeiture. I find this policy in violation of 
the fairness on which athletic competition is built.

1088 English agreed gender is assigned at birth locker based on birth sex boys on the girls athletic teams is ridiculous.
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1089 English This may open the door to anyone entering a 
bathroom where my child is potentially  changing her 
clothes to violate her space and rights. You are 
opening the door to anyone claiming anything they 
want so that they can be in the bathroom or locker 
room with anyone inappropriately. This opens APS up 
to serious legal problems if anyone feels violated.

Biologically male students will have an advantage over females in 
speed and strength potentially hurting female’s chances  for 
advancement, scholarships, fair play opportunities.

1090 English Fine Fine Single user, gender neutral facilities should be made 
available to all but students who identify with a gender 
other than their birth identity should not be allowed to 
choose whatever bathroom to use. If they want to use 
a bathroom other than their birth identity they should 
use the single user bathrooms.

Students who are born male should not be allowed to participate in 
female sport without a height and weight restriction. This policy 
sets up dangerous scenarios where size and strength advantages 
in males are not accounted for. I believe there could be serious 
injuries as a result of this policy.

1091 English Like children from all backgrounds, teansgender 
students will perform better academically if they feel 
safe. I support this change

I agree with this. Gender is a personal, physiological expression of 
one's  self.

I agree with this also. I do not believe that children will 
abuse this policy I'm order to use the opposite 
genders locker room. I do u stand that some children 
may feel uncomfortable and that's okay. Regardless of 
this policy proposal, children should have the right to 
privacy I'm the locker room. In other words, there 
should be private changing areas for anyone who does 
not want to change km front of others for any reason.

Again, I don't see anyone trying to get away with something. I can't 
imagine a child would willfully choose to compete with a different 
gender than how they identify. I think the hard part will be for 
children who are gender fluid. I also agree that students and APS 
need to adhere to the VHSL guidelines for competition.

1092 English As a resident I wholeheartedly support this 
NECESSARY section and the safety and security it 
would bring to transgender students. I will consistently 
vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I 
was a student a proposal like this would have improved 
my mental health, kept me from feeling excluded, and 
been extremely conducive to my academic and 
developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this NECESSARY section 
and the safety and security it would bring to transgender students. 
I will consistently vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I was a 
student a proposal like this would have improved my mental 
health, kept me from feeling excluded, and been extremely 
conducive to my academic and developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this 
NECESSARY section and the safety and security it 
would bring to transgender students. I will consistently 
vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I 
was a student a proposal like this would have 
improved my mental health, kept me from feeling 
excluded, and been extremely conducive to my 
academic and developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this NECESSARY section 
and the safety and security it would bring to transgender students. I 
will consistently vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I was a student 
a proposal like this would have improved my mental health, kept 
me from feeling excluded, and been extremely conducive to my 
academic and developmental success.

1093 English Support Support Support Support

1094 English Looks great. One general comment throughout: policy 
should clarify where in the schools information will be 
posted about students' rights and recourse if their rights 
are not recognized according to this policy. E.g. 
counselor's office, admin office, cafeteria, in the school 
handbook, etc.

Looks great Looks great Looks great
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1095 English APS staff should NOT be required to be trained on 
topics relating to transgender students. Please strike 
this sentence.  If APS staff are to be trained on any 
particular subject, it should be on something relating to 
education - math, reading, writing, etc.  This seems like 
APS is bending to a special interest group.  If this 
section remains, please make the name of the training 
company and the training materials available for public 
comment just like this survey.  I feel that a special 
interest group will influence the training to advocate for 
their perspective, which is not something that is good 
for our children.  As an Arlington resident for two 
decades and a parent of two children in Arlington 
Public Schools, I have a serious concern about why 
APS would require this training as opposed to more 
important education focused topics.  Again, please 
strike the sentence "All Arlington Public Schools staff 
shall be continuously trained on topics relating to 
transgender students." I find this to be an absurd 
requirement.  I really do.  I'm progressive.  I'm pro 
LGBTQ.  But this is going overboard.  Seriously.  Don't 
go this far.  Keep the focus on education.  Don't bend to 
special interest groups.

No comment. Please update this section to reflect a policy that 
provide single user bathroom facilities to those who do 
not identify with their sex assigned at birth.  The 
proposed wording goes too far.  I do not want boys 
who identify as girls using the girl’s facilities with my 
daughters.  This is overkill and this section is clearly 
influenced by special interest groups.  I suggest 
keeping only the last sentence in this section – “Single 
user, gender neutral facilities will be made available to 
all users who seek privacy.”  Please remove the first 
two sentences that state – “Access to facilities that 
correspond to a student’s gender identity will be 
available to all students. Students cannot be required 
to use a particular facility inconsistent with their 
gender identity, including single user bathroom 
facilities.”

I feel the wording in the first sentence is intentionally misleading 
and vague, as if written by a special interest group or politician.  I 
do not like this wording.  If it means that a biological boy who 
identifies as a girl can participate on a "girls" team rather than a 
boys team, then I request this sentence be removed since I am 
against this policy.  As the parent of two biological girls who 
identify as girls and attend APS, i do not feel it is fair 
sportsmanship for them to compete directly against biological boys 
who identify as girls.  This section needs to make this clear.  If it is 
not clear, i feel that APS is catering to special interest groups.  I 
am okay with the uniforms sentence.  I do not like the last 
sentence and request that it be removed, as there is nothing wrong 
with awards that indicate gender - i want my daughters to win 
awards for being the top girl in whatever sport.  Why are you trying 
to take away this special recognition?  Women fought hard for 
many decades to have the same team sports as boys in schools - 
now APS is taking that away?  Please don't.  This is going too far.  
Please let my girls grow up to be proud of being a girl and don't 
diminish this by removing gender in Awards they earn through 
competition (e.g. first place for girls track should remain an Award, 
and it should only be awarded to a biological girl).  I have two 
daughters in APS and desperately request that you NOT 
implement this section as written - it is too far - it is catering to 
special interest groups.

1096 English I STRONGLY support this provision. I support this provision.
1097 English I would suggest defining "continuously" - how frequent 

will be the training? Who is responsible for conducting 
the training? How do you ensure/enforce continuous 
implementation of this.

This is great but how and when will this be 
implemented? Will new facilities be added to each 
APS school?

Agreed.

1098 English Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve.
1099 English Yes!  Thank you, APS, for protecting gender expansive 

students!
Thank you for recognizing the importance of protecting gender 
expansive students!

SO important that all students are able to use the 
bathroom and are comfortable doing so.  Once again, 
thank you for protecting gender expansive students!

Thank you for protecting gender expansive students!

1100 English I understand the intent to emphasize by specifically 
mentioning transgender students. Consider 1) whether 
mentioning this group sets them apart from or outside 
of the larger group, and 2) whether this phrasing might 
leave open an interpretation that excludes some other 
group.

Are other terms - safe, inclusive, school environment, school staff 
member, harassment - defined elsewhere? They require 
definition. Do you consider gender-fluid to be an alternative 
gender?

This needs some explanation or thought about how a 
single user facility can be inconsistent with gender 
identity.

Do you want to state explicitly that VHSL and VASRA rules 
override this policy?

1101 English This is necessary. I appreciate the forward thinking 
about it.

It is specific and clear. This promotes safety. Like it
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1102 English This seems too general.  Can it be made more specific 
as to what actual training courses or material would be 
provided?  Also, who will be providing the training?  
Will this training be provided by licensed 
psychologists?  Some other organization?  Please 
specify.  Will the training teach APS staff about gender 
dysphoria?  Does APS already have a harassment / 
bullying policy?  Maybe this proposal would be better 
served in this portion if it referenced the official APS 
anti-bullying / anti-harassment policy (if there already is 
one) and state that this if fully compliant with that policy.

Why is gender dysphoria not included in this section?  I would 
recommend adding it along with its definition from the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5).  I believe a 
section about gender dysphoria including a definition should be 
included in this document and am surprised it was left out.  I think 
it would be helpful foundational information about this issue since 
it is the current standard used in the medical field for diagnosis.

I think common areas should be removed from all 
APS bathrooms and locker rooms instead of allowing 
biologically male and biologically female students who 
were assigned that way at birth to shower, change 
clothes, and use the bathroom in the same space.  I 
realize this would be expensive but I think it may be 
the safest solution for everyone.  The safety and well-
being of all APS students should be prioritized even if 
it is an expensive solution.  Have everyone use single 
user facilities.

Is this legally compliant with Title XI?  Would this policy allow for 
students who were assigned male at birth but who identify as trans 
female to participate in girls track and field or girls basketball?  If 
so, that would seem to give an unfair advantage to those trans 
female athletes competing against biologically female athletes at 
the high school level due to higher amounts of testosterone and 
strength for the trans female athletes.

1103 English You do NOT need to call out transgender students by 
name.  If you say "ensure all students... have a safe, 
supportive, etc" it should include all students.  ALL 
students should be treated equal.  Transgender kids 
should not get special treatment.

I am very, very, very tired of the Arlington County School Board 
imposing their views on me and my family.  This transgender 
garbage is out of control.  You are born XX or XY....PERIOD!  
Arlington County has a problem with me letting my 6 year old 
play by himself in the front yard, but it is just fine for him to decide 
if he is male or female.  That is insane.  If you are homosexual, 
fine, but you ARE born either male or female.  No amount of 
hormone or surgery changes the makeup of your DNA.

I DO NOT.... DO NOT....  want a boy in the locker 
room with my daughter.  I don't care if a boy wants to 
wear a dress and makeup, but he is NOT to be in the 
locker with my daughter.  This is insane.  You can try 
to paint this as "normal" , but this is out of control.  
Enough of this liberal agenda.

Male and female bodies are very different.  Boys bodies are 
stronger and faster.... it is just a fact.  Allowing boys to compete on 
a girl's  team is dangerous and unfair to the girls.  Have you ever 
watched 16 year old boys play soccer?  Do you really think it is the 
same as 16 year old girls?  NO!  Enough!
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1104 English It is important to teach respect and kindness among 
students.  Harassment of any student (transgender or 
not) should not be tolerated.

I would like to see more detail in this section as to 
how the County intends to handle situations in which 
a non transgender student is uncomfortable using the 
bathroom, changing or showering in locker rooms or 
bathrooms with transgender students.  While it is 
important to help transgender students to feel 
comfortable in these situations, the policy also needs 
to address how to support non transgender students 
who may be uncomfortable in these contexts. ALL 
APS students should be considered in this policy.  
The draft policy states that single gender facilities will 
be available to ALL users but how many of these 
facilities will there be and how easy will they be to 
access in terms of quantity and location.  Will doors 
be installed all restrooms bathroom stalls? Will a 
sufficient number of private showers and changing 
rooms be available in all locker rooms to 
accommodate this policy. The implementation of this 
policy has the potential to increase the need for 
privacy across the broader APS student population.  It 
is unclear to me how APS intends to address this and 
if there are sufficient funds to build a sufficient number 
of single use private facilities (be it bathrooms, 
changing rooms, and/or showers).

1105 English I fully support this training initiative. Staff should be 
comfortable recognizing and addressing gender identity 
discrimination.

Although I am not an expert, this definition appears correct — it 
appropriately puts the focus on the student’s perception of self.

This is absolutely correct. All students should have 
access to private facilities, if they desire, and no 
student should have to use facilities that make them 
uncomfortable.

This is also correct.

1106 English This is super good and super important. In my 
experience in school, trans students faced a great deal 
of poor treatment from staff members. Sometimes this 
was out of malice, and I hope the school district takes 
active steps to address this. However, much of this 
harm was done by teachers who didn't know how to 
behave appropriately. It's a shame that adults need to 
be taught this stuff, but I'm so happy to see APS make 
steps to introduce training. I believe this will mean  
trans students will feel dramatically safer in school.

Definitions are good! If any comments disagree with this honestly 
you should just throw em out.

This is good! However, in my experience, single-user 
facilities were not always available, either because 
administrators made them unnecessarily difficult to 
access, or simply because schools lacked the 
infrastructure. Students should not have to go to the 
admin/principal's office, for example, to use a single-
use bathroom. I hope the county takes steps to ensure 
that single-use, gender-neutral facilities are readily 
available in every school. Otherwise, the good that 
these new rules will do will be hampered.

I hope the county takes steps to lobby VHSL and VASRA to 
change policy to be more trans-inclusive, though I recognize that 
this is not exactly in the scope of these new protocols. Still, it 
would be great to see!
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1107 English All students should have a safe and supportive 
environment, however, since top surgery and bottom 
surgery typically does not occur until an adolescent is 
18 - cisgender students will be required to share 
restrooms and locker rooms with students of the 
opposite sex.  I believe this takes away the safe space 
of adolescents as they are going through puberty and 
may be struggling with self confidence and body image 
issues.

no comment Again, I think you are taking away the safe space of 
cisgender students.  I think it is unfair that my 12 y/o 
son would have to share bathroom with a Female to 
male student who has not had menstrual suppression 
treatment and is having her menstrual cycle.

I think this is unfair particularly to assigned and affirmed females.  
It is forcing them to compete with assigned male/confirmed 
females.  If this happens across the board, you are changing 
women's sports for the future.

1108 English These are kids. Please don’t let fear shackle the kids 
from discovering who they are. Let the kids be who 
they are. I support the draft as is.

I’m fine with this definition. People attacking this are loud but not 
very numerous.

Keep this section as is. Kids understand kids. Don’t 
let adults tell kids how they’re going to identify 
themselves. Don’t give in to a small group fearful 
adults. Most of us understand that we’re all better off 
for seeing people as they are, as they identify 
themselves.

I’m good with this.

1109 English First and foremost this survey is impossible to create an 
objective summary from. There is no way that APS can 
report the outcome of this survey in any meaningful 
way to decision makers. This tells me that this is a 
formality and APS does value the input of parents, 
residents and people that care about APS. As an 
educational institution, APS should be ashamed of the 
format of this survey.            Teacher should be trained 
and focusing their energy on all students, and the 
students at and below the poverty level. Arlington 
county has plenty of struggling families. The are also 
very low performing students that need teacher's 
attention. To dictate all teachers must take this training 
continuously is not an effective policy to deal with the 
issues that teachers face in the classroom.

The majority of all people born in the history of humanity are not 
assigned a gender, but instead are genetically created with on 
gender or another at conception. Please stop with this political 
language

A policy that allows any genetically created student to 
use a restroom or locker room of the opposite 
genetically created gender should not be allowed. 
Creating single use facilities is the only acceptable 
way to handle this... But I would imagine space in 
schools is limited as is

Men and women are created genetically different. There are many 
headlines for the past number of years highlighting the domination 
and genetically created males in women's sports.
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1110 English I think that harassment of any kind against any student 
regardless of gender should be remedied. There is a lot 
in the School Board Policy J-2 that I disagree with and 
is fleshed out in more detail below.

I think that the statement 'Gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose or in any way that violates School Board 
policies' is extremely vauge. This statement needs to be stated in 
greater detail and there needs to be clear steps in place to 
determine whether or not a student is abusing the benefits 
afforded students under this policy. It would seem to me that if 
someone claims to be a gender they are not, there is not much 
any school official can do even if they know that a student is lying 
to gain an advantage. How will it be determined if a student is 
asserting a gender that is not their own for improper use? Who 
decides this and how?

I disagree that access to gender specific facilites 
should be available to all. This policy will put the 
majority (students that are not transgender) in an 
uncomfortable position. If you are a girl, you should 
use the girls facilities, if you are a boy, you should use 
the boys facilities. If there are students that do not 
want to use the facilites that correspond to their 
gender they can use the gender neutral facilities that 
are going to be made available.

I absolutely diagree with this policy. This will eventually eliminate 
girls sports. Boys are genetically stronger and faster than girls and 
they will be afforded  the opportunity to easily beat out talented girls 
and steal their opportunites from them.

1111 English Sounds good, no one needs to be harassed at school.  
But isn't such a policy already in place?

None As a parent, concerned that this policy opens the door 
to students visiting opposite sex bathrooms 
inappropriately.  My daughter should not have to worry 
about boys, who claim to identify as girls, violating her 
privacy.

This is a ridiculous.  If a boy identifies as a girl, and is allowed to be 
on the girl's field hockey team, that team will have to forfeit? What 
does that accomplish? How does this work with Title 9 when a kid 
born a boy identifies as a girl and takes a spot on the team from a 
girl?

1112 English Disagree. Students will be vulnerable on both sides of 
the issue.

Fine

1113 English All of these proposals seem to draw from a small 
group’s agenda. If you asked parents individually what 
they want for their young, impressionable, boys and 
girls that a) the shook system is overstepping 
boundaries, that parents are the primary educators of 
their own children and that this feels shoved down 
collective throats.

I believe in treating everyone with kindness and respect but this 
does not require changing policy or making the majority of 
students uncomfortable.

Ridiculous. Do you have a daughter? Do you want her 
locker room or ladies room tosufdenly be open to boys 
or people who identify as boy? Trampling on the rights 
of others for the “rights” of someone who isn’t sure 
who he or she is is nonsensical.

Unfair to girls. How can they compete against a boy identifying as 
female? Why? How is this fair or equal?

1114 English I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section.

1115 English APS is promoting a culture of anti-hetrosexuality with 
this policy.  APS needs to stop with the social 
experimentation.  Please get back to teaching the 
students.  This is really ridiculous.

This is total BS. APS is off their rocker here.  Stop the Peeping Toms.  
Where is the privacy for the hetrosexuals?  What is 
APS doing about the silent majority?  If APS is in 
such a budget crunch, why are you pushing this 
idiotic expensive policy?

Again, stupid.  APS is social enginerring.  Why not just have Boys, 
Girls, and Others?
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1116 English Concerned about cost of training Too broad. Should be limited. Unfair to other students Unfair, especially to girls who will have a hard time competing 
against biological boys

1117 English Inthink this is a terrible idea and i worry about my 
child - a 6 year old -being in a situation where my 
child is using the restroom

1118 English Way to go Arlington! Arlington, you make me proud. Excellent. Yes, great!

1119 English I think this is great! Thank you for doing this and 
including all people!

So awesome! Thank you! Yes!! great! Perfect, yes, thank you

1120 English This is unclear what "topics" there are.  What does this 
training entail?  Yes, I agree that preventing and 
responding to harassment is necessary in any case.

This goes against the biological degree to which one comes into 
the world at birth.  There are two genders, male and female.  
Those people who identify one way or another are still identified 
by what they were given at birth, and their very chromosomes can 
prove that further.

Single user bathrooms are fine as long as they are not 
labeled for anyone in particular.  No matter what 
gender discrepancy someone has, they still ought to 
use the bathroom that is consistent with their true 
gender.  It is unsafe to begin allowing both genders in 
both male and female bathrooms.  Privacy needs to 
be protected.  What is the purpose in labeling the 
bathrooms "boys" and "girls" if it doesn't matter to the 
school board anyway?

1121 English Agree This is very concerning to me and makes our children 
vulnerable to others that may abuse this policy.  
Where is the protection from sexual predators??

This endangers our students as well as leads to unfair advantages 
from males with larger muscle mass and size participating in 
female sports

1122 English It's great to be sensitive to and accepting of LGBT kids. 
But I'm afraid if some teachers misunderstand, they 
might jump a little too quickly to telling a kid that it's 
okay to be transgender. This could REINFORCE 
gender stereotypes. Girls can like sports without being 
transgender. Girls can have short hair without being 
transgender. Girls can even be sexually attracted to 
girls without being transgender. Don't be so anxious to 
be accepting of transgender kids that you force them 
into some gender role and really get them confused.

Be careful not to read the definition of "transgender" too literally. A 
girl who prefers blue to pink might, to some people, seem like one 
whose "behavior does not conform with that typically associated 
with the sex to which they were assigned at birth." But don't tell 
her that she's a trans boy. It's good to be accepting of trans kids, 
but let girls be "tomboys" if that's who they are. Let boys like 
dance and dislike sports if that's who they are. Let kids be gay if 
that's who they are, without telling them that they must be trans.
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1123 English - Mandatory teacher training, cost & strain to budget? - 
How will teachers keep up with all the pronouns?   - 
PIP proposal calls for continuous transgender training 
for teachers (or staff?) - Where is the time for this 
training taken from? One more training day for teachers 
(no school for kids) or does some other training get less 
time? - Can staff opt out? - Can APS legally demand 
that all teachers participate in training which is against 
their culture or convictions?

APS has a responsibility to keep ALL students safe, 
also non-transgender students - This policy makes the 
staff toothless: Even though they would know that the 
16-year old boy who wants to shower with the girls is 
not a transgender, their hands are tied and they can 
not intervene. - Also, some of the most vulnerable 
student populations are left without protection. A true 
scenario: An autistic 13-year old girl wants to use 
boys' bathroom, and an APS school allows it despite 
parents' concerns for her safety. - Who is liable if 
something happens? Sexual encounters can not be 
undone. - Alternate accommodations (e.g. separate 
bathrooms) are not okay for TG kids, so why would 
they be okay for non-TG kids? This creates a hostile 
environment for Non-TG kids.  Sex-segregated 
bathrooms do not discrimination against a TG 
student, b/c they are available to every student in the 
school. - “Discriminates” against non-TG people who 
can have just as uncomfortable or threatening privacy 
concerns as any other child. This exacerbates 
discrimination rather than avoids it. -  What does 
“gender neutral” mean? Just removing signs? Or is it 
providing privacy (floor to ceiling, lockable stalls?) 
within each bathroom.

Biological boys have a distinct advantage over girls in athletics. 
Connecticut example: 
https://www.boston.com/news/politics/2019/02/24/connecticut-
runners-part-of-debate-over-transgender-athletes - Males have 
naturally higher testosterone levels, higher bone density, and more 
muscle mass than females. - Even though boys would transition, 
their muscle mass has already been built - Girls will lose 
motivation, possibly college scholarships - We have fought hard for 
girls to shine, now they are being erased - There should be some 
guidelines, e.g. similar to the National Scholastic Athletics 
Foundation: “The group recently adopted new rules allowing pre-
pubescent girls to participate with their affirmed gender, though no 
ages are specified. Post-pubescent transgender girls must have 
completed sex-reassignment surgery and “a sufficient amount of 
time must have passed” after the operation or hormone therapy “to 
minimize gender-related competitive advantages.” 
https://www.boston.com/news/politics/2019/02/24/connecticut-
runners-part-of-debate-over-transgender-athletes

1124 English The wording in the first paragraph, "including 
transgender students" is implied and should be 
removed so as not to exclude other groups by only 
highlighting one after stating that "all" students are 
included in the inclusivity statement.  I disagree that "all 
Arlington Public Schools staff" should be "continuously 
trained on topics relating to transgender students" since 
there is a very small percentage of students belonging 
to this population.  Instead, training to prevent and 
respond to harassment of any kind to any population or 
individual would be a more appropriate use of funds 
and time.

The "transgender" definition in paragraph two should be corrected 
so as not to imply that gender is assigned at birth.  Gender is 
based on genetics and is set prior to the  birth of a child.

I disagree with the described the bathroom and locker 
room policy provided.  Students must use a particular 
facility consistent with their gender identity unless it is 
a single user bathroom.  Sharing restrooms with 
mixed genders is inappropriate and can create an 
unsafe environment for all children.

I am in disagreement with this section on curricular and extra-
curricular activities and athletic team student participation.  
Because male and female bodies are different and unique 
biologically and physiologically, students should only be allowed to 
participate with same gender peers in athletic activities.
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1125 English Every child should be able to feel safe at school, should 
NEVER be harassed, and of course I expect teacher’s 
to be trained to help prevent and identify harassment of 
any kind.

In addition to the definitions, there needs to be an explicit process 
in place for determining what constitutes a “transgender” student.   
 This needs to be documented within this policy.

The inclusion of a few students should NEVER take 
priority over the privacy and protections of the majority 
of students.  Allowing transgender students to use 
bathroom and locker room facilities contrary to their 
physical anatomy, is a severe invasion of privacy.  I 
will not accept a situation where my kids, especially 
my daughter, is in the bathroom or locker room with 
someone with different physical anatomy.  This is a 
violation of my children’s right to privacy and 
protection that the school system should guarantee. 
First and foremost, children deserve to go to school to 
learn in a safe and comfortable environment, and 
allowing students to use the facility they “identify with” 
violates those conditions.

Participation in sports is, by definition, a physical activity and 
competition.  Any sporting activity or team that has separate boys 
and girls teams does so for a reason – because boys and girls are 
different, both physically and emotionally.  Allowing a person to 
participate in a sport that does not align with their physiology is 
simply not fair.  It’s NOT fair to my daughter to compete against 
boys who, in general, are made physically stronger.  It is important 
for girls and boys to compete, it’s part of their learning and 
education.  Female transgender students participating on a girl’s 
team takes away the competition from the majority of the girls on 
the team.  In addition, providing gender-neutral uniform options 
does more to exclude these students than make them feel included.

1126 English Grateful to APS for getting ahead of these issues and 
providing a safe and inclusive environment for all of our 
students.   Would love to see this in place for our 
students when they return in the fall.

Support these definitions. Would want to insure that bathrooms are easy to 
access for our students.

1127 English Every child should be able to feel safe at school, should 
NEVER be harassed, and of course I expect teacher’s 
to be trained to help prevent and identify harassment of 
any kind.

In addition to the definitions, there needs to be an explicit process 
in place for determining what constitutes a “transgender” student.   
 This needs to be documented within this policy.

The inclusion of a few students should NEVER take 
priority over the privacy and protections of the majority 
of students.  Allowing transgender students to use 
bathroom and locker room facilities contrary to their 
physical anatomy, is a severe invasion of privacy.  I 
will not accept a situation where my kids, especially 
my daughter, is in the bathroom or locker room with 
someone with different physical anatomy.  This is a 
violation of my children’s right to privacy and 
protection that the school system should guarantee. 
First and foremost, children deserve to go to school to 
learn in a safe and comfortable environment, and 
allowing students to use the facility they “identify with” 
violates those conditions.

Participation in sports is, by definition, a physical activity and 
competition.  Any sporting activity or team that has separate boys 
and girls teams does so for a reason – because boys and girls are 
different, both physically and emotionally.  Allowing a person to 
participate in a sport that does not align with their physiology is 
simply not fair.  It’s NOT fair to my daughter to compete against 
boys who, in general, are made physically stronger.  It is important 
for girls and boys to compete, it’s part of their learning and 
education.  Female transgender students participating on a girl’s 
team takes away the competition from the majority of the girls on 
the team.  In addition, providing gender-neutral uniform options 
does more to exclude these students than make them feel included.
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1128 English I disagree with our society's (and APS's) increased 
insistence on separating us out into subgroups based 
on race, ethnicity, sexuality, etc. Why not simply say:  
APS staff have a responsibility to provide all students 
with equal access to a quality education in a safe 
environment, respecting the dignity of each and every 
student?

I am greatly troubled by this section, which fails to 
take into account  that by accommodating the wishes 
of a biological boy who identifies as a girl and letting 
the boy use the girls' locker room (or bathroom), a 
much greater number of girls will be placed in a 
position where their privacy rights are discounted.  If a 
biological girl feels embarrassed showering or 
changing clothes next to a biological boy who 
identifies as a girl, I'm guessing she will have the 
option of lining up to use one of the single-user 
facilities (likely few in number), while wondering if her 
classmates consider her a "hater" because she feels 
uncomfortable changing in front of a person with 
different sex organs.  Please, a little common sense is 
in order.  Puberty is tough enough without having kids 
changing or using the bathroom in front of someone of 
the opposite sex.  I think it makes a lot more sense to 
have single-user, gender neutral facilities available for 
students who do not identify with their biological sex, 
as well as all users who seek privacy.

This denies the truth about biological differences between boys and 
girls, men and women.  It is simply unfair to let a biological boy join 
the girls' tennis or swim team and compete as a girl.  There is a 
reason that professional and Olympic athletes are separated by sex 
when they compete.  Both men and women can train to become 
exceptionally strong and skilled, but differences in muscle mass, 
bone density, etc. should not be considered trivial.

1129 English I'm for civility but against spending too much time and 
money on this training.

I think students will easy "game" these terms.  Remember, we 
are talking about children here, many of whom will be going 
through puberty and are acting on hormones, not rationality.

What I don't like about this is how can you tell a 
transgender from a pubescent boy or girl who just 
wants to go in the opposite sex's bathroom - or better 
yet in the shower with them.

The gains made by Title 9 in promoting girls and womens sports 
will be lost with this policy.

1130 English I don’t want to change in a locker room with biological 
males. It makes me very uncomfortable even if that 
person says they are female.. I don’t understand why 
you would make an entire group of female teenagers 
change in front of males with penises.

1131 English Persons struggling with gender identity deserve compassion.  
Furthering their discomfiture by denying basic science is not 
compassionate.  A person's sex is not "assigned at birth", but 
revealed by the chromosomal makeup of each cell of the body.  A 
policy based on such confused language begins on a very shaky 
basis.

How can a single user bathroom facility be 
inconsistent with anyone's gender identity?  Why 
does the policy rule out this common-sense solution 
for those few people struggling with aligning their 
gender identity to their sex?

This policy appears to represent the proposition that it is better to 
throw into chaos the organized activities of the 99+% who accept 
their gender as aligned with their sex in order to cater to the 
demands of the tiny minority who do not - or who wish to exploit 
the proposed concessions.  This policy has the potential to make a 
mockery of girls' sports.

1132 English It’s very good I agree This is also a good statement and I fully support it This is a great policy that should be implemented to 
protect trans people both physically and mentally

Another good statement put it in effect please

1133 English I fully support this provision I fully support this provision
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1134 English Assuming that schools continue to provide multi-user, 
single-sex bathrooms, this provision opens the door to 
non-transgender students abusing the policy in order 
to use facilities inconsistent with their gender identity. 
Whatever the motives might be, this possibility may 
make some students feel unsafe in using such 
bathrooms.

Transgender or not, male and female are biologically different in a 
way that actually matters when it comes to athletics.

1135 English I am glad that APS faculty will be trained on preventing 
harassment of any kind, against any child, for any 
reason. However, I also believe strongly, particularly 
with younger children, that APS's role is not to define 
my children's moral values or force the viewpoints of a 
teacher or school board onto young children. Protecting 
all children from harassment is part of public school 
education. Attempting to impose a particular cultural or 
moral viewpoint is not.

It's unclear to me how APS will define and monitor gender 
identity being asserted for any "improper purpose." As a parent of 
four children, including two girls, I worry about boys, especially in 
high school, asserting a different gender identity for improper 
purposes. But I don't see any explanation of that term, or how 
APS specifically would deal with it.

Again, I appreciate and support APS's commitment to 
preventing any harassment of any students for any 
reason. But I have serious concerns about my two 
daughters' privacy in the restroom. How does APS 
plan to monitor and protect children against the 
assertion of gender identity for improper purposes? 
Also, at what point is a child considered to have 
asserted his/her gender identity for purposes of using 
the restroom? Is this something that a student may 
change throughout the year? How do we balance the 
need to protect all children from harassment or feeling 
excluded, while also protecting our children from 
potential abuse of the system and providing our 
children with a safe environment for private activities 
such as using the restrooms and changing clothes.

As the father of two girls, this is extremely troubling to me. The 
point, as I understand it, of having girls and boys sports separated 
is that there are actual physiological differences between boys and 
girls - their relative strength, endurance, and quickness are simply 
different. Allowing individuals who have the anatomical 
characteristics of a male to compete in girls sports defeats the 
purpose of girls sports. My daughters both play soccer and one has 
played basketball. As we've seen with the new track and field 
results earlier this year in Connecticut, this distinction is real and it 
matters. Girls cannot compete on a level playing field with 
individuals who were born as boys. Title IX is pointless if it doesn't 
give my daughters an equal opportunity to compete in college as 
those playing boys' sports. This is not hate or wanting to 
discriminate against anyone. This is me trying to protect my 
daughters' chances to compete in athletics, just like they do in 
every other facet of their education.

1136 English Policy is already in place to protect students from 
gender-based or sex-based discrimination.  Like other 
people of good conscience, I want children to be 
protected from sex-based or gender-based bullying or 
discrimination.   But this proposed instead is not about 
protection, but instead demands promotion of 
transgender beliefs and policy.

While acknowledging that there are a small number of students 
who experience confusion about their sex or gender, I believe that 
parents, not schools,  have the authority to decide what is taught 
to their children about these sensitive matters as well as when 
children should be taught.

This section is astonishing and alarming to me in its 
lack of protection for the privacy of all children, 
especially girls.  It is indisputable biology that there 
are physical differences between boys and girls.  Girls 
should not be required to be in a bathroom or locker 
room in the presence of someone who is biologically 
and physically a person of the opposity sex.  Privacy 
and protection for girls and women and been rightfully 
fought for and won over several decades.  This PIP 
completely dismantles these protections with no 
apparent regard or respect for the privacy of girls, 
especially in a locker room setting where students 
dress and undress.  For a small number of students 
that experience confusion about their sex and gender, 
single user and gender neutral faciitlies are sufficient.

This PIP at least violates, if not completely dismantles, Title IX 
protections for girls in sports.  There is clear biological data that 
girls and boys are physiologically different.  Boys on average have 
signifcant advantages over girls in various abilties in sports.  Even 
if boys were taking hormones and/or had surgery to alter their 
bodies, advantages remain which are unfair in competition.  
Providing girls with a fair and level playing field in sports -- 
figuratively and literally -- was why Title IX protections were set up.  
 It seems ironic and outrageous to me that girls could once again 
lose opportunities for fair competition, though this time, from within 
by twisting the definition of a girl to allow a boy to compete as a 
girl.  This is a slap in the face to girls competing and working hard 
for athletic college scholarships -- it is unfair, it is wrong.

1137 English I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
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1138 English We have a (REDACT) team that has a male that identifies as a 
girl, but still acts and dresses like a boy. They seem to be taking 
advantage of the system.  Will there be checks and balances to 
make sure that doesn’t happen? The genetic makeup comes into 
play and  the skill level is not fair.

1139 English Should use bathroom and facilities aligned to birth-
assigned sex and/or chromosonal make-up. Once 
gender re-assignment surgery is complete then use 
the facilitiy corresponding to "new" identity.

Wrong. Unfair advantage with birth-assigned sex and/or 
chromosonal make-up males particiapting in female sports.

1140 English "continuously trained" - what does that mean? how is 
"harassment" defined in this context?

expand to include what "alternative genders" the APS board 
intends to recognize, if any beyond "male" and "female"

What are the costs in implementing this policy? What 
are potential unintended consequences?

NO - this is nonsense

1141 English  Public School •To focus APS Non-Discrimination Policy 
only on transgender students is to ignore the elephant 
in the room.  The reality is, transgender students are 
not – by a long shot – the only students suffering from 
discrimination or bullying, or even the ones who most 
suffer from it. Autistic students and students with 
disabilities are far more likely to be bullied or 
discriminated against, as are those from certain ethnic, 
religious and language groups.  This oversight is 

 glaring.  •As a public school system, APS must find a 
way to “ensure all students, including transgender 
students [and heterosexual students], have safe, 
supportive, and inclusive school environments.” APS 
must respect and protect all students, no matter how 
“progressive” or “traditional” their views on sexuality.   
 •As a public school system paid for with public funds, 

APS must have a public process for developing policies 
that affect the entire public.  All segments of the APS 
community should be allowed input on equal footing, 
with equal access - not just the lobbyists and one 
special interest group. Two weeks for a “survey” at the 
end of the school year during SOL season is not valid 
engagement.

Many APS families will no longer feel safe having their 
children go to an APS bathroom so requests for “safe, 
non-stigmatizing alternatives” might be overwhelming, 
at least until APS can afford to retrofit facilities to 
accommodate the number of bathroom varieties 
requested.  Heterosexual children’s needs to feel safe, 
comfortable, and have privacy in bathrooms and 
locker rooms are as valid, legally, as those of 
transgender children.

1142 English Appropriate- fully approve Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate
1143 English It is odd to include a prohibition "gender identity shall not be 

asserted..." in the definitions section. Probably belongs 
elsewhere. More importantly, please identify consequences and 
sanctions for different parties who assert gender identity for 
"improper purposes", and define those purposes.

As a parent in Arlington County hoping to raise 
multiple children in this county, I object to this 
section. What is objectionable about single user 
bathroom facilities available to all gender identities? 
That is a more acceptable solution to me than having 
transgender individuals in bathrooms of a sex other 
than theirs at birth.
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1144 English Anti bullying is an important issue however it seems 
like this process is being rushed.  More time is 
definitely needed to fairly address concerns from both 
sides

1145 English Strongly support this change.  Thank you for working to 
protect all students, including transgender students.

Strongly support this change. Strongly support this change.  Basic needs like using 
the bathroom of one’s gender identity is essential to a 
safe and productive learning environment.

Strongly support this change. All students should have the 
opportunity to participate in athletics on teams aligned with their 
gender identity.

1146 English Looking at the whole document, I didn’t see a 
reiteration it what is expected of students and how this 
policy confirms with the values we expect from 
students - respect, tolerance of differences, kindness.  
Staff is important, but it also needs to be an area where 
we also needs student so understand they have a 
responsibility to respect their classmates.

None Nine None

1147 English 1st paragraph: It's sufficient to say "all students have 
safe, ... environments." No need to highlight one group 
over others if this policy is truly to protect everyone. // 
2nd p: Again, highlighting one group when speaking 
about harassment and continuous (?) training. More 
equitable: “APS staff are responsible for taking prompt 
and efficient steps to prevent and respond to 
harassment of any kind, and as appropriate, remedy its 
effects. All APS staff shall therefore be trained on topics 
that support them in these responsibilities.

Every cell in our bodies is labeled with sex chromosomes that 
make us XX (what we call female) or XY (what we call male.) Our 
physical bodies reflect the fact of our sex. No one can eliminate all 
the effects of our biologically prescribed selves. To pretend these 
differences don't make a difference on athletic teams and in the 
locker room is delusional, and dangerous for everyone involved.  //  
 If APS *really* wanted to respect and protect regardless of race, 
national origin, creed, color, religion, gender, age, economic 
status, sexual orientation, marital status, pregnancy status, 
genetic information, and/or disability, they would be mentioned in 
this PIP. They are not.

An all-around bad policy. There are concerns for 
everyone's safety, for privacy, for equity. Gee, I would 
have loved a private changing room for PE in middle 
school. Why is this a priority now? Why for some but 
not for all? It's never equitable to squelch some 
people's rights to accommodate other people's 
preferences.  And does this policy apply only to 
students or can anyone visiting the school use any 
bathroom they (say they) identify with?

Opportunity cost. When I decided to become a mother, I knew I’d 
have to give up some things I really loved doing. I made that 
choice. If people want to be transgender, maybe they’re going to 
have to give up some things as a result, because letting boys who 
identify as girls participate on girls’ teams descriminates against 
biological girls.  // Gender neutral clothing -- what’s that? Who 
decides what’s “neutral?”

1148 English Thank you for protecting ALL children! Great job. This is particularly important — glad it’s included. Good.
1149 English Definitely support ongoing training to keep all staff up-to-

date on current research to better support and 
understand students and impact of gender identity 
issues.

None. None. None.

1150 English Continuously training people is too much. You don’t 
continuously train for prevention of school shootings , I 
know, because my kids go to the schools. So why this. 
It sounds like zealotry.

By quoting the APA, which is reasonable to do, you implicitly are 
saying this is a mental illness. You should say that explicitly. In 
doing so you protect the children and entitle them to special 
accommodation., of some sort.

Kids who are not transgender are entitled to the same 
considerations of privacy as trans kids. If you can’t 
force a kid who is trans to use a bathroom they don’t 
want, you can’t force a non trans girl to share a 
bathroom with a biological male.  Frankly, that is just 
screwed up. You have to spend the money to 
accommodate kids who feel scared and 
uncomfortable having a kid of the opposite sex in a 
bathroom or locker room. The feelings of straight kids 
are equally important.

It is ridiculous that a biological boy compete against girls. That 
totally undermines girls’ sports. If you do that, I would lead protests 
against that. My youngest graduates soon and is a boy, so I don’t 
personally have a dog in this fight but this would be so much of an 
injustice that I’d have to step up for the little girls. How dare you 
contemplate doing that to the counties little girls. Are you nuts?

1151 English Opposed Opposed Opposed Opposed
1152 English None None None None
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1153 English I trust this protection runs both directions and we’re not 
just protecting one classification of students.

Assume this includes locker rooms? Where has our common sense gone? As a female record holder in 
Arlington county, I feel my rights aren’t being protected and my 
record will be blown away in no time. For sure we are tilting the 
playing field. I wonder what physical injuries will be sustained by 
female athletes as they begin to compete against biological males.  
Seems like another lawsuit waiting to happen.

1154 English This needs to be limited to protection and not education 
of other students on transgender topics.  APS needs to 
recognize that it has numerous cultures represented in 
its schools with different understandings of gender.   
Teachers should not take it upon themselves to 
influence other children about this.

APS needs to invest ample funding to provide more 
individuals facilities and privacy options.  I am 
particularly concerned with how this specifically will 
make my daughters ‘ conservative Muslim friends feel.  
 APS needs to recognize the impacts of this  for 
minority groups.

Every single sport needs to be evaluated.   This seems less 
problematic for team sports vs individual sports like running or 
swimming.

1155 English None.  Religious views of all students need to be taken 
into account and the nature of what is being 
characterized as harassment should not impact 
constitutional religious views

None What about the needs of students who do not feel 
comfortable sharing a facility with a transgender 
individual.  The needs of such children and teens 
must also be addressed

Gender neutral options are not always always available based on 
the sport. How do you handle a student you does not want to 
participate in a contact sport against a transgender person - 
consider wrestling as an example.  Also consider the competitive 
issues - eg a transgender person with high testosterone 
participating in a girls team?  Current situation in track & field is an 
example.  This can lead down a slippery slope.l

1156 English What infrastructure alterations or accommodations  is 
being considered to remove outdated binary 
bathrooms? Why have an identity specific bathroom? 
When accessibility/disabilities became a national 
issue, schools made physical changes to 
accommodate. Why keep the traditional, outdated 
model of 2 bathrooms? Or 2 locker rooms? I don't 
believe it's appropriate for children under 15 years of 
age to be undressing with biological different humans. 
I do not believe it is appropriate for children to be 
subjected to these very personal experiences. .

1157 English agree agree agree agree
1158 English I agree I agree I agree I agree
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1159 English The school should be a safe environment for all 
including those with different religious and political view 
points. Please treat Christians and Republicans with 
the same care.

This has been proven to put girls at a disadvantage. For a county 
who is so “pro” everything I am really disturbed that you are putting 
the transgender rights above women’s rights and others. Think 
through what you are doing for all. You are actually doing exactly 
what you are trying to prevent which is putting people at an unfair 
disadvantage.

1160 English Safe, supportive, no harassment good. Mental health 
support would be even better, but not if it reaffirms that 
boys are "really" girls and vice versa.

The NSBA definition suggests that same sex sexual attraction 
makes you transgender rather than gay. This is anti-gay.[

Transgender students should use facilities that 
correspond to their biological sex, not gender identity, 
or single-sex facilities. We separate boys and girls in 
locker rooms because they have different body parts, 
not so they can be among their own "gender."

Biological boys should be limited to male teams. Otherwise, it will 
destroy girls' sports as boys win consistently.

1161 English Will teachers actively defend students whose beliefs do 
not include transgenderism as a morally valid lifestyle?  
Will children be allowed to freely express their beliefs 
about biology without being labeled bigots or intolerant?  
 Does protection of children include ALL children?

Children of elementary school age and younger are too young to 
be exposed to these terms and concepts.  Developmentally they 
are not ready to explore these ideas, and to introduce these 
concepts at this age is developmentally inappropriate.

How will you handle children who are uncomfortable 
with someone of the opposite biological sex 
(regardless of how they view themselves) dressing 
and changing in the same room?  Perhaps you could 
have 3 bathrooms -- female biological, male 
biological, anyone who wants to use it whether male 
or female.

This is a ridiculous policy.  Physiologically it matters!  Girls develop 
sooner than boys, but ultimately boys are stronger and faster, so 
you will have very unequal playing fields across the board.  Plus 
when kids are younger, they don't like playing with kids of the 
opposite sex.  "No boys allowed" or "No girls allowed" have been 
age-old clubhouse rules for girls and boys respectively.  It's not 
discrimination.  It's an acknowledgement that during certain 
developmental phases, most children prefer to hang out with their 
biological gender while their brains and bodies develop.

1162 English What defines prompt? 1 day, 1 week? Also, what 
defines effective? I know children that have been 
physically harrassed and the harasser is given verbal 
warning yet continues to harass the student.

Believe that this is the best way to create a safe and 
inclusive environment for all students. By doing so we 
ensure that there are private restrooms but also 
general restrooms for students to choose the one that 
meets their identities.

No. Do not agree. Apologies, this is one that I cannot agree with. 
Women have been fighting for years to be treated as equals in 
sports and now to be able to play on a men's sports team she will 
be required to state she is a Male. There are certain differences, 
biologically, that may give students born as males, advantages 
over girls in the sport. It is not fair to hinder the opportunities for 
girls in their sports by having biological males competing against 
them.

1163 English Instead of focusing/spending money on gender identity 
training let's promote being nice to everyone.

I disagree with this especially when it comes to athletics.

1164 English great! great! Please make sure those bathrooms are conveniently 
located--not the bathrooms that are in the abyss of the 
school building.

great!

1165 English Safety is the most important thing. What are proper and improper uses of gender identity? How will students be protected from persons who 
pretend to be transgender but are really voyeurs?  You 
know some children will try this?

This puts girls at a severe disadvantage.
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1166 English It seems that some of our current cultural and political 
climate with regard to how we treat each other is that 
we keep forming new identity groups, instead of 
focusing on the common aspects of students and 
people in general, and that we are working together.  
By way of rhetorical question, next year, should we 
have a policy related to all students, including students 
with red hair, students with family incomes between 
$55,000 and $60,000, students who don't like chairs or 
students named Zeke?  And to that point, at the 
beginning of the policy, it states "all students".  All 
students should cover all students, right?  It would be 
be wise to have policies that give equal opportunities to 
all students and policies like this do more to divide than 
unite us, and the board should be mindful of the 
unintended consequences of this specific and narrow 
policy, especially as transgender students are already 
included under “all students”, right?.    I doubt very 
much that training specific to transgender students is 
any different than training to care for students as 
individuals and training that fosters a productive 
learning environment for all.  Each person is unique 
and even within transgender students, a blanket policy 
cannot capture what may or may not be needed.  If 
there are teachers who do not care for kids, then that is 
a separate issue, and that issue will not be solved with 
this policy.

How about a kid that identifies as "not good at math", should we 
provide a special set of problems for them, ones at a lower level, 
maybe just the same problem over and over, so that the student 
is not stressed doing problems that are too hard.  What about a 
student that identifies as an A student, who consistently doesn't 
do their assignments or homework, and performs badly on tests?  
Can this grade identity be recognized and be accommodated, and 
their parents be told that they are getting A's on their tests?  I 
hope that these examples highlight the slippery slope and illogical 
nature of this policy.  When I was in school, we had a problem 
with anorexia, where people, mostly girls believed that they were 
fat, when in fact they were not fat.  The solution, and training and 
guidance at that time was that, you reassured the student in the 
facts and reality.  The reality that were valuable and not 
overweight, using standard measures (I.e. their weight, blood 
pressure, body temperature, etc).  We would also encourage 
them with healthy habits and give them support, so that they 
would grow into an awareness of their true identity (that they were 
not fat).  This seems to be opposite of what we are doing with this 
gender identity issue today.  If we dealt with anorexia today, we 
would make them a group, and we would tell them that they were 
right and could lose weight and give them weight loss pills, and 
give them surgeries to trim off their extra skin, until their bodies 
matched the mind impression.  I think this shows that the body in 
the case of anorexia wasn’t the problem, it was the impression of 
the person that needed correcting and instruction (the purpose of 
school to give good instruction).  In the same way when our 
thoughts do not conform to reality, we should at least consider our 
"self perception" as part of the solution, not automatically assume 
that biology is the problem.

How is a single user bathroom facility in consistent 
with gender identity, this paragraph seems confusing 
on what it is saying with regards to what is going to be 
made available.

The question I have for consideration for sports, overnight trips and 
bathrooms, why do we separate the sexes? Is this an outdated 
model?  If so, why make things more difficult, why not just have 
open bathrooms, open sports teams and sleeping arrangements 
based on alphabetical order?  The reason I would submit is that 
biology is different and in general it is wise to give privacy and give 
equal opportunity.  In some cases accommodations should be 
made, to care for those who may need a little extra support and 
help to pursue goals and I would rather that a teacher or parent can 
work that out in a specific case, rather than making this an 
overarching “thing” that is perceived as just another option, in 
opposition to biology.

1167 English approve approve approve approve
1168 English I think it has been proven that children with alot less 

things to be taunted and bullied about have it hard 
enough and are not protected the way staff and parents 
would like. I think this proposal is made with good 
intention but will not stop harmful actions from taking 
place to transgender students. Its beyond the schools 
control in many aspects sadly.

I think that all this is going to be extremely confusing. Especially 
for those students who have no clue about any of this. I think it 
will put thoughts in their heads that need not be. What kind of 
issues will this cause for teams? lockerrooms? Bathrooms?

When??? Will this be prior to the proposal being 
implemented?

None
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1169 English All students should have healthy environments to learn, 
especially to not be bullied - if you concentrate on being 
kind and respectful to all - rather than split up into 
categories of who you should really be kind and 
respectful to?  Then the lesson is not being taught well - 
 OR the students families are teaching them otherwise.  
WE CANNOT make people be kind and respectful at 
all times.  We are human.  But we must try to continue 
to teach the lesson of kindness, grace and respect and 
need to add the skill of forgiveness.  It needs to be 
taught too - we will never be perfect in this world and it 
is unrealistic to believe that our teaching environments, 
nor work environments will ever be perfect.

There are only two genders - science proves that in our DNA - 
therefore I do not approve of our schools teaching otherwise.

Not approving.  Single sex bathrooms and locker 
rooms need to be separate.  If you want separate, 
single showers, changing room and bathrooms for 
ALL people, I would approve of that.

We are choosing to  spend money that we do not have to.   We 
cannot allow very few numbers rule a larger system.

1170 English “To ensure all students feel safe and supported” - oh 
that this can truly be for all - transgender, Muslim, 
African American, Christian, differently-abled - ALL 
students.

This is not consistent with what I hold to be true, but at the same 
time, like Jesus, I love people. I believe that there are two God-
given genders, and that’s what I teach my children, but I also 
teach them to love their neighbor as themself.

This is tough territory - someone who is male by birth running track 
alongside competitors that were born female isn’t equality at all.

1171 English This is a loose loose situation.  You make kids 
uncomfortable  uncomfortable  either way. .

Ok

1172 English This seems quite impractical. Where will these "single 
user, gender neutral facilities" be? I am not aware that 
most schools have such facilities readily available. 
Will they be carved out of existing structures? Even if 
they are available, who will use them? Won't peer 
pressure be to use the "regular" bathroom? Also, this 
seems especially unworkable for elementary age 
students.. Which of course raises the question of 
whether all of this will be applicable in elementary 
schools, which seems unreasonable. These students 
are too young to be faced with these issues and it will 
likely confuse them and hinder their development as 
human beings. Also, in general, I would be strongly 
opposed to this policy with respect to locker rooms. If 
someone is uncomfortable with a person of the 
opposite sex in their locker room, what if the "single 
user, gender neutral" facility is occupied? They have 
to wait? To miss out? Or simply to "deal with it?" 
Why, in this case, are Transgender Student A's rights 
more important than Student B's rights?

Seems unworkable and not necessary. Sportsmanship is about 
fairness, among other things. If a boy considers himself a girl and 
then competes on the girls swim team, or wrestling team, etc., he 
will have an advantage. What if he sets school records for girls 
swimming? And, given the reality of gender dysphoria, what if he 
later decides he's a boy again?
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1173 English No problem with it. If you are born a male, you are a make, regardless of what sex 
you would like to be.  Despite this I am sympathetic to anyone 
that feels this way,

I have no issue with singular use transgender 
bathrooms, but it is wrong to allow someone born a 
boy to use the girls bathroom and shower with the 
girls.  I have two daughters and there is a very serious 
safety issue here.  Build a bathroom that they can use 
separately that does not put anyone else that is not 
transgender at risk, or makes the non-transgender 
community feel uncomfortable.

Athletes born male need to compete on the boys teams, not on the 
girls teams.  Otherwise this is unfair to all of the non-transgender 
girls, and makes all who participate feel uncomfortable.

1174 English Hopefully this training can be completed in conjunction 
with existing training and not cost extra time and 
money for the school.

Do single user bathrooms exist in all buildings, and if 
not, are funds available to construct them? Is there 
such a thing as a gender neutral locker room, or do 
students decide which locker room they use now? I 
am not OK allowing a biological male who says he 
identifies as a female into my daughter’s locker room.

I am not OK with allowing biological males to compete against 
biological females regardless of how they identify. It is physically 
and objectively unfair.

1175 English I agree, everyone should be safe. I very, very strongly 
DISAPPROVE of  biologically born males having 
access to biologically born female toilet rooms, locker 
rooms, sleeping quarters and sports competition that is 
traditionally for biologically born female only.

A person can choose what they prefer,  but that  should not allow 
biologically born males to share toilet room s, locker rooms, 
sleeping quarters with biologically born females, or participate in 
their traditional all female sports.  That’s an infringement on their 
rights, and feelings of comfort and safety.

This is a complete infringement on  biologically born 
female s. A biologically born males should use 
biologically born male toilet, locker room, and sleeping 
quarters.

I completely disagree with this.  It’s very unfair to biologically born 
female s who have fought to have competitive sports for nearly a 
century.  Biologically born males, regardless of gender identity, 
have an unfair advantage .  They should compete against each 
other or against biologically born males.

1176 English Bathrooms need to be reasonably close.
1177 English This is acceptable "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose"--

can APS provide the community with the reasoning behind this 
language and what problem it solves? I don't disagree that it may 
be useful, but I can't imagine in what specific situation. Is APS 
trying to combat disingenuous use/abuse of its policy?

This is acceptable

1178 English Thank you so much for your thoughtful consideration 
and leadership of these important policies to protect all 
students from discrimination and bullying.  You are to 
be applauded.

Agree The bathrooms need to be accessible and convenient 
as is the case for all other students in the school.

Yes
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1179 English Agree Agree I'm assuming this applies to locker rooms and 
showers as well.  And I assume this means that any 
person, including those who do identify with the sex 
assigned at birth,  can seek the single user, gender 
neutral private facilities. I believe that would be 
equitable.

Agree

1180 English Absolutely agree. All children should be safe and 
accepted in their schools.

Agree Agree. Agree

1181 English

1182 English The language could and likely should be more inclusive 
by eliminating the specifics. Non-binary, agender, 
pangender, and other students may well face similar 
issues.

I would eliminate "male, female, or an alternative gender," to 
eliminate these presuppositions. I also have a problem with 
"gender identity shall not be asserted." With all due respect, 
neither you nor anyone else has a right to declare to someone that 
their gender identity "shall not be asserted." Consider saying what 
you mean: someone's gender identity shall not be "considered by 
the Board" or something. Make the action about you, not about 
the subject student.

I would like to see the language in the second clause 
mirrored in a fourth: "Students cannot be denied 
access to a single user, gender neutral facility."

Should read "...with rules outlined by those organizations." (You 
missed the plural.)

1183 English
1184 English Privacy violation. Please make equality for everyone 

not only for transgenders. Not all kids or adults wanted 
to be exposed to other eyes etc. equally for everyone 
please

Privacy violation. Please make equality for everyone not only for 
transgenders. Not all kids or adults wanted to be exposed to other 
eyes etc. equally for everyone please

1185 English "Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 
in any way that violates School Board policies" What does this 
line mean? That students will not declare their gender identity 
'improperly' or that staff will not label students' gender identity 
improperly?
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1186 English I agree it is the responsibility of APS to ensure all 
students have a safe and supportive school 
environment, particularly groups that have not been 
protected in the past, such as transgender and gender-
nonconforming students. Continuous training is key to 
ensuring that APS staff respond quickly and 
appropriately to any harassment or discrimination.

I appreciate APS referring to these authoritative sources for 
definitions.

All people, including all APS students, should be able 
to choose a bathroom and locker room consistent with 
their gender identity. I agree that single user gender 
neutral facilities, when feasible, are best, for both 
privacy and the safety of transgender or non-gender-
conforming students.

I agree that students should be allowed to participate in activities 
consistent with their gender identity. Whenever possible, gender-
neutral uniform options are best.

1187 English this policy respects the needs/desires of the 
transgender students but does not respect the needs 
of the non-trans students (the vast majority). 
Transgender students should be the ones who accept 
the adaptation to their condition (eg, use the single 
use facility)

strongly object to biological males competing with biological 
females, esp. after uberty

1188 English I agree with this inclusive goal and the importance of 
training for staff.

I agree students should be able to use facilities 
corresponding to their gender identity

I agree students should be able to use participate in sports and 
other extra-curricular activities corresponding to their gender identity

1189 English Excellent Yep Perfect Yep
1190 English The implementation of this policy is welcomed and 

overdue. Thank you APS for your support for ALL 
students and their families.  Every student should feel 
safe and supported and know that every adult in the 
school - be it teacher, counselor, custodian, cafeteria 
worker, coach, etc., is an ally. I and my children and 
their friends all appreciate APS' leadership on this 
topic. I believe this is long overdue and ask that there 
be NO delay in implementing this PIP so that it is fully 
in place for the next school year 2019-2020. Reaching 
every staff member regardless of their role with 
information and training is vital. I also think it is 
important to let the students know that the staff have 
been trained on these and are expected to serve as 
allies - to support and offer safe and inclusive spaces - 
classroom, clubs, teams, etc. I also think this section 
should include mention of the students' responsibilities 
as well to offer a safe, supportive and inclusive 
environment. And there should be training/education 
opportunities for the students on these topics as well so 
that everyone can become true allies.

It's important to not only define these terms but also to address 
what this looks like in implementation. If a child identifies as non-
binary, for example, how is this respected and implemented by 
staff who interact with the student? Is it on the student and family 
to ensure that staff know this and use proper pronouns, for 
example? How does this play out in daily interactions that the 
students have?

It will be important to make sure that any single user 
bathroom is not only accessible/available, but that it is 
also in a convenient location for the students.

Do VHSL and VASRA have non-discrimination policies in place 
that respect transgender youth participation? If possible within the 
PIP, I think some examples in each section would be helpful.

1191 English It seems odd that transgender students are singled out. 
Doesn't "all" mean "all"?

This is a psychological condition (hence APA's definition). This 
should be a private matter for families.

Single user is appropriate for students with gender 
dysphoria. Children should use the bathroom that 
matches with their biological parts so those without 
gender dysphoria will not feel uncomfortable. Singer 
user is a good accommodation for the few children 
who struggle with gender dysphoria.

This is completely unfair to biological girls.  This will ruin girls' 
sports as biological males who are transitioning to female will have 
an unfair advantage.
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1192 English Parents hold responsibility and authority in their 
children’s lives and not Arlington County staff.  Staff 
should be trained that parents hold that authority.  Staff 
should also be exhorted to protect ALL students, 
including students who are not transgender.  This 
means teachers and staff should unreservedly support 
students NOT comfortable sharing a bathroom with 
students of the opposite gender, students who don’t 
want to participate in transgender support events, etc.  
Teachers should be sensitive to confusion that naturally 
arises when a student suddenly identifies as a different 
gender than the one used earlier in the year, or even 
the day before.  It is not fair to other students to expect 
that they keep up with the changing gender status of 
other students.  Yes, teachers should work to provide a 
safe learning space.  But that means safe for ALL, not 
just transgender students and those who support their 
agenda..

Perhaps the county will decide to hold this definition to be the 
case,  but should not teach it as scientific fact or assert it in 
formalized education.  It is not the purview of the county to train 
children in these issues.  That is the role of the family.

Having single user bathrooms available for 
transgender students is sufficient.  It is not fair or safe 
for all other students to have their privacy and safety 
infringed and threatened by letting a person of the 
other biological sex be in the same bathroom or locker 
room.  This policy opens the door to any male 
identifying as female just so he can be in the locker 
room to watch girls change.  Consider the physical 
threat to those girls.  Or any female to say she’s male 
just so she can be with the unclothed guys.  This is 
an obvious consequence and it is unacceptable to 
threaten the safety and privacy and dignity of all 
students when a perfectly suitable alternative already 
exists.  It is too bad that transgender students do not 
want to have to use single user bathrooms, but they 
are the ones choosing the situation.

This provision undermines the overall goal of this policy because it 
will eliminate fair play for girls.  With the obvious physical 
differences between males and females, no longer would female 
students have an equal chance in competition.  What will stop a 
non-transgender male from identifying as female just so he can 
compete against the girls and win?  This provision would destroy 
the “equal educational opportunities and learning environments” 
that the policy claims to be seeking.

1193 English That staff shall be "continuously trained on topics 
relating to transgender students" is concerning. By 
limiting the training to transgender topics, Arlington 
County shows a purposeful disregard for inclusiveness 
and diversity. Where is the continuous training on other 
topics such as religion (ALL religions equally), 
discrimination and harassment of non-transgender 
female students, race/color discrimination, and cultural 
diversity? This singling out of transgender topics for 
continuous training will certainly lead to other groups 
not having the same "safe, supportive, and inclusive 
school environments" as transgender students.

As a scientist by training, I am concerned that this definition of 
gender identity lacks empirical data based on science. Gender 
identity is fluid. A child can claim to be male on day and female 
the next and something else another day.

What about the right of privacy for biological females 
from transgender females and the privacy rights of 
biological males from transgender males? Are these 
privacy rights any less important? Under this policy 
that the rights of transgender students now trump the 
privacy rights of all others. There's certainly no 
equality under this proposed policy.  Furthermore, this 
is the end of women's rights. As a mother of four 
daughters, shame one you for proposing such a 
policy. You are taking away my daughters' rights and 
telling them they are less than transgender females 
and are to be treated as second class citizens. Way to 
go Arlington County. Keep up your skewed view of 
how inclusive the Arlington County Public Schools 
really are.

Excellent - let boys complete as girls. There are literally hundreds 
of thousands of pages of scientific studies showing how males are 
physically dominant to females. It's the reason girls' teams were 
created to begin with - to provide equal opportunities for girls to 
compete. Now you've just taken it all away. Obviously, transgender 
females have an advantage over non-transgender females, and this 
policy takes high school athletics back to the old days. 
Congratulations Arlington County. You have now denied girls 
access to fair and equal competition. By implementing this policy, 
you have kicked Title IX to the curb. Go ahead and explain that to 
my four daughters without making them feel second class. 
Allowing transgender females to complete as females certainly is 
not equitable. The transgender female will almost certainly beat out 
the real female in all circumstances. You might as well not have 
boys teams and girls teams anymore.

1194 English agreed Bathrooms and changing rooms should be assign 
according to sex assign at birth, otherwise this " 
transgender" umbrella could be use to mask and 
facilitate sexual offenders to integrate themselves into 
this facilities.

I do not agree.  If a student decides to participate in a school 
activity,  that student should follow the rules, that including dress 
code.
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1195 English As an APS parent of three MS students, I applaud your 
efforts to make all kids safe and supported.

I appreciate the excellent sourcing of the definitions. Sounds good to me.  Forcing a kid to use a bathroom 
of the opposite gender (for example, forcing a trans 
girl to use the boys bathroom) sounds humiliating.

Support.

1196 English I agree that all children should feel safe in schools. It 
should not matter what they're personal choices are as 
long as they are well behaved and keep an attitude 
towards learning.

I agree that this is the definition of Gender identity and 
Transgender.

I believe ALL students no matter how they identify, 
should be able to feel safe while using any private 
facility. If more options are made available there will 
be less issues for the students.

A child should be able to participate any extracurricular activity that 
makes them feel connected to their school.

1197 English Yes. regardless of individual opinion, APS staff should 
follow current research and be trained on gender identity

I agree I agree. Also we should look into updating 
infrastructure to appropriate all-gender bathrooms

I agree

1198 English It appears that you have not thought this PIP through 
well enough. While I appreciate your sensitivity towards 
children who believe they are of another gender, you 
are creating major disadvantages for everyone else, and 
in particular, girls. With regards to training for staff, 
what does this "continuous training" look like? Will it 
violate the beliefs of those staff members you're 
training? Does this mean that staff members will favor 
the transgender child over others? This is such a gray 
area, and while you are attempting clarity, you are only 
muddying the water for all students.

I believe that your underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly 
defines male and female by empirical data based on science. This 
PIP does not reflect empirical data.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls. How do you intend to maintain a 
level of fair play for girls who identify as girls?

1199 English I disagree with the idea that we each have a gender that is 
separate from our sex.  The APA and other medical/psychological 
organizations have been rushed to adopt these definitions without 
much research and with heavy influence from trans activist 
groups.  Individuals who feel that their "gender" does not 
correspond with the sex they were born with should be treated 
with compassion and love but it is not scientifically accurate to 
say that we each have an innate "gender" in our brains.  Wearing 
a dress and makeup or a suit and tie are "gender" behaviors that 
are created and decided by society, not biology.   Therefore, I 
believe that we should place sex as a protected class and not 
allow that to be replaced with an arbitrary and subjective class 
such as "gender".

Single sex spaces should follow the biological sex of 
the individual, not their preferences or subjective 
feelings with which they identify.  Puberty is a very 
awkward and difficult time for all kids, and the comfort 
of 99% of the student population should not be placed 
as secondary to the feelings of the 1%.

Any activity which focuses on physical competition should be 
separated by biological sex, not subjective gender.  Males and 
females are biologically different, even from a  young age, and 
should be afforded the opportunity for a fair competition.

1200 English Have transgender students been asked how Arlington is 
acheiving this goal? Are their voices in this document?

Are you only asking gender when absolutely necessary? Can all bathrooms be made gender neutral If those organizations don't fit with our new policies, can we create 
new organizations or safe places for transgender kids who want to 
row?
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1201 English I firmly support this section. There are children at our 
elementary school (including my daughter) who do not 
dress in the gender "norm" and have been scolded by 
teachers in the bathroom for being in the wrong 
bathroom because it did not even occur to them that 
the students were just dressed differently from others in 
their gender. It is unfortunate that these 
"misunderstandings" happened and caused shame and 
embarrassment for the children. My daughter now 
thinks twice every time she goes to a restroom, 
wondering if she will be questioned.  This should not be 
what an 8 year old is worried about.  Training is 
desperately needed.

Agree Agree. As I mentioned above, students even as young 
as elementary school are being challenged by 
teachers about the restrooms they are using.  My 8 
year old is nervous going to shared bathrooms at 
school because she will be questioned as she "looks 
different" (e.g. 'she dresses like a boy'). This should 
not be something that kids are worried about. School 
should be a physically and emotionally safe space for 
them.

Sports should be based on ability period not gender.

1202 English This is a reasonable response to recent social research 
and science that recognizes the existence of a 
spectrum of gender identity and expression.

A reasonable science based definition. This is a big step and one I support in de-mystifying 
gender differences that have been built in recent 
decades and are unnatural. In nature we all eliminate 
and bathe, just like every other creature God created.

Again, an important step in the direction of celebrating 
achievement by all on an equal playing field.

1203 English I strongly support this measure. I support this. Private bathrooms are important for all!! Support
1204 English I think this is a great introductory section since it 

focuses on having all students feel safe and secure.
I would consider including in this section more on gender fluidity. I think this is extremely important and great that its in 

here.
I likewise think this is very important and think its great that it is in 
here.

1205 English Thank you for taking responsibility and having the 
leadership to address these issue.

These facilities need to be conveniently located as 
well - not hidden away in staff break room.

1206 English I support this provision and heartily commend APS for 
its efforts to ensure a safe and respectful environment 
conducive to learning and aligned with the Whole Child 
approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for its efforts 
to ensure a safe and respectful environment conducive to learning 
and aligned with the Whole Child approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for 
its efforts to ensure a safe and respectful environment 
conducive to learning and aligned with the Whole 
Child approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for its efforts to 
ensure a safe and respectful environment conducive to learning 
and aligned with the Whole Child approach.

1207 English As a teacher I fully support continuous training on this 
important topic

Thank you for recognizing transgender students am concerned that it has taken so long to protect 
trans kids, and I look forward to our correcting that as 
a community

I agree that it is important for transgender students to feel 
comfortable during extra-curricular activites

1208 English
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1209 English I have 2 daughters and 1 son. I am not comfortable 
with students of the opposite sex (regardless of how 
they identify) sharing a bathroom with my children - 
whether they are boys identifying as girls or girls 
identifying as boys. It is irresponsible for a public 
school to include this guidance in the revised policy. 
The responsible tact would be to have a bathroom for 
people with female genitalia, a bathroom for male 
genitalia and then a unisex bathroom to accommodate 
all students. Are you going to install a tampon 
dispenser in the boys’ room for girls who identify as 
boys? Are you going to install a urinal in the girls’ 
bathroom for boys who identify as girls? I agree that 
we need to be respectful of all students but you 
cannot subject your policy on the entire student body. 
It is not fair and it is certainly not equal.

Under Title IX, woman’s sports have become more prominent and 
are starting to get the same attention as male dominated sports. 
We are not close, but we are making strides every year to have the 
same equality as male teams. With the inclusion of boys in girls 
sports, you are tearing down what we’ve worked so hard to get. 
There are physical differences between boys and girls regardless of 
how you identify. This is just a scientific fact – that can’t be 
changed or renamed. My daughters play sports and will be 
negatively impacted and perhaps injured by boys (assigned at 
birth) playing sports with girls. The physical contact that a boy can 
inflict on a girl could be catastrophic. Boys tend to be stronger and 
faster – there is a reason that they have sports achievements 
categorized for men and women. You are telling my girls that they 
are going to need to work 4 times as hard to compete with boys. 
You are telling my girls that they don’t matter or count. Has anyone 
in administration asked female athletes what they think? You are 
taking a level playing field and tilting it again towards individuals 
with male genitalia.  I’m not comfortable nor should you be 
allowing girls and boys to be play on the same field or court when 
physical contact may be an issue. I’m not comfortable that my girls 
need to compete against individuals with male genitalia for a spot 
on a team. I’m not comfortable that a record may be set by a male 
athlete that my daughters may never be able to beat. You are 
dashing dreams and destroying hope. Do you have daughters? Do 
you think about these things when you draft these policies? This is 
such a one-sided argument – the loudest voice isn’t always the 
right voice – tolerance is a two-sided coin. You cannot be tolerant 
for one group and  be totally dismissive of another group – by 
drafting this policy you are totally dismissing all woman athletes.

1210 English Excellent. Continuous training will be helpful. Many students will appreciate single user facilities. I 
hope these facilities will be widely available and that 
there is no push back against those who use them. 
Privacy is important to many students.

1211 English I support this section. Continuous training is essential 
for staff at all levels for this policy for be effective.

I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.

1212 English I am in full support. I am in full support. I am in full support. I am in full support.
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1213 English Agree entirely with APS non discrimination policy; and 
agree that APS should receive training and support on 
an ongoing basis.

appreciate the definition YES!!!  This is so important and I agree entirely that 
single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy.  This is 
consistent with a number of other districts, like 
Charlotte NC, Washington DC - follows known best 
practice and creates space for privacy for anyone who 
needs it while not singling out transgender or gender 
non-conforming students.  Would love to see APS 
over time move to all single stall bathrooms (vs. the 
"gang" bathrooms we currently have) - e.g. what you 
see at bus boys and poets downtown.

This is great and appreciate the gender neutral call out.  This is 
also consistent w/ NCAA.  Appreciate how thoughtful the staff has 
been in aligning to national best practice.

1214 Spanish Si. Bien hecho. Gracias proteger nuestros estudiantes. Bien Bien pero los ba#os tienen que estan cerca asi los 
estudiantes pueden usarlos cuando los necisitan

Bien

1215 English APS hosts a multicultural group of students and 
families with varying feelings and wants  socially.The 
actual classroom environment is increasingly becoming 
difficult for teachers and staff. While it can be possible 
to train teachers on topics related to transgender, its 
perhaps harder to do the same for families where 
students hail from. While its true that the teachers role 
is to respond and prevent all forms of harassment to 
students, the emergent scenarios challenging the 
known knowledge and information held in dictionaries is 
shifting the goal posts rapidly. We need to isolate new 
definitions that seek to redefine things and assess how 
many are impacted by this in schools. Rather than task 
all teachers to to do this, i suggest you deploy  in each 
school specialized person to manage  issues of 
transgender identity  and recommendations of things 
like construction of transgender toilets . Teachers 
already have a lot to deal with in classrooms including 
being slapped by students. That is creating more with 
legal implications for the teacher..

Is sex assigned at birth? I don't agree with the word assign. A 
look at the child's genitalia at birth should naturally inform the sex. 
The issue here with identity actually ignores the real differences 
between boys and girls and how each values and loves one's self. 
The draft policy based on feelings and wants may create deeper 
litigation problems for schools and those who work in..

The draft policy seem not to envisage the actual 
classroom or school environment. Bathrooms and 
locker rooms actually constitute the real challenge to 
teachers and staff. Firstly, Every teacher is trained to 
be gender sensitive while handling students. They are 
also given tactics to manage this during teacher 
training in universities. Since this policy affects 
students mostly, it would be nice to sample survey 
their responses. VERY important since the future 
actually belongs to them. Would you rather ask those 
who will be uncomfortable sharing a bathroom with a 
student whose genitalia or gender identity is different 
to go to the newly build neutral  privacy toilet or  plan 
for between 2-20 transgender students? How about 
High school students struggling to deal with the 
adolescent stage? Does this make our education 
stronger and relevant or gives feelings and wants a 
better of what is to be achieved in school for our 
children.  A child who devites from the known 
diffinaation of our standardaziesd curriculum should 
be helped to integrate well without affecting all others 
through new and rushed policies. START with a pilot 
school to see how this works before rolling it out with 
confidence.

Not sure how our products will fare at international games.

1216 English I am concerned that it has taken so long to protect 
trans kids, and I look forward to our correcting that as a 
community.

I am concerned that it has taken so long to protect trans kids, and 
I look forward to our correcting that as a community."

I am concerned that it has taken so long to protect 
trans kids, and I look forward to our correcting that as 
a community."

1217 English This is wonderful None Perfect Support
1218 English I support this PIP in its entirety. It is high time we 

protected trans students and I am so proud of the 
school board for taking these steps
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1219 English I think as a start this is good, but ultimately it will need 
to be Mcormick much more specific if it’s going to be 
enforceable. It is probably also necessary to define 
what harassment related to gender identity looks like, 
as this is not obvious to everyone, meaning that there 
will be a lot of discrepancies.

This is poorly and offensively stated. There’s a need to use more 
terms, such as cisgender, gender nonconforming and trans 
gender, and not to emphasize gender as a binary and thus further 
other those who identify differently.

Yes, this is important. Education busting myths 
related to this should be available to both teachers 
and parents, highlighting the violence that targets 
LGBTQIA students.

Yes. Well stated.

1220 English This new policy seems unnecessary as no one 
deserves discrimination.  Why all of the concern?

How often can one change their identity?  Don't you see how this 
policy can be abused?  Seems like one more piece of red meat 
thrown to the trial lawyers who support the liberal agenda with 
huge donations

So if this takes off, then biological gender kids may be 
relegated to single user facilities to avoid being 
assalted?

this is ridiculous and the people behind this policy know it.  How 
about your girl try and compete against a 'boy' at birth in a track 
event.  Good luck and this is demotiviating to those of us who are 
playing by the rules

1221 English Send information home so parent can be in the same 
page with the teachers about the topic

Agree Agree Great

1222 English I 100% support this training. 100% agree. I support the draft PIP almost in its entirety, because 
it ensures respect and welcome for trans kids; the one 
thing to add is a clause about making bathroom 
access convenient. Some students have missed class 
due to far distances to travel to restrooms.

I support this sevtion

1223 English Sounds good. These kids face enough challenges in life 
- lets make schools a safe space for them.

I'm okay with this. Love this. Sounds good

1224 English Isn't just saying "to ensure all student" enough?  Why 
call out "including transgender students" unless you 
want to also call out race, ethnicity, etc. (all the 
categories you have listed).

Does this preclude transgender students from using 
"single sex bathrooms" (or whatever the proper term 
is?  Females may have safety concerns if they see a 
"birth" male coming into a "female" bathroom even 
though the "birth" male associates with the female 
sex.  With rape and other safety considerations in 
mind, this should not be ignored.  [Also, there are 
males raped as well, though rarer to females, but a 
concern as well.]  Bottomline, do you plan on 
instituting 3 (or 4) sets of bathrooms:  Male, Female, 
Transgender, Single User?

I'm not an expert in this area, but women's teams are complaining 
that birth males that view themselves as female, are 
outperformancing birth females since they are larger, stronger, etc. 
(everything associated with testosterone).  Does that in effect 
negate female sports?

1225 English The school board should provide clarity for what 
constitutes "continuously trained." Will it take 
precedence over educational matters?

Did the school board or APS staff give any consideration to using 
any definition based on biology?

Did you consider that non-transgender students who 
feel uncomfortable sharing a bathroom or locker room 
facility with biologically opposite-sex students may feel 
stigmatized by requesting to use a single user facility? 
If so, what was your finding?

Did you examine whether this is a violation of Title IX which was 
supposed to give more opportunities to female athletes? Did you 
examine whether this puts girls at an unfair competitive advantage 
versus those who are biologically male?

1226 English Disagree with APA's definition of "gender identity."  Humans are 
genetically XX or XY.  Humans are not assigned a gender at 
birth, people are either genetically male or female.  For those 
people genetically XXY or XYY certified by a physician, I agree 
with the policy as written.

Students should not have to opt into privacy from the 
opposite gender in the bathroom or locker room.  
There is no $ to provide single user facilities to a large 
amount of students.

See #2.
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1227 English Perfect, this has been needed for some time. Would add "or inconsistent with their sense of 
privacy" ... to not force students to share a bathroom 
with students with gender identities that are 
threatening to their sense of self. This will be 
challenging to enforce but will remove one of the 
major arguments against transgender bathroom 
sharing.

This looks challenging to enforce in the face of athletic  regulatory 
bodies mandating that birth gender or genetic gender be the 
determining factor for participation. For example, if a sprinter who 
identifies as female is ruled only to be eligible for the men's team 
by the VHSL, how will this be resolved by APS?

1228 English It is not clear that gender non-conforming students.and 
students with gender expression that might be outside 
societal norms and/or expections are included.  I 
beleive it is important for staff to be trained on all 
aspects of gender identity and gender expression, not 
just topics related to transgender students.

Please include the definitition of "gender expression" and "gender 
non-conforming", both of which terms are used in policy,  as 
these students also suffer the impact of discrimination based on 
outward appearance that may be contrary or not alligned to those 
expected.  Gender expression is the external appearance of one's 
gender identity, usually expressed through behavior, clothing, 
haircut or voice, and which may or may not conform to socially 
defined behaviors and characteristics typically associated with 
being either masculine or feminine.

I strongly agree that this is important.  As the parent 
of a gender non-conforming student (a boy who looks 
like a girl), he received constant verbal harassment for 
using the boys bathroom in elementary school.  The 
harassment culminated in a physical assault by 
another child.  The other child pushed my child out of 
a stall in the boys bathroom.  Subsequently, my child 
had to use the only gender neutral bathroom at 
school.... since it was the only one, it often had a wait 
and he often had to spend valutable learning time 
transitting the halls to get there.  It is important the 
private / gender neutral faclities be available in more 
than one location of the school building.

I strongly agree.

1229 English This is great and I hope that sensitivity training is 
provided to ALL staff.  Repeatedly.

Looks good! Of course this should be the status quo! I am good with this!  ALL of this!

1230 English Transgender students should be required to use single 
bathroom facilities. Non-transgender students, 
especially females, should not be forced to share 
facilities with students born male or in transition.

1231 English Gender identity should not be used to effectively remove historic 
gains secured over the last several decades for biological females, 
who comprise 50 percent of the population and have been subject 
to rampant discrimination and harassment at the hands of 
biological males for centuries.  Biological females must be 
afforded the ability to protect those advancements in gender 
equality and the ability to access safe spaces without interference 
from biological males.  I am thankful as a woman that I have only 
sons, and no daughters, whose rights and ability to maintain any 
of the specific to their biological sex are deteriorating, once again 
to afford greater rights to biological males, at the expense of 
biological females.

Disappointed that biological females will have to seek 
out single-user facilities to access safe spaces free 
from interference from biological males.

Disappointed that biological females will no longer be afforded 
competitive spaces of their own, free from interference by biological 
males.
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1232 English School staff shouldn’t have to play make- believe with 
people who pretend they are of a different gender. You 
cannot change your gender. School staff should be able 
to approach transferism as the mental defect that it is 
instead of making everyone pretend. No child should be 
bullied for any reason. Children who pretend they are of 
a different sex should not get special consideration. 
They should be given mental healthcare.

People who pretend they are a different ended should not even be 
addressed that way. There are only two genders. Stop making 
this special.

Insanity. For a small group of mentally ill studenrs, 
you destroy the privacy of all. They should not have 
this special consideration.

Naturally born boys should be on boys teams and vice. Versa. 
Boys have no business being on firls’ Teams. Outrageous!

1233 English It is not the place of the k-12 public school system to 
be hopelessly confusing young children with issues of 
gender identity. You are inviting a host of problems into 
young childrens' lives that are not there now, this entire 
policy exercise is not only a waste of taxpayer money, 
but it is going to have massive unintended 
consequences on the viability of our community.

Again, none of this should be adopted as formal policy. Why are 
you doing this? What is so irrevocably broken right now that you 
want to introduce this additional variable to students and 
administrators?

What good are you trying to achieve here? Is there 
truly a crisis that justifies the disruption this is going to 
cause?

What uniforms exactly aren't already gender neutral? This 
committee is a hammer seeing all of these issues as nails.

1234 English Without saying so this policy undercuts religious 
liuberty of staff whereby many religions to not agree 
with the idiology of the transgener movement.

FALSE. Many religions beleive that one's gender is the one 
provided by God at birth. Compassion is needed for those who 
feel that they are not of the gender of their birth, but public funds 
should not be used to promote what is essntially an ideology.

This is insane. If this policy is implemented I will be 
telling my child not to use eitehr the Girls or boys 
restroom because persons of the opposite sex my be 
there increasing their vulnerability. Instead, will tell 
them to use and request the gender neutral facility. 
This will increase the cost of school construction 
because each school will require having more gender 
nuetral facilities than either boy or girl facilities.

If plicy is implemented, will not allow my son/daughter to 
participate in school sports.

1235 English ongoing training is the key. I hope you diversify your 
training material to hear all sides of an issue.

Who decides truth? students? Doesn't the idea of education begin 
with the humble beginning of "I don't know something and I need 
someone to teach me". Why aren't we teaching students how to 
live the lives they have been given? Aren't they going through 
enough change and pressure already? Is this making a statement 
that anything taught in school is merely a suggestion but that the 
student may decide what reality is. Isn't truth true whether you are 
aware of it or not? I think it is dangerous for students to put 
themselves and others through these illusions. What happens 
when you tell a student that they are in absolute control over their 
lives, so much so that they can change their own gender 
whenever they please, and then later they realize that no amount 
of control or power will bring them inner peace and joy. You have 
just invited these students to be anxious and depressed and 
eventually a danger to themselves and to others. The beginning of 
happiness is admitting "I'm not in absolute control". If you're lucky 
you can coddle students in their illusion long enough that they 
dont become dangerous until they graduate.

I disagree with developing teenagers getting changed 
in locker rooms with the opposite sex. If you're really 
serious about this, I think you have to make individual 
changing rooms for all with no shared space. This is 
because gender identity is fluid in many teenagers 
and can change week to week.

men competing in womens sports will ruin the sport for women. It 
is not equality when 5-10 years from now women can't compete 
competitively in a sport. I believe women deserve to experience 
competition, but this is at risk if men are allowed to play in their 
teams.
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1236 English Although I have concerns about some of the other 
points in this proposed PIP, I wholeheartedly agree that 
bullying and teasing and harassment of transgender 
students should never be tolerated. I also agree that 
staff should be trained and sensitive – provided that 
training includes a balanced look at research regarding 
that many complex issues involved with transgender 
identity.

I think it’s important to balance this definition with the following 
points from the American Psychiatric Association: “Gender 
dysphoria is NOT the same as gender nonconformity, which 
refers to behaviors not matching the gender norms or stereotypes 
of the gender assigned at birth.” The APA also says that “Gender 
atypical behavior is common among young children and may be 
part of normal development. Children who meet the criteria for 
gender dysphoria may or may not continue to experience it into 
adolescence and adulthood.”  Parents and teachers should be 
aware and supportive of students who genuinely struggle with 
gender dysphoria – but raising these issues in a curriculum has 
the potential to lead to confusion. As feminists have long and 
rightfully argued, non-gender-typical preferences or behaviors 
need not lead to an existential questioning of being a boy or a girl, 
and especially not to the long-term, life-altering consequences of 
hormone treatment or other medical change.

“Single user, gender neutral facilities will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy” –  assuming 
this option will be made available not only to gender-
fluid/transgender students, but also to cisgender 
students who are uncomfortable sharing facilities with 
someone who was born the opposite sex, this makes 
sense.

When biological males who identify as (or transition to) female 
compete against biological females in girls’/women’s sports, the 
biological females have an unquestionable disadvantage. This 
seems to defeat the purpose of gender-segregated sports, which 
exist to allow fair competition for females.

1237 English How far across the country/world can people access 
this survey to give an opinion?

I'm curious how friends in Florida and Maryland have been able to 
successfully fill it out.

For a true climate check, visit Arlington Education 
Matters Facebook page.  Anyone who doesn't 
completely endorse LGBTQ issues is socially crucified.

It's not about tolerance anymore.  If it were the disagreeing side 
would not be assaulted.

1238 English Silly. No student should be harrassed for any reason. 
Sad if you have teachers that have to be continually 
trained for this

They should pick one gender at beggining of year and ant change As long as tou have single user bathrooms U don't think a male whi identifies as a female should be on a 
female team

1239 English There needs to be an explicit call out to teachers and 
staff that the sensitive subject of Transgenderism 
should NOT be undertaken in any classroom without 
the explicit notification of parents of those students 
sufficiently in advance so that parents can have 
necessary discussions with their children IN ADVANCE 
to help frame the discussion.   This notification must 
also allow parents to opt their children out of such 
classroom discussions if they so choose.  While I 
support the training of staff on this topic, I do not cede 
to school teachers or any other authorities the ability to 
have discussions with my children on this sensitivie 
subject unless I first have a chance to address it with 
them.  The policy has no safeguards whatsover on this 
aspect and same are sorely needed. Without these 
safeguards I STRONGLY OPPOSE this policy.

No comments The way I read "Students cannot be required to use a 
particular facility inconsistent with their gender 
identity", this could set up situations in which my 
children could be forced to share bathrooms or locker 
rooms with transgendered students.  This is just plain 
wrong.  If the body parts are those of the opposite sex, 
they should not share a locker room, period.

No comments

1240 English okay okay I am not clear on this. I have no problem allowing 
folks to use a single user, gender neutral facility if that 
is important to that student. I do have a major 
problem allowing students a multi-user, gender 
specific facility is inconsistent with the gender that the 
student was assigned at birth.

This is silly and wrong. So my daughter (XX chromosome) will 
have to compete in physical activities with students who have self 
identified their gender as a female even though that student has a 
physical gender assigned at birth as a male (XY chromosome)? 
That is ridiculous quite honestly. My daughter should only be 
competing in physical activities vs other girls with XX 
chromosomes. It is wrong on so many levels.
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1241 English How does one's identity, expression, or behavior determine one's 
sex? This concept of gender norms perpetuates sexist 
stereotypes, and is very misleading for children and youth who 
feel that they don't fit in with the peers of their same gender.

How are awards going to be gender neutral? At the upper school 
level, won't the strongest and fastest students--typically males--
win?

1242 English Like they should for all students including non-
transgender students.  It is not possible to segregate 
each and every student population and give them 
specific rights.  Even within the transgender 
classification there are many deviations and it is not 
possible to address each and every one of them.

The student should not be able to chose the bathroom 
that they feel most comfortable based on their identity.  
 Bathrooms are not about how one identifies 
themselves but is based on strictly biological 
anatomy.  Girls for girls bathrooms and boys of boys 
bathrooms.  Anyone who identifies with another "sex" 
then the one they were born with should use the 
single gender bathrooms.

Similar to the above.  Should be based on what gender you are 
born with.  Uniforms should be neutral but physical ability is based 
on sex at birth.

1243 English The real meaning is in the procedures to implement 
this policy.  All should feel safe and supported but no 
one minority or majority should "teach" their beliefs.  
This core curriculum approach is wrong.  Difficulty with 
gender identification is commonly viewed as a 
psychiatric need.  All students should not be 
encouraged to have this difficulty but only to view and 
love all people, regardless of their differences.  It is 
wrong to make the majority of students who do not 
have gender identification concerns to question their 
gender identity.  It is difficult enough to grow up without 
making one's gender an issue where it is not an issue.  
Parents are still responsible for teaching their children 
about life, not the school.    U.S. Schools need to 
succeed in education as its priority.

This is fine so long as this small minority does not govern the 
agenda.

This crosses the line.  A child undergoing gender 
identity concerns is struggling with their identity and 
may go back and forth.  The majority of students do 
not need to suffer and be made uncomfortable by 
have the opposite born sex in their bathroom or locker 
room.  Bathrooms and locker rooms are difficult 
enough areas without adding this concern.  Where is 
the common sense?

Athletic participation by those born a different sex is having unfair 
results.  Again, the majority are not suffering from gender 
identification although the numbers will increase with this policy 
implementation.  Government should not be actively advocating 
particular harmful child development issues.

1244 English What does this continuous training cost and can it be 
done on a semi annual basis?

What about the rights of  biological gender children 
not being exposed to those with a gender identity 
choice?

What about the rights of biological girls to only play with and 
against other girls?

1245 English I support this! yes! yes support
1246 English Thank you for taking this initiative towards the safety 

and inclusion of our trans community
For times of using gender identity for "proper use," it is important 
than nonbinary options are also available, not just male, female 
and trans language.

Please consider including verbage about ensuring that 
bathroom facilities are convenient located, not just 
available.

1247 English I disagree that a biologic male should be allowed to compete 
against biologic females as a female.  It is unfortunate but it is not 
fair to the female athletes.

1248 English staff training will be important none none none
1249 English Agree. Agree. Agree. Agree.
1250 English I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology.
1251 English Wonderful to hear you are taking active steps on this!  

Encourage to expedite this process so 2019-2020 
students can benefit.

Perfect! single-stall, gender-neutral bathroom facilities need to 
be CONVENIENTLY located not just accessible

Fab!
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1252 English The best way to police against harassment, other than 
having cameras installed, would be an on-sight student 
monitor (undercover) in the locker room or shower 
areas; or an on-sight teacher monitor in those areas.

How are you going to determine whether there is an "improper 
purpose" for declaring one's gender identity?  I'm worried about 
impostors and predators, claiming false gender-identity for 
improper purposes.  What if they are doing it to molest the 
opposite sex?  How will you know beforehand?

This is stupid.  You are endangering young children 
who are NOT transgender by this policy.  Keep birth-
gender with birth-gender.

This is also stupid.  It will ruin girls' athletics by allowing people 
born as boys to compete with them athletically.

1253 English
1254 English Biological males should not be able to compete in girls sports. The 

science is out there that there is an inherent advantage in a male 
physique when it comes to matters of strength, speed and overall 
athleticism. APS should not disenfranchise its biologically female 
students in both try-outs and competition. This is is a huge issue.

1255 English I believe it is very important to support and avoid 
discrimination against all students, including individuals  
 who are transgender and those suffering from gender 
dysphoria. I oppose the policy, including this section, 
as the wrong approach. This section raises major, 
unanswered questions for teachers who have concerns 
with the policy as a matter for conscience. APS must 
spell out how it will accommodate and support staff in 
this position, including those who have concers based 
on their religious beliefs (e.g., Muslim, Christian, 
Jewish, Mormon or other). APS also must specify how 
training will be age appropriate. How will elementary 
school teachers be "trained" on these topics vs. high 
school teachers? Further, the policy must provide more 
detail on what constitutes harassment in this cnotext, 
as it is a new one for students who come into the world 
and into elementary school understanding that there are 
two biological genders. Without providing more details 
for staff (on questions related to training and 
compliance) and students (on defining harassment in 
this context), the policy represents a dereliction of duty 
that will create a culture of fear.

These definitions accurately repeat the definitions of modern 
gender theory, but is extraordinarily insensitive to those in many 
other cultural and ethnic groups who hold different defintiions 
(e.g., many in Arlington's large immigrant population come from 
cultures that do not hold these views). APS' oppressive cultural 
exclusivity in these definitions is ill-considered. Further,  this 
section should be expanded to cite not just policy positions of 
APA and NSBA, but the science behind sex and gender, 
including science that recognizes human sexuality is dimorphic 
and acknowledges extremely rare anomalies to this that occur in 
intersex individuals. Finally, this section fails to include one of the 
most important groups of students impacted by this policy -- 
preadolescents experiencing gender dysphoria. This section 
should include a definition of this term, and discuss the scientific 
data on resolutoin of gender dysphoria at puberty.

This section lacks balance between the needs and 
well-being of transgender individuals and students 
with gender dysphoria, and students who would feel 
subject to aggression by having someone of the 
opposite biological gender changing or showing with 
them. The policy should show at least some 
sensitivity to female students who have suffered from 
sexual assault by males and how this would 
negatively impact them. This section must be revised 
to more effectively balance these competing, valid 
needs.

This requirement should be deleted and a more sensible solution 
devised. Many female athletes – including 9-time Wimbledon 
champion Martina Navritolova– have expressed concern about the 
unfair advantage that transgender women have in competing 
against athletes who are biologically female.  The draft policy fails 
to acknowledge or address this.

1256 English Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all 
students.

Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all students. Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all 
students.

Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all students.

1257 English Why should their be continuous training for only this 
group of students?
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1258 English Agree, please keep in. Agree So important to the safety of al students
1259 English Continuous training on this is ridiculous.   1) it takes 

away from training on classroom management, 
differentiated learning, etc    2) a kid who thinks they’re 
something their not is confused.  Teachers don’t need 
training to know that.  3) if you think a 5th grade boy 
who thinks he is a girl isn’t confused, you are.  4) the 
vast majority of staff will never encounter a trans 
student so the training is irrelevant for them.  5) this 
training has nothing to do with a school’s purpose of 
educating students ,

To suggest to an elementary student that they may not actually 
be what they were born should be criminal.

If a boy (someone with an XY chromosomes, 
someone born with testicles)  ever comes into my 
daughter’s locker room,  there will be lawsuits

Looks like the quality of the “girls” basketball team’s play will 
perform

1260 English I 100% support this section and would only ask that it 
be extended to SWDs who also deal with harassment, 
bullying and, at times, inappropriate responses from 
teachers and staff. "It is the responsibility of each 
Arlington Public Schools (APS) staff member to ensure 
all students, including transgender students and 
students with disabilities, have safe, supportive, and 
inclusive school environments. " AND "All Arlington 
Public Schools staff shall be continuously trained on 
topics relating to transgender students and students 
with disabilities.".

Supportive Supportive Supportive

1261 English Allowing biological males to compete against biological females 
will put biological females at a severe competitive disadvantage 
and remove any meaningful distinction between boys and girls 
sports.  Gender identity is a product of the mind, whereas athletic 
competition is intrinsically linked to the physical body. We should 
therefore look to the physical body in determining how to separate 
men and women for athletic purposes.

1262 English I have no problem with this and agree that no students 
should be harassed for their gender identity. However, I 
would like the APS staff training materials to be made 
available to the community so that community 
members can be aware and can make comments 
regarding the materials.

I am okay with this as long as cisgender students are 
made aware that they can use the single-user 
restrooms and locker rooms as well.

1263 English Fine. So if a 6'5" 225 lb assigned at birth "male" determines 
to "express" themselves as female and only use the 
girls locker room, how will we address concerns of the 
other girls and their parents?

Analagous to the previous comment.  So any "assigned at birth" 
boy can assume a female "expression" and try out for the girls track 
team?  If not, this policy doesn't clearly preclude that outcome.  If 
the policy is intended to allow such circumstances, we might as 
well eliminate separate girls and boys teams, as that would be.
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1264 English Students born as male or female and later identify as transgender 
should not be able to compete in athletics that differ from their 
biological makeup (gender at birth). This is unfair as there are 
biological differences in males and females that may give these 
students an unfair advantage or disadvantage when competing 
with other students.

1265 English Crucially important Makes sense and good to know this is well supported Agree Absolutely makes sense

1266 English Very glad to see APS addressing this topic. Students 
who identify as transgender or nonconforming are at 
great risk of harassment and bullying.

None. Access to gender neutral bathroom facilities needs to 
be READILY available — i.e., no more distant than 
single-gender facilities.

1267 English Looks good! Looks good! Looks good! Looks good!
1268 English Conversely non transgender students should feel safe, 

supported, and included.  While it is laudable to make 
adjustments so that a group feels this way, it should not 
be done at the expense of the many.

This accommodation is unfair to girls.  There are specific 
physiological advantages that transgender students have that is 
discriminating to biological girls.

1269 English Who determines and how is gender identity determined?  At what 
age are these definitions applicable?  How are parents involved in 
the determination of a child's gender identity at school?

It is unclear to me here how gender identity will be 
handled in multi-user bathroom facilities.  Does this 
mean that if a child's gender identity differs from their 
biological gender, that single or neutral facilities will 
be made available?  Or that they will use multi-user 
facilities according to their gender identity?  What 
about children who identify with their biological gender 
who are uncomfortable?  How will they be 
accommodated?  Has this been proven anywhere to 
be an effective way to handle this issue?  I do not 
want my children to be used as guinea pigs in a social 
experiment without a thorough understanding of the 
results of this approach and without an understanding 
of the education that will accompany these changes.  
I worry for all children involved, as a failed approach 
could have serious and lasting effects on children on 
all parts of the gender identity spectrum.

I am not familiar with the VHSL or VASRA rules, but this seems 
like it could open up APS to more problems than it is worth 
including in this PIP at this time.

1270 English I support the training of staff to ensure inclusive schools. I agree. Have a single user facility available and 
anyone can use that if they choose.
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1271 English Yes, all children should have a safe environment, but in 
no way does that mean spreading transgender ideology 
to impressionable youth is acceptable. There is no 
person under the age of 18 and especially not in the 
elementary and middle schools who understands the 
totality of the consequences thinking they are different 
gender than what they were born. Nor should faculty, 
staff or other students encourage such behavior or 
decisions that have proven, devastating effects on the 
physical, psychological, mental and emotional wellness 
of the "transgender" community.

Attempting to regulate the speech of other is counter to our 
nation's values and is strictly prohibited in the first amendment. 
Who will determine how gender is "asserted" or adjudicate what 
is "improper"? I can tell you that your broad, ambiguous 
definitions of terms will lead to civil action if you attempt to 
improperly penalize a student for commonly understood speech 
simply because someone, somewhere doesn't like it.  I will firmly 
support the action against the school district in such as case.

If there is a biological male in my daughter's bathroom 
or locker room, I will bring civil action against not only 
school, but the entire school district.

If there are biological male participating any female sporting 
events, I will support any civil action against the school and the 
school district. It is completely unfair to all involved.

1272 English Yes, all children should have a safe environment, but in 
no way does that mean spreading transgender ideology 
to impressionable youth is acceptable. There is no 
person under the age of 18 and especially not in the 
elementary and middle schools who understands the 
totality of the consequences thinking they are different 
gender than what they were born. Nor should faculty, 
staff or other students encourage such behavior or 
decisions that have proven, devastating effects on the 
physical, psychological, mental and emotional wellness 
of the "transgender" community.

Attempting to regulate the speech of other is counter to our 
nation's values and is strictly prohibited in the first amendment. 
Who will determine how gender is "asserted" or adjudicate what 
is "improper"? I can tell you that your broad, ambiguous 
definitions of terms will lead to civil action if you attempt to 
improperly penalize a student for commonly understood speech 
simply because someone, somewhere doesn't like it.  I will firmly 
support the action against the school district in such as case.

Bathrooms and locker rooms should be assigned as 
they have been for the past 200 years, on biological 
sex. Anything less and I will file civil action against the 
school system.

1273 English Excellent - transgender students should be protected 
from harassment

1274 English How can a facility correspond to a neutral gender?  
Wordsmith??

Not "that organization", but "those organizations."  Grammar??
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1275 English I note that students can no longer proposition other 
students without consequence.  Having been in high 
school, I find this unrealistic.  Are you planning on 
being punitive broadly, because I think many of these 
guidelines are unrealistic.

1276 English If a person has chosen a certain gender, and competes with others 
in that gender, they should accept. A trophy which represents that 
gender. If they play a gender neutral sport they can have a gender 
neutral trophy. (Or chess, debate, etc.)

1277 English ALL Continuously trained?  Are all staff continuously 
trained on bullying prevention? Something ALL 
students encounter?

Our children should not be taught this false ideology that they can 
choose their gender identity.  Being a kid includes many areas of 
confusion; but questioning their identity as male and female has 
no place in the classroom.  You foster anxiety in our kids when 
something as basic as their sex is being called into question.  
Kids should not be encouraged down a transgender path. If our 
kids were supported in a healthy way to be male and female, they 
wouldn’t think they need to change their sex (gender identity) to 
receive love and affirmation.

This seems like an untenable solution, for instance, 
where does the non-binary student go? Anywhere 
they want on any given day? Accommodating children 
who do not wish to identify with a binary, non-fluid 
world need to have their own solution, separate from 
the current single-sex bathroom model.  Please don’t 
throw out the signs on the single-sex multi-stalled 
bathrooms, please keep some of these intact so that 
these binary students also have a non-stigmatizing 
safe place to attend to their needs.  If not, we will 
request single user restrooms for our children.

Sports are by nature a discriminatory activity, rules set in place to 
monitor who is eligible exist to create a safe and fair playing field for 
all individuals involved.  This policy would disrupt that fair 
engagement, and in particular set women back in their quest for 
equality in this area.

1278 English fine.  Continuous training in light of all of the other 
expectations placed on teachers seems a bit extreme.  I 
recognize that training will be an ongoing effort, but 
want to make sure other trainings are not sacrificed to 
make space for "continuous" trashing on transgender 
student topics.

How is a single user bathroom facility inconsistent 
with any gender identity?

1279 English Entertainig the idea of being transgender is itself a risk 
to a child, from which the schools should protect them.

The APA is misusing its credibility to teach a concept that 
contracits what we know of genetic diversity, i.e. as in ethnicity.

Good to see that privacy will be available. However, 
as African women know well, being together in a 
female area is important sometimes, that will be lost.

not necessary if we help students come to tems with respect and 
joy for who they are at birth

1280 English I support this and agree with the languagein the 
introduction that all students including transgender 
students should have safe, supportive and inclusive 
school environments.   Further staff training is critically 
important to prevent and respond to harassment.

I support this definition section of both gender identity and 
transgender.

I support the bathroom and locker room section 
regarding access to faclities that correspond to a 
student's gender identity.  Further there should be 
access and availability to single user, gender neutral 
facilities.

I support the policy that students may participate in activities 
consistent with their gender identity.  Further allowing gender 
neutral uniforms should be a standard.

1281 English This looks good. I think educators should be 
empowered with the ability to help create an inclusive 
environment for all students.

This is a great policy. It breaks my heart that some people try to 
minimize the experience of trans individuals by asserting that 
people will pretend to be trans for benefits. This nips that potential 
issue in the bud.

Another good idea, bathroom inclusiveness is 
something we should strive for. No one should ever be 
afraid of going to the bathroom because of who they 
are.

Another good idea. I also like having gender neutral awards. I ran 
on my high school xc team when I lived in PA and even though the 
men and women's teams trained together the teams never felt 
properly integrated.

1282 English Need more specifics on what steps staff are required to 
take as s response to harassment.

Are you consulting experts in how you are describing labels? 
More than these sources?  Getting the language right matters so 
much here.

Who is deciding what is gender neutral? Hopefully the children 
who have to wear it get to weigh in.  Arlington County should take 
a stand and be inclusive regardless of  VHSL and  VASRA. Why 
aren’t we??? That does not support the inclusion premise of this 
document.
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1283 English This is a great step step toward acceptance and 
fairness. Thank you!!!

Having single user, gender neutral bathrooms might 
make it more comfortable and acceptable for certain 
families but I have no issues with kids using the 
bathroom that correspond to their own gender identity.

yes

1284 English Yes!  Inclusion matters. Thank you for recognizing that life isn’t solely binary Yes. Thank you.
1285 Spanish Deben estar pendientes de que los derechos de los 

estudiantes sean respetados,  sin descuidar los 
derechos de estudiantes que se identifican como 
femenino o masculino.

Los estudiants que se identifican como transgenero deben darles 
su lugar,   pero no estoy de acuerdo que se les hable demasiado 
a los otros estudiantes identificados como femenino y/o 
masculino,  son niños que estan en formacion y puede darse a 
confusion.  Enseñarles a respetar pero no insistir y hablarles 
mucho de transgeneros.

Si los estudiantes se identifican como transgenero,  
deben tener su propio espacio, son personas en 
formacion que en cualquier momento pueden cambiar 
de opinion.

no comentarios,  las escuelas veran la mejor manera de manejar 
este tema.

1286 English What if the training violates a teacher's religous beliefs?  
 Will parents be advised about the content of this 
training as it evolves?

I believe that gender is assigned at birth.  While some may have 
a dysphoria, there gender remains what was assigned at birth.  
Just because someone does not conform to stereotypical likes 
and dislikes does not change their gender.

I do not agree with allowing transgender students to 
use their corresponding identity bathrooms.  Separate, 
single user bathroom should be provided so that 
students with gender dysphoria can have privacy.

I strongly disagree with this policy!  What does this mean for the 
Title IX rights of female students in APS?  Have you investigated 
the legality of this policy?

1287 English Very silly
1288 English I’ll resign from my role on APS if this goes into effect 

and head to a neighboring district
This lets perverts into the other locker room under 
guise of “identity discovery”

1289 English THis seems good. This seems good.  I assume you have consulted with the 
transgender community to insure the definition is appropriate.

This seems good. I don’t have strong feelings about this.  It seems to make sense.

1290 English It is important to protect the privacy of students 
identifying as "male" or "female".  It is important that all 
students be offered alternate bathroom and locker room 
options - both the transgender student who wants to 
use a facility that does not correspond with their 
physical male or female body parts as well as students 
who would like to maintain privacy and not have 
students with different gender body parts in the same 
locker room or bathroom even if they identify with a 
gender not associated with their physical body.

This is not tenable.  This should absolutely not 
happen.  No student should be expected to change 
clothes in front of a student with different physical 
sexuality.  Unless private facilities are available for 
every student (which APS schools are not equipped 
for) this compromises the privacy of all parties 
involved - both the male/female student and the 
transgender student.  No matter how a person 
identifies their gender, each person has gender 
specific body parts.  Exposing middle and high school 
students to the undressed bodies of students with 
different biological parts is completely inappropriate for 
all students!

100% no!  Women have fought hard for so many years for Title 9.  
Women's sports teams must remain for women only.  Women's 
sports were created because of the genetic difference between 
men and women.  No matter what gender someone identifies as, 
there are physical advantages to the male skelatal frame and 
testosterone during puberty makes gives the male body 
advantages over the female body.  Please don't undo women's 
fight for equality in sports by allowing anyone with a physically 
male body to compete in women's sports!

1291 English I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and 
welcome for trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and welcome 
for trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect 
and welcome for trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and welcome 
for trans kids.

1292 English Agree Agree Agree Agree
1293 English When children become adults, they can make decisions on 

gender, but not in pre- college years.
Bathrooms and locker rooms should be restricted to 
birth gender.  Not following that process will put indue 
stress on all children involved and cause parents great 
anxiety, too.

This will definitely give an unfair advance to some teams and 
should not be allowed.
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1294 English I honestly don't understand why it is necessary to 
specify any group.  Doesn't all students". mean ALL?  
Who provides training?

Definition seems clear Seems to be room for abuse of these facilities.  Can 
transgender students use any restroom?  Why not 
install stalls in all bathroom that enclose from floor to 
ceiling and make all restrooms gender neutral

1295 English Totally agree with this section.  Very clear and fair! Not sure why APA definition for "transgender" isn't used rather 
than NSBA.

Bathrooms (esp women's rooms) & locker rooms are 
very different.  This policy favors transgender students 
over the larger group of cisgender students.

This has serious implications for female sports.

1296 English Please postpone this process by a year to allow more 
time for discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more time for 
discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more 
time for discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more time for 
discussion.

1297 English I agree completely that it is the responsibility of APS 
staff to ensure the safety of all students, including 
transgender students, and agree that they should 
receive continued training, support and resources to do 
so!

It is clear and concise. I am supportive of APS facilities providing gender 
neutral facilities and also agree that students should 
NOT be forced to use a facility inconsistent with their 
gender identity. We must support the students identify 
in full.

1298 English We have to remember that this is a first world problem. 
In many areas of the world survival is the focus, 
whether from wars, weather condidtions, hunger, rape 
and murder. To put this issue in the same category of 
importance minimized the intensity of other issues 
critical for survival. In seeking to provide for transgender 
students in the means identified, we no longer provide 
a safe and supportive environment for either male or 
female students in one of the most private places in a 
public buidling: the bathrooms. In no way should any 
biologically female person feel threatened physically or 
sexually by having someone with male genetalia 
allowed in the same restroom. Each person should use 
the restrooms that correspond with their physical sexual 
parts, whether before or after surgery. Having an 
individual restroom, instead of a restroom with multiple 
stalls, is provision enough.

If someone is physically male, they should have to conform to the 
facilities of males or single use facilities. Same for physical 
females. If is fine for someone to request, not demand or require, 
to be called by a certain pronoun. It is not ok for someone to be 
told they have to use terminology they disagree with. It is not 
appropriate to force someone to call someone else "they" when it 
is a singular person.

Comments above. Single use facilities are 
accomodations enough. In alloweing any gender 
identity person to use any restroom violates the safety 
of other students who have someone of a different 
genetalia composition within the same bathroom.

No. Go with the physiology.

1299 English Where is the budget coming from for all this training? 
Is the rumor correct that an outside entity offered to pay 
for it? Who would that be? Is that even legal? When 
will you release the identity of the APS benefactor? And 
according to emails between APS and AGIA, 
transgender STUDENTS have been creating training 
for teachers. Whose idea was that? Why are the 
children running the show? Where have the adults 
gone?

Gender identity is a psychological concept, not a scientific or 
medical one. "Sex assigned at birth" is a political phrase ginned 
up to de-legitimize biology as a basis for personhood. Please 
research these things yourselves. You are buying into a child's 
concept that is based entirely on subjective feelings. And if people 
can choose to change their gender, why not their ethnic status 
(Rachel Doleszal)? Their age? Are you ready for the challenges to 
those demographics? I think you'd better be.

How will you keep heterosexual boys out of girls' 
spaces? How will you insure safety for our daughters? 
How will you insure safety for the trans-identified 
autistic girl who thinks there's nothing unsafe about 
being in an enclosed space with middle- or high-
school boys? Will teachers monitor the bathrooms for 
safety? Will you take responsibility when someone is 
assaulted?

How are you going to keep girls' sports fair? What will you say to 
the girl on the reserve team who loses her place because a 
mediocre male athlete decided he wants to play on girls' varsity? 
Scholarships? And what exactly is a gender-neutral uniform? Will 
boys be required to wear shirts at all times, or will girls be allowed 
to go topless, so everyone is just the same? Have you thought 
about these things?
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1300 English I support this language. I support this language. I recommend adding language to explicitly state that 
bathroom / locker room access must be convenient to 
all students (i.e., they should not be required to go to 
a distant location to use a facility corresponding to 
their gender identity.)

I support this language.

1301 English I agree completely. All our kids need to feel safe. None - agree completely. Agree completely. Trans kids need to feel safe and 
accepted. They should be able to use the bathroom 
they choose.

No comment - agree completely.

1302 English This is great. Take care of all of our students. Yep. Sounds right. Perfect. This gives all kids the right to be in the 
bathroom or locker room based on their identity.

That's great. A step above the IAFF

1303 English I fully support this section. I fully support this section I fully support this section I fully support this section.
1304 English watching the school board meeting on this and hearing 

the folks who are against these procedures is phyllis 
schlafly-esque. I hope APS will finally take a much 
needed progressive stance to protect the children who 
have otherwise not had any protections. I hope APS 
will ensure that there is consistent messaging and 
training of school staff around equity for all children. If 
they have a bias against a particular group, then 
perhaps they should not be working in a school and 
dealing with children. I fully support these procedures.

I fully support these procedures. please make sure there are enough bathrooms, 
conveniently located to accommodate this procedure. 
I fully support these procedures.

I fully support these procedures.

1305 English Nothing specific, except to say "Bravo!" and thanks for 
leading the way on this.

I am concerned that if you DO have a handful of 
transgender kids in a single school that if enough kids 
feel uncomfortable with them in a locker room or 
bathroom, that you may need several gender neutral 
single stall  facilities.  I hope that in any designs 
moving forward that this is taken into consideration in 
a proactive manner to reduce costs.

1306 English Thank you for being so inclusive This language is sound I hope this will assist in reducing depression and 
suicide in transgendered children

I applaud APS for taking this on, knowing full well it will (initially) 
cause some controversy.  Hateful or ignorant people will be loud, 
but their voices will ultimately by quieted by common sense

1307 English I 100% support this goal. I agree with this definition. It's imperative that a student's gender identity be 
accepted

100% agree

1308 English Equal educational opportunities does not mean that you 
throw  out privacy for all of the other students. Students 
start High School still figuring out who they are, trying 
to gain confidence and needing privacy when they need 
it. There are very few places in the schools for privacy 
from students of the opposite sex except bathrooms 
and locker rooms.  This is not a mental issue, his is a 
physical issue. Girls starting HS are still developing and 
have privacy different then the boys., menstrual issues, 
cramps, emotions, etc. The reason there are separate 
bathrooms for each sex in the first place is be

If our privates are called private foe a reason. If men decide they 
want to be a woman and change in the girls locker rooms 
exposing their penis, this will make every girl uncomfortable. It is 
simply not acceptable in HS. This is a college issue, where 
bathrooms are huge and students are older and are not children 
becoming teens.

If a boy gets an operation and he no longer has a 
penis, then possibly acceptable, but with his private 
showing, no one wants to see that. He will be more 
comfortable with boys anyway. Most 14 year old girls 
are not going to be comfortable seeing boys penises. 
Swimming and changing out of bath suits in locker 
rooms make this very open and violates girls' privacy. 
APS needs to be thinking more about everyone 
privacy. This is a baby step issue, not a full tilt issue.

Already, my daughter was pushed down in gym by a boy who 
identifies as a girl and chose to go in the girls line. He was rough 
and she bumped her head and it was not right. 180 lb's verses 105 
pd's.
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1309 English Good start. As a transwoman, I have written comments 
below that I hope can help you in refining this important 
matter and avoiding dangerous mistakes.

It needs to put its correct intentions back into correct English. The 
words you had in fact deny the very existence of transgender 
people, by saying that our sex was “assigned at birth”. It is a very 
sad and harmful reality that, in the name of being friendly to 
transgender people, you are in fact denying our right to exist as 
people who have a real and serious contradiction between our 
gender identity and our original biological sex. Instead your text 
dismisses the latter as a mere matter of an “assignment” made on 
public records. The word “assign” has a definite meaning in 
English as something done by someone with a discretionary 
authority or power to assign different things in the same factual 
case, the exact opposite of an obligation to record the fact; it 
cannot be properly used to mean the latter. The obligation of 
recording the biological sex is supposed to be implemented 
without use of any discretionary arbitrary authority; if a hospital or 
public records officer ever tried exercising a discretionary authority 
to “assign” a sex to infants, that officer would be out of a job in no 
time and would be facing lawsuits. Some lawsuits have in fact 
gotten Intersex status recognized on birth certificates; this is not 
about transgender, and it is the opposite of being about wanting to 
get “assignments” made; it is rather a valid adaptation, as we 
learn more about the biology of intersex conditions, in the system 
of factual recording biological sex and avoiding any kind of 
“assignment”. Sex at birth, both of trans and cis people -- in 
contrast to intersex people -- is a biological fact that is recorded, 
and recorded with greater care and accuracy than birth certificate 
records of eye and hair color.  Please eliminate the misuse of the 
word “assign” and, in its place, use the accurate words and 
phrases, such as “biological sex at time of birth” or “as recorded at 
birth”.

1. Yes, it’s good. 2. Not quite; it’s dangerously 
oversimplified.  Read literally, it would mean that a 
person can at any time feel an identity as male and 
female and go into a facility designed for that 
biological sex, while having the opposite biological 
parts, and go to the opposite facility the next time.  I’m 
sure you’ll say that’s not what you mean; but it is what 
your words would logically be read to mean.  Greater 
nuance is needed for achieving some consistency and 
practicality: fairly identifying who uses what bathroom, 
securing privacy rights within facilities, and securing 
the safety needs of all.  As a transgender person I see 
cause for considerable concern about the backlash 
that already exists to the one-sidedness of the 
language and policies that are put forward on this 
matter. The backlash is far worse because it is in part 
justified. The simplistic language you use adds to the 
problem. We have to face the fact that there are 
legitimate interests on more than one side, and we 
have to treat everyone with respect. Practical means 
of accommodating everyone on a basis of respect and 
equality for all were worked out in the white paper of 
the Log Cabin Republicans on this subject:  
http://www.logcabin.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/LCR-LEF-Transgender-
Student-Safety-Equality-for-All-Students-05-09-17.pdf   
 . You need to look this up.

This is good. Again you may be helped in refining this section, or in 
its implementation, by looking up the solutions in 
http://www.logcabin.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/LCR-LEF-
Transgender-Student-Safety-Equality-for-All-Students-05-09-17.pdf

1310 English I support, but recommend you correct the word choice 
of continuously to continually or regularly, to align what 
I suspect is your actual intended meaning.

This is important definitional information that is important to 
convey. Thank yoi.

This is an acceptable accommodation that provides 
options for students to feel safer and respected in their 
schools. Thank you.

Thank you.

1311 English I belive, knowing several transgenders, that they take 
offense easily and APS need to very carefully consider 
the implications of what is enacted.

What are the regulations regarding this self-determination? 
Medical professionals documenting the transgender preference, 
undergoing physical transfermation, or simply stating it?  There 
must be more stringent requirements.

I do tnot agree with this section.  A transgender with a 
penis using a  femail locker room or bathroom will 
violate other students rights such as religion, the 
ability to freely use a bathroom without seeing a male 
penis, and so forth.  Transgender students should use 
the teacher's rest rooms, that way students will not be 
offended, teachers can deal with the issues, and we 
don't spend more millions building new bathrooms 
and locker rooms.

Absolutely NOT!!  An intact male can hurt a female on the playing 
field and males are physically stronger than females and they could 
become the "track stars" at the expense of women, leading to 
erosion of self confidence, anxiety, anger and so forth.
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1312 English As a transwoman, I sent in some comments a few 
minutes ago, to try to help you in refining this policy 
and avoiding some dangerous mistakes that have 
already been harming us transpeople. It's not clear to 
me whether my comments got through on your system. 
If not, I at least recommend that you look up this report 
by four transwomen, http://www.logcabin.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/LCR-LEF-Transgender-
Student-Safety-Equality-for-All-Students-05-09-17.pdf , 
which gives some carefully thought through solutions 
on how to resolve these matters without falling into 
oversimplifications and some of the usual pitfalls. Good 
luck in this important endeavor!

1313 English This sounds reasomnable and responsible. What's 
missing from this document and its eght sections is a 
commitment to educate and inform students of what 
these policies are and why they're in place. Students, 
perhaps even more than teachers and administrators, 
often determine the atmosphere and levels of respect, 
tolerance or hostility that can take root in school. It's not 
eniugh just to police tolerance; it should be 
accompanied by steps to inform, educate and 
communicate.

Reasonable and responsible. This is an important and responsible policy. Reasonable and responsible.

1314 English YES to training! YES to putting the responsibility 
squarely on the shoulders of the adults in the building. 
Please include in the training some 'cultural humility' so 
that staff who identify with the traditional 'normal' 
(heterosexual, white, cisgender, etc.) can learn to 
appreciate and eventually support and fully accept 
students who are different than the adults' "normal"

Science is becoming clearer and clearer that gender occurs on a 
spectrum. Society has defined fairly strict ideas of masculinity and 
feminity. I applaud APS for considering that all of us exist 
somewhere along the spectrum and stating it clearly. AND taking 
steps to protec someone who doesn't adhere to strict gender 
conformity. YES!

THIS allows students to who do not identify with the 
gender they were assigned at birth, can have access 
to a bathroom. AND anyone who is uncomfortable has 
options.

YES! Let's do more gender-neutral things! for everyone!

1315 English I support this section. I support the information in this section I support this. I support this.

1316 English I support the draft PIP almost in its entirety, because it 
ensures respect and welcome for trans kids.

I fully support students being allowed to use the 
facilities that correspond with their gender identity. 
Bathroom facilities also should be convenient so 
students are not late to class simply because they had 
to go a distance to use a single user facility.

I fully support students being allowed to participate in sports and 
other activities that are co sister with their gender identity.

1317 English Yes please educate them on Trans topics None Please make all bathrooms gender neutral/or make a 
gender neutral bathroom

That’s good, you should make the gym uniforms more Gender 
Neutral

1318 English I support this initiative. available sounds like one for the whole school.   
Reasonably available or convenient would be better.

support this.

1319 English I think access to bathrooms and locker rooms should 
be based on biological sex not gender identity

Participation should be based on biological sex not gender identity.
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1320 English I support a safe, supportive, and inclusive learning 
environment for all students.  This policy covers 
children ages K-12 and is overly broad.  For example, 
what does "continuously trained on topics relating to 
transgender students" means in practice?  Are those 
topics only to be supplied by curriculum advocating one 
point of view?  Will this include training on talking to 
children about the transgender lifestyle?  Will parents 
be given notice before those conversations occur?  At 
what grade level will those conversations begin?

"Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 
in any way that violates School Board policies."  What does this 
mean in practice?  Will there be clear rules that students will be 
given and understand?  How and at what grade levels will those 
rules be communicated to students? Will parents be informed 
before such communications occur?

How and at what grade levels will these rules be 
communicated to students?  I am very concerned that 
a child -- particularly in grades K-3 -- could be upset 
and/or confused by this and I am uncomfortable with 
the school being the first point of contact about it. 
Beyond grade 3, how will this policy be 
communicated to students?  Will parents be told what 
the rules are and when they will be communicated to 
their student?

I strongly oppose inclusion of this provision in any policy absent 
further study and open public meetings with the community.  
Young girls struggle enough in our society to distinguish 
themselves.  Sports provide young girls with a chance to build 
confidence, open up collegiate opportunities that might not 
otherwise exist, and secure scholarship money.  How will this 
policy impact Arlington girls in comparison to their peers across the 
nation when trying to make a college team or receive scholarship 
money?  Why does it appear crew is treated differently?  What 
about track and field, field hockey, soccer, etc.?  Our educators, 
charged with teaching our children science, should not be ignoring 
the science of biology and the real biological differences between 
girls and boys.

1321 English Why are we creating special conditions for those that 
are less than 1% of the population. Ridiculous to 
change everything in the schools based on the sex of a 
very very few people. No one should discriminate 
against anyone of course but we cannot change the 
entire school for only a few people who have a different 
sex identity. Just crazy how the left has somehow 
made this a big issue. Hint: It's not and should not be 
something that the schools are wasting time on. 
Education  and college prep for all should be the focus 
whether homosexual or heterosexual or neuter or 
transgender. The sex of the child is not the focus in 
schools and you are making it so for a very few.  As for 
bathrooms, they should go where they feel most 
comfortable and move on with life.

Again, this is less than 1% of the population and you are 
somehow making it seem as if it's a lot of people we are talking 
about. We are not and therefore this should not rise to the level of 
a special survey for the entire county. What did we do in the 50s 
and 60s and 70s about all this? Answer: Nothing and kids turned 
out just fine. Move on to educating our kids and deal with this on 
a case by case basis like it should be. How many transgenders in 
Arlington??? Really, we need to know how many kids we are 
talking about. The answer nationwide is much less than 1% of the 
population. Let's focus on the 99.8% of the population and not the 
.02. This is what happens when you have single party control in 
Arlington - crazy BS like this!

It's really not about identity - it's about what they are. 
There are boys and there are girls and you cannot be 
both or neutral. There are hermaphrodites but let them 
figure out what bathroom they belong in, we don't 
need 16 bathrooms. Just crazy talk. Let them go 
where they feel most comfortable without regulating it 
or making a big deal out of it - but if they have a penis, 
they are a boy. It's not that complicated folks.

Use Olympic rules, they are boys or girls - there is no such thing as 
competing with girls if you have a penis or test positive as a male. 
It's one or the other and doctors determine that, not parents. Period 
dot.

1322 English Agree Agreed students, teachers, staff all use bathroom that 
they choose for their gender identity

Strongly agree

1323 English Single user bathrooms are fair. However bathrooms 
and locker rooms specific to gender should not be 
available or opened up to a studen outside of their 
gender assigned at birth. Scientific facts x and y 
chromosones should assing gender, not feelings.

This will allow descrimination for females.  Giving males who feel 
they are female access to a female team will give them the upper 
hand. Scientifially males are stronger and faster than women. This 
will eliminate the opportunity for female atheletes to compete fairly 
in any sport.
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1324 English I want to commend and thank APS staff and leadership 
for thier forward think and leadership in developing and 
supporting this PI. This is a very important and much 
needed first step in supporting the rights and the full 
diversity of Arlington's most important resource, our 
children and young adults. APS sholud not delay in 
instituting the PIP. It needs to be finalized now so it can 
be put in place this September in time for the start of 
the school year.

Yes, use transgender students and gender non-conforming 
students  or, transgender and gender non-conforming students

This is an important issue for Transgender youth. This 
section should be revised to say that single-stall, 
gender-neutral bathroom facilities need to be 
Conveniently  locaed and accessible to and for 
transgender students.Large schools with multiple 
floors and lenghty hallways should provide gender-
neutral bathroom facilities that allow for transgender 
students and gender non-conforming students to 
access those facilities without undue burden. This 
should be required even if a large school already has 
facilities on the first floor which may only provide 
limited access and increase the burden on 
transgender and/or gender non conforming students 
needing access to those facilities between classes 
and after physical education classes and other related 
situations.

Agree and where possible and appropriate, APR should lead the 
effort in making all aspects of public school in Virginia accessible 
and reflective of all students with regard to gender identtity.

1325 English I am disturbed that this PIP is being proposed without 
adequate community participation; as a member of 
several APS/school board advisory committees, I was 
not asked to comment on this as part of any committee 
activity.  Not sure who APS worked with in soliciting 
advice, but it was not with two committees who should 
have been consulted.

Disagree that this is the right approach; students who 
identify as transgender/neutral should either use 
facilities asosociated with their biological sex or use 
separate facilities; as a person who is not transgender 
I would feel extremely uncomfortable using a facility 
that is used by a person of the opposite biological sex, 
no matter their orientation

Disagree completely that males should be allowed to compete as 
females if they identify as female; seems radically unfair to females 
who are competing as females; it will essentially mean the end of 
female sports.

1326 English Why on earth do you need to train anyone?  Teachers 
are not dumb they do not need this training.  It is 
extremely rude to tell a child that the teachers need 
special training in order to properly deal with that child.  
This will only hurt children's feelings and will prevent 
trans children from coming out for fear they are doing 
something wrong.  This is not inclusive.

This is not acceptable.  This will allow students to 
harass on another and bully one another.  
Furthermore, one must think of all of the other 
students who have legitimate concerns with 
undressing in front of boys.  In no way is this 
appropriate. Until the school can apply a test 
approved by the community that determines which of 
these students is using this as an excuse to bully this 
is not acceptable at all.

This is akin to cheating.  Students who are males can just say they 
are females and win in all the sports.  This doesn't make sports 
better it makes it worse for everyone.  Until the school can create a 
test that the community agrees upon that can weed out boys just 
pretending to be girls to win at sports this is not an acceptable 
practice.

1327 English In addition to taking prompt and effective steps to 
prevent and respond to harassment, Staff members 
should also be responsible for being sensitive to and 
aware of potential issues.

No one other than the individual responsible for one's sense of self 
should assert gender identity.  Prohibitions against others 
asserting gender identity should not be limited to assertions "for 
improper purposes" or those that "violate School Board policies" 
as all such assertions are improper and should violate School 
Board policies.

No comment No comment
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1328 Spanish Es de aplaudir que APS esté trabajando para prevenir 
la discriminación.  Sin embargo, la forma en que este 
PIP este escrito, es para manejar la discriminación 
solamente hacia los estudiantes transgénero y no 
conformes de género a expensas de la gran mayoría de 
la comunidad estudiantil.  Este PIP ignora los derechos 
de los niños que no son transexuales o no son 
estudiantes no conformes, y en lugar de que este PIP 
intente ser justo y equitativo, hará lo contrario y 
fomentaría más discriminación en las escuelas de 
Arlington.  Esto contradice a la declaración de la 
misión de APS.

En estos conceptos y definiciones APS debería considerar otras 
investigaciones médicas y fisiológicas para abordar la disforia de 
género en los niños.  Este PIP se ve que solamente está basado 
en el GLSEN, lo cual no es suficiente.  Hay otras opciones 
adicionales a la reafirmación de los niños que están 
experimentando disforia de género, muy probable de manera 
temporal.  Hay investigaciones que demuestran que con el 
cuidado adecuado y el apoyo necesario los niños pueden quemar 
esa etapa de la disforia de género y ser la persona destinados a 
ser desde el comienzo.  No hay necesidad de afirmación si hay 
otras formas de tratar a estos niños. APS no debe promover la 
disforia de género ni causar confusión innecesaria a la gran 
mayoría de los estudiantes.  Esto está contra los propios valores 
principales de APS

No estoy de acuerdo con esta sección.  APS debe 
proporcionar baños individuales para los estudiantes 
que no se sientan cómodos usando el baño que les 
correspondería según su sexo.  El temor y la ansiedad 
que los estudiantes transgéneros y no conformes de 
género podrían experimentar no puede ser transferido 
al > 99% de la población del estudiante.  Esto es 
contra la declaración de misión de APS de 
suministrar un ambiente seguro pues APS estaría 
dañado una oportunidad para que los depredadores y 
pedófilos tengan acceso a los baños de los 
estudiantes sin ninguna restricción.  ¿Cómo va APS 
a garantizar la seguridad de todos los estudiantes en 
los baños y vestidores, ya que cualquier persona que 
se identifique como del sexo opuesto puede entrar sin 
restricciones?

No estoy de acuerdo con esta sección, ya que viola los derechos 
de las niñas a practicar deportes en un entorno igualitario y 
competitivo.  La declaración de visión de APS espera fomentar los 
sueños y metas de los estudiantes, pero esta sección está 
haciendo todo lo contrario, obstaculizando los sueños de las niñas 
si ellas se ven obligadas a competir contra niños que se identifican 
a sí mismos como niñas, pero cuyos cuerpos son totalmente 
masculinos.

1329 English Thank you for developing these new policies. Thank you for recognizing the transgender community in APS. This is absolutely appropriate for APS’s transgender 
students.

Thank you for being clear about expectations for APS’s 
transgender athletes.

1330 English Include the parents of the student. Evaluate the 
reasons why the student feels he or she is transgender. 
Usually they have very low self esteem. Recommend 
family counseling and/or therapy.  Do NOT advocate for 
sex change operations. This will make the situation 
worse. There are cases, when this happen, that that 
person can become suicidal, because of the extreme 
change in their body..

Children and teenagers are developing their identity. They should 
have counseling that helps them with their self esteem  and 
communication skills.  Don't label them . Help them feel accepted 
and have friends of members of their own biological sex,  besides 
the opposite one.

Transgender students should go to single user 
bathroom facilities. It is NOT SAFE for any student to 
have students from a different gender in bathrooms 
and locker room sections.s

It is not fair for girls to have transgender students playing their 
sports. Boys have physical advantages over the biological girls. 
They  (transgender girls) will always win.
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1331 English While my position could evolve over time as more 
research and data comes in on this subject, the 
physical damage at risk that could be enabled with 
these public policies are not appropriate at this time.  
Multiple non-religious, non-partisan groups have 
decried gender identity and fluidity as harmful to 
children.  No less that the American College of 
Pediatricians has come out strongly against such 
measures: “Conditioning children into believing a 
lifetime of chemical and surgical impersonation of the 
opposite sex is normal and healthful is child abuse.”  
Further, they say, “According to the DSM-5, as many 
as 98% of gender confused boys and 88% of gender 
confused girls eventually accept their biological sex 
after naturally passing through puberty.”  As a strong 
LGB ally for the decisions people make with regard to 
their sexuality, I have great concerns over the eventual 
impact these policies will have on health and wellbeing 
of children.  Attention-seeking or –deprived children will 
be enabled through these changes in policy to go down 
a road that will eventually lead to their taking of 
permanent irreversible puberty-blocking drugs that they 
will by-the-odds regret as adults.

I don't see how we can afford to set up private 
changing facilities for all students.  No one wants to 
change in front of other people in their teenage years.  
This will become a quagmire.

This policy needs to address gender fluidity.  Beyond anecdotal 
evidence there are serious concerns over boys joining individual 
sports such as swimming and track to dominate the field.  This is a 
serious threat to our girls ability to compete in these individual 
sports with biolgic males

1332 English Who will be performing the training? Who will 
determine the content of the training? Please ensure 
that the students affected by such policies have a voice 
in determining them – transgender students often have 
specific concerns about classroom environments and 
staff engagement with students, informed by their 
personal experiences.

I find the second sentence of the first paragraph concerningly 
unclear. What constitutes an improper assertion of gender 
identity? Which School Board policies could be violated by 
students asserting their gender identities?

This is a great start. All single user facilities should be 
gender neutral -- there is no clear advantage to the 
existence of single-stall male/female designated 
bathrooms, while gender neutral bathrooms are an 
important resource for students for whom single-
gender bathrooms are uncomfortable or unsafe. 
Gender neutral facilities should also be geared toward 
students. Some students struggling to access gender-
appropriate facilities elsewhere in Virginia have been 
told that they can use single-stall faculty bathrooms, 
only to find that they can’t access those outside of the 
normal school day (such as during after-school 
activities) or that they have to be let into the bathroom 
by a teacher (inconveniencing students and teachers 
alike).
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1333 English Is J-2 proposing to simply add protections and training 
regarding gender identity that is already implemented 
and continuously trained for other equal opportunity 
categories identified in Policy J2- or is this section 
adding extra training for transgender discrimination that 
is not implemented for other groups identified in Policy 
J-2? Without knowing what PIP J-1 already says, I 
have questions about whether this policy is bringing 
inequity to how APS will Ensure equal educational 
opportunities and non-discrimination for all students, 
regardless of race, national origin, creative, color, 
religion, gender, age, economic status, sexual 
orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or 
genetic information, etc.

What does the phrase, “gender identity shall not be asserted for 
any improper purpose or in any way that violates school board 
policies” mean? This does not seem to be part of the definition of 
gender identity per se, but rather part of a policy implementation. 
Therefore, it should be stricken from the definition section, and if 
appropriate, moved somewhere else within the policy. At a 
minimum the phrase should be better explained.  I am also 
curious about whether the definition by APA about gender identity 
is the same for children as for adults? I think APS should be 
careful not to assert a child’s gender identity for what might be 
better considered “gender expression”. For example, my middle 
schooler has friends who say they “identify” as a sex other than 
their biological one, but when delving deeper, they do not 
necessarily want to be the alternative gender.  They are, at this 
time, more comfortable identifying with the outer expressions of 
the other gender as we would understand them in the U.S. (style, 
mannerisms, fashion and sometimes sexuality although middle 
schoolers do not, in my experience, think about sexuality the way 
adults do). These would not necessarily be the same expressions 
in another non-Western culture. APS should consider defining 
gender expression in the PIP. APS should also be careful not to 
label children with definitions the may be incorrectly assigning 
adult expression and definition  of gender identity and 
transgenderism to a child’s exploration of his/hers/their own 
development.

I think it’s important for students to have access to 
facilities that correspond to their gender identity. 
However, APS staff should be sensitive to those 
students who might seek privacy in bathrooms or 
locker rooms in the event of an influx of trans gender 
and gender fluid children to bathrooms that they did 
not previously use, and be prepared to address those 
new or unforeseen situations in the same sensitive 
and compassionate way for all students.

Gender neutral uniforms and awards make sense in this context, 
but is there a standard definition for what is gender neutral?   
Regarding sports participation, this part of the policy appears to 
gloss over the differences in physiological characteristics of 
between male and female, such as skeletal muscle mass. One 
doesn’t need to look through many school or Olympic records for 
competitive sports to see that there are differences between men 
and women’s  records for swimming or track. Specifically with 
sports teams, it seems that this policy is trying to fit a new 
paradigm of gender identification onto the traditional binary system 
of identifying girls and boys teams that currently exists. Shouldn’t 
APS consider boys, girls and gender fluid teams? As written, this 
approach would deny fair competition for girls, who are girls, based 
on the biological definition. Perhaps this part of the policy - 
particularly with regard to athletics -  needs additional discussion 
and thought.  We are not that far from hard won advances in 
providing equal opportunities competitive sports environments that 
are free from discrimination for biological girls. I’m concerned about 
unintended consequences to these advances.

1334 English Don't agree with the premise or proposed actions. There are two genders: male and female. One's birth gender is 
one's gender for life.  Anything else is liberal social engineering.

This is ludicrous.  I sent my daughter-- at great cost -- 
to private school in order to avoid such lunacy.  There 
should be equal and separate bathrooms, locker 
rooms for females and males.  Period.

A little extra testosterone by a male pretending to be a female 
means that all events will eventually be won by these types.

1335 English If teachers are going to be “continuously trained” on 
topics relating to transgender students” for equality they 
would need training in ALL of the bases listed above 
(ie, race, gender, ALL religions, etc. I think it would 
unfair for transgender issues to get additional 
attention... there shouldn’t be a special focus on 
harassment for transgender students verses 
harassment to ANY student...

I think there needs to be more clarity and specifics around 
“asserted for improper purpose” and how that will be evaluated. 
Can a boy decide he wants to be a girl for a band trip in order to 
room with his girlfriend? What about a boy who wants to sexually 
assault girls saying he feel a like a girl so he can get into the girls 
restroom. Or what about boys who say they are girls in order to 
play on a girls sports team and take away spots and potential 
scholarships from deserving females. There are too many 
loopholes. There needs to be strict guidelines so abuse cannot 
occur.

This is confusing. Any multi use restroom in a school 
must correspond  to the sex on persons birth 
certificate. Only single user facilities should be able to 
be used for males and/or females.

This will deprive deserving girls of the opportunity for involvement 
in sports and potential scholarships. If we are going to have a 
transgender classification then there needs to be separate 
“leagues”  or divisions for transgender students. Alternatively they 
can participate in the sex listed on their birth certificate. There is 
too much room for abuse in the loose term “gender identity”
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1336 English I do not agree with the staff needing continuous training 
on topics related to transgender students. And propose 
that “topics related to transgender students” be 
replaced with “anti-bullying and anti-discrimination.” 
This PIP is to support anti-discrimination. Therefore, 
training should encompass showing kindness, anti-
bullying, but does not need to be specifically on 
transgender needs. Leaving the policy as is here may 
lead to mandatory training on transgender issues for all 
teachers. I do not agree that this is necessary for staff 
to be able to create a supportive safe environment for 
all students. Training should be directed at keeping all 
students safe including transgender students and not 
microscoping only on one student population.

propose this section to state that “Students cannot be 
required to use a particular facility inconsistent with 
their gender identity. Single user facilities will be 
made available on a case by case basis.” I am 
concerned about the rights, safety, and privacy of non-
transgender students. For example a female student 
that does not feel comfortable with a male appearing 
person in her bathroom or locker room. Additionally, 
how we can protect our students against those that 
may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how does this policy 
helps the transgender student feel safer? How would 
allowing a transgender student seeking to use the 
bathroom or locker room with others boys help them 
feel safer? This seems like a potentially more 
dangerous position for the transgender student. Single 
user bathrooms and changing rooms as determined 
on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender and non-transgender students. The 
concern that asking a student to use a single user 
bathroom would reveal their transgender status before 
the student was read to do this is ill-founded since this 
student would be most discreet in the bathroom of 
their sex assigned at birth. They themselves would not 
desire to draw attention to themselves by using a 
bathroom of a different sex. Similar to children with 
specials needs, transgender students should be taken 
care of with Individualized Education Plans, instead of 
broad full student population accommodations that 
compromise the privacy and protection of other 
students.

I propose removing this section altogether. Those that are male 
assigned at birth undoubtedly have distinct advantages over 
females in athletics due to higher testosterone, bone density, and 
muscle mass. The loss of transgender students' ability to 
participate in gender specific school sports is part of the choice 
they make and should be carefully considered by the student when 
deciding to make the transgender transition. It is not because we 
don't want them to enjoy competitive sports, but it is because there 
is not a clear way to make it biologically physiologically fair for a 
male assigned at birth to compete against females. This is not 
being prejudice against a certain group. It's just how the world of 
sports works. It is not a punishment, it is just a cost. Gender 
identity aside, if I choose to take steroids so that I can build my 
muscle mass, then I need to accept that part of the cost of that 
decision is that I cannot participate in competitive sports in the 
grade school level. No one is saying I cannot take steroids, just 
saying I can't compete with others because it would give me an 
unfair advantage.

1337 English No. This has been initiated by a special interest group 
and serves only a very small number of students with 
this problem or condition.

Gender identity is a subjective theory at best.  This is not different 
from biological sex.  So I disagree with the basic premise of this.

Gender neutral facilities are for the transgender 
students only please, if they wish.

This makes no sense whatsoever.  The girls may as well not have 
any teams if you're gonna do this.

1338 English Transgender people have a high rate of suicide and are 
disproportionately affected by violence against them. 
Taking action to keep them safe and feeling valued is 
important to me. APS must do everything possible to 
provide them with safe schools.

None. Seems reasonable.

1339 English I fully agree that each child should feel safe at school 
and should have access to appropriate opportunities.

None I think the last section of this paragraph might be the 
most important to me. If a student isn’t comfortable 
around a transgender student in a locker room or 
restroom, it’s important that they have the same 
opportunity for privacy as everyone else.

I am a bit concerned about the impact of transgender females 
playing on a team with players who were born female. I’m not sure 
how to address this potential issue but it would be unfortunate if a 
student who was born a female lost out on an opportunity to a 
transgender female because she was stronger or bigger.

1340 English I don't agree I don't agree I don't agree I don't agree
1341 English So glad APS is addressing this! It’s good It’s good! I think this is important. I understand some of the hesitation around 

this but I appreciate that APS is taking a stand for these kids.
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1342 English I agree with schools promoting safe & inclusive 
environment for ALL students; effectively deal with 
ANY kind kind of harassment - labeling & creating new 
specific transgender categories should not be for 
schools to make.  STRONGLY DISAGREE with 
implanting any such policies at elementary & middle 
schools.

Strongly  disagree with introducing transgender topics at APS 
schools (at least not to elementary and middle school grades).

Strongly  disagree with introducing transgender 
bathrooms & locker rooms at APS schools (at least 
not to elementary and middle school grades).

Strongly  disagree

1343 English Disagree! Why would APS staff be trained to teach on 
transgender issues.  This should be taught & discussed 
at home!  It is a family issue- not APS.

Disagree-- not a school issue. Strongly dissagree- my kindergarder daughter should 
not share a bathroom with an older transgender 
student.

Strongly Dissagree!  We shold not change the Sprots system for a 
small few.

1344 English In what ways can gender identity "be asserted for any improper 
purposes"?

What protections will be available to girls who may be 
uncomfortable getting undressed around fellow 
students with male genitalia?

If options are gender neutral, does this mean the elimination of 
girls' sports? Or will any provision be made for girls who do not 
wish to play against competitors with far more testosterone in their 
bodies than females?

1345 English Allowing people (particularly children) to define their gender is a 
dangerous path and one that should not be taken lightly as seems 
to be the case in the description above. This would involve an 
extensive discussion that these children need to have with their 
parents and counselors, not simply allowing the child to self-
identify who they think they are or want to be.

Single user bathrooms are an ideal solution to this 
issue, but I am not in favor of having gender neutral or 
co-ed bathrooms or having people of the opposite 
gender use the other genders' bathroom. That could 
pose scenarios of people (particularly men) taking 
advantage of the other gender. This is unacceptable.

Athletics should be kept gender specific, unless it is a co-ed team.  
Abilities or strength in men and women are generally different, so 
separating genders allows teams to compete on a fair basis.

1346 English YES! APS owes it to ALL students to ensure that they 
are free from harassment of any kind. Ongoing training 
in gender sensitivity is vital!

Gender is not as clear as the sex one was assigned at birth. 
Gender identity is an important aspect to all of our lives and 
transgender student deserve safety and respect and to live their 
lives as the gender they express.

YES. Bathrooms that correspond to a student's 
gender identity are CRUCIAL to their physical and 
emotional well being. This should not even be a 
question in anyone's mind.

YES YES YES and thousand times yes.

1347 English I hope that the APS staff are also trained on 
developmentally appropriate training for ALL students 
at all levels.  To underscore this differential without 
taking into account typically developing children and 
their development seems short sighted.  This concern 
comes from a progressive but protective standpoint that 
feels too much emphasis is placed on our differences 
rather than being united in curriculum, goals, and 
educational mission for our children. It also seems the 
parents need to be leading the advocacy for all 
differences and it should not be another burden to APS 
staff to be leading the protection on this but rather their 
parents.

"Gender identity shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or 
in any way that violates School Board policies." How on earth will 
this be enforced?  My concern is not for the next 5 years but for 
15 years from now when normative policies have been 
implemented and sensitivities have lowered.  I do fear abuse of 
"rights" by non-transgender or dysfunctional people.

Wonderful but what about non-single use facilities.  I 
don't any issue with transchildren but I also do not 
want my child exposed to opposite gender genitalia at 
any point nor be forced to change or shower in front of 
ANYONE.

This breaks my heart.  I don't see how this is fair.  As a division 1 
female athlete I strongly object to my children having to compete 
against male-born athletes.  The research is not substantiated that 
therapy will negate the benefit.  I realize this is out of APS hands 
and they are to enforce the rules but I do believe this will ultimately 
be anti-feminist.  I do want each child to achieve but making 
gender neutral awards changes the playing field that renders 
success null.  Men and women are not physically equivalent and it 
is extremely hard to swallow the idea that they will be treated as 
such.

1348 English Its great Its great Great Great
1349 English It looks good Looks goos Good
1350 English Yes, any bullying is bad The definition of gender identity is contrary to scientific fact What about those who have privacy concerns 

regarding those of the opposite gender using bathe 
same bathrooms?

Such a move would make it harder for girls’ only sports teams to 
flourish.
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1351 English I do not agree with "continuous training" of APS staff. 
This does not consider the various convictions of APS 
staff and singles out one group for particular treatment, 
while NOT considering the needs of other groups. This 
policy aims at anti-discrimination, so this umbrella 
should be broader and not single in on transgender 
students.

This section should be amended to say, “Students 
cannot be required to use a particular facility 
inconsistent with their gender identity. Single user 
facilities will be made available on a case by case 
basis.” Absolutely every student should be treated 
with dignity, love and respect. My concern with the 
policy above is for the rights and privacy  of non-
transgender students.

This section poses serious problems for sports. Because boys have 
different muscle mass, hormones and bone density they cannot be 
on an "equal playing field" so to speak, with female students. The 
implications for college scholarships and competition against 
biological girls poses significant long term challenges.

1352 English transgender students should have equal access to 
educational opportunities - and should not be harassed.  
 But the safety of non trans children should not be 
compromised.

Unacceptable - students should be required to use the 
facilities of their SEX not their gender identity.  It is 
inappropriate for young middle school students to be 
subjected to different sex organs in a bathroom or 
locker room.  Single use/neutral facilities should be 
available for trans students who do not wish to use the 
facilities of their assigned SEX.  These facilities 
should also be available to all students who desire 
additional privacy.

Nope - students should participate in co-curricular/extra-curricular 
activities consistent with their SEX - not gender identity.  If needed, 
do away with a gender specific activities. But assigned males 
should not be allowed to compete on a girls team simply because 
they decide they want to be a girl and vice versa.  I'd rather gender 
specific activities be done away with.

1353 English Very good Good I hope APS will ensure that single user, gender 
neutral facilities will be easily accessible in all schools.

I would watch what is going on with track and field events across 
the country. Everyone should be allowed to participate but no one 
should have an unfair advantage over others due to their gender at 
birth/hormones, etc.

1354 English Good. Good. All facilities should be in easily accessible locations. Very good.

1355 English Regardless of a staff members religion as a public 
school employee they must protect an ensure the 
safety and equity of all students based on gender 
identity or expression.

Agree Agree Agree

1356 English Bathrooms must be accessible and conveniently 
located so students have easy access to them.
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1357 English All students should be treated with dignity and respect. 
When dealing with sexual issues at young ages, 
implementation is very difficult and requires careful 
consideration for all involved. This section does not 
provide the detail necessary to properly assess the 
effect on all children.

More detail is needed for parents to properly assess 
what this means for young children with opposite 
biological genders sharing the same facilities. A great 
majority of children in the care  of the public school 
system are much to young for discussions of why 
anther students sexual organs look different than 
theirs, whether they express a corresponding or 
opposing gender identify. Please do not proceed until 
more information on implementation can be discussed.

Again, more information on implementation is needed before this 
policy is adopted.

1358 English Sorry I don't have more time to respond but I must let 
you know that I do not agree with this PIP

1359 English Harassment should not happen. Children should not be 
forced to accept. Harassment is NOT the lack of 
acceptance. Bullying should NOT happen. Forbidding 
disassociation is a violation of freedom of speech.

Can you be a shark? Male or female are not enough. No. Single use should be made available to those who 
do not wish to follow the norm.

No! This puts females at a disadvantage. Males have testosterone, 
and will most likely beat the females, thus hindering the 
accomplishments and strides forward that females have made.

1360 English Against God's words sin is death.Teach our children 
American history

1361 English As a parent of two children in Arlington county public 
schools I strongly support protections for all children 
including all gender identities.  This policy is a great 
start.  Keep up the great work!

Strongly concur! Strongly agree! I only wish VHSL and VASRA would get on board with this, but I 
understand this is outside the responsibility of APS

1362 English Delete the word "continuously".  In other words, 
"Continuously trained" should be replaced with 
"training".  CONTINUOUS training is waste of valuable 
staff time and limited school funds.

These definitions seem reasonable to me. I strongly disagree with this section as written since it 
is overly broad, ambiguous and will generate needless 
and ongoing controversy.  Completely removing the 
the first two sentences & keeping the third sentence in 
this section is an acceptable revision.

I disagree with this section, for reasons that have nothing to do 
with gender and gender identity.  This section is poorly written and 
does not convey what I think APS intends to convey.  "may 
participate in any co-curricular or extra-curricular activity" is an 
EXTREMELY broad statement.  Many activities (sports and 
otherwise) have pre-requisites related to skills, resources, etc. etc.  
etc.  which are completely unrelated to Gender and Gender identity.

1363 English Isn’t harrasment already covered in the anti-bullying 
policy? This seems redundant.

This is unacceptable and puts biological girls at a significant 
disadvantage. This also negates many of the Title 9 accomodations 
for girls sports

1364 English Strongly support Strongly support Very important Supporte
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1365 English Yes, thank you! Thank you This is important, thank you

1366 English We request that implementation be delayed until a full 
public discussion with a representative segment of the 
community can be held. This policy is an extreme 
minority view not shared by most of us and includes 
aspects that will result in gross violations of rights of 
non-transgender students, their families, and educators.

The concept of gender being different from biological sex is rooted 
neither in science (politicized industry groups notwithstanding) 
nor in ontological reality. We oppose a policy that would 
normalize this.

Again, further discussion is necessary. Will there be 
enough of these, or will non-transgender students end 
up having to share facilities with the biological 
opposite sex, to the detriment of their privacy and 
safety, due to the insufficiency of alternative 
accommodations? Will there be ballot initiatives to 
approve funds for the construction of alternative 
facilities?

While exceptions can be expected, the end result of this will be the 
defining down of athletic norms in male sports to accommodate 
lower average capacities of biologically female athletes. In turn, this 
cannot help but dilute one of the major goals of school athletics, 
which is the fostering of a spirit of excellence and fair play.

1367 English Parents need to be involved in any curriculum changes, 
especially around gender preference of their own child.

Defining a person by gender (self-identification) verses sex 
(plumbing one is born with) is still being determined and debated. 
Mass school change is unwarrented at this high speed. Let's give 
it time.

Seriously concerning idea. Protection of all children is 
at risk with this proposal.

Absurd. Completely invites people to play the system. Again, more 
research needs to be done on this.

1368 English I don't agree with this.  Please slow down the process. What about the definition of sex? Terrible idea. Another terrible idea.

1369 English

1370 English I support teacher training and hope that the focus on 
inclusivity extends to all student characteristics, 
including socioeconomic status and disabilities such as 
food allergies.  This section does not discuss what 
information will be conveyed to students about gender 
identity, and I hope that parents will be informed of any 
such discussions.  Much like the other Family Life 
lessons, parents may wish to have these conversations 
with their children on their own and thus may wish to 
opt out of classroom discussions, presentations or 
assemblies that discuss gender identity.  At a 
minimum, parents may wish to know how and when 
these topics are communicated so that they can have 
follow-up conversations with their children.

This seems consistent with established definitions of these terms. I assume that the single-user facilities will be made 
available to all users regardless of whether they are 
transgender  -- it is important to respect the privacy 
concerns of students who are cisgender as well as 
those who are transgender.

1371 English I am pleased that APS is taking steps to protect all 
students.

Thank you for including and protecting all students. I support the language used for this section. I support the language used in this section.
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1372 English

1373 English Yes, school responsibility is educate staff and ensure 
the safety of the kid

Accurate Kid should use whatever bathroom they feel 
comfortable.

Sure, only if they want that

1374 English Include a sentence mandating that all students be 
educated in a non-biased way to explain about 
transgender issues in general terms (not specific to 
individual child).  The curriculum must address 
concerns on both sides and what transgender is and is 
not, and what reasonable and unreasonable 
accommodations include.

"Gender identify shall not be asserted for any purpose or in any 
way that violates School Board policies" is not a definition and 
belongs in another section.

When saying they will be available to ALL users, 
make sure to clarify that single user facilities will be 
made available to cisgender students as well, 
especially those who seek same-sex privacy for 
personal or religious reasons.   Also, since same-sex 
privacy is no longer available in locker rooms, please 
do not require students to change bottoms.  Gym 
tshirt changing can be done more privately.

Please make sure this includes activities such as chorus or band 
uniforms.  I am aware of at least one case where a gender-
questioning child was forced to choose dress or pants for a concert 
and was rushed into "outing" themself as transgender.  It would be 
better if students were required to wear particular colors (i.e. all 
black) or uniform tops with choice of bottom.

1375 English Thank you for finally acknowledging and protecting 
trans students.

I think the definition is appropriate. I agree that students should be allowed to use gender 
neutral facilities if they so choose.

Agree!

1376 English Agree Agree Agree Agree
1377 English I support this whole heartedly. No comments. I support these definitions. I support this. All Arlington County facilities and 

schools should have single use, gender neutral 
bathrooms that are easy to locate and accessible to all.

I support this.

1378 English I think this is a supportive and inclusive policy. I think it's to the point and clear This is fair. Love the concern for uniforms and representation of genders (or 
lack of genders)
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1379 English as a transgender student with transgender friends, i 
want to point out the importance of confidentiality. 
thankfully i am safe being open about my identity at 
home and at school, but my friends and others may not 
be as safe. if a student tries to hide their identity from 
certain people, like parents, please try to keep this 
matter private. i suggest having the teachers/staff talk 
to the student and ask about what they're okay with 
sharing. other than that detail, this section looks great.

who would i go to if i wanted to request access to a 
gender neutral bathroom?

a great step forward!

1380 English Transgender students are a small, small portion of the 
student demographics, Why is so much time being put 
into this training?

No, scientifically there are two genders: male and female. No, I do not want my young child potentially in a 
bathroom with someone with different anatomical 
parts.

that is unfair.

1381 English I agree. We are living in a complicated world. Support children and 
teenagers as they navigate this crazy world.

My daughter  (12 ) is very comfortable with a 
transgender girl in her bathroom.

My daughter is an avid soccer player says she’ll play with anyone.  
All are welcome!

1382 English Please consider deleting the word “continuously”, 
unless that same language is always used to describe 
staff training.

I respectfully disagree with this policy. The school 
must protect all children, including students 
uncomfortable with sharing a bathroom with a student 
who is biologically of the opposite sex. Single user 
gender neutral facilities should be sufficient to 
accommodate the needs of all students.

I respectfully disagree with this policy. It is simply unfair to require 
young girls to compete in athletic contests with students who are 
biologically males. This would seem to undo decades of work to 
allow young women the same athletics opportunities as young men.

1383 English Agree. Agree. Agree. Agree.
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1384 English As a one of APS staff I propose this section to state 
that “Students cannot be required to use a particular 
facility inconsistent with their gender identity. Single 
user facilities will be made available on a case by case 
basis.” I am concerned about the rights, safety, and 
privacy of non-transgender students. For example a 
female student that does not feel comfortable with a 
male appearing person in her bathroom or locker room. 
Additionally, how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own 
sexual predatorial purposes. Secondly, how does this 
policy helps the transgender student feel safer? How 
would allowing a transgender student seeking to use 
the bathroom or locker room with others boys help 
them feel safer? This seems like a potentially more 
dangerous position for the transgender student. Single 
user bathrooms and changing rooms as determined on 
a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender and non-transgender students. The 
concern that asking a student to use a single user 
bathroom would reveal their transgender status before 
the student was read to do this is ill-founded since this 
student would be most discreet in the bathroom of their 
sex assigned at birth. They themselves would not 
desire to draw attention to themselves by using a 
bathroom of a different sex. Similar to children with 
specials needs, transgender students should be taken 
care of with Individualized Education Plans, instead of 
broad full student population accommodations that 
compromise the privacy and protection of other 
students.

It’s okay I propose this section to state that “Students cannot 
be required to use a particular facility inconsistent with 
their gender identity. Single user facilities will be 
made available on a case by case basis.” I am 
concerned about the rights, safety, and privacy of non-
transgender students. For example a female student 
that does not feel comfortable with a male appearing 
person in her bathroom or locker room. Additionally, 
how we can protect our students against those that 
may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how does this policy 
helps the transgender student feel safer? How would 
allowing a transgender student seeking to use the 
bathroom or locker room with others boys help them 
feel safer? This seems like a potentially more 
dangerous position for the transgender student. Single 
user bathrooms and changing rooms as determined 
on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender and non-transgender students. The 
concern that asking a student to use a single user 
bathroom would reveal their transgender status before 
the student was read to do this is ill-founded since this 
student would be most discreet in the bathroom of 
their sex assigned at birth. They themselves would not 
desire to draw attention to themselves by using a 
bathroom of a different sex. Similar to children with 
specials needs, transgender students should be taken 
care of with Individualized Education Plans, instead of 
broad full student population accommodations that 
compromise the privacy and protection of other 
students.

I propose removing this section altogether. Those that are male 
assigned at birth undoubtedly have distinct advantages over 
females in athletics due to higher testosterone, bone density, and 
muscle mass. The loss of transgender students' ability to 
participate in gender specific school sports is part of the choice 
they make and should be carefully considered by the student when 
deciding to make the transgender transition. It is not because we 
don't want them to enjoy competitive sports, but it is because there 
is not a clear way to make it biologically physiologically fair for a 
male assigned at birth to compete against females. This is not 
being prejudice against a certain group. It's just how the world of 
sports works. It is not a punishment, it is just a cost. Gender 
identity aside, if I choose to take steroids so that I can build my 
muscle mass, then I need to accept that part of the cost of that 
decision is that I cannot participate in competitive sports in the 
grade school level. No one is saying I cannot take steroids, just 
saying I can't compete with others because it would give me an 
unfair advantage.

1385 English I am a father of a freshman girl at Yorktown.   I totally 
disagree with this portion.

I disagree. I disagree.  This policy is discriminatory against girls!!! I totally disagree.  This is awful and puts girls in a second class 
position.....where are the feminists!!!!
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1386 English Teachers and Staff shall not correct another student for 
using the wrong pronoun of a transgender student. Any 
correction can only be requested by the transgender 
student himself/herself. Also, using the wrong pronoun 
shall not be considered harassment, bullying or 
discrimination. No student should be punished for this 
error.

Since this is only about schools, where only a few 
students will attend at the age over 18, it can be 
assumed that no gender reassignment surgery has 
been performed on a transgender student. No girl 
should have to be confronted with a boy's body, just 
because he feels like a girl (and the other way 
around). This could be harassment of non-transgender 
students, and could make them feel unsafe and very 
uncomfortable - and this is what this is about, feeling 
safe and comfortable, right? Why is it okay for a small 
number of students under the new laws to be 
comfortable, while the majority may then not be? The 
majority consists of single students, and every one of 
them is an individual, just like in minorities.

Since this is only about schools, where only a few students will 
attend at the age over 18, it can be assumed that no gender 
reassignment surgery has been performed on a transgender 
student. Hormone therapy is not necessarily used. In most 
disciplines, girls will be disadvantaged by a boy's strength, height 
and built. Fewer girls have the chance to win in competitions. This 
is unlawful in gender equality. Transgender students shall be 
allowed to wear sports clothing of their choice, but participate with 
the gender of their birth.

1387 English Perfect! Terrific! I agree! Yes!
1388 English I fully support the PIP as drafted. Thank you!
1389 English Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
1390 English It is the responsibility of APS to ensure that all students 

feel welcome and supported, and I appreciate your 
efforts in this area.

I agree with the definitions described in this section. I support this policy. No student should feel like they 
can’t maintain proper hydration because they feel 
uncomfortable using a bathroom.

I support this policy.

1391 English This  means that if a teacher or student misuses one of 
the  “infinite “ number of pronouns they can be fired! Or 
a student can be punished! If APS can’t afford the anti 
racism curriculum that affects ~50+%of its population, 
why is it providing such biased time and effort to. -1% 
of its population where according to VA records there 
have been no reports of gender identity issues? 
Completely biased and irresponsible!

This goes against all science and biology and is not based in fact! 
It also goes against the majority of religions practiced in APS 
community. If APS is going to pedal non-science ideology they 
need to provide vouchers for those not wanting the school system 
to push baseless ideology. Trans students and their families can 
believe what they wish but until science backs them, the ADIA 
belief of biological sex being a myth should be kept out of schools. 
Don’t let California science-less advocacy groups influence APS 
policy!

This does not take into consideration the large amount 
of students who want privacy and are afforded such 
privacy right via title IX. Why can’t there be girls, 
boys, and gender neutral? The ADA doesn’t demand 
that no one use stairs ever again because someone in 
a wheelchair might be offended! If you need a gender 
neutral option use it but why does 99% of the 
population have to be marginalized. It’s beyond 
absurd and potentially dangerous for everyone! How 
will you keep those with malicious intent from taking 
unwanted pictures of trans or cis gendered students  if 
you can’t stop vaping?!

This will destroy girls sports and is completely unfair. Again, this 
completely ignores all biological differences between the born 
sexes and ignores what’s happening with girls track in Connecticut, 
wrestling in Texas where a biological girl is competing even though 
she is on transition testosterone, and the numerous cases in 
tennis, track and field where girls are being pushed out of 
competitive sports! Why don’t the girls in APS matter as much as 
the trans population?!

1392 English Agree 100% Sounds great Makes sense
1393 English I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
1394 English I support this strongly.  My only recommendation is to 

keep the guidance/rules for teachers and staff short and 
simple.  They're already buried in guidance and rules.

Sounds good. I strongly recommend including clear language 
explaining the mechanism to prevent bad-faith claims 
of transgender status (e.g., the oft-argued "boy claims 
to be trans to get into the girls' locker room" case).  
Not that it's much of a real-world risk, but it's good to 
have a clear plan to shut down critics.  Plus, yeah, 
there's always the risk of the idiot kid trying it.

1395 English Looks good Sounds good Sounds good Sounds good
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1396 English No comment No comment Transgender students should be required to use the 
single user facility if they do not to use the facility 
associated with their biological sex.

This will be the death of women's sports.  So much for the gains 
made under Title IX.

1397 English this PIP prevents parents from teaching their own 
children their family’s viewpoints on human sexuality 
and identity; it revokes from parents authority over 
children’s safety and well-being and awards that 
authority to the public school and to the state; and it 
installs the public school as a self-sanctioned wall 
between parents and their children, making the school 
the arbiter of ideological indoctrination toward whatever 
political and cultural trends the school prefers, 
regardless of biological facts, practical implementation, 
and obvious reality. Many of the requirements of this 
PIP do not ensure safety for all students, namely for 
girls. “Continuous training” for staff is not only vague, 
but also does not show any tolerance for employees’ 
conscience or cultural diversity. This J-2 PIP is not an 
anti-discrimination procedure, it is a disproportionate 
accommodation procedure that promotes transgender 
student preferences. It compels compliance that goes 
beyond anti-discrimination, because accommodations 
and preferences are afforded to some students and staff 
members at the expense of others.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. Children will be 
conditioned to not only accept, but to embrace and participate in 
the transgender experience and lifestyle. Promotion of an ideology 
is not evidence of an anti-discrimination procedure, but of 
indoctrination.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

1398 English I believe that "all students" refers to ALL students.  
Outlining specific groups will inevitably be limiting in 
the future.  Every sub-group will need to be outlined in 
the future.  The responsibility of the Board should be to 
address the needs of all students, not specific groups.

I believe that locker rooms will be a tricky area with 
regards to transgender students.  Bathrooms are 
relatively private and serve a specific function.  Locker 
rooms are a place of greater vulnerability.  This policy 
is an open door for harassment on both sides.  Please 
ensure the safety of the students and provide private 
locker rooms or adequate staff to manage these 
situations.

While the intent of this policy is equal opportunity, this again leaves 
a lot of questions to be answered.  How much in advance does a 
student need to identify their gender.  If they are currently playing 
on a gender team, do they get removed from that team? How 
frequently can gender be changed?  What are the metrics of 
gender identity so that this does not become a mechanism for 
manipulating the system?  By designating gender neutral awards, 
do we take away the glory of the girls' softball championship or the 
boys' wrestling team?

1399 English What is the estimated cost fo the training for the entire 
staff?  If this training replaces other activities such as 
curriculum development, what activities will no longer 
take place?

What is the timeframe for changing one's identity?  Can someone 
start the school year withone identity, change to another, then 
change again later in the year?  I'm not making light of this, but 
these are times of questioning and testing.  Without some 
standard or minimum timeframe, the gender identity could be 
rather dynamic.

Every student deserves privacy in the use of bathroom 
facilities.  It seems that the privacy of the transgender 
students is being considered more than the privacy of 
others.

This will have many challenges and will likely result in fewer 
opportunities for girls to succeed.

1400 English Why are teachings having this added to thier teaching?  
 And whos paying for the extra training?

Disagree! Dissagree 100% What??!!!  this makes no sense.  Boys should play against boys 
and girls play against girls.  If you are gender neutral- dont play 
sports!  not fair to other kids who are working hard.

1401 English I support this Happy to see APS acknowledge this I support this I support this
1402 English I do not agree that students (minors) may choose their 

own gender identity and then use the corresponding 
restroom. A single user bathroom would be better.
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1403 English I support the steps APS is taking to create an inclusive 
environment for all students.

1404 English This is not protecting girls to allow biological boys to 
use girls bathrooms.

This is incredibly unfair to girls to allow biological boys to compete 
with girls.

1405 English Bravo! I think this definition creates more confusion than clarity and will 
lead to more bullying and isolation of those trying to grapple with 
sexuality and identity.  I applaud what you are seeking to do, but I 
am not sure if this is the right way.  Definitions seem to lead to 
division and discrimination especially when they are umbrella 
terms-and general.  Be careful to think through the unintended 
consequences of general umbrella terms that are not agreed.

Although I understand and applaud what you are 
doing, this will perpetuate rape culture and not protect 
people from discrimination.  Will be honest, I love 
aps, have put four kids into aps, and have 3 girls in 
aps.  In this me-too generation I am appalled at how 
unprotected my daughters are, and think this is a step 
back in protecting them.  Perhaps this part needs to 
be qualified so that fathers like me will know that aps 
is doing all they can to protect those who are trans 
and women.

Good luck.

1406 English I support comprehensive protection of transgender 
students.

I agree with the definition I hope this also allows transgender students to use the 
regular bathroom facilities if they so choose that 
correspond to their gender identity.

I don’t know what the VHSL and rowing rules are so don’t know if I 
agree with this language. Are those rules inclusive and supportive?

1407 English I don’t agree I don’t agree I don’t agree I don’t agree
1408 English I fully concur with the need to protect all students from 

harassment of any kind.
Accommodations that protect the feeling of safety for 
all parties, including single user facilities, are 
reasonable and should, per the policy, be made 
available to all students without any fear of recourse or 
stigma.
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1409 English Regarding the entire PIP, there are no distinctions 
made between elementary school, middle school and 
high school levels.  If there are distinctions to be made 
between what is applicable to elementary school versus 
middle and high school, should that be reflected in this 
PIP?   it the intent that there would be little definition 
around what would be included in teacher training 
regarding transgender topics?  Will teachers be 
required to implement any curriculum?  Will it be 
completely subjective by teacher and school as to what 
to teachers discuss in their classes and assemblies, 
what literature they use in class, and what they discuss 
with students?  If they are required to teach certain 
subjects as the culmination of their trainings, but they 
don’t agree with the material,, may teachers opt out?  
May students and parents of students be informed of 
classroom discussions in advance and will they be 
given the ability to opt out?  There is much that is not 
identified here, and it would be premature to adopt this 
section of the policy without more input from the public.

What has the district /board done to get wide input to inform the 
definition of “gender identity”?  Are there other sources that agree 
with APA’s definition?  Has the district/board considered  other 
definitions?  Had the input from the advisory boards been a 
diverse group of participants?  The board should provide the 
name of these groups for full transparency and disclosure.

does this policy consider the safety of all students.  
Will there be supervision for students in locker rooms?  
 (I’m particular concerned about the safety of girls 
identifying as boys  and using the boys locker rooms.  
The board/district does not lay out where this applies.  
Does it apply to the preschool,  elementary  school , 
middle school and high schools or just a subset of 
those schools?

The last sentence doesn’t make any sense to me.  If a transgender 
student wants to be on the girls team or a boys team because they 
identify as one or the other, why is it discrimination for the award to 
name the gender of the team that won the award.  There will be no 
distinction between the soccer title for boys and soccer title for 
girls?  This part of the PIP needs further input from a wider group 
of advisory committees that are not necessarily focused on gender 
issues, but are experts in the reality of differences between men’s 
and women’s sports.  The whole idea seems contrary to the idea of 
setting aside teams for girls to play on a level playing field with 
other girls.  And this also  seems patently unfair to female athletes..  
 while I understand that transgender students want to play on a 
team  associated with the gender with which they identify, this 
does not align with Title IX which uses the word “sex” and not 
gender:  No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, 
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity 
receiving Federal financial assistance..
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1410 English All students deserve respect, period. It is not appropriate to require biological females to 
share a locker room with a biological male, regardless 
of said male's identity. Sharing a bathroom is not a big 
deal. Transgender students do not have a right to 
make cis-gendered students uncomfortable by sharing 
communal showers and changing areas. Transgender 
students should be encouraged to use single user 
stalls or a curtained changing area. It is basic respect 
for others and respect is a two-way street.

This means that Title 9 for girls' sports is a complete joke. 
Transpersons deserve respect but a biological male who identifies 
as a female does not belong on a girls' sports team.

1411 English Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies. Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies. Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies. Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies.

1412 English I fully concur with the need to protect all students from 
harassment of any kind.
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1413 English I don't agree. this is terrible and deceptive. I don't agree 
with any of these policies. Strongly disagree!

If you have a daughter or a niece or any young girl in 
your life that you care about at all you should realize 
how this policy is putting them and other girls at risk. 
Who is stopping a male from entering a girl's 
bathroom and taking advantage of girls in horrible 
ways. Please protect these girls. Otherwise you will 
have crazy lawsuits headed you way the first time a 
bad incident happens (and it will, mind you). So 
please think twice about what you want your legacy to 
be.

1414 English I do not agree with this. Anti bullying is critical and all 
staff should be trained on anti bullying techniques. I do 
not believe staff needs training in one area only but in 
general anti bullying. If one micropopulation is focused 
on in training than all populations should be focused on.

I propose this section to state that “Students cannot 
be required to use a particular facility inconsistent with 
their gender identity. Single user facilities will be 
made available on a case by case basis.” I am 
concerned about the rights, safety, and privacy of non-
transgender students. For example a female student 
that does not feel comfortable with a male appearing 
person in her bathroom or locker room. Additionally, 
how we can protect our students against those that 
may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how does this policy 
helps the transgender student feel safer? How would 
allowing a transgender student seeking to use the 
bathroom or locker room with others boys help them 
feel safer? This seems like a potentially more 
dangerous position for the transgender student. Single 
user bathrooms and changing rooms as determined 
on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender and non-transgender students. The 
concern that asking a student to use a single user 
bathroom would reveal their transgender status before 
the student was read to do this is ill-founded since this 
student would be most discreet in the bathroom of 
their sex assigned at birth. They themselves would not 
desire to draw attention to themselves by using a 
bathroom of a different sex. Similar to children with 
specials needs, transgender students should be taken 
care of with Individualized Education Plans, instead of 
broad full student population accommodations that 
compromise the privacy and protection of other 
students

I disagree with this statement. This section should be removed. A 
transgender student has biological differences and this will place 
an unfair advantage in sporting situations.

1415 English Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
1416 English Strongly Disagree!! Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
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1417 English I don't agree. There are many things including bullying 
that children go through, equip teachers to care for all 
students not give special treatments to a few while 
disregarding the challenges that others go through

This is a very dangerous provision. It is especially 
dangerous for girls

I don't agree. Women and girls are outrightly on the loosing 
spectrum of this suggestion

1418 English Support Support Support
1419 English I agree I don't agree I don't agree I don't agree
1420 English It may be appropriste to acknowledge the evolving and expansive 

nature of terms related to this topic - at least a nod to the fact that 
these tens, although accurate per cited sources, may not reflect 
student preferences.

This is great - watching out for all kids.

1421 English Don’t agree on treating them as a special sector cause 
they have optionally changed their gender

Do not like to consider them as a regular act and define their 
existence,cause that simply would encourage others to try it and it 
even becomes a new game for teenagers when they face any 
problems

Do not agree Do not agree

1422 English Can we discuss anti-bullying for all instead? Trans-
gender is such a minority bullying in comparison to the 
countless others. Why can't it be a focus on all types of 
bullying? Wouldn't that be best for the kids? You can 
even include transgender as a part of it, but not the 
entire point. Seems strange?

I feel it would be unwise for my young son to see the 
genitals of a young girl, even if only accidentally 
because of this.  Can we just do single stall 
bathrooms for those that feel uncomfortable in an 
assigned one? Wouldn't that help us to 'not label' and 
to not 'discriminate'?

Even global athletic groups are citing this as disastrous. Generally 
speaking, The male sex is stronger than the female sex. Every 
once in a while you find a stronger female, but that is biologically 
uncommon. Aren't we hurting females everywhere by limiting their 
ability to compete? Won't this just create a male centric system 
where men always win?

1423 English This fails to account for fluid gender identities.

1424 English Strongly disagree This puts young girls, especially, at risk. I cannot 
fathom my kinder girl being in the same restroom as a 
sixth grade boy who has decided he identifies as 
female.

Strongly disagree. This puts all girls at a huge disadvantage. Boys 
are generally bigger, more muscular, and faster and will take spots 
that could have been given to female-born students to those who 
now identify  as female.

1425 English I disagree that special efforts beyond those to treat all 
people with respect , dignity and kindness are needed.  
Hyperfocusing in one subgroup is discriminatory and 
inappropriate.

strongly disagree.  Saying that students will not be 
“forced” to use certain facilities means that some 
students will be forced to use facilities in a way that 
violates their privacy and modesty.

Strongly discriminatory to women’s sports and makes a mockery of 
Title 9

1426 English A "transgender student" still needs to identify what they 
are, and can't change that from day to day!

I believe that one's biological sex should determine whether they 
are assigned to "male" or "female" sections, regardless of their 
femininity or masculinity.  If one has sex reassignment surgery, or 
hormone therapy, that changes biology.

It would be better to have single user facilities than 
make girls uncomfortable with having a biological boy 
in their restroom or locker, or boys uncomfortable with 
having a girl in their bathroom or locker!

It isn't fair to girls to have a biological boy compete with them!  
Why have they worked so hard to have Title IX to ensure them 
equal opportunity at earning athletic achievements?
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1427 English Absolutely. Improper purpose should be defined more clearly as it relates to 
potential violations of policy.  However, tying this to recognizable 
definitions by recognized organizations with direct and unbiased 
relevance is excellent.

Very good.  Safety has always been a concern, even 
in the conventional bathrooms.  Same sex crimes, 
bullying, and assaults have been a factor for decades 
even with conventional bathrooms.  Bathroom safety 
is a priority that is brought to the fore by the current 
issue, but the need was not created by the current 
issue.

Very good.  Expansion to tie to and update/improve upon Title 9 
would be good to identify.

1428 English Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 
safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

1429 English Staff should not be continuously trained in specific 
transgender issues. Staff should instead  be trained 
how to prevent bullying and harassment in general.

"Sex assigned at birth" has been used to define sex of babies who 
have abnormal genitalia and doctors are not able to clearly define 
if the baby is a male or a female. The baby is assigned a sex at 
birth because of physiological ambiguity. However, the 
percentage of intersex children is very small, even if you define it 
very broadly and do not count any chromosomal abnormalities 
(from 0.018% to 1.7%) 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12476264 It is not North 
American Intersex Society, 
http://www.isna.org/faq/what_is_intersex

If the student identifies their gender opposite from 
their biological gender, they are free to use single 
user, gender neutral facilities which will be made 
available to all users who seek privacy.

This is not fair to the girls. Biological boys have a distinct 
advantage over girls in athletics. Males have naturally higher 
testosterone levels, higher bone density, and more muscle mass 
than females. Even though boys would transition, their muscle 
mass has already been built. There should be some guidelines, 
e.g. similar to the National Scholastic Athletics Foundation: “The 
group recently adopted new rules allowing pre-pubescent girls to 
participate with their affirmed gender, though no ages are specified. 
Post-pubescent transgender girls must have completed sex-
reassignment surgery and “a sufficient amount of time must have 
passed” after the operation or hormone therapy “to minimize 
gender-related competitive advantages.” 
https://www.boston.com/news/politics/2019/02/24/connecticut-
runners-part-of-debate-over-transgender-athletes

1430 English Staff should be required to immediately report as well 
as prevent & respond

1431 English no comments no comments I think transgender students should be encouraged to 
use a single user bathroom facility.  It would likely 
make the student the most comfortable, as well as 
their peers.  Certainly we cannot require this of 
transgender students, but it should be gently 
encouraged.

no comments

1432 English Strongly disagree Strongly disagree. Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
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1433 English I agree with this section that it is the role of teachers to 
create safe and supportive classroom environments for 
all students.

While this policy is about making all students feel 
comfortable my fear is that students who feel 
uncomfortable sharing a bathroom facility with 
transgender students will be made to feel that their 
discomfort is not okay to voice or that they wouldn't 
feel comfortable voicing their opinions of of fear of 
seeming transphobic or like a bully when they simply 
don't feel comfortable being exposed.

As a woman and former athlete in Arlington Public Schools, I 
believe this will greatly and disproportionately impact women's 
sports. Women have worked so hard to gain respect and 
participate in competition at high levels and this policy will take that 
away from women's sports as well as their opportunities to get 
scholarships which benefit their future.

1434 English All APS staff should be responsible for ensuring all 
students have safe, supportive and inclusive school 
environments and staff should be trained in this. 
However, this goes beyond just transgender students – 
there are kids of different beliefs, abilities, outside 
appearance, physical capabilities.  Staff should be 
taking prompt and effective steps to prevent 
harassment overall.   More thought needs to be given 
on what it means to create a safe, supportive, and 
inclusive school environment to protect all of these 
various differences.   This process should include a 
more diverse group than those consulting in developing 
these policies in the first place.  It could oftentimes be 
the case that going out of one’s way to affirm in one 
way a belief that could merely be a question (as 
adolescents question many aspects of their life) is not 
in the best interest of the child.    Also, it is not clear 
what is meant at the end of this statement of “remedy 
its effects.” APS needs to provide further information on 
this.

Although transgenderism is a real issue – depending on the age 
of the child, they may not be able to sort this out if they are so 
aggressively confirmed in a different one.  Young children and 
developing adolescents should not be pushed into believing their 
gender dysphoria. APS needs to think more holistically about how 
to best support these children that are questioning their gender 
and how to best involve the family in that process.

I have significant concerns for the non-gender 
dysphoric students who would be put in extremely 
uncomfortable situations by allowing a boy pretending 
to be transgender to use a women’s bathroom or 
locker room.  This is not putting the broader student 
body’s interest first and is instead violating those 
interests for the sake of a slim minority.     If the issue 
would be single user transgender facilities, then I find 
it extremely disconcerting for how I (or worse a staff 
member) would explain to a kindergartner why those 
bathrooms are created and who they are used by.

This is a significant concern for woman’s sports where transgender 
men who were designed differently with different strengths would 
then be allowed to participate (and likely dominate) woman’s 
sports. Again, this type of preference for transgender students and 
their interests over the interests of the broader student body is not 
providing a equal and fair environment for all.

1435 English It is my understanding that gender identity can be a fluid concept 
especially during one’s adolescence.   I think it is important that 
this fact be emphasized to students and not have a hardline 
demarcation that a person is either transgender or not.  While I do 
not want students to face discrimination for being transgender, I 
think the school needs to make sure that they do not have a policy 
of characterizing students as transgender at a time that they are 
trying to discern who they are.

The Economist had a great article on transgender 
issues, and one of the key concerns that they raised 
was  predator males pretending to be transgender to 
gain greater access to females , which has already 
occurred in a British prison.  The schools could cause 
great harm and be subject to significant legal liability if 
they do not protect against this scenario occurring.

While winning in sports is not the be all and end all, there are 
biological differences between men and women.  How will the 
schools make sure that the competitions are fair?
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1436 English It is the responsibility of all schools to TEACH students.  
 Carving out yet another class of students to protect 
and waste resources teaching teachers how to prevent 
bullying is a waste of resources.  This issue is politically 
charged and a distraction for all parties.  With the taxes 
paid and resources available to the school system, the 
children should be smarter and more civilized than 
living proof indicates.

I believe God created males and females.  I believe in the science 
that proves men can never have babies.  I believe this is a 
political issue and a complete distraction to the primary purpose 
for public schools, which is to educate children.

I believe no person with a penis should be permitted 
to use a woman's bathroom or locker room.  I believe 
no person with a vagina should be permitted to use a 
men's bathroom or locker room. I believe there should 
be ample unisex private bathrooms for those not 
comfortable with the traditional bathroom and locker 
room assignments, based on someone's sex (male or 
female).

I believe this is lunacy.  I grew up during a time where women 
were fighting for equality.  In just a few years, we are witnessing 
those accomplishments vaporizing.  The thought of a young girl 
that has trained all of her life to run the 400 meter and be the best 
at her sport, only to be destroyed by a new coming male (that 
identifies as a female) is unfair and cruel.  Same can be said for a 
male gymnast in the floor exercise for example.  This is all in place 
to address a tiny fraction of a population that suffers from gender 
dysphoria.

1437 English Does "All Arlington Public Schools staff" mean truly 
everyone in central office and in school buildings, 
regardless of title/position?

Thank you for defining it. Great! Great that it includes awards!

1438 English This is long overdue!  Glad to see APS stepping up to 
ensure equality and safety for transgender students.

None. This is 2018. This is great. PmGive those who have issues with 
being with transgender students the option to use 
other facilities, rather than putting the onus on 
transgender students.

None

1439 English I am strongly in favor of the creation and 
implementation of this policy.

1440 English "Continuously trained" seems undefined, especially 
when other training needs are prevalent.

How does this policy accommodate students who feel 
uncomfortable with using a facility with another child 
whose gender identity is not the same as the gender 
assigned at birth?

This seems to be an issue that has not been resolved more broadly 
within other athletic organizations. Perhaps it would be best to 
understand the implications of this policy, especially as it relates to 
ensuring fair competition for males and females.

1441 English Agree with training for AP staff on these topics fine with these definitions Understand the need to protect transgender student's 
rights, but how will you protect the rights of other 
students who feel uncomfortable showering or 
changing with someone who appears (though may not 
identify) as being of the opposite gender? How many 
gender neutral facilities will be available to 
accomodate these students?  I'm not sure how you 
will implement this tricky policy.  And for students 
whose gender identity is fluid (possibly male one day 
and female another day), what policy will you have in 
place? Can they choose on any given day what locker 
room they feel like using?

Gender neutral uniforms and awards seem appropriate. What 
policy will you have for students who are gender fluid. Can they join 
both the girls and boys teams for any given sport or activity? I 
support fairness for transgender students but would like to support 
that without being unfair to other students.

1442 English
1443 English Please implement this immediately; it is necessary to 

the well-being, mental health, and in occasional cases, 
to the lives of trans kids.  Please do not be influenced 
by the small number of small minds who actually have 
nothing to lose, despite their bigoted claims to the 
contrary. My own cis-gendered children will not be 
harmed, I know, and my family and I fully support this.

This sounds good, but I would defer to those who are 
transgender, their parents, and/or those who work with them.  I 
absolutely would NOT allow the bigots anywhere near this with 
any attempt they might make to change it.

Perfect. Sounds good.
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1444 Spanish Aunque apoyo la no discriminación, no estoy de 
acuerdo que se les de mas derecho a los estudiantes 
trangenero que a los demas grupos de estudiantes. 
Esto promueve mayor discriminacion en las escuelas.  
Si el PIP se trata de apoyar la no discriminacion, el PIP 
deberia respetar el derecho del 99% de los estudiantes.

APS debe considerar otras investigaciones medicas y 
psicologicas.  Este PIP esta basado solo en las directrices de 
GLSEN ignorando otroas investigaciones que afirman que los 
ninos con disforia de genero pueden salir de esto con el suficiente 
apoyo y ser las personas que fueron destinadas a ser desde el 
comienzo.

NO ESTOY DE ACUERDO.  Si el PIP se trata de 
apoyar a los estudiantes que estan experimentando 
disforia de genero, APS debera proveer banos 
individuales para los estudiantes que no se sientan 
comodos usando el bano que les corresponderia 
segun su sexo biologico.  APS debe proveer 
seguridad en los banos y vestidores para TODOS los 
estudiantes.  Permitir que los banos se usen 
indiscriminadamente por ninos y ninas 
independientemente de su sexo biologico, promueve 
las oportunidades para PEDOFILOS Y 
ABUSADORES SEXUALES.

No estoy de acuerdo.  Esto va en contra de la oportunidad de las 
ninas de practicar deportes en un ambiente seguro, igualitario y 
competitivo.

1445 English Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 
safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

1446 English Care must be taken to assure that preventing and 
responding to harassment related to gender identity 
*also* extend to the counter-harassment against those 
who hold legitimate alternative views.  That is... there is 
a groupthink right now that will prevent those who are 
skeptical of a given instance of gender identity from 
voicing an opinion, however respectfully.  Will the 
pendulum swing in such a way that those who do not 
believe in gender theory will not feel safe to share their 
opinions?  Will harassment against a Catholic who 
dares to share the eternally held belief of the Church, 
even when shared in a non-threatening way, be 
tolerated?  Or will this person be silenced or punished?  
I fear that in adopting this measure, the System opens 
the door to sanctioning harassment against those who 
do not hold the "right" view.

What is the meaning of the following sentence?  "Gender identity 
shall not be asserted for any improper purpose or in any way that 
violates School Board policies."  Does this prevent a student from 
unilaterally and capriciously deciding to "change" gender identity?  
 Does this prevent bogus claims from being made with regard to 
gender identity?  What is the line of demarcation between make, 
female, and "alternative" gender?  What is an alternative gender 
that correlates to natural biology (not modern 
medical/psychological experimentation or invention)?

How is a girl's privacy protected when she cannot 
enter a women's room and not know that only natural-
born women will be there?

1447 English Why must APS staff be continuously trained? Does this 
mean annually or on a regular schedule, or simply as 
needed? I suspect that the training will change 
frequently, leaving APS staff unsure about what is 
expected of them. I am concerned that this PIP will 
encourage unwarranted harassment accusations 
against APS staff.

The acceptance of the phrase "sex assigned at birth" completely 
undermines my confidence in the ability of APS schools to teach 
basic human biology.

It is unclear how students will declare their gender 
identity to APS and how APS will verify whether 
students are deserving of accommodations or whether 
they are asserting an alternate gender identity for an 
improper purpose. It seems likely that some, and 
possibly many, students will make a mockery of the 
schools' deferential attitude toward gender identity 
issues.  Such an outcome would not only harm actual 
transgender students, but it is likely to create awkward 
or dangerous situations for other students, especially 
girls.

APS should explain its understanding of why girls and boys are 
traditionally separated when playing sports. Does APS think that 
the reasons for having separate boys and girls athletic teams are 
still operative? If not, or if transgender athletes are encouraged to 
compete on teams that do not correspond to their biological sex, 
does APS foresee that these changes will harm girls the most?
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1448 English Why do teachers need continuous training on 
transgender issues?  Why is this such a big deal?  
What kind of biases do you think you're introducing into 
the teachers by continuously training them on these 
issues?  Have you even considered that question?

I think all people deserve love, respect, and equal treatment.  That 
said, I think calling out gender identity is harmful to our kids for 
two reasons.  First, you are treating children as overly fragile by 
drawing a box around certain people and protecting them.  
Second, I think the adoption of policies like this normalizes 
conditions that are rare and probably encourages more individuals 
to identify with those conditions.  Don't discriminate against 
people.  For any reason.  Period.

If you are going accommodate transgendered 
individuals by permitting them to use the 
bathroom/locker room of cisgendered individuals of 
the gender with which the transgender persons 
identify, you should also accommodate cisgendered 
individuals who feel as part of their identity that they 
prefer only to be in a bathroom/locker room with same 
sex, cisgender individuals.  To force such people to 
have to share a bathroom with a transgender 
individual against their will is not inclusive.  That said, 
I think the best policy would simply be to provide 
separate bathrooms for transgender individuals of both 
sexes.

Scientific research consistently confirms that men are stronger 
than women.  Aside from research, compare results in track and 
field, or swimming events.  Why would you allow someone who is 
a biological male, with an inherent strength advantage, to compete 
with women?

1449 English I do not agree with the staff needing continuous training 
on topics related to transgender students. And propose 
that “topics related to transgender students” be 
replaced with “anti-bullying and anti-discrimination.” 
This PIP is to support anti-discrimination. Therefore, 
training should encompass showing kindness, anti-
bullying, but does not need to be specifically on 
transgender needs. Leaving the policy as is here may 
lead to mandatory training on transgender issues for all 
teachers. I do not agree that this is necessary for staff 
to be able to create a supportive safe environment for 
all students. Training should be directed at keeping all 
students safe including transgender students and not 
microscoping only on one student population.

I propose removing this section altogether. Those that are male 
assigned at birth undoubtedly have distinct advantages over 
females in athletics due to higher testosterone, bone density, and 
muscle mass. The loss of transgender students' ability to 
participate in gender specific school sports is part of the choice 
they make and should be carefully considered by the student when 
deciding to make the transgender transition. It is not because we 
don't want them to enjoy competitive sports, but it is because there 
is not a clear way to make it biologically physiologically fair for a 
male assigned at birth to compete against females. This is not 
being prejudice against a certain group. It's just how the world of 
sports works. It is not a punishment, it is just a cost. Gender 
identity aside, if I choose to take steroids so that I can build my 
muscle mass, then I need to accept that part of the cost of that 
decision is that I cannot participate in competitive sports in the 
grade school level. No one is saying I cannot take steroids, just 
saying I can't compete with others because it would give me an 
unfair advantage.
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1450 English Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 
safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity.

The underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male 
and female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does 
not reflect empirical data.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.

1451 English All students should be treated with respect. It would be preferable for schools to refrain from teaching these 
terms to children.  Parents should decide when to discuss these 
terms with their children.

Allowing students who identify as another gender to 
use whichever bathroom they choose could pose risks 
to other students and the student.  Can a student 
change gender identity every other day?  The student 
could be harassed, and other students could feel 
threatened.  Also, some students may pretend to 
change their identity to gain access to the opposite 
sex.  Single user facilities seem to be the best option.

Boys who identify as girls should not be allowed to participate as 
girls in school sports.  Males tend to be more physically strong and 
aggressive, and it would be unfair to girls if boys were allowed to 
compete with them.

1452 English Add "gender identity or scientific beliefs about biological 
sex" to protect from harassment those students who 
disagree with the current trend of conforming all people 
to the concept of gender fluidity. Those students who 
affirm the reality of the human genome will need 
protection too.

"Sex assigned at birth" is a term contrary to scientific fact. 
Biological sex is determined by chromosomes from fertilization 
and physically expressed by the body prior to birth, as visible, for 
example, in ultrasounds. Using this language denies the reality of 
biological lifeforms and should not be tolerated in public schools 
proposing to teach scientific truth. "Biological sex" is not 
inconsistent with gender disphoria or transgenderism. Sex isn't 
assigned at birth. Genitals are noticed, and common words used 
for them.

The school should provide single user bathrooms that 
all students may have a safe place to use the 
bathroom but absolutely should NOT open multi-user 
restrooms up for use by students not biologically male 
or female to use whatever restroom they identify with. 
It is a breach of trust and privacy and potentially 
safety of vulnerable populations to do so.

Gender neutral awards and uniforms are fine, but it is an unfair 
advantage or even an unsafe disadvantage to allow transgender 
students whose very chromosomal makeup gives them an edge 
(as male playing as transgender girl) or puts them at safety risk (a 
female playing football as a transgender boy).. It's equivilant to 
illegal doping in Olympic sports.

1453 English looks good, although "continuous" sounds like 
hyperbole.

fine ok ok

1454 English You need to let us know what kind of  training you will 
provide staff. Outsource - do not use in house staff to 
train your staff

You should also address gender expression. More clearly and 
fully. Gender expression is a continuous source of bullying. 
Students who gender express differently are not necessarily 
transgender

Great! What about title 9 and scholarships students may seek to college.

1455 English Thumbs. up! Both definitions seem  apt. Seems appropriate. Will free choice of formal wear - gown or tux - for music (Choral, 
Orchestra, etc.) count as a "gender neutral option?"
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1456 English I'm deeply concerned that the training for staff will be 
one-sided and not present any view other than 
affirmation of a child's gender dysphoria. Research 
shows that 80+% of children experiencing this type of 
dysphoria will resolve those feelings. Therefore, we 
should not add undue pressure and confusion on the 
shoulders of these students by training staff to affirm a 
child's thoughts and "feelings" are of greater importance 
and more real than science and biology.  In addition, 
I’m concerned that training may also adopt a rigid view 
of male/female stereotypes and lead to school staff 
“diagnosing” students as transgender when the student 
doesn’t match these stereotypes. Acknowledging and 
even promoting the diverse ways of being male and 
female in our dispositions and preferences can lead to 
greater well-being as children identify and accept their 
own embodiment.

"Inclusive school environment" from Introduction Section above 
should be added to this section and defined.  I would like to see 
the Merriam-Webster definition of transgender used, which is  
“Transgender is - of, relating to, or being a person whose gender 
identity differs from the sex the person had or was identified as 
having at birth; especially: of, relating to, or being a person whose 
gender identity is opposite the sex the person had or was 
identified as having at birth.”   The key phrase is “identified as 
having at birth”. This should replace “sex assigned at birth” which 
is an ideological statement.

Claims of equality should not violate the right to bodily 
privacy. This policy would greatly threaten girls by 
eliminating safe spaces that provide for bodily privacy. 
A claim of female gender identity by a male does not 
erase that male’s genitalia that could be exposed 
during the normal bathroom and locker room use. And 
it is entirely reasonable and not discriminatory not to 
want to be seen in a state of undress by someone 
with the opposite genitalia.  How does APS intend to 
protect girls from individuals that will inevitably exploit 
this policy to engage in peeping, indecent exposure, 
and/or other offenses and abuses? Will girls that bring 
up their concerns or reports of abuse be treated as 
bigots and transphobic? Will they even face discipline 
under this “anti-discriminatory” code? It’s hard enough 
to come forward and share when sexual abuse has 
occurred. Entrance to intimate facilities should be 
determined on the basis of anatomy, physiology and 
biology  - objective standards.

I disagree with allowing boys to compete as girls.

1457 English APS staff and the School Board should be focusing on 
reducing harassment and bullying of all kinds, and not 
elevate one group above all other children.  What data 
indicates that transgender children have experienced 
high rates of harassment?  I have so many friends with 
children who have mental health issues.  It is so 
disrespectful of the Superintendent is ignore the overall 
mental health crisis and focus on what makes good PR.

Gender dysphoria is a mental health issue.  Transgender children 
no doubt need special support but they will NEVER be the 
opposite sex.  It is a travesty for APS to endorse gender 
affirmation!!  You put these children on a fast track to cross 
gender hormones and gender reassignment surgery.  This 
approach undoes decades of best practices and COMMON 
SENSE.

This is outrageous.  So my child is marginalized and 
stigmatized because they seek privacy from the 
opposite sex?  What message are you giving my 
daughter?  That her voice  and her privacy doesn't 
matter?  How dare you?!!

This undoes Title IX and all the progress women have made in the 
last few decades.  This policy is anti-girl.

1458 English The last part of this section could be strengthened. 
"APS staff members are required to take prompt and 
effective steps..."  would be stronger than the current 
text. I changed the beginning because the last 
sentence only refers to school staff members. 
Presumably this policy should apply to all APS staff. I 
also changed it from "are responsible for" to the 
stronger wording "are required to."

This section is clear. But it might be helpful to define additional 
terms, or at least link to resources that do so.

These facilities need to be both available and easily 
accessible. Also, all single-user facilities should 
automatically be gender neutral.

Good.

1459 English It is not good,. It is promoting  antiinaturakl It is wrong It is wrong It is wrong
1460 English 1. Many of the requirements of this PIP do not ensure 

safety for all students, namely for girls. “Continuous 
training” for staff is not only vague, but also does not 
show any tolerance for employees’ conscience or 
cultural diversity.

he underlying premise is flawed: biology clearly defines male and 
female by empirical data based on science. This PIP does not 
reflect empirical data.

Single-user bathrooms are stigmatizing to everyone. If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to 
use them, any student will feel stigmatized.

This is an accommodation that denies girls access to fair and equal 
competition because of the known physiological advantages of 
males. This procedure eliminates the equal educational 
opportunities and learning environments that are free from 
discrimination for biological girls.
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1461 English Students who do not affirm gender fluidity should also 
be protected from harassment.

Revise “sex assigned at birth” to “biological sex.” Biological sex is 
not an assignment but a fact, even though it might not match 
ones gender identity.

Bathroom facilities that are sex segregated should be 
available to students based on biological sex. Single 
user gender neutral facilities should be available to 
any student that desires to use one.

Participation in athletic activities should be based on biological sex, 
not gender identity.

1462 English I would emphasize the importance of high-quality, 
engaging training in this area. Fulfilling this PIP should 
not feel like a chore to teachers like many trainings do. I 
hope that this is carried out in a way that ensures 
teachers and staff understand its importance.

It’s important that gender-neutral facilities are not only 
available but accessible. For larger buildings with 
multiple floors, going down 3 flights of stairs to use 
the bathroom is not accessible nor equitable.

Thank you for including the part regarding awards!

1463 English I think this policy is very thoughtful overall, and I thank 
you. Everyone should have a safe learning 
environment, but I want to make sure staff and 
students have the right to respectfully disagree with the 
idea of someone being transgender. I hope you are 
sensitive to the fact that continuous training can make 
those who disagree feel alienated.  The same effort put 
into understanding topics relating to transgender 
students should be made to ensure that those who 
disagree are not scorned for disagreeing. I also want to 
ensure that continuous training on this topic does not 
come at the neglect of other valuable training, including 
differences based on religious beliefs and physical 
characteristics one cannot change, e.g., true gender 
and race.

Males and females are different. Those differences do not change 
because someone chooses to identify as someone different than 
who they really are. There are physical reasons why males and 
females compete separately in sports, and I think it should be kept 
that way based on one's gender at birth.

1464 English It is also the responsibility of each Arlington Public 
Schools staff member to ensure all cisgender students 
have safe, supportive, and inclusive environments. 
Before rushing to a decision that will likely fall short of 
accommodating the 0.6% of the population that 
identifies as transgender (Williams Institute survey), we 
must consider the potential negative impacts such a 
decision would have on other students, particularly the 
50.5% of the student population identifying as 
cisgender female.  What are some specifics of the 
proposed continual training on topics related to 
transgender students, and how much is said training 
estimated to cost Arlington taxpayers?

Why was the American Psychological Association definition 
selected? And why was a 4 year old definition of the term used? 
(This is 2019!)

What is the long term plan for locker rooms and 
bathrooms throughout Arlington County? Having two 
large bathrooms where students of the same gender 
identity are required to undress together is no more a 
sign of progress than having two large restrooms 
where students of the same birth gender are required 
to undress together. When can we start having real 
conversations to move away from ancient Greco-
Roman bathroom layouts and toward a real plan for 
the bathrooms of the 2020s - a dozen single stall 
bathrooms with a large meeting area in the middle for 
coaches to give pep talks before or after a game.
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1465 English Male and female is not gender identity,  It is sex.  Sex is not 
assigned at birth - It is determined by chromosomes.  To say 
otherwise is to deny science, and to completely delegitimize the 
truth about sex.  there is no medical diagnosis or scientific 
standard for determining "gender identity."  So how do you plan to 
enforce this?  Will any claim to opposite sex be embraced at any 
time for any student for any reason?  Where do you draw the line 
to ensure the rights and protections of other students aren't 
overruled by the gender claims of others?  Are you going to 
expect teachers to be pronoun police?  Will there be 
consequences for students?

What do you mean here?  Students who want to use 
whatever bathroom they want can just by claiming 
gender identity du jour? Again , your definitions have 
no bounds, so if a student decides he wants to identify 
as female this week, does he have the right to use the 
girls bathroom?

If APS  allows for biological boys to participate in girls sports, it will 
be denying girls fair play.  Transgender students can compete in 
transgender or mixed sex sports.   To deny girls fair play is a 
repudiation of equal rights for women. .

1466 English What is the estimated cost of designing and ordering gender 
neutral uniforms?

1467 Spanish es importante que todos tengan las mismas 
oportunidades.

un ser humano nace hombre o mujerque que halla tres tipos de cuartos es importante que hagan lo mismo que los otros estudiantes

1468 English I think its essential for kids to have a safe and accepting 
learning environment in order to ensure their human 
right to an education. Children cannot learn under 
duress and this section addresses a fundamental way 
to prevent such an undue burden onto our students.

This definition is correct and affirming of gender identities 
belonging to many students.

ALL single use bathrooms should be gender neutral. 
There is no practical or logical reason for a single use 
bathroom to be assigned to any one gender.

No comments - this section is gender affirming and inclusive.

1469 English Students should only be allowed to use locker rooms 
that correspond with their body parts.  In no way is it 
appropriate for a young girl to be showering with a 
transgender girl with a penis and vise versa.  Children 
are still learning about their own bodies and should 
not be exposed to the sexual genitalia of the opposite 
sex.  Additional Locker rooms should be made 
available for privacy for transgender youth.

1470 English All students mean all students. Why then single out 
one group. ?

Alternative gender? Either explain this  or remove. Have a bathroom marked neutral but still have male 
and female bathrooms separate.

Can you speak in plain English?

1471 English The whole thing is wonderful!
1472 English This seems like a safety issue as kids get older.  You can't have a 

6ft 2in 200 lb man playing sports against a 100 lb  5ft 2in female.  
This policy needs a lot more thought and direction.

1473 English No No No No
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5
6

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

5.Dress Code Section:

All students must dress according to the 
constraints of the dress code as outlined 
within the school handbook. Information 
regarding appropriate attire for school day 
and school related activities shall be non-
gender specific and enforced impartially 
regardless of a student’s gender identity or 
gender expression.

What comments do you have about this 
section?

6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events Section:

APS is committed to providing a safe, welcoming school 
environment where students are engaged in learning because 
they feel accepted and valued. Additionally, APS respects the 
privacy rights of its students and parents and will maintain 
confidentiality of nonpublic information about students, 
releasing this information to third parties only when 
authorized by a parent or student as required by law. As part 
of this commitment to inclusion and equity, when an 
instructional or extra-curricular or athletic event requires 
students to be accommodated overnight, students may be 
assigned to a room consistent with the student’s gender 
identity.

Any student uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower, 
bathroom, or any sex-segregated facility, shall, upon request, 
be provided with a designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative. Arlington Public Schools staff shall not require a 
student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation when 
such accommodations are not required of other students 
participating in the same event. 

What comments do you have about this section?

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 
Every student has the right to be addressed by names and pronouns 
that correspond to the student’s gender identity. Regardless of 
whether a transgender student has legally changed their name or 
gender, schools will allow students to use a chosen name and 

 gender pronouns that reflect their identity.
 
To ensure consistency, staff will update student classroom records 
(class rosters for substitutes, etc.) with the student’s chosen name 

 and, where applicable, appropriate gender markers.
 
What comments do you have about this section?

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 
Information about a students’ transgender status, legal 
name, or gender assigned at birth constitutes 
confidential personally identifiable and medical 
information. Disclosing this information to others by an 
Arlington Public Schools staff member may violate 
privacy laws, such as the Federal Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), as well as constitutional 
privacy protections. School staff shall not disclose any 
information that may reveal a student’s transgender or 
gender non-conforming status to others, including 
parents or guardians and other school staff, unless 
legally required to do so, unless the student has 
authorized such disclosure, or unless there is a situation 
in which it is suspected that the student may cause 

 harm to themselves or someone else.
 
Permanent records for students, including a student’s 
gender, may only be changed with the submission of a 
legal document such as a birth certificate, passport, or 
court order. The process for changing any element of a 
student’s permanent record including a student’s name 
and gender must follow the process outlined in School 
Board Policy J-5.3.30 Admissions and Placement and 
School Board Policy J-15.30 Privacy Rights and 
Regulations. APS graduates may change their 
permanent records under the same requirements as 
current APS students. Appeals to a decision made 
regarding a change to a student’s permanent record 
must be made in writing to the Assistant Superintendent 

 of Teaching and Learning.
 
What comments do you have about this section?

This is great!
I agree I agree I agree I agree
Great. Excellent. This is very helpful. Perfect. Good. Thank you, again, for doing this. Our transgender 

kids really need this support.

agree/support agree/support agree/support agree/support
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This isn't clear. Good. Very important and well-done. Well-done.

Should the first word be all instead of tall?  
As long as it is height inclusive, I fully 
support this PIP.

None.  I fully support this PIP. None.  I fully support this PIP. None.  I fully support this PIP.

Very respectful.

ok ok ok ok.  I applaud APS for taking the initiative to address 
this issue and for providing a safe environment for ALL 
students.

I'm excited to see what a non-gender 
specific dress code looks like and how we'll 
know if it is enforced impartially.

Thank you for guarding the privacy of our trans kids, 
consistent with law. This section also empowers students to 
make up their own minds, which I appreciate.

Using the student's chosen name and pronouns is such a 
foundational, supportive policy.  Thank you!

This all seems reasonable to me. Thank you for 
developing this policy, which is a big step forward 
toward protecting our children.

none If a boy who identifies as a girl wants to share a sleeping area 
with my high school daughter I would be uncomfortable and 
prefer that the student whose making this choice room in a 
single occupancy accommodation unless there are other 
students whose parents are comfortable with this.

I don't see an issue with calling any student by whatever name they 
prefer at the time, but changing the records permanently seems like 
it will cause more confusion than necessary.

This section violates every parent's rights to parent their 
child.  Under no circumstance can I understand when it 
would be appropriate for APS to take a stance that they 
wouldn't disclose information regarding a student's 
gender or sexuality to a parent.  I would move out of the 
county before allowing APS to usurp my parental 
influence.  This is incredibly disturbing and I hope will 
be reconsidered.  I love APS for their excellence in 
education but I do not endorse the political direction the 
school board is taking with regards to transgender 
education.  This new policy does not seem to be about 
anti discrimination but solely focused on transgender 
students at the expense of all of the county's students 
and families.  Please protect their rights while 
respecting the rights of the other students.

I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in 
school

I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school I don't agree with allowing Transgenders in school
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16

17
18

19

20

21
22

23

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Type - should read All not TAll. Does this 
mean the dress code will be revised?

How will this be operationalized? This is putting the onus on 
children to speak up to their parents if they feel uncomfortable, 
as a cis-gender student, to share a sleeping area, shower, 
bathroom or sex-segregated facility with a transgender 
student. Does this mean if one cis-gender student is not 
comfortable with the sleeping arrangements, then APS will 
bear the costs associated with a single-occupancy 
accommodation?

Agree. Agree in principle; concerned about how it will work in 
practice.

Agree. Agree.

Can my cis-gender son ask to be addressed as "she"?  How will 
APS decide whether a student's request properly corresponds with 
their gender identity?

So, will my daughters be assigned a room with a child who 
identifies as a girl but is actually a boy? This is not acceptable.

This is Orwellian. Will people be punished for not conforming to this 
mandates of this policy, and simply stating reality. Are we ever 
allowed to say that the Emperor has no clothes - or is that now off 
limits too?

Agree Also for yearbooks, student publications, directories, etc. Thank you for doing this. It all seems very reasonable 
and appropriate.
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No

24

25

26
27

28

29

30

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I cannot believe this is being seriously considered.  A student should 
be called the name they are given and with which they are 
registered to attend school as represented on the birth certificate (or 
court order).  Allowing students to dictate the pronouns 
staff/teachers/other students use is manipulative and runs the risk of 
being weaponized to punish others who do not conform.

A nice idea, although dress codes do tend to 
have a heavy gender-, class-, and race-
element in them by and large.

Thumbs up. Super thumbs up! Looks okay

Good. Good. Good. Good.
I support this change wholeheartedly and 
applaud Arlington for addressing these 
needs.

I support this change wholeheartedly and applaud Arlington 
for addressing these needs.

I support this change wholeheartedly and applaud Arlington for 
addressing these needs.

I support this change wholeheartedly and applaud 
Arlington for addressing these needs.

Typo of "TAll" - should be All. Training of 
teachers and staff will be key to 
implementation of this section.

Privacy and confidentiality are key to this part. Thank you for 
prioritizing inclusion and equity and for maintaining the 
privacy of all students, no matter their status.

Yes, this is very important. This is so important: "School staff shall not disclose any 
information that may reveal a student’s transgender or 
gender non-conforming status to others, including 
parents or guardians and other school staff, unless 
legally required to do so..." Thank you again for 
protecting a student's status, particularly because many 
students do not have supportive environments at home 
and they should not be outed to their families.

Wrong. People who look like females are addressed as females; 
same thing for males. You do not get to dictate how society views 
and interacts with you.
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37
38

40

41

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

If my child is going on a spend the night field trip, I expect 
either myself or my child to know beforehand, who they will be 
rooming with - transgender or not.

The word "appropriate" is especially 
humorous in the context of this discussion.

Every time you repeat "safe welcoming school environment", 
you reveal the brainwashing at work: on you and by you.

My pronouns are (REDACT) Only professional educators could be such idiots. We’re 
just trying to live our lives & raise our kids as good 
taxpaying citizens, until you come along and make up 
problems to “solve” by cramming your leftwing 
propaganda down our throats so you can feel oh-so 
virtuous.  Take your pronouns and your locker rooms 
and your normalization of deviancy and stick ‘em where 
the sun don’t shine.

Looks great. No comments No comments Looks great

This is key. Thank you! Great. Well done.

Not sure what the last paragraph means in practice.  How far 
in advance will space sharing assignments be made known to 
students?  If other students know that someone has declined 
an assignment, that could well cause discomfort.  The policy 
should be more specific.

Agreed I think that parents should proactively know if their biologically 
male or female child will be sharing sleeping quarters with a 
gender identified same/biologically not the same person.

Agreed With the caveats above that I think parents consent 
needs to be achieved prior to have them share sleeping 
quarters with kids of the same biological sex, I agree.

Allow non-transgender students (especially those with 
religious convictions) to not share sleeping quarters with 
ytransgender students because they have right too.

That is fine as long as my student is not penalized for calling a 
genetic boy or girl by his or her God-given pronoun!
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42

43

44
45

46
47

48

49

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

no comment Horrible idea.  Again, the rights of a tiny minority are being 
given preference over the vast majority.  Biology (science) 
needs to be used to determine roommate assignments.

Names and pronouns should be consistent with the biological 
gender of students.

No comment.

Sounds good. Sounds good in theory, but in practice what happens if 
everyone wants there own room?  I think the language should 
be reviewed here to avoid inadvertent impacts.

Sounds good. Sounds good.

De acuerdo con todo. Muy bien
What are "TAll students"? Who will financially provide this additional alternative facility? What about students who are not transgender and would like to 

have a chosen name different from their legal name?
Okay

This is excellent. This is excellent and supports transgender students. This seems fair.

None None So dumb. You’re either a boy or girl or he or she or his or her None

Agree strongly Agree strongly Agree strongly Agree strongly
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50

51

52
53
54

55

56

57

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Just so long as other children aren’t 
criticized for their clothing

So 99% of students are being marginalized for the sake of 
1%? Sounds fair!?!  Can students and parents opt out?

Do parents have the right to opt out of transgender 
education based on religious basis? This goes against 
Muslim and Christian teaching as far as I’m aware.

I have some concerns about school dress 
codes, but agree that it should "be non-
gender specific and enforced impartially 
regardless of a student’s gender identity or 
gender expression."

I agree that students should have overnight accomodation that 
corresponds to their gender identity and all efforts should be 
made to make all students, including transgender students, 
feel safe, welcome, and valued for who they are.

All students and school constituents should be asked what gender 
pronouns they go by and these should be respected.

I would add that during any such processes, students 
and their families will be treated with respect and as 
valuable members of the school community.

It is great! It is great! It is great! Looks good.
None None None None
There's a typo ("T" at the beginning). Thank 
you for making dress codes non-gender-
specific. They are often misogynistic and 
applied only to dfab/female-presenting 
students.

GREAT! Fantastic. Good job, APS!

It might be helpful if the class roster included chosen name and 
chosen pronouns.  And if staff were encouraged to make their 
chosen pronouns a part of their normal personal introductions so as 
to destigmatize those needing to introduce themselves with 
pronouns not clearly aligned with their appearance.

It seems like the non-disclosure section is going to 
conflict with the classroom records section?  Unless 
every time there is a possible update to the class roster 
for chosen name, the student is also asked if the change 
can be recorded for other staff?  Seems pretty tricky to 
keep track of.

This is positive, as long as it is enforced 
consistently.

This is positive. This is positive.

I support this section. I support this section. I support the intent of this section; however, I suggest having class 
rosters list the appropriate gender markers for ALL students -- if only 
some students have gender markers next to their name in the roster, 
it indicates a possibly-transgender student, thereby undermining 
their privacy protections as described in the section below.

I support this section.
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58

59

60

61
62

63

64

65
66

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What about locations without these non-gender locations. Will 
we stop attending these locations or ask for permission? Will 
the parent of the person sharing a room with a transgender 
person be aware of the situation or will they be expected to 
share a room with a person born of the opposite sex? Will non-
transgender students be given these options too?

This seems in contrast to the above section.

I believe this should say "All" not "TAll"? Good Good Good.

Yesssss! Nice Love it. Open for teachers too I hope!
No queda muy claro está sección. Es positivo. Me parece adecuado. Estoy de acuerdo.

Type o - should be All - kids can wear 
whatever they want!

Makes sense! Perfect!! Yes

Agree Perfect Great, thank you Great!
How many pronouns are we going to allow?  Are we going to punish 
teachers or students who inadvertantly use the wrong pronoun?

Can students self identify as a different race or ethnic 
background?  How are issues like college admissions 
based on binary gender differences going to be 
addressed?
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67

68

69
70

71
72

73

74
75

76
77

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No student or child should be exposed to opposing sex 
genitalia or nudity based on that person’s preferences. It is 
inappropriate.

Dress codes are passé. Yes.!

Tall students? Or All students? Thank you! Yes! Yes!
This is an incredibly uncomfortable position to put kids in if 
they are not comfortable sharing a room with a transgender 
student.  Application of this policy needs to be thought 
through so that no one is harassed (including students feeling 
uncomfortable)

Why doesn’t a parent have a right to know if their child 
is identifying as transgender?  Particularly given the 
mental health concerns with this demographic - 
including higher suicide  rates- why would this be 
withheld from a parent?  This certainly seems to violate 
the whole child policy.

Fully support Fully support Fully support Fully support
As long as it is respectful of their bodies Parents and kids should be asked ahead of field trip if they  

wish to share a room with a transgender person. We must 
respect the rights of all including religious groups that may 
prefer a different arrangement.

As long as there is no punitive punishment A parent has a right to know about their child. This 
maybe volatile situation but hiding it with the county in 
collusion is not right and can damage relationships.

As long as there is no preferential treatment 
which promotes transgender individuals.

As long as natural born boys don't sleep in the same room as 
our daughters

Sounds absurd, but OK, as long as there is no preferential treatment 
which allows action to be taken against our kids for calling someone 
by the wrong name or pronoun

Sounds like special privilage treatment, not non 
discrmination.

Good Great Fantastic Good
No issues Again if a regular student is not comfortable sharing a 

room/bed with an opposite gender person can they opt out or 
is that considered harassing?

Great Fully in support
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78

79

80
81

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I understand the not forcing someone to stay separated. But 
again I worry about leaving a bunch of kids together in some 
overnight situations. Probably not much more than I would 
worry about same gender groups, but definitely a bit more. I 
think it's important to offer the single-use options for privacy 
and safety, not isolation, and I'm not sure what the best 
balance is there. We also deal with that with food allergies 
(though I'm not aware that there is a protective policy). My 
child has to sit alone every day at lunch, leave rooms when 
there is food, etc. That is isolating but safe. When we are 
lucky and have understanding classes, she gets to pick a 
buddy or two to be with her. Could something like that work 
here, where the child didn't have to pick between a group of 
kids who are biologically different (for now) and nobody at all 
but instead could choose to have close trusted friends or 
classmates grouped with him or her? The binary of "with 
everyone" or "with no one" just seems so harsh, don't you 
think? I'd hope that most kids in this tough situation would 
have a trusted friend or two already to rely on. Especially 
while transgender rights and protections are new and 
evolving, I feel like anything to keep the kids feeling safe and 
comfortable and avoiding risk of parents or other kids doing 
harm verbally or physically, or with unfounded accusations, for 
example, would be prudent.

Generally I'm okay with this. However I do feel that maybe there 
should be details about the age this is okay (can a 5yo make this 
decision that might differ from the parent? Who decides whether or 
why that is okay? Or is serious vs pretending?). I do feel it's 
important in older kids who are more autonomous to give them 
leeway to express themselves but also their parents are still 
guardians so those gender preference changes can't be hidden from 
the parents. How will those discrepancies and disagreements be 
resolved? Teachers should not have to mediate that, but I imagine 
that emotions here could be very very high in some families.

I think there's a typo here. TAll. Is this "ALL" 
or "Tall" with a second capital letter?

I have some process questions here, but appreciate the spirit 
on paper.

love love love love. What's the process for if a student has an issue 
with a teacher not following this?

This is fair, but may be good to clarify - even clearer - 
that the "permanent" record may not reflect a student's 
chosen gender identity and that the chosen identity is 
the reigning rule socially and in policy.

I think this is awesome! I think this is awesome! I think this is awesome! Awesome!
I agree. Enforcement of dress codes should 
never be applied more strictly or differently 
according to gender. Impartial enforcement 
is correct. (fyi, there is a misprint...it says 
'TAll" instead of "All")

I completely agree with this section...very well-worded. Of 
course APS can't violate the privacy of students, so this is 
precisely the correct policy to have for over-night trips.

This is so important, as using a students chosen name and 
pronouns contributes to their mental and emotional health; not using 
them can be devastating. I hope staff receives training on the use of 
non-binary pronouns such as they/them/theirs...these seem 
especially hard for people to grasp and use. Also, I hope students 
will be able to update their name and gender marker on Synergy, so 
that it shows up correctly on schedules and report cards.

Excellent. I am in total agreement with this section. 
Thank you, APS, for drafting and implementing these 
important protections for transgender students!
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82

83

84

85

86

87
88
89

90

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Similar comments apply here as to bathrooms and locker 
rooms, #3 above.

The would-be "right" to be addressed by pronouns of one's choosing 
that do not correspond to biological reality conflicts with the well-
established right of other people to tell things as they are.

Students identifying with their birth gender should not be 
assigned to sleeping rooms, shower areas, restrooms, or 
locker rooms with those born with a different gender.

This needs to be implemented in a way that some more 
traditional students are not stigmatized for their views. (Eg the 
many Muslim students in APS)

Parents should be informed about their children, period.

Another must have. Makes sense

I like that dress codes should not be gender 
specific.  This benefits all students.

This sounds problematic.  If the student needs a safe space 
and not a single space, where will they stay?  What about 
cisgender students uncomfortable sharing a room with a 
transgender student?  Not necessarily a prejudice issue--for 
teenagers, it can be a visible body parts issue.

Good.  As a sub, I have already found it tricky once to guess an 
upper elementary student's gender.  I would have liked to know from 
the roster.

OK

Good. Great. Excellent. Great.
Agree Agree Thank you Agree

So my daughter could end up in a hotel room overnight with a 
boy who “identifies” as a female?  Not ok.

Perhaps we should all go by “it”

If this means that the will be shower areas for men only and 
women only as well as one for coeds/transgender. That would 
be immoral, but legally acceptable.

As you are a government agency, it seems this abridgment of the 
first amendment would be unconstitutional. I suppose we can await 
the Supreme Court's decision to determine if Fascism is acceptable 
in the USA now.

This seems inconsistent with Section 7. But otherwise 
seems acceptable.
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91

92

93

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Forcing children to dress "gender-neutral" 
(whatever that means) with the way they 
identify especially if  inconsistent with the 
sex they typically associate (e.g. wearing a 
dress, jumper or wearing hair in a pony tail) 
is forcing them to be inconsistent with the 
sex they associate.

Approve Approve No comment Approve

Yes please. Support. Support.
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94

95

96

97

98

99

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

AGAIN, what prerequisites will there be?? I am an APS parent AND 
staff member, and I worked at (REDACT)  when one biologically 
assigned female literally switched her first name from her female 
name to a totally different male name (ie not Samantha to Sam, it 
was more  like Annie to Michael on a DAY TO DAY BASIS. We 
literally had to ask her what she wanted to be called each day??? I 
mean come on. I think these students should be asked to show a 
history of desiring a name change for a period of months before 
asking everyone in their orbit to change their name calling on a 
dime. And in NO Way am I denying OR JUDGING their unique 
desire to be a different gender but how will we know that it's going 
to stick? Gender dysphoria is a DSM 5 diagnosis and NONE of the 
"symptoms" constitute mental illness just an intense internal conflict 
between one's assigned biological sex and assigned gender for a 
PERIOD of AT LEAST 6 months. "In children, gender dysphoria 
diagnosis involves at least six of the following and an associated 
significant distress or impairment in function, lasting at least six 
months." ( APA website)

Honestamente,  de cuál código de 
vestimenta hablan? En la actualidad los 
estudiantes visten a su gusto y conveniencia 
y por cierto en muchos casos no son 
adecuados para un plantel escolar.

Eso sería excelente, existen jóvenes con problemas de no 
aceptar sus cuerpos o timidez, etc. eso ayudaría mucho.

Muy bien. Debe actuarse según la ley.

Great! Yes! Agreed! This is so very important. Transgender students 
shouldn’t live in fear of their private medical information 
being made known to others beyond their control.

Excellent clarification. Agreed. Excellent. Understood, but not necessarily in agreement.  Unsure 
how APS will maintain confidentiality of gender 
assigned at birth.  Still, very pleased with APS' progress 
on these issues.  Thank you.

I support it Fully support it Yes

As long as an uncomfortable student is allowed other options 
and the transgender or other gender identified student isn't 
made to feel discriminated that sounds like a fair decision.

Sounds great that will be respected at school.
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100

101

102

103
104

105

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

TAll should be All.  Good, like this. Good, like this.  Might be hard to implement, though, unless 
APS forces someone to share with the person who is entitled 
not to have to stay in a single-occupancy accomodation when 
such accomodations are not required of other students.  This 
leads to the question -- is APS going to allow students who 
aren't transgender to invoke this policy so that they can avoid 
sharing a room with a transgender student? Need to be very 
clear about how this policy will be applied and what some of 
the alternative options might be. Might APS force two 
students into single occupancy accommodations as a way 
around this policy, which applies only "when such 
accommodations are not required of other students"?

Good. I would be very worried about exposure to legal liability 
due to inadvertent disclosure if I were an APS staff 
member. It can be very hard to remember to use new 
names and pronouns when you have known someone 
both before and after they begin using a new name and 
pronouns.

Do parents need to be aware of name changes or pronoun changes 
or is this solely up to the student?  Should students discuss this 
with a counselor or professional before declaring a name or pronoun 
change?  I worry about students making hasty decisions without 
having conversations with a professional who can help with 
questions, logistics, and/or to have conversations to help students 
prepare and maneuver social or internal 
concerns/issues/decisions/etc that may arise.

TAll or All? No comma before shall

Si Perfecto Muy bien Si
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106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is a first amendment issue of free 
speech.  Good luck with imposing non-
gender specific attire.

I would pull my daughter's out of APS and would not allow 
them to attend any overnight functions.  This policy, while 
seemingly, politically correct, it does NOT protect my 
daughters.

Gender/Sex is biological.

This is clear and appropriate. This is clear and logical. All students would feel safe and 
included.

Of course! All students should feel they are accepted for who they 
are and addressed by their preferred name and pronoun. It's simple: 
this is a must and helps build positive relationships in school.

Perfect!

I am confused about "any student uncomfortable"  includes 
cisgender students who are uncomfortable  with sharing 
accommodations with a transgender student. ALL students 
need to feel protected and respected.

Does this section apply to all students, both transgender and 
non-transgendered?  The last sentence is confusing and could 
be clarified or provide and example.

Good Makes sense and do everything possible to protect the 
privacy of transgender students.

How is APS going to  dinner for which 
sports are for girls and ones are for boys. If  
APS is not going to Identify the gender of 
the sport.  If a girl  identifies herself as a 
man is APS ok with a girl only where  hey 
speedo with no top on the swinging team.

What is the cost of this. What are the limits to the.    An a student be a  Prince or princess How is that any difference from any students recorded

Will the requested name also appear on Synergy, PowerSchool, 
and other systems set-up by administrators/APS?

I like this because I know that in a lot of 
schools there are different dress codes for 
different genders, and this solves that 
problem and the gender identity problem 
with male and female dress codes.

This is helpful for students with different gender identities, 
because this section will allow them to feel more comfortable 
in school and at school events.

That is very considerate of the county. This will definitely make a lot 
of students happier and more comfortable in school!

Sounds good!

No comment No comment on first paragraph. The second paragraph is 
100% stigmatizing for all parties. Either single occupancy or 
banning overnights is more appropriate.

“will allow students to use a chosen name and gender pronouns that 
reflect their identity.”  No issue with name but gender pronouns? 
APS needs a process or policy where a child or parent formally 
declares the pronoun. It is too easy for teachers to become victims 
of misbehaving kids who change their pronouns daily as a joke.

Second paragraph is fine but first paragraph is a lawsuit 
waiting to happen. A different approach is needed.
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114

115

116

117
118

119

120

121

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Will gender markers be updated in Synergy?

I'm generally opposed to school dress 
codes, primarily because they tend to be 
enforced against girls. I think making these 
dress codes non-gender specific will be a 
huge improvement for all students.

I agree with this section, particularly the prohibition on forcing 
transgender students to stay in single-occupancy 
accommodations.

I support this section, which would bring APS in line with what is 
happening in colleges & workplaces around the country. Everyone 
should be entitled to choose their own pronouns.

I agree with this section.

If my daughter is not comfortable sharing a room with a kid 
who has a penis, what sort of recourse will she have?

Good This is comprehensive Good Excellent
Will the policy require a student’s parents to be consulted if a child 
says he wants to be a she in his classroom? Is a child who does not 
want to change his/her gender able to change her name for 
purposes of classroom records (if no, why the discrimination?)? It 
seems odd to have a school district policy that a child can change 
his name for classroom informal record purposes if and only if he 
has a gender identity issue.

This draft policy seems to be lacking information about 
curriculum. Please advise on what APS intends to teach 
kids about gender identity.

So you're saying that parents have no right to even 
know if there is a biological boy in locker rooms, sharing 
space at overnight field trips, competing against them in 
athletics, or even potentially fighting with biological girls 
(as kids do get into physical altercations, unfortunately)?  
 Is it just me, or is this the most anti-girl policy APS has 
ever considered?

I totally agree.  Kids should always dress 
appropriately.   In the spirit of not leaving 
anyone out, please force everyone to wear 
one of those silver unisex leotard/jumpsuits 
people are always wearing in movies about 
futuristic utopias..

Is the same protection allotted to the biological female or male 
if they don’t want to spend the night in the same room as 
someone of the opposite biological sex!? This is reckless and 
dangerous .   Also, ridiculous that , again, the needs of the 
very few are dictating the needs and experience of the masses.

ha haha.  Have fun with all this. This is so ridiculous. Don’t worry, 
though. It’s only our nations psychological and physical health that 
is at stake.

This is the only part of this that sounds reasonable.

You should only keep the first sentence and 
you should remove everything else from this 
statement.

A student should not be forced to room with a transgender 
student.

There are only two pronouns: He/She. Any other pronoun used is 
not grammatically correct and a political statement which has no 
purpose in a school environment.
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122

123

124

125

126

127

128

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I am sorry that our society has to actually 
establish dress codes, but the world already 
does. So, yes, please do enforce the rules 
equally for ALL students.

Superior thought and consideration went into this section. 
Again, I applaud this decision.

This is a very courteous and appropriate endeavor. In the past many 
students were addressed by the names the teacher preferred. Many 
times people use their middle or second name, having a teacher 
insist on using first name was often embarrassing - even if the great 
grandparent was honored.

As long as there procedures in place that are not 
purposely obtuse, then this seems to be an excellent 
policy to protect the privacy of all students.

Okay. Perhaps mention accommodation for students who are not 
comfortable sharing a sleeping accommodation with a 
transgender student whose gender at birth I was different from 
that of the non-transgender student who is asked to share a 
sleeping accommodation with a transgender student.

Okay. Okay.

Good luck writing those regs. Totally agree 
but it’ll be hard.

THANK YOU!!!! None Excellent! Sounds good!

Completely agree.

I assume “Tall students” was a typo.  
Otherwise I have no concerns.

Again, curious how much consideration is being given to the 
students who are uncomfortable sharing a private space with 
children who are biologically a different gender despite how 
they feel in their psyche.  I hope that second clause applied to 
all of the children.

I think children can be addressed by the name or nickname of their 
choice.  I would hope any gender pronouns would at least be 
consistent to help everyone else not get too confused.  I do think 
parents of the class should be aware so they can help guide their 
own children understand how to approach the inconsistencies of 
science and the particular child/family’s chosen identity definitions.

For the transgender child to be successful I do think it is 
important for the classroom and parents to be supportive 
and on that count the teachers may need to be able to 
discuss it with other parents.  Further other parents 
should be made aware of unique situations in which a 
transgender child may be sharing lockers or private 
quarters with their children both to prepare their children 
and request if appropriate special accommodations.  I 
also think it should be required for same sex athletic 
teams and events for other teams and parents to know if 
a nonconforming child is on a team.
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129

130
131

132

133

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I have no issues with this. I've asked all my children, almost all of them are in middle or 
high school, and this is the most uncomfortable aspect of this 
policy.  It needs more work to be more inclusive. I would ask 
for a similar survey to be confidentially given to all students to 
get their opinions. Again, trans and cis gender students each 
have rights to be in a comfortable setting, especially when 
traveling away from home. To that end, if a cisgender student 
is uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower, bathroom, 
or any sex-segregated facility with a transgender student, the 
cisgender student shall, upon request, be provided with a 
designated safe, non-stigmatizing alternative. I do not think 
the last sentence of the policy is necessary, unless APS is 
willing to offer a similar accommodations for a cisgender 
student who is uncomfortable with a shared facility with a 
trans student.

I have no issues with this. I have no issues with this.

This is all excellent.

I love that dress codes will not be gender 
specific.

This is so important. I do appreciate the phrase “non-
stigmatizing alternative.”

Well done

I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety I support this section in its entirety
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134

135

136

137

138

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

A student should NOT be forced to share a room with a 
student of the opposite sex (at birth) who now say they have a 
new gender identity.

Fine, but potentially disruptive.  Will there be a limit on the number 
of times a student can change his/her name and pronouns?  If not, 
what will be the consequences for people who understandably forget 
to switch to thier chosen pronoun?  I think students should be 
allowed to express a preference for a pronoun but no one (including 
staff) should be required to use it.

I think APS will justifiably open itself up to lawsuits if it 
allows students to change thier gender identity and 
room with students of the (previously oppsitie) sex 
without their informed consent,

Agree A safe non-stigmatize alternative?  What’s that if not a single 
occupancy alternative.  Seriously this is awful.  A non 
transgender should not have to bunk with a transgender if 
they are uncomfortable with that.  Having a policy that 
purposefully excludes single room accommodation is setting 
us up for failure.

Agree Agree

This is also good This is perfect Please stress they/them pronouns in your teaching, most people 
don't use them and so it is hard to get used too

Perfect! Thank you
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139

140

141

142
143

144
145

146

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This seems like a wildly excessive and completely 
unnecessary accommodation that creates significantly more 
problems than it solves. Suffice to say, I strongly disagree 
with this policy. I would not want my daughter staying in the 
same room as a teenage boy in the midst of puberty, no 
matter what gender he identified with. This is a disaster 
waiting to happen.

Similar to section 3, there should be a single-user option 
made available to everyone, if students are going to be 
assigned to rooms based on gender-identity rather than sex. I 
will not be comfortable with my daughters being roomed 
overnight with someone with male genitalia., regardless of 
his/her gender identity.. I understand the desire not to 
discriminate against such a student, but it is not an 
appropriate solution to room that student oversight with 
unsuspecting females. I would like my daughters to therefore 
have a single-use option.

I agree I a I agree I agree I agree
I totally agree with this section. It's written to 
ensure fair treatment for all students.

I totally agree with this section. It is well thought out and 
provides for the best possible outcome for situations requiring 
such policy.

I totally agree with this section and glad to see this addressed in 
policy.

I totally agree with this section. It's a common sense 
policy statement providing a necessary link to related 
legal issues. You may want to consider adding a 
sentence to address situations where a student self-
discloses this otherwise confidential information. I'm 
concerned about protecting the teachers in a situation 
like this where they can't prevent a student from self-
disclosure.

Good, there needs to be adequate coverage 
of sports bra visibility, which some students 
may not be able to avoid with their attire, as 
they may use one instead of a binder or 
other binding method.

This is awesome, the specification of not placing a student in 
single accommodation's is very thoughtful.

This is amazing, however my concern is still how to best facilitate 
an open line of communication between student and faculty as this 
is not specified.

How does this correspond with section 7? Does a 
student need to have legal documentation to change a 
preferred name or pronouns?
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147

148

149

150

151

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This will cause too many problems.  I wonder if we are 
spending enough time trying to keep everyone safe vies those 
that are gender-neutral.

Completely disagree. You were born a certain way you are that way

We have heard stories of the existing dress 
code being enforced in a manner that could 
be considered sex discrimination.

Good; implementation is key Change "markers" to "identifiers" Good

no comment So if a student feels uncomfortable rooming with a 
transgender student, he/she will be given an alternative  
without retribution or any problems, correct?

Children will not get in trouble for accidentally saying the wrong 
pronoun, correct?

no comment

Does the section on students being uncomfortable apply to all 
students or just transgender students? What if the student 
that feels uncomfortable is the non-transgender student? Can 
that student request a room in which they feel safe?

I support this language. I believe this language is extremely important to allow transgender 
students to have these protections. I strongly support this language.
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152

153

154

155

156

157

158
159

160

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No person with a penis should be allowed to stay overnight 
with other girls on a school-organized trip.

Parents have a right to know about their children. 
Period. School staff should not have access to 
information about a child that the child's parents are not 
allowed to see.

I appreciate APS leading the way for other 
school systems with a common sense, 
equality first dress code!

I appreciate the thoughtful and measured approach to this 
section.

It would be helpful if Synergy allowed for some sort of edit or 
override to reflect this updated information.

This seems to be fair...if only I were 
confident that dress codes were already 
respected and enforced.

The idea that society can simply remove any awkwardness 
around this issue is hypocritical.  Some things are the 
transgender person’s responsibility to come to terms with,.  I 
am not comfortable as a parent allowing a kid who is 
experiencing biological and mental sexual conflicts  share a 
room with my son or my daughter.  These are kids, and we 
owe them safety above and beyond psychological placation of 
a few.

I have no problem with people asking to be called by a certain name 
or pronoun, as long as they understand it does not eliminate 
confusion or occasional slip ups.  The school cannot just take 
perceived slightsb at face value and punish kids for using a wrong 
pronoun.

I would need additional information to comment fairly on 
this section, since it refers to policies outside this 
document.  That said, I would hope APS would follow 
Federal law governing the legalities of official gender 
change.  Regarding disclosure, I cannot emphasize 
strongly enough how much I oppose biological males 
competing in biological female sports....disclosure 
seems essential to keep that playing field level.

I think you mean "All" not TAll.  I support 
this.

I support this. I strongly support this. I support this - thank you!

Fine Without understanding what a “safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative” is, I can not comment.  Need to define how you 
will handle for those who do express being uncomfortable.

Agree Agree

I agree. I agree. I agree, but students should also not have to declare a gender if they 
don't want to.

I agree.

very appropriate Deeply value the inclusion of a "non-stigmatizing" alternative 
and the note that students will not be required to be singled 
out.  Also very much agree with the confidentiality of 
nonpublic information

Agree entirely agree with this section and appreciate the reference to 
FERPA.

Fine Fine Yes agree Fine
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161

162

163

164

165

166

167

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This section should be rewritten/rethought through.  To make 
it fair across the board it should allow allow all kids despite 
gender to sleep in the same room. Otherwise, although 
protecting the transgendered child it is hurting the child that 
believes in creationism... before mentioned guidelines said 
that children would not be discriminated based on religion. In 
the current format it is doing just that... let all the kids sleep 
together and have them decide where they sleep.

Everyone should get to decide what they are called them despite 
their legal/given name.... maybe Robert wants to be called 
something cooler like Gavin, or Betty wants to be called Tara. 
Transgendered students should not have rights others do not.

This has to be extended to all students... if it does then 
no issues

Great!  Thank you!! I agree with this This makes sense to me and I affirm this. I agree with this.

Agreed. Agreed

Typo - All, not TAll at beginning. General comment - Given the role of parent chaperones, 
should there be training available to parent volunteers as well?

Teachers should not be punished if they make the occasional 
mistake in this area, only if they choose to make a stance that puts 
a student in a position of being ostracized.

This is fine, but I'd be happier if dress codes 
were removed altogether, since they are still 
enforced in a gendered way.

Great. Pronouns are very important. Thanks you for this. Seems appropriate.

None Personally I would not allow a female by birth identifying as 
female to room with male by birth identifying  as female To 
room together.  Or visa versus. I believe their are students 
who would take advantage of that situation or simply as a 
she/her/hers child parent I would be extremely uncomfortable 
with that situation in close quarters.

None As it relates to safety of this student or other students I 
believe birth gender should be known to prevent 
situations where male birth genders and female birth 
genders are cohabitating or forced unknowingly in 
private situations.
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168

169
170

171

172
173
174

175

176

177
178

179

180

181

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I dont understand the ramifications of this.  Above you 
did I can expect to be addressed by a name and 
pronouns that conform to my gender identity even if I 
haven't legally changed them.  So what are the 
implications of legally changing my name and gender? 
Why the high bar of court order, etc?  It seems like 
somehow all the protections above may get thrown out 
because of the challenge of changing my legal 
name/gender.  lmplications of this need explained.

Not sure I understand,tall? This sounds like May take some work. Yes,of course May this always be true,and fair for all.
When you think things cannot get dumber, Arlington 
Democrats go one  step further.

Agree What a gift you are giving students. A safe and welcoming 
space for all. Thank you.

This allows students to not be “outed” and creates a safe space for 
all.

Support all of this. Thank you so much.

Estoy a favor Tambien a favor Me gusta Si. Tambien .e parece adecuado

APS has a dress code, walk around your 
schools

great so now kids that are freaked out with a student of the 
opposite sex have to use a another restroom, so backwards 
shame on you APS

The name should be changed legally! so now you are going to hide info from the parents, how 
can you write this a think it's right.

This is common sense. Yes This will give everyone freedom Yes! Thank you! This is a huge step! Leadership can show the way 
to a more inclusive learning environment

An obvious non negotiable with regards to privacy

Be more specific. What about showing a 
great deal of skin for ANYONE? My principal 
said that we don't have a dress code 
anymore.

Be more specific. What exactly should be done about 
sleeping arrangements out of town?

Does this apply to staff and employees as well?

This is great Great

We don't have a dress code in APS, but my 
bigger concern is that students dress 
modestly and not be about calling attention 
to themselves.  They are at school to learn, 
not make a statement.

NO NO NO! You are asking the students who are comfortable 
with their gender to  make changes and sacrifices to 
accommodate those who are confused about their gender.  
This is unfair. This agenda is trying to normalize what I do not 
consider to be normal or healthy.

NO NO NO.  This will be confusing and difficult for teachers.  What 
you are saying is one day Susie will have to be addressed as a she 
and the next as a he if she so chooses. YOU are confusing the 
bigger issue and making life very complicated to everyone else.  
Poor Susie.  She is being told that life is all about how she feels at 
the moment.  What teenager ever "feels" normal all the time.  
Please do not do this to our children. Or our teachers.  What a mess.

Yes this should be private. Please.

What is TAII? Legal name is not protected information under any law 
and is considered directory information.
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182

183

184

185
186

188
189

190

191

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is already fluid, most kids get away 
with Sweatpants or shorts so it does not 
matter.

This again is BS, Quite bringing "FEELINGS" into the school room.  
There is no way outside of a room that you can tell if someone is 
female or male because the FEEL that way, so there should be no 
differentiation in the classroom

no comment

agree (but think you mean all and not tall) agree - but kids should be able to opt out of having to have a 
roommate who is transgender if they aren't comfortable and 
not have to be in a room by themselves..  Overnight trips 
where you share a room is very different from sharing a 
bathroom/locker room.

agree agree- people should be able to be known as the gender 
they identify with

I fully support this! I fully support this I fully support this I support this
Thank you. Just curious...what would constitute a safe, non-stigmatizing 

alternative?  How is that achieved?
Yes yes yes yes Seems about right.

Good Good Good Good
This is of huge importance to cultivate the needed rapport between 
teacher and student

Agreed

This language is somewhat confusing, and I 
would recommend clarifying it. Rather than 
stating that "Information regarding 
appropriate attire," I would recommend 
specifying: "Dress codes and any 
information regarding approprirate attire for 
school day..." As written, there is the risk of 
it being misinterpreted as distinguishing the 
dress code from information.

I don't know what "sex-segregated facility" means and I am 
concerned that this is loaded language. I would recommend 
using a different word. Why not simply say: "Any student 
uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower, bathroom, or 
any other facility..."

Excellent!! Yay!!!! As currently written, the end of the first paragraph 
sounds as if a student's trasngender status will 
necessarily be disclosed if "there is a situation in which 
it is suspected that the student may cause harm to 
themselves or someone else." I would recommend 
clarifying that the information would be disclosed under 
those circumstances if it is relevant to the concern.

"students may be assigned to a room consistent with the 
student’s gender identity." Does this mean they may be 
assigned to a room that is NOT consistent with their gender 
identity?
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192

193

194

195

196

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Does this mean that teenage biological males and biological 
females may be sleeping together and sharing hotel showers 
on school trips?  Does a parent get to consent specifically to 
this or refuse in advance of a trip??

Define the staff that is responsible for this.; I can't make such 
changes in Synergy as far as I know.   You need to reflect that staff 
deserves credit for a good faith effort.  I am concerned that I'll call a 
biological male "he" as a force of habit or as an honest mistake and 
my job will be jeopardized.

How am I supposed to write home to a parent whose 
child is non-conforming if the parent is unsupportive?  
What name am I supposed to call the child by and what 
pronouns am I supposed to use?  This policy puts my 
obligations at odds

Happy to hear that dress codes will be 
gender-neutral.

Looks good. Looks good. Looks good.

Kids can express themselves in what ever 
outfit they choose, and parents should have 
the discretion to determine what is 
appropriate for their kids to wear  (so long as 
it is within the dress code).

Why is there only an opt-out?  And what is a non-stigmatizing 
alternative?  This sounds like a complicated policy that will 
create a lot of confusion and unnecessary embarrassment for 
boys and girls.   As well as create an issue where one does 
not exist.

This policy will create a scenario  that might lead to an issue when 
Gender identity is used for an improper purpose to distract from 
class room learning and or attention seeking.  If there is an issue the 
parents and teacher should be able to determine the appropriate 
solution.

Agree.  All personal information should be keep private, 
especially for minors.

good good good good
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197

198

199

200

201

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Fair enough. This is so problematic. It "sounds" fair, but there are 
underlying risks associated with this. The girls, and the boys, 
who are - and identify as such - should not have to doubt or 
feel insecure, whether or not there's somebody of the opposite 
sex - regardless of self-identification - in the room with them. 
Sleeping with them.

none none

Typo in first word. And please make sure 
dress codes don’t shame girls.

Thank you for not stigmatizing any kids or being swayed by 
the apparent argument that trans kids are perverts/predators.

I support this This is good. Perhaps include wording such as “not 
limited to” when mentioning types of documents 
acceptable such as birth certificate, etc so it is clear that 
there are other potential documents that can be used.

This makes sense.  It does seem that there 
might need to be some gender specific 
aspects--can this be reasonably 
accomodated?  If there's a way to talk about 
girls/bra/breasts and what is appropriate 
dress--and still stay within the above dress 
code suggestions, then I feel good about 
that.

I think that this sounds fine.  I'm concerned about the safety of 
gender non-conforming kids (and perhaps being a trans boy 
staying with all boys). but since you're giving agency to the 
gender non-conforming kid, that sounds good.

Sounds good. Sounds good.  One question:  in DC, I know that in 
elementary school, they have created child peer 
advocacy groups to support a gender non-conforming 
kid.  Consistent with the policy proposed, the parents of 
the kids chosen as advocates were not informed--for 
elementary school kids, would it be possible to add 
some nuance, that would invite the participation and 
support of the parents of children (should a situation like 
this arise in arlington).  I think that for some parents of 
my generation, we desire to be supportive, but this is 
new territory and abit of info and proactive engagement 
would be very very helpful.

The attire for band and orchestra should 
remain white top and black bottom, but they 
should not force any students to wear a 
particular clothes piece. In other words, if a 
child is a girl but wants to wear pants, they 
should let her. She should not be forced to 
wear a skirt. I know that has happened in 
APS in the past.

That makes sense. Makes sense.

I agree- just fix the spelling error on the first 
word.

I agree. I agree. I agree.
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202

203

204
205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is well overdue. All dress code polices 
should apply equally to all students.

This is a good policy. This district should start collecting pronoun information for all 
students to destigmatize the process and make sure correct 
pronouns are used.

I support this section.

Good Good Great Good. Agree with this policy.
Agree the alternative facility still seems like segregation. I dont believe anyone should choose their gender before their minds 

are fully developed, and that does not occurs until people are 21 
years old. I do not agree.

I agree

Legal gender certification must be adhered 
to when determining dress code 
appropriateness.

Legal gender certification must be adhered to and we should 
not accommodate students who are manipulating the system 
because they choose to do so at the expense of taxpayer 
dollars.

Legal gender certification and documentation must be adhered to 
when determining pronouns to address students.

Legal gender certification and documentation must be 
presented to the school, i.e., birth certificate change. A 
legal document must be present and on file at school. 
And, if safety for any students is at risk, then this must 
be addressed to protect all students!

A clause should be added about 
transgender pride clothing cannot be 
classified as obscene/ inappropriate for 
school.

Add a time limit from notification by the student so that it is not put 
off indefinitely. I suggest a minimum of 30 days for all records to 
have the name changed. Additionally there should be no record of 
the previous name and/or gender.

None None None None

strongly support. yes!!! Support

The dress code continues to be vaguely 
understood, implemented, and enforced 
throughout APS.

Should every teacher be opening their school year by asking 
students for their name and preferred pronoun? Can students 
identified gender/pronoun be viewable to teachers through their 
attendance/gradebooks?

I fully support this - guidelines should not be 
specific to a certain gender identity. School 
personnel should not be targeting those that 
identify as women, especially in front of 
other students.

I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this

They should stay with there same sex or be  isolated if they do 
not agree

This is so wrong...then when they get bullied they should not 
complain

This makes sense, all students should be 
held accountable to the same set of rules. 
This is fair.

This makes sense, and again makes sure students feel safe 
and comfortable, which should be the top priority.

No student should have to go through the school day being called 
by the wrong name/pronoun. Every student has the right to be 
called by their name.

Students have a right to privacy, and measures like this 
are necessary to ensure their protection and safety.
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214

215

216

217

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

There might be a typo in this paragraph, I 
assume it should read "All students" to 
begin. Otherwise this sounds good.

Sounds good! This is good and should be followed I completely agree

I certainly hope this was a part of APS 
policies before the development of a 
transgender-student policy. Dress codes 
should have been made gender-neutral 
decades ago.

"Students may be assigned..." The word "may" is doing an 
incredible amount of heavy-lifting here. Under what 
circumstances? This is less a policy than an authority APS is 
seeking to arrogate unto itself. Fair enough, but the purpose of 
a policy is to lay out the circumstances under which an 
authority will be used, the manner in which it will be 
exercised, and the factors APS employees will consider when 
making decisions. This section is vague and will contribute to 
uncertainty and misunderstanding of APS' intentions here.

As I noted above, changes like this should not be ad-hoc but linked 
to an administrative framework in which APS is able to ensure that 
it isn't just fulfilling a single request for a pronounc change, but is 
able to ensure that the student is receiving therapy and/or medical 
attention and that the request is medically or psychologically 
necessary. Much like APS would never considering meeting a 
special accomodation as a simple one-of request, the administration 
meets with the student, parents, and doctors to develop an IEP 
which can determine the full scope of accomodations necessary, 
ensuring that all parties have a written record of what's being agreed 
to. A similar framework for trans or GNC students would also help to 
ensure that all of the accomodations are being communicated to 
relevant departments properly, rather than as one-of requests which 
may not get centrally tracked or managed properly. Such a 
framework would also allow APS to monitor its implementation of 
these policies across different schools, which will better equip APS 
to ensure consistency and adapt policies as it develops experience 
dealing with these issues.

APS must comply with all applicable privacy laws and 
protect its students, but it should NOT act as an 
administrative shield between a child and that child's 
parents unless it is specifically required by law. That is a 
grossly inappropriate use of APS' power. It will 
undermine trust in APS and generate unnecessary 
resistance to an otherwise reasonable set of policies. If 
APS has a credible belief that a child's parents are not 
acting in the best interests of that child, there is already 
a process available for staff to contact DPS/social 
services, and begin the necessary legal proceedings to 
place the state in the role of acting ina child's best 
interests. APS should not claim for itself the right to 
decide, at its sole discretion, what information parents 
are not entitled to.

errant "t" starts this paragraph and changes 
the meaning.

Agree. Agree. Agree.

I don’t know what the current dress code is, 
but historically it has been much more 
punishing for females/people who identify as 
female. I hope that has changed.

So glad this is happening!
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218

219

220
221

222

223

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Ridiculous. Unacceptable, unsafe, dishonest and should not be allowed 
without students and parents having full-disclosure as to the 
true sex of a student. Being dishonest and untruthful in an 
effort to hide or disclose a change or desire for change of a 
students sex differing from their biological sex is not fair to 
other students in a situation where students are sharing 
facilities and or sharing a room, etc.

Completing confusing for students and should not have a place in 
our public schools.

Again, it is hard enough for our educators to educate in 
the public school settings...

Agree Agree Agree None

What guidelines will there be about changing? Will students 
be allowed to expose other sexual parts in sleeping quarters? 
This again forces students to be exposed to things that they 
are not prepared for yet. How will you prevent someone from 
undressing and exposing their vagina in front of boys who are 
unprepared to see that, regardless of their gender identity?

Parents should be more involved in this process. These 
students are not legal adults yet. Parents are striving to 
be an integral and influential part of their kid's lives. By 
pushing parents out of this discussion you are 
weakening that parental relationship rather than 
empowering it.

Agree. Agree. Agree Agree
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224

225

226

227

228
229

230

231

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

So the student who is not comfortable now has to move!?!? 
THIS is EXACTLY why people think SHOVING and allowing 
this type of change in public school is WRONG!!! YOU are 
BORN the WAY CHROMOSOMES LINED UP as EITHER 
MALE or FEMALE!! You are not displacing those who feel 
uncomfortable!!!!?????
So what I am interpreting is that if my daughter decides she is 
uncomfortable rooming with a biological male who identifies 
as a female, she can still be forced to room with the 
transgender student if the transgender student chooses to not 
room alone?  Don't think I can support this.

"TAll students"? Shoudl this be "All 
students..." ?

At whose direction? The child's? The parents? This should be more 
specific.

Well thought out. I don’t see any problem with this. Seems like sensitive options 
are available to all students in regards to sleeping 
arrangements on field trips.

Good. I guess I’m not sure how a transgender or 
nonconforming gender status would need to be revealed 
even if a student was self harming or harming others, 
but I may not have thought this all through.

Support Support Support Support
This should be parent and student choice. It depends on the 
individual person and who they are comfortable rooming with. 
You cannot force two-four students to room together who do 
not want to be together with the expectation that this won’t 
creat problems.

There’s nothing here requiring teachers to actually use the student’s 
pronouns. Maybe add a sentence that teachers & staff will use the 
student’s name and pronouns

(I assume Tall is a typo?) I don't have 
enough information about the details of the 
dress code. As long as dress codes can be 
applied equally to any gender, it seems like 
that would usually be reasonable. For 
example, it's not appropriate to require girls 
to wear skirts, but it is appropriate to not 
allow anyone to have expletives on their 
clothing.

I agree. I agree, although I think everyone--students, administrators, visitors, 
etc.--to be explicit about their pronouns, so it's a norm of the APS 
community and not just an expectation for those who don't fit typical 
gender stereotypes.

Increases in privacy protections are essential for 
everyone but especially for transgender students and 
their families. It will be critical to have clear practices in 
place for training and accountability mechanisms in 
place for this and the other sections for these changes to 
be successful.
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232

233

234

235

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

You try and put a biological male in a room on an overnight 
trip with my daughter and you are going to have a big problem.

Violates the First Amendment. Has been tried before and resulted in 
lawsuits that the school districts lost. Even Canada, which has no 
First Amendment and a historical lack of respect for free speech 
rights backed off this sort of idiocy.

Typo in this section (Tall students?!) I think studetn comfort on all sides is most important, so any 
student could elect for an alternative if they are uncomfortable.  
 The students sharing facilities with a transgender student 
should have the right to request a different room or alternative.

What about legal documents like the IEP or notes for meetings?

If a girl knows she’ll be forced to room with someone she 
perceives to be a boy and protests, she’s the bad guy? 
Student A says “I perceive myself to be a girl” and can 
demand to share a room with a girl, and that’s ok,? But 
Student B says “I perceive Student A to be a boy and feel 
uncomfortable or unsafe sharing a room” and your response to 
her is “Too bad-skip the trip if you don’t like it”?? This policy is 
seriously messed up. You’re saying transgender students’ 
rights supersede the rights of all other student for privacy and 
safety.  This will mostly be an issue for biological girls who will 
be forced into situations where they feel unsafe or that their 
privacy is being violated—you are telling girls that their rights 
and feelings don’t matter and that they always have to give in 
to what biological boys want. Maybe the Taliban was right and 
girls should just stay at home so they don’t get in the way of 
biological males doing whatever they want.

Could we close the academic achievement gap first? Once again, you’re saying a transgender kid’s right to 
privacy is more important than a cisgender kid’s right to 
not share a bathroom or bedroom, or to have a fair 
chance in sports. Most of this will disproportionately 
affect cisgender girls—you’re telling them they don’t 
matter and have fewer rights.

I support this section.  I also believe that 
generally, dress codes should be gender 
neutral, so that there isn't a different 
standard between boys and girls for things 
such as hair length or jewelry use, for 
example.

I support this section.  But the language in this section was a 
little unclear, in terms of students "may be assigned."  Does 
that mean students may also be assigned to rooms that are 
NOT consistent with the student's gender identity?  I assume 
that was not the intent.

I support this section.  Questions may arise, however, if students 
prefer nonbinary pronouns, and I'm not sure whether the APS policy 
plans to address that situation?

I support this section.
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236

237

238

239

240
241

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

It’s ironic that you’re imposing some sort of 
dress code on students but you have no 
problem promoting and encouraging their 
mental disorders. APS should focus more 
on standard basic student curricula (Math, 
English, History, Geography, Social Study, 
Art and PE) rather than brainwashing our 
kids with political nonsense.

I will NEVER ALLOW my daughter to go on an overnight field 
trip or athletic event if she has to share bedroom, bathroom 
and/or shower with transgender GID students. This idea is 
absolutely outrageous!

They are only two genders, male and female, by consequence, him, 
he, his, she, her, hers, are the only acceptable pronouns my 
daughter will have to use. The rest is up to her discretion. Once 
again, catering to, encouraging and facilitating this mental disorder 
minority group is CHILD ABUSE. The GID transgenders students 
need help, not encouragement!

Please reveal to the Arlington County citizens the 
names of the APS employees (including APS board 
members) who are drafting such ludicrous ideas and 
promoting mental disorder child abuse.  Thanks.

Good. Good. Please provide training to teachers and staff to handle 
sensitive situations with care.

Thank you. Good.

TAll students?  What do you have against 
tall students?  BIGOTS!!!  Kidding 
aside...there is no dress code so don't worry 
about this.  Students are allowed to dress 
however they want...just check out any of 
our high schools on any given school day.

So if on an overnight trip multiple students say they are 
uncomfortable sharing a room (with anybody) then they have 
to be provided their own room!?

This should not be left up to classroom staff as it is overly 
burdensome and adds to their already high workload.  Staff 
shouldn't be punished for mistakenly referring to a student by his/her 
name as listed in Synergy.  I'm not sure a minor student has a 
"right" to be addressed by whatever name they want...what if it is 
obscene or overly distracting?  This only serves to confuse 
everybody.  Let the student make their own choices when they turn 
18, but until then the safe standard should be for staff to refer to 
students by their legal name.  If someone wants to be called another 
name/nickname then fine, and live as the opposite gender OK but 
we shouldn't be reprimanded for referring to them by what they are 
listed in on the roster.

Agree This is a very sensitive issue and needs to be treated with 
respect by all parties involvef

Agree Agree

Looks good Looks good Looks good Looks good
Dress codes should not punish girls and 
female identifying students for their bodies.

Agreed I am not sure when gender markers would be necessary. Chosen 
names , yes

Agreed
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242

243

244

245
246

247

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

None. This policy is not practical.  Most of the children are not 
transgender, so they should not be forced to stand up and 
raise a stink to "request" a "designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative" to having to sleep with kids of the opposite sex.  It 
would be much easier on the few transgender kids if they 
could be acccommodated with a safe, non-stimatizing 
alternative instead.  And prohibiting staff from requiring a 
student to stay in single-occupancy accommodation takes 
away a practical solution that will enable more kids, including 
the transgender ones, to feel comfortable.   Forcing 
uncomfortable sleeping accommodations on kids will cause 
many to opt out of beneficial educational opportunities.

None You should not use the phrase "gender assigned at 
birth" because it is inaccurate.  You should substitute 
"sex" or "sex at birth" (although it is hard to imagine that 
any poor child will have gone completely through sex 
change procedures to actually physically change their 
biological sex by the time they graduate from high 
school).  It is unquestionable fact that for all but an 
infinitesimally small number of people sex is certain and 
inherent at birth.  It seems that this statement of 
compliance with privacy laws is unnecessary, but is 
otherwise not problematic.  I have heard that there are a 
bunch of other transgender policies being proposed for 
instructional and curriculum guidance.  Why aren't 
these disclosed and subjected to comments by APSVA 
parents?

I support this ... I support this .... I support this ... I support this ....

Short students should also be subject to the 
dress code.  (You probably meant "all" not 
"tall")

The first two sentences here belong in the introduction, not 
here.   The third sentence uses "may" but you probably mean 
"must" -- specifically "students must not be assigned to a 
room inconsistent with the student's gender identity".  (Note 
that the double negative is essential in that sentence, to 
account for situations in which gender identity is irrelevant to 
assignment.)  With regard to the second paragraph, it is 
unclear how it would be implemented anytime there is an odd 
number of students of a particular gender and rooms are 
maximum double occupancy.

This seems heavily dependent on fixing the definition of "gender 
identity" in the defintions section to ensure that this policy only 
applies if the assertion is in good faith.  Otherwise some rascal will 
surely make up some very strange gender pronouns for the teacher 
to use.

Literally, this could be read to forbid the disclosure of the 
gender of any student, including cis-gendered children -- 
because their gender "assigned at birth" is the same as 
their presenting gender.   Instead of "gender assigned at 
birth" consider "difference between gender assigned at 
birth and current gender"

Concur Concur Concur Concur

None This is simply absurd and should be removed. What about all 
the other students who will be made "uncomfortable" by this 
situation?

Again, doctors note or note from parent/guardian must be required. None
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248

249

250

251

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Also very good. Also a very good inclusion. I suspect this will be an area with 
some complications in implementation, but seems like a good 
overall policy statement/principle.

Very much appreciate this section and attention to how records may 
have to be addressed.

I am not familiar enough with all the legal issues 
surrounding this element of the policy, so I don't feel 
qualified to comment.

Are you kidding me? No. Sure. Ok.

How would this be enforced without adding 
new restrictions for girls and boys?

This seems likely to result in students being forced (or 
pressured) into sharing a room with a student of the opposite 
sex on overnight field trips.

Since when do students have the ability to force others to refer to 
them in a particular way? This policy would infringe upon the right of 
staff and students to refer to students in a way they believe to be 
correct and appropriate. This could also be an infringement on staff 
and students' freedom of speech. And this policy could lead to 
harassment of staff or students who intentionally or unintentionally 
refer to a student by a name or pronoun contrary to the student's 
preference. Ultimately it seems like it would create administrative 
burdens and legal liability without benefiting anyone.

This section would create new legal liability and 
administrative burdens for APS without benefiting 
anyone.

What if there are more students (who are uncomfortable with 
shared sleeping areas or facilities) than designated safe, non-
stigmatizing alternatives?

Due to the ability of a student to change their identifying gender, is 
there some other rubric that can be put into place or requirements 
when a student wishes to be addressed by a different name or 
pronoun than previously? What if a student one year chooses to 
identify as female and the next year chooses to identify as male? 
What if this identification change occurs during the same school 
year, or during the same school semester? What is the process by 
which a student can, in APS, definitively settle on their gender 
identity without enabling this to be a continual option for those who 
are exploring their gender identity?
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252

253

254

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Fine, however keep gender identified born 
males out of female sports, bathrooms or 
locker rooms.

Fine, however keep gender identified born males out of female 
sports, bathrooms or locker rooms.

Fine, however keep gender identified born males out of female 
sports, bathrooms or locker rooms.

Fine, however keep gender identified born males out of 
female sports, bathrooms or locker rooms.

Same. Who pays for all this? At what age and school level? All? Aren't you supposed to guide students and teach them the tools to 
be their best selves, rather than enable the myriad of psychological 
reasons a student senses she is different?

None

Hooray for equal application of dress 
standards!

The use of words “ may be” in the phrase “students may be 
assigned to a room consistent with their gender identity” to 
me implies that they also might not be assigned to a room 
consistent with their gender identity. And what about intersex, 
non-binary, gender fluid students. Where do they go?

What about books? Has nothing to do with this section 
but didn’t see anywhere else to put that. Some schools 
allow certain books to be read and some schools do not. 
I am not in favor of having individuals within schools or 
individual schools determine which books Can be at an 
aps school or not. Seems to me should be something 
decided at the county level so that there is consistency 
throughout the county. And I’m so happy APS is taking 
the safety of its students as the top priority and is 
moving forward with this PIP. Go APS
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255

256

257
258
259

260

261

262

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Does this provision mean that if a non-transgender student 
feels unconfortable with sharing a sleeping area, bathroom or 
any other facility with a transgender student, he/her will be 
allowed to use an alternative. Can APS guarantee that if my 
daugher refuses to sleep in the same room with a transgender 
student, she will be not vilified or punished for her decision to 
do so? I am sure that this question is very important for most 
of the APS parents.

As APS parents we demand to be given the chance to 
opt out of student readings, teaching, training etc that 
relates to LGBTQ issues. APS has to respect parents 
rights to decide if their children would like to be exposed 
to LGBTQ information/learning or not and NOT conduct 
read lauds or other activities regarding LGBTQ without 
giving the parents the right to opt out. We, as parents, 
should control when and how to expose our kids to 
LGBTQ issues.

So important!!!!  My child was traumatized 
by a teacher who wouldn’t honor her uniform 
choice for band, and  the teacher was so 
unkind and inflexible that my child chose to 
drop band rather than continue to be 
belittled by this teacher.  A child’s 
participtation in an activity should not 
depend on whether they get a teacher who 
is willing to be flexible, all teachers should 
have to follow the same policies.

Good Good Yes, record keeping needs to be uniform across the 
county, and respectful of all students.  I think this 
accomplishes that goal.

Hard to di Not sure how o feel about this Yes Yes
Good. How does APS plan to pay for these accommodations? That 

budget should be mentioned and covered and ensured. 
Money is what this type of matter often boils down to, and we 
need to fund options for these students.

You MUST MAKE A WAY TO MAKE THIS SHOW IN SYNERGY! 
I have worked with trans students who got misgendered and had 
substitutes use their deadname because our system just doesn't 
accommodate this concern. It has to be something the school can 
have come up as a default--not something we should HOPE a 
substitute bothered to read in the notes, which might also out the 
student to a less sensitive outsider.

I think this section still needs work. Educational records 
should reflect the student's gender identity. Having the 
wrong gender appear on something accidental like a 
class roster used to sign in to something can ruin. 
someone's. day. week. life. This shouldn't be handled so 
callously as to say that they need to get a birth 
certificate changed.

Good!  Now if you could only get the high 
schools to enforce the dress code!

Looks good--thank you for this! This is fine, but I wish that the transgender community find another 
word than "they."  Call me old-fashioned but "they" means plural, 
not singular.

Looks good.

I agree again, this leaves the decision up to the student and his or her 
own feelings

I think this is really important both to make students feel comfortable 
and to avoid pointing out any disconnect between a name and 
gender expression

As a former University Registrar, I understand the 
importance of maintaining the integrity of records and 
the need for legal documentation for a change to a 
permanent record.  I think peole often confuse the need 
to use a name of the student's choice in the classroom 
and the need to maintain and accurate permanent 
record.

Looks good Looksgood Looks good Looks good
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263

264

265
266

267

268
269

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agreed. Agreed. Agreed. Agreed.

This is about time and a no-brainer no comment Looks good.  Suggest:  staff will undertake to do their best in using 
these pronouns.  Students also have a role in patiently reminding 
staff on use of pronouns, as needed.

Looks good

Good! Good! Good! Good!
Makes sense, but this question has a typo in 
the first word. Unless you only mean to 
single out tall students, which I am sure you 
don’t. :)

I’m supportive of this statement. I’m supportive of this policy I am supportive of this policy.

Yes. Just a dress code without specifying 
girls or boys.  Let them figure it out.

Yes.  It’s going to take ALOT of work to get students to be 
supportive of students who express need for these provisions.   
 Then again, maybe not.  We have an amazingly wonderful 
student body at Wakefield!

Yes. Read today’s NYT article.  States each time there is a name, 
afterwards lists he/his, she/hers, they/them.   So Fred he/his.   Just 
do it.  I am practicing this as a 62 year old so one is never too old to 
learn.

Yes.

Agree Agree Agree Agree
This is just good, period. My kids have 
noticed dress codes over the years enforced 
on an inconsistent basis.

It is absolutely fantastic that APS is intent of protecting the 
privacy of transgender students., and accommodating those 
students according to their gender identity is very important 
for transgender students to feel comfortable and safe. The 
second paragraph does facilitate a conversation between the 
trip organizer and the student, which is good. Communication 
is key between the two.

Hopefully this section will get APS to populate  forms with the 
designated gender when it has been entered into the system. At 
present, it appears NOWHERE. Birth gender is on class lists, 
schedules, you name it. My teen hates seeing that birth gender 
protected on the SmartBoard when a teacher is taking roll call, or 
seeing it on every report card or the class schedules. This part of the 
PIP will put that information to good use.

This is terrific. We know kids who are deeply closeted to 
their parents, because those parents have expressed 
hostility to the slighted hint the teen made in attempting 
to come out. Providing an affirming environment at 
school bolsters the teen's mental health,  which could 
hopefully stave off serious mental stress and depression. 
Transgender teens who do not receive affirmation are 
many times more likely to harm themselves. Providing 
them with this safe and private environment at school is 
very important.
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270

271

272

273

274

275

276

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Yes, avoiding stigmatizing during what should be happy, 
shared experiences is great.

This is a no-brainer.  Easy to do.

I personally think that dress codes are a 
fascist means of control. Everyone should 
wear whatscist means of control. Everyone l

Ok Approve Approve

I support this section, but wish that the 
dress code would be amended to reduce the 
often sexist provisions that unfairly target 
female identifying students and their 
clothing choices.

I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.

Ok- but what about gym uniforms?   I know 
that middle school girls gym shorts are too 
baggy and show their underwear - some 
teachers allow for leggings or bike shorts 
underneath for decency and modesty but 
others do not. I've heard my daugther's 
firends say they skip the sit ups to avoid 
having their underwear exposed.  This 
should also be addressed.

What does the safe, non-stigmatizing alternative mean? And 
the cost? Who pays? and who determines if it is not 
stigmatizing?  Exmaples here??   Like a nonshared hotel 
room?

Again - student behavior here?

Note the spelling mistake "TAll". Double 
check to make sure it says "All students..."

I would clearly specify, like in section I introduction, to state "To 
ensure consistency, all Arlington Public School staff is required to 
update ..." I would also have school leaders responsible to ensure 
updated classroom records and school rosters with student's chosen 
name and gender pronoun/ identity.

I really don’t care how kids dress,  provided 
it isn’t disrespectful, sexually suggestive (as 
it is degrading to the wearer), or unhygienic. 
While clothing is a personal choice, it 
should provide an unnecessary detract from 
other student’s ability to learn.

I don’t think any student will have any difficulty identifying 
classmates that do not conform to gender norms and are in 
fact “transitioning” to the self identified gender. So, 
confidentiality is moot.  I think all students should be 
welcoming of Nonconforming classmates.  I am strongly 
opposed to in effect penalizing the gender conforming student 
for refusing to share accommodations with the Nonconforming 
student.  This policy attempts to normalize the Nonconforming 
student’s experience, by discriminating against the 
conforming student.  I wouldn’t hesitate to take legal action 
against APS if my daughters were impacted.

Reasonable enough. I’d leave it to the student to volunteer this information to 
whomever they wish, at the time of their choosing

Don't care Absolutely NOT This is too much work for a small subsection of the student body. Blah
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277

278

279

280
281

282

283
284
285

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Good Good Good Good

The formal adoption of this policy across all 
schools is overdue and extremely welcome 
by parents, teachers and students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is 
overdue and extremely welcome by parents, teachers and 
students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is overdue and 
extremely welcome by parents, teachers and students.

The formal adoption of this policy across all schools is 
overdue and extremely welcome by parents, teachers 
and students.

Why Tall students? This is a tough issue. Thank you for the commitment to 
inclusion and equality.

Terrific. Thank you for protecting the privacy of our kids. This is 
a welcome and transformative policy, and APS should 
be proud to be at the forefront of Virginia schools.

Support Support Support Support
Assuming “TAll” is a typo and this refers to 
all students, I support it :)

This makes good sense. I support this section. I support this section.

This is so much better as a change from 
middle school policies that gave different 
rules for boys and girls.

I agree.  It's important that everyone feels comfortable and 
non-stigmatized.  There may need to be staff who are trained 
on how to deal with others on the trip who are not as informed 
or supportive.  Added protection.

I am getting used to this myself and know it will help others to have 
this a clear policy, a chance to explain to those like me who were 
previously unaware of the language.

agree agree no comment agree
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286

287

288

289

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This policy language is unclear and may be impossible to 
satisfy short of providing all participating students single-
occupancy accommodations.

Unemancipated minors should not be permitted to make 
decisions regarding gender identity without disclosure to 
parents or legal guardians.  Because gender identity 
decisions may impact many aspects of a minor child's 
emotional, physical and psychological well-being, a 
policy that excludes parents and legal guardians from 
participation in and awareness of such an important 
decision runs afoul of the role of parents and legal 
guardians to shepherd their children through the 
difficulties of adolescence.  Particularly given the rise of 
psychiatric disorders in our adolescent population as a 
whole (e.g., anxiety, depression, OCD, etc.), as a 
community we want to afford all students with the tools 
to navigate these challenges, and eliminating the role of 
parents and legal guardians minimizes the tools that can 
be brought to bear to help our students succeed and 
move them on to the next phase of young adulthood.  
Moreover, gender identification should not be something 
that should be treated lightly or without significant 
thought.  Parents and legal guardians are best suited to 
assist their children or the minors in their care with 
understanding whether they are confident in their 
identification.   If a student lacks such confidence in 
their identification such that it could not be shared with a 
parent or guardian, then the student should question 
whether such an identification is premature.   Moreover, 
given the intersection of not keeping parents informed of 
such an important decision in their child's lives with the 
prior policy of allowing children of different biological 
genders to be rooming  together and sharing bathroom 
and locker room facilities, these policies create legal risk 
for the county when a parent or legal guarding is 

It would be helpful to provide some examples or scenarios 
about what this means, as this seems quite theoretical. I 
would also say that if we are going to start providing the 
auction on field trips for any student who is uncomfortable 
sharing bathrooms, then it is just as important to write that 
into the section about the school facility. In other words if 
there is a student who is not comfortable with sharing a 
bathroom or locker room facility with someone who is 
transgender, let's make sure they have a access to a non 
stigmatizing alternative

This seems like it might be placing too much of a burden on the 
school and teachers and substitutes for keeping track and being 
held accountable for being using the right words. I would rather see 
a greater share of this responsibility placed with the students, and 
give teachers some leeway and students the opportunity to correct if 
called something they don't like

Typo - you mean ALL students regardless of 
height, and not just TALL students.

Makes sense. This is good and I agree- I confess I find "they" difficult based on 
grammar rules I was taught. I wonder how this comports with what 
is being taught in English grammar classes.

This is imperative and you must be sure that staff 
complies. This is an important privacy issues

I agree I agree I agree I agree
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290

291

292

293
294

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

agree agree AGREE agree

Good! I've heard plenty of stories of 
teachers/school administrators (in general, 
not necessarily at APS) being unfair in 
implementing dress code rules. I hope that 
any necessary trainings, etc. will be 
implemented to make sure staff really do 
behave impartially here.

Good Good. (Is there a way for students to communicate these changes 
privately to staff at the start of the year, before any chance for them 
to get misgendered at e.g. an initial roll call? If not, there needs to 
be a process for this.)

Remove "unless legally required to do so." Even in the 
presence of transphobic laws that require outing kids to 
their parents without their consent, staff need to be 
willing to break those laws to protect the students. This 
can literally be life or death for some and the life of a 
child is more important than following bigoted laws.

Good Good Good
I love it! Let anyone of any gender, or lack-
thereof, dress however they feel most 
comfortable and confident in. If a cis boy 
wants to wear heels, awesome! If a cis girl 
wants to wear a train conducter onsie, let 
her! So long as it is within the rules, let 
people express themselves without fear of 
danger or judgement. This is especially 
important for transgender kids. Teachers 
and staff should also be given the freedoms 
to dress in ways that affirm their sense of 
self. A man can wear makeup and still be a 
man. He can also wear a skirt and he's still 
a man. If a cis woman wants to wear a suit 
and tie with super short hair, let her! Let non-
binary and transgender teachers and staff 
dress how they feel best, as long as it's 
within code. It's time to accept other's for 
their differences and celebrate them. Not 
demonize them or spew hate their way. It's 
2019. We need to do better and be better.

I love it. However, please do not out students to their parents 
unless they at risk or harming themselves in some way. If a 
parent is unaware it may be because the student does not feel 
safe. Many are worried about "conversion" therapy or even 
being kicked out of their homes for being LGBTQIA. 
Counseling and education need to be provided to parents 
because there are times when the parents are abusive in 
many different ways (emotionally, psychologically, physically, 
verbally, sexually, spiritually, and in other manners). Many 
parents will try to beat being not straight or not cis out of their 
children. Which is beyond disgusting. It happens far too often. 
Students need to know that they will safe at school. Even if 
their parents cannot accept them. I remember fighting daily 
with my then family just about wearing bow ties, because my 
hair was short, etc. There needs to be clear guidelines about 
keeping LGBTQIA students safe and serious work needs to 
be done to educate parents. I remember having to hide 
clothes in a backpack and put them on in a bathroom when 
out in public, to reflect who I was as a person and to be 
comfortable; without my parents taking the garments away, 
throwing them out, and yelling at me about how I couldn't 
wear that because it was for *insert gender*. We have to hide 
a lot of ourselves to be safe. That includes keeping ourselves 
safe from our caretakers, whose love is often conditional - with 
strings attached. With Virginia's current State laws, a parent 
can legally beat their child, so long as they do not leave visible 
long lasting marks. That is not okay. Transgender kids in 
particular are at high risk for this type of abuse. It shouldn't be 
done, but corporal punishment is still legal in the United 
States. We are slowly moving away from it, but students need 
to know that they have confidentiality with their counselor. 
Even if that means refusing to give parents information 

It is great. However, don't use "preferred" pronouns or names. Just 
say, "Their names and pronouns must be used." Our pronouns and 
our names are our pronouns and our names. They are not 
"preferred." They are real and they are who we are.

I used the same method to change my own name and 
gender on school papers, results, and scores. However, 
these options should be discussed with the student so 
they may know that they have the options to do so in the 
first place.
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295

296
297

298

299
300

301

302
303
304

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.

Agreed. Agreed. Agreed. Agreed.
I Fully support this language in the policy I fully support the policy I fully support this policy Fully support:/ APS must offer all mandated privacy 

protections
Positive- I would like to see gender non-
specific dress codes that don’t have different 
rules for girls clothes

none None None

Absolutely agree Absolutely agree Absolutely agree Agree
Agree Agree fully. Agree agree.  I absolutely support nondiscrimination measures 

for trans kids.  They should not be singled out, they 
should be able to do everything according to their 
preferred gender that all others of that gender can do, 
and do so free of harassment and discrimination.

Agree Agree Agree Agree

I support I support I support I support
I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this I fully support this
Extra T at the start.  This is a terrific policy. This is great.  Please provide the resources needed to make 

sure this happens. How will students be educated about this 
and all the related policies?

Please have schools include spaces for gender identity and chosen 
pronouns in all paperwork,  so no one has to draw special attention 
on this topic.

This is great.
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305

306

307

308

309

310

311

312

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Students should be able to dress however 
they want as long as it is respectful, modest, 
and appropriate.

I agree that ANY student should be able to use a single user 
facility if they don't feel comfortable sharing a facility 
(bathroom, locker room, sleeping area). However, I do not 
agree that  students should be able to use a facility (bathroom, 
locker room or sleeping area) based on their gender identity. 
This can cause many issues such as sexual harassment or 
abuse by students who feel it is alright to use gender identity 
as a means of being abusive to other people.

I agree students should feel respected and comfortable being 
themselves. However, it is also important for students to be 
respectful to teachers as well. Sometimes a teacher tries his/her 
best to create a safe and welcoming environment and unconsciously 
does something that bothers a transgender student and that student 
is verbally aggressive and disrespectful about it (I've had the 
experience). Many times we do not teach the students that it is the 
teachers AND ALSO the students who need to mutually respect 
each other. We expect teachers to be inclusive which I agree with 
but many times students are the ones who are not respectful.

I agree that personal information should not be for public 
view. However, this includes information about ANY 
student, not only transgender students. However, 
parents and guardians have the right, as long as the 
child has not been removed from them for legal 
purposes, to fully know about their child's information, 
including their gender identity.

"TAll students" - what does that mean? Sounds good. Their needs to be some discretion used by staff on this issue; may 
be require a signed agreement from the parents to permit the 
student to change their name? Students will abuse this rule and 
change their names to "butt-face" and things like that.

Schools shall no longer ask for a student's gender or 
kept/track this information in any records.

This is perfect Perfect!

It's hard to comment because I don't know 
the details of the dress code.  However, I 
firmly believe than any dress code must not 
objectivize female/female identifying student 
and any dress code must be enforced 
impartially regardless of the gender 
identity/expression of the student.

I support it. I strongly support it.  You might go farther by allowing/asking 
everyone to select pronouns.  This would normalize the act of 
choosing and raise awareness.

IF this is what APS can do within the confines of the 
law and school board policy, I support it.  I would prefer 
to see a change in the policy to permit other 
documentation, such as a drivers license or something 
like a sworn affidavit, etc.

I like it. I am so thankful my children are part of such a thoughtful 
school system

Agree

Yes Agreed.  Hopefully this will help everyone. Finally! I like it, but shouldn't there be more than one person an 
appeal can go to?  What if the Assistant superintendent 
is biased?

Tall students? just a typo I think?  it's All 
students, right?

Sounds reasonable.  Thank you for looking out for the 
needs of the trans community! We have a lot of kids 
that are trans at the elementary school where I work. 
Staff already do what they can to make students feel 
safe and comfortable, it will be nice to have a policy to 
back up what staff are already doing and allow us to do 
even more for these awesome kids!
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313

314
315
316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I support this section. Overall, this piece of the policy makes sense. I think it strikes 
a good balance between accommodating transgender 
students and respecting the rights of students who do not 
want to share a sleeping area, shower, bathroom or other 
facility with a transgender student.

I have no problems with this section. I absolutely do not support the first paragraph of this 
section. It implies that the school can hide a student's 
transgender identity from the student's parents. I think 
this is incredibly disturbing and undermines parental 
rights.

Full support Full support Full support Full support
Agree Agree Privacy is vital.

De acuerdo Siempre y cuando los derechos de todos los otros estudiantes 
tambien se respeten.

De acuerdo de acuerdo

I support this draft PIP in its entirety. Thanks for 
supporting LGBTQ identities and expression. David 
McTaggart, 620 S. Buchanan St., Arlington VA 22204

Agree Agree Agree Agree

Excellent! (Note typo at beginning.) Good to specify "any student uncomfortable...." Yes. I hope that this will be manageable for staff. I'm surprised about not disclosing to "parents or 
guardians," but if that's within the existing legal and 
privacy requirements, I'm fine with it.  (Note typo in first 
line: "a students' transgender status....")

I agree. Great. That makes sense. This makes sense. Makes sense.

While I agree with the premise, I cannot see how a student 
(or both) would not feel stigmatized if, for example,  the 
gender conforming student has concerns or feels there is a 
threat that could be related to the other individual based on 
something other than their gender identity specifically, but 
would be afraid to speak up for fear of making it a gender 
issue.

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
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324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is good. Let students wear what they 
are comfortable with.

Again, you put the burden on cis-gender students to seek 
alternative accommodations. How is that not discriminatory? 
My cis gender female child will be at an overnight Outdoor lab 
event and a biological boy could be sharing her tent? And she 
has to be the one to complain and move? My kid does not 
understand what it means to be non binary or trans yet, but 
you are forcing her to deal with it while away from her parents.

As the legal parent and guardian of my minor child, you 
APS have no legal right to with hold that information 
from me.  Cite valid legal authority if you continue with 
this section of the policy.  You are required to notify 
parents of any school-related concerns (which this is 
one), mental health or medical issues related to my 
minor child. You cannot pick and choose and there is 
nothing in this policy statement that outlines the criteria 
to be used to determine if there "may" be a privacy 
violation.

Typo on first word What are the means of redress in situations of policy 
violation?

Yes Yes Very important Agree

happy for anyone to dress however they 
want so long as they are professional and/or 
school attire appropriate!

fine. fine. fine.

TALL students? If student records are private, how do I know if my daughter 
has been assigned to a room with a child who is actually 
physically a boy? Can requests be made in advance? With 
this kind of knowledge?

i absolutely support each of these  statements.  all 
students should have a safe and welcoming 
environment in which to learn and grow.  .
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332

333

334

335

336

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

The fair implementation of dress code 
standards will benefit ALL students, and 
therefore, I fully support this section.

I fully support this section. This section is vitally important to a student's sense of self.  Thank 
you for including it.

I fully support this section.

What does "TALL" students stand for? I do not agree with assigning rooms consistent with the 
student's gender identity. If a biologic female identifies as a 
male and is assigned to room with other biologic males, there 
is opportunity for abuse. The same applies to the opposite 
scenario. You are creating an opportunity for unfortunate 
events and liabilities. Assignments for room sharing should 
NOT be based on IDENTITY. However, a transgender student 
or any student that does not feel safe in an group sharing 
enviromnent, can be worked with on an individual basis.

I agree except with the issue of including the student's 
own parent/guardian. Unless the student is 18 or an 
emancipated minor, the school should not be excluding 
the student's parent/guarrdian. Parent's are there to help 
a child through all issues and if for some reason a 
student does not feel safe with their own 
parent/guardian, then that is handled through a separate 
process.

Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good. School staff shall not disclose any information that may 
reveal a student’s transgender or gender non-
conforming status to others, including parents or 
guardians and other school staff:  I am concerned that a 
teacher could reveal a student's transgender status to 
another teacher without realizing they have done so.  If 
Teacher A talks with Teacher B about a student named 
John, and Teacher B knows that student from the 
previous year as Joanna, would that be inappropriate?  
Also, Teacher A has been asked to call the student 
John, but the parents call the student Joanna, could the 
teacher get in trouble by using the preferred gender 
name with parents who refuse it?  Or who don't know it?  
 Teachers want and should do the right thing for the 
student, but I am concerned that some of these policies 
could potentially be complicated.  When a group of 
teachers meets for an IEP meeting, or a team 
discussion, how would Teacher A know if Teachers B, 
C, and D are aware of the student's transgendered 
identity?  It would be impossible to have this group 
meeting without revealing the student's name.

For an overnight trip, if a student does not feel comfortable 
rooming with a male or female and requests a single-
occupancy accommodation would this be at APS's expense 
or the families? If APS, will APS establish a fund to help 
support schools with fulfilling these requests. We might want 
to consider including language in the PIP that a designated 
safe, non-stigmatizing alternative would be at APS expense 
when requests. In the scenario described, the student 
requested a single-occupancy accommodation.

It's about time APS did something about its 
sexist dress code. (Also, there's a Ttypo that 
the beginning here)
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337

338

339

340

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As in #3,  when is a student's gender identity officially 
declared?  Does the student declare on his/her own?  Does a 
parent have to approve his/her identity?  Does it have to be 
recorded in school records?  What's to stop a boy from 
deciding he's now a girl a couple of days before a school 
overnighter and then being placed with a girl roommate?

This initially strikes me as fair, but how far 
will it go?  For example, most male 
swimmers wear only swim trunks.  Will 
physically female swimmers who "identify" 
as male be allowed/required to dress the 
same way?  Will physically male swimmers 
be required to wear full body swimsuits?

I again affirm the idea of a self and welcoming environment for 
students.  However, this policy strikes me as difficult to 
implement.  If information about a transgender student is 
confidential, how will other participants know that they might 
have reason to be uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, 
shower or bathroom?  This will, in fact create a new stigma:  
anyone who expresses discomfort with the situation and is 
provided a single-occupancy accommodation, will likely be 
branded intolerant or "transphobic."

While people should generally be addressed as they prefer, I 
hestitate to call something like this a "right."  It adds a burden to 
teachers, and could open them up to frivolous charges of 
"harassment."  This could also be taken to absurd levels:  a friend of 
mine claims that at her daughter's college, teachers are required to 
ask student pronoun preferences at the beginning of each class, 
because some students are "gender fluid." (I have no independent 
evidence that this occurs.)

This helps show why some of the other policies in this 
document will be very difficult to implement, as noted in 
the "field trip" question above.  If a physically male 
student "identifies" as female and participates in an 
overnight event, how will the privacy/modesty interests 
of other students be addressed if they are unaware of 
the transgender person?

Perfect. Perfect. Perfect.  There needs to be language about completely removing 
students' former name/gender once legal documentation has been 
changed.  My child has a new birth certificate, yet APS tells me that 
their old name remains in the system.  All it would take is one 
administrator making a mistake, as happened on my child's very 
first day at (REDACT), for my child to be "outed" and for their 
physical and psychological safety to be at risk.

This is fine, but, as I mention above, all of the records 
need to be changed.  The old name and gender cannot 
remain "in the system," even in the "deep records."

What is a safe non stigmatizing alternative accommodation 
that is not a single room?  Honest question.  I appreciate the 
effort to serve all students.

The whole policy looks great.  Thank you.
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341

342

343

344

345
346

347

348

349

350

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

why so roundabout? Why not "No school 
shall have a dress code that discriminates 
on the basis of..."?

looks good. the language in the last para is good and could be 
applied elsewhere!

the "will"s should be "shall"s. This section should include mention of 
electronic records to make sure contractors are required to comply.

the ass't sup't should be required to respond in a timely 
way.

What is TAII? This section does not clearly spell out how to accommodate 
any student uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower or 
bathroom. Needs examples and not so vague.

Practice with the pronouns is helpful and often difficult to get the 
first few times around. No one should take offense if a pronoun isn't 
use properly as long as a person is trying to get it right.

This is also very important. However, I 
assume there is a typo and this rule applies 
to “All” students, not just “TAll” students. 😜

This is wonderful and key to gaining wider acceptance of 
LGBTQ kids. One question though about the use of “students 
MAY be assigned a room consistent with...”. Why is it MAY 
rather than SHALL or WILL?

This issue is probably THE MOST IMPORTANT to the daily lives of 
the Transgender kids that I have talked with

Perfect. This policy needs to be stressed amongst staff 
to prevent idle gossip that would violate the privacy of 
students

Allowing mixed biological gender students to share a hotel 
room, bathroom, etc. is ridiculous. and will only lead to 
trouble.  How long will a student have to be identified as trans 
before he or she could be sharing a room with a student of a 
different biological gender?

This is ridiculous.  You cannot change biology.

Support.  Presume the 1st word is ALL. Support Support Support
Agree Agree Agree Agree

I think you mean "All students" rather than 
just "tall students"?

Again, what about the "rights" and comfort of ALL students?  
If someone objects to sharing with a transgender classmate, 
do they get to change rooms?  Does "any student" at start of 
paragraph 2 refer to any student or to any student identifying 
as a gender different from assigned at birth?  What is a "non-
stigmatizing" alternative - and for which students?

I expect enforced tolerance for slip-ups as classmates and teachers 
get used to a student or staff member's new name and gender 
identity - not being accused of insensitivity or discrimination or 
breaking APS policy.  It's an adjustment the person may have 
already made; but can take time for others, particularly those who 
may not know the person very well and does not cross paths with 
them often..

I applaud APS for their position on this topic. I applaud APS for their position on this topic. I applaud APS for their position on this topic. I applaud APS for their position on this topic.

Are you serious?

There should not be a dress code as this is 
limiting their sexual identity and choices. 
They should be able to dress in whatever 
manner they choose.

As above, separate rooms and participation to protect the 
transgender kids, and the girls from boys. Again, APS did 
nothing to protect my daughter from a boy who tried 
assaulting her. APS said he had issues and was trans. 
However, my daughter is the one who has had to go to 
therapy.

Will the kids be able to sue if someone addresses them incorrectly? 
This seems rather ridiculous. Have the teachers teach not worry 
about this stuff.
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351

352

353

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

agree with this You say, "Any student uncomfortable sharing.... be provided a 
designated safe...alternative."  I agree.  You ought to be just 
as concerned with ALL students feeling comfortable in school 
bathrooms/locker rooms or having such an alternative.  Let's 
be fair to all students, not go overboard to make transgenders 
feel comfortable and many more students feel 
uncomfortable/stigmatized.

No one should be punished for using the wrong pronoun.  It's going 
to happen without malice when transgender students look like their 
sex at birth.  Do we really want to be "policing" the pronouns?

Awkward language. Suggest changing 
"enforced impartially regardless of" to 
"enforced without regard to"

Typo in first sentence with the misplacement of the 
apostrophe.

I think dress codes are for the most part a 
waste of time and given our society it is 
very, very difficult to make them unbiased 
toward women and girls. There should be a 
district wide policy that says street clothes, 
appropriate for a learning environment, no 
undergarments showing or something like 
that and that is it.

I support the first paragraph basing this off of student's gender 
identity. I don't understand the second paragraph. If they are 
uncomfortable sharing how can you provide them with an 
alternative if single occupancy is not required of other 
students?  What does that mean?  I think that if people have 
problems sharing accommodations with a student  whose 
gender identity does not conform with that assigned at birth, 
then the uncomfortable person shouldn't go to the overnight or 
attend the activity. Full stop. Anything less to me is 
transphobic . Why do my tax dollars have to go to fund 
special accommodations to accommodate  their biased and 
fearful assumptions about  trans people?

YES. Yes to the first paragraph, and as to the second, 
permanent records should be able to be created the 
same way they are formed. So if parents and guardians 
have to submit those official documents to create the 
record, fine. If they don't and they just submit the 
information, then they should be able to alter it in the 
same way.
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354

355

356
357
358

359

360

361
362

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

That's fine. No. You have to let, e.g., a girl know that she'd be staying in a 
room with a boy who "identifies" as a girl, and give her the 
opportunity not to. I would not let my girls go on a field trip if 
they might be roomed with a biological boy.

Everyone should be "Mr" or "Mrs." No "they" or "Zer." faculty and 
administrators have enough on their plate without having to 
remember the nomenclature each student prefer.

None

Fine.  No students should be dressing in an 
offensive manner.  Skirts and shorts should 
be a mosest lenghth for both male and 
female students anyway.  Shirtless and 
other revealing styles of clothing are not 
appropriate in a school environment for 
either gender.

Second paprgraph is unclear.  Does this protect only gender 
non conforming students or those that are uncomfortable 
sharing close accomodations with an individual with external 
genitalia other than what they themselves have?  Many girls 
and women can be triggered by male genitalia as our rape 
culture is pervassive.

Every person should be addressed by their correct name or 
preffered nickname.  Most peple respond to the gender neutral " you 
" when being addressed as well.

This section is fine

I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.
Agreed Agreed Agreed Agreed
Very helpful and well done. Again, this is very well done and a very smart accomodation 

of those who may have privacy concerns without fostering 
discrimination against transgender students.

Very helpful - thank you. I am not sure what the policies referenced allow, so will 
need to review and revisit this issue.

TALL? I think you mean all. As a short 
person I find this typo pretty funny. But fix it. 
What's a gender expression?

Maybe take sexual orientation into account for this one.  And 
what about locker rooms? That ought to be included too.

Great. How does this work if the parents do not approve of the 
transition/child's gender identity?

It's about time So proud to be part of this community How will schools ensure that ALL records reflect the correct name? Might be an undue hardship/barrier to ensuring records 
correctly reflect a student's name

I agree I agree I agree I agree
Does any student include students who don’t wish to share a 
room with a boy identifying as a girl and vice Versa.  This 
needs clarification

Is the right of a student to go by a different name limited to when 
they are experiencing gender dysphoria?  Ir would that also apply to 
those who prefer nicknames for any reason?

Parents should have full access to their child’s 
educational records.  This appears contrary to law
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363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370
371

372

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

We have to be consistent with everyone No, we have limited resources and this is not fair to all of the 
other students

No, students may charge their mind so let’s not focus too much on 
this with folks under 30 years of age

No. It’s unfair to other students

This makes sense to include and seems like 
a good plan.

This is really great to see spelled out and should help 
accommodate and include lots of folks. Thanks!

I am glad to see this included in the policy as it will help some be 
comfortable in school that would otherwise have concerns.

Glad to see these spelled out and I think this will help 
ensure people know how to get things done.

Students don’t get to choose which sex they 
are. They can only reject what they already 
are. So if the young man feels like a woman, 
then he still has to look like a young man, 
dressed accordingly.

Who’s doing the “stigmatizing?” What is the student feeling 
“uncomfortable “ for, and why? Wake up! Get to know right 
from wrong!

Where did the student get this right? Where did this right come 
from? Schools are just caving Into the devil, who is well known for 
spreading confusion to help people out.

You can make things easy on yourselves, by trashing 
the whole stupid transgender thing.

Excellent compromise over the originally proposed language.

What does this even mean? Common sense 
dictates that dress codes should address 
boys' clothing and girls' clothing.

Why is there no mention of parental consent, re: sharing 
bedrooms? No staff member should ever force or encourage a 
girl to share a room with a boy (or vice-versa).

This feels inconsistent with freedom of speech and freedom of 
conscience.

I find this wildly inappropriate -- how could you withhold 
relevant information regarding a minor from his or her 
parents?!

I don’t have a great deal of knowledge about any of 
these topics but I greatly appreciate the effort and intent 
behind this. Thank you for the work.

only tall students? (i realize it’s a typo) this is fair
Another policy that will benefit everyone in 
the school community

I like the broad nature of this policy - I can imagine there are 
students who would prefer not to share a room with a 
classmate due to a disability or for other reasons

Good Seems fair.

This is good. This is good. This is good. I do not have any comments on this section.
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373

374

375

376
377

378
379

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

All students and parents should be informed if such an 
accommodation is made. This only takes into consideration 
one student and not the well being and safety of all students.

No names or pronouns should be changed without consultation and 
permission parents or legal guardians.

This a violation of parental rights and involves keeping 
secrets. Only unhealthy systems keep secrets. By no 
means should this information be kept from parents or 
legal guardians. The school system is not and cannot 
replace parents or legal guardians, The school system 
will not be responsible for any subsequent medical 
treatments or care related to this issue.

Right now this section says “tall students” 
and I think you mean “all students” lol

Great process

I am in full support of policy J-2
This is EXCELLENT, for both trans and cis 
kids. My cis daughter will be VERY HAPPY 
to hear this.

This sounds very promising. I am especially impressed with 
the commitment to supplying a non-stigmatizing alternative.

This is SO WONDERFUL. Please also include this in continuing 
education for students, so that they understand that this is 
mandatory.

Thank you for maintaining privacy including parents, 
guardians, and school staff.

This is great Agree This is great! This is great, thank you!
This policy does not force the general 
population to accept falsehood.

If you truly don't want to stigmatize, you should survey to get 
a pool of girls who don't mind "sharing a sleeping area" with 
transgender students born as males.

On the contrary, nobody should be forced to refer to me as "she" 
just because that's how I feel.
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380

381

382

384

385

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

N/A There is an anatomical and physiological difference between 
male and females which requires a fair representation of both 
genders; therefore, the anatomically and physiologically 
accurate gender should be required to use the appropriate 
restrooms, locker rooms, and sports teams.

N/A There is an anatomical and physiological difference 
between male and females which requires a fair 
representation of both genders; therefore, the 
anatomically and physiologically accurate gender should 
be required to use the appropriate restrooms, locker 
rooms, and sports teams.

YES! this should not be hard to do..... training on this is a must. agree

Dress codes should not contain any 
language about "revealing" clothing, as this 
implies an inherent sexuality attached to it. 
Instead, dress codes should be written with 
specific, objective language.

Include language defining common pronouns used for different 
gender expressions (i.e. man - he/him, woman - she/her, nonbinary - 
 they/them).

Regarding the statement "School staff shall not disclose 
any information that may reveal a student’s transgender 
or gender non-conforming status to others, including 
parents or guardians and other school staff, unless 
legally required to do so, unless the student has 
authorized such disclosure, or unless there is a situation 
in which it is suspected that the student may cause 
harm to themselves or someone else." What is the 
original source reference to justify not disclosing 
information about the child to the legal guardian? If this 
is a school policy and not law, what would the school 
choose to not keep parents informed about information 
pertaining to our children? What else are you not 
disclosing? How are the children expected to authorize 
disclosing information? Is it a one time disclosure, on 
paper, verbal, etc.. I'm not sure the value provided to the 
child by keeping parents in the dark.
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386

387

388

389

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This seems reasonable, though it also 
seems that schools should really not be 
policing fashion....the kids do that amongst 
themselves well enough, and they are far 
better arbiters of their peers than out-of-
fashion parents and schools are.

This seems laudable, and I hope it works out, but I imagine 
there will always be situations where there are perceived 
slights.  I am not sure you can legislate to this granular level, 
and would leave it out....

Also, the teachers have a right not to be harassed for not always 
remembering to use the designation.  There are neuronal pathways 
for speech that are deeply worn and exceedingly difficult to re-
program, and it does not necessarily mean the teacher is actively 
sabotoging a student when forgetting to use the appropriate gender 
or non-gender pronouns.   How many times do teachers say "he" for 
"she" without meaning to?   I think this is going to make teachers 
leave the profession if they are going to feel policed to this degree, 
and possibly to be attacked.

Not sure what those policies mentioned are, but it 
seems reasonable.

This section should be respectful of culture, 
heritage and other differences among 
students. There needs to be space within 
our schools for all of our uniqueness and 
individuals.

This is a great effort. I believe this goes a long way to 
supporting our students. There should be an effort made by 
staff to ensure that students understand that they can request 
changes in accommodations. Perhaps there should be a 
written option for students who are too embarrassed to 
verbalize and make a request.

This is great. This seems reasonable though I don’t know what those 
policies state.

What about working with the child and the parent to find a 
suitable solution ahead of the overnight? They may be 
somewhere along a continuum of gender identification and 
this could meet the child where they are.

Great!
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390

391

392

393

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

My daughter told me of a student in Middle 
school whoes dad does not know he is 
transgender.  So he still looks like a boy but 
when he talks he sounds like neither a boy 
or girl.  One day he wore a wig and students 
were not nice. They took his wig and began 
running around.  I am sure staff handled it 
however, if their was a dress code that 
would not have happened.  Meaning 
although we recognize the differences, for 
many it is not the norm.  To protect their 
dignity we should impose dress codes as we 
do for girls with short shorts, spaghetti 
straps, ect...  Or uniforms which would help 
parents out financially .

If it is not a legal name is should not be used. Staff should be aware 
of their status as well as students.   What if I am not the same way 
and I think a girl is a boy and begin to like them.   Then when I find 
out it ruins the entire friendship or I feel violated.  That can turn out 
very bad.

Assuming that should be all and not tall 
students.

Good Good It’s weird that parents don’t have rights to the records of 
minor children. Does this mean non-related parents?

Sure - general dress code!  It will cost more 
but I'd value knowing my teen son isn't 
seeing so much sexy female skin when he's 
trying to get his grades above C!

NO.  Overnight accommodations are the same as - only 
longer in duration than - locker rooms.  Simply NO.

Why is this getting so much focus, attention and energy?!  Would 
we attend to an anorexic child who is Holocaust-thin but still ID's as 
"fat"?  Would we endorse a PIP for that, county-wide?  I really don't 
understand this push, this hyper-focus.  It is "dripping in flammable 
liquids, ready for an open flame" to result in unnecessary chaos and 
confusion.  Statistically, kids grow out of these confusing emotions.  
I know I did.  I wanted to be a boy sometimes b/c of my physical 
build (I was big) and wondered sometimes if I was gay b/c I liked 
other girls' breasts.  It turns out I simply wanted my own pair to look 
like theirs!  But it took time and years of the hormones balancing 
themselves out.  We will only add confusion and space for so much 
unnecessary struggle/pain if we offer this very uncommon option to 
the masses.   I do think these authentically transgender kids need 
special help.  An IEP could cover all of a trans kids' needs.  Lots of 
energy and focus specialized for that child.  But everyone doesn't 
accommodate for my child's special needs: the school adjusts his 
schedule/experience for it.  The entire class, the student body, the 
school, the COUNTY should not be accommodating for these 
unique and naturally rare cases.  Right now is this trendy push.  If 
you proceed, it will turn into chaos.  It will balance itself out if you 
just accommodate the individuals (IEP).

I don't understand a lot of the legal jargon.  If a girl 
transitions to a boy, then yes she has become a he.  But 
that doesn't happen until after high school, right?  Surely 
people aren't medicating their own child under age-18.  
Surely not, if they can't drink or drive or vote, they aren't 
having something so irrevocable done to them, are 
they?  In this society of pro-free range, all-natural, 
nothing artificial added, surely we aren't supporting 
artificial hormones?  This is telling a child something 
about them is a mistake.  Surely we aren't going to say 
that to ANY child? ...  But yes, privacy is to be honored 
and upheld.

Whatever. Do you really need "regardless 
of" - no, you don't  Poor drafting, just CYA 
on your part. Shameless.

Um, are you again suggesting putting a boy in a girl's room?  
Hello lawsuit. And, where is your common sense about 
protecting girls at this age, first and foremost.

No, actually, it's not a right. But if you want to pander to this 
nonsense, feel free. It will NOT serve them well when they get into 
the workforce. That's sad that you do not feel it's appropriate to 
prepare them for the real world.Huh

Apparently, you do see the difference between what's 
legal and what's simply preferred (versus a "right" 
above).
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394

395

396

397

398

399
400

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Again, whether one agrees or disagrees, this is a hasty 
approach being taken by the board.  How many children are 
effected and what is the fiscal impact are important questions 
to answer and balance.

This is vague and should include input from teachers and staff. This appears to make sense but should be given more 
thought and consideration.

Good Save the Outdoor Lab Good Good

agree agree agree I'm glad that it is noted that privacy has an exception for 
harm to self and others. As statistics have shown us all 
LGBTQ+ youth have a higher rate of mental health 
issues especially transgender youth. I believe it should 
be a child's choice and timing of if and when to reveal 
gender identity or orientation to parents, but we should 
also be cautious in ensuring that parents are informed if 
their child is experiencing distress due to their evolving 
identity.

Rather than having a dress code section in 
the transgender policy, the dress code in the 
school handbook should be gender neutral, 
i.e., don't have a different dress code for 
boys and girls.  Anything about the length of 
pants/skirts and tops should be the same for 
all genders-- including athletic attire.  If a girl 
is REQUIRED to wear a top, a boy should 
be too.   There is too much "girl-shaming" 
with respect to short skirts/skin tight 
clothes/bras, etc. but nothing along the 
same lines for the boys. Prime examples are 
swimmer-- boys wear tiny speedos without 
an athletic cup (vs. body suits) and that's 
okay.  But if I girl doesnt' wear a bra or her 
shorts are too short, that's an issue.  The 
first time an XX identified male shows up in 
a speedo like his other male athletes with 
his breasts exposed, I suspect folks are 
going to take issue.

Great in theory but likely to backfire.  So if a born female  is 
uncomfortable sharing a room with an identified female, she 
can request other accomodations and cannot be forced to stay 
in a single-occupancy accomodation if it's not required of 
everyone.  What happens when none of the born females feel 
comfortable sharing a room with the identified girl?  You can't 
force the identified girl to sleep in a room by herself so that 
means EVERYONE will need to be provided with a single 
room.  Is APS prepared to pay and arrange for single rooms 
for all?

EVERY student should also have the right to use a chosen name 
(and not just transgender students).

Not sure how this can properly be implemented, i.e., 
won't APS have to disclose someone's transgender 
status anytime that student uses a common locker 
room, bathroom, or overnight accomadation (so that 
others who may want to request privacy or other 
accomodations can do so under the policies stated 
above?).  Basically, APS is going to be "required" to 
disclose someone's transgender status on a fairly 
regular basis.

None Thank you for your efforts to support all students and keep 
them safe.

I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy.
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401

402

403

404

405

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What if the other students are uncomfortable or feel unsafe 
with the student being in the same room overnight?

This is objectionable.  Young, impressionable students will 
likely be uncomfortable with members of the opposite sex in 
their sleeping quarters...where they change into pajamas, etc.  
 This is outlandish.  Placing a boy who feels he is a girl with a 
girl in a private room or even a bunk room is ridiculous.  
Parents need to be apprised of and aware of this activity.  
Honestly, do you Really think this is a good 
idea...Seriously????

Again, this is difficult as I am assuming the student is not fully 
transitioned.  You are putting a heavy burden on the 
teachers/students.

Just the typo that it starts with T! Otherwise 
great. I hope it is adhered to.

Okay. I guess the best we are going to get for now. I just hope it happens. Who is the staff who is going to make these 
updates? When will the updates from September 2018 first-day 
forms actually go into effect? Are all schools going to print 
schedules and report cards without gender markers? I wonder about 
"schools will allow students to use" instead of "staff shall address 
students by" their chosen (should probably be "designated") name 
and pronouns.

Okay

"Tall" is clearly an error and should be fixed, 
but otherwise I agree.

I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section.

This is fine Absolutely unacceptable. This creates a burden on all 
families.  A stigma for students who are uncomfortable 
sleeping with or changing next to a transgendered students. 
Provide a separate accomodation if the transgender student is 
uncomfortable sleeping with people based on biology not the 
other way around.

Fine. This is fine, but how do you balance privacy rights when 
you are making accomodations that require other 
student and families to opt out. Can you tell a family that 
their daughter will share an overnight accomodation with 
a transgendered male so they can opt out? You are 
creating lawsuits for yourselves and teachers.  Like race, 
gender is something people can figure out based on 
visual inspection.  When a teacher refers to a girl as a 
he people wil be confused. A natural follow-up to say the 
person is transgendered and identifies a boy. Dont we 
need/want this type of dialouge so you can achieve your 
ultimate goal of inclusion and accpetance. Instead you 
treat it a secret that must be kept.
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406

407

408

410

411

412

413

415

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree. Basic human right. Agree. Agree. Agree. Thank you for taking this important step in 
allowing these children to enjoy the freedom to exist in 
the world as they were born.

What if female students do not want to share a room with a 
male student identifying as female? Again, these policies are 
creating unsafe situations for female students in the school 
system.

I think this is appropriate, but protections should be in place for staff 
members who may accidentally use the incorrect pronoun while 
they are getting used to the situation.

I am wholeheartedly against concealing information from 
parents and feel that this policy violates parental rights 
to information about student records. Parents should 
have access at all times to all information the school has 
gathered regarding their student.

Dress code for boys and girls should already 
be similar so this makes sense.

It is good to have options for single-occupancy 
accommodation.  I fear that many parents who would not 
want someone of a different gender sleeping in a room with 
their child.

That sounds respectful. This all makes sense.

I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy.  However, I believe there should 
be documentation that clearly shows a student's desired 
name and pronouns and teachers/fellow students should 
honor those wishes.

I agree with the dress code I agree

n/c Again, for all the students' sake, I think it's appropriate that 
transgender students use the gender neutral single-user 
accommodation instead of being accommodated in the one 
opposite their birth gender.

n/c I am very opposed to not disclosing the students’ 
transgender status with the appropriate parents and/or 
guardians who are legally responsible for the students. 
This does not make sense to me.

Agree with this. Agree with this. Agree with this. Agree with this.
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416

417

418

419

420

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

It seems that APS is in a hurry to act on this 
PIP.  I assume that this applies to all 
students and not just the tall ones.  I object 
to this provision because it is unhelpfully 
vague. Just what does APS have in mind as 
attire that is "non gender specific?"  And 
what is wrong with a girls wishing to appear 
feminine in a skirt or dress?  Why would this 
be a violation of a dress code? This is not an 
anti-discrimination provision it is simply the 
attempt to deny boys and girls from dressing 
up for a performance as boys and girls - and 
therefore it is quite a heavy handed attempt 
to limit individual expression -  unbecoming 
to Arlington.

I oppose this provision.  This again is not an anti-
discrimination provision this is an accommodation provided to 
some students and not to all.  It is an empty claim for APS to 
make that it respects the privacy rights of its students and 
then by this provision prevents a biological female student 
from insisting on sharing overnight accommodations only with 
biological female students.  There is nothing wrong with 
biological females to resist sharing restrooms, locker rooms or 
hotel rooms only with other biological females - regardless of 
the female's gender identity.  Of course this applies to 
biological males. This preference is also protected by Title 9 - 
which has as its purpose this very protection in mind. There is 
nothing discriminatory from restricting bathrooms, changing 
rooms and overnight accommodations to students sharing the 
same biological sex - regardless of the student's gender 
identity.  That a biological male who identifies as a female 
prefers to share a hotel room with a biological female should 
not be right one student has over another.  The rest of the 
provision regarding any student "uncomfortable" sharing such 
facilities is an offensive overreach and certainly puts APS at 
odds with parental prerogatives to make sure their child is not 
required to share restrooms, locker rooms and overnight 
accommodations with children of the opposite sex.  If one 
child may choose (based on gender identity or not) which 
facility to use, then all children should choose and the options 
must include comparable biologically sex segregated facilities - 
 and not the stigmatizing single user facility.

I oppose this provision as written.  Every student should have the 
same right to be addressed by the name the student and parent (if 
the student is a minor) agree upon.  As for pronoun usage, this 
provision seems overly problematic and divisive.  Allowing the 
student to refer to himself or herself according to the infinite number 
of pronouns promoted in some transgender communities is certainly 
an accommodation APS may make (not to make it would not be 
discriminatory ).  But to insist - "with ensured consistency"  others to 
know and use is heavy handed, forced speech.  No one ought to be 
compelled to comply with someone else's feelings about 
themselves.  Such a provision of course opposes  grammar rules 
that APS presumably  teaches.

I believe APS's understanding of FERPA is wrong.  
Such federal rules are meant to protect minor student's 
privacy as the parent would - under this distorted view of 
privacy, APS presumes it must come between to 
"protect" a student from his or her parent.  Very 
concerning provision and I object to this.

I support this I support this. This is so good.  Thank you! I support this.

Assume the "T" in front of "all" is a typo? 
This is very important.

A+++

Short students don’t have to follow the 
policy? What constitutes “tall?”

What steps are being taken to ensure computer 
generated items/lists do not disclose info, such as 
names, etc?

Assuming the first word is "All" (not tall), I 
support the language included in this 
section.

I support the language in this section. I enthusiastically support this section. I support the language in this section.
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421

422

423

424

425
426

427

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Typo: TAll students.  So all future dress 
codes will not differentiate between clothes 
for girl versus boys? That may be helpful.  
Girls are usually the target of these dress 
codes.

Will students requesting a designated safe alternative have to 
pay extra for single occupancy hotel rooms because it was 
their choice? What if no one agrees to stay with a transgender 
student? I assume the private room expense would be paid for 
by APS, not the student???

Good. Will the Assistant Superintendent of Teaching and 
Learning continue to oversee student services? This 
seems more appropriate for Student Services.

Do you have something against "tall" 
students?  This supposed policy has been 
so hastily and sloppily put together as to 
contain an obvious typographical error such 
as this.

So you are prioritizing funding this, over funding of arts, 
orchestra and other badly needed things?  It is bad enough 
that the new H-B construction looks and spent like something 
built by Apple in Cupertino, CA, but this one will cost a great 
deal more money on physical plan.  Can you say "edifice 
complex?"

Where does this supposed "right" come from?  You are attempting 
to normalize socially destructive, and fundamentally deviant 
behavior.  If someone else wants others to be required to address 
himself or herself or heshe, as a particular gender, or name, then 
they can jolly well go through the hoops of legally changing their 
name and/or gender.

"Assigned at birth" gender should be subsituted with 
"anatomical gender by birth"  According to this, you are 
according a right to students to use an alias, or fake 
name, and further disallowing others from knowing the 
student's real name.  What a great cover for criminal 
behavior!  So, everyone gets to know the legal names of 
kids who identify with their anatomical gender, but no 
one has the right to know the legal name of a kid who 
identifies with a different gender and/or name?  Neat, 
eh?  Ripe for abuse.  Attempted proliferation of policies 
and language like this is what is going to get Donald 
Trump re-elected president.  Congratulations!?

(You mean "all" not "Tall," right?)  good good good OK

What constitutes appropriate gender markers?  Would this gender 
marker make it clear to a teacher that the child is transgender, or 
just that they identify as male or female?  Would this marker be for 
all students or just transgender students?  The concern is that this 
marker would identify just transgender students., thereby singling 
them out when they just want to be treated like everybody else.

good good ok
Whatever, Biological boys should not be assigned to share a room with 

biological girls, regardless of gender identity.
Students should choose between Miss or Mr None

No comment Arlington's concern with confidentiality is commendable.  I do 
not want my son forced into the uncomfortable situation of 
being forced to share a room with a woman based on that 
person's "gender identity" just so that person can feel 
appropriately nurtured.  My son should not be forced to 
shower with a woman for the same reason.

Questions 6 and 8 emphasize Arlington's concern with student 
confidentiality.  Which is it?

None
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428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Check spelling of first word (all). Is APS 
moving to a gender neutral dress code? 
Outstanding! While we are at it, reduce to 
dress code to the minimum necessary and 
keep students in classes.

Good accommodation for all students. Great. Sounds like School Board Policy J-5.3-30 needs to be 
modified as well.

Is this a typo, surely not Tall :) but All....yes 
please

Well actually I don't think in the case of bedrooms it should be 
down to students to decide who sleeps with whom...see 
above Yes please - this is important. I also had issue with my 
non-trans daughter sharing hotel bedrooms with trans/LBGT 
non-conforming students biological girls ie lesbians...I thought 
that was potential rape situation

Yes, and please note this is transitioning for many students not 
either/or but evolving change as they gain confidence in identity....

Yes, no reason to disclose info to others. I would trust 
same standard applied to any one of any gender?

Ok.  Students should be allowed to wear the 
clothes they  choose within the code.

Yes! Wonderful! Beautiful! Yes!

None This policy codifies anthropologically aberrant behavior, 
however benign the intent, and effectively gives greater weight 
to the rights of the person who claims a gender not consistent 
with their birth gender.

Absent a legal change of gender, this is akin to saying the sun is 
blue, just because a certain person states it is so.  Again this policy 
forces instructors and school personnel to codify anthropologically 
aberrant behavior.

None

This would be great. In the past, we have 
felt that the dress code unfairly targeted girls.

Agree Agree--we should respect and affirm everyone's gender identity, 
including those of transgender students.

I'm not a legal expert, but this sounds good to me!

Estoy de acuerdo. Completamente de acuerdo. De acuerdo. De acuerdo con lo apuntado arriba.

All students not TAll students  :)  Otherwise, 
sounds good.

Sounds good. Sounds good. Sounds good.

"Tall" is probably a typo. Otherwise support. No comments other than to support. Wholeheartedly support. Wholeheartedly support.

Support Support - similar language might be considered for bathrooms Support Support

I support this non-discrimination section. I support this section. I absolutely support all such efforts to provide safe, inclusive 
education and school spaces.

I totally agree. Students should feel safe 
wearing clothing consistent with their 
gender identity.

100% yes! This would make a huge difference.
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440

441

442

443

444

445

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

You have an extra T in the first line.  I 
assume it is "All" students not "Tall" students

much better than the previous draft which would appear to out 
students.

none

Schools should have a uniform. This 
provides slightly less distraction across the 
student population, while limiting faculty’s 
need to continually assess appropriate dress.

Unless the school starts to support coed-like athletic teams, 
this is highly inappropriate to allow boys to play on girls 
teams. Extracurricular events are different. The schools 
should ensure each student reaches a single occupancy 
accommodation to completely avoid or limit all of the above. If 
cost is a problem, there must be room in the $670m annual 
budget to find a way to support

This should only occur  with parental consent. It’s irresponsible for 
the school to let the student alone make this determination.

Again, the student cannot authorize disclosure of any 
personal or medical records. The parent, or legal 
guardian, must also provide approval.

Fine Makes sense Makes sense.

This description is very limited Each student and parent should be comfortable with whatever 
the sleeping accommodations are.  If any party is not 
comfortable it puts the transgendered or other students at risk 
of discriminating which is what we all want to avoid.

What grounds does a student have to change their legal name?  If 
they come out as transgendered, this should be taken seriously and 
there should be a formal meeting with the school and parents along 
with a formal name change.  All parties should be involved in 
making a formal change, rather than a student changing their name 
whenever they want.  A student becoming transgendered should be 
taken very seriously and there should be a process in place that 
involves the parents and school.

This is by far the most disturbing section that enforces 
keeping secrets from parents.  Statistics and research 
clearly show the single most influential person in a 
childs life is a parent.  By creating a wall in that 
relationship, you are doing a significant disservice to the 
child and parent.  Why would you remove the parent to 
have the ability to walk their child through such a 
agonizing and challenging life transition?  To include 
this in a little survey a couple weeks before finalizing 
and implementing this policy is a clear statement that 
parents feedback is not genuinely wanted, but it's a 
check the box move done before finalizing this policy 
how intended.  We are very strong supporters of 
nondiscrimination and equal education opportunities as 
this policy is intended, but it unfortunately goes far 
beyond that where it's now impacting both 
transgendered and non-transgendered students 
negatively.  What a disappointment.

I agree Maintaining the confidentiality of the student is critical.  
Should it be known that a student assigned to a room 
consistent with their gender identity, causes someone else to 
be uncomfortable then having the option of an alternative for 
them is a very good idea.

I'm very pleased to see this section.  This is so important and I'm 
very happy to see that this section addresses names and pronouns.

I understand.

Thank you for this policy. Great dress code. 
(I assume you meant all kids, not just the 
tall kids?)

Thank you for this policy. Would there be consequences if teachers 
or other students refused to call a student by their preferred name or 
correct pronoun?
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446

447

448

449

450

451

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

It is essential that information relating to this is given to ALL staff.  
Information can be late coming to staff who work directly with 
students.

For swim class in PE if a female is no 
identifying as a male can they go topless? 
What are the rules about this?

Again, the burden is on the cis gendered child to ask for 
separate accommodations.  Lots of little girls will not want to 
share a room with a kid that is really a boy biologically. You 
are setting the school up for a mess.

How is this enforced? What if kids are gender fluid? As a legal guardian, aps has a legal responsibility to 
inform me of any mental health or medical issues or 
really any school issues. How I chose to respond to 
issues related to gender identity is my family’s choice, 
not aps., unless child abuse or illegal behavior is 
involved. This policy violates my rights as a parent. 
Please provide legal authority to remove my parental 
rights absent a court decision.

"TAII" should be written out to clarify what it 
means. At first read I thought it was a 
misprint that said "tall"

Editing comment: In the first line it should be student's 
not students'

This should already be true. What do you do if every student on a trip requests a private 
room? I think this leaves open the option of abuse.

This seems to conflict with the statement about about 
pronouns. If someone wants to be called "they" for 
example, others will hear it and that discloses PII about 
them.

Yes Yes Yes Yes
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452

453

454

455
456

457

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Policies should allow for freedom of 
expression and identity.

Isn’t there also a HIPPA aspect to this.

I have no problem with gender neutral 
uniforms.

I think if you are going to do this, you have to make single 
rooms an option.  You need to make the opting out available 
to any student, transgendered or not.

I have no problem with this. This is fine.

Makes sense. Makes sense. Makes sense. Ok
I agree with this. I agree with this for the safety and comfort of trans children. 

They should have access to non-stigmatizing spaces/facilities.
Yes, I support this and agree that transgender children should be 
addressed by the names and pronouns of their choosing.

I support this and think it's important that privacy 
provisions be upheld for the safety of the child.

This is an important component of this 
policy and I agree with it.

I agree with this policy. This is an important component of the policy keep transgender 
children safe.

FERPA protections are an important party of this policy.
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458

459
460

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Looks good. I have a problem with the fact that feelings of comfort of the 
transgender student seem to be considered more important 
than the comfort of other students. If it done on a volunteer 
basis with parental permission from all students involved, 
that’s fine. However, forcing a group of students, whether 
male or female, to sleep, shower, or use restrooms with a 
transgender student is potentially unsafe for all students 
involved both physically, emotionally, and mentally.

Are you allowing all students to use chosen names, or just the 
transgender ones? Giving special treatment to certain groups, no 
matter how noble your intentions, is likely to cause discontent, and 
potentially bullying and harassment from others. No group should be 
treated differently than the rest.

This is absolutely a violation of parental rights. Who 
exactly is determining the student’s gender identity for 
purposes of their school record? Is a medical form 
signed by a doctor required? This policy is also in direct 
contradiction to other sections of the same policy. How 
is a teacher supposed to respect a student’s request to 
be listed as one gender or the other if they can’t even 
legally know which the student is?? And how are 
parents supposed to work with the school to provide a 
safe learning environment if the school won’t even speak 
to them about gender issues without a court order?

Good way to address this. Good plan. Excellent. Good. The way it should be handled
This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?This is not an efficient 
way to do a survey.  What are your 
definitions? Because the term gender 
identity has been defined as, “gender-related 
identity, appearance, mannerisms, or 
characteristics, regardless of the individual's 
designated sex at birth,” it redefines the 
protected characteristic of sex as everything 
except sex. “Gender-related identity” has no 
definition. It likely refers to a claim of feeling 
that one is of a different sex, or no sex, 
regardless of one’s biological makeup. 
Physical sex is clear for 99.98 percent of 
people, and all intersex people also have a 
sex. Rules and policies based on this poor 
wording and muddled thinking will create 
judicial chaos and will not protect the rights 
of women and children, or anyone else the 
non-discrimination effort seeks to protect. 
Discrimination against people on the basis 
of appearance, mannerisms, and the oddly 
undefined “characteristics,” as related or 
unrelated to sex, should already be 
prohibited under existing laws that prohibit 
discrimination on the basis of sex 
stereotypes. This definition seems to define 
sex stereotypes as a protected 
characteristic, thereby erasing legal 
protections women may have against 

This is not an efficient way to do a survey. How are you 
collecting data in a quantitative way with these open 
comments sections? This PIP violates the law, as it denies 
Title IX protections to girls regarding private spaces, 
participation in sports, and freedom from unfair or unsafe 
experiences in school and public settings. The PIP also 
counters FERPA guidelines, despite its assertion that it is 
FERPA-compliant.  The PIP should provide for a parent to 
give consent for their child to share a room overnight with a 
child of the opposite biological sex, but it does not. The 
privacy procedures implied here stand in opposition to 
parental authority and rights over their children’s protections. 
This PIP abrogates reasonable parental prerogatives and 
duties to oversee the social and emotional wellbeing of their 
children.  Children will be conditioned to not only accept, but 
to embrace and participate in the transgender experience and 
lifestyle. Promotion of an ideology is not evidence of an anti-
discrimination procedure, but of indoctrination.  It is obvious to 
me that you are not going to use this information in anyway. 
You are simply providing this survey so you can say “we 
collected comments and listened to the community” and the 
Arlington Public School board will do exactly what it has 
already planned to do. I have seen this over and over again in 
this county.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom. This is not an efficient way to 
do a survey. How are you collecting data in a quantitative way with 
these open comments sections?  It is obvious to me that you are not 
going to use this information in anyway. You are simply providing 
this survey so you can say “we collected comments and listened to 
the community” and the Arlington Public School board will do 
exactly what it has already planned to do. I have seen this over and 
over again in this county.

I am concerned that this is not compliant with FERPA. 
Minors do not have privacy rights from their parents. No 
school system should create a procedure that 
deliberately lodges the school between a student and 
the student’s parents. This is not an efficient way to do a 
survey. How are you collecting data in a quantitative 
way with these open comments sections?I am 
concerned that this is not compliant with FERPA. 
Minors do not have privacy rights from their parents. No 
school system should create a procedure that 
deliberately lodges the school between a student and 
the student’s parents.  I am concerned that this is not 
compliant with FERPA. Minors do not have privacy 
rights from their parents. No school system should 
create a procedure that deliberately lodges the school 
between a student and the student’s parents.  It is 
obvious to me that you are not going to use this 
information in anyway. You are simply providing this 
survey so you can say “we collected comments and 
listened to the community” and the Arlington Public 
School board will do exactly what it has already planned 
to do. I have seen this over and over again in this county.
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461

462
463

464

465

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

You don't even enforce the current dress 
codes!  Short shorts, crop tops, midriffs, 
crude iron-on messages, etc.  Give me a 
break.  Now you want me to buy uniforms,  
SPEND MORE MONEY on uniforms?  
Whatever.

Now you want the majority to jump through hoops so the 
minority can feel good.  The trans kids will indeed feel special 
and safe and welcome.  And few others will join them.  Kids 
already know what answers the teachers/administrators 
expect.  It may not be what they feel or value or want, but it 
gets them through the day and back home.  Whew.  Then it 
starts all over the next morning.  It's not authentic, and in the 
end I'd say you're harming the child with gender dysphoria.  
You're saying they "should have" been born with certain 
genitalia so therefore they were wrong/a mistake/need 
something about them "fixed".  That is the greater cruelty than 
finding them a separate bathroom.

You're giving way too much power to a child.  Teachers will be 
disciplined and even fired/taken to court if they use the wrong 
pronoun.  What if they wanted to be a teacher so they could share 
their love of something academic like math or science?!  This 
agenda is creeping into everything.

You've got FERPA all wrong.  It's to GUARD 
PARENTAL RIGHTS not to withhold information from 
them.  Again I would sue the school board.  FERPA is a 
line of defence FOR PARENTS, not child (or child plus 
school) privacy.  You've really got your understanding of 
this wrong, it's misleading.  That causes me to wonder 
what else you've got wrong under the hood.  Where are 
your facts coming from?!  Where is your data?  Y'all 
need to slow down and take more time for this one.  
You're listening to a few loud groups who are getting 
paid/full time to do what the parents of the very kids 
you're supposed to be serving are being thrown onto the 
chopping block.  School affirmation approach DOES 
NOT TRUMP parental rights.  Don't go there.  Don't 
mess with my family - don't get involved in a family's 
emotional/physical/medical issues.  Transgender 
kids/families are not my responsibility any more than my 
kid is their responsibility.   Why is the school and the 
culture pushing for it to be so?  This isn't "It takes a 
village" mentality; this is more like Hitler or Mussolini a 
few years before the 1940's arrived.  STOP IT NOW

I am very supportive of all sections. Bravo.
Parenthetical explanation of TAII would be 
useful.

I assume this means that a cisgender student may decline to 
room with a transgender student without being assigned to a 
single room. Should this be specified? Perhaps saying: "Any 
student, whether transgender or cisgender, uncomfortable 
with sharing..."

Probably want to change the first word 
"TAll" to "All" students....

Does this mean that a non-transgender student who might be 
uncomfortable sharing a sleep area with a transgender 
student will also be afforded the opportunity to request not to 
share that sleeping area?  Just wondering if this section 
includes that aspect as well.  I feel the transgender student's 
rights must be protected, for sure, but am also feeling conflict 
about the non-transgender student's rights being protected as 
well.  It seems both students' rights must be protected.

Looks good. Looks good.

Important
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466

467

468
469

470

471

472
473

474

475
476
477
478

479
480

481
482
483

484

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

See response to #4: Make sure your staff 
and students are trained that traditionally 
female clothes are acceptable for anyone to 
wear regardless of their gender identity or 
expression.

No comment Note that it can take transgender students time to figure out what 
name and pronouns fit them best. It can seem frustrating and 
arbitrary to cis people but it is critical to trans peoples sense of 
safety if they can trust people in their lives to support them. They 
are doing very difficult work that cis people never even have to think 
about and it affects their core identity. Encourage your teachers to 
show compassion and flexibility if trans students need to update 
their chosen names and the pronouns that work best for them 
multiple times.

Don't make it overly difficult to change the name and 
gender markers. It's a big burden in terms of time and 
expense for trans students and their parents when they 
change their name and gender marker. Have 
compassion and make the process simple, quick, and 
free. Trust the students to know what is best for them. 
Don't police their choices.

None Ok Agree Agree
All dress codes should be non-gender 
specific and apply equally to all students.

I support I support I support

I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it. Thank you for requesting parental 
feedback on these policies

I am ok with this provided parents are provided notice that 
their student may be sharing such accommodations with a 
member of the opposite biological sex.

I disagree with the refusal to provide relevant information 
to parents or guardians (unless the school knows that 
this will place the student at risk of physical harm).  
Parents/guardians, not the school system, are the 
primary caretakers of the student, and have a right to 
that information.

First word should be "All" instead of "Tall" agree agree
A wonderful program that sounds like a 
model for the nation

A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the nation A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the nation A wonderful program that sounds like a model for the 
nation

OH YES! Sounds good to me. THANK YOU!  Yes, so much yes. THANKS APS!

Yes! Please and thank and you! Yes! Please and thank and you!
I fully support I fully support I fully support I fully support
Awesome! This seems absolutely appropriate.
Great! Yep Love it Sounds good. Thanks APS for accepting all students!

Agreed Agreed Agreed Agreed
I’m not familiar enough with TAII to 
comment.

I like how this protects trans students from being housed 
separately from their classmates.

This makes me so happy! It’s such an enlightened, modern, and 
compassionate way to approach the issue.

This all sounds good to me. I like that alumni can 
change their records.

I support this draft language. I support this draft language. I support this draft language. I support this draft language.
Is there a typo? What’s TAll? Like Like Like
“TAll instead of All is funny.  Good policy. Good. Good. Wondering how important gender really is to school 

records but glad personal info will be protected.
All good Fully support Excellent Necessary
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485

486

487

488
489

490
491

492

493

494

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

How will any of this be regulated and monitored to ensure 
there aren't individuals taking advantage of new policies for 
illicit, unfair, or compromising use? Do transgender students 
needs to make it known to staff that they self-identify in such a 
way to use the opposite gender's bathroom, or can anyone at 
any time say they are transgender in order to gain access to 
the opposite gender's bathroom, locker room or overnight 
accommodations?

How will any of this be regulated and monitored to ensure there 
aren't individuals taking advantage of new policies for illicit, unfair, or 
compromising use? Do transgender students needs to make it 
known to staff that they self-identify in such a way to use the 
opposite gender's bathroom, or can anyone at any time say they are 
transgender in order to gain access to the opposite gender's 
bathroom or locker room?

How will any of this be regulated and monitored to 
ensure there aren't individuals taking advantage of new 
policies for illicit, unfair, or compromising use? Do 
transgender students needs to make it known to staff 
that they self-identify in such a way to use the opposite 
gender's bathroom, or can anyone at any time say they 
are transgender in order to gain access to the opposite 
gender's bathroom or locker room?

I am fully supportive of this approach! Fully support! Great Support

Great Great! Thank you for protecting privacy.

100% agree 100% agree 100% agree
Of course. No exceptions. No thank you. Now the one uncomfortable is being 

stigmatized.
Also no thank you. Privacy is key. For all.... again, for emphasis, for ALL.

Totally agree Totally agree! Totally agree!
parents should be consulted proper to  a minor making any gender 
identity changes at school

Define the alternative - I cannot think of one that would not 
inadvertently or indirectly stigmatize the transgender student - 
would you allow a student who is I’m uncomfortable sharing a 
public space with a person of color or a student of differing 
faith be accommodated? If not, do not condone this form of 
indirect discrimination.

All good This seems fair and very thoughtful. Great!

I'm fine with this. No comments I'm fine with this. I'm fine with this.
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495
496

497

498
499
500
501

502

503

504

505

506

507

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Perfect Perfect Perfect Perfect
dress code should be: clean, free of 
wrinkles, not torn or ripped clothes of their 
choice that covers privies, chest, and 
underwear

I terrible idea. They should be assigned to be with other TSs 
of the same chosen gender or alone or with other students of 
the same biological gender

Are you trying to destroy APS and turn it into a circus? You are 
promoting double morality and double thinking and doulble 
standards - there are no historical precedents where it ended up well

Gosh! You are (REDACT)! It's already covered by 
federal legislation. This is a garbage section. Imbeciles!

I am not familiar with the APS  dress code 
so I cannot answer this question.

I am happy this will be implemented in APS Absolutely appropriate If students who identify as transgender are unable to 
legally change their birth certificate or name, will this 
impact jow they arentreated bu APS? I have concerns 
that these children will not be allowed the protections 
laid out in sections 1-7.

Good Good. Good Good.
Sounds reasonable Logical No objrction Sounds fine to me

This is not safe for the 99%.

Dress codes should apply equally to all 
students so regardless of gender clothing 
will be appropriate to all genders not just to  
individual genders.

As long as this goes for both transgendered and “cis” students 
then it is the right choice.

I agree but accommodation must be made for people who are slow 
to make the change in pronouns etc as long as they are really trying.

I don’t know enough about this to comment.

I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.

How is this not the case already?!

I agree, we need to start getting used to other pronouns I am in full agreement with all of the above policies 
changes and proud that my child is able to go to school 
in a county where we protect and respect all kids 
reguardless of  their race class or gender identity. Kudos 
for Arlington grin County School board for being brave 
enough to take this on!!

This takes time away from classroom 
activity.  Get back to teaching.

This should not be taking place in Arlington schools. This is utterly ridiculous and wasting taxpayer money and school 
staff time.

Absolutely nonsensical.  Take time to educate the 
students and don't spend time on these silly, left-leaning 
efforts!
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508

509

510
511

512
513

514

515

516

517

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

its about time! overall comment:  thank you for taking steps to support 
our community in full.  EVERYONE deserves to feel 
respect and inclusion.  The small number of people 
experiencing this specific situation makes this even 
more important and is incredibly helpful in raising the 
next generation of thoughtful, compassionate, tolerant 
people.  Thank you.

What will APS do to continuously evaluate 
that these policies are  being enforced 
impartially? This is a wonderful policy but 
implicit biases take a long time to dismantle 
and it should encourage a supportive 
environment for teachers and staff to reflect 
on how they’re doing without blame and 
using consistent objective measures.

How will APS ensure that third parties uphold their values 
when contracted for these events?

Wonderful! Wonderful

Good! Thanks! Thanks! Great!
None.  I support this. None.  I support this. None.  I support this. None.  I support this.

Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
I think you mean ALL students, not TALL 
students?

Agree Partially agree;   This could become problematic of the student 
decides every month to try out a different name.  Also for testing 
and school records, until the child has changed their name legally 
the records should be that of their legal or birth certificate name

Agree

Totally disagree with this section.  Local solutions are so 
much better than Arlington Public School solutions.  Every 
situation is competely different.  The solution needs to take 
into account the rights and comfort level of the individuals and 
the rights and comfort level of those sharing facilities or 
sleeping areas.

Glad to see this section.  This will make life 
much easier for these children.

Great! Wonderful! Good.

looks good to me looks good to me This is critically important to the mental health of transgender 
students, please do not bend on this one.

looks good to me
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518

519

520

521

522

523

524
525

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Not sure what “TAll” means, assume it is a 
typo. Dress codes should be gender neutral 
and not selectively enforced.

Seems okay This is vitally important. I hope staff will also recognize the 
importance of keeping private official records that may display a 
child’s non-preferred name. My child faced harassment from 
classmates when a teacher put the official class roster up on the 
Smart Board, exposing my child’s then-legal name rather his 
chosen name.  The teacher meant no harm but had not thought 
through the consequences of that choice.

It should be made clear that this section covers both 
intentional and unintentional disclosures of information. 
Staff need to be aware of the potential consequences of 
unintentional disclosure of a student’s information, for 
instance by posting a class roster.

Dumb. I disagree wholeheartedly.  Making accommodations for thiose 
with special needs is one thing. Making accommodations for 
those who are confused, and making those who are not 
confused pay the price is another.

Oh, come on! It is difficult enough for teachers to keep up with all 
they have to, let alone a child's  whim that one day she is a she and 
the next day she is a he.  This is ridiculous and focuses on the not 
WHO this child is, but "what" this child is.  Of course teachers 
should always be respectful and kind, but validating a child's 
confusion, or even feeding it, is just wrong.

How many times? slippery slope, and so damaging to 
young children.

How stupid.  U aren’t even enforcing codes 
which u should.  Many girls look like sex 
workers.  Should dress like going to work.  
No thigh showing from finger tip up. No 
bosom showinhg no cleavage no see thru. 
No strapless erc

My kids uncomfortable w boy in their bathroom. Has a penis? 
Use boy bath or single bath.

Nope. Teachers and kids with religion that objects to changing 
gender should not have to compromise their faith by calling people 
dressing up differently as IF they were what in fact they are not.   U 
may wish u were 6 ft but if u aren’t u don’t have aright to be called 6 
ft

Whatever. Going to be hard to tract all the changes

This is very important for transgender students. Agreed. I fully support this new policy.

Fine No. If I would not want my child to room with someone who 
identifies as the same sex as my child but was born a different 
sex.

I guess????? I don’t support this section as I don’t think some of the 
items in the first sentence are confidential medical 
information.

Thank you Thank you Thank you Thank you
I agree I agree I agree I agree
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526

527

528

529

530

531

532
533

534
535

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

So APS is effectively outlawing femininity, 
when it comes to school uniforms for 
specific  school related activities.  This is a 
real tragedy.

So APS is going to require students to come forward and 
admit that they are uncomfortable with sharing rooms with 
someone of the opposite biological sex?  How is that NOT 
stigmatizing to the child that is uncomfortable?  Since APS 
sites "privacy rights" about revealing someones "chosen" 
identity..how will APS actually enforce this? What happens 
when kids figure out how to game the system, so that a boy 
friend & girl friend can share the same room during over night 
travel?  Will parents be given the right to opt their kids out of 
sharing a room with a child with gender dysphoria, who has 
not fully transitioned?  This is simply unacceptable.

This is a violation of free speech rights.  No one can be, nor should 
be compelled to speak words that they do not agree with.   
Furthermore, how does APS expect teachers & staff to keep up with 
all the new pronoun iterations that are constantly "fluid", when their 
primary focus SHOULD BE INSTRUCTION!   What is teachers do 
not agree with the bastardization of the English language to meet 
the untenable demands of an ideology that is not grounded in basic 
biology and medicine?

APS is mis-stating the intent of the FERPA statutes 
with regards to privacy rights of students and their 
parents.  FERPA states that privacy rights belong to the 
parents as long as the children are minors--under the 
age of 18.  Once a child turns 18, the privacy rights 
transfer to the child.  Therefore, APS is engaging in 
misleading information and has NO RIGHT to with hold 
ANY information from parents, regarding the medical or 
emotional state of their child.  If APS continues to make 
this erroneous claim, APS will certainly face legal 
challenges regarding this issue.

None Sounds good Great! Seems like this makes changing your gender on official 
records very difficult. Why? Also, why is gender on any 
portion of a student’s official record?

My son is extremely uncomfortable sharing a sleeping are with 
a girl who identifies as a boy.

None Single-occupancy is the only appropriate remedy. Requiring 
my daughter to share a bedroom with a person who is 
biologically male. Or, parents should at least be given proper 
notification and the option for their children to have other 
accommodations.

None If APS plans to have students sleep with whichever 
gender they prefer, and use those changing rooms, 
parents have the right to know

Students should be allowed to dress 
however they want as long as it is 
appropriate to the occassion and non-
provocative.

I completly disagree. This is going to cause many problems 
such as sexual abuse and harrasment because children do 
not have the maturity to deal with these situations.

Adults should respect students and their feelings. However, 
students also have to respect adults and if an adult unknowingly 
address a child in a way that does not conform with their desired 
gender identity they should be respectful about it and not aggressive.

We are talking about children under the age of 18. So, 
legally they are still minors and their parents or 
guardians are responsible for them. For this reason 
parents and guardians should be the first ones to be 
informed. No child's records should be disclosed to any 
other person but it is important and legally a right for 
parents and guardians to know about their children 
under the age of 18 so they can guide them and help 
them however is necessary. There are other more 
important issues we should be addressing before this 
one.  Let the children be children and don't misguide 
them.

Absolutely agree. Absolutely agree. Absolutely agree. Absolutely agree.

Keep as is. Keep as is. Keep as is. Keep as is.

Good Good Good Good
Yes! Stop body shaming girls! I agree. Yes! I agree I agree
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536

537

538

539

540

541
542

543

544
545

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree and support Free and support Agree and support APS should obviously follow the law and strive to 
protect student privacy rights.

Okay Okay Good Okay

No comment My comments on the bathroom facility section apply here. Is there any leeway given to accidental slip ups?  My son had a 
nickname from the time of his birth.  He told us that when he turned 
5 he desired to be called by his given name.  A couple of weeks 
after he turned 5 he changed and wanted to be called by his middle 
name.  Identity pronouns are still being developed.  I would hate for 
a staff member who is either unfamiliar with a student's orientation 
or one who slips up would be held accountable for information they 
do not have nor should know.

No comment

Paragraph 2 needs clarification. I realize it applies to all kids, 
but it reads as though it does. How

Good, but how will you check compliance? Overall, 
clarifying all of this is overdue.

I agree that school clothing should be 
modest, as there is no reason for school 
aged children to dress like more mature 
adults. That said, if a boy wants to wear a 
knee-length skirt, a blouse with ruffles or 
flowers or a bow in his hair  - I have no 
objection to that!  No one has ever worried 
about girls wearing pants, suits, baseball 
caps, trucks on their shirts, etc. double 
standards!

I think this is just fine. But if the kid wants single occupancy, 
that should be granted.

Yes! This is a no-brainer. If they identify as a gender, the pronoun 
use should be followed.

This is a legal matter, so of course a permanent change 
requires a legal document. I am glad APS will help 
protect the legal identity by not revealing it and by 
honoring the gender identity of the student.

Perfect Perfect Perfect Perfect
I'm not going to mention this to my first grader, otherwise, she'd 
want to pick a new name everyday...o be called

Aren't parents and s hooks partners in this endeavor? 
Why keep information from parents?

Good Good Good Good
I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy. I agree with this policy.
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546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554
555
556

557

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What is TAII? Students should be able to 
dress as they see fit as long as clothing 
doesn't distract from teaching and learning 
or promote illegal or dangerous activities.

Trans or gender non-conforming students should be able to 
sleep somewhere safe and comfortable and not stigmatizing 
on school trips.

Students should be able to request that they be called by whatever 
name they choose and whatever pronouns they choose and 
teachers, staff, and other students should honor that request.

Students' privacy should be maintained.

Are non-gender bathrooms the non-stugmatizing alternative? 
If so, will each school have one built in? What is the budget 
for that?

What protections against lawsuits and legal actions are there for 
teachers or staff who unknowingly call a student by the identity they 
don't associate with?

How will we know how to call or address students if 
their transgender status, legal name, or gender assigned 
at birth constitutes confidentiality?

Terrific!

I think this is great! Happy pride month! The only thing 
that I would change is the thing about behavior not 
matching typically a cockatiel with their sex. You can be 
a feminine man or a masculine woman without being 
transgender, so you shouldn’t say that transgender 
means someone whose behavior doesn’t match what is 
typically associated with their sex.

good policy, extend it to student selected nick names that are 
acceptable

ALL the student's teachers should be informed. What 
health care & related info. that is legal to share & other 
related relevant info. should be given to ALL the 
student's teachers

Nice for choice. Very good Thank you

Agree. It benefits all students to have a 
single standard.

This is so important. I am glad to see the reference to updating rosters, which can 
otherwise be used to harass students.

I am happy to see the FERPA reference here. I think 
this is very sound.

Agree Agree Agree Agree
Agree I guess what the student is most comfortable with

This section needs specific examples for the 
parent to read.  It appears that there is not 
much enforcement of existing dress codes 
now.

So this means that APS will promote mixing minors in 
sleeping accommodations?   Who is liable for an sexual 
assaults that may occur?   This is absent of any common 
sense.   The average parent should know the risks involved in 
this proposed section.

Does this mean that teachers who make mistakes or choose not to 
comply will be punished?  Will there be a limit to how often a 
student can change their names?

There are so many questions in regards to  this section.   
 The reference  to the FERPA sounds incorrect.   These 
children are still minors.  For years the APS principals 
have reminded us to be involved in the education and 
upbringing of our children.   This section reflects unwise 
and fool practices which few parents would ever agree .

this is unacceptable. I will not have my girls share sleeping 
areas, showers, etc with boys who say they are girls.

This is unacceptable. Parents have the right to know if 
something as radical as sharing accommodations or 
shower facilities between biological sexes is forced upon 
us by APS. I absolutely insist on knowing if by girls are 
exposed to something like this.
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558

559

560

561

562
563

564
565

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Tall?? Non-gender? What does this mean? Where does parental authority fit into these decisions? This sounds very burdensome and confusing for teachers and 
students alike.

Is this legal? Taking away parental rights? My minor 
children don't have privacy rights with me.

I agree 100% I agree 100% Yes!  This is extremely important.  Yes, I agree 100% agreed

"Safe, non-stigmatizing alternative." So, separate but equal? 
That approach hasn't stood up historically.

Will this be done regardless of parental perspective? What if parents 
are opposed to a new name? Will the school respect the parents' 
choice, or will it side with the student?

I know this is an issue--I inadvertently called a student the wrong 
name when covering for a co-worker's class. Thank you for 
addressing this.

yes yes yes ok

Perfect perfect Perfect This is how the policy must be.  Perfect
Only would change the spelling in the first 
word to "All" not "TAll".  Otherwise great!

Agree that this is appropriate. Critically important!  Education of staff, including substitute 
educators, is important for this section to be administered safely.

Amazing!  Completely agree!    As a voting citizen in 
Arlington and parent of a current APS student, I believe 
fully that this PIP is  appropriate and needs to be placed 
into action immediately.
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566

567

568

569

570

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

It is not safe or healthy to allow students to co-habitate for off-
site, overnight trips and should not be allowed.

This has no place in our schools. Parents must be involved in their child's life, decisions, 
education. There are already laws to protect these 
students; enforce those laws. Schools, teachers and 
staff should be focused on academic endeavors.
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571

572

573

574

575

576

577

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Yes, this needs to be followed and students have the right to share 
what they prefer for their names and pronouns.

Agree, APS should never send out 
messaging that says "girls must wear x and 
boys must wear y." Instead, "everyone is 
encouraged to wear blue or dress up as their 
favorite book character" is fine.

how about adult supervision in the spaces to safeguard 
everyone's safety?

A letter from the parents and student should be kept in the student's 
file for reference. What if the student's wishes "call me X" differ from 
that of the parents "do NOT call my child X!" There should be a 
protocol established for that in the policy, ie the family will be 
referred for mediation, and if that doesn't work, X's wishes will 
prevail.

APS should also create a permission form so it is clear 
what the parent/student would like to disclose to whom 
about their situation, especially any particular preferred 
language, as teachers could copy and past that if there 
is desired language

Spelling error at the beginning of the 
section.  Fully support.

Fully support. Fully support.

This is awesome- thank you. Thank you! Thank you!!  This is awesome. Excellent- thank you!

I agree completely. Boys and girls should be 
able to wear the same clothes regardless of 
body type.

This seems very problematic. Does "any student 
uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area" apply to all students 
regardless of gender identity? This sounds like an expensive 
option, as you will have a lot of students wanting single rooms!

This sounds very difficult and burdensome for teachers. Middle 
school and high school teachers teach 150 kids every day, and have 
trouble remembering all their first names, let alone their last name or 
special pronouns.

This sounds reasonable.

How will you address the needs and safety of students who 
may be at risk to biological males staying in a designated 
female room, or vice versa?

Is it in a student's best interest to have this information 
withheld from their parents? In most any given case in 
working with students and families, isn't it vital to be in 
communication with a child's parents or guardians?
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578

579

580

581

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I propose removing the statement APS “staff shall not require 
a student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation…” I 
propose that transgender students be assigned either to their 
sex assigned at birth in efforts to protect their transgender 
status or to single occupancy room. I am concerned about the 
rights, safety, and privacy of non-transgender students. For 
example a female student that does not feel comfortable with 
sleeping and undressing while sharing a hotel room with a 
student who identifies as female but is male at birth. I am also 
concerned with how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how would allowing a 
transgender student seeking to sleeping accommodations 
with others boys help them feel safer? This seems like a 
potentially more dangerous position for the transgender 
student. Single occupancy sleeping arrangements as 
determined on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender student and non-transgender. If the concern is 
revealing transgender status by assigning them to single 
occupancy, this student could maintain the privacy of their 
transgender journey best by staying with those of the same 
sax assigned at birth. They themselves would not desire to 
draw attention to themselves by declaring they want to room 
with those of the other sex. Similar to children with specials 
needs, transgender students should be taken care of with 
Individualized Education Plans, instead of broad full student 
population accommodations that compromise the privacy and 
protection of other students.

I do not agree with the phrase “including parents and 
guardians” and propose the removal of this phrase. 
Students belong first to their parents – those that gave 
birth and/or have raised them and are their LEGAL 
guardians. The role of the school is to educate in 
academics. Parents entrust their children to schools to 
help parents in raising their children. The school is 
auxiliary to parents. Parents are primary and school staff 
are secondary. Parents should therefore not be kept 
from such a crucial development in their child’s life. 
Transgender students need the help of their parents, 
and parents cannot help if they are kept unaware.

It is especially important to stress the 
‘impartially’ bit. I have been told before that 
girls could not show their collar bones 
because of cleavage, and when asked why 
the cis boys didn’t have to conform to this 
was disregarded.

Being able to change gender markers is not widely known 
knowledge, and I believe it should be presented as an option more 
often. I did not know it was an option until a year after I first came 
out to the school.

a little ambiguous.... good good good

No comments. This section will help protect transgender and gender-
nonconforming students from discrimination.

No comments. No comments.
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582

583

584

585

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No issues with this section. The first part of this section reads "APS respects the privacy 
rights of its students and parents," but the rest of this section 
would appear to fail to address parental rights in this situation. 
In the second paragraph, instead of only saying "Any student 
uncomfortable...," it would be better to include parents as in 
"Any student or parent of a student uncomfortable..." 
Additionally, in the case of overnight accommodations, a 
distinction should be made between transgender students 
who are merely expressing an alternate sex from those who 
are physically changed. Allowing biological males to share 
sleeping areas, multi-person restrooms, or any other sex-
segregated facility with biological females should not be 
permitted regardless of gender expression. As necessary, 
gender dysphoric children should be allowed separate private 
accommodations, such as with students of similar gender 
dysphoria.

The first statement should include a reference to the parent or 
guardian such as, "Every student has the right to be addressed by 
names and pronouns that correspond to the student’s gender 
identity, when in agreement with the desires of the parents or 
guardians." Teachers should not call students by names the 
students choose unless the parents or guardians are in agreement. 
What nicknames students choose to use with each other should be 
in a different category and not automatically reinforced by the school 
in all situations.

There is a problem with including "parents or guardians" 
in the statement, "School staff shall not disclose any 
information that may reveal a student’s transgender or 
gender non-conforming status to others, including 
parents or guardians and other school staff, unless 
legally required to do so, unless the student has 
authorized such disclosure..." Recommend striking 
"parents or guardians" from this statement since legally, 
parents and guardians are in a different category than 
"other school staff". There is nothing related to a 
student's transgender status, legal name, or gender 
assigned at birth, or any other personally identifiable or 
medical information which APS should have a right to 
withhold from parents and guardians. Parents and 
guardians are ultimately responsible for their children, 
and may legally have the authority to withhold 
information from APS, but the other way around is not 
true. As an example, parents or guardians have the 
authority to withdraw their child from APS, thereby 
negating APS's access to further information about the 
student. By choosing to enroll their children in APS, 
parents or guardians are delegating authority for the 
child's education to APS, but most parents would agree 
this does NOT extend the withholding of relevant 
information from the parent or guardian.

Very good. Thank you for thinking of the comfort of students on and off of 
the school campus.

Great! Good.

Much needed. Very tricky situation but great to have protocol

Use active voice and state who is doing the 
action

Use active voice and state who is doing the action
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586

587

588

589

590

591

592

593

594
595
596
597

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

. This is absolutely ridiculous.  So why does everyone else get 
to be uncomfortable and forced to except this person and this 
person get catered to?  Under such circumstances, they 
should suck it up to whatever accommodations are available 
for their biological gender.  They should not be forced upon 
the other gender just because in their heads they identify that 
way.  Or if they want a single occupancy, then pay for it 
themselves.  Do NOT put everyone else out for these few 
people.  It is not fair and these kids don't want to be the ones 
labeled for making a big deal out of being uncomfortable 
calling out the person causing the situation.

You are asking too much of people.  It is too confusing and people 
don't mean ill intent when they don't use the right pronoun, but 
things become habit.  Don't we have more important things to worry 
about?!

.

Assuming this is "all" not "tall" students none ok ok

Please make sure these kids are NOT bullied by others.

Support it Support it Why not make this standard in MS/HS at start of year?  Teachers 
ask the class to let him/her know if they have a specific pronoun the 
student prefers. Just so students know they are encouraged to do 
so?

I think you mean "All", not "tall". I don't 
know what the dress codes usually are, but I 
like that they are non-gender specific.

This is great! This is great! This is great!

I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it.

"Tall"? Is that a typo? agree agree I think it's important to ask the student if they wish the 
information remain private, or not. Coming out is one's 
true gender identity is a very important aspect of one's 
life. I don't think the school should force them to keep it 
private or whisper about it or act like it's a big secret if 
they want it to be public. The students choice and 
wishes should come first

What's TAll? In any case good to see dress 
code rules won't be gender specific.

I can imagine scenarios when this might be hard to pull off in 
practice, but sounds good in theory.

Nice! Seems weird that parents wouldn't have access to that 
information? But maybe it makes sense for some 
circumstances.....

strongly support strongly support strongly support strongly support

Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support
A clear and common sense statement---
excellent

Again covering activitie associated with school must be 
addressed.  This sction does that.

This is very good.  Respecting the choices made by chsildren is 
crucially important

As the grandparent of a current APS studdent this 
section and the whole policy will address the social and 
safety needs of my student.
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598

599
600

601
602

603

604

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As a recent APS graduate and a friend and ally to 
several trans/non-binary folks, I absolutely support all of 
the policies outlined here. Accepting these policies 
represents a major step in securing rights for trans/non-
binary students and a step towards living up to the goal 
of ensuring safety of all APS students. This is important 
work, so thank you.

Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support
There's no such thing as impartial 
enforcement of a dress code.  Dress code 
enforcement is inherently biased.  People 
have enormous cultural differences in what 
they believe to be appropriate attire, and in 
practice most "inappropriate" attire is 
actually a consequence of skin color and 
body type.  There should not be any dress 
code policy, unless it can strictly define 
which articles of clothing are deemed 
acceptable.  Anything left to interpretation is 
going to unfairly enforced, influenced by 
teachers' and administrators' implicit biases.  
 I have seen this de facto unfair enforcement 
on many occasions.  White, skinny girls are 
almost never asked to change their clothing, 
while voluptuous, girls of color are often told 
they are dressing "slutty" when their actual 
clothing articles are essentially no different 
from their peers.

What happens when a parent or legal guardian is opposed to the 
name a student chooses for themselves and requests that teachers 
not use that name?  Is the teacher required to still use the name the 
student has requested, or do parents' wishes override this rule?

I support this provision. I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision

I'm not sure I fully understand this section.  What if the 
activity includes lodging at a place (e.g. in military-style 
barricks) where no alternative but to share sex-segregated 
facilties exist?

This is backwards! A student who has accepted the fact the 
she is a girl should not have to be the one to ask for 
accommodation. A child who mistakenly believes that he is a 
girl despite having a penis should Have to get help and 
accommodations. It makes no sense to require the VAST 
majority of socially normal students to do the work.

A boy has a penus. A girl does not. they don’t get to choose. The school board should have nothing to do with this! A 
situation in which a child is deluded into thinking he is 
not a boy or a girl is convinced she is not a girl is not the 
business of the school board.
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605

606

607

608

609

610

611

612

613

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

looks good

Good. Sounds right. Examine after implementing and be flexible. Agree. Sounds good.

Yes, and thank you for having a gender 
neutral dress code

Yes. Yes! Yes!

Dress codes can be drafted to be non 
gender specific without unfairly 
discriminating.

Gender non-conforming student can be accommodated while 
being sensitive to valid concerns of  gender conforming 
students.

I concur with this section. Agreed - privacy must be protected and re rods changes 
must follow legal procedures.

Dress codes in general are a good idea.  
Too often kids are excluded based on their 
clothing.  If anything an overall school 
uniform would be best.

Excellent.  This is the correct thing to do for all students, no 
matter their gender identity.

This may be the most challening thing, especially if a student 
changes there identity mid year.  Everyone will need patience and 
understanding with this one.

I agree with this policy.

I sincerely hope the dress code is no longer 
as blatantly sexist as it was when I 
graduated in 2000 at W-L. If it hasn't been 
updated or if each school currently forms it's 
own dress code, then either a full APS code 
or strong guidelines needs to be looked at 
next.

Might want to talk about safeguarding the non-legally 
required information that might indicate transgender 
status.

None The second paragraph fails to mention parents or guardians. 
Parents and guardians should also have the ability to weigh in 
on matters concerning their child's privacy and/or security.

Depends how loose the definition of "gender identity" is. If a person's 
gender identity is only changed with parental and medical 
authorization, then this section. However, if a student can self-
determine gender identity at any time without parental or medical 
adjudication, then this section is flawed.

Does FERPA allow schools to withhold privacy or 
medical data about a student from parents or 
guardians? If not, the language saying school staff shall 
not disclose information to parents or guardians should 
be removed.

I already don't think the schools follow any 
rules for the so called dress code, this one 
shouldn't be too hard.

Will you also be providing safe, non-stigmatizing alternatives 
for children who are NOT comfortable sharing their 
accomodations, sleeping areas, showers, bathrooms with 
persons of the opposite sex, even though they identify as the 
opposite sex which they were not born as?  I.E., will my 
daughter be forced to share accomodations with a biological 
male because he identifies as female?

Will you be punishing the teachers and students who forget, don't 
know or don't want to use the trans students preferred gender ID?
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614

615

616

617

618

619

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Does this mean that all students must dress 
gender neutral?  If I want to wear a frilly 
dress and see myself as a girl, will this not 
be allowed.  If I see myself as a 
transgendered girl, must I wear neutral 
gender clothing.  Where is the freedom of 
expresses.  It seems that schools are going 
to be policing and enforcing too many dress 
codes and other behaviors, instead of 
focusing on education and what is important 
for a healthy maturing process.

As a former teacher, parent and grandparent, I realize that as 
much as we wish students to include others, there is a 
freedom provided us by our Constitution that people can 
choose with whom they associate and it is not only unfair and 
illegal to force anyone to comply on the basis of equality.  We 
are not equal in birth, only equal in our choices to excel or not 
to excel in our own paths.  Field trips may just find 
themselves being deleted from curriculum if some students 
balk at being separated or segregated because they are afraid 
or uncomfortable.  This is now punishing non-transgendered 
in behalf a handful of those who see themselves  in a different 
light than from birth.  It is going to be a mess!  The idea of 
transgender has not been studied in the long-term to see if 
such individuals stay true to the new identity, are emotionally 
satisfied with whom they are.  This is new to public school 
curriculum.  Rushing into these changes to satisfy a certain 
group because of "bullying" by parents, organizations such as 
the LGBT

What is happening to our educational system?  I see nothing but 
law suits down the pike should someone use the wrong term which 
offends someone else.  Here we go again changing the whole 
system to meet the needs of a few and making it uncomfortable for 
others who are fine with their birth identify.  Let's give counseling to 
transgendered people so they can deal with their identities.

Yes, it can be kept private.  Then when a child is 
confronted in a bathroom, sports team situation and has 
no idea as to transgendered student, how are you going 
to deal with the shock, humiliation, or other traumatic 
behaviors.  School districts are going to have to have 
only separate, individual facilities for all to protect 
physical, emotional, bullying behaviors.  Are you ready 
for this?  Also, I was not allowed to finish my comments 
about #6,even though I had 959 characters left, which is 
distressing to me.

I would love to see something in here about ensuring that field 
trips, athletic events, and accommodations associated with 
them will be checked to ensure the safety of children 
attending. For example, staff shall, whenever possible, ensure 
that event locations have a gender neutral bathroom (Refuge 
Restrooms is a website and app that is a great resource for 
identifying trans-inclusive and gender neutral bathrooms along 
with ratings of individuals' experiences there).

Discussion and sharing of names and gender pronouns should be 
the norm for all students in best practice for safety and inclusivity of 
all trans, non-binary, and gender non-conforming people. If all 
students share their names and pronouns as a regular part of their 
day (For example, if they are listed on name tags), then everyone 
will be more understanding when a student does decide to be 
openly trans at school and change their name and/or pronoun. In 
addition, trans students and students writing about transgender 
people are often penalized in assignments for using the gender-
neutral "they" for a single individual, as teachers assert that this is 
grammatically incorrect. I would strongly encourage language 
regarding gender in assigned work so that respectful and accurate 
discussion of non-binary individuals is not penalized or discouraged 
through lowered grades.

The requirement that rules like these be 
gender-neutral is an important inclusion.

What would constitute a non-stigmatizing alternative?  
Hopefully, this policy does not support a claim that a student 
was stigmatized simply by virtue of choosig to be apart from 
the group.

Does a student get to decide any arbitary pronoun that they want to 
be addressed by? Even a pronoun they make up? I wonder if 
instead, a group of gender-ambiguous titles/pronouns could be 
standardized, e.g. "Mx" and "they".

Hard to judge because of lack of information.

Parents have a right to know if their student has changed their 
gender identity at school.

Parents have a right to know if their student has 
changed their gender identity at school.

Agreed Agreed Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students

Totally reasonable
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620

621

622
623

624
625

626
627
628

629

630

631

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No need to include "student's gender 
identity or gender expression". Students 
need to dress appropriately. Period.

NO! This is absolutely terrible. Think! What are you doing to 
our children? NO! NO! NO! Girls with girls and boys with 
boys. Not "I think I am a girl" with girls or "I think I am a boy" 
with boys. That is an absolutely terrible idea. Climate this 
section.

Really? Again, NO! Stop it, please. Eliminate this section. Stop trying to push this. No need to emphasize 
"transgender". Information remains private, of course, 
but stop discriminating.

I agree. I agree.
Tall? Students? How will you practically handle a situation where a 

transgendered student doesn’t wan to room alone but 
teammates or classmates may be uncomfortable  sharing a 
room? I think the policy is fine but do see how there is some 
potential for complications.

None None

Approve Approve Approve Approve
I like it! None, looks fine. This is wonderful and will relieve a major stressor for transgender 

students.

This is wrong No No What?
Bravo Bravo Bravo Bravo
Thank you APS for doing the right thing to 
protect and support ALL Arlington students!

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students!

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to 
protect and support ALL Arlington students

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students

Don’t require a court order. That’s expensive and not 
inclusive

I support this provision. I support this. I support this provision.
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632

633

634

635

636

637

638

639

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Please provide examples.  I don't 
understand what implication this poses.  
Again, this is no vague that an average 
parent cannot figure how how children will 
be impacted.  What does gender expression 
mean?  This terminology is so loosey-
goosey.  This policy opens up the door to 
anyone who wish to abuse the bad policy.  
Anyone can claim a particular gender 
expression one day and another the next 
and the school's policy says staff can't 
question the student.

I have major problem with this as a parent.  It is a lawsuit 
waiting to happen.  Who will protect the girls when there are 
trans-girls in the sleeping quarter?  What if trans-girls are 
lying?  APS wrote themselves out of the power to question 
and protect.  What if it's a trans-boy in the same room with 
boys?  Who will protect the trans-boy (who is still sexually 
female) from boys?  This PIP is foolish.  Again, the 
transgender students make up a very small percentage of the 
overall student population; why should this small group of 
people have such great impact on how the majority is treated?  
 What is the percentage of transgender students for each 
grade?  APS should provide hard data before coming up with 
this discriminatory PIP.

This is unacceptable.  Children don't have full legal 
rights.  They are not even allowed to open a bank 
account below a certain age without the parents; why is 
APS allowing children to do whatever they want and 
exclude parents from the child's well-being information?  
Gender dysphoria is a family issue; not a school issue.  
This information is confidential between the legal 
guardian, physician and the child.  School staff may 
assist but stay out of it.  Parents or legal guardians have 
full right to know everything about the child and be 
involved; parents have every legal power unless the 
courts take it away.  APS cannot withhold information 
from parents/legal guardians unless somehow the courts 
deem it necessary.  If APS enforces this PIP, many 
concerned parents will take legal action against the 
school.

Assumption that all genders would be 
dressed the same - either shirts, pants 
and/or shorts

language is confusing-it contradicts, so upon reaquest a safe 
alternative is provided or accommodations are not required?  
which one is it?l

Name and gender as identified yes, for those identifying as fluid 
should identify with their dominant marker

If a student was identified as a certain gender marker 
during their time in the APS, why should that be 
changed after graduation?  Doesn't make sense to incur 
costs after the fact.  Changes during a student's time 
within the APS system makes sense.

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to 
protect and support ALL Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and support ALL 
Arlington students!"

Thank you APS for doing the right thing to protect and 
support ALL Arlington students!"

This is perfectly reasonable. Thank you, APS! Thank you!!

Agree! Agree!  NVCC could learn a thing or two from your policy! Thank you APS for your support of trans and gender non-
conforming students!

I agree.  The first one is this paragraph 
should be All, not TAll.

I support this approach.  We must ensure that impacted 
students are comfortable with sleeping arrangements in non 
traditional situations.

I agree I agree

APS needs a centralized dress code - not by 
school

Single occupancy rooms for all - or must give parents notice 
of who their child will be rooming with at least a week in 
advance so that parents can decide if their kid needs single 
occupancy. Some combinations of kid could be dangerous 
due to bullying or other issues. Parents have a right to know 
who their kid will be sleeping in the same room with.

Need to make sure staff are not  punished for simple mistakes. My 
parents sometimes would accidentally call me by my siblings 
names or even our pets names if they were in a hurry. Staff who 
have to cover large number of students might slip up and they 
should not be punished.

Does this mean that school will hide information from 
me about my minor child? Unacceptable! If my kid has 
changed their gender, I need to know so that I can help 
give my child the love and supply they need. Fine to 
keep gender status private from other parents but not 
me.

Agree Agree Agree Agree
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640

641

642

643
644

645

646

647
648

649

650

651

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Does TALL stand for something I missed? 
Or should it say ALL?

Sounds good: Yes. Makes sense. Okay. Sounds good.

I agree I agree i agree i agree
Fine. School uniforms would also do the 
trick.

If it is all cost neutral, fine proposal.  Otherwise, the added 
costs penalize all others and requires sacrifices in other 
spending.  Again, the county should provide evidence of the 
problem all of this is trying to solve.

The name should follow the applicable laws around identification. This seems fine and applies equally to all - follow the 
applicable laws and regulations.

I agree.  Kids should be able to wear 
whatever they want as long as it is 
appropriate.

I agree. Although difficult in practice, I agree with this. I strongly agree with this section.

Thank you for allowing for students' 
appropriate expression

This is common sense regardless of gender so thank you for 
the language that relates to gender identity issues as well as 
overall student comfort

Keep it up! This is as  important as a held-dear nickname Please continue to assess this process to make it clear 
and enforceable

I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
me parece bien me parece bien me parece bien me parece bien

Sounds good. RE: "students may be assigned to a room consistent with the 
student’s gender identity," I think you need to assess the 
comfort level of girls who are being asked to room with a boy 
who identifies as a girl and vice versa. Where are 
considerations being made for students whose gender aligns 
with their gender identity?

My hope is that parents will be consulted before referring to a 
student based on his or her chosen identity.

You may need to articulate whether or not "submission 
of a legal document" regarding gender identity will be 
required to conduct the other items outlined in this 
policy (e.g. referring to students with preferred 
pronouns, allowing students to play on sports teams 
according to gender identity, etc.)

I agree, dress code should be student 
friendly, non gender specific or enforcing 
based on just how we perceive the gender. 
This is including transgender, male, and 
female students.
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652

653

654
655
656

657
658
659
660

661
662

663

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Again, I strongly supoort the 
sentiments/policy outlined in this section.  
School dress codes should be gender 
neutral, both because males and females 
should not be treated differently or held 
accountable for their adherence to dress 
codes in different ways AND because all 
students, regardless of gender identity, 
should be treated equally, no matter how 
they choose to dress, as long as they adhere 
to the general dress code.

I strongly support the policy outlijned in this section because it 
protects students' privacy rights, regardless of gender identity.

I strongly support the policy outlined in this section, as all students, 
regardless of gender identity, have a right to be addressed in the 
manner that they choose and the right to validate their internal 
sense of self.

I appreciate the policy outlined above, as it outlines a 
clear process for updating a student's permanent record 
and provide much-needed privacy protections for what 
can be very sensitive gender & name information.

All kids should be dressed appriately at 
school

Unexceptable!!   APS is creating posdible dangerous 
situations for both boys and girls.  This policy is apalling and 
shoukd be illegal!

That is a lot of pressure on teachers with the ever evolving and 
changing nature of gender expression.  I think this is unfair to the 
teachers but do understand how that the child may desire the 
pronoun or name change.

We are in charge of oyr children,  not APS.  Parents 
shoukd by all means be notified if their child has gender 
identity issues.  They need oyr support and guidance.  It 
is not APS's place to wothhold this from the patents of a 
minor.  The schook needs patent's permission for a child 
to stay home sick gor a day but the school doesn't yhink 
it should include us if our child has grnder confusion???  
Shocking

I support this statement I support this statement I support this statement
Support Support Support Support
yes good This came up at our home school. What if students wants to 

remain in room consistent with gender identity, but parents 
forbid this decision and practice?  Then what?

yes, agree with this section I assume it's consistent with all privacy rights of APS 
students?

Support Support Support Support
I support it. I support it. I support this. I support this.
Strongly support support support support
Bullying or harassment of any student, trans 
gender or not, should not be allowed.  That 
said, trans gender or gender dysphoria or 
trans sexual is a mental illness and should 
be treated as such.  No additional privileges 
should be provided.  This includes access to 
additional bathrooms/shower 
facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If 
you have an XY chromosome then you are a 
man and XX a woman, and there should be 
no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/t
rophies/names/pronouns.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or not, 
should not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or gender 
dysphoria or trans sexual is a mental illness and should be 
treated as such.  No additional privileges should be provided.  
This includes access to additional bathrooms/shower 
facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have an XY 
chromosome then you are a man and XX a woman, and there 
should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/names/pr
onouns.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or not, should 
not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or gender dysphoria or trans 
sexual is a mental illness and should be treated as such.  No 
additional privileges should be provided.  This includes access to 
additional bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have an XY 
chromosome then you are a man and XX a woman, and there 
should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/names/pronoun
s.

Bullying or harassment of any student, trans gender or 
not, should not be allowed.  That said, trans gender or 
gender dysphoria or trans sexual is a mental illness and 
should be treated as such.  No additional privileges 
should be provided.  This includes access to additional 
bathrooms/shower facilities/sleeping facilities/sports 
teams/clothing/trophies/names/pronouns.  If you have 
an XY chromosome then you are a man and XX a 
woman, and there should be no other delineation for 
bathrooms/showers/sleeping/sports/clothing/trophies/na
mes/pronouns.

About time This is important Well done Good
Tall? what about short :) very important - Congressional School has a lawsuit in this 

area and the school has to make sure all are safe and 
supported.

Yes! great.

Support. This is important in general -- don't 
have different rules by gender.

Support Support
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664
665

666
667
668

669

670

671
672
673

674

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
I agree I fully support this. It’s no different than gay or bi teens staying 

together
I fully  support this I fully support this

I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision. I support this provision.
I support I support the implementation of this policy

This needs to be defined in much more 
detail as do all these policies. For example, 
Males should not wear "wife beater" shirts or 
show their underwear the same way females 
should not show cleavage or wear short 
shorts that expose their buttocks.

There needs to funds provided by the school board to help 
cover some field trips if a transgender student wants their own 
room.

There needs to be system that can identify transgender students so 
the right pronoun or name is used. To my knowledge in the current 
system their is only their birth name and no alerts set up to identify 
these students. My son told be about a transgender student during 
SOLs being called by their birth name and it offended them to the 
point the student had a meltdown and had to leave the room.

To my knowledge this is consistent with normal 
operations.

This is great, I hope there will be ongoing 
teacher and school personnel training on all 
of this. People being their own biases to the 
table and while this a good start, 
implementation and enforcement will be a 
challenge for an already challenged county.

Good! Absolutely and it is about time! Good, but this should have already been the standard.

Every student should always be dressed 
appropriately regardless of their sex.

First and foremost, APS should not be hosting or requiring 
overnight events for its students for a number of reasons.  The 
above statement that reflects the problematic situations that 
can occur is one of the many reasons these overnight events 
should not be occurring.

Does this also imply a class of students can no longer be referred to 
as "boys and girls", are we always to assume there is a child among 
a group of students that is neither?

I strongly support this. I strongly support this. I strongly support this. I strongly support this.
I support this language. I support this language. I support this language. I support this language.
If a boy wants to dress like a girl and a girl 
wants to dress like a boy (and put up with 
whatever their peers are thinking--not out 
loud, of course), that is fine.

If the boy has boy sexual organs. hormones, muscles, etc., 
they should not sleep in the same bed with, shower with, etc. 
the girls.  The reserve is true of a girl who wants to be a boy.  
The one or two transgender kids should work this out with 
parents and principals separately so they are not 
embarrassed.  It can be done.

If a biological boy wants to be a girl, he and his parents should talk 
with principal, teachers, etc., privately and request the use of she 
and her IF, ONLY IF, this is a consistent, long-term change.  The 
teachers, students, etc., should not be expected to have to guess 
whether the transgender child wants to be a girl that day and then 
switches a few days later to being a boy again and wanted to be 
"him or he".  This is a lot to put on a kid.

No comment.

agree agree. Yes,  agree. Yes, agree.
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675

676

677

679

680

681

682

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Clear and appropriate. Yes!!! Yes!!

I agree I agree.   This should insure all students feel comfortable and 
safe.

I agree.  We should respect all students and families who would 
prefer a name that reflects their identity.

I agree that staff should respect students privacy and I 
agree that changes in permanent records would require 
legal documentation.

Students should be assigned overnight accommodations 
based on biological sex, or elect a single-occupancy 
accommodation. This is an issue that affects all students 
regardless of gender identity.

Does the statement, "every student has the right," imply a 
corresponding responsibility upon other students? I hope that 
students won't face disciplinary action over this issue.

Parents and guardians should have access to all 
relevant information about their own children. The third 
sentence of the first paragraph ("School staff shall not 
disclose... to others, including parents or guardians...") 
appears to exclude parents. Parents should be treated 
as partners and not adversaries.

All schools should also engage in a 
substantive review of their dress codes to 
make sure that they are, in fact, gender 
neutral and capable of impartial enforcement.

This is a wonderful goal and I hope we are up to it in the 
community.

Wonderful! Thank you for protecting children from the possibility 
that their parents will refuse to acknowledge their 
identity.

Nothing related to the PIP. The dress code 
and enforcement thereof is a whole other 
topic.

I’m a bit confused about this but it seems sensible if I 
understand correctly.

Agree 100%. None.

I agree with the above I agree with the above, but how will the policy address non-
transgender students who may be uncomfortable with the 
overnight arrangement?  For example, a male who identifies 
as female is rooming with another female.  If that female is 
uncomfortable with that relationship, what accommodations 
will be made?

I agree with this, provided that others students and faculty are not 
required to use pronouns other than he or she.  I don't believe others 
should be pressured to address a transgender student as they/them, 
ze, co, sie, ey or other made up non-binary pronouns.

I agree with the above

There is a type in the beginning (TAll should 
be All), but otherwise I agree with it.

This is fair and appropriate. I agree with it. I agree with it.
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683

684

685

686
687
688
689

690
691

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This section is misguided in its approach to disclosing 
information to parents. First and foremost, for minor 
children, parents are the holders of the children's privacy 
rights. FERPA, cited by APS, gives *parents* rights 
with respect to their children's education records, which 
rights then transfer to the student *at the age of 18* or 
upon entering a school beyond the high school level. 
Accordingly, parents are entitled to protect their 
children's privacy and APS is not entitled to keep 
information from parents. Understanding that 
theoretically a transgender child could be at risk from his 
or her own parents, APS adopting a blanket policy of 
deliberately keeping information from parents is 
nevertheless completely inappropriate, particularly 
without a showing of legitimate fear that the child would 
be harmed by the disclosure. Secondly, such a policy is 
even less appropriate where no age distinction is made. 
As a parent of elementary-age children, I am shocked 
that APS would consider withholding the information 
that my child is expressing transgender or gender 
nonconforming status from me as their parent. In a 
situation where an elementary aged child could be 
experiencing gender dysphoria or otherwise undergoing 
confusion, depression, or worse, APS has no right to 
withhold relevant information from parents, who almost 
certainly would be trying desperately to understand what 
is going on with their child. At a minimum, this policy 
should be revised to provide a standard (such as 
legitimate fear of harm to the child) by which APS would 
be allowed to withhold information, and that standard 
should only apply to high school aged children.

Small typo - "All students".  Otherwise looks 
good.

A little hard to understand how this is written, but the concept 
is good.

Very good

I support this provision I support this provision. I support this provision I support this section

I support this section I support this section I support this section I support this section
Support Support Susan Support
Very much Support! Support! Support! Support!
Clothes such as jeans and tee shirts are 
already gender neutral. If students want to 
wear clothing that is more specific to the 
other sex (such as  boy wearing a skirt), as 
long as it meets the dress code, that's fine, 
but they are gonna look rather foolish.

The fact that any "uncomfortable" student has to request to an 
alternative is stigmatizing in itself, on principle.  What this 
really means is that boys and girls that don't want to share a 
room with a transgender student, a student that is really of the 
opposite sex, will either have to sacrifice their own privacy and 
comfort for the trans student or they will have to ask for 
special accommodations.  This is unfair and exclusionary.

Students should be referred to by their legal names and proper 
pronouns. in official documentation on their birth certificates.  
Socially, if they want to be called another name or the opposite 
pronoun, well, OK, students and staff can go along with that.  
However, no one should be required to do so if they feel silly.  
Further, I refuse to use they/their for a singular person or any of the 
made-up pronouns such as zhe.  That is not even a word.

1. The fact that "gender assigned at birth" is referred to 
as medical information is evidence that one's gender is 
scientific and medical.  2.  APS school stuff had better 
disclose information to parents.  This is a huge problem 
for parental responsibility and APS has no business 
removing it.

I strongly support this. I strongly support this. Excellent!  I strongly support this. I strongly support this.
Agree Strongly agree Strongly agree Strongly agree
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692

693

694
695

696

697
698

699
700

701

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Thank you APS for protecting gender 
expansive students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Non-gender dress code is a must.  Bud get 
rid of the fingertip rule only used in our 
Middle Schools

Strongly agree This is a must.  Children deserve the respect of their name/pronoun 
choice.  Strongly agree.

Strongly agree.

Well done Answers some of my questions.  Agree. Makes a lot of sense. Agree.
agreed I support this yes please ok

Typo in the question first line. Is this policy 
only applicable to Tall students? By the way, 
APS regularly puts out announcements with 
typos and misspellings. Embarrassing for a 
school system.  There are obvious reasons 
for dress codes by sex. Transitioning girls do 
not have breasts. Many doctors do not allow 
medications to change hormones until after 
21, so some of this is still applicable 
according to biological sex.

No, what about how the 90% of students feel? There can be 
single sex areas and co-sex sleeping areas. Make APS 
administrators chaperone every event that this would apply to 
(outdoor lab, etc). Put your money where your mouth is and 
deal with the real implications of your policy. APS 
administration should be represented on every overnight trip.

only with parent permission and approval. APS is not a parent to 
anyone.

Parents have a legal right to know everything about their 
children. I completely disagree with overriding parental 
rights except in the case of a court order. APS has lost 
its collective mind.

Support Strongly support Strongly support Strongly support
Agree None Agree Thank you for protecting transgender and gender 

expansive students!

Support this provision Support this provision Support this provision Support this provision
Agree Agree 100% agree, I believe in general that transgender students should 

be made as comfortable and be allowed to stand out for 
performance and achievement as opposed to transgender status.  
The more we can do to make it a non-issue, the better.agree

agree

Again, the rights of many are being imposed upon for the sake 
of a few.  Yes, provide a single occupancy 
room/bathroom/shower for kids that request it, but don't 
impose on others' rights to have gender specific 
accommodations.  .

Parents should be informed of this before any changes are made. This is a gross violation of parental rights.  As parents, 
we have the right to know about what is going on with 
our children at school.  It is inappropriate for the school 
to assume that they are better equipped to respond to a 
child's gender identity issue than the parents. I am 
offended that this is even in the proposal.
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702

703

704

705

706

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Check you spelling on the first word in this 
section, or you have created a bigger 
problem.

What about the kids in the majority group who now no longer 
feel safe in the new exposure situations?  Will they have a 
voice, choices?

How often, especially, while a child is curious and just questioning 
to try to understand?

Thank you APS for protecting gender 
expansive students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive 
students!
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707

708

709
710

711

712

713

714

715

716

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As a 6'4" father, I hope this should be "All" 
students and not "Tall" students! I would 
encourage APS to ensure that all dress 
codes are aligned with the best interests of 
student safety and learning. I am not sure 
that this language meets this definition and 
would like to see it broadened.

I would only add that it is important for teachers and other 
staff to be trained and empowered to support children on 
these matters.

It's great. Is there a similar commitment for APS staff? Are permanent records legal documents? If not, then I 
am not clear on the rationale for requiring a legal 
document in order to make a change.

Thank you for protecting the rights and identities of ALL 
APS students.

I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100% I agree with it 100%
This is complicated and important - but appreciate APS for 
developing a thoughtful, respectful approach.

Dress code is a dress code. Please ensure 
those who may be enforcing it have training 
to allow fair enforcement and awareness of 
apparel issues that may be particular to 
student who are transgender may face.

Looks good. Agree. Ask that APS includes this in future training for 
all educators and staff so that students are not 
unintentionally "outed".

This is very important not just for 
transgender children but for all. I agree.

This is good and fair. I agree with this. Thank you, this is all well put and right.

Yes, I fully support this. Yes, I fully support this. Yes, I support this section but would change the pronoun "their" 
with "his or her".

Yes, I fully support this.

I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.

Agree with this section. Enforcement must 
be impartial.

Reasonable policy. None.
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717

718

719

720

721

722

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Obviously, correct first word to "All"!  Again - 
enforcement.  There was a similar issue 
several years ago at Swanson re: dress 
code enforcement.

Enforcement?? This is wonderful. Thank you for doing this!

I support this provision I have struggled with this myself. I support every reasonable effort 
being made.

This is a violation of FERPA.  It also asserts that white APS 
administrators somehow have more right to know about our 
children than their parents.   Will APS have a lifelong 
relationship with my kids.?  Does APS have greater legal 
rights to my child than their parents? This is abhorrent

Parents or guardians must be struck.   This is an 
abhorrent policy idea .  Parents should be made aware.  
Does APS  really think it should withhold significant 
information from a child’s legal guardian?

FERPA provides parents with full access to their 
students records.  What basis do you have to avoid 
providing information to parents?  This also appears 
inconsistent with the family life education statute which 
states that all instruction will be designed to promote 
parental involvement. §22.1-207.1.  Family life 
education. Overall this is the message of APS, that we 
want to increase parental involvement.  If my child is 
struggling with gender dysphoria, which is defined as a 
mental disorder by the APA, I should be told 
immediately.  The same way as if a teacher observes 
my child struggling with anxiety or depression.  APS 
appears to be attempting to step into the role of the 
parent and decide what is appropriate to share and not 
share.  this sentence about not disclosing to parents 
should be deleted.

I agree. I agree I agree. I agree

Good All good no comments Good Agreed
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723

724

725

726

727

728
729
730

731

732

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Thank you for your work on this very important issue of 
kids' mental and physical well-being and rights. I think 
Arlington will be a forerunner in this area. and will help 
create safe spaces for gender non-conforming people. 
This is not a trend, and APS is helping to affirm the 
identity of many people to come.

Great. Perfect. As it should be! Great.

Good Yes great thank you Good Good

seems there's a typo at the beginning. 
Otherwise fine.

The wording of the second paragraph is unclear as to whether 
the student who is uncomfortable is transgender or not? What 
happens if a non transgender student does not want to share 
a room with a transgender student - is this saying they are not 
allowed then to be placed in a single occupancy room? 
Perhaps reword to be clear - I imagine both transgender and 
non transgender students may be uncomfortable at times with 
room sharing arrangements. Not sure what the best solution is 
but it is clear students should be comfortable on overnights.

This is very important. Particularly as some transgender students 
may not have disclosed this information to their parents. I know 
there are parents who feel they have authority over their children in a 
way that would disallow this but that is not my style of parenting. It 
is SO important for children to be able to be who they are and be 
accepted for who they are.

I imagine those against this policy have particular issues 
with this section but I do think it is important that 
children's rights are respected. Their views may differ 
widely from their parent's views but that should not give 
a parent the right to impose their views not only on their 
own child but also on other people's children. Our 
children live in a world full of diversity of beliefs, 
ethnicity, gender etc. Schools are an excellent place for 
them to learn to respect the dignity of all individuals in 
our society. I am happy Arlington is preparing this policy.

ha!  this is fine -- but can you imagine how 
middle school administrators are going to 
handle this??!!  There may need to be 
additional guidance given here.

Please be clear that this applies to trans students and gender 
non-conforming students.  The second clause can be 
construed by Anti-trans groups as allowing CIS kids the 
segregated options cited.  "Any student" means....any 
student.  There are too many loopholed here and APS is 
walking on thin ice.  The language ought to be much more 
specific about to whom this section protects.  It is not for "All 
Students.'

this is good! I suppose it is okay.

I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision I support this provision
Agreed Safe spaces are ridiculous and should not be allowed! Not acceptable! Agreed.
I agree I agree and support. I agree and am glad to see this specifically outlined in the policy. I don't have any knowledge about this area

I'm unsure how this relates to uniforms for 
clubs, sports, and other activities. If just 
general rules - I'm okay with it.

I'm a bit uncomfortable with this. While it addresses a student 
with a different gender identity feeling uncomfortable, it does 
not address the possible discomfort of the student they will be 
sharing the room with. I don't know how you take both 
students into account especially given privacy issues.

I am fine with this I am uncomfortable with not informing parents.
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733

734

735
736

737

738

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No comment It's a sad day when we have to start referring to hims as hers and 
vice versa.  If you punish our teachers for using he or she and a 
"transgender" gets offended, you are going to have a county full of 
lawsuits and a county filled with teaching vacancies.

I think this section is completely appropriate. I think this section is completely appropriate. I think this section is completely appropriate. I think this section is completely appropriate.

None. I support this provision. I am fully in agreement. No comments.
Dress codes aren’t enforced anyway. Again, absolutely ZERO reason for my daughter to room with 

a boy until she is sexually active.
Staff should 100 percent use pronouns of choice  given at the 
beginning of the school year.

APS has not surveyed young girls about how they feel 
about the prospect of males in their locker rooms. I 
would like to see overwhelming data that would support 
such changes that would not make girls uncomfortable 
or feel mean for not wanting it.APS has failed on this 
point.

I agree. I appreciate the privacy protections and not singling out 
students.

I agree. I'm  familiar with the referenced policy but agree with 
privacy protections.

It's really a shame that during this process 
all the focus is  on the transgender children. 
Everyone deserves and has a right to live 
their own life. However, this PIP is solely 
focusing on the emotional needs of the 
transgender kids. There is no reason why 
the girls and boys dress code section can 
not be divided into male and female.

It would be easier to have separate bathrooms that are 
designated for transgender students. Again, the teaching of 
this ideology has not place in the public school system

This section completely violates parental rights. There 
should not be any information regarding a child (under 
18)that APS can hide from a parent. I also think the PIP 
prevents parents from teaching their own children their 
family's viewpoints on human sexuality and identity. 
This section takes away parents authority over their 
child's safety and well-being and gives that authority to 
the school system. This creates a wall between the 
school system and the parents.I don't believe that APS 
has done enough research on the impact this PIP will 
have on non-transgender kids. It is not the school's job 
to indoctrinate their political and cultural trends into the 
lives of the students. I believe that more time needs to 
be taken before this PIP can be voted on. At the end of 
the day, I think we all believe that we need to be sure 
that ALL children are protected and safe.
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739

740

741

742
743

744

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As a proud parent of a non binary child I applaud APS 
for all the amazing work they are doing for our kids and 
for generations to come! APS was also there for my 
family to provide out LGBT therapists and positive role 
models for our youth. I find it shocking that Arlington 
County government youth services in DHStell me they 
do not have any LGBT out therapists or any male 
therapists to work with our kids! For a County that 
elected its first out gay county board chair it's 
disappointing that our youth can't have one out therapist 
or male therapist to work with our children. This is  
sexist, homophobia and illegal. I am greatful l that APS 
is their for all our kids. I hope that things will improve 
greatly over at DHS Children and Famioy services. 
Thank you APS for being open minded, caring and 
serving for all students and families!

I support this language. Does this mean that any cis gender APS student will be 
provided an alternative to sharing facilities with a trans APS 
student? It’s good to provide alternate arrangements.

I support this language. I support this language.

Agreed. Agreed. Agreed Agreed.
Can we please move to uniforms like so 
many public, private and charter schools? It 
significantly minimizes the distractions and 
judgements that both children and adults 
are prone to regarding student attire. I used 
to teach at a public school with uniforms 
and students treated the school 
environment, teachers, and peers differently 
because we eliminated a major source of 
bullying, judging, questionable choices and 
awkward reveals that make kids and adults 
squeamish.

None Agreed Not sure about this area.

Assuming the first word "Tall" is a typo for 
"all," I strongly support this policy. I hope 
that other policies prohibit clothing that 
expresses bias or hate toward trans and non 
binary people.

This is a good policy to provide basic human rights to privacy 
and himane treatment in complex situations that some might 
consider to be delicate.

I strongly approve of this policy and applaud you for making it 
explicit and public.

This is also a clear and appropriate policy to govern 
complex and delicate concerns about self identity and 
expression. Thank you for making it clear and public.
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745

746

747

748
749

750

751

752

753

754

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

"Tall"? I'm sure others have pointed out this 
error. --Are ALL STUDENTS required to 
wear shirts at all times? Virginia allows 
women to go barechested and I would like 
to know that girls are not being treated 
differently than the boys. I have not seen the 
high school dress code, but have seen 
enough to worry that "appropriate attire" 
might be unfair to the female population.

To be clear--the UNCOMFORTABLE child will be segregated, 
not the child trying to live in their gender identity? The final 
portion makes that somewhat unclear. Yes, will not be 
segregated alone--but you'll move the uncomfortable child, not 
the transgender child? Like the way a child WITH peanut 
butter is removed, not the child with the peanut allergy. One is 
a choice, the other is not?

Yay! Way to go including instructions for previous graduates! 
I think you all have done a great job with this. Thank you 
for doing your best to include all our children and to 
keep them feeling safe and welcome.

Hooray for this, although please make sure 
to replace the confusing "TAll" with "All".  
Thanks.

Excellent! As an Arlington resident who lives in 22203, I support 
this draft PIP in its entirety, because it ensures the 
dignity and privacy of trans kids.

Opposed Opposed Opposed Opposed
Tall? Do you mean All? Other then that 
possible typo, I agree with this policy

Great. YES! Thank you! This will make everyone feel listened too. I agree fully with this policy.. Thank you for being 
inclusive and protecting rights.

I agree I agree. I agree I agree

I approve and agree I approve of these methods to ensure the comfort and safety 
of all students

These are simple and basic human rights. Considering students are 
indeed human, I believe they retain these rights as well.

I agree, however I believe that socially, all teachers and 
school staff should adhere to the student's preferred 
pronouns even prior to having them legally changed.

Thank you APS for protecting gender 
expansive students

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students
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755

756

757

758
759

760

761

762

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I would highly recommend gender neutral 
dress code options if your school has a 
specific uniform. If it does not, this looks 
good and students should not feel as if 
dressing in clothing which is within the 
dress code yet non-standard (ex: a male 
identified student wearing an appropriate 
length skirt, a non-binary person alternating 
between button down shirts or a blouse on 
different days, etc.) will put them at risk of 
ridicule or punishment.

Sounds good Excellent I understand bureacratic barriers regarding legally 
changing documents. I would recommend, if possible, 
that trans students who are facing challenges with this 
expensive, arduous, and often confusing paperwork be 
offered support instead of being tole "figure it out on your 
own and get back to us". It would be lovely if the school 
can help them navigate these barriers in this way. 
Privacy is so important (being outed can be the 
difference between life and death) so I'm glad to see it 
prioritized

Meh, as long as ALL the kids adhere to the 
dress code who cares. I don’t want baseless 
“discrimination” charges to come of this. 
But, it’s bound to happen. You know it will.

You are insane. “Whoever controls the language controls the debate.” Saul Alinsky 
would be proud of his useful idiots.

Keep that PII safe.

Agree and support Agree and support Agree and support Agree and support

Good, assuming the first word is All not Tall None Good Ok.  FYI I am an Arlington resident

None. None Please call your students what they wish to be called and don’t force 
them to withstand the microaggressions of being called the wrong 
name all day long.

None

Dress codes shoudl be impartially enforced. If students must share accommodations on field trips or at 
athetic events, they should be paired in accordance with 
biological differences (i.e., males with males, females with 
females).

"They" and "their" are plural pronouns. Schools should be teaching 
proper English. We should not be butchering the English language 
(i.e., changing the meaning of commonly accepted and understood 
words) as we search for ways to accommodate transgender 
students.

I don't think information about transgender status and 
gender are not "personally identifiable information" (PII). 
APS should consult relevant statutes, regulations and 
cases as to what actually constitutes PII. To be sure, 
that information is confidential medical information and 
therefore merits protection from disclosure. But, such 
information must be shared with the student's parent or 
legal guardian. The school / government should not be 
taking the place of family, which is what this proposed 
policy (on not sharing with parent / guardian) ultimately 
leads to.
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763

764

765

766

767

768

769

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

So long as the attire is not distracting,  who 
cares what people wear.

False!  No way should they be allowed to share overnight 
accommodations without the some sort of criteria,  and 
further, without the CONSENT of the PARENTS of the 
CHILDREN in the room with the individual self-identifying as 
that gender.  I concur with the second statement about 
provide safe accommodations for the children who feel 
uncomfortable.  We need to protect all children, both 
physically and emotionally.

This is also ripe for abuse and will more likely than not cause some 
distractions, however, I support it.

Concur.

Agree Agree Agree Thank you for providing this inclusive environment for all!

Excellent. This is wonderful. Students should be empowered to make 
decisions that make them feel comfortable and safe.

Students have a right to their privacy. Thank you.

My understanding is that FERPA privacy rights do not 
pass to a child until the age of 18.  Therefore, I do not 
see how it is legally possible for APS to prevent a parent 
from learning that their child is transgender, absent 
some type of compelling need of the child.   APS does 
not get to exercise a child's FERPA rights; the parents 
do.

I agree I agree I agree This is every important and if nothing else is included 
this should be.

Completely reasonable and fair. Let’s be 
sure we’re not singling out ladies as 
breeding to be overly modest to placate 
others.

Good! Excellent. As it should be. Yep. Again. This should be a decision of Arlington 
residents and board. Not outside county influences!!! 
This policy is a no-brained and should be approved 
immediately.

What the hell does this mean?  Spell out the 
dress coarse then ENFORCE IT which APS 
consistently fails to do.  Sometime the girls 
look like hookers including my kids who 
change clothes at school.  Teach kids to 
wear office appropriate clothes.   What u 
allow now is outrageous. I try to enforce 
coarse but u don’t so kids and I argue.  Bc 
APS does not do its job.  So real world - we 
have had to send employees home for 
improper attire

I do not want my kid sharing bedroom with opposite sex. Eg 
BRUCE JENNER- he is attracted to women.  So would I want 
him sharing bedroom w my daughter? Hell no.    Maybe he 
cut it off but usually this has not been done in highschool yet.  
Got a penis? No sleeping w girls

I can’t rell u the number of kids becoming sexually confused 
recently bc of all this nonsense.  Some kids worry that bc that r still 
virgins they must be binary.   We should not be bending fact to 
personal opinions or feelings. And flamboyance by any kid is school 
( theatrical silliness) should not be allowed.  Kids are bopping all 
over the map w their new pronouns.  My kids work from the 
foundation of fact AND remain kind to all

Gender assigned at birth is NOT confidential.  I can see 
rapists and serial killers hiding their IDENTITY THIS 
WAY ALONG WITH REGULAR  con artists.   A 
persons Sex is NIT confidential. But APS putting a boy 
in my daughters hotel room is a violation of her rights to 
safety modesty and privacy
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770

771

772

773

774

775

776

777
778

779

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I agree- although this is not enforced at the 
high school level in which I work.

I agree I agree I agree

Agreed. agreed agreed agreed.

Thank you APS for supporting gender 
expansive students.

Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive students. Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive students. Thank you APS for supporting gender expansive 
students.

Agree Agree Every staff member should have sensitivity and inclusion training to 
ensure compliance with this section.

Agreed

Good! This is excellent. This all sounds great. Does this apply to students with nick-names of their chosing?

OK -but will school dress codes be revised 
to reflect this?

My only question about this is how will it be applied to a 
student who does not want to share a bathroom or sleeping 
area with a transgender student?  As written it would seem to 
apply to them?  Will they be allowed separate 
accomodations?  And if so, does this suggest such students 
also should get their own bathroom at school?  I dont think 
that should be the result so think we may want to re-word this 
provision for clarity.

Agree No Comment.  Defer to law on this.

No comments. Delete last sentence first paragraph. In second paragraph add "; however, staff will not be required to 
update such records more than once per school year."

No comments.

"School staff shall not disclose any information that may 
reveal a student’s transgender or gender non-
conforming status to others, including parents or 
guardians and other school staff, unless legally required 
to do so, unless the student has authorized such 
disclosure, or unless there is a situation in which it is 
suspected that the student may cause harm to 
themselves or someone else." Parents who are legal 
guardians of their children are entitled to be informed 
that their children are using a different name or pronoun 
than was registered at the school by the guardians. 
Parents/Guardians are the primary caregivers legally for 
children and should not be kept from such information, 
regardless of a student's personal wishes. Just as a 
parent has the right to know a child's grades and 
educational information, as a minor, the parent also has 
the right to know such personal information. Teachers 
and staff should not be encouraged to keep such details 
from parents intentionally. Does this policy imply such 
practice?

good policy good policy good policy good policy
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780

782

783

784

785

786

787

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”? HOW will this policy be 
enforced and adjudicated?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional well being of their children. is APS ready to 
accommodate EVERY girl and/or boy who requests same-sex 
facilities? Will students be told they have the RIGHT to 
request separate accommodations?

Teachers need to teach their subject.  This section compels speech, 
denying teachers and staff their first amendment right to free 
speech. How can teachers teach when their attention must be 
focused on using the correct preferred pronouns for every child in 
the class? Infinite pronoun choices are untenable for a functioning 
classroom.

Parents have rights, not minors.  We are concerned that 
this is not compliant with FERPA. Minors do not have 
privacy rights from their parents. No school system 
should create a procedure that deliberately lodges the 
school between a student and the student’s parents.

Agree, but oops - typo -- assume first word 
should be "All," not "Tall".

Looks great - very affirming and supportive of all students. Terrific -- this will hopefully fix some of the current problems with 
classroom records.

It would be nice if the records could be changed with 
legal docoumentation.

support I support this - as long as other students who may be 
uncomfortable have a chance to be accommodated.

agree agree

Thank you APS for protecting ALL students and making school a 
safe and welcoming environment.

This is critical

I support this. I support this. I support this. I support this.

There needs to be clarification of what TAII 
means.

Completely support, however, I would like to see more 
language about how staff/community will be trained to offer 
the non-stigmatizing alternatives.

Completely agree Neutral
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788

789
790

791

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Seems reasonable enough.  No further 
comments.

Please see my comments to #3.   Again, I don't understand 
how Arlington can elevate one student's desires above all the 
other students and tell them "someone else's comfort is more 
important than yours, so you have to accommodate" .

I'm not sure this is a "right" but, putting that aside, if Arlington Co. 
wants their staff do this and keep their records consistent with this, I 
can't object.

I'd be extra careful about your statements regarding 
potential violations of FERPA and constitutional law.   I 
don't have any specific expertise in those areas, but 
you'd want to make sure you are on solid ground before 
asserting those statements.  Check with 3rd party 
counsel, not a lobbying group.   No comments on the 
remainder.    Thanks for the chance to comment and I 
hope you continue to give ample opportunity for people 
to comment in a kind and open way.  People on both 
sides can see things differently without being bad or 
ignorant.

No comment Agree and strongly support Agree
Agree- good section. Agree that any student uncomfortable should be provided an 

alternative that is safe.  But, this wording doesn't make it clear 
where the alternative would be?

no comments.

unnecessary leave the children alone-stop using them to forward your 
political agenda

they are too young to be used as your pawns socialist pap
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792

793

794

795

796

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

They can wear whatever they want. I do not want my student staying overnight with someone that 
is not the same biological sex as my student.   Make other 
accomodations.

If they don't legally change their name, how will you handle students 
that don't want to be called by their birth name?   What is the 
downside of allowing students to choose their own names if it isn't a 
legal name?

It's not in the interest of their mental health Boys and girls should not have to share the same private 
spaces.

no, this is not necessary Ket tgen be called by their given name Their gender is the one that their physical body is.

See my answer to #4. What if a group of girls are uncomfortable sharing an area, 
shower, bathroom, etc with someone born male but identifies 
as female? The language above says you can't put that 
person in a private room, so do you give all those girls private 
rooms?

This is ridiculous! Fine.

Totally opposed for reasons already stated. Totaly opposed for reasons prevously stated. Totally opposed for reasons already state. Opposed to any reference to  "gender identity," 
"transgender," or "gender non-conforming status."

Wear what you like during the day, 
transgender or not.  However, why mandate 
non-gender specific attire for activities?  
Again, what does this have to do with 
discrimination or harassment?  This is 
pushing the bounds and expanding a policy 
about transgender, not merely trying to 
protect students.  This process of expanding 
the agenda of the transgender community 
seems to be happening quietly, behind 
closed doors, with no public discusssion, 
which leads me to believe that you are afraid 
of that more open forum.

Why are we putting this burden on the student, who may be 
as young as 10 years old, to raise the prospect that they are 
"uncomfortable?" Further, citing privacy rights and 
categorizing gender identity as "nonpublic information" you 
are telling me that a parent may not potentially know that their 
child is being asked to share a room with a transgender 
student.  The opening sentence of this point is pure pablum, 
and again has nothing to do a with a policy of non-
discrimination.

This seems reasonable.  Allow the students to be called by the 
name they prefer.

Am I to read this that a parent of a transgender cannot 
be notified of their own child's transgender status if 
revealed to an APS staff member?   And what penalty 
attaches to a disclosure by an APS member to a third 
party?
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797

798

799

800

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No comment. This is madness.  Do you truly believe it wise and prudent to 
allow a biological male to shower alongside my daughter??  
And you are now doing exactly to my daughter what you are 
supposedly trying to protect the transgender student from -- 
namely, having to be singled out and accommodated with a 
separate room or facility in order not to have to undress -- for 
example -- in front of a biological male who believes himself to 
be female.  Given the incredibly extreme political biases that 
already exist in Arlington, my children will likely be 
stigmatized and ridiculed simply for seeking to maintain 
privacy and modesty.  If a transgender student -- or any 
student -- does not feel comfortable in certain settings, I am 
more than happy to provide them with an alternative solution, 
but to force all other students (minors!!) to accomodate a 
transgender student in such a way is absolutely inappropriate.

All students should be referenced in a respectful and appropriate 
way.  I fully support referring to people, namely adults, in whatever 
way they choose; however, this can be incredibly confusing in the 
classroom setting among small children.  If a small child thinks he is 
a girl, and then changes his mind, will we simply flow back and forth 
between these names and pronouns?  What about if this happens in 
my child's class?  Will I have the opportunity to speak with my child 
about this incredibly confusing situation?  Or will APS hide this 
information from me?  If my daughter asks why a girl is being 
referred to as a boy, will she be counseled?  Sent to the office?  
Provided with re-education training?  What about the teaching of 
science, of biology, of sex education?  Will we no longer discuss the 
wonderful and amazing differences that make us male and female, 
and celebrate or unique identities?  Or will we throw science out the 
window in the name of APS promoting a political agenda?

I do not need -- nor should I have -- the private legal 
documents of another person or student.  That said, this 
policy is clearly meant to do what I outlined above -- to 
hide from other parents the fact that a transgender 
student is in a particular class.  I say this not because I 
want to remove my own child from the class, or to treat 
the transgender student with any less respect than any 
other student.  Rather, if a transgender student is in my 
child's class, I would like to be made aware in order to 
have a knowledgeable, fact-based conversation with my 
children.  I would want to talk to them about how lots of 
people choose to live in different ways; how we are a 
wonderfully broad, pluralistic society; and how all people 
deserve our love and respect, no matter who they are.  I 
would also want to reinforce the important scientific and 
moral principles that I believe transgenderism 
contradicts, which is my right as a parent.  This policy is 
clearly seeking to prevent my rights as a parent.  I am 
deeply saddened and distressed by this politically 
driven, extreme policy agenda, which places activism 
before science and -- more importantly -- our students 
and my children.  I certainly hope this policy will be 
discarded, and a return to basic principles of mutual 
respect and understanding can be fostered among all 
students, without favoring one ideology or group over 
another.

All students should follow the dress codes 
so long as the dress codes are gender 
neutral. (Many schools have codes that are 
more strict for girls than boys.)

It's important for all students (transgender and cisgender) to be 
addressed by their preferred names. .

It's good to clarify this policy. Will APS have easily 
located info (FAQ? a hyperlink?) to point individuals 
and/or families to the appropriate places to get info 
about legal name changes, etc.?

Non gender specific regulations are KEY! 
Way to go! But it’s also important to ensure 
that teachers and administrators aren’t 
allowing their gender biases to corrupt the 
non-gender specific guidelines.

It should be up to the trans child and that child’s parents to 
raise awareness of the necessary conditions for their comfort 
and safety. But the school needs to be willing to and capable 
of accommodating for those needs.

I don’t believe that anyone has a “right” to be called something is not 
there legal name or legal title, STUDIES SHOW that misgendering 
or calling a trans child by the name they do not prefer is harmful to 
that child’s well being. And teacher or administrator who willingly 
acts against the best interest of the children should SERIOUSLY be 
considered for termination.

Very good!

I support this statement. I support this statement. I support this statement. I support this statement.
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801

802

803

804

805

806

807
808

809

810

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This seems fair and reasonable my issue 
has to do with training of staff 2 consistently 
apply these rules and not unjustly flag 
children who are different.

No issues with these statements. They should absolutely be the case and should have been the case 
already. No issues with this.

Again this should not have been an issue to begin with 
not sure why Arlington county is behind the times on 
these things. I have no issues with this.

Assuming it is “All” students, not “TAll” 
students, then I agree

I agree I agree I agree and think privacy protection is important for all 
students

This sounds like it could be interpreted in a 
negative way for transgender students.

Agree Agree I think there needs to be some leeway for students who 
have not yet gone down that path to legally changing 
their gender.

It’s about time! This is unrealistic. For sleeping areas, students should be able 
to sleep based upon their gender identity and should not be 
required to stay in a single occupancy room. However, it limits 
the places schools can go for field trips if they’re expected to 
find an additional “non-stigmatized” location. If a field trip 
location has capacity for a men’s side and a women’ side, 
APS should still be able to go there for the field trip. All 
students can pick the side that fits their gender identity and 
use the bathroom facility aligned with their sex.

Sounds good. As long as they aren’t changing their name every 
other week, at which point it becomes an unnecessary burden to the 
teacher (I doubt this would be an issue though).

Sounds good.

Ok Good Ok Ok

I strongly support this. I support this. I strongly support this. I support it.

Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth Thanks for protecting our trans youth
I agree. I especially approve of allowing 
students to wear clothing that may seem 
inconsistent with their gender identity. Such 
distinctions in cut & seen cloth are archaic.

I agree. I agree. This is a simple, respectful way to welcome students who 
are at high risk of suicide if they are not accepted.

I am concerned that this presents too high a barrier to 
changing a student’s name and gender identity on their 
permanent record, but I understand the thinking.

I support this fully, as the ability to wear 
clothing of their chosen gender is extremely 
important to genderqueer, trans, and non-
gender conforming individuals.

I agree with this, but would like a section that specifically 
involves what happens if non-trans students are 
uncomfortable that they may also take the single occupancy 
rooms made clearer. That would just make the policy less of 
an issue for certain parents.

How would a student go about reporting this? How would a student 
go about changing how their name is addressed? Would it be told to 
their parents?

I am not in support of this. Does this mean that a 
student can only be referred to by their chosen name if 
they are able to provide the submission of a legal 
document? This needs to be made more clear or the 
previous section needs to be ammended to explain how 
students can get to be referenced by their chosen name 
and gender, even if not legally done so.

great good good good
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811

812
813

814

815
816

817

818

819

820

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Very much in support. Dress code should be 
gender neutral in fairness to all students.

No comments. Agree with this policy. No comments. Supportive.

I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it I agree with it
This does not take the saftey of ALL students into 
consideration.

This is not loving to a child or.in their best interest. For sure these 
students need friends, love, to be included in every way, but NOT 
told they can identify with any gender or pronoun or name.  
Childhood is not the time for this.  These kids need help from adults 
and guidance and ACPS should make sure that is happening.

This is perfect. This is really important!! Institutional recognition of trans youth's 
names helps lower the incidence of bullying and makes a trans 
youth feel safer, more accepted, and free to focus on academic 
success rather than navigating a system that deliberately 
disrespects their humanity.

I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy
The policy seems to allow the student to switch back and forth 
between gender identities as they wish. This seems to create a 
situation that would allow for abuse of the policy.

Agree - thank you for protecting all APS 
students

Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students Agree - thank you for protecting all APS students

I agree TOTALLY AGREE Agree Agree

Yes!!!!!

I agree I agree I agree I agree
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No

821

822

823
824
825

826

827

828

829

830

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Clothing shouldn't detract from learning---be 
careful about what types of clothing this 
might allow.

I will not allow my daughter to room with a biological male on 
an overnight trip, or even share a common shower/restroom 
area.  So this policy makes my daughter feel stigmatized 
because she has to identify and ask to use a special single-
occupancy alternative.  What if all the non-transgender girls 
aren't comfortable sharing---does the transgender person stay 
in the public multi-use area while the other girls go 
somewhere else.  What prevents a male and female couple of 
using this loophole to sleep in the same room?---all one of 
them has to do is say they identify as the other gender.  What 
if a heterosexual 18 year old high school male, just to make a 
point, says he's a transgender girl so that he can hang out 
with the high school girls?  What basis can anyone say he's 
lying?  There's an easy solution to this----it's based on biology 
and X and Y chromosomes..

At what point does this distract from learning for the 99%---trying to 
keep track of the latest new words describing some variation of 
gender?  When is this religious discrimination against the teacher 
and other students who don't believe in the social construct of 
gender, but that God created male and female?  Does this allow 
transgender students to sue my daughter's because they used the 
wrong pronouon in class?

Are you kidding me?!  The school is going to keep 
information from a parent? Rights transfer to child at age 
18. Clearly APS PIP is taking FERPA out of appropriate 
use. You cannot take away parental rights. Parents have 
a right to know everything about their child until s/he 
turns 18.  - If my child says to the school that they’re 
transgender, and the school hides it from parents, then 
the child commits (or attempts to commit) suicide, can 
the school be sued for hiding that issue from parents?

I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with it. I strongly agree with this policy.
I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with it. I strongly agree with this policy. I strongly agree with this policy.
I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.

No comment on the dress code This seems like a reasonable and appropriate way to deal with 
the safety and wellbeing all students

I agree and hope that they/them is explicitly added as an acceptable 
pronoun for students

No further comment

I support this section. APS staff should be 
reminded of this provision for all activities, 
including graduation attire.

I support this section. It would be good if it contained a 
sentence stating that students who are in a relationship 
should not be sharing a room.

I suppoort this section because it helps to protect student's privacy. I support this section. It protects students who fear that 
their parents will not accept their gender identity and 
who may be at risk of harm from those parents. I would 
like to see a process for changing the records spelled 
out in more detail, but this creates a good starting place.

Dress codes are always used against 
women and non-binary persons. Repeal all 
dress codes. Also: TRANS RIGHTS ARE 
HUMAN RIGHTS

Yes this is good. Call people whatever they want to be called. Also: 
TRANS RIGHTS ARE HUMAN RIGHTS

I am an Arlington Resident. Figured I should say it 
somewhere.

Hooray impartial enforcement! I'm very pleased about this section
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831

832
833
834

835
836
837

838

839

840

841

842
843
844
845

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Tall? is that a typo? Dress codes are always 
enforced against the less privileged, Don't 
have a dress code at all.

Do not do over night field trips, or athletic events. School is 
about learning not providing opportunities for abuse/abusers.

All names should be listed out with the gender maker by default. 
Makes it easier to read and harder to pick out the kids who are 
different.

why are you even storing the students gender? Every 
time you need to know shoudl be a new question to the 
student.

I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it. I strongly support it.

This is a reasonable measure. This is a reasonable measure. This is reasonable. I agree, and I also think FERPA training needs to be 
done yearly if it already isn't.

I agree with this measure I agree with this measure I agree with this measure I agree with this measure

All students should confirm with student 
handbook.

Students should be able to  be in a room that the feel safe in 
which identifies with their gender identity or if not comfortable 
be assigned to a room that makes then]m feel safe.

I strongly agree that students should be addressed by the name and 
gender they identify with.

I agree.

Agreed. I appreciate that this is a touchy subject area, and feel that 
this policy effectively and appropriately addresses the potential 
concerns of all involved.

With the current software system in use by APS, it seems like 
updating records is not accessible by average staff at each school. 
What specific party is responsible for the actual input of 
corrected/requested information?

No comment.

THANK YOU. there has been a 
disproportionate amount of girls that have 
been dress coded compared to boys. Boys 
have walked around in tank tops and crop 
tops and not gotten comments from 
teachers about it, but I see it happen very 
frequently when girls wear those things.

lit tell that to Dr. East This is a good idea - outing someone as trans to 
someone that the trans person is not already out to can 
be dangerous.

Cis-girls should not be required to sleep in a room with youth 
with penises.  I am worried about the potential abuse of this 
access by cis-boys.

This is a common misconception on what is 
acceptable. Girls and boys bodies are 
biologically different highlighting appropriate 
attire is definitely necessary.. Once again if 
you are talking about students being 
harassed how is this policy going to protect 
my son or daughter from being exposed to 
inappropriately dressed individuals?

I would not feel comfortable with my daughter sharing a room 
with boy who claims his identity is "female" at the time. Who 
is looking at for the harassment and the emotional effects 
perpetrated on my daughter by this policy?

For a student that changes their preference daily, this could become 
a burden for the teacher. What happens when a student changes 
their name each day?

Why if it takes legal action to change permanent records 
are you making teachers change their names daily?

Agree! Thanks for supporting all kids! Agree! Agree

Great Good Good About time. Thank you.
I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
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846

847

848

849

850

851
852

853

854
855

856

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No dress code should ever be gender 
specific. In addition, dress codes should not 
be an excuse to police girls' bodies.

Students are safest when they are treated as the gender they 
present as and when they are fully included.

Thank you for protecting all students. This policy will underscore the 
worth of all students, creating an environment where all can learn.

Of course FERPA applies.

Tall?

This, too, is deeply troubling, as it compels speech from other 
students in violation of their constitutional rights. We demand that 
no action be taken against any student who declines to adopt a 
transgendered student’s preferred pronoun where that conflicts with 
the former student’s convictions. This is Orwell’s Newspeak. 
Compelled and penalized speech is the bedrock of tyranny.

Parents need to be informed of EVERYTHING related to a 
student that comes to the school's attention.  We are all in 
this together.  We want to help our kids.  Don't oust parents.  
Sleeping arrangements can not be mixed.  Everyone needs 
privacy.

This is excellent. This is excellent. This is excellent. This is excellent. Staff should not violate their 
professional ethical obligations to respect client 
confidentiality.

Wonderful ideas Yay Arlington! Nice job APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids
Will any student, regardless of gender identity, who is 
uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, etc. be provided an 
alternative? If a student is uncomfortable sharing quarters with 
a transgender student be offered an alternative arrangement? 
Why is it okay that parents of minor aged students remain 
unaware that their child may be sharing sleeping, showering, 
and bathroom areas with students of the opposite sex (who 
identify opposite their birth gender) during overnight stays?

The policy states that school staff may not disclose 
information to other school staff. Will all teachers who 
instruct the student be informed of the gender identity of 
the student? Will an art teacher be made aware or only 
the classroom teacher? It seems that any teacher who 
instructs the student should be disclosed the information 
just as they must be aware of IEPs and 504s.

Children should be free to express themselves and to self identify Children should have the right to express and share their 
own story based on their own decision when and how 
they are ready

Tall students? Just kidding - seems good. Seems obviously good Again - obviously something we should do Ok
thank you for being sensitive to this issue with our gender non-
conforming kids.
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857

858

859

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Who is going to pay for the "designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative"? Is that a separate room?  What if boys who just 
want to sleep in the same room as girls say that they identify 
as girls?  Will they be allowed?  If the girls are uncomfortable 
with that, will they be given their own rooms?  Will you make 
them have their own rooms? Won't that violate this policy?

What will happen if a student uses the wrong pronoun in address 
and transgender student?  Will they be punished?  Suspended? 
Expelled? Is the school district prepared to be sued for violating 
students' First Amendment Rights?  Have you sought a legal 
opinion about this?

Under this rule, do you plan to hide from parents, the 
wishes of a student who desires to transition?  Will the 
school assist the student in transitioning emotionally?  
Will the school assist the student in transition physically 
through surgery or through hormones?  And all of this 
will be done without the parents knowledge or consent?  
You'd better think long and hard about this because this 
violates parents' fundamental rights.  Unless and until 
the Equality Act is enacted or the Supreme Court rules 
on this, you have no right to keep this information from 
parents.

Yes.  Important. I agree. This will help the children so much. Appropriate for permanent records.

Fine Student school game this policy. And how will the school 
board pay for all of those extra rooms?

I am concerned with the enforcement of this policy and will 
individuals who use the wrong pronoun be punished?

This hurts parents rights to raise their children.
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860

861

862

863

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Will teachers be granted protection should they decide that they 
cannot morally/ethically/religiously support this? Remember: 
transgenderism is not universally supported. Of course, treating all 
students with respect and dignity is, however, for some teachers, 
NOT affirming the student in their request may in fact be seen as 
the best way to support and respect the student. Additionally, will 
the parents be allowed to instruct the teachers to NOT use the 
pronouns corresponding to the student's current gender identity?

This is in my opinion where APS is taking an enormous 
risk. This section MUST be reevaluated and should NOT 
go unchecked and unrevised. This is an enormous 
overreach. A few examples to highlight how and why: 1) 
a student expresses transgender or gender-
nonconforming status to the school and the parents are 
not notified. The student lives this life of being known 
one way at school and another way at home for a few 
years. Then, the family moves and relocates to another 
part of the Commonwealth or country that does not have 
a similar policy in place. How now is this student going 
to handle his/her experience? APS will not be there to 
guide the student through this process. The possibilities 
of less-than-positive outcomes are numerous. 2. A 
student commits suicide or attempts to commit suicide. 
The parents then learn about the student's transgender 
or gender non-conforming status, of which they were 
never previously notified about. Do you think the parents 
are going to walk away faithfully believing that APS did 
all in their power to best support the student and prevent 
such a tragedy or will the parents react viscerally to 
APS's nondisclosure of the student's gender identity? 
My guess is that in most cases, it would be the latter.

This again is wrong. If you have to write, "any student 
uncomfortable" in the stipulation, then it is automatically 
unnatural. The accommodations should be made for the 1 
student who is confused about his or her gender. Not the 
other way around. This is financially and realistically 
unachievable. Unless you are willing to provide 100+ students 
optional alternatives. Allowing opposite sex under 18 children 
to cohabit space overnight is borderline sexual harassment. If 
I was a parent, I would be appalled. Students who are 
LGBTQ+ identifiers should be provided an alternative that 
does not infringe upon the rights of other gender-conforming 
students.

This is wrong. Not only does it call for confusion for the educators 
and students but also is forcing someone to adopt a worldview and 
belief that is morally wrong.

This is wrong. Parents have a right to know about their 
children's medical conditions.

Yes. Students should dress appropriately. Wrong! Wrong! Wrong! Wrong!  By making this a policy you are looking for a law suit if it 
occurs by accident.

Wrong! You are dealing with minors. All staff should be 
free to communicate all information for the best of the 
students.

Yes Yes. And informally, the role of parent allies, when parents are 
chaperoning is very important.

Yes. And classroom practices around introductions on the first day 
of class are also important.

Yes. And it is important for a trans individual to have 
adult allies who know what is going on.
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864
865

866

867

868

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

sounds good sounds good good i agree
Magical! Truly! It is important for trans youth 
to be able to wear what they want without 
social pressure to conform. Your gender is 
your own!
I am fine if you say attire for all students is 
business casual, formal etc. why wouldn’t I 
be?, However, when the words girl and boy, 
male and female, man and woman are 
eradicated will transgender individuals finally 
be happy and feel accepted?

You best look at the cost for single rooming accommodations 
anything else isn’t equitable and is just stigmatizing for 
everyone. I understand a transgender individual may be very 
private,  but some may not — just like all children, some are 
private, some are not.

This is an example of your circular thinking. Records of gender 
markers are to be kept strictly confidential, but teachers will mark it 
where appropriate. Additionally, wow I really feel bad for the 
teachers that have to keep student’s gender pronouns straight in a 
classroom or school. Especially when children change mid-year or 
transition during the middle of elementary, middle, or high school. 
Teachers might slip up, even on more than one occasion, what 
then, they loose their jobs?  Makes me want to teach, you? Children 
and families creating pronouns is a really bad idea, and they and 
them sounds like a split personality. I am sure eventually the 
Transgender community will settle on its pronouns, but this 
highlights how you are rushing an agenda that isn’t even well 
thought out yet.

If the State is able to teach new identities to children, 
help them transition, undermine parents rights to know, 
and even force them to acquiesce based upon a couple 
of studies that suggest suicide attempts are high, and a 
controversial long term study about affirming 
transgender identity, ignoring of course the long term 
data that 85+% of gender dysphoric children in our 
current culture remain the gender that matches their 
biology. What other power over its citizens can the state 
exploit base upon a few controversial studies and ideas. 
This of all your policies is the most irresponsible, 
egregious over reach. You are ready to pit parents 
against their own children, take from them parental 
rights based on less than 1% of the population’s sense 
of themselves. How have you come to know the validity 
of all the arguments around affirmation. I have tried very 
hard and still can’t see a clear path here and you are 
ready to reach this far over the mark? Wow. A lot of 
detransitioners, many who spent their life as the other 
gender would not agree with your “scientific findings.” 
But, I guess they in the end were not really transgender, 
but my boys who like pink. Surely they must be, better 
get them on those hormones fast.

No comments Si es niño debe de Ir al de niño y si es niña al de niña.  Ahi Es 
Donde esta el respeto hacia los demas.donde terminan los 
derechos de unos comienzan los de otros.  Entonces estarian 
violando los derechos a los demas estudiantes .

No comments.  Si Deciden cambiar sus nombres, no veo ningun 
problema

Ok

Reject Reject Reject Reject
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869

870

871

872

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

.  I don’t wish to see the county undermine 
the rights of parents to direct this sensitive 
conversation with their children.

As an Arlington County taxpayer, I am absolutely opposed for 
my taxes to be used for this purpose.

.  I don’t wish to see the county undermine the rights of parents to 
direct this sensitive conversation with their children.

How much is this going to cost the county taxpayer?

I would be more comfortable is a parent could give consent for 
their child to share accomdations.  Also, it is likely that any 
student who is uncomfortable sharing these spaces will be 
bullied or labeled closed-minded. No thought is given to their 
confort.

This voilates educator's free speech. I do not believe that the school system should get 
between a student and their parents.  Do minors really 
have privacy rights from their parents of this level? This 
undermines the relationship between student and parent 
and paves the way for possible child abuse and neglect 
cases down the road.

The dress code now is not consistently 
applied so this really doesn't matter.

Boyfriend: "Are you going on the class trip?" Girlfriend: 
"Absolutely!"  Bofriend: "Good, I'll tell them I identify as a girl 
so we can sleep together."  Girlfriend: "Don't forget to bring 
protection." Great policy, folks.

Why should this only apply to transgender students?  Seemed 
rather biased.  What if a student just doesn't like or "feel good" 
about their name.  Can they choose whatever they want?

Last time I checked, the school didn't birth and doesn't 
pay any costs associated for my children.  You have no 
right to hide things about my children from me.  You 
have an obligation to share EVERYTHING with me if it 
will help me raise my children better.
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873

874

875

876

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I am an attorney. The “Privacy and Educational Records 
Section” violates FERPA and jeopardizes all federal 
funding for Arlington County school.  FERPA (20 U.S.C. 
§ 1232g) states that “No funds shall be made available 
under any applicable program to any educational agency 
or institution which has a policy of denying, or which 
effectively prevents, the parents of students … the right 
to inspect and review the education records of their 
children.”  Education Records are defined as “records, 
files, documents, and other materials which— (i) contain 
information directly related to a student; and (ii) are 
maintained by an educational agency or institution ....”  
Records for minors do not fall under any exception to 
Education Records.  If this provision is implemented 
without allowing parents access to Education Records 
as broadly defined by FERPA (including transgender 
status), the federal government would have grounds to 
withdraw all federal funding. This section also violates 
VA Code §§ 20-124.6 “(Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, neither parent … shall be denied 
access to the academic or health records of that 
parent's minor child”) and 54.1-2969 (“Nothing in 
subsection E shall prevent a parent, legal guardian or 
person standing in loco parentis from obtaining … a 
minor's other health records, except when the minor's 
treating physician or the minor's treating clinical 
psychologist has determined … that the disclosure of 
health records … would be reasonably likely to cause 
substantial harm to the minor or another person 
pursuant to subsection B...”)   There does not appear to 
be any precedential law recognizing a constitutional 
right to privacy for minor’s medical records from their 

This provides no protection for other students, only 
transgender students, they have no say or protection in 
voicing concerns.  What about other students being 
uncomfortable with sharing a room with a boy that identifies 
as a girl?

I agree that gender should only be changed with legal 
documentation.  And information from some sort of 
medical provider.
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877

878

879

880

881

882

883

884

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I don't have enough information about dress 
codes to comment on this, but it sounds like 
the rules will be as gender neutral as 
possible and I'm completely in favor of that.

Personally I don't feel it's useful or realistic to segregate 
students by gender, as it sends a message that the opposite 
gender is somehow scary or forbidden. But if gender 
segregation is necessary, it sounds like there are reasonable 
alternatives for those who need them.

YES! This is fantastic. Also reinforces the need for ongoing teacher 
training, as new pronouns are cropping up all the time, and teachers 
need to be aware of these.

Sounds good to me.

This is insane. You will bring about more bullying and hurt feelings by imposing 
speech codes on a bunch of teenagers. It’s unenforceable and 
Marxist in its origins.  Shame on you.

This is rediculous if it makes the vast majority of students opt 
out of a situation where a person who gender idetntidy is not 
the sex assigned at birt.  Acoomidations are fine, but this is a 
burden on the rest of the students who feel uncomfortable 
being put in such a situration.

Please define what is a "right" here?  Is it a constitutional right or a 
designated right by this policy?

Hiding a student's gender non-conforming status for 
access to locker rooms, bath rooms, sports teams is not 
fair to other students in those situations...especially 
when they might be in uncomforable, ie sharing hotel 
room or locker room.

This would be a great move forward for a 
fairer and less biased dress code policy.

I agree with this section. Yes! This is an absolute must- a person should be addressed by 
their chosen name and pronouns.

Absolutely! I agree!

Idealistically great but divisive on 
implementation. I would not be supportive 
as it feels very obvious the County has not 
thought through this approach from a 360 
perspective.  Any implementation must be 
holistic and inclusive of all, even those that 
may disagree with our position.  See above..  
 I would not support without more details

Idealistically great but divisive on implementation. I would not 
be supportive as it feels very obvious the County has not 
thought through this approach from a 360 perspective.  Any 
implementation must be holistic and inclusive of all, even 
those that may disagree with our position.  See above..  I 
would not support without more details

Idealistically great but divisive on implementation. I would not be 
supportive as it feels very obvious the County has not thought 
through this approach from a 360 perspective.  Any implementation 
must be holistic and inclusive of all, even those that may disagree 
with our position.  See above..  I would not support.

Privacy is critical

Good This is a difficult issue to implement. Teachers, staff and 
chaperones would need training

Good Makes sense

I support this section. Thank you for drafting 
this new policy and please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new policy 
and please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new policy and 
please implement it.

I support this section. Thank you for drafting this new 
policy and please implement it.
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885

886

887

888

889

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Great! Oh, this is so complicated! I appreciate all of the people who 
have worked on these documents and that you’re trying to 
come up with viable solutions. Thank you. I don’t know what 
good options there are for this dilemma. Again, I feel for the 
students who have been isolated because of gender 
dysphoria; I also feel for those who are uncomfortable with 
sleeping arrangements that require them to share a room with 
someone who is not of the same biological gender. There are 
good reasons for segregating students by gender for overnight 
trips. Like it or not, this muddies the water. Just because a 
student identifies as a girl/boy doesn’t make them that gender.  
 I think it’s unrealistic to think that a “non-stigmatizing 
alternative” exists, even if we want it to. Either the gender non-
conforming student feels stigmatized, or the student who is 
expressing discomfort (when that’s clearly not a stance 
embraced by APS) does. Once again, more time and 
opportunity for discussion is necessary to address this issue.

I strongly disagree with any policy by which the school 
would withhold information from parents or guardians 
about their own child(ren). Students are minors, not 
adults. This is a gross misuse of APS’s authority. APS 
is responsible to educate our children, not to determine 
or limit appropriate parental authority/involvement.

I TOTALLY disagree.  Girls have the right to 
be girls and dress accordingly.  Boys have 
the right to be boys and dress accordingly.  
The right of the 99% of the student's 
population cannot be VIOLATED.  The 
transgender and non-gender conforming 
students can dress as their feel comfortable 
to do so, WITHOUT violating the rights of 
students who are confortable with their sex 
and gender.

I TOTALLY disagree.  No sleeping area, shower, bathroom 
should be allowed to anyone who are of the opposite sex even 
if they believe they are the same gender.  How is APS going 
to guarantee the safety of the 99% of the students' 
population?  Sexual encounters cannot be undone!  The 
consequences of unwanted sexual encounters go with the 
student for the rest of their lives.

Very difficult for staff and teachers to identify students based on their 
preferred pro-noun.  It creates an extra burden for the staff, teacher 
and later for the students to use the proper pro-noun for every single 
students who want to be called different.

I TOTALLY disagree.  FERPA was created as a way for 
parents to support, care and know their kids’ private 
information and not be disseminated to anyone else who 
do not have the right to know it.  Parents have the total 
right over their kids’ records and personal information.  
APS MUST not go against parent's rights.  Parents have 
the right to educate their kids under their moral 
principles because under the law parents are the final 
responsible for their kid's wellbeing.

everyone should be in pants uniform if new 
transgender policies are made

nonsense! really- now this is so wrong.   Are all children able to pick names 
they want....i thought this was about equality!   lsounds like 
favoritism instead. allow student to use a chsen name?  and the rest 
of students that want to be called certain nicknames?  teachers cant 
even respect the students now and their cultural names that they 
caNT PRONOUNCE.  THEY GIVE SHORTER AMERICAN 
VERSIONS OF FOREIGN NAMES BECAUSE OF THEIR LACK 
OF KNOWLEDGE OF OTHER LANGUAGES... BUT 
TRANSGENDERS CAN PICK A NAME?

Interesting: no matter what the gender will still have the 
correct chromosomes that showas female and male 
genders ..... all records need to show that because for 
health reasons doctors need to know what theyre 
working on.

I support and appreciate this ungendered 
approach to a school dress code.

I fully support this section. This section is VITAL and has my full support! Respecting the 
names and pronouns of trans youth can have a positive impact on 
their mental health!

I support the first part of this section, though I believe it 
should be easier to change a student's name on their 
records.

This is a common sense provision. I support 
it.

I agree with this provision. This is a common sense provision. I support it. This provision is respectful of Arlington families and 
gives students agency over their identities. I support it.
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890

891
892

893

894

895
896

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is a problem only if staff are trained or 
in any other way encouraged to applaud 
and/or encourage transgenders to pointedly 
express their “gender identity” by making 
clothing choices that call unnecessary and 
distracting attention to themselves. Staff 
(and students) can show real respect (as 
opposed to condescension) to transgenders 
by ignoring their clothing choices, given that 
those choices conform to pre-existing dress 
code policy.

More of the same: elevation of transgender interests and 
subjectively defined needs over that of their classmates. 
Comfort & safety are two very different things. If by “safety” 
APS means emotional well-being, that should be stated. If 
APS already keeps sleeping students safe on field trips by 
providing appropriate supervision, there’s no reason 
transgenders sleeping among those of their same physical 
gender can’t be safe. If any conflicts are outside the ability of 
staff & parent volunteers to mediate effectively, then train 
them to do so.

Although I take issue with transgenders calling unnecessary 
attention to themselves & educators seeking special treatment for 
them, I don’t take issue with their being addressed consistent with 
their “gender identity”, AS LONG AS pronoun use isn’t legislated by 
APS. If our public schools are already places where respect & good 
judgement are modeled by staff & seen reflected in student 
behavior, let staff & students navigate this one on their own, 
together, appropriate to the whatever circumstances apply in 
particular cases.

If it "may" violate laws like FERPA, please provide more 
info or at least links. What other laws besides FERPA 
are at issue? Are minors implicated in such radical 
laws? If APS is so passionate about the social/sexual 
well-being & safety of transgenders that it would 
propose sweeping new attention to their needs, reason 
dictates that APS would welcome an open relationship 
with a transgender’s parents. APS should make every 
possible effort to secure every reasonable exemption to 
privacy laws that allow it to act as keepers of student 
secrets from students’ parents.

I agree. I agree. I agree. I agree.
Good call! Also, we should make sure dress 
codes don't unfairly blame girls and feminine-
presenting nonbinary people for men and 
boys' reactions to their bodies.

This is great! I wish this had been around when I was a kid. This is so important. Children should be able to be who 
they are at school without risk of being outed.

From what I have seen in the high school, 
there isn't much of a dress code, so I doubt 
this would be an issue.

APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids! APS, thank you for supporting ALL kids!
Please read and consider this research 
thoroughly when APS redrafts its dress code 
policy!! https://pudding.cool/2019/02/dress-
code-sexualization/

What will the appropriate gender markers be?
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897

898

899

900

901

902

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

None. I disagree. What could be "non-stigmatizing"? Therapy choices may not coincide with what you propose. Parents 
of trans kids contend with knowing that hormone blockers that are 
usually resorted to with early transitoning kids can sterilize their 
children. Some choose to delay transitioning affirmation in light of 
this and other studies that show that kids that are not encouraged to 
transition and go through puberty, realign with their birth sex. Since 
suicide rates remain unchanged among transgender patients after 
sex reassignment (which is why John's Hopkins originally had 
shuttered it's clinic)some parents attempt other therapy that does 
not immediately affirm transition..

This section tramples parents rights. Parents need to 
make choices for their kids and be informed of 
everything..

Sounds good Sounds good All students should have the right to identify how they identify Sounds good

I agree! Dress codes should not be 
dependent on gender.

This policy is reasonable and appropriate. We learn best when we can be who we are. Everyone has the right 
to be called the name and pronouns of their choosing.

These policies seem reasonable to me, but I defer to 
lawyers, parents of transgender students, and the 
transgenders students for their insights.

I have no suggestions changes to this 
section.

I support this section.  Being a pragmatist and a realist, there 
may be situations in which it is difficult to accommodate 
uncomfortable students .  APS should consider what 
alternatives will be made available in case only a single-
occupancy accommodation is available, etc.

I absolutely, unequivocally  support this section. This seems appropriate.  No changes.

This makes sense from a management 
perspective while respecting all students.
Fully support; Regardless of transgender 
issues, making dress codes non-gender 
specific is generally a good idea anyway.

Fully support Fully support; this second part is really important. Fully support basic privacy protections for students, 
including gender-related.  I am not sure I understand 
what circumstances could possibly arise where a 
"student may cause harm to themselves or someone 
else" AND that would necessaitate revealing private 
gender related information.  Seems an odd exception to 
specify.
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903

904

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Short of uniforms, individuals should be 
allowed to dress however they desire within 
the constraints of the dress code as decided 
upon by the school districts.

This approach seems to be transferring the burden of 
maintaining a student's safety and privacy to the students by 
making them the "bad guy" or "intolerant one " when they 
express that they are uncomfortable sharing sex-segregated 
facilities with with opposite sex.  How is that any different than 
making the student who doesn't identify with his biological 
gender express their discomfort with sharing a sex-segregated 
facility with individuals that are opposite of that gender they 
identify with.  This is blatantly UNFAIR BOTH WAYS!!! 
Students could and likely would be subjected to harassment, 
bullying, and ostracized.  ALL students whether they are 
transgendered or not are dealing with a whole host of personal 
issues during these formative years.  Why then does it make 
sense to set up a situation that will add additional stress, 
trauma, divisiveness to them.  All students should be given 
the opportunity to have single-occupancy facilities instead of 
"outing" student's insecurities in front of their peers.

We all should have the right to be called what we want to be called. 
Nicknames have posed no problems in the past why should this 
pose an issue now.

agree with this agree with this agree with this agree with this. i heard a few parents express issues 
with this in particular. this seems to be very consistent 
with the rights of children at the pediatricians. at a 
certain age (13 or 14) children have the right to consent 
to their own medical treatment and birth control...this 
seems more innocuous than that. if a child feels 
supported by their parents and family, this would likely 
be a non-issue because the parents would know. if there 
is no safety at home, this is essential.
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905

906
907

908

909

910

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is fine as long as it is taken seriously.  It shouldn't be easy for a 
(REDACT) who isn't really transgender to demand to be called "she" 
as a joke.

Fully support Fully support Fully support Fully support
Support as written Support as written These provisions are VITALLY important to the well being of non-

gender conforming and transgender students in particular. I applaud 
their thoughtful inclusion in this policy.

May not be appropriate for this document, but the first 
paragraph would be strengthened by including the 
reprecussions for staff should they violate this provision 
and disclose protected information about students.  If 
this is covered elsewhere in a different policy, 
referencing such policy would be sufficient.

Fine I'ts unclear what this means but I'd be careful about taxpayer 
reaction to this.

Fine Fine

Interesting accommodations for gender 
identity issues.

My child who understands their gender/sex at birth, could be 
uncomfortable using bathroom facilities that are of the 
opposite sex.  This happened with my child at (REDACT) 
when my child was made to use the bathroom facility with a 
student whose 'gender identity' was not of the gender/sex 
assigned at birth.  My child complained of the person with 
'gender identity' issues - making inappropriate comments 
about my child's sexual gender created at birth.  This was a 
VERY uncomfortable situation for my child as well as others 
on the sports team - especially when the sports team went out 
of state for competition and my child had to be made 
uncomfortable because of someone 'gender identity'.  There 
was so much accommodation made for the student with 
'gender identity' and less sensitivity to the students who 
understood and were more than fine with there gender/sex 
they were created with at birth.  My terminology (gender/sex) 
might not be correct - please excuse me.

Interesting accommodations for gender identity issues. Agree.
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911

912

913

914

915

916

917

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

looks good No comments No comments No comments

It is ridiculous to suggest that information 
about appropriate attire would be gender 
neutral.

Students should be assigned to their room consistent with 
their sex.

This is absurd.  Students should be referred to by grammatically 
appropriate pronouns corresponding to their sex.

Really, what kind of lawyers does APS have?  Is it a 
good idea to assert that if an APS staff members reveals 
a student's transgender status to another, that violates 
FERPA.  It almost certainly does not.

Agree with the above- no additional 
comments

No problems here This will be difficult to manage properly - I wish you luck No - there is no such right for any individual.  You're putting a 
responsibility on others that does not legally exist.  The list of newly 
invented pronouns will only add to everyone's responsibility, 
something the Arlington County School Board has no legal right to 
do.

While this sounds reasonable, I suspect problems are 
coming through this policy's back doors...

Can APS be more specific about how all students will be 
provided with a comfortable environment, both transgender 
and students who  identify as the sex assigned at birth.
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918

919

920

921
922

923
924

925

926

927

928

929

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What special Dres is contemplated?  This 
doesn't make sense.

This is an outrageous as everything else.  The kids who don't 
claim a gender different from their birth are the ones who get 
"accommodated"?

Are we going to stop teaching grammar and genders?  This is 
stupid too.

What about pride?  Shouldn't the nonconforming 
students be proud of who they are and how they've 
identified?  This kind of defeats the purpose.  Again, 
stupid policy that needs to be thought out.  This is a 
slippery slope.

No problem with non-gender specific 
messaging, but please note that the terms 
"gender identity" and "gender expression" 
are just one group's philosophy and not 
rooted in science.

Areas where a person's privacy can be exposed should be 
limited to individuals of the same biological sex - i.e. penises 
and vaginas should not mix for the sake of privacy and safety.

This should not be up to the student alone, but rather should involve 
the student's parent or guardian.

This suggests that information can be withheld from 
parents in violation of FERPA.

I support equal standards for all genders / 
gender identities with respect to any dress 
code requirements or enforcement.

I support this. I support this.

Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements Agree with the above statements
APS is committed to providing safe, welcoming school 
environment.... [please add] except for those students who 
disagree with gender identity politics and the idea that your 
DNA means something.

How often can a student change their gender identity and request to 
be called by a new pronoun?

Totally agree. neutral on this.  You don't get to opt out of the world being full 
of lots of different people.

Totally agree!

Absolutely not.

Sure No, not a good idea. The other child parents should be 
informed and asked if that is OK,

OK

Fine See bathrooms.  Assign facilities based on gender at birth, OK. Good

I support this policy. What procedures, if 
any, will be put in place to ensure impartial 
enforcement? Will this be part of the training 
process?

I support this policy. YES! Students should be able to self-identify. This includes names 
and pronouns.
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930

931

932

934

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What does this even mean?  I presume a 
boy that identifies as a girl, can dress like a 
girl?  I don't see how you can make a dress 
code non-gender specific.  Am fine with 
enforcement being regardless of identity or 
expression.

This seems reasonable, but if kids are being assigned, then 
full disclosure to the parents of those being assigned with 
them, seems fair.  I suspect many would not object, but it 
should be there choice.

For situations like overnight stays, it is imperative that 
there is full disclosure in my opinion, to all those being 
put in an unusual situation like that.

In a Wall Street Journal column, Dr. McHugh referenced two 
relevant studies: “When children who reported transgender feelings 
were tracked without medical or surgical treatment at both 
Vanderbilt University and London's Portman Clinic, 70%-80% of 
them spontaneously lost those feelings.  Some 25% did have 
persisting feelings; what differentiates those individuals remains to 
be discerned.”  For the same reason that many in the LGBT 
movement should stop calling women menstruators, bleeders, 
breeders, cervix havers, egg producers, uterus bearers, pregnant 
people, people with vaginas, non-prostate owners, non-men, vulva 
owners, front-hole havers, chestfeeders, or any other term that 
submerges their humanity into an anatomy lesson, for the sadistic 
purpose of telling them that their anatomy doesn’t matter to the 
transgender community. Women are not “cis,” or “cisgender,” 
suggesting that they picked, or were allowed to pick, being female 
or being expected to conform to feminine sex stereotypes. They are 
women and girls, which are the proper terms for human females.

So it’s okay to make others feel uncomfortable to  appease 
another student “gender identity” these are children not adults 
sometimes it’s hard for children to accept before an adult I do 
not agree

Yes yes yes! Love
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935

936

937
939

940

941

942

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Same comment as #8. This entire enterprise is 
designed to undermine the role of parents in their 
childrens' lives

Fully support this! Thank you. Our students need to feel comfortable to learn, 
this is the priority!!

Fully support this! Thank you!

I do not agree I do not agree I do not agree I do not agree
This section is fine. Does this policy get enforced for sys gendered students as 

well as non sys gendered students?  If I am a sys gendered 
male and a trans male is assigned to sleep with me, can he 
expect the same non threatening, non judgemental, non 
stigmatizing  accommodations?  This must be explicitly 
detailed.  we can't support the rights and privileges of minority 
status students while not supporting the rights and privileges 
of all students.

"including parents or guardians"  It is not illegal to 
provide to students' parents or guardians any 
information about the students' gender identity.  Indeed, 
it may very well be illegal for any institution to withhold 
from legal guardians and parents any information 
regarding the safety and wellbeing of a student as 
perceived by the parent.  Parent and guardians always 
have access to protected health information.  Gender 
identity is no exception.

good! good! good! The part about withholding info from parents is sensitive 
but I understand why it is needed, sadly, in some cases, 
so on balance I agree that it's needed.  I assume you 
have done a full legal review to make sure you can 
withhold that info from parents?

That’s good . Students should be able to 
express themselves ?

That’s good How do teachers and staff know how to agreed each child ?

A gender neutral dress code would be 
marvelous. Too many dress codes target 
young women and send the message that it 
is their responsibility as to how their male 
classmates behave.

Please make sure that substitutes are aware.
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943

944

945

946
947
948

949

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

The second sentence essentially says 
"Information...shall be...enforced..."  
Recommend separating into two sentences 
by placing a period after "non-gender 
specific," and wording the new sentence in 
active voice, e.g. "Local school staff at all 
levels will enforce the dress code impartially, 
without regard to a student's gender identity 
or gender expression."

Concur without comment Concur without comment The third sentence in first paragraph only protects 
transgender or non-conforming.  Recommend, "School 
staff shall not disclose any personally identifiable or 
medical information of a student, including gender 
identity or gender non-conforming status, even to 
parents or guardians and other school staff, unless..."

Non-gender specific dress codes should be 
the standard, if there's to be a dress code at 
all.

Wouldn't single occupancy for all be more equitable and 
remove all chance of stigmatization?  Sure, it's more 
expensive, but that shouldn't be a consideration for this school 
district.

Where is parental consent in this process? Parents are legally responsible for their children, not the 
school.  And this puts teachers in an impossible 
situation during parent teacher conferences with a 
student present (I have personally experienced this as a 
parent).

It’s time to have dress codes that don’t 
focus only on girls’ dress and allow for a 
range of gender expression.

Well done! Hopefully staff will be given the same accommodation. Excellent.

Agreed Agreed Agreed Agreed
Sounds good Sounds good OK Not sure about this
There DEFINITELY needs to be a specific 
provision EXPLICITLY stating protection 
from harassment based on dress regardless 
of gender expression AND that this does not 
need to be designated on any student forms.  
 For example,  a nongender conforming 
student can dress in a way that does not 
conform with their birth-assigned gender, 
but there does not need to be any APS 
documentation "permitting" them to do so 
AND that they will EXPLICITLY be 
protected from any harassment or 
disciplinary action.

Yes, and administrative training needs to include to not further 
stigmatizing the student by allowing countless other parents 
accompany other students to "protect" them from a gender 
non-conforming student.

Sounds good.  However, there should be some sort of advocacy or 
recourse for students if staff fail to respect this.

The first part is vague in the event the student requires 
outside medical attention while a student.  Current 
medical services have a long history of being very 
stigmatizing, causing many transgendered individuals to 
avoid seeking medical assistance.  I would strongly 
consult with a transgender advocacy group regarding 
disclosure of transgendered status so that the student is 
respected while receiving care.

I’d like to see the sexist language about girls 
covering their shoulders removed from the 
dress code. As written the public school 
dress code objectifies women. Clothing 
restrictions that apply only to female 
students is a prime example.

You should leave it open that a student can be assigned to a 
room he or she is most comfortable with. If a chaperone is 
doing their job we should stop gender divisions. A gay boy 
may be more comfortable in a room with girls.  Fraternal twins 
might want to share a room. There are multiple instances 
where middle school transgender kids might be more 
comfortable with their friends of one gender or another bc 
that’s who accepts them.

Lot of pressure on the staff Ok
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950

951

952

953

954

955

956

957

958

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I think all students need to be comfortable with who they are 
sharing a sleeping area, shower, bathroom etc. with.

I think name and pronoun preferences should be noted and honored 
as possible, but i don't think there should be any negative 
repercussions for any teachers\staff who slip up or forget.

ok Decisions should be made in consultation with parents/legal 
guardians. Strong parental objections to name/pronoun changes 
should be honored by APS on all formal documents and records.

a student's own parents/guardians have every right to be 
fully informed about any major change to their child's 
identity and health records

Thank you APS for protecting gender 
expansive students!

Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you APS for protecting gender expansive students

I disagree with this section.  Girls have the 
right to be girls and dress accordingly.  Boys 
have the right to be boys and dress 
accordingly; APS must require students to 
dress appropriately but must not force them 
to dress in a neutral way.  This PIP would 
be violating the rights of the >99% of the 
student's population to appropriate dress as 
girls or as boys. The transgender and non-
gender conforming students can dress as 
their feel comfortable to do so, but without 
violating the rights of students who agree 
with their sex and gender.

I disagree with this section of the PIP.  The first sentence in 
this section talks about APS’ commitment to proving safe 
environment, but it would be actually doing just the opposite: 
creating unsafe environment.  Under no circumstance any 
sleeping area, shower, bathroom must allow to anyone who 
are of the opposite sex even if they believe they are the same 
gender.  Sexual encounters cannot be undone!  the 
consequences of unwanted sexual encounters go with the 
student for the rest of their lives. APS would be violating its 
own Mission and Vision Statement in this section of the PIP.

No comments. I disagree with this section. FERPA was created as a 
way for parents to support, care and know their kids’ 
private information and not be disseminated to anyone 
else who do not have the right to know it.  Parents have 
the total right over their kids’ records and personal 
information.  In this section of the PIP APS is going 
against parent's rights and APS is violating its own core 
value of ‘Collaboration’ since it would not be fostering 
partnerships with families but hindering it.  Parents have 
the right to educate their kids under their moral 
principles because under the law parents are the final 
responsible for their kid's wellbeing.

Fine. Use of "they" as a pronoun is extremely confusing to children. "They" is not fair - ie, that a child who is trying to determine what his 
preference is, cannot even know whether he likes females or males. 
During this formative puberty stage, this makes it hard to 
understand what is happening. And that liking femailes with narrow 
hips does not make you gender-queer or questioning. As a narrow-
hipped, athletic female, I find this very harmful and sad for people 
like me who look like males until we put makeup on (like crying sad 
that we have to compete with trans men and potentially end-up 
being rejected by males who are scared to accidentally venture into 
non-female territory).

This should not be private. Gender of students has 
always been public.

no comments Please provide an example of a non-stigmatizing alternative.

This is so important - thank you!

none none none none
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959

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Smart. This is extremely unfair to the student who feels 
uncomfortable. If you put the onus on the student, fewer 
students will report. Instead, if a student -- even one -- reports 
concern, that concern MUST be investigated by a faculty 
member, and one of the possible outcomes (only one) MUST 
be that the transgender child is removed from the single sex 
environment.

This cannot be up to the student by himself or herself. A decision 
should be made by faculty, always with respect, but firmly. 
Children's wishes should be considered, and often respected, but 
the children must not be in charge. If the children are completely in 
charge, abuses will result, and faculty ultimately will perform poorly 
or quit. Keep the faculty in charge, they are fully competent to 
handle this issue.

Follow the law. It is that simple.
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960

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

What does it mean that students have “the right” to be addressed by 
names and pronouns that correspond to the student’s gender 
identity? What will the school’s policy towards students or staff who 
choose not to do so for religious, political, or other personal 
reasons? Per sections 2's lack of definition of the term "alternative 
gender", this seems to open up the potential of students having the 
right to be addressed by any arbitrary pronoun / gender of their own 
choosing. Is this the case? Will there be any standards applied to 
such student requests? Some such requests may fall under the 
definition of “improper purpose” in section 2, but how will such 
claims be adjudicated? Please read the following excerpt from a 
commentary by Eugene Volokh that articulates some of my 
concerns:  “We have to use “ze,” a made-up word that carries an 
obvious political connotation (endorsement of the “non-binary” view 
of gender). We have to call people “him” and “her” even if we believe 
that people’s genders are determined by their biological sex and not 
by their self-perceptions — perceptions that, by the way, can rapidly 
change, for those who are “gender-fluid” — and that using terms 
tied to self-perception is basically a lie. (I myself am not sure 
whether people who are anatomically male, for example, but 
perceive themselves as female should be viewed as men or women; 
perhaps one day I’ll be persuaded that they should be viewed as 
women; my objection is to being forced to express that view.) [...] 
Nor is the mandated “ze”-talk analogous to simple requirements that 
people be treated the same regardless of race or religion 
(requirements that may themselves be constrained by the First 
Amendment in some situations). The analogy would be if the 
government demanded that people have to be addressed using their 
own preferred race- or religion-linked titles — hypothetically, 
enforcing people’s demands that [...] “you need to address me as 
‘thee’ rather than ‘you’ because I’m a Quaker.”
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961

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This all depends on how this is enforced.  
This policy provision allows the district to 
force students to dress in a gender neutral 
way if the policy is adopted - this will cross 
free speech and other protected rights and 
be subject to being struck down for being 
implemented in an overbroad way.  Saying 
one is a boy or girl is not some henious act, 
even when an incredibly small number want 
to say they are a different gender.  If the goal 
is equality, those who view themselves as a 
boy or girl should not be penalized from 
saying, acting, speaking, competing or 
taking other acts that are consistent with 
view.  Letting less than a half percent of the 
students (if it is even that much) harnass 
school distric policy making to weaponize 
their view of how someone should speak or 
dress or compete in sports, etc. has nothing 
to do with equality.  It is about power and 
subjugation of those who have different 
views than those who want to redefine the 
educational setting without any well 
established science or other well-vetted 
factual basis.

Why isn't the second paragraph written in the inverse - the 
very nature of how this is written is to stigmatize the study 
who ways they are uncomfortable being in an overnight 
accomodation with someone of the opposite biologic sex

I don't think you can make this work legally.  If you 
cannot disclose this, then how to you protect the privacy 
rights of a student who does not want to stay overnight 
with a student in an accomodation who is of the 
opposite biologic sex?  This has to be disclosed or you 
trample on the privacy rights of the other students.
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962

963

964

965

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Best I can tell APS schools no longer 
adhere to any  dress code.  In the last 5 year 
more and more girls (and a few guys) are 
coming in crop tops and bralettes, Tight 
leggings with nothing covering their bottoms 
and low cut tops are the dress commonly 
worn by girls.  Male teachers don't address 
the provocative wear for fear of sexual 
harassment complaints, female teachers do 
not bother to mentor young girls on dressing 
appropriately and administrative staff refuses 
to address the issue stating that APS no 
longer has a dress code.  Students should 
be taught that school is their current 
profession and they should dress 
appropriately.  Why is APS so quick to 
change policy that effects 0.5 % of the 
population but not willing to enact a dress 
code that effects 99.5% of the population.

Absolutely not!  Students who do not want to stay in rooms 
assigned to their gender should be able to have their own 
room, however, they should not be placed in rooms with 
students of the opposite gender (birth anatomy). This should 
be based on "gender" not "gender identity"  How is it fair to 
impose their desires on every other student?

Students have enough to worry about, during their pre-teen and teen 
years.  They are often confused, including how to interact with each 
other and with the opposite sex.  Why are we adding to their 
confusion by giving them one more thing to stress about?

I agree, skirts should be the correct length, 
pants not pulled down, exposing underwear 
and no midriff exposure should still stand as 
dress code issues, unless it interfere with 
their cultural heritage.

A lot more students dropping out of over night activities, or 
added expense to all trips to accommodate more single rooms.

Just let us know what you want to be called. Wow, now we want to apply legality princeables to this 
issue.

I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section.

Agreed Ohh. This is hard. I don’t think it’s comfortable to have a 
genetically male or female person be required to go where 
they don’t feel comfortable if they identify differently, but I 
think it is also unfair to require that someone who does not 
identify that way but required to share with them either. I think 
this will likely lead us to court. I would remove.

Agree
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966

967

968

969

970

971
972
973
974

975
976

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Does this mean a student (who is a minor) with a penis could 
be assigned to a room with a student (also a minor) who has a 
vagina?  We need an opt-out here. These aren't our values 
and not acceptable sleeping arrangements for our children.

Is APS saying with this policy that they will withhold 
student records for their minor children from their 
parents?  I am at loss. Parenting of minor children 
comes from the family not the school system. Schools 
have no right to withhold information from parents.

I think as long as specific school dress code 
requirements are met students should be 
allowed to dress as the gender with which 
they identify.

I think as long as all students have the right to request 
different accommodations if they’re uncomfortable than this is 
fine.

I agree that transgender students have the right to be addressed 
with whichever pronouns they identify with.

Create an actual policy so that it is not up to 
the discretion of schools, because I can 
assure you that when I was in high school 2 
years ago, my high school (REDACT) had a 
dress code policy for girls that it enforced, 
but had absolutely no enforced policy 
regarding boys clothes.

Sounds perfect! At the beginning of the school year, teachers should conduct the 
first day's roster by the last names rather than first names because it 
would also fix the dilemma some students face when the teacher 
doesn't recognize their nickname that they go by.

Sounds perfect!

Yes. Please don't police girl's bodies only or 
transgender bodies-- all policies about 
shorts, skirts etc should be the same and 
enforced equally.

Yes Good Ok

Agree Agree Agree. Make sure the yearbooks are updated. Agree
This is an equitable policy.

All good I agree with the draft document
People shouldn't wear inappropriate (too 
short) clothing to school

APS should accommodate students preferences Students should inform their teachers of what pronouns to use when 
talking about them

Students should have the right to keep their basic 
information private

So,  if a male or female student is uncomfortable with an 
opposite sex (chromosomal) student in their sleeping and 
bathroom/bathing quarters, they must choice their 
displeasure, and then will be given different arrangements?

What if the child’s parent(s) or guardian does not authorize or 
approve of their child being adressed differently than their biological 
sex?

When it says shall not disclose to parents o r guardians, 
it reads that that also means the child’s own parents or 
guardians? I hope that this is just poorly written, and 
does not mean the legal parents/custodians of the child.  
otherwise, this is the most disturbing sentence of the 
entire draft.
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977

978
979

980

981

982

983

984
985
986

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Good Good Good Good
Estamos en una sociedad desafortunadamente donde aveces 
no se sabe no lo que se es ni lo que se quiere simplemente 
hay que dejar claridad que se debe estar muy seguro en el 
momento de adjudicar espacios y alojamientos a compartir y 
que termine siendo un riesgo para los demás porque puede 
suceder que alguien a partir de estas medidas diga ser 
Transgénero y no sea así!! Medidas para actuar con mucha 
cautela para evitar futuros inconvenientes.

Students should be grouped by biological sex for overnight 
sleeping  arrangements. For APS to allow and enable mixed 
sex sleeping arrangements, particularly without notifying 
parents, is wrong and outrageous. It should not be left to 
minor children to have ask for sleeping quarters with 
members of the same sex.

APS should not participate in concealing information 
from parents about the minor children in its care.

Can my child dress as a super hero or wear 
a costume?

My tax dollars should not pay for the trans special 
accommodations. Their parents should foot the bill. We know 
several trans students and frankly they are all psychological 
messed up. I don’t want my child sharing a room with 
mentally unstable kids period!

More BS. Why not eliminate gender pronouns and use “it”! Also as 
this policy reads, if my child calls a trans by the wrong pronouns 
then said child can be punished for being a bully.

If a bio male is competing in girls sports, he doesn’t 
have a right to privacy. We should all know.

Good. I hope this indicates that female 
students are not subject to unequal rules 
such as length of skirts or shorts.

It's not clear how you will ensure the student is not ostracized 
for her choice.

This is fantastic! Sounds reasonable.

Yes. A  dress code  is an important feature 
for good conduct and discipline and 
regardless of gender identification 
appropriate drew must be observed at all 
times.

Yes Yes. This all plays with that person’s right to be identified as he or 
she feels fit.

Yes

Yes! Support! Support Support
I agree. I agree. I 100% agree. I agree.
support and approve support and approve support and approve support and approve of this carefully thought out and 

caring police which is inclusive of all Arlington students.
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987

988

989
990

991

992

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I support the approach outlined in this 
section.

I support the approach outlined in this section.  It is important 
that this privacy and safe harbor be afforded to all students, 
including those who may identify as transgender or gender 
nonconforming, and it will be important for implementation 
that this is clearly stated in the policy.

I support the approach outlined in this section. There should be a provision to allow the ADDITION of a 
student's self-identified gender to the permanent record.  
This should not require submission of a legal document.

Excellent. Thank you. Excellent. Again, are there non-binary gender options for nomenclature Does this create a barrier for students that would make 
it difficult to assume their nomenclature of choice?

Seems reasonable. Students should stay in accommodations for their biological 
sex.

No. Pronouns should be by biological sex.

Agree! Agree We understand the interest in protecting the student's 
privacy, but the first paragraph seems to overstate the 
privacy laws -- typically a parent has the right to 
information about their minor child under privacy laws.  
For example, the parent would get a call if the child 
were sent to the school nurse.  This requirement seems 
to open the county, and the teachers involved, to 
lawsuits if a disclosure is made, even to other school 
staff.  What if a teacher accidentally refers to the student 
by the pronoun preferred by the student in a meeting 
with the parents -- is the county then liable?  Is this the 
case in other areas of school that information is withheld 
from a parent?

No comment No comment No comment No comment
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993

994

995
996

997

998

999

1000

1001
1002

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agreed. Absolutely. This is a great section. Agreed. Agreed.

At what age are you letting a student decide which pronoun to use? 
Please clarify.

I have a problem with APS staff not disclosing 
information to parents and legal guardians. If the staff 
suspects a child is undergoing any emotional or social 
stress, the parents should be notified.

Strongly support this section as worded Strongly support this section as worded Strongly support this section as worded support this section as worded
What?  Why must children dress be non-
gender specific? Girls should be allowed to 
dress in girls clothes and boys should be 
allowed to wear boys clothes.

This is unfair for children who are not trans gender Parents and guardians must not be involved.   These 
are children.

I support this section I support this section I support this section I support this section

Yes, in this day and age, this is absolutely 
necessary.

Of course! All students should feel safe while attending APS 
events.

I've been doing this for years. It is a simple task that helps others 
feel safe, comfortable, and loved.  Why not do this!?

I agree with the privacy laws.

None “Any student uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower, 
bathroom, or any sex-segregated facility, shall, upon request, 
be provided with a designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative. ”......does this include cis students that may feel 
uncomfortable as well?

Thats fine, but I think there should be a note that once chosen, it 
cannot be changed throughout  the school year;  if kids change their 
preferred pronoun per class or often it might become an Admin 
problem. Once chosen, thats how it would appear everywhere in 
APS ; and it can be confirmed/updated every year.

Records should be officially changed only if the names 
have been officially changed or if the preferred name has 
been added  legally.  Having mismatched school and 
legal records will have a long term impact for the kid, 
future adult.

I fully support this section.  Thank you for 
providing a safe space for trans and non 
cisgender kids.  It makes our schools better 
when ever student feels safe enough to 
strive for excellence and be the best student 
they can be.

I fully support this section.  Thank you for providing a safe 
space for trans and non cisgender kids.  It makes our schools 
better when ever student feels safe enough to strive for 
excellence and be the best student they can be.

I fully support this section.  Thank you for providing a safe space for 
trans and non cisgender kids.  It makes our schools better when 
ever student feels safe enough to strive for excellence and be the 
best student they can be.

I fully support this section.  Thank you for providing a 
safe space for trans and non cisgender kids.  It makes 
our schools better when ever student feels safe enough 
to strive for excellence and be the best student they can 
be.

I agree with all of this.
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1003

1004

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

In an educational institution, students and 
staff should wear clothing that covers the 
entire torso, and thighs.  Clothing should 
contribute to the educational environment 
without having offensive slogans on it.  
Appropriate hygiene including showers and 
deodorant are also important.  Modesty and 
cleanliness are very important.

Schools and districts' policies must protect the rights of *all* 
students in every category equally, so that while transgender 
students are given access to education in a welcoming 
environment, traditional and non-traditional families are never 
inhibited from practicing and teaching gender identity 
including conformity to their children whether due to personal, 
religious, and any other reason.  Parents have the right to 
know what is happening in schools where their child attends, 
including whether there are transgender students at that 
school and what the schools are doing to protect and care for 
the rights of all students, traditional, transgender, or 
otherwise.   I believe parents have the right to expect their 
children will be kept safe, including that their gender-
conforming children will not be required to share a sleeping 
area or shower or restroom with a transgender student.  I 
think it is okay to have a third area for transgender students, 
but I do not consider it appropriate to include a transgender 
student in the same facilities as males or females.  I believe 
that extended instructional field trips and athletic events 
should protect *all* students which includes those who are not 
transgender, and parents have the right to be informed about 
each of the peers with whom their child will share facilities.  
Names may be kept confidential, but parents have the right to 
know about the number of students attending with their child 
and the gender status of those in the same facilities, such as 
male, female, or transgender.  If a parent chooses to opt for 
their child to not share with anyone of a different gender 
status, including transgender, that is the parents' right and 
there should also not be any stigma or extra costs levied on 
those families, either.

I believe that students should have signed parent permission about 
adjustments to their name or preferred pronoun before the school 
implements anything like that.  I think there should be reasonable 
limits such as on frequency of changes and other details, such as a 
time period to inform staff, up to a week or two because in high 
school some classes are not daily but weekly, etc., and that a staff 
person who makes a mistake in how they refer to a student and then 
corrects it should never have a penalty as long as it is an honest 
effort and they are getting accustomed to changes and it is not 
deliberate or chronic, etc.  I think APS needs to identify appropriate 
pronouns available as suggested options such she, he, they, and a 
small selection of potential other pronouns to include some which 
are gender neutral, rather than having students choose whatever 
they want as a way to identify themselves with pronouns.  I also 
believe that while a student may have the right to say a particular 
pronoun when referring to themselves, I do *not* believe they have 
the right to determine the words that other people use, and that a 
gender neutral pronoun such as "they" should be acceptable for 
students, families, and staff who have personal, religious, or other 
objections to reassigning gender status to something other than 
what was assigned at birth.

I believe that students have the right to privacy and 
confidentiality, and simultaneously, parents and families 
have the right to know if there are *any* students in their 
child's class or school who are transgender, without 
disclosure of names or identifying details.  Parents and 
families have the right to know and have input in to how 
this could impact their child, including restroom 
availability for which genders, pronoun use in schools, 
participation in activities, dress code, names, 
bathrooms, lockers, definitions with examples, and so 
on.  Transgender students' rights must be protected and 
so should the rights of *all* students, including those of 
religious or non-religious persuasions, other races, 
disability status, and so on.  We must make sure we are 
protecting *all* our students and that the right to 
practice religion is also protected.  For personal, 
religious, and any other reason, parents have the right to 
teach their children to  maintain gender identity as they 
were assigned at birth.  If a school or district 
implements policies which are designed to protect any 
category such as transgender children, families retain 
the right to teach their own children according to their 
values and code of conduct.  Schools must obtain 
parent permission and parents must be able to opt in 
and opt out of having their child taught values in a 
school which are against those the families are 
teaching.  Schools may send home information and ask 
parents to have discussions with their children about the 
rights of all students, including transgender individuals, 
and may not permit that to encroach on the rights of non-
transgender persons.

Students identifying with their birth-assigned gender identity 
should not be required to share rooms or facilities with a 
student of different biological sex identifying with an alternate 
gender. These students should reserve the right to be 
informed if a student of different biological sex will be housed 
in a room with them, and should be permitted to grant 
consent.

Parents should retain the right to be informed about the 
gender identities of student who will be sharing 
bathroom, locker room, and overnight accommodations 
with their own students. This should be a comment and 
individual decision rather than a unilateral policy.
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1005

1006

1007

1008

1009
1010

1011

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

It is not at all clear what the following sentence means: 
"Arlington Public Schools staff shall not require a student to 
stay in a single-occupancy accommodation when such 
accommodations are not required of other students 
participating in the same event." Does that mean that some 
students will be forced to room with students of the opposite 
biological sex simply because most students on the trip have 
roomates? Wouldn't it make more sense and be more 
sensitive to students who may not want to have a roomate of 
the opposite biological sex to have cross-gendered students 
room alone?

This policy contains a lot about the rights of transgender 
students. What about the right of other students to not 
be forced to share a bedroom or a shower with someone 
of the opposite biological sex? How is APS protecting 
their rights?

None Assignment should be made regarding the student's biological 
gender, not gender idenity as defined above.

Records and pronouns should correspond to the tudent's biological 
gender.  Furthermore this restricts the teachers and staff from 
exercising their freedom of speech within appropriate norms.

The restriction of school records of any type from the 
legal parents or guardians is inconsistent with the 
responsibilities and authorities of the parents or legal 
guardians.  Minor do not have privacy rights from their 
parents or legal guardians.

Good Good Good Does this mean that parents don’t have the right to see 
the record of their minor, dependent children?  Please 
clarify.

Again, WHY? we have been in peace, but 
now you are creating a whole new 
problems. Students are learning, that is the 
first reason we send them to school, why to 
change what has worked fine and teach 
something that can be arrange in a minor 
scale without creating a whole social 
change. up until now, there was no problem 
in a big scale to necessary change the 
social or schooling dress code. We have not 
seeing it, it probably is, but not to an scale 
to change or make others functioning in well 
in society uncomfortable,

As I understand the previous paragraph, if there is not two, 
but only one, APS will not be required to accommodate such 
a student? you are creating a whole mess and confusing 
social and schooling system. This social issue should be only 
the right of a family, not the teachers or school staff.

WHY? the majority of us have never feel uncomfortable been a man 
or a women, and be call by names given by parents. Why is so 
important to change everything for the few? is not better to provide 
the change, once it is scientifically proven, and legally given a new 
name? Why to start with uncertainty and confusion for everyone, 
including those feeling the need of a transgender.

The problem is that a younger or 11 or even 17 years 
old girl or boy is not yet a responsible or mature person 
to carry on the heavy demands of his own status, their 
parents  are the responsible ones, but even before this is 
up per discussion, the school and medical staff 
personnel, think these children are responsible and not 
their parents. There is already a violation of family's 
rights.

Strongly agree! Strongly agree! Strongly agree! Strongly agree!
Following the school dress code is 
appropriate. The concern is that schools and 
APS loosely follow the handbook. Students 
wear midriffs showing their stomachs, tight 
skin clothes, short skirts all the time and is 
deemed acceptable.

No, I do not agree with this section. Students who believe 
they are transgender should not be assigned to a room 
consistent with their transgender identity. APS can give them 
a single occupancy accommodation.

Student's should be addressed by the name they are registered at 
the school with.

If a child is uncomfortable in the facilities for their physical 
gender, they should be offered single user/private alternatives.
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No

1012

1013

1014
1015

1016

1017

1018

1019
1020

1021

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

In support. In support. In support. In support.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that 
this is adopted for all protected groups.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is adopted 
for all protected groups.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is adopted for all 
protected groups.

I agree with the sentiments and suggest that this is 
adopted for all protected groups.

Good Good Good Good
I don’t have enough information about dress 
codes, but agree that the codes should be 
enforced without regard to gender 
expression.

I agree I agree I agree

Then what is the point of having a dress 
code at all?  What is impartial enforcement 
of a rule.  We are not impartial beings.  This 
is the most ridiculous thing ever.

This will certainly get very sticky and very confusing and 
difficult to manage for teachers and chaperones.  What 
happens if you are away on a music trip for example and your 
students change their minds about their gender and want 
switch room assignments at the last minute?  What if the 
hotel cannot accommodate?  What is the teacher/chaperone 
to do?  Not to mention, once again, this puts our children at 
risk for abusers.

Once again, ridiculous and impossible to manage.  I can't believe 
APS is even entertaining this conversation. What a waste of money.

I think the name of the graduate should remain and be 
changed.  I think the school and teachers should stay 
out of this completely.  It is not their place to manage or 
promote this insanity.

This is good, thank you for drafting this 
policy.

This is good, thank you for drafting this policy. This is good, thank you for drafting this policy.

agree agree agree agree
This is ludicrous.    As an adult working or volunteering in 
schools, church or cub scouts the opposite sex adult is never 
to be left alone with a minor.  Separate sleeping quarters need 
to be mandatory for the safety of minors.

How will this policy effect colleges accepting a designated number 
of students from a high school.?

Good Good Good but one question - will a teacher ask students their preferred 
pronouns, or is it incumbent on a student to request particular ones?

Good except for one question - if a student goes by 
pronouns that are not the ones that match the sex they 
were assigned at birth, could a staff member be 
disclosing gender non-conforming status if they use 
such pronouns?
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No

1022

1023

1024

1025

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Ridiculous. How can you enforce a dress 
code?

Outrageous. You can't put transitioned students in the same 
hotel room with students of the same birth gender.  APS is 
asking for a lawsuit. Again, you can't discriminate against the 
majority by pushing the agenda of a minority group that 
infringes upon the rights of others.

Ridiculous. We are encouraging students to live in a fantasy world 
rather than own what sex was assigned to he/she at birth.  So much 
for education. Imagine how much time and effort is going to be 
spent on making sure a student is called by the right name/pronoun.

Totally disagree. This is the nonsense that will allow 
APS to put transitioning students in a hotel room with 
students of the opposite sex and not notify parents of 
what's going on.

How will you address that biological males 
and females (no matter what expression) 
have different bodies and different sexual 
parts?

I do not want any daughter that I have to be assigned a room 
with a biological male, no matter what their expression.  This 
says a child that is uncomfortable charing- what will you do if 
most if not all children are uncomfortable? And how will you 
encourage those children to speak up? Will they not feel 
pressured to remain silent? How are we protecting the high 
percentage of our girls and boys who will be uncomfortable 
with this?

Choosing pronouns should be optional and not mandated. I do not 
want this to be pushed at students and causes hem to question 
something that they are not naturally questioning.

As a parent, I would want to be able to know if my child 
is being put in a bathroom, locker room, or overnight 
experience with a member of the opposite sex 
biologically, no matter what their gender identity or 
expression. It is my right to ensure that my children are 
comfortable and safe, and that includes them knowing if 
they put in a room using the bathroom (which involves 
taking their clothes off), changing in a locker room, or 
sleeping overnight in a room with a member of the 
opposite sex biologically, irregardless of gender 
expression. it is every students right to know if they are 
being asked to or put in a position where they will have 
to use the bathroom, change, be in a locker room or 
overnight situation with a member of the opposite sex 
biologically. How will they have the freedom to chose 
this if they do not know?

I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section. I agree with this section.
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No

1026

1027

1028

1029

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I would want more specific information about how this would 
work as actual scenarios, but in general I support this section.

I agree with and support this section As a practicing mental health practitioner who has 
worked with gender non-conforming students, I fully 
support the decision to protect the student's self-
identified gender private, including parents or guardians 
unless given permission by the student.  I have had too 
much experience with parents rejecting, attempting to 
change the child's gender status ("conversion therapy"), 
or abuse occurring as a result of the child's transgender 
or gender non-conforming status being revealed.  This 
has often resulted in a mental health crisis, suicide 
attempt or other self-harm, a child running away from 
home or being kicked out of the home, or involvement of 
Child Protective Services or law enforcement as a result 
due to parent's responses. Also, parents may reveal this 
information to other parents, and students may become 
a target of bullying or ostracism as a result. While the 
majority of parents are supportive of their child's gender 
status, there is no way for school staff to be aware of 
this and must err on the side of privacy for its own sake 
as well as the potential for safety of the student.

I agree.  Transgender students should be 
unconditionally supported.

I agree.  Transgender students should be unconditionally 
supported.

I agree.  Transgender students should be unconditionally supported. I am not sure if I agree with this policy.  It seems to be a 
high bar to change the permanent record.

What kids wear is the kids' business so long 
as it is not disruptive. Really, who cares?

Listen to the girls. If any significant number of them are 
uncomfortable with a biological male, then that tells you 
something. If you are putting a biological male with females, 
regardless of his or her gender identity, AND those females 
are made unfortable by him, then automatically assuming that 
it is the females' fault is the worst kind of sexism. Teachers 
and administrators need the option, and perhaps even the 
presumption, that if girls are concerned, the biological male is 
the one who is given the "safe, non-stigmatizing" alternative. 
Otherwise, you will stigmatize girls for speaking up when a 
male makes them uncomfortable and you will encourage the 
culture of silence that leads to so many bad outcomes for girls.

Teachers and administrators can be trusted to have final says. 
Children cannot. Do not give children this automatic right, or it will 
be abused.

yes provide alternative as needed yes this is important
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No

1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Fine Transgender students should not be allowed to share sleeping 
quarters with the gender they do not physically have. If they 
have already transitioned then it is acceptable, otherwise this 
is a policy which can be abused and puts children at risk.

Okay Okay

With appropriate attire for school-related 
activites being enforced impartially, what will 
happen in the swimming blocks? Will the 
boys have to wear one-piece suits, or will 
the girls swim topless?

The following language had appeared in the April 8 draft: 
"APS honors any advance requests by parents or students for 
roommate preference, without regard to the reason. This 
includes assignment of a roommate of the same birth gender, 
as well as the assignment of transgender students to occupy 
rooms with students with the same gender identity." I am 
disappointed that it was removed from the May 28 draft. It 
was actually a solution so that families with different beliefs 
about gender/sex can participate in activities together. 
According to the current draft, my daughter could be assigned 
to bunk with a student with boy parts, and neither she nor we 
are allowed to know such "nonpublic" information beforehand 
or request alternative accommodations.

This concerns me greatly because of its vagueness.  By granting 
this "right," could my children be required to address these students 
by their preferred pronouns? Because that is not merely a courtesy; 
that is coerced speech that violates my family's beliefs about sex.

I see this as an intrusion of non-medical personnel into 
family medical decision-making. If this policy were 
implemented, my children would be submitting signed 
releases to myself of all medical information including 
gender identity and noncomforming status and other 
sexual health matters.

Someone who is biologically male should not be permitted to 
sleep in the same areas as those who are biologically female, 
regardless of how they identify.

It's appropriate for the school staff to use student-selected preferred 
names/nicknames with students in the classroom setting, and to 
allow the student to use the preferred name when taking tests, filling 
out classroom assignments, etc., but the school staff should not be 
changing the student's permanent, official records to reflect such 
nicknames. The school does not have the legal right to overwrite the 
student's legal name in permanent school records. I hope that's not 
what is being suggested here.

Schools should not be withholding information about 
students from their parents, and this should not be 
formalized in school policy.

What a child wears does not concern me 
that is between the parents and the child 
and what is appropriate for school and 
school/athletic functions.

I do not want my child in that situation.  I am very concerned 
for the safety and privacy of my child and others.  Are you 
going to have waivers for the children who do not want to be 
put in that situation at any time including non field trips or 
athletic events?

Something on paper does not bother me. If a child wants to be 
called another name so be it.

I do not care about another child's personal records.  I 
care about the SAFETY and PRIVACY of my children.

Fine. Again, the goal should to fairness to all students, which is 
certainly not achieved by this policy.  A non-transgender 
student should not have to request a private room to keep 
from being assigned a roommate they are uncomfortable with.

Fine. The parent should have unfettered access to all 
information about their child, whether having to do with 
gender or otherwise.

This greatly concerns me for both transgender and cis gender 
students.

I’d like more time to consider this. It concerns me that 
as a parent information of such great magnitude 
regarding my own child can be kept from me.
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No

1037

1038

1039
1040

1041

1042
1043

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I have no problem with your boy wanting to 
wear a skirt and make-up. Have fun kid. 
However, if said boy has strong desires to 
chop off his penis and sew on a vagina, then 
he should be placed under strict oversight 
by a physician and mental counselors.

I wouldn't go so far as to recommend solitary confinement for 
the mentally unstable, as you have above. Nor would I be 
comfortable with these rules which are so easy to game. You 
are grossly underestimating the teen brain's capacity to exploit 
loopholes. And nowhere do you list any repercussions for any 
dishonesty.

They tried this at UVA in the early 90's and I can still remember 
laughing out loud so hard the neighbors came over to see what was 
going on. He is he, She is she. There is no "herstory" - that isn't a 
word. Get over it.

This is awesome. Thank you for codifying my ability to 
crush your actual girls teams with my "identified" girls 
teams made of solely XY chromosomes.

Stating that something won't be stigmatizing doesn't 
magically make it non-stigmatizing. The last sentence is 
unclear.  What happens if no student is willing to stay 
overnight in a two-person sleeping area with a trans student? I 
hope that won't happen, but if it does, you cannot 
simultanously allow "any student" who is uncomfortable to 
have an alternative and yet not require the trans student to 
sleep alone.  Perhaps this will never come up. I would 
encourage my children to volunteer to sleep with the trans 
student but my children are all cismales. Parents of cisgirls 
have expressed much more concern over this.

Fully support Fully support Fully support Fully support
Students should dress appropriately to learn 
and not be distracted.

Are we really spending our time and hard earned money on this? 
What ever happened to prioritizing that the teachers "teach" and the 
students "learn"?

Yes.  It should remain cofidential.  Save the student the 
harrassment because they will probably change their 
mind about it all by the timet they reach the age of 20.

This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

Strongly agree Agree APS, thank you for supporting trans kids! Agree
None None None APS should endeavor to make process for permanent 

change to records as transparent and simple as possible.
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No

1044

1045
1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

fine fine fine I have a problem with the language stating that parents 
will not be notified of their child's trans/gender status. If 
my child expresses a desire to transition, I would want 
to know so I could support them. In some cases, a child 
going through a transition may suffer mental health 
issues or have other needs, so their safety may require 
parents to know. I know there are other situations where 
parents are not supportive. I would change the language 
to say that parents shall generally be notified EXCEPT 
when school has reason to believe student's well-being 
would be at risk if parents are notified.

I approve. I approve. I approve. I approve.

When you say "Any student uncomfortable sharing a sleeping 
area... will be provided a designated safe... alternative. Does 
this apply to every single kid? If my daughter is not 
comfortable sharing a room with a kid with a penis, does she 
also have the right to an alternative arrangement? This would 
be equal and fair so I hope this applies to her as well. We 
need to take into account the rights of ALL KIDS, not just 
those who label themselves “transgender.”

I am supportive I am supportive I am supportive I am supportive

I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy. I support quick implementation of this policy.

I think it should be enforced based upon 
your physical gender.

I think that puts an unfair burden on the school system and 
that students should stay in housing consistent with their 
apparent gender

If a specific request is made the teachers should accommodate 
them but policy forcing teachers to do so is infringing upon their free 
speech

None
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No

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I need more information about exactly what 
this means.  This is too vague to make any 
comment about.  Can a female wear a 
dress?  Lets make it simple and just go to 
uniforms.

Again this is not clear.  What is considered a "designated 
safe, non-stigmatizing alternative?"  Is it rooming in with 
children of the opposite sex?  Rooming with children of the 
opposite sex  was noted in an earlier version of this policy so I 
am confused if this "safe alternative" is  allowing individuals of 
different sexes to room together.  If so I do not agree.  Parents 
need to be made aware of any "alternate  sleeping 
arrangements" for their children.

In the LGBT community there are more than 50 pronouns.  How is 
anyone suppose to know who likes to be call what name/ pronoun, 
especially substitutes?  I think he and she is less confusing.  Also is 
there legal issues to changing names and sex on records?   If a 
person changes his/ her  name and maybe decides later they would 
like a different name instead, can they change it again.  How is this 
information decimated to the staff?   How may times can you 
change your name.  Is there a limit?  Can you change your pronoun 
multiple times?

Parents should be made aware of all things associated 
with their child (including gender identity) unless there is 
a clear issue with parental child abuse.  Withholding 
information from a parent, who is in the best position to 
support their child is not acceptable.  Parents have the 
right to support their children how they see best.  It is 
not for the school to shape the child ideas and thought 
about gender.   Clearly more thought and effort needs to 
be put into this policy by a diverse group of people.  A 
letter should be mailed to all APS parents.  The number 
of emails form APS is overwhelming and gets lost and 
missed.  Mailing would beneficial to reach more parents.  
 thank you

I think this is fair.

I agree I disagree. This will be very stressful for biological female 
students

I agree about names. As for pronouns, I beleive students can insist 
on being addressed by gender neutral pronoun (singular they)

I agree

No additional comments on this section. 
Seems to provide a non-discriminatory, 
inclusive, supportive basis for enforcing 
standards of dress for all students.

No additional comments on this section. No additional comments on this section. This seems to provide adequate protection for students' 
privacy, while also allowing flexibility for APS to handle 
emergencies and changes to permanent records.

Absurd!  Student should be called by the pronoun  as noted on a 
legal document like birth certificate.

Agree
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No

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is good for transgender students and 
also important for girls, who often face a 
double standard on the face of the rules or in 
implementation.

Agree it is essential not to shame, stigmatize, or single out 
transgender students.

This is important and should be implemented as soon as possible. This sounds legally and morally correct.

Cross dressing should not be allowed. A This seems to allow transgender students to stay in opposite 
sex rooms. That should not be allowed. Provide options but do 
not  make opposite sex children  stay with transgenders.

No comment No comment

Despite of gender appropriate dress code 
should be followed

These accommodations could be available upon request No comments
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1062

1063
1064

1065

1066

1067

1068

1069

1070

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

looks fine looks fine looks fine looks fine
OK The student and parents should be notified in advance if a 

student is suggested to room with a transgender student, and 
not find out upon arrival. Don't stigmatize kids who want to be 
rooming with kids of the same biological gender either.

This is not practical or necessary. Kids can go by their name or 
nickname.  New gender pronouns are overly confusing.

Let me get this straight. You will not be notifying parents 
that their child is exhibiting signs of mental illness 
(gender dysphoria)?  You're supposing APS knows 
better than the parents how to assist the student in this 
matter?  These are minors (until late high school) by 
law.  Will you also withhold general medical information 
from parents of all kinds?This is unacceptable and also 
liable to lawsuits.

Somewhat concerning for minors - parents should have some 
say, as well
Naked people with female genitalia should not be in the same 
unobstructed open space as a naked male genitalia person. 
Regardless of identity.

Do not make students speak improper English using the plural 
pronoun when it is inappropriate for proper speaking.

Deben seguir los codigos de vestimenta.

I approve. I agree Thank you for making school a safe space. I agree

So long as dress codes aren't gender 
specific, it's fine.

Tough but reasonable. Absolutely.  I might be willing to cede ground in other areas, but not 
this.

This is good.  Help kids sort themselves out.

No comments. Looks good. Supportive Wonderful! Looks good. Again I would defer to the transgender 
community. It's unfortunate that we need to define this 
but until the day acceptance and love is embraced this 
is one way to show our support for all children.
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No

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agreed. One standard Again, getting out of hand So a student can change their name to anything? How will admin 
keep up with this through the years or when the student moves to 
another school or wants to change their name again?

No comment

Agree - not happy with current dress codes 
that appear to single out one gender - 
females.

I’ve found that some schools are already informally doing this. 
Honestly, most students & staff I’ve encountered are very respectful 
& use the preferred nane/gender.

Concerned about not releasing info to parents - 
especially of younger students.   Parents should be 
involved in supporting kids

I agree with intent but disagree with the use 
of "gender identity or gender expression". 
Alternate, just say, "....regardles of a 
student's gender".

Completely disagree.  With all of it.  Alternative...again, if, like 
many cultures, we used mixed gender space we would not 
need to delineate anyones "identity". But if we continue to 
segregate by gender (which we do) then the clear chose is 
medical gender.

Question - does any student have this "option"? If "yes" then their is 
no need to single out transgender.  If the answer is "no" why should 
a transgender person have a special right? Either make this an 
ootion for all or none. No need to single out any particular group.

Again, is this the same for non-transgender? If so, no 
need to single out any particular group.

Students should wear appropriate clothes. 
Focus on learning and less on fashion.

Not comfortable with this. Sleeping areas, showers, 
bathrooms, or any sex-segregated facility should be used by 
the gender assigned at birth. There is no chance for ambiguity 
or malice when this is done.

This seems difficult to manage and might make non-transgender 
staff/teachers/students feel uncomfortable. Only make this exception 
if name/gender are legally changed. Need to have a standard for a 
policy to have merit. Having a legal status is a good standard that 
could be used.

Not comfortable. As long as the student is a minor 
(under 18 yrs), parents should be notified and the school 
can not withhold such information as to gender status.

Fine. Will dress codes be changed because 
transgendered are uncomfortable with the 
policy? Change working policies for less 
than 1%?

So, can all the "uncomfortable" not transgendered students 
stay together?  Will they have to request in advance- if there 
is any transgendered person possible to be in my 
sleeping/showering area- request to be separate?

Teachers should not be fired if they mispronoun What is someone that works with academic "official" 
records and sees a gender (per birth certificate) and 
then uses that pronoun, but that is not the pronoun the 
student/parent wants to be used.  Are they susceptible 
to firing or legal action?

Allowing children from diffeeent biological genders to sleep 
together? This sounds like a recipe for abuse, misconduct, 
and rape. Will Arlington Public Schools be willing to incur the 
liability of being the enabler of these actions? Please do not 
base a policy so poorly conceived on the possibility of one 
single student asserting their desire to sleep with the opposite 
gender.

A student can choose to be referred to however they want as rheyre 
a free individual. However, my child will not be forced by the school 
system or any individual therein to use these pronouns as it would 
be a violation of their right to free speech. Any reprimand from APS 
teachers or administrators for not using alternative pronouns will be 
met with legal action.

I approve - this seems fair and reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable. I approve - this seems reasonable.
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1078

1079

1080

1081

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Follow through on this is imperative. If it hasn't already, I'd also like 
to see options updates for adding your preferred pronouns, title, etc 
on all school registration forms as well.  Rather than defining them 
for people, let them fill in what they'd like.

I like the policy in theory.  I worry that  "non-stigmatizing 
alternative" is subjective and may be difficult to carry out to 
everyone's satisfaction, including considering the comfort of 
both the "transgender" student and the student(s) they are 
sharing accommodation with.

I agree, although the dress codes are too 
restrictive as is

Completely on board This is a very good thing to state

This proposal is extremely vague and requires significant 
development. By eliminating a students and parents’ ability to 
know if there will be a transgendered child on a trip does not 
even afford that family the ability to request an alternate 
space. Additionally and more importantly, if my son or 
daughter feels uncomfortable, why are they the ones punished 
by being separated from the group?  This policy punishes 
people for vocalizing a valid concern and stigmatizes children 
who speak up. Aren’t we supposed to teach our children to 
stand up for themselves when they are in an uncomfortable 
situation?  I agree that transgendered children should also feel 
comfortable and not stigmatized, but this policy does not solve 
the problem. Further discussion and consideration must be 
had. Recommend focus groups that include teachers, 
parents, students, and administrators to find a better solution.

It is reasonable to address each human being respectfully. I have no 
problem asking my children to address someone by their chosen 
name. However, teaching new pronouns to CHILDREN is not 
acceptable. Additionally, this section is vague and implies 
conformance with pronouns. There shall be no separate disciplinary 
plan or enforcement plan for CHILDREN who use incorrect 
pronouns. If my 5 year old mixes up he /she /ze, that is not 
unexpected. However, no child should be punished or disciplined for 
making pronoun errors unless they are violating the already 
established harassment policy.   Have teachers been asked how 
they feel about this policy?

If parents aren’t legally allowed to know any transgender 
status, how may we have our children opt out of 
extracurricular activities or reinforce education at home?  
 This survey is poorly configured: it requires additional 
room for general comment. My requests are: all user 
feedback to this survey shall be made public. All of it, 
raw data, not a summary. No transgender instruction 
shall take place in the classroom. Parents shall have 
complete knowledge we’ll in advance of any  instruction 
that may even be construed as transgender related so 
that we may opt out or remove our kids from class. This 
proposed policy is extremely vague and creates more 
questions and problems than it resolves. A series of 
town hall discussions and working groups that involve 
parent and teacher groups shall be utilized. A 
comprehensive bathroom survey shall be done of 
existing facilities before transgender bathroom use 
policies are passed. Transgender children are wonderful 
blessings from God —-like all children —- and should be 
loved and supported, but this policy does not help them 
get the support they need but rather deepens the divide 
between non trans and transgendered children. What 
steps is APS taking to get these children and families 
the medical and psychiatric support that they truly need 
—- transgenderism bring extremely high rates of 
suicide, depression, and substance abuse, what steps is 
APS doing to support transgender children and families 
as they will need significantly increased care?  Do not 
pass this policy; rather extend the public comment 
period, schedule multiple town halls and working 
groups, and spend another year making this a better 
and more effective policy that will actually help and 
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No

1082

1083

1084
1085
1086

1087

1088

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I do not agree with this policy. If there is a child that feels 
uncomfortable staying in a room with other children, then they 
should absolutely have the freedom to ask for a private room. 
However, children of different biological genders sleeping in 
the same room (regardless of what genders they identify with) 
is reckless, harmful to the children, and setting up your 
students for sexual abuse and misconduct. I will NOT allow 
my child to travel and stay overnight if I know this situation is 
inevitable.  Is APS willing to take on the liability of rape 
accusations?

I do not support the use of any gender pronouns other than He or 
She, Him or Her. I do not believe that APS has the right to teach my 
child to refer to people with different pronouns that are newly 
created, but my child should be able to use the gender pronouns 
that have been used for hundreds of years.

I support it I support it I support it I support it

I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy I support this policy
If boys want to wear dresses, then they just 
are going to get bullied no matter how much 
the school system tries to "equalize."

The school system should not put students in this position in 
the first place.  DO NOT MIX SHARED ACCOMODATIONS 
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCEES!

The world is becoming FAR to politically correct, 'he' and 'she' are 
perfectly acceptable and by legal convention as well.  It is silly to try 
to enforce pronouns, when the situation is probably as confusing for 
the teachers as the students.  Tolerance on both parties should be 
considered.

Private records are private. and should not be disclosed.  
 Don't ask, don't tell is a perfectly viable policy.

None, makes sense. I am not ok with this. This actually removes choice from the 
parents and students. Any student who is uncomfortable and 
separated due to this policy will be stigmatized. And it is not 
fair to allow male-born students to stay with female students 
without their consent (or risk being stigmatized).

That is fine, as long as the speech is never compelled onto other 
students - culturally or in policy.

As a parent, I find this specific portion of the policy the 
most troublesome. Parents have the right to know what 
is going on with their children, and students should have 
to explicitly request information be kept from their 
parents, not the other way around. This policy is 
antagonistic toward family relationships, and, I fear, will 
create an environment where parents are undermined. 
Minors' student information should ALWAYS be 
available to the parents. Not allowing this to the parent 
is a deal-breaker and breaks the trust ACS holds with 
the public. I will no way support this policy until it is 
amended - ESPECIALLY this portion.

agreed overnight lodging based on birth sex not gender identity parents must be in the loop until they are 18
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No

1089

1090

1091

1092

1093

1094

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Will students who want to be in a safe place to use the 
bathroom or change clothes alone be accommodated?

Fine I strongly disagree with this section. A girl identifying as 
female should not be required to sleep in accommodations 
with those who are male or identify as male and vice versa. 
What happens when no student on the trip feels comfortable 
staying with someone who chooses a different identify? 
According to this policy they cannot be housed in a single-
occupancy accommodation. Will you force a student to stay 
with the transgender student? Who will you force to stay with 
the student? This is poorly written. Accommodations should 
be fairly provided but that may mean single-occupancy 
accommodation for the transgender student.

Fine Fine

I hate dress codes. That is all. I agree with this. I feel the same about the locker rooms. I agree with this. Using improper pronouns, even by mistake, can be 
upsetting for anyone. To constantly have someone refer to you using 
the incorrect pronouns is cruel. However, it's not a guessing game.  
People should let others know their preferred pronouns.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this 
NECESSARY section and the safety and 
security it would bring to transgender 
students. I will consistently vote for school 
board members who support this proposal 
and the protection of ALL students. When I 
was a student a proposal like this would 
have improved my mental health, kept me 
from feeling excluded, and been extremely 
conducive to my academic and 
developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this NECESSARY 
section and the safety and security it would bring to 
transgender students. I will consistently vote for school board 
members who support this proposal and the protection of ALL 
students. When I was a student a proposal like this would 
have improved my mental health, kept me from feeling 
excluded, and been extremely conducive to my academic and 
developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this NECESSARY section 
and the safety and security it would bring to transgender students. I 
will consistently vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I was a student 
a proposal like this would have improved my mental health, kept me 
from feeling excluded, and been extremely conducive to my 
academic and developmental success.

As a resident I wholeheartedly support this 
NECESSARY section and the safety and security it 
would bring to transgender students. I will consistently 
vote for school board members who support this 
proposal and the protection of ALL students. When I 
was a student a proposal like this would have improved 
my mental health, kept me from feeling excluded, and 
been extremely conducive to my academic and 
developmental success.

Support Support Support Support-- thank you for your work on this towards 
inclusion and ending stigma!

Looks great Looks great Looks great Looks great.
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No

1095

1096
1097

1098
1099

1100

1101

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No comments. The sentence stating “…requires students to be 
accommodated overnight, students may be assigned to a 
room consistent with the student’s gender identity” should be 
revised to state that “students have the option to stay in a 
room consistent with the student’s sex assigned at birth or a 
single single-occupancy accommodation.”  By offering either 
1) a single-occupancy accommodation, or 2) a room 
consistent with sex assigned at birth, APS can then remove 
the second paragraph since they are offering two choices.  
Please remove the sentence stating “Arlington Public Schools 
staff shall not require a student to stay in a single-occupancy 
accommodation when such accommodations are not required 
of other students participating in the same event.”

I'm generally okay with this section, but is there a limit to this?  Can 
a student change their name each week?  Each month?  Each 
semester?  Seems like this section is opening the door to chaos.  
Why?  To appease a special interest group? Please take a step 
back from the ultra-progressive talking points and consider what is 
being proposed – it is overboard and not needed.  This entire survey 
is disturbing to the fact that a special interest group has infiltrated 
APS.  As an Arlington citizen and parent of two APS students, I am 
very concerned that APS is taking this too far.

No comments.

I support this provision. I support this provision. I STRONGLY support this provision. I STRONGLY support this provision.
Agreed. Agreed. Agreed. Agreed.  Thank you for making APS welcoming of all 

students.

Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve. Sounds good. I approve.
Thank you for protecting gender expansive 
students!

Yes! Thank you for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you for protecting gender expansive students! Thank you for protecting gender expansive students!

Does the second paragraph extend to any student for any 
reason? The current language does that; is it going to be 
possible to implement?

The word "of" in the second sentence is superfluous. Would you 
consider adding a provision for periodic updating, or a mechanism 
for changes throughout the academic year?

Clarify why it would be necessary to disclose someone's 
sex, gender, or legal name if you suspect that the 
student may harm self or others? This should be 
restricted to situations in which the information is 
directly relevant to the danger/threat. I would 
recommend switching the order of the first 2 sentences 
in the second paragraph. This would emphasize that the 
policy is exactly the same for this as for other changes.

Fair This is a bit confusing. This would be helpful. This is incredibly important to protect children from 
being prematurely outed to their parents.
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1102

1103

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Where can the APS school dress code be 
found?  Can this proposed policy provide a 
citation for where the school handbooks 
and/or APS dress code policy can be found?

Can it be further specified who must request to be provided 
with a designated safe, non-stigmatizing alternative?  I believe 
APS should be required to honor a request from either the 
student or the student's parent or the student's legal guardian.  
 Can more specific language be provided here?

If a child is under the age of 18, the child's parents 
should have access to all of this information.  Otherwise, 
this policy proposal may be an unconstitutional violation 
of parents' rights for those parents of children under age 
18.  FERPA gives parents access to their children's 
education records, an opportunity to seek to have the 
records amended, and some control over the disclosure 
of information from the records. With several exceptions, 
schools must have a student's consent prior to the 
disclosure of education records after that student is 18 
years old.

Dress code... what dress code?!?!  It is 
appalling how some of these kids dress for 
school.  APS needs a dress code that 
addresses short shorts, micro mini skirts, 
etc.

Are  you kidding me????  You really think it is OK for a boy to 
spend the night in the same room with a girl?  NO... NO 
WAY.... NOT IN A MILLION YEARS!  I do not want some 
boy... I don't care if he does like to wear dresses... to stay in 
the same room as my daughter.  NO!   You are born XX or 
XY.... period.  This is Political correctness out of control.

You are either XX or XY.  This bending over backwards for this 
garbage is out of control.

All student records should be confidential.
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No

1104

1105

1106

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

The implementation of this policy has the potential to increase 
the need for privacy across the broader APS student 
population.  It is unclear to me how APS intends to address 
this and if there are sufficient funds to build a sufficient 
number of single use private facilities (be it bathrooms, 
sleeping areas, changing rooms, and/or showers).

In regards to the following language in the draft policy: 
"staff shall not disclose any information that may reveal 
a student’s transgender or gender non-conforming 
status to others, including parents or guardians..." The 
policy stated is insufficient for underage minors. As 
parents are responsible for their underage children - this 
policy creates barriers to necessary information about 
and in support of their charges. Similar to HIPA, 
wherein a doctor discloses health information to the 
parent or guardian, the same standards should follow-
suit. Creating and supporting an environment at school 
and in the home for the healthy care of the student takes 
a partnership- especially critical for students who are 
navigating a tumultuous landscape of transgender 
identity. I believe that denying myself as a parent 
information or notification regarding my child's gender 
identity makes it much harder for me to parent my child 
well, support them on multiple levels, as well as 
advocate for them in their school environment and at 
home.  There is no indication in this draft policy as to 
what ages children this will apply to.  APS has 
preschool programs and children in elementary school 
who are not fully emotionally and cognitively developed. 
Young children such as these may be unable to self 
advocate and make wise decisions about who to share 
or not share information with in which case parents and 
guardians access to information should not be 
determined by the authorization or lack thereof of these 
minors in their care.  More transparency is needed with 
parents/guardians- not less.

I have not reviewed the dress code in detail, 
and am generally not supportive of 
proscriptive codes for dress. To the extent a 
code is in place, it must be gender neutral.

I agree with this approach. I agree with this approach, as well. I don’t have the expertise to comment on this section.

I don't believe dress codes are appropriate in 
most cases, but I commend the county's 
efforts in officially making the language 
gender-neutral.

I believe this is often overlooked as a policy change, but it's an 
incredibly important one. I know trans women who were 
already out and presenting as women who were forced to 
room with the boys on high school trips! This is a great 
change to see.

I appreciate the county's efforts in allowing students to correct their 
own gender markers. The county should make all efforts to put 
pronouns on class rosters; it's an awkward situation when a teacher 
is able to (correctly) assume cis students' pronouns, but must ask 
the trans student for their pronouns.

I don't see any reason that changing gender markers on 
students' permanent records should require legal 
documents. The county should make all efforts to relax 
this requirement and allow permanent records, like other 
records, to be easily changed.
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1107

1108

1109

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

no comments Again, you are stripping the school environment of a safe 
space of cis-gender students.

no comment no comment

Be impartial first and foremost. Don’t target 
queer and transgender kids.

I’m fine with paying taxes to let transgender kids participate in 
full as equals. Look past the fear and hate a small number of 
opponents express.

I agree. None. I’m fine with this.

All students should be taken into account here, not just one 
that feels uncomfortable.
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1110

1111

1112

1113

1114

1115

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

agree I disagree. Students that do not have a gender identity 
disorder have to be forced to sleep aport from the group, or 
use facilites other than that assigned to their gender if they are 
uncomfortable with this policy?? Why are we catering to the 
0.07% of students?? These policies are not what is good for 
the majority of students, this is only catering to a very small 
percentage.

I am fine with people requesting to be called any name they please, 
or requesting that people use a particular pronoun, but I am NOT ok 
with requiring staff or students to address other staff or students in a 
particular way - this violates our first ammendment rights.

I absolutely disagree with this policy. The following is a 
direct quote from the FERPA website: FERPA gives 
parents certain rights with respect to their children's 
education records. These rights transfer to the student 
when he or she reaches the age of 18 or attends a 
school beyond the high school level. Students to whom 
the rights have transferred are "eligible students." If this 
policy only applies to those students that have turned 
18, then I agree with this policy, but if it applies to 
students under the age of 18 I disagree. I also think that 
this policy is extremely dangerous and is the opposite of 
proecting vulnerable students. Transgender individuals 
have the highest suicide rate in the US, not allowing 
parents to have this information could be putting 
students in danger. Remaining quiet on this and keeping 
it secrete from the parents may further isolate the child 
and keep them from getting the therapy they may need 
that parents would provide.

No comment I had to read this twice because I thought it was a joke.  
Clearly this policy will allow boys and girls to sleep in the 
same room under the guise of gender identity claims.  Does 
anyone on the school board remember high school or middle 
school?  How can smart people come up with this nonsense?

Seems relatively harmless.  But if teachers can be punished for 
accidentally using the "wrong" pronoun then I'm 100% against this.

Fine with privacy.  But this combined with the overnight 
policy is a problem.

Clothing descriptions should be left  the 
same.

Completely disagree with this.  Vulnerable kids on both sides.  
Lawsuits would be rampant . My child who is different knows 
it and has learned to recognize how she must adapt to 
society. It is ok to be different and parameters must exist in 
cases like overnight sleeping.

Teaching kids to accept others is what this is about. To 
require that all remain hidden but also teach and use 
different pronouns etc are different sides of the issue at 
hand.  This  strong of a policy will  divide and not unite.

No.  Why not provide a single room rather than upsetting 
everyone else who does not want to room with the opposite 
sex? Simple and uncomplicated.

Leave parents out ? Why? How is that helpful to a 
family? Why? Just why? THis is anti family anti parent 
and just bad policy

I agree with this section. I agree with this section's intent, I am concerned that 
everyone may lose access to events and accomidations as the 
faclities  are transtioned to provide these facilities to the 
students.

I agree with this section. I agree with this section, but want to be sure that 
directories are still avaiable to the parents and students 
to reach out to coordinate on school project, home work 
and after school activities

Why is APS wasting time on this?  I'm 
paying a boat load in property taxes for 
educating my children, not to have cram 
down our throats this Lefty Liberal Agenda.  
APS has been captured by a super small 
insiginicant minority, and the inmates are 
running the prison.

APS should be teaching about self-reliance, not this garbage. I request that APS refer to each of my children henceforth as Your 
Royal Highness.  Otherwise, you will hurt their feelings.

APS is totally stretching here to think this in violation of 
FERPA.  Once again, APS is being captured by an 
insignificantly small minority, who wants all to espouse 
to their world view.  Please stop this APS.  We are not 
paying high taxes for this type of behavior.
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1116

1117

1118

1119

1120

1121

1122

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Ok Sounds like a recipe for disaster Will be confusing to everyone Unfair to parents to keep them in the dark

we're on the right side of history. so proud of 
Arlington

Excellent. Very good. Excellent.

Love this Perfect yes I love this! Thank you for doing this!

Again, I am uncomfortable with the idea of any boy "claiming" 
to have this sudden change of heart in his identity just to be in 
the same room overnight with one of my daughters.  I am 
appalled that this is even a thought by the APS.  Yes, any 
child who feels unsafe in their room should be given a safer 
alternative.

Again, gender identity is not something that needs to even be 
considered a "norm", but instead something that only exists in the 
mind.  Children change their names and nicknames all the time in 
the school years.  That is fine.  However, to change your pronoun is 
unacceptable and confusing.  The school has no business allowing 
this change, as this will only lead to confusing all the children, 
including the child that is clearly already confused.  If you want to 
help our society to thrive, then don't allow or impose these policies 
on our children, but instead ensure that healthy and natural 
boundaries are placed around the sanctity of gender.

Again, this opens up opportunity for potential predatory 
behavior

A transgender designation has major health and social 
implications that parents should be aware of.
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1123

1124

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

- Title IX prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. 
Permissible to have separate accommodations/sporting 
events. APS should allocate some of the current bathrooms to 
be gender-neutral, as well as having sex-segregated 
bathrooms. Sex-segregated bathrooms are preferred by 
students. - Sex-segregated bathrooms do not discrimination 
against a TG student, b/c they are available to every student 
in the school. - “Discriminates” against non-TG people who 
can have just as uncomfortable or threatening privacy 
concerns as any other child. This exacerbates discrimination 
rather than avoids it.

- This whole process has not been transparent and this 
PIP should therefore be reconsidered. - APS staff has 
only listened to one side of the issue and does not have 
enough facts or community input to create a PIP - 
Community has not been adequately informed about 
this important PIP, which according to AGIA is "a first 
step in advance of a comprehensive policy". (see FOIA 
emails).  - APS has said that the community has a 
chance to express their opinion of the PIP in a survey. 
This survey is not valid: It does not give any measurable 
data and it can be compromised (e.g. one person can fill 
out the form several times, survey can be done by 
people who are not Arlington residents)

This broad statement about dress code is 
not appropriate and needs revision.  For 
example, what about swimming events 
when students are clothed in bathing suits?  
A females chest must be covered due to her 
private anatomical body parts.  However, a 
male should not have to abide by this same 
regulation to have his chest covered.

Students should not be allowed to be assigned to a room with 
a student of another gender without parent consent.

Only with written parent consent, students may be allowed "to use a 
chosen name and gender pronouns that reflect their identity.."

This information must be available to teachers and staff 
in order to create and foster a safe environment for ALL 
students, transgender and not.  Students should have 
the right to privately use a shared bathroom facility 
where they feel safe and comfortable.  Sharing a 
bathroom with the opposite gender would remove this 
right in schools.
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No

1125

1126

1127

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agreed All parents have the right to know if their children are in any 
situation that could violate their right to privacy and protection, 
including being exposed to anatomy of a person of the 
opposite sex.  The inclusion of a few students should NEVER 
take priority over the sexual privacy and protections of the 
majority of students.

Call students whatever they want, it doesn’t matter.  Just like when I 
went to school, the teacher gave you the option to be called 
whatever you wanted.  It’s unacceptable that the time, resources, 
and tax payer dollars that are being spent on this.  Let’s focus on the 
education of our children and not focus on political and progressive 
agendas.  This has nothing to do with education.

Implementing these additional policies and processes 
are a burden to the system.  It is a shame that 35 
students per classroom is now becoming acceptable, 
and the additional funding is being spent on these 
studies, constructing new bathroom and locker room 
facilities for a very few number of students.

Complete agreement. Thank you for considering. Very important - thank you!!!!!

Agreed All parents have the right to know if their children are in any 
situation that could violate their right to privacy and protection, 
including being exposed to anatomy of a person of the 
opposite sex.  The inclusion of a few students should NEVER 
take priority over the sexual privacy and protections of the 
majority of students.

Call students whatever they want, it doesn’t matter.  Just like when I 
went to school, the teacher gave you the option to be called 
whatever you wanted.  It’s unacceptable that the time, resources, 
and tax payer dollars that are being spent on this.  Let’s focus on the 
education of our children and not focus on political and progressive 
agendas.  This has nothing to do with education.

Implementing these additional policies and processes 
are a burden to the system.  It is a shame that 35 
students per classroom is now becoming acceptable, 
and the additional funding is being spent on these 
studies, constructing new bathroom and locker room 
facilities for a very few number of students.
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No

1128

1129

1130

1131

1132

1133

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As with the section regarding bathrooms and locker rooms, 
this section seeks to accommodate the wishes of transgender 
students to the detriment of the majority of students whose 
privacy rights are not respected by this policy.  Like the locker 
room/bathroom section, it also opens the door to abuse -- in 
the case of a student who doesn't really identify as the 
opposite sex but claims to do so in order to gain access to 
these private areas to look at the opposite sex - or engage in 
sexual relations.  Certainly, all kids - including those who 
suffer from gender dysphoria - should have the opportunity to 
enjoy field trips; however, this policy will create more 
problems than it solves.  If a student does not feel comfortable 
rooming with someone of the same biological sex, then it 
makes sense that a single-occupancy accommodation be 
provided - not to stigmatize, but to respect all students 
involved.

I think that --  particularly in the younger grades -- this is very 
confusing for children.  It is uncommon for individuals to have 
gender dysphoria, and I fear our society is encouraging potentially 
harmful confusion and delusions in our young people by telling boys 
they can be girls if they want to, and telling girls they can be boys.  
By denying biological reality, we are putting unnecessary pressure 
on impressionable kids.  One could imagine a scenario where a 
young girl who plays with trucks and tools in preschool says she 
wants to be a boy and her parents inform the elementary school that 
their daughter should be addressed as a "he".  As this girl grows up 
and sheds her "tomboy" ways, she may feel like she is disappointing 
her parents and classmates by confessing that - after all - she's fine 
with being a girl.

This seems fair. Will students who don't want to sleep in the same room with 
someone of the opposite biological sex have to pay extra for 
the privilege?

I don't think the transgender community has settled on a set of 
pronouns.  How will students and teachers know what to say?

I think this tramples on parent's rights.

This policy appears determined to provide a "safe, welcoming" 
environment only for transgenders.  What about the  students 
who will be housed with opposite sex students due to this 
policy?  (Putting the burden on a student to request other 
accommodation is not a solution.)

This is pandering nonsense.  There is in fact no such fundamental 
right as stated in the first sentence.   The policy seeks to control the 
speech of others.  The relevant right that does exist is articulated in 
the 1st amendment of the US Constitution.

Is the APS position that it has primary custodial rights 
and responsibilities regarding students, over those of 
parents?  Or is it in the position of serving parents by 
filling an educational role for their children?  This policy 
states that APS's position is superior to that of parents 
and that it has no responsibility to support their overall 
custodial role (last sentence of first paragraph).

It’s good that it’s not gender specific but 
Jesus Christ get rid of your (REDACT) 
stupid dress code I don’t know how much 
time is wasting policing the habits of girls 
with this (REDACT) dress code let people 
wear whatever they want who cares

I feel excellent and great about this section This is an amazing section I love it it is great It’s good that it is not revealed to parents as they are 
often the most harmful people in a trans person’s life. A 
child should be allowed to be addressed whoever they 
want without parents interfering. Another great section 
I’m proud of you all

I fully support this provision I fully support this provision I fully support this provision
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Response 
No

1134

1135

1136

1137

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Have attorneys reviewed this draft policy?? Much of the 
policy, as written, seems to open APS up to the 
possibility of a whole host of lawsuits.

This seems like a reasonable approach to 
the dress code.

Please see my comments above related to restrooms and 
locker rooms. I am extremely uncomfortable with the thought 
of either of my daughters attending a high school overnight 
trip with the possibility of being forced to share a room 
overnight with someone who assets a gender identity for an 
improper purpose. Anyone who thinks this is a simple issue of 
non-discrimination has not spent time with teenage boys. It 
only takes one incident to scar a young woman for the rest of 
her life. Again, I do not want to see any student harassed or 
made to feel left out for any reason. But vague, blanket 
statements like this do not allow for the type of sensitive, 
thoughtful approach that is necessary to protecting every 
single student under the care of APS. The alternative seems 
to be that anyone who is not comfortable with this situation is 
forced to seek alternative accommodations. There must be a 
way for private, considerate dialog and figuring out these 
issues on a case-by-case basis instead of forcing a one-size-
fits all solution to what I suspect is a fairly rare occurrence. 
There must be a more creative approach that considers the 
feelings, and protection, of all students.

This seems like a reasonable approach when schools encounter 
these situations. Each student should be treated with dignity and 
welcomed as part of the class. But, again, I worry that the goal of 
some within APS is to push an agenda of their moral or cultural 
agenda. The goal should be to educate all children in a welcoming, 
non-hostile environment -- not to impose on our children APS's 
social or moral worldviews.

I appreciate APS's commitment to privacy of sensitive 
documents. However, unless there is a particular 
statutory prohibition on sharing these documents, I think 
parents should have access to their children's records. 
The goal is to provide students with a safe, welcoming 
environment in which to accomplish APS's primary 
objective - educating our children. The administrators 
and teachers of APS should not use their position of 
trust to impose any world view or advance any political 
agenda on our young people.

I share the same concerns about sleeping quarters for field 
trips and athletic events.  I am appalled that respect for and 
protection of privacy for most students, especially girls, is 
significantly decreased.  Sleeping areas, showers, and 
bathrooms must ensure physical safety for students.  That is 
why they are separated by biological sex to being with -- 
because girls and boys are biologically different.  The default 
should remain based on biological sex.  I do not believe that 
subjective gender identity is sufficient to justify the default that 
students may choose.  It is sufficiently accomodating to 
provide single-occupancy facilities.

It seems to me that this compels speech, perhaps in conflict with 
personal beliefs, requiring teachers and students to use a pronoun 
that is not consistent with biological sex.  Recognizing that students 
may indeed be experiencing confusion or distress about their sex 
and gender, at the same time, it seems like using their given name 
is sufficient.

It is alarming to me that school administrators propose 
policy that violates parental authority by preventing staff 
from disclosing information about a student to that 
student's parents.  This intervenes wrongly in the 
important relationship between parents and children.

I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
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Response 
No

1138

1139

1140

1141

1142
1143

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Wrong. The non-gender dysphoria student gets the option to 
opt-out of staying in a room with a gender dysphoria, 
transitioning student. Parents and students should be 
informed.

What is intent of this change? To remove 
references like "girls dresses" etc. in dress 
code?

can we just stick with "boys" and "girls" rooms? schools should use legal name and gender on birth certificate unless 
the student goes through legal process to change either of these

ok.....

The phrasing here creates confusion. APS appears to be 
willing to assume significant liability by promising both of the 
following without legal notice to APS families with 

 heterosexual children and values: •Assign any student “to a 
 room consistent with the student’s gender identity,” and •“Not 

disclose any information that may reveal a student’s 
transgender or gender non-conforming status to others, 
including parents or guardians.” If, for example, APS fails to 
provide notice to the parents of a female student that their 
daughter has been assigned to room with a male student - 
who says he identifies as female – APS will face serious 
privacy and negligence issues.

Appropriate Could be difficult but appropriate Should be easy to implement Appropriate
As a parent in Arlington County hoping to raise multiple 
children in this county, I object to the overnight 
accommodations proposal. The single occupancy 
accommodation is sufficient accommodation in my view and I 
don't believe allowing transgender students to sleep overnight 
with the other sex will be safer for them, nor in the best 
interests of the other students in the room. Practically 
speaking, it would probably encourage more harassment than 
otherwise.

As a parent in Arlington County hoping to raise multiple children in 
this county, I object to this proposal. It is simply not the correct use 
of pronouns and language that denote BOTH gender and sex.

As a parent in Arlington County hoping to raise multiple 
children in this county, I object to the section where 
parents and guardians would not know their own 
student's gender identity. This is not the same as when 
the individual is an adult, and parents and guardians 
have the right to know the status of a student's gender 
identity at school.
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Response 
No

1144

1145

1146

1147

1148
1149

1150

1151
1152

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This proposed policy involving privacy is extremely 
worrisome if parents are left in the dark to their own 
children's physical or mental health (for any reason 
including gender status). These are minors under the 
age of 18!

Strongly support this change, both as it 
applies to transgender students, and also as 
it would state the dress code without being 
gender-specific.

Strongly support this change.  This is essential to giving 
transgender students the same safe learning opportunities as 
their cisgender peers.

Strongly support this change.  Fundamental part of affording all 
students respect and dignity.

Strongly support this change.

Nine None None Again, I wonder if a policy needs to be outlined if it is 
another student who might reveal private details about 
another classmate, either at school, via social media, or 
via other means, and that is clearly spelled out.

The information shall be non-gender 
specific? I don't understand what this 
means. Maybe the dress code can be non-
gender specific?

Parents should have every right to approve the sex and sexual 
orientation of the people -- adult and youth -- their child sleeps 
and shares a bathroom with. I should be allowed to legally 
specify what I approve of as part of giving permission for each 
and every overnight trip. // Why isn't anything said in this 
section about accommodating disabilities?

“Schools will allow ….” Correct. This is not a matter of rights, and it 
should not be stated as such. If you like to be called Jack but I call 
you by your given name, John, am I defying the law or social 
courtesy? What are the consequences for staff, students, volunteers 
who do not call a student by a preferred name or pronoun, either be 
accident or by choice -- for any reason other than malice? // If the 
school does not discriminate against a student’s wishes regarding 
sex, but instead embraces it so very easily and completely, will it 
also not discriminate against my telling you I'm a different race or 
age than facts attest to? Be careful what you proclaim is a right.

Withholding from parents information that can have a 
significant impact on the social, emotional, and/or 
physical wellbeing of their child exposes APS and its 
staff  to myriad legal difficulties. If a student insists you 
not tell his/her parents,  there may be something more 
there to investigate. But making it the general policy not 
to tell the parents or guardians when the student doesn’t 
want you to is not legal. To even propose this is a slap 
in the face of the parents APS claims it wants to partner 
with in their child’s education.

Good. Privacy is important — thx for addressing this. This will save lives Thank you so much. Privacy is critical.
None. None. None. None.

I don’t care how they dress as long as there 
is nothing disruptive.

No kid should be sleeping in a room with a kid of the opposite 
sex under any circumstances.

Only standard and classic Lt used pronouns should be allowed. One 
person must not be called THEY. That’s BS.

Fine.

Opposed Opposed Opposed Opposed
Not generally a fan of dress codes and they 
are simple body policing of a wide range of 
students, but this is largely unobjectionable.

None None None
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No

1153

1154

1155

1156

1157
1158

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I assume this protection will be provided for all students 
without being subject to  claims if discrimination against 
transgender. Individuals.

APS, this will definitely be stigmatizing to everyone involved.  
While I lean politically left, I would not be comfortable with my 
teen daughters  sharing a room with a biological XY.  There 
has been too much sexual abuse in my history to agree to 
this.  And yet, I know my girls will be stigmatized.   And I 
don’t even reflect a cultural minority.

The words “including parents or guardians” must be 
struck.   APS should never hide critical information from 
parents.  This suggestion is abhorrent, particularly about 
a group that has already been identified as having a 
higher suicide rate.

Dress code must also allow for freedom or 
expression.  Arlington needs to be conscious 
of cultural and religious backgrounds before 
taking actions.  For example, several years 
ago a (REDACT) student was admonished 
showing off his All Blacks colors.  This 
student was Caucasian and antics of New 
Zealand where this was a show of support 
for the national rugby team and not a racial 
statement.  Again take no derogatory 
actions without full understanding and 
contacting parents and others for guidance.

The rights of non-transgender students need to be addressed.  
What will the one do for a non transgender persons who 
chose not to room with a transgender person?  This person 
needs to afforded the same rights and not feel stigmatized by 
the school system for such a desire.  Also as most Arlington 
students are minors, parental points of view need to be 
accommodated - this is a parent does not wish his/ child to be 
with a transgender individual they should be able to make this 
choice.  Such a need also require the school system to 
disclose the fact that a transgender individual will be on an 
event with their non biological birth sex.  Again in this 
instance religious views that are protected by the constitution 
need to be recognized as valid concerns and a reason to not 
allow such to occur.

Mistakes will be made by uninformed persons and no negative 
consequences shall occur due to this issue.  How will emergency 
medical issues be handled?  This will likely require biological sex to 
be on records.  Must address liability issues.  As a tax payer I do not 
want school system burdened by liability or other additional 
expenses related to this policy when budgets are tight and in many 
cases pure educational need cannot be met in some schools

Same comments as previous .  The liability aspects of 
this policy need to be reviewed more, as their is little 
legal precedent guiding this change and assessing what 
a necessary disclosure is and is not.

agree agree agree agree
I agree I agree I agree I agree
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No

1159

1160

1161

1162

1163

1164

1165

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

So long as it is not disruptive to the learning 
environment

You have to understand the problems this can cause. Once 
again you are putting the rights of a few over the good sense 
of everyone else. I do not want my daughters to see the male 
private parts of boys who are confused about their identity.

How can Arlington County think they have rights above the parents.  
This is sad and whoever is pushing this should be kicked out of 
education. Who knows their children best? Who is looking out for 
their best interests? This county need to do some serious soul 
searching about what they are implementing and why!

See above comments. They were added to the wrong 
section. It is very unfortunate in this county where we 
pay high dollar in taxes that if you disagree with the 
policy your only remedy is to pull your children out of 
public school and put them in private school where you 
were paying additional cost. I just want to be inclusive 
and fair to everyone including those who disagree with 
these policies.

Fine No student should be "surprised" to find that his roommate is 
biologically the opposite sex. That is nuts. It's also not fair to 
the transgender student, as I can easily imagine, e.g., a girl 
making a big fuss, publicly, when suddenly roomed with a 
transgender girl with no foreknowledge. This is not an 
acceptable policy.

Teachers have enough on their plate without being threatened with 
punishment for forgetting that Mr. Smith has decided that he want 
to be called Ms. Smith.

OK

No comment. How will students be provided this option -- will it be a 
standard question on field trip forms?  Or will they have to be 
proactive and request it every time?  If the latter, you are 
discriminating against students who are not comfortable 
sharing bedrooms and bathrooms with the opposite biological 
gender.

Students should be required to use their legal name.  What will you 
do if a child wants to be called one name but the parents object and 
want the child to be called by his/her legal name?  Do the child's 
whims trump the parents' authority?  If yes, that is wrong.  Parents 
have legal guardianship over their minor children.  APS should not 
step between parents and children in this area or any other, barring 
physical abuse.

How can teachers make decisions about bathrooms and 
field trip roommates if they do not know students' 
biological gender?  I can understand that you cannot 
share this information with the greater school 
population, but if teachers are not informed, they cannot 
do a good job of ensuring that all rights are defended.

It's about time. Agreed. Agreed. I do believe students should get some type of guidance or 
be taught about the pronouns and why it is respectful to use. The 
trans students should also be guided and told to be patient as their 
peers and teachers learn. It will take time but we are on the right 
track.

What dress code. I see students dressed 
inappropriately all the time and no one is 
concerned at APS.

You have to consider all parties. Some students will not feel 
comfortable with a transgender student in their rooms.

great! great! great! great!

Boys and girls should never share  sleeping areas. No girl 
should have to share a sleeping area with a biological boy.

Some of us have trouble remembering names. Do you really expect 
us to remember pronouns?
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No

1166

1167
1168

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

4th and 5th graders can be trusted to make responsible choices, 
right?  As indicated by this policy, kids can independently make 
long lasting choices about their life. There may be many kids who 
because of the system, don't feel comfortable speaking up.  It may 
be because teachers and principals get in their way.  It would be 
better if the students were placed in leadership roles, and Arlington 
county could save money by not having teachers and school staff.  
We could keep the janitorial staff, as I don't think the kids would like 
cleaning up after themselves much though.  Why are we limiting 
kids in these other areas?  This policy seems to indicate that they 
don't really need guidance or instruction in what is or is not true, 
they can feel their way through life, and only deal with people who 
tell them what they want.  We should be respectful for sure, but I 
don't think that teachers and administrators are there to be servants 
to the kids, I think, at least I hope that kids can learn from and get 
actual instruction from teachers, not the other way around.

My comments on this section are with regard to 
"disclosing" information to parents/guardians.  I hate to 
tell you this, but the school is not the ultimate authority, 
and when you cut parents out of the decision making 
and caretaking process, we lose a fundamental freedom.  
 There are rules from the government about treating 
people, in the form of abuse and neglect, and the school 
can report violations, but to make a kid more alone and 
affirm a behavior of hiding is not beneficial.  Parents 
sign permission slips for kids to leave on field trips, sign 
report cards, prepare kids for school, check their grades, 
and the school thinks it is a good idea to leave out a 
conversation about the identity of the kid, something 
seems off.  The parents should be involved, either as a 
participant to a conversation, or by the school reporting 
the parent if the kid is in danger, I do not believe there 
should be a third option, one in which the school plays a 
personal guidance role outside of the expressly given 
school mission to educate and instruct kids, a right 
given to the school by the parent.  Outside of this 
relationship the school should not be given freedom.  
And, like I said if they know of, or suspect a problem, 
then they should pursue the reporting of those 
situations, so that law enforement can investigate.

approve approve approve
None This makes me very nervous for students that are not in any 

identity crisis.
I just feel like this is another reason our children wont concentrate to 
their full capability. Its upsetting

Sounds like possible entrapment to me for our children. 
They may become unknowingly attracted to a sex they 
weren't aware of and I think that is extremely unfair and 
unnecessary stress.
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No

1169

1170

1171

1172

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Everyone is wearing pants these days 
anyways, I don't think we need to focus so 
much on this one.

Once again, you are choosing to make the priority of VERY 
few people OVER the majority.  If it is that important to make 
so few feel comfortable, and yet violate the majority of people 
and their comfort - then provide single rooms for the 
transgender students to share with other people who want to 
share.  My son should not be put into this uncomfortable 
position.

Too much work for teachers and staff.  Their time should be on 
lesson plans and grading NOT making sure everyone is happy with 
how they are labeled.  Every student should just be referred to by 
their first name and that should do it.

I have the right to know if my son is being made to 
shower and change in front of biological women.

Does this play both ways, if a girl is uncomfortable with a boy-
at-birth sleeping in their room?

Ok Ok Ok Ok

This seems to be written with the assumption that is the 
gender questioning student that is worried about being 
"forced" to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation. Fair 
enough. However, what if a heterosexual student is 
uncomfortable with a transgender student being placed in a 
room with him or her? Will they also have the right to express 
their discomfort with that and be placed in a single-occupancy 
room? How will APS afford this? Why should APS pay for 
this? How many extra rooms will need to be reserved? Will 
the conforming student be stigmatized and viewed as a bigot 
if they express this discomfort? How will APS handle that? 
Will teachers and administrators receive training for that?
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No

1173

1174

1175

1176
1177

1178

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I agree with this. This is wrong.  Girls should not have request separate 
sleeping and showering quarters because a transgender 
student wants to play on a girls team.  They should not be 
permitted to play on a girls team, in part for this reason.  It is 
not right to make girl athletes feel uncomfortable or have to 
find somewhere else to stay because a transgender student 
wants to play.  It is my opinion they should not be permitted to 
play girls sport, but rather should have to play with he boys, 
but at the very least the transgender student must be given 
separate quarters and showering facilities, not the girls who 
are made to feel uncomfortable by this situation.  You are also 
creating a potentially dangerous safety situation that is not 
necessary.  Additionally, you are putting these girls in a very 
precarious situation because not only will they feel 
uncomfortable, but they will have to speak out publicly in 
order for something to be done, which is very difficult 
sometimes for teenage girls.  This portion needs to be struck.

While this is good in theory, no student should be penalized if they 
slip and call a "he" a "she" or vice versa, as everyone will need to 
get used to this idea, and it will take time.

I am Ok with this.

This essentially allows teenagers to sleep with members of 
the opposite sex if they say they identify with them, and this 
can be authorized without informing parents (including the 
parent of the gender-non-conforming teen.) I am absolutely 
opposed to this idea., and would sue the school if I ever found 
out they allowed a biological male to sleep in the same room 
as my teenage daughter.

So this allows any kid to request to be called any name they want? 
Whatever, good luck with that.

This directly contradicts the previous section, which 
allows students to use whatever name and gender they 
want while releasing the information to substitute 
teachers. This also allows students to identify as the 
opposite gender at school without telling their own 
parents, and that information would not be releasable to 
them without their consent. As a result, this policy has 
set up a system for a teenage boy to be able to “identify” 
as female, then sleep, shower, and use the restroom 
with the girls without any parental knowledge or 
consent. Does this sound logical or safe? No.

I don’t want my tax dollars going to dictate 
and enforce social norms on me or my 
children.  As long as dress is not lude, 
students can dress as they prefer

Biologically born males should Not be using toilets, locker 
rooms, sleeping quarters of biologically born females; and vise 
versa.  It’s not the school, county or government ‘s right or 
role to impose this on anyone.

I’m fine with this, but if a student accidentally misuse s a pronoun, 
they should not be punished.  People generally follow traditional 
norms, and a mistake should not be villainized

Unless the person is 18, the parents/ guardians should 
have input.

This is acceptable This seems difficult to manage. What support for planning will 
be provided to APS teachers and staff?

This is acceptable No comment

Yes! Fully agree Absolutely yes Fully agree
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Response 
No

1179

1180

1181

1182

1183
1184

1185

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree I appreciate the thinking behind this and the discreet 
alternative option for those who may feel they need it.  I'm 
having trouble figuring out how that could logistically work  in 
real life. How will students know that they can  make such a 
request?

Agree Agree

Agree Agree Agree I agree, however, there has to be an educational 
component for children that may, for the first time, know 
someone that is transgender. In that sense, it is 
responsibility of the teachers to disclose to parents the 
situation.
I object to the withholding of any information about a 
student by school staff from their guardians, who have 
primary responsibility for the child's welfare, unless there 
is a situation in which sharing the information could 
cause the student harm.  That is exactly the opposite of 
the policy formulation expressed here.  The school 
system should not usurp the role of the guardian, who is 
legally and financially responsible for the welfare of the 
student and has an individualized interest in student 
welfare that an institution CANNOT replace. Perhaps 
the APS policies on the privacy and educational records 
policies of the school system are in need of a more 
careful review, regardless of the need for the policy 
under review here.

You have a LOT OF WORK TO DO in 
educating schools about this... There are 
many schools whose policies - in writing or 
in practice - are inconsistent with this 
declaration.

Again, provide accommodation for the other end: Add a 
section that includes "shall not deny students the right to stay 
in a single-occupancy accommodation," etc. We must 
account for our girls' sense of safety.

Excellent.

Privacy violation. Please make equality for everyone not only 
for transgenders. Not all kids or adults wanted to be exposed 
to other eyes etc. equally for everyone please

Agree Agree
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No

1186

1187

1188

1189
1190

1191

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Dress codes, when necessary, should 
always be written as non-gender specific 
and enforced impartially, regardless of 
gender.

I agree that all students should be accommodated overnight 
in a manner consistent with their gender identity. Students' 
privacy and safety is paramount and safe alternatives must be 
provided. I applaud the inclusion of the word "non-
stigmatizing", to ensure the alternative is truly safe for all 
students, especially transgender and non-gender-conforming.

Every human, including APS students, has the right to be 
addressed by the name and pronouns of their choosing. Legal status 
is irrelevant to this right. Teachers need to be mindful and 
considerate when using names and pronouns.

Gender status should be confidential and APS should 
not disclose it unless legally required or authorized to do 
so, or if it suspected that the student may harm 
themselves or others.

disagree - trans students should make the accommodation, 
not the non-trans

strongly disagree that transgender status/issues should 
be kept secret from parents. Parents need to be involved 
and engaged in such a significant matter in their 
children's lives.

I agree any dress codes should be non-
gender specific and students should be able 
to dress in ways that correspond to their 
gender identity

I agree I agree. I agree

About time Yes Yes Ok
I think examples would be helpful.  If a 
student who identifies as transgender is 
harassed or bullied by students, or others, 
what is the staff's responsibility for action?

I support this but wonder what the actual procedures will be for 
ensuring this takes place. Also, it will be important to clarify what 
can be updated by request vs. those situations that may require 
legal procedures/documentation.

please ensure that procedures are very clear for families 
wishing to make changes to records.

So does this mean everyone wears pants or 
shorts so there's no difference?

Kids who hold to scientifically proven facts about the gender 
binary will need feel safe, welcomed, engaged in learning or 
valued and accepted. They will feel ostracized if they do not 
conform to the district's unscientific beliefs on gender.

Can you cite a law that backs this up? You cannot compel anyone 
to speak beliefs with which one does not agree (per the 
Constitution). If you pass this, you can bet that parents and teachers 
will sue the district.

This tramples parental rights. Again, you will have 
another lawsuit on your hands if you try to hide 
information from the parents. The attorney general in TX 
already pointed out how this policy flies in the face 
Supreme Court rulings on parental rights.
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Response 
No

1192

1193

1194

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Like the policy about allowing anyone to use any locker room 
or bathroom, this provision would threaten the safety and 
privacy of non-transgender students.  It does not protect ALL 
students but gives special treatment to transgender students.  
I would not want my son or daughter having to share a room 
overnight with a student of the opposite gender.  Again, what 
would stop a non-transgender boy from identifying as female 
just so he can spend the night in the same room as a girl and 
then hurt her?  This is dangerous and a violation of rights of 
other students.  And what will the county do when all the non-
transgender students request single rooms so that they can 
be assured of their own safety and privacy?

I know of actual classroom situations where this has become 
difficult and unfair to other students.  For example, one student I 
know was simply trying to say he was working in a group with 
another student and used the pronoun that student had been using.  
But that day the student was identifying differently and got offended 
when the student I know used the original pronoun.  How was he 
supposed to know of the change?  He was corrected publicly by the 
teacher who I believe also was required to follow up with an email to 
the boy’s parents.  That was not right or fair to the student.  So if 
transgender students are going to identify differently from day to 
day, they are going to have to be patient and gracious towards 
everyone else who doesn’t know of the change.  This policy would 
seem to also place  a heavy burden on teachers to try to keep up 
and will take away from instructional time and focus.

This provision is a violation of parents’ responsibility and 
authority in students’ lives.  As long as these students 
are under 18, they are minors and are the legal (and I 
would argue moral) responsibility of the parents.  The 
county does not have the authority to step between 
parents and their children or to withhold information 
from the parents.

No comment other than I don't think it will 
be enforced impartially. Arlington County is 
certainly more likely to send home one of 
my daughters for breaking the dress code 
than to send home a transgender female for 
wearing an identical outfit.

If APS is so committed to "providing a safe, welcoming school 
environment where students ... feel accepted and valued," 
then APS would not be implementing this PIP. This policy 
fails to provide the same "safe, welcoming school 
environment" where females can "feel accepted and valued" 
to all females because implementing this PIP makes 
biological females second class to transgender females. You 
re now making females feel unaccepted and devalued. This 
PIP also places the feelings of value and acceptance of 
transgender females above those of biological females. Now 
biological females will have to stay in single occupancy 
accommodations or use single-use facilities if they are 
uncomfortable with biological boys spending the night or 
sharing facilities with them. That's certainly not "non-
stigmatizing" to the female uncomfortable with a male sharing 
overnight or other accommodations with her. Not only have 
you stigmatized teenage girls for rightfully feeling 
uncomfortable in the presence of teenage boys, but also you 
have now taken away the privacy rights of my four daughters 
and all of their female friends. Furthermore, all girls have the 
right to know if they will be sharing overnight or other 
accommodations with boys. This policy is certainly not a 
"commitment to inclusion and equity." Stop lying to yourself 
Arlington County.

This is problematic in the sense that a teacher can be punished for 
calling a student the wrong pronoun. Are teachers now expected to 
keep track of which gender identity the students in the class are 
sensing each day and make sure they use the correct pronouns? 
This section is completely vague in terms of how often "the staff will 
update student classroom records. Checking in with students  on a 
daily basis to determine which gender they're sensing that day, 
while protecting the teacher from potential lawsuits for using the 
wrong pronoun, takes away from instructional time for my children 
and  for which I pay taxes (quite a lot i may add).

I am the parent. These are my children. My under 18 
children have no right of privacy from me. They are 
children. I am responsible for them. This PIP puts 
Arlington County between myself and my children. The 
county has no right to take away my rights with respect 
to my own children.

agreed Students should be accommodated according to gender sign 
at birth

Disagree.  This will enable students to use an alias at any given 
point and that causes confusion to other students.
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No

1195

1196

1197

1198

1199

1200

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Yes! Girls should not be forced or even 
encouraged to wear dresses! Nice pants 
should be fine!

Sounds fine. Sounds respectful.

I feel as though the uniform code does not 
need to be amended. As long as a student 
is "dressed for learning." If the clothes are a 
distraction schools should have extra clothes 
available to ensure that no one gets left 
behind due to clothing.

I feel as though any one who is uncomfortable being naked 
should have the option of showering/ changing in a separate 
area

As long as the parent has approved this name change i am okay 
with children being called another (appropriate) name.

If documents are being changed I believe there should 
be some legal documentation to go along with it.

Yes yes I agree I agree

What does "non-gender specific" mean? 
How do you enforce this? And how does this 
get explained to children? You need to be 
specific before implementing a policy that is 
still very gray - especially when it concerns 
and will impact impressionable children.

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

Sex-segregated facilities, including overnight accomodations, 
should remain sex-segregated.  Why bother having sex-
segregated facilities at all if their use is subject to arbitrary 
decisions made according to how a person "feels".  Using 
feelings as a determining factor for using sex-segrated 
facilities defeats the purpose of having facilities that are 
segregated by sex in the first place.

Transgdender students need to be treated with love and 
compassion, which includes honesty about the fact that gender is a 
concept created by society.  I do not agree with forcing students and 
faculty to use incorrect gender pronouns, which just perpetuates the 
falsehood that we all have an "innate gender" which is just not 
scientifically true.  There is no such thing as "ladybrain" or 
"gentlemanbrain".

And regardless of their race. I agree vehemently with this, and hope it is put into place as it 
is written here.

The right to be always treated with respect. Why is this elaborate paperwork required? Can't we set 
gender based on the child's preference??
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No

1201

1202

1203
1204

1205

1206

1207

1208

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree Agree, the key here is safe, non-stigmatizing alternative. Let's 
make sure we do our best to ensure our children are 
physically and emotionally safe.

Agree. All staff and students should be treated with respect which 
includes using chosen names and pronouns.

Agree!

Reasonable regulation to monitor class 
disruption.

yes, reasonable to promote inclusion and to accommodate 
personal discomfort.

A step in the right direction. A necessary legality.

Support Support Support Support
I think this is wonderful and so important for all students to feel 
respected and safe

I support this provision and heartily 
commend APS for its efforts to ensure a 
safe and respectful environment conducive 
to learning and aligned with the Whole Child 
approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for its 
efforts to ensure a safe and respectful environment conducive 
to learning and aligned with the Whole Child approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for its efforts to 
ensure a safe and respectful environment conducive to learning and 
aligned with the Whole Child approach.

I support this provision and heartily commend APS for 
its efforts to ensure a safe and respectful environment 
conducive to learning and aligned with the Whole Child 
approach.

I agree the dress codes should be non-
gender specific

As a teacher I agree we should be doing this. I would not be 
comfortable working with a teacher not willing to follow what is listed 
above

Safety should be a priority for all students regardless of gender 
identity, I would urge caution when young teens are sharing 
sleeping space (or any private space) .
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No

1209

1210

1211

1212

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As I understand this statement, you are stating that the rights 
of one student are more important than the rights of all. I do 
not feel it is appropriate for boys (born boys – identify as girls) 
to share a room with my daughter. My daughter regardless of 
what you say – knows that a boy is sharing a room with her 
and will not feel comfortable changing in the same room or 
sharing a bathroom. From what I understand, if my daughters 
don’t feel comfortable sharing a room with a person with male 
genitalia than they are the ones that need to find a different or 
separate accommodation.  Your PIP states, “No student, on 
these bases, shall be denied equal access to educational or 
extracurricular programs, activities, services, or benefits or be 
limited in the exercise of any right, privilege or advantage. 
Arlington Public Schools shall design its educational facilities, 
programs and activities from an equity-based perspective, to 
meet the varying needs of all students.” This policy does not 
treat my children as equals. You are telling my children that 
their concerns and their feelings don’t matter. You are telling 
my children that if they feel uncomfortable with this policy that 
they need to deal with it.  You are punishing them for their 
feelings. Again, has anyone asked persons with female 
genitalia how they would feel sharing a person with mail 
genitalia?  It is deplorable, how dismissive this policy is of our 
young woman and their feelings.

This is an excellent change. I never 
understood why YHS required graduation 
robes by gender identity -- aren't all students 
equal graduates? And the opportunity to 
choose less revealing clothing for musical 
performances (not having to wear backless 
or strapless dresses) means that students 
who don't like to be exposed in this way can 
concentrate on the music and not on their 
uncomfortable clothing.

Non-stigmatizing is an important point here. Excellent. Excellent. As a long-time Arlington resident and parent 
of APS graduates, this policy moves our schools toward 
a more supportive environment for all students. Thank 
you.

Following the dress code seems 
reasonable,regardless of gender expression.

I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.

I am in full support. I am in full support. I am in full support. I am in full support.
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No

1213

1214

1215

1216

1217
1218

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree!  Especially important for gym, music, 
graduation, and other special events.

Deeply appreciate respecting student privacy rights and 
maintining confidentiality of nonpublic information. This is so 
critical to ensure safety for gender nonconfirming and 
transgender students. Thank you!!

Agree entirely.  Very much appreciate this.  Substitute rosters are 
especially important.

agree with this section

Bien Bien Bien Bien

Not sure how this translates practically. Pilot this in one school and see the results.. How do parents 
feel knowing that their daughter is actually sharing a room 
under such circumstances?

That is a real challenge to substitute teachers and other school 
visitors. Most NAME changes require swearing an affidavit, so 
legality wouldn't hold here?

Please pilot this with one school

I am concerned that it has taken so long to protect trans kids, and I 
look forward to our correcting that as a community."

Support Support Support Support
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No

1219

1220

1221

1222

1223

1224

1225

1226

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Yes. Yes. Yes. Should also talk about peer use, and expected response to 
misgendering someone.

Yes. Very important. Should again provide guidelines for 
peers and non staff.

no qualms here this will make those uncomfortable of sharing space with a 
gender 'whatever' student potentially harassed as 'haters.'  
The opinion of those that disagree with your agenda are being 
discriminated against.  That's what you call hate speech in the 
prism you look through

I don't care what one wants to be called.  How often can they 
change it and what if someone makes a mistake?  Do they face 
disciplinary action?  Can't you see this as a problem that you are 
generating?

seems logical, although if under 18 in Virginia, the 
parents need to be informed of changes in 'identity'

Great Great

Agree Sgree Agree Agree

Fantastic. Sounds good Love this. Sounds good. Thank you for protecting these kids.

Not sure what that means?  Non-gender 
specific?  Does that mean that girls cannot 
wear dresses if they so choose?

Again, rape comes to mind.  Will girls be required to sleep 
with "birth" boys that feel as girls?  Safety comes to mind and 
is critical here, esp. for teenagers with "out of control" 
hormones...

Legality of names -- unless a student's name is legally changed, that 
will cause problems with income taxes, medical records, ID cards, 
etc. down the line, esp. in this digital age (which includes ID theft).  
Also, if someone uses a chosen name, but someone else does not 
know that and mistakenly uses a pronoun based on looks, do not 
want to suddenly start a new era of lawsuits due to ignorance (of not 
knowing the person in question).

Not sure how you can keep a legal name confidential - 
it's in all records (schools, medical, work, etc.)

What does this mean practically? Does a parent have the right to request that their student not 
share a room with a person of the opposite biological sex? 
Must they be consulted first, or can the school simply assign 
rooms without notifying parents?

How are teachers' rights being protected? Can they be dismissed for 
failure to comply? What is APS' legal exposure on either side?

What is the legal basis for keeping information from 
parents of a child under the age of 18?

Agree. See #2. If my child decides to change thier gender (or any other 
part of their school record), I expect to be notified.  
These are children, not adults, and parents are 
responsible and accountable for their behavior until they 
are not children.
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No

1227

1228

1229

1230

1231

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No problems here, except that negative 
comments regarding fashion statements 
would have be monitored with sensitivity 
and addressed as outlined in item #1.

This is good and the wording in the second paragraph should 
be adopted for the section on bathrooms (#3 above)

This is a challenging topic for which sensitivity must be given to 
staff, who can easily slip and use a previous gender identity for a 
given student. It is hard and training should be given about how to 
correct mistakes in a compassionate and understanding way.

Perfect!

I strongly agree. I strongly agree. Strongly agree.  I would also support use of a non-binary gender 
marker for those who choose it and would think that including the 
option for a non-binary option would be appropriate here.

I agree with this section.

This is perfect.  This should be the case 
regardless of creating guidelines for trans 
kids.

This looks great, too.  And I am very comfortable with 
accommodation being made, even though my kids are cis 
gendered.

Great!  Looks good. Kid safety comes first.  I get that this particular section 
will be concerning to some parents, but child safety has 
to be the priority, just as it would be any counselor 
working with kids.  These type of privacy rules would 
apply to psychiatrists outside of APS and be more 
stringent regarding disclosure.

Transgender students should not be in sleeping quarters with 
non-transgender students who are not comfortable with this, 
or whose parents are uncomfortable in the case of minor 
students..

Disappointed that biological females will have to seek out 
single-user facilities to access safe spaces free from 
interference from biological males.
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No

1232

1233

1234

1235

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Pt boys with boys and girls with girls. This solves the problem 
you are creating with fake gender identity issues. Is the 
natural born girl who is uncomfortable with staying in the 
room with the gender confused boy allowed her own “non-
stigmatizing alternative?” Or is this special privilege only for 
the mentally ill kid who doesn’t know if he is a boy or a girl?

Rediculous. Now all staff has to pretend with mentally ill students?! 
Stick with normal pronouns and don’t force staff to play this game.

Parents an guardians have a right to know everything 
about their own children. How dare you suggest 
otherwise! As far as anyone finding ioit? Don’t worry- 
when the boy walks around in dresses and make up, his 
gender confusion will be on display for all to see- no 
secret there. When the girl pretends to be a boy, it will 
be pretty obvious to those with eyes. Delete this 
nonsense section. There is no reason for it.

How many examples do you have of this not 
already happening?

Again, this is already the case. This is completely absurd. Again, you are needlessly confusing 
impressionable young minds. Your proposed cure here is much 
more harmful than the underlying problem.

No, transgender status does not fall under these 
provisions; you are artificially placing it there - how could 
you deny parents the opportunity to talk through these 
issues with their child?

Insane. One is male or female from the 
moment of birth. To encourage otherwise is 
more ideological than based on facts.

This policy will stigmatize kids who wnat to only be with 
"gender defined at birth" folks, and who are uncomfortable 
with being in an area with memebrs of the opposite sex, 
regardless of the feelings of transgender students.

What is APS to do if a staff members refuses because of religious 
convictions?

nice. My only comment here is that if a 
student comes in dressed as Pikachu, 
shouldn't be surprised to hear Pokemon 
references from other students. Every 
student has the prerogative of CHOICE, but 
no student has the privilege of determining a 
different outcome to what the choice will 
entail. The consequences are bound to the 
choice.

single occupancy is the only answer I have found as well. not good. Gender identity is LIKELY TO CHANGE and this will 
make teacher's jobs miserable as they must learn new names and 
new identities for multiple students. This is not their job. Their job is 
to teach, not to coddle. I think students should decide on a name 
and gender when they enter the school system and the school is not 
at fault for sticking to that original choice. Any other way the student 
wants to be called would be considered like a nick name.

If the school will be the 'storage system' for this 
information, I hope you have staffing and training to 
match.
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1236

1237

1238

1239

1240

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

“Any student uncomfortable sharing a sleeping area, shower, 
bathroom, or any sex-segregated facility, shall, upon request, 
be provided with a designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative”  – assuming this option will be made available not 
only to gender-fluid/transgender students, but also to 
cisgender students who are uncomfortable sharing facilities 
with someone who was born the opposite sex, this makes 
sense.

“School staff shall not disclose any information that may 
reveal a student’s transgender or gender non-
conforming status to others, INCLUDING PARENTS 
OR GUARDIANS” – This strikes me as an egregious 
infringement of parental rights. It also seems to be a real 
threat to the best interest of a child; again, I 
acknowledge that true gender dysphoria is a concern – 
but a student who is exploring his or her sense of 
expression and behavior and perhaps also sexual 
attraction absolutely needs the involvement of parents 
who can process together the onset of such questions 
and the best response.

What's the worst case scenario, if you gave 
this a little more time?  I know I've never 
regretted being more thorough and 
intentional.

Basic biology people.  Basic biology. Will teachers be allowed to make mistakes or will they be fired for 
using a wrong pronoun?

What about the studends being required ti accept a different 
gender born persin who identifies a different sex?

No comments This policy does little to protect the non-transgendered 
students from the stigma if they express concerns about 
sharing a room with a transgendered student.  The last 
sentence of this section seems to basically make it impossible 
to keep a transgendered student out of a larger room set-up 
and I would argue if the body parts are different, they should 
not be sharing a room, period.

My concern here, how does the notion that you can pick your name, 
your gender get discussed with the children on day one of school 
when the teacher is meeting the students and asking them each 
what they would like to be called.   I DO NOT WANT ANY 
TEACHER TELLING MY KID THEY CAN PICK THEIR GENDER.

okay That is ridiculous, and under no circumstance would I allow 
my daughter or son to share a room with another student 
whose gender assigned at birth were not consistent with the 
gender that my child was assigned at birth. This is a 
ridiculous proposal, and flies in the face of common sense for 
how to raise and protect kids.

okay. okay
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No

1241

1242

1243

1244

1245
1246

1247

1248
1249
1250
1251

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Is there a way for a students who feels uncomfortable sharing 
a sleep area with someone of the opposite sex--but same 
"gender identity"--to voice this discomfort without drawing 
negative attention to him or herself, potentially experiencing 
bullying or stigmatization as a result? If that is the climate the 
student is in, won't it be more likely that they simply will not 
voice their discomfort? Would that be okay?

Agree That's a tough one. Agree.  Students should be "he" or "she" regardless to their sex at 
birth.  If a boy wants to be referred to as a "she"' that is their own 
choice and vice versa.  However, what is the  unclear is the "other" 
and I don't know how to address that.  There is not a specific 
pronoun used and until a universal one is declared, not sure where 
to go with this.

Agree

Fine This is flat out wrong.  The majority are sacrificed to a very 
small minority.  Growing up is hard enough without this 
complication.

Nothing like making a basis for lawsuits if some overworked teacher 
makes a mistake.  These mistakes happen to non gender sensitive 
individuals all the time and it is not considered an affront.  Balance 
is required and best efforts should be applied.

Just making a foundation for lawsuits.  Families with 
personality conflicts AND transgender issues are given 
opportunities to sue based on this policy.  Where is the 
policy on kids with Tourette's Syndrome or diabetes or 
the many other issues children confront as they grow up.

What is the cost associated with the updates to records?

yes, please! Fully support Fully support Fully Support

Does this mean that APS will respect a non transgender student's 
desire to be addressed by and use a "chosen name?"" appears to be 
available

none none none none
Agree. Agree. Agree. Agree.
I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology. I believe in science and biology.
sounds good! Excellent! sounds good excellent!
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No

1252

1253
1254

1255

1256

1257

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is probably okay, since kids dress so 
weirdly anyway.

This will create financial hardships on the academic institution 
-- having to provide separate accommodations for those 
identifying with a gender not their birth-gender.

And what happens when these kids go out into the world?  And face 
reality?  Not a good education-in-life for them.  Very unrealistic.

Only okay in relation to the public, given a student's 
right to privacy.  But parents, guardians, and school staff 
NEED to be informed of the student's transgender or 
gender non-conforming status, without the necessity of 
a court order.

Heck, they already aren’t enforced equally 
between males and females. Girls get much 
more backlash. How about we write and 
then enforce a dress code that is not 
unreasonably judgmental of our girls?

I struggle with this. We are asking minor children to share a 
room with someone not sharing their biological sex. This is a 
huge leap and puts kids in a very challenging space. Any 
child who expresses discomfort will almost by default be 
labeled as bigoted and be socially stigmatized. This is a really 
tough issue but I don’t think we as a society are there yet to 
put our cisgender kids on the cutting edge of societal 
transformation.

No comment See section 3 above. I have similar concerns with and 
opposition to this section. Regardingthe second paragraph, 
students (and their parents) get the joke -- once you identify 
yourself as "different" by asking to "opt out" or seeking 
accommodations, you have self-stigmatized. This policy is 
extremely unkind in forcing students to do this. This section 
should be revised so it honestly acknowledges that some 
students will be stigmatized in order to achieve to ends of the 
policy.

Discussion of rights must include the rights of non-transgender 
students with other important identitiies (e.g., faith identity) and how 
those rights will not only be tolerated by accommodated and 
supported in an equal way. Further, any policy discussing rights 
must include a recognition of the role of parental authority over their 
children and the school's role "in loco parentis." These concepts 
must be added to the document in an accurate way.

Nothing reveals the bias, narrowness, or over-confident 
laziness of this policy as much as this sectin. This 
section is wrong on its face. I hate to have to say it to 
APS, but do your homework. Go look at the web site of 
the Dept of Education, which makes clear that FERPA 
protects rights of students and parents to records, and 
only confers privacy rights unique to students at the age 
of 18. Relevant content from Dept of Education is this: 
FERPA gives parents certain rights with respect to their 
children's education records. These rights transfer to the 
student when he or she reaches the age of 18 or attends 
a school beyond the high school level. Students to 
whom the rights have transferred are "eligible students." 
Parents or eligible students have the right to inspect and 
review the student's education records maintained by 
the school. Schools are not required to provide copies of 
records unless, for reasons such as great distance, it is 
impossible for parents or eligible students to review the 
records. Schools may charge a fee for copies. Parents 
or eligible students have the right to request that a 
school correct records which they believe to be 
inaccurate or misleading. If the school decides not to 
amend the record, the parent or eligible student then 
has the right to a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the 
school still decides not to amend the record, the parent 
or eligible student has the right to place a statement 
with the record setting forth his or her view about the 
contested information. Please suspend this extremely 
weak, narrow and unscientific policy and start over.

Thank you for being responsive to the needs 
of all students.

Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all students. Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all students. Thank you for being responsive to the needs of all 
students.

What if a student changes his or her name on a daily basis? There 
is no discretion for teachers?

Parents should have the right to know if their child is 
changing his/her name.
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No

1258
1259

1260

1261

1262

1263

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree Agree Agree Agree
If a boy goes into the room my daughter is sleeping in on an 
overnight trip, there will be hell to pay for him, his family, and 
APS

First amendment being violated.

Supportive Supportive Supportive

Again, this is fine as long as it is equally available to cisgender 
students!

"School staff shall not disclose any information that may 
reveal a student’s transgender or gender non-
conforming status to others, including parents or 
guardians and other school staff, unless legally required 
to do so, unless the student has authorized such 
disclosure" -- I think this policy is backwards. Parents 
should be able to know unless the student specifically 
asks that they not be informed or the student is in 
danger at home should the parents find out.

Fine. The idea that a teacher or fellow student would be reprimanded or 
sanctioned for referring to someone as he or she "incorrectly" is, I'm 
sorry, absurd. I may prefer you call me "she" but no one is going to 
do that who meets me the first time.  Calling this a "right" is simply 
over the top.  A right isn't a right unless its enforceable, and this 
preference simply should NOT be enforceable in any way.

No comments.
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No

1264

1265

1266

1267
1268

1269

1270

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Students have rights as human beings, but let's also remember that 
they are children.  They are not adults and do not think like adults.  
Nor do they have the experience that adults have in this world. 
Giving them the freedom to choose their name at school with out it 
being legal or close to their legal name is going down a slippery 
slope.  Where does it stop? There is a reason we have laws that 
govern how adults and children are treated and what decisions 
children can make on their own.  This should be applied to what 
kids can choose to be called at school.  Afterall, these are family 
issues as well as personal issues, and the parents should be 
involved.

Again absolutely makes sense Safety first! Hugely important These seems like one of the most important aspects of 
the PIP

I would love to see a gender-neutral dress 
code. However, it needs to be worded such 
that commonly available female attire is 
conforming. For example, short lengths that 
are not longer than what the local Target 
stocks for women and girls.

I don’t understand what  this section is saying — or, if I 
understand it, don’t think it can be implemented as written. 
Individuals’ definitions of what is stigmatizing — or not — will 
vary. I encourage APS to outline an objective standard. Also, 
one might infer from the first paragraph that gender identity is 
non-public information. Is that the intent? Wouldn’t that mean 
APS would have to obtain consent before releasing, for 
example, the roster for a girls or boys team?

Gender markers is such an evolving area that it might be best if the 
policy specifies either what markers APS will use or the process for 
determining and periodically updating the list of markers.

Make sure the language works for gender conforming 
and non-conforming students. Is information about a 
conforming student’s gender identity at birth also 
confidential PII and medical information? If so, what are 
the ramifications? Also in the first sentence it should be 
student’s not students’.

Looks good! Looks good! Looks good! Looks good!
Parental consent should be required if APS intends to have a 
student assigned to a room with another student with a 
different biological identity.

This is ridiculous.  APS policy should not violate privacy 
laws.  Minors do not have privacy rights from parents.

No comments. Please clarify if this applies in the reverse - if a student is 
uncomfortable sharing those areas with a child who identifies 
different from their biological gender, do they also have the 
same rights to request and be provided with an alternative?  
What if this ultimately has the opposite effect from your 
intention to be inclusive?

Again, I have concerns about the age at which this is determined to 
be effective and the approach to educate especially the younger 
children about what this means.  I think this gets very confusing for 
kids who do not necessarily identify as a different gender, but who 
generally prefer the games, clothes, friends of another gender.  I 
think there needs to be more clarification on how/when gender 
identity is defined and how children will be educated on different 
interpretations of gender identity, to promote both inclusion and 
acceptance that just because a girl likes boy clothes doesn't 
necessarily mean she wants to BE or identifies AS  a boy (or vice 
versa).

I don't feel like I am well-enough informed to comment 
on this, except that it makes me feel uncomfortable with 
the bathroom facilities and overnight accommodations 
sections, as they pertain to the pressure those put on all 
children.

CANNOT SAY THIS ENOUGH: there 
should be the SAME RULES for males & 
females and even better NO RULES on 
dress. Period.

I agree! I agree!
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No

1271

1272

1273

1274

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No. Rooms should be assigned on their biological sex or 
gender at birth. If someone who claims to be "transgender" 
has a problem with the accepted norm throughout the entirety 
of our nation's founding, then they should rethink their 
participation.

Attempting to regulate the speech of other is counter to our nation's 
values and is strictly prohibited in the first amendment. Who will 
determine how gender is "asserted" or adjudicate what is 
"improper"? I can tell you that your broad, ambiguous definitions of 
terms will lead to civil action if you attempt to improperly penalize a 
student for commonly understood speech simply because someone, 
somewhere doesn't like it.  I will firmly support the action against the 
school district in such as case.

All student's information is private, not just 
"transgender" student.

No. Rooms should be assigned on their biological sex or 
gender at birth. If someone who claims to be "transgender" 
has a problem with the accepted norm throughout the entirety 
of our nation's founding, then they should rethink their 
participation.

Attempting to regulate the speech of other is counter to our nation's 
values and is strictly prohibited in the first amendment. Who will 
determine how gender is "asserted" or adjudicate what is 
"improper"? I can tell you that your broad, ambiguous definitions of 
terms will lead to civil action if you attempt to improperly penalize a 
student for commonly understood speech simply because someone, 
somewhere doesn't like it.  I will firmly support the action against the 
school district in such as case.

School dress codes should be gender 
neutral and apply to everyone equally.

In conjunction with the following paragraph, I wonder whether this is 
even feasible. If a child has not disclosed to parents a gender 
identity, and then the parents receive a report card with the chosen 
name, then the school will be in violation of privacy standards laid 
out in section 8

I oppose the ban on school staff disclosing information 
relating to transgender status to parents. Schools should 
be working with parents along with students and this 
represents a hurtful and inappropriate usurpation of the 
parental role. Moreover, I fear that failure to involve 
parents may create liability for the schools, should a 
student be harmed (e.g., self harm or bullying) without 
the school having offered the parent an opportunity to 
gain services (e.g., mental health services) that could 
protect the child. It is tempting to try to protect a child 
from parents whose responses may not meet APS 
preferred response, however, the school as a support 
system must remain secondary to family. In the event 
that there is legitimate concern for student safety, the 
family situation can be monitored and any inappropriate 
behavior reported, but that is for another policy. The PIP 
must reflect an obligation to promote family disclosure 
and acceptance.

Can we have a link to the dress code in the  
school hardbook, or is each school unique?  
If they are unique, why?

Will all official documents (transcripts, diplomas, etc.)  reflect 
chosen names?

Name-free transcripts?
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1275

1276

1277

1278

1279

1280

1281

1282

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

How are you going to take into account the discomfort of 
young women or men who feel uncomfortable sharing a 
bathroom or sleeping accommodation with a student who has 
transitioned from the opposite sex to their sex?

Everyone should dress as the gender they 
identify with. There is no such thing as 
gender neutral except maybe in robots.

Good luck with this. This should be done at the beginning of the school year only.

This section seems too vague to protect anyone.  There is 
nothing in here that allows a parent to have the tools to make 
an informed decision about who their student would be 
rooming with.  I would never let my daughter room with a 
student with male parts. Please do not take my parental right 
away to stop such a situation before or during a trip.

Is this considered coerced speech?  By requiring this of students 
when it is biologically untrue and goes against a child’s 
understanding of male and female?  Again, it is enforcing an 
ideology on those who do not believe in it.

Staff members may not disclose information about a 
child to their OWN parents?  Please do not take away 
our parental rights to be involved in our own child’s 
health and wellbeing.  School staff should not be in the 
position of making these decisions.  You are entrusted 
with our children for a time, but they still belong to us, 
please don’t undermine our authority in our families, 
work with us, not against us.

No comment It's not fair to put these decisions on students.  They lack the 
life experience that teaches us to be prudent and content.

If students are allowed to be whatever gender they decide on, 
regardless of what harm it will do to themselves and others in the 
long run, then students should also be allowed to use whatever 
gender pronoun they decide on, without concern for the preference 
of any other.

Makes sense.  It's the transgender decision itself that is 
so heartbreaking to see.

I support and affirm the language in the 
dress code section that allows students to 
dress in appropriate attire that expresses 
their gender identity or expression.tudents

I fully support the language in this section regading field trips 
and athletic events.  My child participate in Color Guard and I 
appreciate that her team was supportive and allowed non-
gender conforming students to be non-stigmatized.  This 
hsould be standard policy.

I fully support this language in this section that makes it standard 
APS policy that students should be addressed according to their 
preference.

I fully support and affirm the language in this section 
that makes it policy that transgender students 
information is private and confidential.

Also sounds good. People should be free to 
wear whatever school appropriate clothes 
they want.

Also sounds both reasonable and supportive. Also sounds good. Curious about self-created pronouns (i.e. xhe 
xim) in addition to the traditional he/she. Are they included here?

Also sounds good. I like that parents cannot get access 
to this material as that could pose a risk to students 
who's parents are not accepting.

Hard to say without knowing what current 
dress code is and if it has outmoded 
discriminatory rules already. It should be 
looked at/updated along with this.

Who designated it as safe and non-stigmatizing?? On 1A, NPR this week there was a show that educated me that the 
word choice should not be used. It suggests a person is choosing 
their pronouns. It’s not s choice. It is just who they are. Please 
figure out how to reword to remove the idea of choice in pronouns.

None
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1283

1284
1285

1286

1287
1288

1289

1290

1291

1292
1293

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

yes Agree Agree Agree

Accepting someone’s identity is the key to respect.
las escuelas deberan estar pendientes de 
que la vestimenta sea la adecuada y se 
sigan las normas de decoro, se vista como 
se vista.

es un tema sensible, pero se debe respetar tanto a los 
estudiantes que se identifican como femenino, masculino 
como a los transgeneros.  Por favor no descuidar los derechos 
de los estudiantes que se clasifican como 
femenino/masculino por darle derecho a los estudiantes 
transgenero.

las escuelas deberan manejar sensiblemente esta informacion para 
que todos los estudiantes tengan los mismos derechos.

los estudiantes que lo requieran pueden seguir los 
pasos que APS esta delineando para poder hacer el 
cambio

What consitutes "gender neutral" attire? This provision is outrageous.  Are you saying that a male who 
identifies as a female can stay in a room with another female?  
 Will parents be notified and allowed to give consent?  This 
defies common sense and

What if the other students mistakenly refer to a student by the 
biological pronoun?  What if the student is "gender fluid"?  Are the 
other students expected to check in with that student each day?   
Are teachers going to actually avoid referring to that student 
because it's too difficult?   What if the teacher objects on religious 
grounds?

Will minor students be able to do this without their 
parents' consent?  It seems that APS is prioritizing 
students' rights without parent participation.  That is 
absurd.

Seems fine. Seems like good policy. Seems good. Seems appropriate.  I generally support this policy as it 
brings Arlington in line with national norms.  Please 
keep protecting our more vulnerable populations.  There 
are some internet trolls trying to undermine what APS is 
doing and I hope they are taken for what they are.

This puts all students at risk.  It is completely inappropriate for 
any student to be assigned a sleeping room inconsistent with 
their biological body parts.  The transgender student is at risk 
of being repeatedly rejected by students who request room 
changes.  It is not reasonable to assume that special 
accommodations can be made for every student.

In all of these sections it is important to remember that 
students experience a great deal of change as well as 
overwhelming emotions during middle school and high 
school.  Students may feel uncomfortable about a 
situation and not say anything until afterwards when 
they feel their privacy has been violated.  In addition, 
changing one's gender identity is not permanent.  My 
middle schoolers have already experienced first-hand 
friends who have changed their gender identity.  
Fortunately, existing policies have provided alternate 
options that have allowed students to remain friends 
without the inappropriate situation of sharing 
environments where their privacy is compromised.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures 
respect and welcome for trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and 
welcome for trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and welcome for 
trans kids.

I support the draft PIP, because it ensures respect and 
welcome for trans kids.

Agree Agree Agree Agree
Horrible idea!  This puts students in extremely awkward 
positions.

Unless it’s a legal name change, this should not be encouraged.
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1294

1295

1296

1297

1298

1299

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

this is fine. I have no idea what a "designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative" would mean.  I am also concerned about the  
possible dangers about a small biological female unwittingly 
being  paired (especially in a shared bed situation) with a 
biological male.

ok Whoa!  Parents should never be excluded from access 
to information about their minor children.

Please postpone this process by a year to 
allow more time for discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more time for 
discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more time for 
discussion.

Please postpone this process by a year to allow more 
time for discussion.

Agreed. School dress codes should be 
universal regardless of a students' gender 
identity or expression.

Agreed. Sounds great! Great!

Dress code should be gender specific. Don't 
want to see cracks in anyone, front side or 
back. Why throw out the baby with the 
bathwater? If 90% of the kids subscribe to 
male/female, talk their language too. It 
seems with all this emphasis on gender 
identity, the largest percentage of the kids 
are left out of consideration.Assigned

Assigned by physiology. I do not want any of my girls sleeping 
overnight with anyone with a penis, reglardless of their gender 
identity. Likewise I don't want any of my boys accomodated 
overnight with anyone with a vagina. Have some 
consideration for everyone!!! Because a majority of the kids 
identify their gender with their physiology, they should not 
have to request a safe space. Those that don't feel safe should 
be the ones to have to request a designated safe space.  We 
have to let our children become strong and not weak. Why 
does non-stigmatizing become an essential facet of life? 
There are stigmas in every arena of life. The goal shouldn't be 
to remove them all, but for us to become stronger and know 
how to handle them well. We don't want to encourage a 
society where everyone will be accomodated for 1. It'll never 
work because there will be competing accomodations. 2. It 
weakes us.

No. Every student has a right to be addressed by...... just as much 
as every person has a right to use pronounds that correspond with 
their worldview.  Forget this.

If someone was born with XY or XX chromosomes, they 
that should be marked on their birth paperwork. If 
someone is born XXY. then a solution nees to be found 
for that. If someone goes through sex-change surgery, 
then it makes sense for their paperwork to change. This 
is not an area of privacy.

What is a gender-neutral item of clothing? 
Can girls still wear skirts? Can boys wear 
skirts? Same question about bare chests as 
above. Will everyone be required to cover 
their chests at all times, or will no one? 
What about pink? Can anyone wear pink 
anymore? You have no definitions for 
anything, and you are opening up a can of 
worms with these policies.

How exactly will non-stigmatizing alternatives be offered? If 
transgender students feel stigmatized when asked to use 
single-user facilities, or to sleep alone in a hotel room, how 
will non-transgender kids not feel stigmatized by the same 
thing? Or does it not matter if non-transgender kids feel 
uncomfortable? Are we only concerned about transgender 
kids' feelings now?

According to transgender activists there are literally infinite numbers 
of pronouns. Anyone can choose anything to be their pronoun. And 
there will be different conjugations of pronouns (nominative, 
objective, reflexive). So, if every child in a class of 30 kids decides to 
have his or her or their or zir or babballoo-babballoo own pronouns, 
how do you expect a teacher to make sure that he or she or zir or 
whatever uses the correct pronoun and its conjugation for every 
child in the class. Think I'm being ridiculous? This pronoun issue is 
ridiculous.

You have no right to keep ANYTHING secret from a 
student's parents. FERPA is clear about that. Children 
do not have privacy rights from their parents, and the 
school does not have greater authority over children 
than parents do. Will you take responsibility for the kid 
who commits suicide after you didn't the parent that 
their child was seeing the counseling over issues of 
sexuality and gender. Who do you think you are?
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No

1300

1301

1302

1303
1304

1305

1306

1307

1308

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I support this language Does the final portion mean that a student -may- request 
single occupancy but the staff cannot -require- them to stay in 
single occupancy accommodations? If that's the correct 
reading, then I support this language.

I recommend including language as to whether a standard non-
gendered pronoun (e.g. "they/their") will be used for students who 
prefer it.

I support this language

No comment = agree completely. Agree completely. This is a very kinds policy towards transgender 
kids, and exactly what they need.

Sounds good. Excellent. I honestly can't see why anyone would object to this. Thank you. Thank you for following the law.

I fully support this section. I fully support this section. I fully support this section. I fully support this section.
I fully support these procedures. I fully support these procedures. I fully support these procedures. I fully support these procedures.

Bravo!  It's about time.  If there is one thing 
all 3 of my middle schoolers complained 
about it's that the dress code was only 
enforced on girls.

Have places our kids go to frequently been vetted for this, like 
Outdoor Lab?

Fine I think this may be uncomfortable for some of the students at 
first, but that is not a reason to single out transgender 
students.

Fine This seems consistent with other schools’ policies.

This bit is confusing. I agree I approve

Why doesn't APS open up their Staff bathroom as Unisex 
bathrooms and keep the other bathrooms as they are. Then 
no one feels bad and we ensure privacy of our privates.
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No

1309

1310

1311

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Excellent. 1. It’s good and important. 2. People have raised important 
issues about rights of parents. Also there have been issues 
about the social pressures affecting gender identification and 
medical transition, as the pressures sometimes push in both 
directions and are no longer one-way anti-transgender as they 
were in past decades. These complications arise within our 
trans support groups; on the one hand we regularly applaud 
when someone announces taking a medical transition step, 
on the other hand we regularly caution against any pressure to 
proceed with transition. These are legitimate issues and 
should be heard with respect, without demonizing people for 
raising them, and in some cases more complicated solutions 
should be found to the problems they raise.

Very good, if understood reasonably.  That means: make sure to 
stick to a standard English list of pronouns, without made-up ones 
that people would be forced to learn and use. The latter would turn 
us transgender people into oppressors, which is a very dangerous 
thing for us to become while we are at the same time a small, 
oppressed, and vulnerable minority.

See my suggestions under your paragraph 6 above 
about how we need to prepare for dealing constructively 
with the complications that may arise on the matter of 
withholding information, including medical information, 
from parents. It is a matter on which there are real 
safety concerns on both sides, and it is dangerous when 
one side gets demonized so much that its legitimate 
concerns fail to get taken into account. Also, please 
correct the mistaken phrase “gender assigned at birth” 
to the accurate one, “biological sex at time of (or as 
recorded at) birth”.  Sad to say, you have conflated sex 
with gender here, and conflated recording facts with 
assigning things. In the process you have inadvertently 
denied the very existence of us transgender people, as 
people who have to face the very real difficulty that our 
gender identity conflicts with rather than corresponding 
to our original biological sex.

This policy is so broad as to retain the 
potential for continued discrimination. You 
might consider including statements about 
how school staff will be informed about 
unconscious (or conscious) bias. I also 
recommend you correct a few errors in 
punctuation. ,

None. Thank you. For the uninformed, you could provide the analogy that this is not all 
that different from preferred names/other notes in providing class 
lists to substitute teachers. Not necessary for the policy per se, but 
could help destigmatize this question.

This is laudable, but seems to contradict the policy point 
about honoring a students name and pronouns 
regardless of legal status. Perhaps it’s the order in 
which these items are presented, or perhaps there is an 
opportunity to clarify specifically that these policies do 
not contradict each other.

Logical and reasonable.  Appropriate school 
attire for all.

I am not sure i understand this.  If my son must share a room 
with a woman who says she is a man, and the way in which 
things are handled today with discrimination against men, the 
woman could say he "looked" at her and that would be 
harrassmant.  this is a terrible poiicy, open to much liability.

Too confusing, and shomehow you expect kids to keep up with all 
this?  So a girl looks at a student with beard growth and used male 
pronouns and the male is then offended.  They kids can't win.   And 
in Arlignton, you know that will happen.

I am not certain i understand this.  All student's records 
are private so i do not understand the addtional privacy 
level.  Legal gender status must be based on physical 
change, that is, a male who changes his gender must 
have undergone the medical procedures to alter him 
including removal of male organs.  So again, i do not 
fully understand the purpose behind this entry.
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Response 
No

1312

1313

1314

1315

1316

1317

1318

1319

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This makes good common sense. This is humane and sensible. Reasonable and responsible. Reasonable and responsible.

WOuld like to see APS really work with staff 
on this one. I have witnessed Health and PE 
instructors speaking of very different 
approaches to dress codes based on gender 
(stricter with girls). So equal enforcement, 
and really, let's relax some please!

This portion allows for inclusion for everyone and options for 
those who might feel unsafe.

It comes down to basic respect. Let students be who they are and 
love who they love.

Duh. Protect Privacy. YES!

Impartial enforcement seems to be 
acceptable.

Alternative options available to students is acceptable. Agree Agree.

Dress codes should be entirely gender 
neutral.

I fully support this. I fully support this.

The dress code is aimed more at female 
students so try to make it aimed at male 
students too

For the field trip forms please use they instead off s/he I have a trans friend and his birth name is still on the roster so you 
clearly don’t care about that

None

Support this. supportive

All arrangements especially sleeping arrangements should be 
based on biological sex not gender identityased

Same as above same as above
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No

1320

1321

1322

1323

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No objection. I am not comfortable with this policy without further study and 
elaboration.  At a minimum, I am very concerned that a young 
woman who does not want to share overnight 
accommodations with a transgender student will be 
stigmatized as a bigot or "hater."  That is not right.  If you 
move forward without study and further community 
engagement, how will this policy be implemented?  What will 
the rules be exactly?  How will this be communicated to the 
students?  Will the parents be informed before such a 
communication occurs?

Will there be disciplinary actions taken against students who 
mistakenly use the wrong gender pronoun with a fellow student?  
What will that disciplinary policy look like?  How will it be 
implemented?  How and at what grade-level would such a discipline 
policy be communicated with students?  Will parents be notified 
prior to such communication?

Does this mean that the parents of a child identifying as 
another sex at school cannot be told that fact except by 
the child?  Does the same policy exist for children who 
are struggling with mental issues that the school learns 
about?  Why or why not?  The vast majority of children 
in grades K-12 are not capable of making a gender 
identity decision independently and without any counsel 
with their parents and, likely, a medical professional.  I 
am very concerned that this policy seriously limits 
parental rights.  Overall, I am very concerned that this 
survey is the only opportunity for the community to 
weigh in on the entirety of this important policy.  I 
recommend public meetings and further study of this 
issue before moving forward with any of this policy.  At a 
minimum, the many questions I pose and I'm sure the 
many others you will receive should be answered and/or 
addressed in a transparent and clear manner before 
moving forward.  To have concerns about this policy 
and its implementation in K-12 schools does not make 
anyone a bigot or a hater.  An honest, open forum where 
concerns can be expressed and heard in the same 
supportive environment you are trying to create for 
transgender students should be required before you 
move forward with this or any similar policy.

Make uniforms mandatory in public school 
and solve the problem. Nothing is non-
gender specific in life and it shouldn't be in 
our schools. The left is ruining our schools 
by raising all this (REDACT)!

Just make all showers partitioned with curtains and move on 
with life. For God's sake people. We are really wasting time 
on this leftist drivel?!

Call everybody "IT" and move on with life - you lefties in the public 
schools are ruining it for 99.8% of everyone else by raising this 
crapola. Again, this is less than !% of population. We can figure it 
out without crazy leftist regulations!

Fine, move on with life and stop propagating this 
Obama-era BS. Puh-lease!

Agree Agree Agree. Yes definitely otherwise you are causing harm to the child. Agree
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No

1324

1325

1326

1327

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Yes, and tachers should be made aware of 
what constitutes appropriate and non 
judgemental enforcement and language and 
not intimidating or embarassing students 
either by  intent or ignorance. Teach 
teachers how to be allies of transgender 
studnets and role models for all students - 
lead by example.

Yes, I support this Yes, fully support - always include "or gender non-conforming" with 
transgender, i.e., "transgender or gender non-conforming"

Yes, I support this

Absolutely should no males be put in a room with females, or 
vice versa; seems rife with opportunities for sexual 
harassment in both directions

Very unclear how you will "guarantee" that a student is 
transgender/etc. for purposes of this PIP

So which kid are you kicking out?  Because you are now 
kicking kids out of a group.  No matter which kid this is they 
will be made to look weird.  This is not acceptable.

No this again is not helpful.  Students need struckture.  Once again 
if I wanted to make fun of another student all I would have to do is 
use this terrible logic to pick on them.  I would give myself another 
name to make fun of them.  This will divide students not unit them.  
The school is a government institution and should refer to the 
student as their legal name.

If this is FERPA how is the student supposed to come 
out?  Now they have to fill out forms to be themselves?  
This is a terrible idea that will continue to stigmatize 
children.

No comment No comment "Applicable, appropriate gender markers" should be specified as 
those gender markers, if any specified by the individual student.

I cannot understand how non-disclosure of information 
about a student's transgender status, legal name, or 
gender status may cause someone to do harm to 
themselves or someone else.  At a minimum this carve-
out should not extend to circumstances where it is 
suspected that the student may cause harm to 
themselves or someone else.  Ideally, there needs to be 
greater specificity, limitations, and guidelines about 
what such circumstances would be.  If such specificity, 
limitations, or guidelines cannot be specified, this carve-
out should be eliminated.
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No

1328

1329

1330

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No estoy de acuerdo con esta sección.  Las 
niñas tienen derecho a ser niñas y vestirse 
como tal y los chicos tienen derecho a ser 
niños y vestirse como tal.  APS debe exigir 
a los estudiantes que se vistan 
apropiadamente, pero no deben obligar a 
todos los estudiantes a vestirse con ropas 
neutrales.  Este PIP estaría violando los 
derechos que tiene más del 99% de la 
población estudiantil de vestirse 
apropiadamente como niñas o como niños. 
Los estudiantes transgéneros y no 
conformes de género pueden vestirse como 
se sientan cómodos, pero sin violar los 
derechos de los estudiantes que están de 
acuerdo con su sexo y género.

No estoy de acuerdo con esta sección del PIP.  La primera 
frase de esta sección hace referencia al compromiso de APS 
de ofrecer un ambiente seguro y acogedor, pero en realidad 
haría exactamente lo contrario: crear un entorno inseguro.  
Bajo ninguna circunstancia cualquier zona de dormitorio, 
ducha, baño no debe permitir acceso a cualquier persona que 
sea del sexo opuesto, incluso si la persona cree que es del 
mismo género.  ¡Los encuentros sexuales y violaciones no se 
pueden deshacer!  Los estudiantes afectados van a cargar 
con las consecuencias de los encuentros sexuales no 
deseados por el resto de sus vidas. APS estaría violando su 
propia declaración de misión y visión en esta sección del PIP.

ninguno No estoy de acuerdo con esta sección. FERPA fue 
creado como una forma para que los padres apoyen, 
cuiden y conozcan la información privada de sus hijos y 
que no sea difundida a ninguno que no tenga derecho a 
saberlo.  Los padres tienen el derecho total sobre los 
registros de sus hijos y la información personal.  En esta 
sección APS iría en contra de los derechos de los 
padres y estaría violando su propio valor primordial de la 
' colaboración ', ya que no estaría fomentando positivas 
asociaciones con las familias, sino más bien 
obstaculizándolas.  Los padres tienen el derecho de 
educar a sus hijos bajo sus principios morales porque 
bajo la ley los padres son los responsables finales del 
bienestar de sus hijos.

Thank you for revising the school dress code 
to accommodate transgender students.

Thank you. I absolutely support this! Thank you for developing these guidelines..

On an overnight event, the transgender student should have a 
different alternative.   It is VERY unsafe to have students 
sharing sleeping areas , showers  or any sex-segregated 
facility.  Especially in Middle and High School, when 
hormones are running high. Biological girls will not feel safe 
and will be very uncomfortable with biological boys identifying 
as girls. Parents should be notified of this circumstance. This 
will reduce or maybe even cancel the overnight events. 
Concerned parents will not allow their children to go to them. 
It augments the risks of sexual harassment  or even rape. 
Besides , the Public School could be sued if this happens.

Do not penalize students if they don't comply with this. It makes 
things complicated for them.

Even if there is confidentiality, the students will know if 
there is a transgender student in their classroom.
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No

1331

1332

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is appropriate. Has the right with what penalty?  This opens up the school board 
and taxpayers to litigation.  Recommend changing the wording to a 
"should" versus having the "right".

This is a great step, both for the 
trans/gender non-conforming students 
whose gender expressions have been 
regulated by school dress codes, and for the 
cisgender girls against whom dress 
restrictions have been disproportionately 
targeted.

Thanks for recognizing that legal name changes take time and 
money, and are often inaccessible for trans students with unsafe 
home situations.

School staff should be incredibly careful about 
unauthorized disclosure even in the case of concerns 
about harm to the student or others. While a trans 
student who is suicidal because of transphobic 
harassment at school needs help, informing their 
parents or guardians that they are trans may worsen the 
issue rather than improving it.
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No

1333

1334

1335

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No comment. I'm unsure what a "safe, non-stigmatizing alternative" would 
be in the event any student is uncomfortable, regardless of 
their identity. I'm also concerned that this part of the policy 
seems to remove parental responsibility (by not allowing for 
notification in advance of overnight trips, for example) for their 
child's social and emotional well being, whether they are 
transgender or not.  There should be a way for APS to notify 
parents in a way that does not compromise the identify of the 
student. Until a student is 18, parents still  bear the 
responsibility of their child's care. APS should work with 
parents to better define this policy.

I think APS staff should work more closely with a more diverse 
group of parents and students regardless of race, national origin, 
creative, color, religion, gender, age, economic status, sexual 
orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or genetic 
information, to ensure nondiscrimination against people of different 
cultures and beliefs in our community that may have differing 
thoughts about how to proceed in this arena.   This policy as whole 
should be an example of one where differing opinions are considered 
and win-win solutions are sought.

This section ignores that part of parental responsibility is 
the responsibility for the child’s care and upbringing until 
the child is 18 by noting that a child’s wishes are not 
allowed to be disclosed to the child’s parents unless 
legally required to do so.   Just as this policy implies 
that gender identity is fluid, the policy should also 
recognize that there may be a spectrum of thoughts 
about how to proceed with the policy implementation 
and all opinions should be considered in order to seek a  
win-win solution where the beautiful diversity of our 
entire, wonderful, progressive community is celebrated 
and respected.

Dress codes are good, but should be 
differentiated by the two genders: male and 
female.

I can see it now: a young, pretty vulnerable female gets 
housed with a 250 pound linebacker type pretending to be a 
female.

What absolute utter ultra-liberal social engineering (REDACT).  
Why don't you folks focus your efforts -- and taxpayer resources -- 
on literature, English grammar, math, etc.

Do what you want.  You will anyway.

None. What will you do if 99% of students request alternative 
accommodations. Gender identity is not a clear enough or 
well defined enough term to be used as the basis for 
determining overnight accomodations

Schools should not be the driver of this initiative. If there are 
additional pronouns beyond he and she they need to be clearly listed 
so that students cannot make up whatever pronoun they want. I 
think it should be required to have a legal change before this is 
allowed.
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1336

1337

1338

1339

1340
1341

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

propose removing the statement APS “staff shall not require a 
student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation…” I 
propose that transgender students be assigned either to their 
sex assigned at birth in efforts to protect their transgender 
status or to single occupancy room. I am concerned about the 
rights, safety, and privacy of non-transgender students. For 
example a female student that does not feel comfortable with 
sleeping and undressing while sharing a hotel room with a 
student who identifies as female but is male at birth. I am also 
concerned with how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how would allowing a 
transgender student seeking to sleeping accommodations 
with others boys help them feel safer? This seems like a 
potentially more dangerous position for the transgender 
student. Single occupancy sleeping arrangements as 
determined on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender student and non-transgender. If the concern is 
revealing transgender status by assigning them to single 
occupancy, this student could maintain the privacy of their 
transgender journey best by staying with those of the same 
sax assigned at birth. They themselves would not desire to 
draw attention to themselves by declaring they want to room 
with those of the other sex. Similar to children with specials 
needs, transgender students should be taken care of with 
Individualized Education Plans, instead of broad full student 
population accommodations that compromise the privacy and 
protection of other students.

I do not agree with the phrase “including parents and 
guardians” and propose the removal of this phrase. 
Students belong first to their parents – those that gave 
birth and/or have raised them and are their LEGAL 
guardians. The role of the school is to educate in 
academics. Parents entrust their children to schools to 
help parents in raising their children. The school is 
auxiliary to parents. Parents are primary and school staff 
are secondary. Parents should therefore not be kept 
from such a crucial development in their child’s life. 
Transgender students need the help of their parents, 
and parents cannot help if they are kept unaware.

I do not agree. I am opposed to minor students of opposite sex sharing 
facilities.

I am opposed to calling students by the wrong pronoun or 
mandating others to do so.

No way is the school system going to come between me 
and my child.  This is not the place of APS.

Children cannot learn if they’re 
uncomfortable therefore they should be 
allowed to wear clothes in which they are 
comfortable.

A small action like using a preferred pronoun shows respect for that 
individual. We should all be using preferred pronouns.

Thank you! It’s about time that a school 
dress code doesn’t focus majorly on girls.

This makes sense. I know I can put what name my child goes by on 
his records since he goes by his middle name and not his first name.

I don't agree I don't agree I don't agree I don't agree
It’s good. Yes!  Thank you! This is really helpful for teachers. It’s good!
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No

1342

1343

1344

1345

1346

1347

1348
1349
1350

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

PE uniforms should be comfortable and 
appropriate

DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE - what's GENDER MARKER ?!? Again, 
this should not be even addresses at elementary & middle school 
levels

Dissagree Stronly Dissagree! Stronly Dissagree! This is ridiculous!  APS can not keep private, family, 
medical information from parents.  This is a lawsuit 
waiting to happen!!

So if a student born with male genitalia transitions and does 
not want a single occupancy room, how will it be determined 
which female will share accommodations if there are no 
volunteers?

Will teachers be forced to use pronouns if they choose to simply use 
the student's proper names instead? What will penalties be for 
noncompliance?

Again, this allows the students/children to make decisions that 
could be against what their parents agree with. This is a discussion 
that the students need to have with both teachers AND parents.

Again - YES. Absolutely agree with this. YES!!!!

Love this.  Thank you. If the child AND parents are comfortable with this 
arrangement, great.  That said, parents SHOULD 
ABSOLUTELY have the right to refuse this on behalf of the 
child, regardless of the child's agreement.  Seems like bad 
outcomes and a lawsuit waiting to happen if not..

Starting at what age?  Is the child allow to change multiple times?  
Do the students have to adjust for the confusing process before the 
legal process has started? How will teachers, who are already over 
tasked in APS being counseled to ten to the children who are being 
silly?  Where is the line?

When little kids fairly and innocently question a child 
and a teacher has to talk to a parent of a non-trans kid, 
how do they explain the sensitivity required without 
compromising themselves according to this ACT?  
Children are blunt and direct without meaning harm.  
This will require some good will explanations and 
patience that is age appropriate.  Parents will be the first 
place children ask questions and parents may need 
guidance.    Good luck APS.  I do hope all the children 
are protected and the .002% of the population with 
gender dysphoria don't create eggshells for your staff 
and our students.  I am grateful that you seek the dignity 
of all and wish you well as you navigate this extremely 
sensitive and hard subject.

Long overdue Fine Great Great
Sounds good Very good It’s important

Again, there a e great privacy concerns for other students.
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1351

1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

A safe and welcoming school environment does not, for many 
young girls, include sleeping, showering and changing in the 
same spaces as biological boys. I am also concerned about 
how APS would propose to protect students from the 
misappropriation of this policy to carry out sexually predatory 
behavior.

Of all the sections of this PIP, this is the most 
concerning. As a parent, my role is to nurture, protect, 
guide and empower my children. If my child takes an 
inhaler at school, the school must tell me. If he gets in a 
fight or is bullied, makes a bad grade or shows up late to 
school, they have to tell me. This policy, however, says 
that one of the most impactful and critical decision 
points in my child's young life can be kept from me. No 
other decision in his young life is so weighty as his 
gender identity. None has as much potential to impact 
his long term mental and physical health. This PIP 
proposes that as his parent, I am superfluous to his 
growth and should not be included in this crucial aspect 
of development. I choose my child’s school as a partner 
in his growth, to teach him academic concepts in a safe 
social environment that will work closely with me to 
ensure his health and well-being. If my rights as his 
parent are removed at APS, I must exercise my parental 
right to find another educational solution for him. APS, 
you MUST NOT forget that you are not the parent, I am..

Disagree - Assigned males should not be cohabitating or 
sleeping in the the same facilities as girls and vice versa.  If 
any student does not want to sleep in the accommodation 
consistent with their SEX then they can chose to sleep in a 
single-occupancy accomodation ci

I wish APS would come up with a stricter 
dress code for all genders on minimum 
length of shorts and no exposing the midriff.

Oof. Tough one. Only students who feel comfortable sharing a 
room overnight should be permitted to do so. If they are not 
comfortable, they should not be pushed to share a room so 
that the gender-diverse student is not “alone.”

Yes! Excellent

It’s fine. It’s good. Very good. I support it.

Agree Agree Agree Agree
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1357

1358

1359

1360

1361

1362

1363

1364

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Please provide time for the administration to explain ow this 
would be implemented prior to adopting this policy. While we 
favor all children being treated with dignity, sexual issues at 
the age of public schoolchildren require great care and should 
not be adopted in haste and without full understanding and 
input of all parents.

See below. Again, I am in full support of all students being treated 
with dignity and respect regardless of their gender 
identity. However, it is important for APS to remember 
that while our children are in the care of APS for many 
hours of the day, the ultimate responsibility for the care 
and nurturing of our children lies with the parent. APS 
may not substitute that responsibility for parents and 
teachers should not be required to do so. This policy 
seems to imply that APS intends to substitute their 
judgment for the parents in this instance. Hiding 
information from parents with regard to any matter 
occurring while at school is extremely concerning. APS 
must slow down this process and work with all parents 
to ensure a policy can be adopted that both ensures all 
students are treated with dignity while in the care of 
APS, but does not remove the important role of the 
parent from our children’s education and development.

You should dress appropriately. The dress 
code should be more cocerned with 
decency then with transgender dress code.

They should be protected from bullying and harrasement. 
They should tough it out and be with the rest of the world. 
These special accommodations create isolation and 
segregation.

No! If they want a different name, they should change it. Parents should know everything about their minor child. 
If parents are responsible, they should have the right to 
know. This is akin to taxation without representation.

Well said! Concur! Strongly concur agreed

I agree with this section. I strongly disagree with this section as written since it is overly 
broad, ambiguous and will generate needless and ongoing 
controversy.  Completely removing the the first paragraph & 
keeping the second paragraph in this section is an acceptable 
revision.

I slightly disagree with this section.  I agree it is the right thing to do, 
to try to use's students' preferred name and pronoun which seems 
to be this section's intent.  However, I would change one word.  I 
would change "will" to "may".  In other words,  "staff will update 
student classroom records" to "staff may update classroom records".  
 Note some records are hosted by electronic systems and may not 
yet support all gender markers....

This is section is amazingly poorly written and will 
cause law suits.  I strongly disagree with this section.  
Parents often talk to their student's teachers etc.  For 
example during Parent-Teacher conferences.  To require 
teachers to not disclose "any information that may 
reveal" is VERY limiting.  Also a student's legal name is 
confidential, medical information?  Parents should be 
allowed to talk to teacher's about their student and 
routine school topics !!

It’s fine to update the records according to what gender they 
choose, but it is ridicuous to hold teachers accountable if they slip 
up. Teachers have enough on their plate without having to 
rememorize names and pronouns lest they be punished for 
offending a student.

This is completely unaccepable to not give this 
information to parents.

Good idea Support Yes oK but I don’t know the legalitiesg
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1365

1366

1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I know you will receive some crazy comments, but 
please know that the majority of Arlingtonians are in 
support of this new policy

Will there be enough of these "safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternatives"? Will there be ballot initiatives to approve funds 
for their construction?

This is deeply troubling. What protections will be provided for 
students, parents and staff whose religious, moral or other 
convictions prevent them acquiescing in the transgender student's 
redefinition of reality? If the rights of the transgender student are 
prioritized over the rights of others, the adoption of this policy will 
result in government-compelled speech, in violation of the 
constitutional rights of those affected who do not agree with the 
content of such speech.

Are there no age cut-offs? The policy does not seem to 
reflect the reality of vastly different cognitive and 
emotional developmental stages children pass through 
at different ages. A 17 year old experimenting with 
transgenderism is worlds apart from a 1st grader. While 
preventing teachers from discussing a student's 
experimentation with transgenderism with the student's 
parents is untenable in principle, and an unacceptable 
overrreach by the local government into the sphere of 
parental authority, it is especially egregious if it extends 
down to younger children, where the family has an even 
greater moral and, for many of us, religious 
responsibility to guide the child in navigating these 
issues. Once again, a full public hearing is called for 
where these and other aspects can be adequately 
discussed.

What happens when a child and parent disagree?

Eh, okay. Recipe for disaster.  Hope you have good insurance. I disagree. So the school knows better than the parent?  Really 
terrible idea!

Im glad we are fixing this becuase i have many friends who have 
changed their name due to them not feeling their assigned name fits 
their gender identity, and the have been called the wrong name by 
other srudents and teachers and it will be good for teachers to finally 
use their correct name.

The first sentence of the second paragraph says "any 
student," and I assume that refers to any student regardless of 
whether they are transgender or cisgender, but this should be 
made clearer in the policy.  It is important to ensure that 
cisgender students, like transgender students, also have the 
right to opt out of a shared sleeping area, bathroom, or sex-
segregated facility and that their privacy concerns are 
respected.

I support the language used in this section. I support the language used in this section. I support the language used in this section. I support the language used in this section.
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1372

1373

1374

1375

1376
1377

1378

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

As a teacher, will I be able to make the change in Synergy so that 
the attendance print-out from the school office for substitutes 
reflects the student’s identity?

Agree Agree Agree Agree

Most of the dress code issues are directed at 
females, largely on the outdated idea that it 
is distracting to other students.  Please 
strongly consider updating or removing 
dress codes that focus on revealing body 
parts.  If a girl's shoulders are "distracting," 
so is a biological boy in a dress.

This is the area of most concern with the policy, and one 
which needs significant consideration.  Sharing a hotel room 
with a member of the opposite SEX is potentially dangerous.  
Regardless of gender identity, the possibility of inappropriate 
sexual contact among tweens and teens is high in the 
unsupervised confines of a hotel room.  Additionally, many 
APS field trips require students to share beds (many students 
would rather sleep int he bathtub or closet floor than actually 
share a bed with a same-sex peer, much less an opposite-sex 
peer, regardless of that person's current gender identity).  
Every student deserves their own bed, regardless of the sex of 
their roommates, but especially since they may not know the 
biological sex of their roommates).  For the safety of all 
involved, students should be surveyed in advance and those 
with strong feelings should not be paired up with a student 
who would react strongly (or violently) if they were to discover 
that a same-sex peer was sharing the room.

This is too broad of a statement.  There needs to be a reasonable 
limitation to which pronouns a child may choose from, and how 
often that can change.  There are gender-fluid children in APS who 
have told others that the pronoun of the day is to be determined by 
the color clothes they are wearing.  The choice should be he/him, 
she/her, or they/them only.  Any of the new pronouns (ne, ve, ze, 
xe, etc.) would be overly burdensome to the staff and other 
students.  Additionally, this document needs to provide protection 
for cisgendered children who use the correct "sex" pronoun and/or 
"deadname."  If someone calls a classmate by the name and/or 
gender that they used to be before they decided to transition, that in 
and of itself is not bullying and should not be punished.  
Furthermore, calling someone "homophobic" or "transphobic" for 
using the old pronouns or names is unacceptable.  If it is done in a 
bullying way (like anything else -- persistent and with mean intent), 
that is different, but it should not be automatically assumed to be so.  
 As for classroom records, all students should have the opportunity 
to be called by their chosen name (nickname, etc.) and phonetic 
assistance should be provided to make sure that substitutes know 
how to pronounce more difficult names.  This should be done 
regardless of gender.

Please consider having a gender committee with formal 
procedures like the special education meetings.  
Although it may feel like a violation or traumatic to ask 
someone to discuss their gender identity feelings with a 
committee before being allowed to use bathrooms, be 
called by a different name, etc., it is no more so than 
having the parents of children with disabilities have to go 
through the indignity of having to prove their child's 
issues through testing, meetings, and other highly 
personal and intrusive means.  A gender committee 
should have a least one district expert (similar to the 
special education coordinator), who helps guide the 
meeting.  In the end, a document listing the needs and 
accommodations should be created, both for the 
protection of the student and the staff.  Gender 
dysphoria is a mental health condition and it is entirely 
appropriate to have a meeting similar to a 504 meeting 
to determine what will and will not be done.  Further, it 
will give professionals an opportunity to watch for 
comorbid conditions, which are extremely high in this 
community.

I generally hate dress codes.  I think they 
reflect antiquated notions of how students, 
particularly female, should dress so as not to 
bother or distract male students.  It's 
offensive.  Students should be allowed to 
wear whatever they want and we should all 
just deal with it.  Shaming students for their 
attire is inappropriate.

Agree Agree Agree

Agree Agree Agree Agree
I support this. I support this. More work should be done to define and 

determine non-stigmatizing alternative.
I support this. I support this. Thanks!!

I think the dress code being enforced across 
the board, regardless of gender identity, is 
important.

It makes sense. I think this is going to be hard, but this is a good first step.  It 
respects the students' integrity and identity.

It makes sense
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1379

1380

1381

1382

1383

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

equality is the way to go. i think this is a 
good approach to the dress code.

emphasis on "non-stigmatizing." being discreet is one of the 
best ways to accomodate.

will there be gender neutral gender markers? updating classroom 
records even when the legal name hasn't been changed is a great 
step forward.

i talked about this same thing in my very first comment. 
i should've read through the whole thing first!

Children this young do not have the developmental brain power to 
make these sorts of decisions for themselves.

Yes! I trust parents and teachers in this situation to supply all 
students.

This is great, but no person should be punished if they revert back 
or mess up the new identification.

Agree

I respectfully disagree with this policy. Again, the school is to 
protect all students. Students should not be required to share 
rooms overnight with students who are biologically of the 
opposite sex. Other accommodations can be made to meet 
the needs of students.

I respectfully disagree with this policy. It is never the job 
of school personnel to stand between students and 
parents. School personnel should never be permitted to 
withhold information about a student from that students 
parents. It is the job of school personnel to help parents 
educate children, but it is solely the job of the parents to 
raise the child.

Agree. Agree. Agree. Agree.
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1384

1385

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I’m okay with that I propose removing the statement APS “staff shall not require 
a student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation…” I 
propose that transgender students be assigned either to their 
sex assigned at birth in efforts to protect their transgender 
status or to single occupancy room. I am concerned about the 
rights, safety, and privacy of non-transgender students. For 
example a female student that does not feel comfortable with 
sleeping and undressing while sharing a hotel room with a 
student who identifies as female but is male at birth. I am also 
concerned with how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how would allowing a 
transgender student seeking to sleeping accommodations 
with others boys help them feel safer? This seems like a 
potentially more dangerous position for the transgender 
student. Single occupancy sleeping arrangements as 
determined on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender student and non-transgender. If the concern is 
revealing transgender status by assigning them to single 
occupancy, this student could maintain the privacy of their 
transgender journey best by staying with those of the same 
sax assigned at birth. They themselves would not desire to 
draw attention to themselves by declaring they want to room 
with those of the other sex. Similar to children with specials 
needs, transgender students should be taken care of with 
Individualized Education Plans, instead of broad full student 
population accommodations that compromise the privacy and 
protection of other students.

I’m okay with that I do not agree with the phrase “including parents and 
guardians” and propose the removal of this phrase. 
Students belong first to their parents – those that gave 
birth and/or have raised them and are their LEGAL 
guardians. The role of the school is to educate in 
academics. Parents entrust their children to schools to 
help parents in raising their children. The school is 
auxiliary to parents. Parents are primary and school staff 
are secondary. Parents should therefore not be kept 
from such a crucial development in their child’s life. 
Transgender students need the help of their parents, 
and parents cannot help if they are kept unaware.

I disagree. I disagree.  This is discrimination against girls!   This is 
ridiculous.

I disagree. These kids are still minors and you propose this 
ridiculousness.
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1386

1387
1388
1389
1390

1391

1392
1393
1394

1395

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

ok Since this is only about schools, where only a few students 
will attend at the age over 18, it can be assumed that no 
gender reassignment surgery has been performed on a 
transgender student. No girl should have to be confronted with 
a boy's body, just because he feels like a girl (and the other 
way around). This could be harassment of non-transgender 
students. It is unacceptable that we trade the comfort of a non-
transgender student for that of a transgender student. It would 
be discrimination of non-transgender students. If, for example, 
a girl would be comfortable sharing a room with a transgender 
student, she should not be required to. A single 
accommodation for the transgender student may be the only 
way, at times. You cannot, by law, require female students to 
accept sleeping in the same room as a student born as a boy. 
We can all be relaxed about this in a private setting, and most 
likely are, but this is about enforceable laws.

Teachers and Staff shall not correct another student for using the 
wrong pronoun of a transgender student. Any correction can only be 
requested by the transgender student himself/herself. Also, using 
the wrong pronoun shall not be considered harassment, bullying or 
discrimination. Unless we are introducing name tags with pronouns, 
it cannot be expected of students to learn several pronouns  beyond 
he/she and remember to whom to apply them.

Makes sense. Agreed. Correct. Absolutely.

Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
A student’s gender and gender identity 
should not be negatively impacted by the 
school dress code. I support the non-gender-
specific policy described here.

I support this policy. This policy will certainly help students to feel welcome and 
supported by their schools.

I support this policy.

Wear whatever you want! Ones clothes do 
not define their gender! However, all of these 
arguments belittle the wonderful differences 
between the sexes down to outward 
appearance. What a horrible lesson for 
children! As long as the clothes are 
appropriate meaning no exposed body parts, 
foul language, etc. who cares?!

Complete violation of parents rights. APS needs to have an 
opt out option on every pare my permission slip and not rely 
on parent to assume this would even be an option!!! A simple 
opt out of mixed genitalia overnight for parents to check. Do 
not blindside parents and have them find out after the fact and 
think  you won’t be sued!!

No! Every student had the right to be called by their name. Period. 
Otherwise teacher can be sued and fired if a child constantly 
changes genders which is allowed by this PiP. Unfair standards, 
unreasonable expectations, and  again complete nonsense

Children don’t have rights separate from their parents 
which is why parents and legal guardians have to sign 
for them. Yes they shouldn’t be beaten but that is a 
child protective services issues. You can not take away 
parents right out of fear that something could maybe 
one day happen. If the child is in danger call the police. 
APS cannot usurp parental rights, especially wiith a 
group of students with such a high suicide rate.

Sounds good Sounds good Makes sense Sounds good
I support this section. I support this section. I support this section. I support this section.
A non-gender-specific dress code APS-wide 
is overdue.  My kid's middle school dress 
code is heavily gendered and silly.

Excellent.

Sounds good Sounds good Sounds good Sounds good
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1396

1397

1398

1399

1400

1401
1402

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

No comment Separate accommodations please No comment No comment

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

Minors do not have privacy rights from their parents. No 
school system should create a procedure that 
deliberately lodges the school between a student and 
the student’s parents.

This policy is intended to allow the students' self-expression.  I 
believe that this policy is too vague on the timing and procedure for 
changing these names and pronouns officially.  It's okay for it not to 
be changed legally, but how frequently can a child change their 
name and pronoun?  Is there a counselor or a parent involved in 
these conversations or is it arbitrary?  These children are just that, 
free-thinking children.  It is our responsibility as parents, teachers, 
board members and community  members to guide and encourage 
them on right paths.

No comment. What about the safety of others? No comment. Information about minors should be shared with the 
parents.

no comment 100% dissagree!! 100% dissagree! This is asking for a lawsuit!  APS has no bussiness 
hiding mental health information from parents.  this is 
absurd!

Agree with this I support this I support this I support this
Students in this age (minors) should follow their biological 
gender.

Nicknames are fine, changing gender pronouns are not.
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1403

1404

1405

1406

1407
1408

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I don’t mean to be rude, but isn’t this incredibly naive? 
Women again are forced to defend themselves from teen age 
boys posing as transgender, or whatever.  In the age of 
Kavanaugh , I think we need to be more on the side of 
protecting women.  Not saying trans gender are predators, I 
am saying teen age boys-especially privileged white boys 
addicted to porn are.  Would be happy to sit and talk face to 
face or at a meeting about this.  I am trying to say this with 
much respect and honor at how hard your job is...in a tiny box 
on a questionnaire.

Agree

Sounds great to me. If this is saying a student can object to sharing a bathroom or 
other facility with a transgender student, I don’t agree. We 
don’t let students avoid other students because of race, 
religion, of other factors. Gender identity is the same kind of 
factor   If this isn’t what the policy is saying, please use plain 
language so it’s more understandable. :)

I support this wholeheartedly!! And teachers should be required to 
use the name and pronouns of the student’s choice.

I don’t agree I don’t agree I don’t agree I don’t agree
The second paragraph of this section is important.  If the 
implementation of this policy causes a student to be 
uncomfortable, a "designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative" is vitally important for all parties.  A similar clause 
would benefit and strengthen section 3.

A more detailed explanation of how FERPA relates to 
what may be disclosed to a parent or guardian is 
needed.  The law is invoked without any further analysis 
of how it applies to the student's gender. Under what 
circumstances is a school official legally required to 
disclose the student's transgender status to a parent? 
Further, the principle of disclosure only in the case of 
potential for the student to harm themselves or someone 
else relies on a subjective judgment of both the nature of 
the harm and the potential to harm.  Who makes this 
determination, and under what criteria, and what exactly 
constitutes harm?  As written, this policy is vague 
enough to allow lots of latitude and individual judgement 
calls from a range of school employees, particularly 
related to the student's safety.
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1409

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

By keeping information private and confidential for the 
transgender student, which is important, this policy negates 
the privacy and rights of the other students that may be 
assigned to the transgender student’s dorm or sleeping 
quarters.  There needs to be further discussion and input from 
a wider universe of stakeholders before the Superintendent 
and board adopt this policy.  Surely there must be better ideas 
out there to strike a balance between the privacy rights of all 
student on the trip.  For example, without identifying the 
student, can parents and students be informed that a 
transgender student will be on the trip and give that family the 
right to opt out of a rooming arrangement with a transgender 
student.

The board/superintendent/district fails to identify any 
distinctions between elementary aged children and older 
children here.  What will be the mechanism used to 
allow students to approve disclosure  of information.  
This whole section seems to be rife with legal risks for 
the district, staff and administrators and fails to give 
good guidance for implantation.  Teachers and staff 
should not be held accountable  for  a student’s  
preference for non disclosure  or disclosure to a family.  
This issue requires  further examination to protect all of 
the  parties involved and should more carefully balance 
the rights of students and families. It should also  better 
spell out the various  roles and responsibilities of 
teachers, staff, and administrators. At the very least, 
teachers should not be put in the  crosshairs of delicate 
family issues and should be shielded from involvement 
to the greatest extent possible.   They are educators,’not 
social workers or psychologists.  What will the 
board/district/superintendent do to protect teachers and 
staff from what could be messy family issues.  In the 
special education context, there is a team that works 
together to out together to put together a plan to support 
the student to meet his or her educational, social, 
emotional, and psychological goals.  A teacher is only 
one of the team members along with the parents, 
principal, psychologist, special educator and social 
worker (and older students join the team meetings as 
well)..  The idea is that this  cross disciplinary team 
comes up strategies to support the best interests of the 
student.  Why wouldn’t the district take the same care 
to support transgender students that may be struggling 
with identity or mental health issues, especially if they 
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1410

1411

1412

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Agree, long overdue. Suppose a girl is feeling uncomfortable becuase a biological 
male who identifies as a female lesbian is "hitting on" her.  It 
happened to my daughter on the bus.  It made her feel 
uncomfortable (as would have unwanted attention from any 
male), but she did not say anything because it did not rise to 
the level of harassment. However, had she been required to 
share sleeping, shower, or changing areas with this biological 
male who identifies as a female lesbian, she would have felt 
extremely uncomfortable.  She would have then been faced 
with the choice of saying she felt uncomfortable and being 
branded a bigot, or just enduring it.  There are no non-
stigmatizing alternatives for cis-gendered persons because if 
they ask for them, they will be branded as a bigot. Basic 
respect for others would have transgendered students use a 
separate, nearby area. They do not have the right to make 
other students uncomfortable. I'll gladly pay extra so the 
transgender kid can have a separate room or shower facility or 
maybe separate times. They must be included with respect, 
but they must also understand that it is not appropriate for a 
biological male to be naked around biological females and visa 
versa, regardless of identity. There are safety issues involved 
and with raging teenage hormones, you are asking for trouble.

Agree. It is basic respect to address a student by chosen pronoun.  
Addressing students by last name only would be less stigmatizing 
and would be the preferred alternative.

Parents need to know what is going on with their 
children. Although transgenderism is real, the number of 
kids who are dealing with these feelings is artificially 
high because it is trendy. Students with autism and 
other psychological problems may call themselves 
transgender because they are confused or seeing 
attention. Parents need to be told so they can help their 
child sort through these issues.  The default policy 
needs to be to share information about a minor with 
parents unless the child makes a specific request that 
information not be shared because of a legitimate fear of 
abuse or neglect.  Kids under 18 do not know enough 
about themselves or their bodies to make these 
descisions for themselves. APS needs to be neutral, 
neither encouraging or discouraging of expressions of 
transgenderism.

Do not adopt. No need to change existing 
policies.

Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies. Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies. Do not adopt. No need to change existing policies.

The second paragraph of this section is important.  If the 
implementation of this policy causes a student to be 
uncomfortable, a "designated safe, non-stigmatizing 
alternative" is vitally important for all parties.  A similar clause 
would benefit and strengthen section 3.

A more detailed explanation of how FERPA relates to 
what may be disclosed to a parent or guardian is 
needed.  The law is invoked without any further analysis 
of how it applies to the student's gender. Under what 
circumstances is a school official legally required to 
disclose the student's transgender status to a parent? 
Further, the principle of disclosure only in the case of 
potential for the student to harm themselves or someone 
else relies on a subjective judgment of both the nature of 
the harm and the potential to harm.  Who makes this 
determination, and under what criteria, and what exactly 
constitutes harm?  As written, this policy is vague 
enough to allow lots of latitude and individual judgement 
calls from a range of school employees, particularly 
related to the student's safety.
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No

1413

1414

1415
1416

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I propose removing the statement APS “staff shall not require 
a student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation…” I 
propose that transgender students be assigned either to their 
sex assigned at birth in efforts to protect their transgender 
status or to single occupancy room. I am concerned about the 
rights, safety, and privacy of non-transgender students. For 
example a female student that does not feel comfortable with 
sleeping and undressing while sharing a hotel room with a 
student who identifies as female but is male at birth. I am also 
concerned with how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how would allowing a 
transgender student seeking to sleeping accommodations 
with others boys help them feel safer? This seems like a 
potentially more dangerous position for the transgender 
student. Single occupancy sleeping arrangements as 
determined on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender student and non-transgender. If the concern is 
revealing transgender status by assigning them to single 
occupancy, this student could maintain the privacy of their 
transgender journey best by staying with those of the same 
sax assigned at birth. They themselves would not desire to 
draw attention to themselves by declaring they want to room 
with those of the other sex. Similar to children with specials 
needs, transgender students should be taken care of with 
Individualized Education Plans, instead of broad full student 
population accommodations that compromise the privacy and 
protection of other students.

I do not agree with the phrase “including parents and 
guardians” and propose the removal of this phrase. 
Students belong first to their parents – those that gave 
birth and/or have raised them and are their LEGAL 
guardians. The role of the school is to educate in 
academics. Parents entrust their children to schools to 
help parents in raising their children. The school is 
auxiliary to parents. Parents are primary and school staff 
are secondary. Parents should therefore not be kept 
from such a crucial development in their child’s life. 
Transgender students need the help of their parents, 
and parents cannot help if they are kept unaware.

Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree Strongly Disagree
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1417

1418
1419
1420

1421

1422

1423

1424

1425

1426

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I don't agree. It is not fair that because a few 
people feel uncomfortable with who they 
are, everybody must be forced to conform to 
their feelings. There will always be girls and 
boys, let us not forget them for the sake of a 
few , they are important to the society as 
well.

I strongly disagree. I don't agree. This is an outrageous suggestion. The parents are the 
reason the child is there in the first place. They made a 
choice to have that child and make lots of sacrifice for 
their children, every day is filled with love and concern 
for the children. They are and will remain key in a child's 
life, this suggestion has outstepped it's boundaries

Support Support Support
I don't agree I agree I don't agree I don't agree

Respectable dress code in Educational 
institution is a plus for everyone

Don’t agree As long as they doesn’t conflict with our behavioral  standards in the 
community or encourage transgender

Each one needs privacy

Sharing a hotel room with a student who identifies as female but is 
male at birth would be a privacy concern for many.

I worry this oversteps the parent's authority over their 
child. A teacher is not responsible as a guardian over 
the child. Guardianship, and all its rights to education, 
should remain with a parent. A teacher is a wonderful 
resource, but is not the decision maker in the family.

Students should be assigned to a room based upon biological 
sex, not identity.

I disagree with this. I disagree with language instructing APS staff to 
conceal information from parents or guardians

Disagree. Strongly disagree!! Strongly disagree. You are cutting parents out!!  Strongly disagree

strongly disagree Without a legal name change this is unworkable This is an outrageous violation of parental rights

What the heck does this mean?  Dress 
codes are already bizarre.

I would agree with accomodating students who feel 
uncomfortable.

When I learned gender in German class, pronouns were either 
masculine, feminine, or NEUTER.  We can't have 57 genders.  You 
are either a "he" or a "she", unless you are IT.

Your biological sex cannot be a secret!
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1427

1428

1429

1430

1431

1432

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

Universal codes (excepting a school uniform 
if implemented or done as a pilot) instead of 
school by school would be preferable.

Sufficient supervision has always been an issue.  It has been 
common enough to be almost assumed to be able to bypass 
staff supervision to sneak around for non-approved purposes.  
Going large occupancy is better than small occupancy.  
Ideally, supervision should be sufficient that gender 
occupancy is not a factor.  Some hotels have "family" rooms 
or larger suites that can be done for comparable expense.  
More people (especially if cliques are broken up) means less 
potential for conspiracy (extra-curricular, bullying, or other).  
Again, this is an issue that is brought to the fore by the current 
discussion but is not created by the current discussion.  
Assignation, assault (sexual and otherwise), drinking, etc. has 
been happening for as long as school travel has been in 
existence and the current policy discussions cannot eliminate 
that, nor did they cause it.

Of course.  However, due to the petulant nature of the opposition to 
these changes there should be some process to be followed for how 
often this can be done.  I have been astounded by the vehemence of 
the opposition to gender equality and the childish petulance 
displayed by adults.  Having their kids attempt to change their 
names daily or other sabotage to make these policies more 
disruptive than necessary is within their potential behavior and I feel 
that should be considered to ensure the smooth success of these 
necessary changes.

I greatly appreciate the effort put into supporting the 
mental well being of affected students while also 
remaining professional custodians of their well being as 
shown by the directives of this (and other) sections.  It is 
about time.  My children are not affected, but this is the 
right direction to be moving.

This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

Who defines what is non-gender specific? 
Are pants male or female? We could have 
some freedom here and let those who want 
to wear skirts wear skirts, those who want to 
wear pants can wear pants. If a boy chooses 
to wear a skirt for a choir performance, that 
is all right. But why should girls lose their 
right to express themselves by wearing, for 
example, skirts?

I strongly disagree with this policy, because APS will not be 
able to prevent possible misuse of it and it will make 
especially girls vunerable. What can the staff do when a 
heterosexual HS boy goes to shower with girls during the 
swim unit? If he says that he identifies himself as a girl, there 
is nothing what the staff can do, according to this PIP. How 
will they prove that in that case the gender identity is 
improperly asserted? This is a huge liability issue.

Will parents be notified if the student changes their name or 
pronoun at school or makes any changes in the classroom records? 
Will classmates be disciplined if they forget to use the right pronoun?

This needs to be clearer in order to avoid FERPA 
violations. School staff has to disclose all educational 
records, including student's transgender or gender non-
confirming status to parents or guardians. The sentence 
"unless they are legally required to do so" probably 
refers to FERPA, but as said, this paragraph needs to 
be re-written. It should be crystal clear to the staff that 
they by federal law have to disclose information to 
parents and guardians of students under 18 years old 
(the majority of APS students).

no comments Agree that the transgender student may be assigned a room 
consistent with the student's gender identity; however, 
consent must be received from any other students asked to 
share a room with the transgender student.  If not agreed to, 
then the other student may be reassigned.

We cannot lean too far in the right of the transgender student.  If 
this is permitted, then other students can also protest that they be 
called a name that they are not registered with.  If the student is 
registered with a certain name, then a nickname may be used - just 
like it could be for any other student.

no comments

Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree Strongly disagree
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1433

1434

1435

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

High school and middle school students who feel 
uncomfortable with this policy will not feel comfortable voicing 
their discomfort. How will APS make sure that students are 
not trying to "trick" the system? How will APS ensure that all 
students are kept safe and that vulnerable students (both 
transgender and non) will not be violated in any way? How will 
APS ensure that those who are not transgender feel protected 
in their sleeping environment as well when so many students 
feel uncomfortable bringing up sexual issues to begin with.

Parents should be allowed to play a role in what students are 
referred to in school. As partners and parents being the most 
important they should be actively included so that they too can walk 
with their child as they figure out who they are and how they want to 
be known.

It is abhorrent that Arlington would hold information 
back from students' parents. If anything, APS should be 
elevating and supporting the role of parents on this 
issue. It is NOT the schools' job to teach about sexuality 
and gender, they should be partnering with parents at all 
times on these issues and parents should be given the 
lead when it comes to how they want their children to be 
taught about such issues. In this way parents also can 
get appropriate help for their children.

If a student pretending or experimenting with the opposite sex 
is allowed to pick which sleeping area and is specifically not 
required to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation, this is 
putting other students in a extremely uncomfortable and 
potentially high risk situation.  To at least make this policy less 
risky and more considerate of the broader student body, it is 
important that sleeping facilities for transgender be single-
occupancy.

APS is taking an extreme risk with this policy and this 
does not appear to truly be in the best interests of the 
student.  If parents are not notified of this drastic change 
of a student and the emotional and difficult transition 
that the transgender student may be experiencing, how 
can they be there for them? SHouldn’t APS want to 
provide services to the parents to support their child in 
this extremely important journey and decision rather 
than just covering it up? What if the emotional drain of 
dealing with this change becomes so great that the 
student commits suicide and the parents only learn 
afterwards of the enormous struggle that the student 
was experiencing? This type of decision will eventually 
be revealed to the parents and creates even more 
trauma for the family if there was potentially years of 
secrecy that the parents had no idea that the child 
identified one way during schools hours and a 
completely different way at home. This could be the 
case if the student moves to a school district that is not 
following a similar guideline.

If the schools do not involve the parents in important 
issues regarding the child, and the student commits 
suicide or something else tragic occurs that parental 
involvement might have prevented, it is hard to see how 
the school has not taken responsibility for the child and 
could be subject to legal action.  I am no expert in the 
law regarding school oversight of students, but if think 
the last thing that a school would want was to be sued 
by parents who were not involved after a tragedy 
occurred.
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1436

1437

1438

1439

1440

1441

1442
1443

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

I am a firm believer in uniforms for students.  
 If the school system is that concerned 
about not making anyone feel offended, just 
go ahead and make everyone where khaki 
pants and polo shirts regardless of your sex 
or the gender in which they identify.

I have the same position on sleeping arrangements as 
bathrooms and locker rooms.  The default should be only boys 
sleep with boys and girls sleep with girls.  If there are students 
that don't feel comfortable sleeping with those of the same 
biological sex, a permission slip should be required for them to 
sleep privately or among others with the same concerns.

This is lunacy.  We have already seen excellent teachers lose their 
jobs for not using the "correct" pronoun.  Again, the role of a teacher 
is to teach students the subject matters they are trained to teach.  
There is far too many ways a teacher can be accused of offending a 
student and way too many openings for lawsuits.  This policy seems 
counter to the religious freedoms of teachers.  A practicing 
Christian, Jew or Muslim would be forced to endorse and validate 
notions counter to their faith by addressing boys as "she" and girls 
as "he."

Mixed feelings on this one.  It would seem that a student 
should officially have a sex change and change of 
identity before requiring a teacher to refer to them as 
that gender.  Without knowing all of the details.  I have 
concerns about students vacillating between genders.  
Clearly, people have a right to privacy when it comes to 
medical records and school officials should not share 
such information without consent.  I have not read the 
policy about changing the permanent records, etc.  This 
also falls into the similar category of a distraction from 
the primary role of a school.  Privacy policy concerning 
records should be universal.

Love this!  So each school handbook will be 
revised to be compliant with this PIP?

"Any student uncomfortable..." would apply to both 
transgender and cisgender students?

Does this allow for alternative pronouns such as "they" or "zhe?" none

Perfectly reasonable Fine Great. Let the student lead on this. None

Yup.

No comment The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections.

This policy seems like it could be misused by children who undergo 
many changes as they grow and mature through their adolescent 
years. In addition, it does not involve parental input on the name and 
gender assigned to his/her child.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

Seems fine Same concerns apply here as with the locker room use. How 
can you support the rights and comfort of transgender 
students without infringing on the rights and comfort of other 
students. What if a girl isn't comfortable sharing a room with 
someone who looks like (even though they don't identify) as a 
boy? Not all students who feel uncomfortable will feel like they 
can express their discomfort.

This seems fine. This seems fine.

Good. Sounds good. Good.  NO ONE else has the right to decide who you are; only you 
do.  We must empower all of our kids in this way.  Feeling 
powerless, and unrecognized as your authentic self,  is so incredibly 
destructive.

OK.
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1444

1445

1446

1447

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

NO ESTOY DE ACUERDO.  Las ninas 
tienen el derecho a vestirse como ninas y 
los ninos como ninos.  Si algun minimo 
porcentaje de estudiantes no se sienten 
comodos de vestirse deacuerdo con su sexo 
biologico, ellos podran vestirse conforme se 
sientan comodos.  No se debe IMPONER 
NINGUN codigo de vestimenta a los 
estudiantes.

NO ESTOY DE ACUERDO.  Esto fomentaria un ambiente 
inseguro en los banios, vestidores y cuartos de dormir.  Bajo 
ninguna circunstancia se debe permitir que estudiantes del 
sexo opuesto, independientemente que se identifiquen como 
del mismo genero, comparta los banos, vestidores o 
dormitorios.  Los abusos sexuales no se pueden borrar y las 
consecuencias van con los ninos y ninas por el RESTO DE 
SUS VIDAS.

El uso de diferentes pronombres sera una carga demasido alta para 
los profesores y demas estudiantes de cumplir.  Los profesores 
deben estar mas ocupados en ensenar sus clases que en llamar a 
los estudiantes por el pronombre que quieren ser llamados.

FERPA fue creado para que los padres apoyen, cuiden 
y conozcan la informacion privada de sus hijos.  Esta 
seccion va en contra de los derechos de los padres 
creando un obstaculo entre los padres y sus hijos.  Los 
padres tienen el derecho a educar sus hijos bajo sus 
principios morales, y la ley asi lo estipula.  los padres 
son los responsables legales de sus hijos y no las 
escuelas.

This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

How does this policy ensure that non-transgender students, 
particularly girls, feel safe and comfortable with sleeping 
arrangements that may result in them sharing overnight 
accommodations with students of the opposite biological sex? 
All students would be better served by a policy that offers a 
choice between single-sex or gender neutral accommodations 
that are available to any student.

Students do not have a right to compel someone else's speech. I 
am concerned that students and APS staff will be targeted by unfair 
accusations of harassment due to this policy.

This policy demonstrates an obvious disdain for parents 
of APS students and is far too deferential to minor 
children regarding fundamental issues of identity.
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1448

1449

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

None. Again, does this permit cisgendered people who prefer to be 
with cisgendered people to request such sleeping areas and 
bathrooms?  Failing to do so is not accommodating  those 
people.

None. None.

I propose removing the statement APS “staff shall not require 
a student to stay in a single-occupancy accommodation…” I 
propose that transgender students be assigned either to their 
sex assigned at birth in efforts to protect their transgender 
status or to single occupancy room. I am concerned about the 
rights, safety, and privacy of non-transgender students. For 
example a female student that does not feel comfortable with 
sleeping and undressing while sharing a hotel room with a 
student who identifies as female but is male at birth. I am also 
concerned with how we can protect our students against 
those that may seek to abuse this policy for their own sexual 
predatorial purposes. Secondly, how would allowing a 
transgender student seeking to sleeping accommodations 
with others boys help them feel safer? This seems like a 
potentially more dangerous position for the transgender 
student. Single occupancy sleeping arrangements as 
determined on a case by case scenario protects all students - 
transgender student and non-transgender. If the concern is 
revealing transgender status by assigning them to single 
occupancy, this student could maintain the privacy of their 
transgender journey best by staying with those of the same 
sax assigned at birth. They themselves would not desire to 
draw attention to themselves by declaring they want to room 
with those of the other sex. Similar to children with specials 
needs, transgender students should be taken care of with 
Individualized Education Plans, instead of broad full student 
population accommodations that compromise the privacy and 
protection of other students.

I do not agree with the phrase “including parents and 
guardians” and propose the removal of this phrase. 
Students belong first to their parents – those that gave 
birth and/or have raised them and are their LEGAL 
guardians. The role of the school is to educate in 
academics. Parents entrust their children to schools to 
help parents in raising their children. The school is 
auxiliary to parents. Parents are primary and school staff 
are secondary. Parents should therefore not be kept 
from such a crucial development in their child’s life. 
Transgender students need the help of their parents, 
and parents cannot help if they are kept unaware
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1450

1451

1452

1453

1454

1455

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.

All students, regardless of gender identity, 
should have to abide by school dress codes.

A parent should be alerted if there is a possibility their child 
could be rooming with or showering with another student who 
identifies as another gender other than their birth gender.  
Parents should be allowed to decide the best arrangement for 
their child.

How does a student declare their chosen identity?  If they truly want 
to change their identity, the school should require a parent to 
approve of the student's choice before steps are taken to change the 
child's name and gender-specific pronouns.

Parents should be required to approve of a student's 
request to be called by a different name or be referred to 
as a different gender. A parent should be notified if a 
child requests to be referred to as a gender other than 
the birth gender.  The frontal cortex is not fully formed 
until a young person is in their 20s.  Children are 
dependents of their parents, and parents should be privy 
to any information regarding their child.  Regarding 
gender identification, school staff should be required to 
consult with parents.

It is fair. Parents of minors should be notified if the school intends to 
bunk them oovernight with a transgender student as many 
young students may not feel brave enough to speak up if they 
feel threatened by this or if it violates a family's beliefs.

Conversely, each student must retain the protected right to use the 
gender pronouns and names for his or her peers as consistent with 
biologic fact, and not be forced to conform to a school policy that 
violates his or her sense of truth, particularly in young and 
impressionable ages where confusion over gender identity is 
common.

Information regarding transgender or gender non-
conforming status of minors must never be kept from a 
child's parents/legal guardians unless under court order 
from a (court deemed) dangerous or non-custodial 
parent. It is a danger to children to conceal such 
information from their caregivers. Otherwise it should be 
considered private from the general public.

love it! ok if this includes choices like "they" and "hir," it may be hard to 
implement. it's really hard to get used to them especially if you're an 
English teacher ("they" being plural!)

hmm - no red flags

Teachers should be instructed to deemphasize “girls” and “boys” as 
they so often do. They often do the boys over here, girls over there 
thing which causes more problems

Intention is good, but I'm wondering if it 
addresses potential problems adequately? 
I'm thinking of exposure of specific body 
parts . Has this worked in other school 
districts?

Field trip accommodations are very complex . Is there 
language that has worked elsewhere? Not sure this will 
address all scenarios. I do like the spirit of it.

Sounds good.
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No

1456

1457

1458

1459
1460

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

All students deserve respect but I do not agree with allowing 
students to use a chosen name and gender pronouns that reflect 
their identity.

As written, this seems to support keeping vital 
information from parents of students who may be 
experiencing psycologocial issues that need addressed 
by parents. If staff believe they need to keep information 
from parents for the child's well-being, then staff should 
also report that information to authorities. Whether 
parents agree with trandgender affirming ideology is not 
APS staff's perview.

Who decides what is gender-specific?  How 
is this not just reinforcing gender 
sterotypes?  This is poorly written and 
impossible to understand.

Lawsuit.  Lawsuit. Lawsuit.  This puts the burden on the child 
to self-select out of sharing rooms and/or beds with the 
opposite sex.  How will the child who chooses to reject an 
assignment with transgender student not be stigmatized?

What about students and teachers who refuse to be compelled to 
use pronouns that defy science, grammar, convention, religion?  
What rights do they have?

This overreach on the part of APS is breath-taking in its 
arrogance.  How does a SCHOOL SYSTEM insert itself 
as a wedge in between a child and his or her parents?  
The questions of identity, child development and mental 
health are among the most intimate and nuanced 
questions a family faces.  And a bureaucracy is 
presuming to pit a child and parents against one 
another.  This is immoral.

Dear lord yes! This is LONG overdue!! This 
will help all students. The stats on 
disproportionate enforcement of dress codes 
(most frequently in terms of their application 
to girls and young women) are distressing.

This is thoughtful and appropriate. Finding non-stigmatizing 
alternatives is important for all of these provisions.

Well done. This sounds administrative, but is arguably the most 
important part of the entire policy. It's simply not safe for 
many LGBTQ+ students to come out to their families. 
Revealing their status to their families could risk their 
physical and emotional well being. Please don't weaken 
this. There isn't a place for  general comments, so I'll 
just say thank you for doing this. This policy could help 
save lives.

It is wrong It is wrong It is wrong It is wrong,
This, along with other sections of the PIP, 
provides no guidance on what “gender-
neutral” actually means. Who decides what 
is “gender-neutral”?

The PIP should provide for a parent to give consent for their 
child to share a room overnight with a child of the opposite 
biological sex, but it does not. The privacy procedures implied 
here stand in opposition to parental authority and rights over 
their children’s protections. This PIP abrogates reasonable 
parental prerogatives and duties to oversee the social and 
emotional wellbeing of their children.

This section compels speech, denying teachers and staff their first 
amendment right to free speech. How can teachers teach when 
their attention must be focused on using the correct preferred 
pronouns for every child in the class? Infinite pronoun choices are 
untenable for a functioning classroom.

We are concerned that this is not compliant with 
FERPA. Minors do not have privacy rights from their 
parents. No school system should create a procedure 
that deliberately lodges the school between a student 
and the student’s parents.
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Response 
No

1461

1462

1463

1464

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

This is fair. If students are to be segregated based on sex, then it should 
be according to biological sex. If a student identifies as being 
a different gender than his/her biological sex and is 
uncomfortable sharing the above mentioned facilities with 
those who have the same biological sex should upon request 
be given a safe alternative.

Student should not be forced to use pronouns that are contrary to 
their own beliefs regarding gender and biological sex. Use of chosen 
proper nouns should be considered acceptable in those cases.

Revise gender assigned at birth to biological sex.

I wholeheartedly agree with removing 
gender from enforcement of dress code, 
thank you!

Thank you for not requiring students to stay in a single-
occupancy accommodation. This would be incredibly isolating 
and stigmatizing.

Yes! Yup!

What are the specifics of the dress code? 
What measures are planned to allow 
cisgender students the right to continue to 
wear conservative cisgender attire?

Agreeing to accommodate a transgender student that does 
not desire to stay in a single occupancy room could place 
other cisgender students, particularly women and particular 
students of strong religious convictions, in compromising 
situations. What measures are planned to avoid requiring 
cisgender students to share a sleeping area, shower or 
bathroom with a transgender student in situations in which 
doing so would make the cisgender student feel unsafe or 
require them to go against their religious convictions?

Won’t following section 7 above by definition require 
violating section 8?
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Response 
No

1465

1466

1467

1468

1469

1470

1471
1472

1473

5.Dress Code Section: 6.Extended Instructional Field Trips or Athletic Events 
Section:

 7.Names, Pronouns, and Classroom Records Section:
 

 8.Privacy and Educational Records Section:
 

this is shocking.  APS should not elevate protections for 
gender  fluid or dysphoirc students over the rights to sex 
specific spaces for all other students.   Especially girls.

So schools are going to allow students to have their own identities at 
school?  Hmm  that will be fun!  I could see my kids having a blast 
changing their names and sex anytime they want, just to be 
rebellious.   I can see teachers quitting their jobs over this too. What 
insanity.   Remember, APS cannot challenge any student's decision 
to change his or her gender identity at any time , because that 
would be a violation of your own policy. around gender idenity.  Who 
are you to judge the veracity of a student's claims?  Ti's all based on 
expression and perception so you cannot.

"Gender assigned at birth"?  Gender is not sex.  Sex is 
male and female.  Sex is determined by chromosomes.   
 Is APS planning to teach scientific facts anymore?  
Let's  not confused, or confuse our children please.  
Frankly that is exactly what this entire policy will lead to, 
confused children.  This

What is the plan for making students and teachers aware of the 
pronoun each student prefers to be called by?

sin comentario si, le provean otra alternativa que les llamen como quieran un menor no esta en capasidad de cambiar su genero 
.los padres deberian esperar que sea un adulto para 
esto.

No comments - this section is gender 
affirming and inclusive.

No comments. No comments - this section is gender affirming and inclusive. No comments - this section is gender affirming and 
inclusive.

Reasonable accommodation We are making this too complicated.. I see a lot of political agenda. I think that this  is difficult to implement. Why the 
secredt? Ifa person identifies or changes gender, how 
does a teacher ignore that but also has to teachh

The whole pip is wonderful.
What about parents and counselors helping to make these decisions 
with their child.  This is a blanket statement and the language used 
here is too loose and allows for anyone to change their name or 
pronoun at any time.

This language is too vague.  This may need to be on a 
case by case basis.  Also need to think of security of 
non trans kids.

No No No No
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